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---l~STarCTIO~S TO TilE .~SSIST.\~T CO~DIISSIOXERS. 

Education Commission, 
17, Great Queen Street, W estminskr, 

SIR, Oct. 7, 1858. 
THE Commissioners appointed by Her Majesty to inquire 

into the state of Popular E<.lucation in England, having appointed 
you to be an Assistant Commissioner in that inquiry, direct me 
to recommend the following instruction.s to your attenti,·e con
si<.leration :-

The duties assigned to the Commissioners are, to inquire into 
the present btate of popular education in England, and to con· 
si~Ier and report what measures, if any, are required for the extf:'n· 

.sion of sound and cheap elementary instruction to all classes of 
the people. It has been determined that it would not be ad\'"is
aUe to attempt to distharge these function.s by an exhaustive 
survey of the whole of Englaml Tl1ey have therefore selected, 
as specimen.'> of the country at large, ten districts, two metro
politan, ~~o agricultural,_ two manufacturing, two minin~, and 
two manbme, one of which Las been all.,tted to each AssiStant 
Commissioner. The Commissioners wish the Assistant Commis
sioners to render each other every assistance in their power, by 
e<Jnespondence, by interviews, or otherwise, as their convenience 
:md experience may suggest. 

You wiU bear in mind tbrour'lJout YO.I'.. ... itl\·est'i(l'<i'l'l0-u:: +J,~t your 
..,~-~.· ,~~ J,_. ... , lv-? .j.A .fl.., r·llov•~l'->'l _.}./' ' Tho c _., .... · 
duty IS confineu. v,r ~ .. " L .. -o~.-~wu. v• utcb. e om?n~:~slvners 
as such adopt at present no theory wl1~tever. .They w1sh you to 
dismiss from your minds any c?ncl~swn~ wl11c~ you pe1sonally 
may have deri,·ed frnm tl~t'~ pul;hc dtscusswn wh1ch. of la~e y~ars 
this subject has undergone.. The value .of your mnshgatlons 
woul<.l be entirely destroyed 1f tl!ey were infiuen~d l;y any co~· 
troversial bias, ecclesiastical, political, or ~conom1cal . ·You ~111 
aim f.iimply at the investigotion of the l{uestwns of fact mto ~\'b1ch 
you are directed to inquire, and you w1ll report the result to .the 
Commissioners, with the utmost fulness and accuracy, and with
out tLe sligMt:st regard to its bearin~, real or supposed, upon any 
of the que;.,tion.r; relating to educatiun, which at present occupy 
puUic attentir;n. . . . . . 

T!Je subjects to wl11Ch you w11l direct your attenbon fall mto 
. two principal divisions,-

!. Statistics. 
II. The conrlition, methods, and results of Education. 

. I. Statistical Inquirics.-Forrns will be fti.rnished by tl1e 
Commissioners to the Assistant CommisE>ioners, by which muth 
exrJlanation on tbi" Lead may be avoided; but it appears 
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desirable to indicate briefly the general character of the inves-
tigations to be made. · 

You will issue Circular 1. to all places of education within 
your district, without any exception whatever. Circular M. is 
only intended for public; and Cirr.ular N. for priv-ate Rchools 
adapted for popular education and cheap elementary instruc
tion. By ((popular education" the Commissioners understand the 
education of the families of day labourers, mechanics, and the 
poorer class of farmers and shopkeepers. By elementary instruc
tion, they understand instruction in which reading, writing, and 
arithmetic for boys, with the addition of plain work for girls, 
form the staple. You must use your own discretion in deciding 
what schools are comprehended under these terms. They are 
intended to include the lower, but not the higher class of what 
are known as commercial schools. They are also intenged to 
include such endowed schools ns are devoted wholly or in part 
to popular education; but as to those which are only partly 
devoted to it, the return should be coufined to that part of tl1e 
11chool which is so employed. The inquiry in all its branches 
extends equally to the education of males and of females. • 

The schools in wl1ich "popular education" (in this sense of 
the words) is given fall into two principal classes :-1. Public 
schoob. 2. Private schools. Public schooh are either endowed 
schools or those in which the sr.hoolmaster is the appointee of a 
society, committee, or other public body, or of one or more 
private persons, who maintain the school as a public benefit. 
Private schools are those which are kept by the master or 
mistress for his or her own profit. 

Public Scltools.-The Commi:;:siun€'rs hope to be al.le to obtain 
from prl·~l'tional societ1e's, and from other source~ ~ ~--~: l.::rnhln 

"t.ut:f' ~-r nu"t·10n ref::r)ectln•' ll1l•"~~·! 'tile public schools m :nnoun 0 lillO " ' o . . • · • 
t b t they wish you to include them m your mqmnes, 

the ;o.un ryd u that the infonmttion elsewhere obtained may ?e 
bot m or er 1 t 1 d because m·my public schools e::nst ,h k d and comp e ec , an ' . , . . . b t 
c e? le ' t nected with the great educational soc1ebes, u 
whiC 1 are no con · t · ·l t' 

t d hy P)•ivate !lCI'SOnS who take an mtereS lll el uca lOTI. 
are suppor e ' ' 1 • 

P··· . te Schools.-It was stated at the last ?€'nsus that near) 
~t~.a d f the scllools of Encrlancl were pnvate sch~o~s. ::So 

two- u so t . . thel'r p~e,;ent number or condlhon are 
s of ascer amm(l' · · "II tl roe~n. . t the l~ethod of actual inspection. It 'n !ere-

available, excepf tl e n1o"t in'portant duties of tlH'~ Assistant Com· 
£ e form one o 1 · · ' • • • o: . t bt·' ·1n the fullest information m the1r power upon 
mlSSlOBel'S 0 O " . · } } • }} • d e·pe~ . 1 . ·t In respect. to pnvate sc 100 s genera ) , nn . ~ 
this su )jeC . I ·lled chmes' schools there \nll be 
• 11 ' to those common y c.< ' ' . t t cia ) . 1 · 1 't . ld be very desirable that the As;;Js an 

ases m w uc 11 "ou · d tb many~' . . their clerks should personally supcnnten. e 
Com~mss~oners ?I r.rr· rr of the forms with which they will be 
distnbutlon ana Jl 111o-up 
supplied. · · 1 b 1 . Sund·t • schools will form a specHl ranc l 

Su'fl.dap Scltools.-I d r/on to the information obtained by 
of your mqmry. n n ' I 1 
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returns made to Circular P., you will inrtuire how far the instrur.
tion (l'iven in them is confined to religious, and how far it em
brace~ secular teaching. Yon will ascertain to what extent they 
are connected with religious denominations, or whether they are 
usually independent of them. You will inquire how far they are 
attended by mere children, and how far they serve to keep up 
the education already acquirerl in day schools. 

Et·enin,g Schools.- Evening Sc~hools will form a very important 
branch of your inquiry. In addition to the information obtained 
re~pecting them by Circular 0, you will direct special attention 
to their efficiency and popularity with the poorer classes, in order 
to obtain the means of judging how far they supply a secondary 
education to persons who haYe already attended school, and how 
far they are merely designed to enable those who wish to do so to 
supply the defects of an early education which from any cause bas 
been neglected. You should ascertain what subjects are usually 
taught, what is their comparative popularity, how far they are 
~aught by paid, and how far by voluntary teachers, what pecu
liarities of teaching or of arrangement they may involve, and 
generally what is the relation in which they stand to the other 
p~rts of the existing system of education, and what means may 
be adopted for their extension and improvement. 

Factory Schools.-These are schools which give certificates 
enabling chlldren to be employed in factories and printworks. 
You will pay particular attention to their condition and efficiency, 
and you will endeavour to ascertain whether in the instruction 
which they give they comply substantially or nominally with the 
terms of the Factory Acts. If you should find any marked differ
ence in this respect you will investigate its causes. You will 
inquire whetber children destined to factory employment are often 
left uneducated until they attain the age of eight years, because 
at that age they must go to school, and whether there are any 
means by whieh this can be remedied. 

You will compare the operation of the educationu,l. clauses in 
the Factory Act (7 Viet. c. }.5, ss. 30, 31, .38, 3fl,) with that of 
the analogous clauses in the Printworks Act (8 & 9 Viet. c. 29. 
ss. 23, 24, 25). The principal difference between these provisions 
is that by tlte Factory Act children's labour is restricted to tl\ree 
alternate days in the week, and their attendance at school on 
the other days for five hours a day (Saturday excepted) is made 
compulsory. Under the Print works Act the compulsory attend
ance of children at school extends to thirty days at least, either 
t.ogether or separately, between Jan nary l st and June 30th, and 
to thirty more days between July 1st and December 31st in each 
year. The children must attend one hundred and fifty hours in 
each half year, but no attendance above five hours on any one day 
is to be reckoned as part of the one hnndred and fifty hours. 

You must bear in mind the fact that you have no power wllat. 
ever to compel persons to answer your inquiries, and you must be 
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most careful in all cases to assure those with whom you may com:' 
municate, that the Commissioners will scmpulously respect all 
private interests, their object being to state general results, and 
not to expose private deficiencies. 

This caution will be particularly applicable to the case of 
inquiries into private schools. 

II. Condition, Methods, and Results of Education. 
The inquiries which you will have to make may be classified 

under the following heads:-
1. The supply and demand of education. 
2. The mode of education. 
3. The subject-matter of education. 
4. The results of education. 

1. The Supply antl Demcmd of Educcition.-You will be sup
plied with a statement (calculated from the census of 18.)1) of 
the estimated number of children between the ages of 3 and 15, 
living in your district. You will find out the number of sclwols, 
whether public or private, or whether day schools or evening 
schools, existing in each parish, the number of scholars. in attentl
ance, the average period of their attendance, and the amount uf 
accommodation which the schools affonl. This will enable yon 
to determine, approximately, lww many children tl1ere are in 
your district for whom no means of education are provided, and 
to form an opinion as to the age at which boys and girls re1'pec
tively usually leave school. You cannot bestow too much labour 
in ascertaining this cardinal point with accuracy, and in ground
ing your conclusions on sound, clear, and tangible evidence. It 
forms the basis of all the question8 which relate to the will and 
power of parents to send their children to school and to keep 
them there. 

Those questions are as follows, and they can only he answered 
by detailed inquiry amongst persons of intelligence of either sex. 
conversant with the locality. 

Are the parents, whose chilJ.ren are not under educatillll, 
unwilling to send them to or to keep them. at st.:hool, or are 
they unable, or both 1 

If they are unwilling, from what source does that unwillingtlt'!iS 
arise 1 

What education is within their reach in respect of time? in 
respect of situation? in respect of money 1 

Do they neglect it on the ground that it is not adapted to their 
wants, and if so, are they right or wrong in that opinioP, 
and what is the proof that they are right or wrong 1 

Do they neglect it on the ground of the incompetence of the 
teacher 1 

Do they neglect it on the ground of difference in religiou,~ 
belief from the mana(l'ers of the schools within their reach? 

Do they nealect it ou""the wound that they cannot afford to 
forego wages earned by their children. 
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In furtl1er illustration of the grounds of unwillingness, you 
will inform yourself as to the age at which the labour of children 
becomes a source of profit in your district, and you will inquire 
whether the practice of making it a condition of the parent's 
hirinrr that he shall send his children to the same master prevails 
amo;gst the employers of labour. You will inquire whether it 
often happens that girls are kept at home to take care of the 
house, and whether the habits of business are such that the 
mothers of families are extensively employed in daily labour, so 
that the elder children's education is neglected in order that they 
may take the place of their mothers. You will also attempt to 
ascert.:"lin which parts or what description of education the 
parents ·ralue the most, as directly improving the practical 
capacity or prospects of their children. 

In order to test the extent of unwillingness, you will, if oppor
tunity oflers, examine the working of any schemes for giving 
prizes or certificates for long attendance at ~;chool which may be 
in operation in your district, and you will obser>e how far they 
affect the disposition of parents to keep their children at school. 
.As to the nature of such schemes the Commissioners direct your 
attention to the following sources of information :-Reports of 
M1·. Kol'r·is, .Minutes of Council, 1852-3, p. 215, and subsequent 
'Jjears; Circular of September, 1855, Minutes for 1852-3, p. 18; 
and Essays at Educational Conference of 1857,pp. 183 and 205. 

If you meet with cases in which parents display an increased 
or increasing anxiety to obtain education for their children, you 
will try to ascertain whether that feeling is connected with the 
character of the school, whether it is stronger when the school 
is better, and 'l:ice 'Versa. 

You will also ascertain whether the attendance is more numer
ous at schools in which industrial training is included in the 
course of instruction than at those in which it is not, and what 
is the amount and nature of the industrial training. In relation 
to this subject, it is advisable that you Ehould ascertain from the 
inspector of workhouse schools in yout· district which of such 
schools afford the best specimens of this annexation, especially 
as respects spade husbandry; and that having visited such work
house schools, you should report, £rst, on the general effEcts of 
this division of the day between school and labour, mentally, 
morally, and physically ; aud secondly, how far a similar system, 
generally adopted, would improve the schools of the children of 
the indepenuent labourers. 

You will find it important to inquire whether the averarre 
period of the attendance of children is lonrrer, and whether the 
number of children is larger, at good schools than at bad ones· 
and you will also, as opportunity may ofl'er, pay attention to th~ 
working of wl1at is called the half-time system of education. 
The general nature of the statutory provisions relatinrr to it 
in respect to factories and printworks has been already 

0
stated. 

;\-ttempts are now ~n prow:e~s in .various parts of the country to 
rntroduc~ the half·bme prmc1ple mto other branches of i.ndustry, 
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and especially into agricultural pursuits. The children pass l1alf, 
or some other portion of their time, sometimes alternate half
days, sometimes alternate days, sometimes alternate weeks, in 
labour, and the remainder in education ; and it is asserted that 
the education is as good as under the whole time system, and 
that the parents are willing to allow children under these terms 
to stay much longer at school than they otherwise would ; you 
should see how far these assertions are sound. This branch of 
your inquiry is of vital importance, and should be conducted ·with 

greatest care and attention which you can bestow upon it. 
· It will also be of the very highest importance to ascertain how 
social and economical changes inflnence the rlemand for education 
on the part of the parents. If large works, involving a demand 
for intelligent labour, have been established iu the neighbourhood, 
has that circumstance impressed upon the parents the value of 
education and increased the attendance at school ? If there is a 
great demand for children's labour, does the attendance at school 
fall off? if work is scanty, does it increase 1 or is it, on the other 
hand, the case that when wages are high and the parents' 
circumstances easy the children are kept at school, and that when _ 
they are low they are removed? · 

In connexion with the demand for education, it is also 
desirable to inquire whether the poor show a jealousy of or a 
preference for any particular system ; whether public or private 
schools are the most populn.r; whether, ca:teri-9 pm·ibus, a school 
under Government or other inspection, or in connexion with an 
educational society, is, a.s wch, more or less popular than others 
not so circumstanced, or whether it is a matter of indifference 
to parents how schools are managed, so long as they afford an 
education which suits them. 

Particular attention should be paid on this head to the com
parative popula.rity of free education and education for which 
payments are made, and to the causes of the state of feelings 
which you may ascertain to exist on the subject. It will also be 
of importance to inquire whether parents are deterred from 
sending their children to school by dislike of the particular form 
of religious insh11ction enforced or given there. Is there a 

. reluctance amongst dissenting parents to send their children to 
church schools, and vice ve1·sa J 

Your attention should also be directed to the case of the 
children of persons receiving out-door relief. Those persons are, 
by the very supposition, unable to earn .physical necessaries. 
They cannot therefore pay out of their own incomes even the 
school pence. You will ascertain in every case whether the 
children are at school, whether the guardians pay the expense, 
and whether they use their influence over the prtrents to enforce 
the education of the children. 

In nll these inquiries you will remember the importance of 
taking the evidence of the parents of the school children, as well 
as that of the patrons and mrmagers of the schools .. 

If the non-attendance of children at school anses froru the 
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, inability of their parents to ~>end them there, you will inquira 
into the cause of that inability. Does it arise from poverty which 
prevents the parents from paying school fees, or from providing 
their children with decent clothing, or from the want of school 
accommodation 1 If the latter cause is assigned, you should test 
the truth of the assertion by inquiring whether the parents ha.vd 
attempted to obtain admission into schools for their children; 
whether they have in any instances paid for part of their educa
tion, or for the education of part of their family only, or for that 
of the whole of them during a short period, and whether they 
have availed themselves of any ragged schools which may be 
within their reach. 

You will attem}Jt to ascertain whether the supply of education 
has been duly proportioned to the demand for it, or whether 
new schools have been built in rich neighbourhoods, whilst the 
provision made for education has been stationary in poor ones. 

The Commissioners are fully aware of the extreme difficulty 
of many of these inquiries. You will do your best to obtain 
trustworthy evidence in regard to them. Should you find it 
impossible to do so, you will frankly report that result to the 
Commissioners. · 

2. The .Mode of Education.-This part of the subject may be-
considered under the following heads of inquiry:-

1. Schools. 
2. Schoolmasters. 
3. School buildings, apparatus, and organization. 

1. Sclwols . .......:With respect to schools, the most important 
questions are those which relate to their management and their 
comparative efficiency. · 

The :Management of Schools.-The management of schools 
consists of the two elements 'of government 'and finance. With 
respect to the government of schools, the most important subject 
on which the Commissioners wish for information is the working 
of systems of central aid and inspection, or of central inspection 
alone. The mo~t important of tl1ese is that which is under the 
management of the Committee of Privy Council. The principles 
of that system are that private efforts to establish schools in 
which secular is combined with religious instruction shall receive 
aid from Government, irrespectively of religious creed, but on 
condition of inspection. Schools are also in some cases inspected 
although uo grant has been made to them. The terms upon 
which the grant is apportioned and upon which schools are in
spected are specified in the Consolidated Minutes of the Com
mittee of Council, with a copy of wl1ich you have been supplied. 

·You have also been supplied with the requisite documents re-
specting the other systems of central aid and inspection, or of 
inspection alone, now in operation. 

You will inquire into the effects produced by the existence of 
tbr:se va~ious and in some respects conflicting systems; you will 
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attempt to ascertain whether competition between them stimulates 
their exertions, or whether it causes a waste of power and 
weakens the influence of the teachers over their pupils. 

Some objections which do not apply to other bodies have been 
made both to the principle and to the administration of the 
Govemment grant. Some persons entertain a conscientious 
scruple against accepting Government assistance to or admitting 
Government interference with education in any form wl1atever. 
You will endeavour to ascertain to what extent this scruple 
operates. 

It is asserted that the prospect of receiving Government aid 
operates as a check upon voluntary contributions for purposes 
of education. You will accordingly attempt to obtain trust
worthy information as to the amount of voluntary subscrip
tions for educational purposes made throughout your district, 
and as to the ratio of its increase or diminution durincr a period 
covering that in which the system of Government help

0

has bem 
developed ; and you will also ascertain whether in particular 
instances the prospect of obtaining Government assistance Ius 
repressed or stimula,ted private liberality. It is aho asserted 
that the terms upon which the GoYernment grant is made are 
such as to interfere with the independent management of the 
school. You will inquire into the grounds of this opinion, and 
you will also collect evidence as to the nature of the cases (if 
any) in which the committee of management have given up their 
own views in order to obtain grants by complying with the 
views of the Committee of Council. It is also asserted that the 
competition of schools assisted by Government i3 found to be 
so strong as to drive out of the field all privnte enterprise in 
the same direction. You will therefore direct your attention to 
the growth or decline of private adventure schools, and more 
particularly to that of unassisted public schools in places where 
the schools assisted by Government are particularly numerous, 
and you will endeavour to nscertain wbnt was or is the character 
.and degree of efficiency of such uninspected schools in com
parison with the schools inspected. 

Objection has been taken to some particulars respecting the 
administration of the Government grant, a..'l well as to its 
principle. These are, thn.t the terms upon which the grant i:-> 
made are such, that in poor districts the promoters of schools 
are unable to entitle themselves to it by providing suitable 
buildings, and by providing the salary necessary to secure the 
services of a certificated or registered teacher. It is also s:tid, 
that the number of days of attendance, exacted as a condition of 
sharing in the capitation grant, is so high, that many deserving 
schools are excluded from the ben·efit of it. It is asserted in 
connex:ion with this matter, that the capitation gnmt is intended 
to meet the case of schools in poor districts, and that the terms 
on which it is made (see Consolidated Minutes, pp. 14, 15,) are 
such, that its purpose is in practice defeated with respect to the 
very schools which need it roost. The grant is restricted to schools 

( 
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of which the teachers are registered or certificated, and it is said 
that, inasmuch as the power of teaching is distinct from that of 
learni1w, this restriction often excludes good teacl1ers and their 
schools 

0 
from assistance. You will inquire whether these asser

tions are wan-anted by the facts in the district to which you are 
sent, and how far they are so warranted. · 

With respect to public schools not under Government inspec
tion, you will inquire what is the nature of the managing body 
and how it is formed. 

Fi nancc.-\Vit.h respect to the financial condition of the schools, 
you will direct your tlttention to the operation of the system of 
school fees. You will inquire wheth('r it is true that the payment 
of fees is popular with parents ? Whether the scale of fees can 
safely, for the interests of the school, be raised in proportion to 
the character of the education giYen 1 Whether schools are 
usually in debt, and from what sources deficiencies are made up 1 
With respect to schools totally or partially supported by 
Yoluntary contributions, you will ascertain (if circumstances 
admit of it, in a tabular form) what proportion of the subscrip
tions is deriwd from the owners of land or tithes, what from 
oec:upiers, what from ministers of religion, what from house
holders, and what is the ratea1le value of the parish lands. 

The compm·ative Efficiency of Schools.-You will visit a suf
ficient number of public schools which are and which are not 
lmler Gon'rnment inspection, of charity schools, and also of 
pri,·ate schools, to supply the Commissioners with the grounds of an 
opinion as to their comparative efficiency. You will particularly 
direct your attention to charity schools; and in respect to private 
sc:hools in particular, you will ascertain what proportion of them 
are ~oncl fide places of instruction and what proportion are sub
stantially no more than nurseries, intended only or principally 
fur the purpose of keeping the children who attend them out 
of mischief during school hours. 

You will enden.vour to ascertain how far, in addition to the 
ordinary day schools, industrial schools and evening schools for 
a•lults have been introduced into your district ; and in connexion 
with tl1is part of this subject you will ascertain whether any and 
what efforts ha\·e been made towards adapting the instruction 
given in ordinary day schools to the special character of the 
population of the district . 

. If .ragqed schools have be('n :sta1lish:d _in your district, you 
wtll mqmre whether they retam the dtstlnctive features with 
which, .a~d are .cal~ulated to .effect the object for which, they 
were ongmally mstttuted, winch were the provision of educa
t~on for the most degraded part of the youthful popuhl.
tl_on. If y_ou find that the country schools in your districts 
differ matenally from the town schools either in their general 
cl1aracter or in their financial condition, you will draw distinct 
attention to the fact. 
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2. Schoolmasters.-You will inquire into the general condition 
of the schoolmasters in your district, whether their sdwob are 
public or private. With respect to public schools ·you sl1ould 
endeavour to ascertain what has been the result of the system of 
education for masters adopted at the normal school~, and par
ticularly whether the schoolmasters who have been the subjects 
of such an education devote more time to the trn.inin(J' of pupil 
teachers than is consistent with the interests of their s~holars, or 
whether they neglect the former for the latter; and whether they 
are disinclined to bestow the proper degree of attention on the 
elementary branches of education, viz., reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. In this view_you will direct your attention not only 
to the more promising pupils, but also to the proficiency or 
deficiency of the lower classes and less promising pupils in their 
schools, and the level of instruction in respect of the less ambitious 
parts of education, particularly reading. In connexion with this 
part of your inquiry, it is desirable that you should compare 
schools in which there are and are not apprenticed pupil teachers, 
noting particularly, in the absence of such tt>achers, how and by 
whom the instruction of the classes, which cannot from time to 
time receive the immediate attention of the master or mistress, is 
conducted, and with what result. You will also inquire whether 
such teachers show a tendency to be dissatisfied with their 
position, on account of its not opening to them a career. of 
advancement, and to leave it in order to embrace other profes
sions. It is likewise material to inquire into the justice of the 
allegation that the prospects opened by the Committee of Council 
to certificated teachers throw difficulties in the way of private 
charitable persons who, having establL'lhed schools, are desirous of 
providing them with competent masters. 

You will inquire into the character of the masters of endowed 
schools, and you will atten.tpt to ascertain the influence of endow
ments on their efficiency and on the purity of their appointment. 

You will inquire whether there appears to be any ground for 
the fear that the number of teachers holding certificates may 
become excessive, whether they act as masters of schools at too 
early an age, mid whether it would be expedient to require can· 
didates for a principal mastership to have served any and what 
time as assistants. 

You will direct particular attention to the supply of, and to the 
demand for schoolmistresses, especially in situations wl1ere mixed 
and united schools are common, and where in consequence their 
services are particularly needed. Should the supply fall short of 
the demand you will attempt to ascertain the reason of that fact. 

With respect to the masters of private schools you will inquire 
what has been their education, and in particular whether they 
hold certificates from trainin(J' colle!!eS, orfrom other bodies which 

0 ~ • 

rr:rant certificates. You will also inquire what other occupations 
fn life they followed before they became schoolmasters ; and 
whether they pursue at present any other occupation concurrently 
with that of teaching. 
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3. &!tool Buildings, tC·c.-You will inquire into the general 
conJition of school buildings, and into the internal arrangements 
of the ~c:hools in respect to desks and apparatus of various kinds, 
and particularly in regard to the arrangement of classes. ·You 
will ascerta,in to what extent the arrangements approved of by 
the Committee of Council prevail, and what other systems are the 
most important, the best ma'rked, and the most usually adopted. 

III. The Subject ~llatter of Etlucation.-The Commissioners 
have reason to believe that the subje.:!t-matter of education is 
(with certain exceptions) substantially the same in most of the 
public schools which aim at providing what can be described as 
popular education: reading, writing, arithmetic, and (except in 
secular schools) religious instruction form the £taple of all of 
them. ·It would of course be neither possible nor desirable 
that you should inspect the whole of the public and private 
schools in your district, but it would be perfectly possible to 
examine a sufficient number of schools, of various religious 
denominations, whether church or dissenting, or of a purely 
secu:iar character, inspected or uninspected, public or private, to 
collect materials for sound conclusions as to the broad general 
question of the comparative accuracy and intelligence with which 
the elementary branches of knowledge are taught, and as to the 
objects to which teachers of different classes principally direct their 
attention. Y eu will ascertain what books are in most general 
use for reading lessons, and what subjects are selected for oral 
lessons by the teachers, and whether they are mainly chosen 
with a view to practical utility, or to any other and what object. 
You should also inquire how far the cultivation of taste is 
made an object of education, whether singing, music, and drawing 
are taught to any extent. You should observe the manner in 
which the teaching of the school is conducted, and you should 
ascertain by inquiry whether the usual course of teaching is in 
its nature systematic or desultory, and whether it is solid or 
showy. You may form a good opinion on this matter by attending 
to the reading books in use, by ascertaining whether the lectures 
or object lessons, which are common in most public schools, are 
intelligible to the children, or whether they are mere displays 
of proficiency on the part of the master, or for other reasons 
unsuitable or less useful than they might he. You should bear 

\ in mind that there are two principal types of education; one 
\\ wh,ich aims at giving a certain intellectual training by which 
'\.he mind is supposed to be qualified to turn to any 8pecial 
'object which it may at a bter period wish to study; 
and the other, which aims at the direct imparting of know
ledge. The Commissioners do not wi!>h you to speculate on 
the comparative merits of these systems ; but they wish to 
ascertain as a fact how far each type prevails in the popular 
education at present in existence in England. If reaJing, writing, I 
anJ arithmetic were taught with strictness and accuracy,'n 
given schQol, and if questions were devised to exercise t 

~Ln D 
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reason.ing powers in relation to these subjects, the sehool woul,J 
approach to the first type ; if the principal subject of teacbin~ 
was to give information upon various topics, the scl100l woulu 
approach to the seconu. 

There is one most important part of this su1Jject on 'vhich tl1e 
Commissioners are anxious to obtain precise information. One 
great difficulty in the way of all large schemes fJf education, 11aS 
always been the llifliculty of llealing with the di1ferent opini,m:; 

·of various religious denominations. The Commi~sioners wish you 
to ascertain, exclusively as a question of fact, what are in practice 
the difference between the course of religious instruction affunlecl 
by different religious denominations ; what (if any) are the rfl
cognized formularies auopted by them, and how far those formu
laries are bught in such a manner tl1ut the pupils Lave such 
perception of their meaning as chilLlren of an early age and 
average intelligence may lJe expected to acquire. 

In connexion with this suldect, you will inCJ.uire whether or 
not it is frequently tile case that parents of one religiou:; per
suasion send their children to schools in connexion 'vith othrr 
persuasions, and, if so, upon what terms as to :-:pedal provi.-;ion 
for their religious instruetion or attenuance on religious worship, 
and whether in practice such terms are enforced. 
· IV. Results.-The most important result:'! of education are 

unquestionably of a moral nature, but the difficulty of reaching 
tangible and definite results upon this subject is so f,'Tcnt, nnJ 
your opportunities of collecting information bearing upon it will 
be so limited, that the Commissioners propose to pursue such 
inquiries through other channels. 

With regard to the intellectual results of education, you should 
inquire of the employers of labour as to the relative value of 
educated and uneducated workmen and workwomen as such. You 
should attempt to collect trustworthy evidence as to the general 
level of intellectual power amongst the class in question, always 
bearing in mind the fact that talent and force of understanding, 
though powerfully affected by the acquisition of knowledge, 
differ from it fundamentally. You will endeavour to £nd out 
whether men and women who have received a good scl10ol educa
tion make use of it afterwards, and if so, how, or whether they 
forget what they have learnt. You will inquire whether those 
who have received a good education themselves value it more 
than others for their children. In this point of view, inquiry into 
evening schools for adults will form a most important feature in 
your investigations. The statistics of reading rooms, lectures, &c . 
. might also be usefully combined with the sources of information 
enumerated above. The character of the books read or the infor~ 
mation given there is as important a matter of investigation as 
the fact that books are read and that information is given. 

You should also endeavour to ascertn,in how f~1r the extension 
of popular education has ftwom·ed the spread of taste; whether 
it produces an extended demand for music, singing, drinving, and 
other accomplishments of the same kind. 
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Personal acquaintance with persons of the la,bouring classes, 
educated and not educated, is of course the best source of 
information, but for this you will not have time or much 
opportunity. .A.s a substitute you must rely on the evidence of 
persons who themselves have had this acquaintance. The 
employers of labourers, the clergy of different denominations, 
the gowrnors and chaplains of gaols, inspectors of police and 
other officers of justice, and the shopkeepers whose customers are 
labourers, must all be able to give much information. Experience 
will teach you what questions to ask, and when you find an 
intelligent witness it will be well to take down his answers, read 
them over to him, receive his corrections and explanations, and 
then obtain his signature. 

T ou must remember that questions relating to the education of 
"Women must be answered in part by persons of their own sex:. 

T ou will put yourselv-es in communication with the other 
Assistant Commissioners engaged in this inquiry, and with Her 
lrajesty's Inspectors of Schools, of whom you will find that 
several, inspecting schools of different denominations, traverse the 
district assigned to you. It will be your duty to bring together 
the separate experience which each of these officers can supply. 
T ou will also communicate with the officers of the different 
societies, general and local, of which education is the object. 

In conclusion, the Commissioners wish you to understand that 
these instructions are intended to guide, and not to limit your 
inquiries. They will be glad to learn any facts, so long as they 
are·defi.nite and authentic, which may tend to throw light upon 
the suldect which Her .Majesty has directed them to investigate. 

By order of the Commissioners, 
F. STEPHLV, 

Secretarv • 
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HrronT of AsstsTA~l' Commsro~r.n the Rev .. hm:s FnAsEn, 
1\I.A., Chancellor of Balisbury Catheclral, Rector of \\'est 
ChoiJcrton, \rilts, Chaplain to tho llishop of Salisbury, and 
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, on t!te S-rATg ~~r Por>UL:\It 

EnucATION in Srr.ctMEN AGIUCULTUILI.L DrsTHICTS in the Poort 
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BHO:IIYAttD, LEmJUaY, anrl UrTos-os-SrvERN in lite Countie$ o/ 
DoRSET, DEVoN, so~IEIISt.T, HEtlEFORD, and Woncr.sn:n. 

l\Jy Lono DuKE .A~D GE~TLE:ItEN, Cl10ldcrton, May 17, 18.39. 
HAn~a tet·minat('U tlw statistical portion of the inquiry 

entrusted to me, I have the honour to lay brfore you the couclu 
sions at which I have arrived on the general State of Euucution in 
the districts I ha\'e tnnersed, which were selected as illustratin:.; 
more or less completely the conditions under which the work of 
elementary education has to be carried on in a locality purdy or 
mainly agricultural. 

My own pre\'ious prnctical acquaintance with the subject hau 
lain entirely for a period of eltn•n yrars in a district of this kind, 
partly as a manager, partly as a diocesan iuspectot·, of rm·al 
schools; and it was only this branch of the inquiry' that I shoukl 
have felt myself competent to undcrtakt•. 

I endeavoured to bear in mind throughout my im·estigation that ~atu.re of the 

my duty, in accordance with the instructions received from you, llHlu•ry. 

was confined simply to the collcctiou of facts. I dismisst>d, as fiu· 
as possible, from my minu all preconceived notions, whether pre· 
possessions or pt't•juc.licc;, I am now di1·ected to report the result 
to you, and I must try to do so, " with the utmost fulnc~s and 
" accuracy, and without the slightest rt>gai:d to its Le:ning, rt>al o1· 
" supposed, upon any of the questions relating to education which 
" at present occupy public attention." 

I should premise, that throughout my iuquit·y I considered my- r.nq~Jiry strictly 
EE'lf as strictly limited to the district assirrned to me and as huvin•r 11 .1111 ~rd to the 

o ' 1' d1stnct 
no right to trawl beyond its bou1!ds, (as I was frequently invi.ted assigned. 

to do), for the purpose of ascertaining and reporting upon the 
special Ol' C\X'Ceptional circumstances of a particular locality. We 
al't always opt to fancy, where dilliculties meet m in the prosecu-
tion of any work, tlmt om circumstances are special or exceptional i 
hut, as far as I could gather from the letters of my correspomlents, 
th<'re was 11othing in any case oflereu to my examination that 
really constituted an exct'ption or a speciality; notbinrr of which I 
did not find abundant examples in the territory tlm~ lay within 
my proper range. 

This territory comprised 14 poor law unions, situated in the Extent of the 

counties of Dorset, lJevon, Somerset, Hereford, and WorcestL·t·, district. 
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nr:ronr of AssiSTA~l' ComtiSSIO~ER tltf! Hev .• h~ICS FnASr·:l:, 
.:\Lt, Chancellor of ~ali~bury Cathedral, Hector of \\'est 
CholJcrton, \rilt;:, Ch:1plain to the IJi~hop of Salisbury, and 
Ftllow of Oriel College, OxforJ, on t!te STAn: ~qf PoPCL.\It 

Envc.uro:s i11 SPr:CI:\JES .AGniCIJL1THAL Dlsl'rtlcrs in tlte Pooft 
LAW Usw~s n(SHERnor..sr, DoncHF.STlrt, Ct-:nsL, l3r:Am:SSTI:H, 
AxmssTEn, CuAHD, Yr.oviL, lir:nr:FoltD, l{oss, LF:muxsn:rr, 
Dnom:AitD, LEDllURY, and Cr1·o:s-o:-~-Sr:vr:rts iu t!te Couuties of 
Donsr:r, DE,·os, So.m:ns1:.r, HEitEFono, and \\'oncr.sn:n. 

~Ir Lonn DcKE A~D Gr.~TLE:IIES, Cholderton, l\Iay I i, 1839., 
HAYI~G terminated tlw stati~tical portion of the inqu;ry 

entrusted to me, I have the honour to lay before ~·ou tile conclu 
sions at which 1 have arrin•d on the general State of EJucation in 
the districts I have tra\·er$eJ, which Wt're selected as illustratillg' 
more or less completely tbe conditions under which the work uf 
elementary education bas to be carried on in a locality pur~:ly or 
mainly agricultural. 

My own previous practical acquaintance with the subject had 
bin e11tircly for a period of elt-\'t'll yPars in a di5trict of this kind, 
partly as a manager, partly as a dioc£-san iuspectot·, of rural 
scbools; and it was only this branch of the inquiry· tbat I shoulJ 
have felt myself competent to undertake. 

I endE'avoured to Lear in mind throughout my im·estigation that ;"atureofthe 

my duty, in acconbi~ce with the instructions recei\'ed from you, tnqutry. 

was cuufined simply to the collection of facts. I dismis>ed, as fiu· 
as possible, from my mind all preconceived notions, whether pre~ 
possessions or pt·t'juuices. I am now directed to report the result 
to you, and I mu5l try to do so, " with the utmost fulness auJ 
" accuracy, anJ without the slightest regard to its Le:1ring, rt'al ot· 
" supposed, upon any of the qut:stions rdating to education which 
" at present occupy public attention." 

I ~hould premise, that througlwut my inquiry I comiLlered my- Inq~tiry stri<'tiJ 

sdf as strictlv limited to tl1e district as:;irrned to me and a.s lla\'ill'' hnu~~d to the 
J o ' '"' dtstnct 

no right to tt·avel beyond its bounds, (as I was frequently invited assigned. 

to do), for the puq:ose of asC£"rtaining anJ reporting upon the 
spE-cial or f'X'Ctptional circumstances of a p~1rticubr localitr. \\'e 
are always apt to fancy. where difficulties m~:et us in the prosecu-
tion of any work, that om· circumstances are special or exception<d; 
but, as f.tr as I could gather from the letters of my correspondents, 
th('re was nothing in any case ofi~red to my examination that 
rC'ally constituted an exct'ption Ol' a speciality; notbinrr of wl1ich I 
did not find abundant examples in tiJC territory tha~ lay within 
my proper ranrie. 

This teJTitory comprised 14 poor law unions, situated in the Extent of the 

counties of Dorset, Devon, Somerset, Hereford, and Worcester, dislrict. 
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divided into 409 pari~hes (accorJin~ to the Ji,·i~:on5 of tLt> Poor 
Law), covering an area of 809,GD:2 acrts, or about 1,2G.) ~r1uare 
miles, and containing at the C<>mus of 18.'> l a populati'm r,f 
2:35,456. The subjoined Table will:;how at a glance its extent 
and distribution. 

TABLE I. 

X umber of Area in 
I 
Popul~t:on in 

C-ounty. t"nion. Pari;;hes. Sutute Acres. I 1''>1. 

Dorset - Sherborne . . 30 40/Jl s 1.3.0Sl 
Dorchester . . 39 6~.~76 I i.210 
Cerne . . 20 4\1r,1 7t;~2 

Beaminster • - 26 53,i64 IUiO 

Devon . Axminster - . li 61.~.38 2(1,'}. 13 

SomersC't - Chard . - 34 (,•),3~2 l!f,,IJ~.) 

Yeovil - . 35 51,27 I 23,H<) 

Hereford . Hereford and :}. 47 6~,1()~ 2.J.~~s 

Dore . 29 i4.91i 9.2·•S 
R('jjs . 30 5.j,,'jt~ 3 Js .. ;. •2 
Leominst~r • . 25 65,16~ H,•clJ 
Brom-rard . - 33 6l,f,.j9 ll,h3 
Ledb~ry - - 22 43, i~3 11,13~ 

Worcester . t'pton-on-Se~ern • 22 53,016 1'.07•) 

Totals . 14 409 so9,r,n I 2:n,456 

Such a district naturally di,illE'd itself into two ponion5, 
a southern and a northern; the former compri~in~ the unions 
situated in the couDtit:>s of Dum•t, De,·on, an:l !-:-on'er~et; the 
latter those in Hereford and \\"orce5tt:>r. Each portion, t~1C 
weather being exceedingly f,n·otua!Jle for the purpo,e, re·1uireJ 
as nearly as possible trn wet:ks' inr1uiry, rny operations commt·ncin.:::
on the 18th Octobt>r 18.:>8, and terminating on the ~ith :.Luc:l1 
J ~59. With your permission l had, in common with my col· 
leagues, a month's holiday, though not an entire rc;;pitl· frc•:n 
work, at Christmas. 

Of the 409 pari5hes above enumerated, I personally vi;itcll3j-t; 
in 49 others (including all tho5e in tht> union of Dore) le55 eon
siderable in size, population, or the reported characlt'r of tl,cir 
schools, I left the coll"'ction of _their stati;tics to my ckrk; in tLL· 
remaininrr six, containing onlv Sundar scbooh, I !tare n:lit>d for 
the accur~cy of my returns np.on the i;1formation furnisLcll by th' 
clergyman alonE'. 

I feel tolerably confident of tl1e C0mpletC'nc~s of thC'~e return•. 
As far as issuing t!H·m is conccrueJ, I bt·lic>ve tbat 11ot a ~in,;l0 
school has been omittfd ot O'rerlooked, at lt'a;;t, not a sin..:le ~cl~o)ol 
that was in existence at the time of 111\' Yi•it to the p u·i•h; "Lik. 
of those issued, there nrc only ei~bt tilat I hare f1ikd to lWl·ire, 
viz., from two Church of En~Ltnrl Jay Fchools at Fr:tmp .. n; fro:-:1 
three ltoman Catbolic day sclwols at lll"reforJ, Clt:h·Jn_;lr, an.l 
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population of the diEtrict, and ha,·e a ,·cry percrptiblr, and not a 
very favourable, influence upon its educational tonditi(J!}. In a 
large circle, of which the town (If Yeovil iB tire centre, and which 
embraces portions of the Unioru of Yeovil, Chard, Sherborne, and 
Cerne, the gloving trade ii! &aiel (tlrou.~h I .should tl,ir>k with ~ome 
exag-geration)• to employ 20,000 females. In tiJC Cnion~ (>f nw
chester and Beaminstcr, girls and their mr;tlwrs arc exten~in·l.r 
engaged in making, or (in the langua7e of the cour>try) "Lraic.ling" 
nets for the .Kewfoumlland fishin~ tradl"; in ~\xmiustcr C'nion, 
particularly in the towns of Colyton and Deer, lact·-makin;; i5 
quite a staple occupation, and there are l'ilk fJ,ctorie8 botl1 in 
Axminstct· itself and in Lyme; and in the Cnion of Char•] both 
hemp and flax are manuf.1.~tured in nrious forms, such a3 twine, 
sailcloth, &c. Thc~c employment.> can all be carried on at a \'(·ry 
early age. A girl begins to "glore," to "braid" net3, (() nuke 
lice, at six or se\'en. In the town of Dl'er, there arc rc.~uhr l>ce 
schools, in which from 10 to 20 \'OUn~ children from s:x vear5 
old upwards, are taught the art o'r m~king the beautiful tc~turc 
called Iloniton lace undl'l· a mi~tre:-s of the craft, at a ('h:lrge of 
sixpence a week, bringing- thl'ir own m..~tcrials, and st·I:in; tLc 
lace, when made, on their own account. It is cxtrJorJ;n:1rY tl1:1t 
these wretched handicrafts should b<' so popular. Youni ~iris 
prefer them infinitely to donH'stic serricl', thidly from tlte lvve d 
independence, though the remuneration is strikin,:;ly inferior. .\t 
the price now given for lace, a woman mu~t work han! to rarn :Js. 
a week. A girl of 1 G told me, that by workin~ 10 bom.> a lb,r. 
stooping ov~:r a machine all the time, ~he could sew :2 rair of 
gloves, earning 3d. a pair. The value of cl1ilJren's labour at net 
braiding is said to be from 2s. to :3.~. a wC"ck. They arc, tach a11J 
all, employments very prt-judicial to health, in coml·qutnl'c of t!lt' 
confinement, and, in the case of glovin~ and lace-making, tLc 
posture, they neccs.>itatc; while the oldades they tl>rcw in t!.c 
way of education, when the carlv H:.!C at wLich t!tcr are cnkrcd 
on' is rt-mcmbered, arc obvious, a~d 'apparently irrei;H•diahk At 
Long Bredy, in Dorchester Union, the manag-ers tndca\·ourrd to 
add the braiding of nets, as an industrial department, to the scboul, 
and fitted up a kind of antt>room for tlw purpose, intendin;; to 
make it an employment for tlte boys in the afternoon; Lut the 
experiment did not succeed, and at the date of my vi~it had Lt•cn 
discontinued. 

Condition of Not that even where the a~ricultural character of a district is 
~~~~v~~~~~~\0 not interfered with Ly tire int~u~ion of a mallulacturing cleml'nt, 
education. is the work of education carried on under much more farourahl<.! 

conditions. There arc ~uch succc8si\'C demands l~a· jmenill', 
almost for inf,mtine labour, that anytl>ing like rc~ularity of amn
dance or continuity of instruction is impossible. ln lit'refurJ,b:rc 
there are no fewer than 7 annual lmrn'sts, in each of which thilLlren 
are largely employed,-!. bark peeling, 2. h::~y, 3. corn, -t hops, 

• I saw, however, an advertisement posted up in the villag-;'S round \'co,·il of a sin;;lc• 
manufacturer, who said that he had work ready fur l,WO J:.auJ..s. 
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5. potatoes, 6, ::tp~Je~, 7. acorns,. If WE' ac!J tO thc~e b~rcl~caring 
in autumn and srnng-, potatO·SCtlmg, hoptytng, and the liiCHJcntal 
duties (not peculiar, h~we,·er, to an agrict~ltur,ll district) o~ hahy
nursin(l' and crrand-ll'mn~, and make a f.ur allowance for !Hcknrss 
and w~atlu.>r, some 

0

esti~att' may be formed of the <lifficultit>S 
throu!::;h which the education of the chilJrt>n of the rural poor has 
to for~e its way. The wonder is, not that so little is done, but that 
anv thin" at all can be achie\'ed. And yet it is an unclouhtcJ 
fa~t, that there are parisht-s in which this accumulation of ditl:icul
ties is not onlv fairly dealt with, but absolutely overcome: a1Hl 
where the t.'du~ation rl'CCi\·ecJ, aS well aS Oift>red, is as high anJ 
soun<l, not onlr as is possible under these circumstances, but as 
would be attai~1able under anr circumstances. There are fir.+rate 
school.:;, which ha\'c to do tlH:ir work unuC'r each and all of these 
conditions; indeeu it is only in parishes with inferior schuoh that 
one ht'ars much complaint of the difficulties. Dut this opens a 
lartre and important questinn abollt tht> comparati,·e dbciency 
of school~, for which I shall find a more convenient place further 
on. 

There are, indee:l, two aclditional circumstances characterizing S~i~ charac· 

l H r d d" • }'} .1·d • )' J'k I tensursofthe .· t 1e en·1or 1stnct, w 11c l u1 uot Cl.l5t to anyt nng 1 ·e t 1e Hcret'ordshirc 
!'ame extent in that of Sherborn<·, and which materially aggravate district. 

the difficultv of maintainin~ efficient schools. I fl'ft:r to the nature 1. .~bsence or 
of the soil, ·as aOcctin~ the~ sta.te of the footpaths and roads; and '·illagt's. 

secondly, to the distrilmtiou of the cottage.:;, in which the people 
]i,·e. In HereforJshire, a ,·illage, meaning by the term a street of 
homes clustered round the .:hureh, parsonage, and school, i:; 
quite an exceptional f..~ct. Houses are dotted down by twos and 
tLrccs over tbe whole area of the pari::;hes. The schoolhouse oftc·n 
appears quite isolated from a human habitation; yet, upon in-
quiry, you find that it is in the most central position that could be 
obtained. And if it be true, as it unJoubtedly i~, that "as iron 
sharpeneth iron, so a man sharpcneth the countenance of his 
friend;" if the intellectual readinc~s of the townsman, as com-
pared with the peasant, is mainly clue to the daily cont:lct of mind 
with mind, and with many different mind5, this isolation of the 
llerefurJ~hire child from his fellows must tell with hr·ge cflcct 
upnn his capacity to receive instruction, and is probably the cbief 
cause of tlwt slowne~s of apprehc·nsion, that apparent incapacity 
to 1mswer a plain question, and even of that rlrawlinrr utteranct:, 
which are too miking characteristics of him to be o;'erlooked by 
the mo~t unobservant stranger. 

K ot that the me:·e distance of the chiltlren's homes from their 2. State or 
school woulJ present an insupvrable Larrier in the way of rerrular roads. 

attendance, were the roads and approacbes to the school fairly [)ass-
able. flut it is difficult to describe, or·, unless \'OU have trave!lt?d 
in them, to' form an idea of, the !'tate of the Iierc:fordshire lanf's, 
with their deep retentive red-clay soil, in a rainy season, indf'ed 
throughout an ordinary winter, wl1ich is the agricultural child's 
great srhool time. It is almost impossible that chilJren under 
seven or eight years of age can make their way through them; 
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nnd in all cases tl1ere nHJ5t be nvm• than thE' avN:t~' amount of 
truth in the comp~aint of want of shoes, which i5 so oftc:n alle:::c-Cl 
as the rea5on of a child's ab5t•nce from school. ~ 

~:::~~~~~~r One mo~e f.tct, a:ln·:s.:> to the cffici\'IICY of rural sc:ho'Jh, l'l·m 1ins 
unfavourabl~ to be mentioned. aff,·ct:ng, bowe\'l'r, nnt so much the childr(·n a5 
condition. the manag-eri!. I aliu·.le to the size an•l population of the p.l.ri;,],('s. 

The following Table, exh:biting the population of all th(' r~ri~he• 
in my district, according to ecch~5i;mical di>tribution !J~G, tells its 
own tale:-

TABLE II. 

~umber or Pwh~ containinw I p.)pubti•in II;X•)T•lin~ \•) th~ C··u;us 
of b,;l, of • 

Name ot t'nion. § 

~~ 
,; 

;:~ 
.. I 

= ~~ ;:~ -
~ il: = ;1 ;-g 
f " .,-., -= .,.., 

=~ == ~= =l ,.; ;. .;:; 

~herhome • 9 3 
Dordlt."Ster • 1•• 3 1 

C.:rn~ • • 7 1 I -
&"''llin<t•:r. 4 1 I 
,,xmin.•ter • 1 
('h~l"'l • 3 i -
l"'J\'il • • 
Hel'1'fvrd and ) 6 
I\Qre • • j 6 
R-:.,;s • • 8 
'L<>o111inst~r • 6 
BMffi\"'ard • 0 
t ... lhurv • • 1 • 
l"ptot1..0n-!X~em. 1 " 1 I ! 2 1 1 1 

Tota~s • • :-.;-I~ 7:~T;-,--;-I-;-T·i71--;;-i-;-l-;-i-;-

It thus appear>, that of 33G pari~l1es (including th(' towm of 
Sherborne, Dorchc5ter, Deamin5ter, Axmin5ter, L,·me, C'lnrJ, 
Ilmimter, Crewkerne, Yeo,·il, Ber(.f,)rJ, Hoss, L('om~n>ter, Drom~ 
,·ard, Ledbury, l"pton, antl Great ::\lahwn,) J;)G or more than one 
~hird, haYe a population under ~00; 2~3, or con;;idenLly more 
than half, under 400; 2i0, or 11pwardi! of two thircl::, undvr GOO. 
As the value of the propE>rty in .n pari5h (tbough, unbarpily, not 
always that of the bendice, is generally proporti•mal to the l'opu
lation, the difficulty of raisin~ funds forth(' adl'qu~1te maintenance 
of a school, and of getting children enough to;;ethcr to t~)rm a 
school, where both prop('rty an(l population are so small, if paro
chial bound.1ries are to be adhered to, i5 at once <>.pparent. The 
ca5e has its remedy, as I shall hcr<'aftt'r sugge~t; a remedy, tl)C', 

that has been tried in a ft'W pbce5 \\ith COI11J.!Cte !'UCCC5S j but it 
is one of ratber delicate application, and intcrl~·rL'S SlH11CIIklt with 
the sentiment, of wbich some people arc wry jl'all)tb, of (\1<.'h 
pari•h with its own 5Chool undt'r its own p1stor. 

The tonditims .\11 the~e concnrrent difficulties mu't b(' born: in min.l, and 
under whk:Hhe a1l,)wed for, in C'5tinntin.r either "hat is thf' amount of ('Juc,1h>n 

~~~ ~~:~i7~ po::sible und,·r such conditions, or the creait due to th:1t wJ,ich is 
the esci~~t~ of actuallv attlin-:cl. The statement of them at th(' outoet of tbis 
the ...-or:.. • 
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Report was a nccc,&ary preliminary to the full and fair consitkra· 
tion of a subject \\ hid1 they so "iJcly i1dluence anJ l<~rgcly 
modify. 

The class of da\' schools, into tl1c number, condition, and dii- Thhe c;:'-'11 of 

h I
• , .I , , • } . J • I K u<""contetn• 

· ciency of whic. was mstrucku to 11;qlllre, .•s ~ 1at .m \\ _uc 1 platl:t by the 
popular educatlon and cl1eap elemt:ntary mstructwn IS be~ng gn·en m•tuu;·. 

to the Lmilit.>s of Jay labourer:', mtchanics, n11d the poorer d<~~s 
of farmers anJ shopkeepers. Tbey are diYiJctl into public and 
prh·ate schools, meaning by the formf'r term scbouls which are 
either endowed or maintaim·d by one or more indiriJual.s, as a 
public benefit; by the latter, scbools wbich are hpt by the 
teachers for theit· own profit. There are two clas,e:s of school:. 
abore the~c, the midJle and upper schools, with "hi~:h I was not 
concerned, beyond bting rt'quireJ to ascertain, Ly means of a 
\'ery simt·le tabular form, the number of thildrt:n of bolh sexes 

·that they contained, &:c. The follow:ng Table shows the result 
of this inquiry:-

TABLE III.• 
Day Schools existing in tl•e 8pc"Cim•n Dbtrid' or Sherborne and Hcrcfvrd, in the 

Wiuter,l~~9. 

I ~o. or I I 

Total 1 ~·oW ~o.or 1 ~0. r.r I 
llll'm•·n- ~ o. or Eh-m•·n· ~fl. or ~!JciJie 1 ~I). or 

~li.IIleotl"nion. tan: Children tarv Chiloll'f•n ancl Cl•iidl'f·r: :-;,,_or . c~ ~ .. or 
Pu~lic , in t!Jtru. Pm·ate in thew. l'pJ•:r iu thl'm. Sd1•..ovls. . IJ.uNn 

Schooi.tl.l &hool!.l ~dwols.: 1
w th•·m. 

I I 
f'heroorne . 29 ll}-~2 !IJ 

I 
3h1 8 Slt7 57 !.~•1! 

Dvrcbestcr . M 2.1•1 2~ 4:lt} JQ ~71 ~~ : .... ~1 
c~nJe 1~ ~'" lt :tl ... , 3 ~~ 11.1 1.21~ 
B<:amin>ter • 30 ).:• 5 :!~ f.~~, s ~'! &5 ~.ir~J 
.hmin;t(:r 2~ ).7:~:i 4:j ';71, 11 31~ ~· ! ... ~1 
Chard :l5 :! ........ , 

~· I•J:i 1~ 31~ 1• 7 3.571 
YeO\il 

:) 
2~ 1.~.!.5 107 1.3·~ 2l "" 11a 3.7~ 

Herdord and 45 2',r;~oo5 2tj ..:01 tl Ll; ~ ~.··;,j 
D(Jf'O 16 ';~() Q 49 l 1~ J:l 7•1 
Ros! 3•1 l.~:·:i H 211l 6 t:n !',!) U7•J 
!k<,min,v:r • 't.7 l ,t;~:! 13 

I 
~"3 II l~·a 4:1 f.i!:.:tJ 

llromvard • 19 l."·'' ll ~u 3 :>~ :t1 ).::5) 
.kdl,ur:v • • H 1,7!•7 H I J·•J 5 )o(j [:j 2.u ... u 
l"ptvn-on-S.;vern • 27 l,~t\1 25 ~'Ill 11 !111 6J ~.)JS 

TrJ!aLs· 41.t2 2.1.~~~ 3t!l I &,11'.3 l:)Q : 3,019 H•3 5~,9;1 
I 

Tlds Tahle, and the con1parisons and e~timatt s deducible from 
it, will throw light upon many important educa~ional queetions. 

I. TuE Pnoanrss or Eot:c.nros-• 

. The pru;ent iu~ui~yhas probably been more eompktr, cx.haus- Pro~ess of 
t1ve, and exact 111 Jts cbaracter than tktt unJt"rtaken for tiH~ eduo.tion. 

first time as an element of the Cenws vf 18.)1. But erill no 
.better rn~t!Jod of aw::.rtdiuing tl1e progrE-ss that eJucation llas 
made dunng th; last e1ghry:·ars can Le .adopkd, than to compare 
the results, oLtawtd now \1 nh tho~e vLtameJ then. Ddore doin,.,. 
so, bowe,·er, in. o~·d~r to make the comrJdriso!l fdirly, it will b~ 
neces~ary to exhd.>1t 111 a tabular furm tLe &ILount ot' the popu-

• This.table,includcs tln~e Roman Catb(Jlic sdwuh, from \\Lkh returns 111cre rcfu:><:d.. 
1 asctrtam!::d ~nat !hey wtre attended by about 110 children. 
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lation of the district, as ascertained in 1851, and as estimate 1 in 
1~59. 

Name of l:nion. 

Rlwrhome 
l>orehrster 
('(•rne ... 
lll·:~miu ... ter 
Axnlin>ter 
t:lmrd • 
yC(,I'il• • 
Hr·n:ford and • 
!>ore • n.o,s • • 
J)·tHoin~tf'r • 

f~~h~·~~~d . 
l" ptonoiin-Sel'crn 

Totals 

:} 

TAT:LE IV.• 

1~.n't 
17.~111 
~ ';~t:! 

11.'!7•1 
~~~.:;.u:J, 

',!ti.o ... ; 
~". \ ~1) 
:.!.i,it\~ 

!lo:,~ll'i 

1."\,:.,,~ 

1 ~ .... :,!• 
)l,I;'~;J 

1:1.)::!1 
}",Hil) 

23.j,.kAl 

1 :1.~: '•! 
};,:,:.1 

2 p•·r tt11t. 

'i ,:• ~7 
1 l,: •. ).j 

3 fH·; r .. nt. :!U,!J{:,! 

~'. 171 tjfH'ft'f:llt. 
ao.i~l 
!!7 'j l,~,t; !I p1·r ('f'llt. 

~) .~: ~ ~~ ~ IWT ('t.:llt. 
1•:.~;; 

2 )"'; f't·nt. ].'j,l~ll; 

lli',liJ 

I 

I J.-·rt'l'llt. 
]:~. ~~~ 2 1···r t't'llt. 
) ~~. "~77 }il )'1;Tt't.'Hl. 

2ioli,:::Hf) 

Thh Table shows an estimated incrca~e of I 0,7-14 in tl1e popu~ 
lation; . and this, lmd education nwrely kept pace with the 
population, and the census-ratio of the chiJJrcn unucr in:truction, 
to the whole number of }Wt·sons, ,·iz., 1 in t-\'ery 8·;Jti, Wt·rc still 
the true education ratio of the di~t1·ict, shoul,l ha\'C carricJ with 
it an increase in the number of children at sclJOol of I,~(".). Dut 
the result of the present inquiry, Loth as regard:; the numbr:r of 
schools and of childn·n in course of education in tlll'm, is far 
more favourable than this. The followinrr TaLb sufhcir:ntly 

l
. 0 

prove t ns :-

TADLE '\". 

Table showing result or Educational Cen•us Qr b.";t, in 11 Poor Law rnion5. 

I , ... ,~ I, ...... ,, Xumhrr I Xumller of Tnlal 'f11tul 
X11111i,,_.r,)( 

Name of Union. of Puhlic ("J.ilrln•u •fl'rirntcl tliddro•u ~·mult\•r t. iltldr"n 
!School~. in them. !School~. iu them. ·f:Sdtwls. in tl1etn. 

-------
Rh~rl)orne . ~2 1.1~.) M ·1•~2 ~· 

1 ,:,,7 
llorchc>ter and Cerne 4~ 2/»"tl 5o t•:d 105 ;;,.~, ~ l 
:Hcaminster ~~ 1.~~~~ ~5 u~;J ·I~ l, ... ·d 
.Axmin~ter . . :!:l J,:m 1:! ~-· fili ~.~'1 
Chard . . 26 1,~,0 ~~~ ;:,u tl3 :,! .1 i '~I) 

Ycovil 2' 1,119 57 1,:1:1~ ~1 :.!,7 .~.~ 
Hereford and Dore 4~ 2,fil;t 50 },IHII) 1t:! 3 .. ~1,;7 
ll.oss )~ ti:Uj ~2 [tO:J :11 1,1\.i 
J,eominster . ~~ 1,171 ~0 :)'-.. :I~ l,tlw).; 
:Hromyard . 17 71it} ]8 :!u:l :15 p;;J 
J,edhury ~2 t,.~a J:l l"l ll•) ],ti ti 
1J pton-on·Scvcrn • ~0 l,iJI)J •)•) ~j\) 42 l,tl:)i -------1---

Totals . 2~S 17,S:i6 3t•G 7,5Li7 ll~l' ~j,l~:j 

• The principles on which I have cstimatccl the population in this Tabl~ ar~ a~ 
follows :-1 ascertained from the (;('mus Hcturns of Jhj! the• a\"l'rn(!c rate ol annual 
increase of the live counties of Dorset, Devon, Somcrsl't, lkrcf"ord, all!l \1 on·cs!<'r, !\1r 
the last fifty years, and also the rate of increase ( whirh in each l',hC but that of \\"or
cester was considerably below the avcra~c) from ls-Jl to ~~~I; I t<•ok mto accouut 
what }learnt, as I passed throu;:!h each district, of the state ot tiS populatton, whether 
increasing, stationary, or diminishing. Combining the two ycsults, I .arnnd at the ron· 
elusions indicated in the Table. The Rcgi>trar General's tormula lor surh computa· 
tioos was too hard a mathematical problcul for me. 
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This Table, howe,·er, docs not nff'ord materials for direct com-l'io.dircct com • 
. " I .l h b f I I • I pam.on at· panson. at rust not as regarus t e m:m cr o se 100 s, .wit 11l·mpted with 

Table III., p. :29; partly because the ohJCCt of the educatiOnal the Census of 

t · · } f .1 • 11 .l 1~51 as re!!ards cem:us lCing to ascert:'lll t 1e extent o euucat10n genera !b anu mnnbcruf 

that of the present inquiry being to ascertain only the extent of schools. 

donodary education, the· <;la5s of mitldle schools was not kept 
di~tinct in the former, as I haYe kept it in the btter; but still 
more, becau5e the wo d "school'' i;, not usrd in the same sense 
in the two inquiries; in the crnsus, denoting a distinct estaUish~ 
ment, which might consist of several indeprndcnt departments, all 
ncrerthele~s consiJcred as only forming one "school;" while, in 
the forms issued by me, the word "school" signifieu a distinct 
group of scholars undt>r their own head master or mistress, and 
not a separate building. 

It is true, that groups or schoob unJer one roof, or in conti
guous builuings, but forming one estab!isbment, are of rare 
occurrence in an agricultural district; still, they are to be met 
with in the country towns, as at Yeovil, Chard, Axminster, Leo· 
minster, &c., and even in some of the hngcr Yillage;;, in sufficit>nt 
nt1mher to affect the total; and, therefore, though a comparison 
of Tables III. and V. will show that there has bt>cn a \'ery con
siJcrable increase, the following Table will do so more thoroughly 
and completely. 

TABLE VI. 
Table showing comparative YiPw of the Sta!P of Education in l!l.:il aud 1859 in 

11 Pt)(Jr Law t:niuns. 

lSSl. 1859. 

Name of'C'nion. I Xo.otrhll-~ p.,_,,_ F.•Hmotod I Xo. orChU-1 Pn«o~ Population. tlr•·n at nll'C on Po· Po)Julativu. dl'('n at n~e on 1"" 
8cbool. pulation. School. pulat10n, 

Slu·rhornc l~.nq 1,5S7 12'1 1~.3-12 2.~1~2 16'11 
liurdtesttr 17.~111} "3,5-il H'l {17.55-1 2.'~'1 ld't 
Ccrne 7,7H2 7,!47 1.~1~ lS':I 
lleaminster H,2iiJ l.~t!l 12'6 H,:.:;s 2"11~3 t:J·S 
.Axwinslerj 2o.:Jl•1 2.~"'1 11'~ 211.~U 2.'~1 }:j'.ft 
Chard • ~ti,ll~ 2,1~$U )I)' 2'.1il 3.5il 1~·~~ 
Yeuril 2',Wl 2.75~ 9'6 ~~~.7~1 3,700 u·s 
Hereford and . :{ 2J,iti~} 3,.1G7 lU'l {2j,(fj~J 

4,433 linre ~.~o~ n.:w:! 12'1 
Ross }j,,)ll~ l,HS 7'3 11l.~77 1.~70 12'1 
Leorninst~:r ll.'il\1 1,5.~,5 111'<6 ];j,l\l\1 2,11:?0 1'1'2 

~~~\~·~~~;~ . ll,l)';j u,;g 8'2 ll,ill\1 1.:m 11'41 
):l.J:)[J 1,1il7 12'5 I:J,4HI 2.•1'0 15'5 

l' J•tou-on-Se,·ern l',UiU l,l•;}l 10'7 1U,~i7 '2,:.:!5 12'8 

Total!! . 23o,4,'j6 25,4:!3 10'7 2W,2uO 3~,971 13'3 

It thus appears tha.t, whereas in 1851, out of a population ofProportionso~ 
23.:>,456, 25,423, or 1 111 9·2G (btlow the general avera(}'e of the ~hildre~ un?er 

k, d i . · ' d t' • 18w f 0
, mstruct1onm mg om,, '~ et e unaer e uca 1011, In .::~9, out o nn esllmated 185I and 1as9 

population of 246,200, 32,!:171, or 1 in every 7 ·4 persons, are in the 1. With refer~ 
day schools. It also appears that while the per-cent1we of children ence to the 

11t school in relation to the whole population of the district in ~~~~e popula· 

18.H was 10·7, in 1859 it had risen to 13·3, an improvement of 
2·6 per cen~. In some of the unions the progress is remarkable; 
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e. g., Ros;:, Leubury, Sherborne; in tbe la~t named, inJL'ccl, the 
ratio of the chiiJren under inw·uction to the whole population has 
reacheu t.he poiut so long Ul'~ircu, so little hoped for, of 1 to G. 

Again, from the returns which han' paswd through my l.ands, 
I learn that of tl1e 3:2,!.171 cbildrcn uwkr imtruction, !JjO arc 
under 3, and 810 are above 15 years of age, gi\ing a total of 1,7GO 
children who ure beyond tile commonly rccl:'iveli limit3 of school 
age, and leaving a remainJt·r of 31,211, wbo urc witl1in tllem. In 
a return which I have received from the lhgistrar General, it is 
estimated that there are in my di~tri<.:t GG, 1 fl.) pcrwns Lvtween 
the ages of 3 unJ 15; so that, tliviJing this number !Jy 31,211, I 
find that the lJroportion of perso11s under instruction to the whole 
number betwet·n the~e aws, is as 1 to 2·12. At tl1e timt· of the 
census the aVt'rage tbrougbout the kingdom (and in other points 
this district fell below thl' uverage) was as 1 to 2·-t llcrc again 
is a slight but palpaolc improvement. All these f'aw furm a boJy 
of proof sufficient to show that tlu.• work of (:(Jucation ha,; not 
been stationary; that the growth (Jf scl10ol.s has cH·n anticipated 
the growth of the population. 

II. ArrENDANCE or ScnoLAns I:s" TilE ScHooLs. 

llut the number of eli iltlrcn's names on the rrgister of a sclloC>l, 
after all, a!Tord.s a very illlperfeet h·st of the extt·nt to which cJu-' 
cation is really leavening auJ elevating tbe generation to wbicb it 
is nominally applied. We mu~t ascertain what proportion of these 
children, ostemibly at school, arc in any practical St'llSl' using the 
school. We must compare the average attcmlance of scholars with 
the list of 11amcs on the regi:;ters. In the Ct•nsus of 18.") 1, it was 
not the average nttcnuance of scholars that was taken, but the 

·attendance on a particulat' day (!Jl~t l\Iarch). It wa;:, no doubt, 
felt that any figure:; pn&:>sin,!! to cxhib:t the avcra~e att,~ndance 
must contain in thrrn a larrre dl.'rncnt of uncertainty, O\lill~ to 1he 
very imperfect immt·thoui~al way in which the registers ~f most 
public schools wt·re then, and still are, kept; and to the f1ct tk1t, 
in the pl'ivate or <.lan.es' schools the figures giren mmt be mere 
guess-work, as in nine cases out of ten no regi~tcr is krpt at all. 
Y ct the plan adO)JteJ ot' taking the attt•ndatlCl' on a certain day 
must be n(·arly cq ually fallacious. For, putting asiJe consitkrntions 
of weather (of\\hich all school managers know the influence), it is 

. quite certain that the visit of an cuun1l'rator· \\OulJ opvmtc like 
the visit of an inspector, nud that more or less pres:mrc \\ oulll be 
exerteu to present, for that tby at least, a respectable array. Tl1c 
circumstances of the two cases, thl'rvF.>re, being so dil1~·rent as not 
to admit of compari:;ou, I can only set before your Grace t1llll the 
Commissioners the figures that I havl' actually oLtainnl from the 
returus of the Elementary SchooL> witllin my district, b('gging 
you to remember thnt there is a pn'cnriousnc~s about tht'lll urising 
from the cause tLat I han~ naml'd. The l\IiJJie Schools uf 
Tablt' III. arc not noticcJ here, as no rctum of arcrogc atttmbncc 
was either rc'quin u or rcceiveJ from them. 
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TADLE VII. 

~~nme of en ion. 
!'1-.tl.\ro·n over.,~·· ( 'tiii;J,,•n Avrrneo 'f.,f,!J ,..,.,J .srA~~.~~;:J ~n. o( "\o or I r· 
l·~·blll~·inll U!('l\.~- lu•l\•n . ...:lnll .Attrwl~ !,c)ou 1114 , Aile•.,)... nuc•j• on 
t;U:~\·11~~ nun!, t·~~l·l:·,~:,l':tt~ nu·~4J. ~ ~ u.ucc. l•e.uugitht. 

-f.-h·-·rJ-,n-n-,e-----i--1 -,~,-.,-' l,~:.n -;;;;:! ---;,;-~~~ -;;M 
] ),,rch•·"l'·r ~ml Cr·rno. 3:1~ ~ 2,: tl~ 4\:{tl ·~~7 3.701) 2,~;,.; i"'''!S 
]lo·IIJ\iill't••r l,ilol,j \1~11 11~11 611'1 1,\".i ),1~'1 71'G 
A\luiu,lt·a· 1,7:1'1 1.~1' 7ill &"' 2,:,":1 lid\ 7:1'1 
l har\l • !! :n•• J,t;.~.~ ota H"'o 3.~:.u 2,a:{~ •;;,·7 
·y .. oril .. 1:~~~.; 1,:!-iti ),~;~~ }.ll•tl 3,:1n7 2.~7;! '7·''7 
1l••refurJ nntl Doro a, '"j ~.·1 •\1 6oU :l'~' 3,\1 '" ~. 'i~ 7:1 '7 
)(.,_~ • 1,:•\~'l 1.1;:1 211\ ):1:1 l STI ).:io'.tl 7-1'2 
lt~.~~nin,t•'r 1,,;~~ 1.111 ~q:l 11n 1:"~·; 1.~.·,1 fN'lS 
]{rmH\':•1·,1 l,t•!'" 7.'1:) 21• 1•11 l.:tl~ ,..~••1 f\"i'2 
],o·dl>tll'r 1.;:•7 1,~::s )<II 1:11\ 1.11;7 l,llil 11\1'~ 
tJ•tvn, • 1.\I~U 1.·111 ~l•l Sl2 2,:1~::; l,i~;J a·1 

Tohl3 73'2 

It mmt be COitfe,sed, that the results exhibited in this Table Cond~tjon or t 
.1' • • 1 • 1 11 · r • J _1 • d f nttcn""nce no uln111tb t consH era J y any ~atlstactwn we mny la\·c urn\·e rom s:.tislactory. 

the rtsults cxltibited in TnLlc YI. The dilficulty of eecuring r<'gu· 
lar attendance is one of thP !!l'C:ltC'st di::;courng-enH.'nts in the path 
of promoters of school~. Int0 the cww>.~ of the diOiculty I will 
nttc·mpt to ir1r1uire aftt·rwnrds; at present, I am conct·rned simply 
with tht' fuct. Tlw evil Ins not e\·en yet been stnteu in its full 
proportions. The Committc·e of Council 011 Ellucat:on l1aYC fixed 
upon I ill Jays, :n the minimum number to constitute welt att<·nJ-
nnce ns ~hall entitle the man:t!-:crs of a school to claim Capitation 
Grant in re8pect of any child. Consiuering that th<.> school is 
generally opl'll 44 we£·ks, of 5 Jnys o1· 5! days rnch, in the course 
of the year, I banlly think that any one can consider th<.> standard 
fixed 11pon as too bigh. Indeed, wltl'n I obser\'c that it h reached, 
in very fair proportion to the' number of cliildrcn, in sc•veral 
school:;, ('Yen in llen>forc.lsliire, I nm not Jisposcu to echo the com-
plaint with wltidt 1 became so familiar in that county, that it is 
an imprncticaLlc stamlarJ ancl must be rctluccd. Still it is a sad 
and mo't discournging £1ct, that it i.s a standard so ~eluom nttained; 
and tlJUt in fpite <Jf the strongest pos,ible inducement-! may 
almost say the bribery-that is oilcrcct• 

The fullo11 in, Table shows the result of the inr1uiry I was di- Extent to which 
o • , , • th,. attendance 

rectcd to 111akc on t\u;; subJect, m tlte case of l!J:! puLltc schools; ofchilurcu 

all in fuct in the diHrict, who~e r( rristcrs were in n. state to allow reaches lN 
' ' o days 

of tllC computation being maclr. I am afraid that the returns c·rr · 
on the Eidc uf cxcc6S in rno.;;t schools which n: e uot in the habit of 
claiming capitation money, nnJ where the calculation had to be 
made for the occn~ion; and sometliing, perhaps 5 or G per cent., 
willltavc to be deducted from the npparent result on this score • 

. * For once. I will n~k pcm1kioo to. int~mlucc a fact not g:athen·d in my spt•t'ial 
d1>tr1ct; Lut lor the cnt1rc correctness of wluch I ran vouch, and whirh ut le:a·t ill us· 
tratcs the possibilities, even of an Ol(ricultural parish. In my own sd1ool, in \1 ilt>laire, 
th~ n·sults of t~1e year \H5H, as aseertained from n rcl(i~tt•r kept with rt•markablc pre· 
C1~10n, arc as follows:-Avcragc r~utnhcr on the hook~ throughout the )'t'ar, 54; nn·rage 
d:uly flllcn<lanct•, 44•5; numht•r of chaldrcn who attended school more than 176 davs, :H, 
I ~hould wld th:at the school is O(H'll 51 days per wed\, and that tl:uw•h the population or 
the pari>h iso11ly lk~l, ruany of the scholar~, in li1rt ~01 •·onac from n~i·~hhuurinor villn"t'S, 
The school c•:rtainly ha~ the advantage of having the population do>c ~ound it ;"~ut {t is 
liable tu all the other dHurlJiu~ iutlul•nccs of lll'llral school. · 

lly the word "hrjb~ry" in the text, I mean that th~ inducement takc3 more or lese 
directly the >hapc Qf apecuniurv motiv~ or temptation, • 

V0L. II. C 
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Dut even taking the figures as they stand, they afford but little 
matter tor gratulation. 

TABLE VIII. 

So. ofS,•hool•i ~0. or I A I So oft'ld'•lren I I 
:S arne or Union. 

b'' whom the ChildrPn ,·rrrure I wh~~ ntt•·n,Je•J Per-('f'ntll.~e ~,.r....,PntJU:e 
i<eturn is . 1.-J .. n~in~ 

1 

Att•nol- p: 1 '" "" 1.,1 I of Aver•"• ol A~t~·nd•n<e 
made. t.o thelu. a.ncc. 1 :-w:lH.HJI Ytmr. \ Altf'lltlan~.e.l oil.•~ Va~ ~. 

Sherborne 11 911 6•~ 3:\7 75'5 :~i).!) 

Dorclll'ster and Ccme 2tJ l,fl-.3 l,~t;tJ !).~)f) 7.j'2 3~' r~ 
Beaminster 13 7\tl 51~ 2'1) m;·.., 3.;·:j 
Axminster 13 l,fl:\5 ~.1"1 •l!JI 7:1"2 4f;·; 
Chard 13 k71 r~t 4:!7 7:1·~ 4Wfi 
Yeo,il 7 ~·a r.~~ 2!H fli'41 a·•·:! 
Hereford and Dore 9 ~·~l flH l'!J 7 ··f) 21 ·~ 
IWss 8 ..... a:d 211'l ';2"7 4~'V 
Leomiustcr 9 fi7Jl 4:1~ ]:1\ f,l'7 l!l'~ 

:Brom~'llrd 6 4!17 a~~ ):12 6,j'9 2il':; 
Leduury • 11 7~ &n:l ),~).; fli'5 ~···~ l: pton-on·Sevem 6 ~0 3~tl ]~II 72'41 ~tj'l} 

Totals 132 9,!1i0 7,2116 3,113 72"2 31'2 

I cannot but su8pect, from a survey of this Table, and remem
bering what I heard, in the shape of complaint, of irregularity of 
attfndance in the localities themselvt:'s, that the per-centage of 
li6 days, as it appears in the Unions of Axminster, Chard, and 
Ross, is put too high, and that if we take :34 out of every 100 
children in the Sherborne district, and 20 out of every 100 in the 
district of Hereford, as the number who ordin~rily attend 1 iG 
days in the school year, we shall not be very wide of the true 
proportions. The lower ratio in Herefordshire is sutliciently 
accounted for, partly by the smaller number of schopls that claim 
capitation money, and consequently have this additional motive to 
enforce regularity; but chiefly, by the distribution• of the popu
lation and the state of the roads in wintt'r, to which I lmve 
already adverted, as two of the main educational difficulties in 
that county.t 

• The population is sparse {'nou;:-h in Dorsdshin•. But it is ther{' calcul.1t.>tl (in the 
C<'nsus of 1851) at 186 perwns, and 37 houses, to the sqnare mil~; while in Hcrd'onbhirt>, 
there are only 138 pcr;;ons, and ~9 houst:s, on the same extent of area. In Dcwn the 
distribution is 218 pt:rsons, and 38 houses; in Somerot't, 271 persons, and 5~ houses; in 
Worcester s;5 persons, and 75 houses. 

t The practical r~sult that is supported by the g-reak>t amount of C\·idence is that 
re:.rularity of attendance depends mainly upon the ellicienry of the sdwol, Of coul"e it 
will be mod,fit:ll by local circumstances of employment, weatht•r, dbtance, &c.; but l,•t 
the school be cheerful, the instruction practical, the teachers kind but firm, anti thtl 
managers will find that the children will rather come to srhool than stay at home. 

A neighbour of mine who has just remodcllt:d his school, formerly a nwre dame's 
school, placing it under a certificated mistress, who is much It ked both by childrL·n and 
parents, tells me that, whereas before Christmas the avt•ra!-!:e attendance barely anwunted 
to 60, it has now rearhetl 110, out of a population of barely GOO, and that nwthcrs makt• it 
almost a matt~r of complaint, though nut of very discontcnt~d complaint, that they ,·an 
hardly persuade their g-irls to stay at home, t•vcn when they want them for some dom,•stil' 
exi~ency. I am descrihitt:;! the state of feeling that now happily exists at Lud~,:crshall, in 
Wiltshire, in a school that falls within my pro\'ince as a dio.-csan inspector. 

To secure regular attendant·e, the sehoul must be made popular u·ith the ,./,ildrell: and it · 
will be made popular by being put in that state which is most conduciw to ctlicit.•m·y. 
Children, I am certain, prefer discipline to misrult.•, onh•r to confusion, tidi1wss to dirt; 
and, if to these they add the pleasant consciousness of makinl-( prog-rl'SS, th,·ir lt•»ons 
become a dcli~tht to them in5tt.•ad of a task, and \'OU will tint\ them crowding round the 
school door J~any minutes before _it is opened. ·I was very much st~ck at llanli11!-!:ton 
!lfandcville, where a new school has JUSt been started under a very pkaslllg young mJStn•ss, 
to see the children rushing back from their houses, some of them with tht•ir dinner still 
in their mouths, to get to school again, and near their popular ll'achcr, as soon as tht')' 
could. \\'her~ the teacher once succeeds in touching this dwnl in d1ihln'n's heart>, all 
will go well with his school. Chil<lrcn in this class of life arc l'Cl')' apt to take the matter 
of education into their own bands, and the parents much n1ore fr~qt~ently follow than 
guide their wishes. 
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III. TuE D1srnmrTio:S' OF ScuooLs, acconlin.., to different Distribution of 
rr d 1.' 

0 
• • schools. principle::; of cla~sification, nuor s mattt'l' 10r many 1nterestmg 

reflections. 
a. At the last ct·mus, it was stated that n<.>arly two-thirds of!. P~oportion.of 

1 I 1 f E I d . I I 'J'I • • f public and pn-t 1e sc 100 s o · ng an were pnrate sc 100 s. ns est1mate o vatc schools. 

course included the mitldle and upper schools, which (with the 
exception of the endowed grammar schools) would be almost 
exclusi\'t:'ly pri\'ate. Rut, confining myself to elementary schools, 
it will 11ppenr by reference to Table III., p. 9, that of the 763 
schools of this character in my district, 402 were public and 
3Gl pri,·ate ~chooli!. The proponion of children, however, edu-
cated by each class bear!i no relation to the number of schools in 
that class. Tlms the -!0:2 public schools arc instrncting 23~589 
chilllren (or an a,·erage of !J8 · 6 in each), while the 361 private 
schools have only 6,3G3 children belonging to them (or an avera~e 
of 17·6 each); 50 that whate>er may be the proporrion b('tween 
the sclwvls, the proportion of cla"ldren in publir schools to those 
tducated in private i:3 as 3 ·3 to I. If the private schools wt·re 
somewhat ditferently di::tributed, I should be sorry to ~ee the 
J>roportion detline much below this mark. For, however much 
out of place tlwy may sometimes Le-as in Yeovil, where the 
children educated in them consideraLiy outnumber those tau!;ht 
in the public schools; or in such large pari~hes as Stockland, 
Charmin£ter, Stoke-under-Ilambdon, in which there is po!'iti\'ely 
no other resourc.? for education at all ;-however frequently they 
owe their existence to false and absurd feelings on the part of 
parents, wbo comider them as more fa~hionaLie places of educa-
tion than ''hat they Etill call (even where there is no endowment) 
tLe "charity scbool;" l>owever oflen they are conducted by per-
sons incowpetent, intt:llectually, to teach the children entrusted 
to them; still it must be remembered that there is a very le~iti- A legitimate. 

mate ~phere for pri\'ate, and e\'en for dames', s.chools. For int:mt ~·~~~~~~~fs~
sclwol~, even with a large circumjacent population, ns in towns, 
are a great difficulty; and in wiut:'ly-scattered rural pari~hes, 
where they are most Wilnted, they are an impossibility. The 
difllculty of the infant sci10ol lie~ in the rareness of the qualities 
that con~titute a good infimt teacher, and stillmore in the dange•· 
of cLildren l'eally of illl iufJI1line age-l mean between 2 and 5-
unless they llaYe an dder brothet· ot· "ister to lead them, trarellinrr 
tYen from c.ne street to another in search of their school. I wa~ 
struck particularly with the di:-advantages under wbich an infant 
ECLonl bLours in this respect at Dorcl1ester. Indeed, I presume 
t!Jat tl1e difficulty is generally fdt; for in my whole district I can 
only reckon up 19 infant schools; and if I except the one at 
Sherborne, and anotber in St. PetE-r's pari~h, Hereford, (which is 
a good sarnplr. uf the old style,) there is not one that came up to 
my notion of efficiency. Hert>, then, is wl1at I called the legiti-
mate E{1herc of private sclwols. The dame picks up these children. 
at their parenb' door; gathers them Ly tl1e dozen or the half 
d·nen in be:r lmmble kitchen; does not attempt mental uevelop-
ment, or obje,c:t lessous, or to give t!Jem iJea.s of form and colour, 

c 2 
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or of the abstract properties of numbers, but is content to teach 
them to say their catechism, to read in the T£•stament, to spdl 
words of three Ol' fom· syllabh·s, and to repeat the multiplication 
table. I admit that much of this is taught mechanically; that tbere 
is very little awakening of intelligence; but I require it to be 
admitted also, that even a mechanical power of rcadin(!' and 
spelling is not n bad foundation on which to build tl1e subs;quent 
intellectual superstructurt>. It is almost the universal 0]1inion d 
parents that chilch·cn are taught to read* quicker and better in 
the dames' schools than in the lower classes, (particularly if h.ft to 
the charge of monitors,)· of the public sclwols. I continually 
found in the pl'ivate schools young childre:t who had been remo\'ed 
from thE' public school~, because, as the dames informed mr, "tln:y 
learnt nothing " thet·e. • 

Goodpointsin But this is not all that I have to say in favour of private 
private schools. schools. The great majority of them-the exceptions nrc quite 

rare-are kept by most respectable people in point of cl1aracter; 

Deflciency of 
dames' schools 
in Herrford
shire. 

some of them by very admirable mcu ami women. The cl1ildren 
generally, in the parents' language, "get \H·Il looked after" by 
them. As far as order can be maintained, wht•re there is no space 
for arrangemrnt or manreuvriug, and in a room where the busincs.s 
of the house is nrecssarily conducted as wdl as that of the school, 
the discipline is adequate to the cccasion. The tone of tlte mi.s
tress towards the cbildn•n is tender and p:uental-(the high tone 
of voice with which a little urchin's ,·olunteered opiuion is some
times rebuked is not necessarily a tokt•n of a scold)--and the 
manners of the chilt!ren themselves at the entrance of a strangl'r 
(the only time that I had fot· judging of them), generally free 
both from rude giggling nnd the:> exhibition of a troubksome 
curiosity, imlicated minds ::di\'e to wktt is i11teresting and new, 
but restrained from prurience by the influence of gcoJ li:eling and 
good taste, In the course of my tour I mmt ba\'e entered nt 
least 200 private schoold, and this fl'ature of them has impresst'd 
itself Vl>r,v strongly on my rul'mory. I have admitted that pri\'ate 
schoolB arc often out of placc>, and intrude into "hat is not thc:r 
proper sphere. I wioh that they would be content to be fct·dcrs 
to the public schools; to take charge of the younger cllildrcn in 
the scatteretl hamlets, and small parishe5, which cannot maintain 
a public school of their own, till they me old enough to travel, 
"auspensi lrovo loculum tabulamque lactTto," to some suptrior 
school in the district or the neighbouring to\rn. 

Of the 361 private schools in the 14 Poor Law Unions through 
which I passed, only 10.3, or lt•ss than a third, are in the li~:re~ 
ford and Worcester portion of them; not because they lt:wc been 
supCI'seded by public school~, but because in many large nrca;, 
particulal'ly in the Union of Bromyard, there arc no scl1ools at :til; 
and when I ~aw, as in Thornbury, Collington, aml otl1er places, 

• I shall hn1•e a more proper opportunity ofslntin~ the probal,Je c~usc'S of.thc surcricr 
rending which is plnc~d to the cn·dit (and not altop;eth~r \ITOil(;ly) vt the pnv;;le odwols 
when l come to 8pcak of the "sul,j~ct matt~r of cuucution.'' , 
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ten, or a dozen, or eYen twenty chilJren with no means of rduca· 
tion within their reach, it was often a mattCI' of regretful reflection 
with me, that there was no good dame of the cl:us that I had seen 
so frequently in Dors.'tshirc and Somcrset:::llil:e, no one like the 
mistres3 of the school ut WoOlLford, or again at Pipc-cum-Lyde 
in Hercforll: .. hirc, to t:tkc them in hancl. 

In fOmc of the towns that I vi5itc:U there is certainly a grcatc•l' State of the 

cl l ' ll d ' 'I f · 1 1 I private schools prcpon crance t 1an 1:1 at a cs1rau c o pr~ratc sc.wo.s. n in towns. 

Yeo1il, e~pecially, thc>rc are no less than 21 print<' ECllooh, 
educating 5:30 cl1ildrcn, against 5 public schools (including the 
2 work!10nsc school5), with 334 chiH·cn. Dut, in almost all the 
ca5cs, the c:tuse lies on the surftce, dtlll't' in the fl·l·linJ of a little 
socLll pride,-the private Bchooh being fillet! with the children of 
th~ smaller trade~n:cn and shopl;cepcrs,-or in the fact that ti1e 
public schools in the town are wry inaJequate to the supply of it:; 
needs. I haYe thou.~ht the case sutlicicntly interesting t J dcser\'e 
the illustration of a Tallie, which (it f>hould be rc·mcmbert>J) c.Lcs 
not include the midJlC' or upper schools. 

'l'A.m.E IX.• 
6howin:; the Distribution or Elcrucutary School> in the f.•llowing Towns. 

:Kame Xo. or i Xn. or 
of I'Hhlic Chi\.lr('n 

Town. Schools. in them. 

Dorchester • ~;2 

A:J:min>ter s;;:; 

L~-mo 312 

Ch:l.rl 3i5 

YcoYil • 33-i 

Ilmiuster 2•:>(1 

Crcwkerno • 400 

Sbcrtorno COl 

IlcrcforJ H 1,373 

Jlv;l . 5;;3 

Leomin;kr. 4~ 

Bromyard 2C8 

Lecltnry 458 

t'pton • 2l.S 

l!a.lrern 538 

------
Totals 67 7,451 

Xo.or I Xo.or 
Private C'hildr.•n 
Sdh>Qls. ' in them. 

H 2~1 

f'2 

141 

12 . 20.1 

21 ~3~ 

81 

173 

11 200 

19 s;;s 

85 

1:!!! 

108 

lOS 

57 

114 

------
1::8 2,C13 

Six of th<·"' pri,·at~ S<:'hr>Ols are in r. .• ~t 
F(•rdin;:tun, wilt'rt' th(·r~ hi no G:rls' 
nor Infant :-.,·hool. 

T!.~ prirnt•· ~··h•••,J, hr·l'('chi,·flr cnn!a!n 
the el1iltlren of farmers anJ tra.k~· 
p~·OJllt•. 

The J•ril'ate ~chnols hrre arc most:r of 
a rath<•r >Uf><•rior rl:t.ss. • 

The pul,lk sd10ols here are not thri1·· 
in£.'". 

Tlw .. pul>lic ~chonls in this tnwu, par
tkul:trly the Girls' i'.chools, are hvt 
what orwh<·re tht·\·ou~lit to l.~·. 

The public schools liere are prombinl!', 
hut tlwy are (\lily jtt>t 1'1."-<•Jli.'Uel vu 
f\n imt,ror\•d fvotiu~. 

The r•uhlie ~ehools he!'(', pnrtirulnrly 
the Infants. nl't' not wn· t·!lkieut. 

The public >l'hools in tliis town, with 
<•ne <·leeption, are n·markabi)' ~··ocl. 

Tll::;:.~~~;,lo~~~.~n:x::::~:·~:~;Si~J~:.~~~~~·~:~;.~~ 
The pri\ ate sdtcouls l'('t'dve wv.>lly a. 
Sllp<:rior dass of cluhlrt:'n, 

lu nll cn-r·s but <'11C the panttents nt 
the r•rivnte schools in this t<.>wu are 
quartr·rly, 

The pu\;lic schools ht•ro aro in their in· 
fane. 

The fl.: :$• school here is not in good 
or<lt<'. 

T~citl:'·~';;;~~.,~~·~~~~~~~h~rs~~;:,·n.r nnw 
The public sch~>ols are qutte new. Ono 

of tho pri,·ate schools i~ kept uy " 
uissent<·r. 

One of these prirate school~. with 51 
s"holars, was •nperior; auotber, with 
•~. was outlJ iug. 

Proportion or chihlren in primte 
schools to thc.sc in put.lic, as 1 to :·s. 

• It should be said of this Tahle, that where tto workhouso ailjoins tho town its ~cl.0ols are 
roc konl'ld a.mong the public schooll. · 
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It will be seen that the l'roportion of the children in public 
schools to those in private schools in these towns is below the 
average, being only 2·8 to 1, instead of 3·6 ; and a less !Jealthy 
state of things, in an educational point of view, is the result. 

~!~l08~:!c,~1~;:;- The majority of these private schools-1 speak now of the 
recent date. whole district-are of very mushroom growth, by far the larger 

proportion of the existing ones having sprung up since tl1e Census 
of 1851; and the teachers of them bavt- often no ~pecial fitness, 
ot·, at least, no fitness that is the fruit of preparation or training~ 
for their work, but have taken up the occupation in deflUlt or 

Capacity of after the failure of other trades. In a few inotances they are 
their teachers. very competent, and even to a Ct'rtain extent accompli~bed; and 

such private schools as that of Mr. Pizcy, of Great Malvern, may 
stand comparison with almost any public scho"l of the same kitd; 
but in one instance only, tbat of ;\Irs. Gibson, of East Furdington, 
did 1 meet with a teacher holding a spt'cial certificate (in this case 
from the Committee of Council on Education) of in'tellcctual 
qualifications for the work. .l\lost of them have picked up their 
own knowledge promiscuously; several combine the trade of 
school-keeping with another, e.g. that of dressmaking; in most 
the washing, and in nearly all tl:e cooking, of the family, is done 
in the schoolroom and in school hours. There cannot be llluch 
teaching going on amid the distraction of such avocations {though 
pel'l1aps the children may pick up a few practical notions of 
domestic economy, and learn how to boil a potato, to knead 
dough, or to starch a shirt); and many of the dames' schools arc 
evidently nothing more than nurseries to keep the children, while 
the parents are at work, out of harm's way. 

But it is impossible to treat the private schools as one class, or 
to combine them in a common description. They pnsent as many 
features of discrepancy ns the public schools, and as many degrees 
of merit. I have simply endeavoured to indicate the diff~rent 
points of view in which they may be regarded, and I hare thrown 
together in my evidence illustrations enough to justify the point 
in which 1 have myself regarded them. 

R~ligi.ous~eno- b. Another important feature, perhaps, indt>ed, the paramount 
::f1~c~~~~~mn feature, when one recollects to what an infinitely greater extent 

our present public schools owe theit· existence to tlw direct action 
of religious bodies Ol' rt>ligious persons than to the motives of a 
general philanthropy*-nnother important feature, therefore, in 
considering the distribution of sehools, is their Denominationalism, 
or the religious opinions of those by whom they were founded 
and are maintained. The following Table exhibits a classification 
of the public day schools in my district upon this principle. 

• At the Census of 1851 the schools supported by religious bodies. are reckoned at 
10,595 (not including 8,125 endowed schools which are t"Onnected wtth Sttl'h bodtes), 
while the schools maintained by a "general contemporaneous philanthropy," not actmg 
through the medium. of any religious .body, were 1081. 
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TABLE X. 

Church of England 
:Schools. 

British Schools. 

39 

Nonconformist 
School•. 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
Sd10ols. Chllurcn. Schools. Children. Schools. Children. 

-------1-----
Sherborne • 
Dur<'hc>ter • 
Ct•nw 
B··m::in,tcr 
Axminstcr • 
Chard 

· Yeovil • 
Ht·rcford and 

· Dnre 
Ro>s 
leominster 
Bt·omvard • 
LPdhilrv • • 
rjJton.Ou·Severn • 

Tot :Us 

2g 1,523 129 
3·1 2,018 166 
18 9·10 
2~1 J,S:l.) ~~ 

~~ ~·~~~ m as 
27 i;u7~ 2ua 

•
·} 39 2,4<i4 221 

14 5~9 131 
~8 ],:)1)~ 2:ll 
~.; 1,-J,:iS 1N4 
18 l.u~s uo 
3~ l,iil'l 1 72 1 31 

. ~--1·~------=--~--~ 
3i6 21,62·' 12 1,411 u• 55~ • 

It thus appears that out of the 402 elementary public day 
schools of this district, educating 23,589 children, 376 schools, 
educating 2l,G24 children, or 9 J ·6 per ct'nt. of the whole, are con
nected with the Church of Englanu, and in nine instances out of 
ten under the direct management and superintend!:'nce of the paro
chial clergy. If anything like the same proportion obtains in 
other agricultural districts, and the population employed in agricul
ture exceeds that employed in manufactures and mining togethe1·,t 
it is obvious that tbis fact, so vitally affecting schools in one of 
their most prominent interests, must occupy almost the first place 

·in the consideration of any scheme fo1· the extension of a type of 
education which (whethet• the best that could be devised or not) 
is at present so intimately connected with the religious convictions 
of the people. Take away the religious element and the religious 
motive, and there would be an instantaneous collapse of nine 

·tenths d these 402 schools. Even if the same amount of money 
were forthcoming, which I am certain would not be the case, mere 

·money is not the motive power of education. Personal influence 
-the presence of some one loving heart and fostering hand--is 
tl1e true lever; that which creaks anu maintains the efficiency 

·of a school. This fact alone appears to me to demonstrate tlte How. far.the de· 
. 'b')' f I I d ' I b ' f . 1 nommabonallmposst 1 tty o a mere y secu ar e ucauon as t H:~ as1s o a natwna ism of schools 

8ystem. If possible in large towns, amiu a population indifferent, at.fl'ectsfthe queels· 
h I. . . d l . . ] I r 10ns o a pur y per aps, to re 1gwus mterests, an w _Jere 1t mig 1t wpe 10l' the secular educa-

. • The three schools endowed by the late Lady Southampton in the parishes of Ken
chester and Brcinton (Union of Hereford), adopt as the basis of their religious teaching 

· " the ~rticles of the Church of England Calvinistically interpreted," and the sole 
trustee IS a clergyman of the Church. As, however, a meetin"-house forms part of the 
institution, they are here classed as nonconformist school~ Four Roman Catholic 
schools are included in the same heading. The workhouse schools, which are under the 
supervision of the chaplain, and in which the Church catechism is taught are reckoned 

·as Church schools. ' 
. t In 1851 the numbers were given thus :-Of 9,816,597 persons aged 20 years and 
:upwards Ill England and Walcs,.1,576,08!, or IG·I per cent., were employed i~ agricul-
ture; 819,802, or 8·4 per cent., 111 manufactures; and 623,1711 or 6•3 per cent., m mining 
and mw"ral works. ' 

tion. 
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patronage of a few abstract philanthropists, raised a bore tl1e atmo
sphere of sectarianism, or WE-ary of the strifes of rival creeds, 
where, therefol'f', it might thrive awhile, I feel sure, from all I 
hem·d and saw (and it is a subject on which l have often E-ngaged 
persons in conversation), that it would receive no hearty wdcome 
in country parishes. Every one's face is set against it. And 
those who know, as I know, bow much of the success of a school1 

its cheerfulness, its life, its order, its mannera, its moral tone, is 
due to the deep interest that zealous man:1gers tab in its welfare; 
those who h:.we seen, as l have seen again and again in the course 
of this inquiry, schools drooping and tcaclwrs langnislling, not 
from lac·k of funds, but simply from lack of encouragement, from 
the absence of signs that there was any one in the 'wide world 
feeling an intert'st in them and their work, wculd acknowkdge nt 
once that the cold system of a secular education would forthwith 

·freeze up the genial current of personal symp:1thy, which is the 
very life blood of our present schools. But I feor that 1 may be 
thought to be passing into the region of opinion, which I ha\'e no 
right to enter; though the opinions I have ('Xpressed are not so 
much my own, as those which met my cars at every point t() 
which my steps were turned. I ·content myself, tllCl't'forC', with 
stating as a fact, that the education which I found at work in my 
district was essentially (but liberally) dC'nominational; dPnomiua· 
tiona!, too, in the proportions which I ha1e indicated in the Table: 
and that I could not discover that any other kind of education 'vas 
desired, or, if offered, was likely to prove acceptable.• 

c. In considering the distribution of schools according to any 
special feature which discriminates them, the question of Endow
ments naturally invites attention. I met with persons in all parh 
of tny district holding wry strong opinions on the mi3chievous 
effect of endowments, as at present administered, in actually 
hindering the work of education. A gentleman of extemi l'e local 
knowledge, and long educational experience, who, in a colll'ersa
tion with me, spoke strongly, but not without having well 'nighed 
his words, asserts that the greatest benefactot· to Ilt'refordshire 
would be the man who should sweC'p away all its endowments, and 
cut down all its apple~tret's; the one pauperize, the other brutalize 
the population. And when I was in their re,pcctive nPighbour
ho~ds, 1 heard the endowed schools at Toller Porcorum, Syclling 
St. Nicholas, :Melbury Osmond, Colyton, Yetminster, Fownhope, 
Wellington, Cradley, and many other places, spoken of, not only 
as being utterly ineffective for the purposes of education, but as by 
their mere existence, by the very name even of the most imdcqute 
endowment, repressing all local liberalitY. and energy, and so 

• I met with a fanner, a Baptist, who said that he thought the present educatio.n was 
too sectarian; by which he explained himself to mean, that all the schools 111 his 
neighbourhood were Church schools. He admitted, however, that the cxistenc~ of this 
supposed sectarianism did not hurt him, and that his ohjL•ction was chiefly one ot theory: 
for his two sons went to the endowed Church school at Nctherburv, and he could not say 
that any violence had been done either to his own or their religious convictious. The 
objection, therefor~, when put to a practical test, vanished. He did not say that he was 
in favour of merely secular instruction. 
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standitw in the way of any improvement. There "·ere, however, 
a su!liclt'ut number of examples on the othet· side-as in tbe 
endowed schools at Dorchester, Netherbury, I3C'e1' (in spite of a 
radical fault in the trust deed), II minster, l3radford Abba~, Sher
borne (the girls' school), I3romyard, Bosbnry, Ledbury, all of 
whirh (though not all, equally) are in a healthy .condition, and 
doing their work usff'ully, to show that the blame must lie, as I 
believe my Herefordshire friend meant it should lie, uot on the 
endowment itself, as a mode of supporting a school, but on the 
wa~· in which it is too generally administered. 

These endownwnts are of two different kinds. Sonwtimes the Endowments 
school itself, the fabric ot· institution, is endowed; elsewhere, as at of two kinds. 

Ea~t Chinnock, certain lands or moneys arc vestt:d in tt·ustecs, -
with directions to apply theit· annuul proceeds, in fixed pro-
portions or otherwise, to a varit'ty of parochial purposes, the 
education of poor children being one of them.• There may be a. 
lerral diiference in the character of these endowments; but it 
ar;eared to me that practically and in e!fect they were the sam€'. 
A more important diff~1·ence is that between the cases, where the 
endownwnt specially devoted to the maintenance of the school is 
l:ll'ge, or at least lu1·ge enough not to require, o1· not to be thought 
to require, the supplE'mentation of local liberality, and where it is 
only a small pittance-5[. or Gl. a year-\\hich forms bnt one, 
and tltat a very subordinate, :figure in the whole income of the 
school. \\'hen endowments of the former kind can be put to as cb~pablet.01f ed 

I nl ' 1 s d h 1 ~mg U I IZ ' good a use as they are at t 1e ue Coat am cu :\more sc oo s though oft.en 

at Hereford, o1· at the bo,·s' school at Dosburr, or when, be- b~dtly addml· 

1 . I 1 1 ,; h b 'l' d' 1 ms ere • ongmg to t.1e attet· c ass, t ey can e ut1 1ze as t wy are at 
llradf()rd Abbas or Bishop's Frome, it would be unreasonable and 
untrue to declaim against the very principle of endowments as 
mischievous, or to throw all the cases into a lump as inherently 
and irremediably bad. 

There are as great and as striking differences between E-ndowed 
schools as between public schools of any othet· kind. Each is to 
be judged, as evel'ything else must b<.' judged, by its fruits. 
Perhaps the very best school that came under my observation
at least, there are not more than three otl1ers that can pretend 
to rival it-is an endowed school, the Blue Coat School at 
Hereford. 

• The case of East Chinnock, in Somerset, may be taken as a sample of many, 
Certain houses and lands are bequeathed to certain trustees "for and towards the relief 
" and maintenance· of the poor, aged, and impotent peoplr, orphans, and fatherless 
" children of the said parish of East Chinnock; as also for and towards the main
" tenance of a school and p()or scholars; and amendment and repairing of the hi"lr· 
" ways, bridges, causeways, a_nd watercourses, ~ying an~ being within the said pari~h; 
" and for and towards the ~amtenance of the Kmg's lllaJesty's armies and soldiers; and 
" such other good and charitable purposes and uses, as to their good and wise discretion 
" shall seem fit, and to no other use or uses, intent or intents." The inconw at 
pres~nt, is .about 50/. a year .. 201. is paid t~ the s:hool.mi~tres.s; eyer;r aged pe~son 
receives a g1ft of 2s. 6d. at Chnstmas; a certam sum 1s pa1d m a1d of pnvate contribu
~ions to~ards a .coal club, .of w~ich benefit every la~ouring f:1mily may pa~t~ke; the rest 
1s spent 1n repair of bUI!dmgs, msurance, and occaswnal assistance to fam1hcs in distress 
to orphans, and fatherless children. The clergyman considers that the funds are pro! 
perly administered, 
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The difficulties through which the endowed Plementary school 
has to £ght its way to excellence are obvious enourrh. The 
mastet· probably, when once appointed, howevet· his char~cter may 
change for the worse, and whethet· his school thrive or dwindle in 
his hands, is il·removable, has a ve~ted intere3t, or, if removable, 
only at considerable trouble and expense. He gets old and past 
his work, but there are no funds applicable to superannuation. 
The school is under no adequate tmpervision; its doors, by a verv 
mistaken feeling on the part of the trustees, are generally closed 
against all inspection; its well doing, therefore, depends soltly on 
the conscientiousness of the master, ~bo by the very fixity of his 
tenure, and by the fact that no Improvement in the school 
improves his income, has every temptation to he slovenly. There 
is, in almost all cases, a want of teaching power, as the endowers 
lived long befot·e Bt>ll and Lancaster had conceived the monitorial, 
or Sir J. Kay Shuttleworth the pupil-teacher, system. There is 
generally a most inadequate supply of books and apparatus, the 
trustees having no liberty to divert funds for the purpose of 
providing them, and the endowment acting as a bat· to individual 
libemlity. They are not unfrequently also ~addled with very 
unfavourable conditions; as that tile master must be a clt>rgyman 
(who, perhaps, does the elementary work mainly by deputy, and 
takes private pupils of his own); or, that no child shall be received 
before eight, or (as at Beer) that none shall remain after ten.* 

The condition The buildings in which the endowed schools are held are often 
oflf~heir f:&abrics, ruin om, and generally inconveuient, and the fittings of the room 
ttmgs, c. !' 1 f . . f I I . l . , 10r t 1e purpose o mstructwn are o t 1e c ums1est anc most antl· 

quated style. The teachers have rarely had any special training 
for their office, though a fair proportion of them are intelligent 
persons who are doing their duty with a creditable amount of 
skill and success. I did not hear, nor had I reason to suspect, in 
any case, that impure motives had influenced tlwir appointment. 

It is, however, much to be rt>grcttrd that the endowments 
themselves are not turned to bettt'l' account, by being made, in 
perfect consistency with the spirit of their founders' intentions, 
the nuclei of really efficient schooh, instt>ad of .l>t>ing alluwed to 
remain in precisely the same stat!:', both as rPganls the income of 
the teacher, and the subjects expeetcd to be taught, in which they 
existed a century ago. vVl1ile every other school bas been 

. moving forward, they continue standing still; and it is this fact, 
more than any othet·, that has impressed upon them tile character 
of being hindrances rather than helps in the education of the 
people. In too many cases, the trustees appear utterly apathetic, 
and at the same time extremely jealous of interference: there is, 
perhaps, no public statement of ace;ounts, and, as is generally the 

* These were the special complaints against Lady Rolle's endowed school at Beer. It 
is a noble, and, in many respects, liberal endowment; but its usefulness is marred by 
two unlucky conditions. The children must not enter tillS, and they !~ave at 10. The 
age for ent.erin~ is too late f~r the girls, who begin lace-tna~ing ~~ tJ or 7; and the 
age for Jeavmg ts far too early for the boys, who are mostly destmcd for the sea, but do 
not enter on their profession before 14. . 
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case under such circumstances, suspicions find their way into the 
public mind, that the best is not being done with the funds, or that 
there is something which it is wished to conceal; while the master, 
left to his own devices, does simply what is right in his own eyes, 
and, if tbil:! should appear ever so wrong in the eyes of others, no 
one seems to think it part of his duty to remonstrate or interfere. 
Upon the whole, though I must speal< highly of the merits of Endowed 

I f h d d I I t • I I . . d d I I I schools, on the severa o t e en owe sc 100 s wutc 1 . v1s1te , an t 10ug 1 can whole, not in a 
spe nothing to prevent them all ti·om being raised to the highest s~t~sfactorycon-

d. . f I ffi . I k 1 d r ditlon. con JtJon o e ementary e ciCncy, must ac now e ge as a met, 
that in the majority of cases they do e(l'ectually quench private 
zenl, while what they ofl't>r as a substitute is not adequate to the 
efficient perfot·mance of tllf~ work that ought t.o be in hand. I 
~hould add, that I did not discover anv traces, in the case of mori~ Operations of 

bund or neglected endowments, o( the Charity Commissioners ~~:S~~Ke~s~m
having brought, proprio motu, any effective infiuence to bear upon 
their improvement or resuscitation. In many places 1 heard 
wislws expressed that they would. 

d. Tlw next Table that I have prepat·cd will show the distribu- ~chools. viewed 
· f 1 J' • m relatiOn to t10n o t 1e pub 1c day schools (for I nm at present speakmg of no the seJt and age 

other) in my district, viewed in their natural divisions as boys', oftheirsc~olars, 
· 1 ' · r • • d 1 1 d · I · h h' and the kmd g1r s, llliUnts, or m1xe se 100 s; an Ill re at10n to t e teac mg and amount of 

power, whethe1· under a master or a mistress; whether availing teaching \lower. 

themseh•es of the Government system of pupil.teachers or not. 

TABLE XI. 

~ t .. 
:5 ..: " 'i g 'i " .t ~-d .::: ~ 

0 0 ~ ~~ ~ . "'· 0 s .::: .;!l ::l~ 
Name of Union. .::: ~ "' ;.1 ;.1 E-<e E-<il ~ .. 

"' r:ll Ul ~ r:ll 00 
":1 

..., .. .. ·= ~ ·, ~ "' = ~ " " ~ .. 
:§~ E· ... .;: ":1 ":1 ~Q ~~ G ~ ..:; J: c 

I Eo< p p ,... ;-; 
--------------

Sherborne 5 a 10 2 29 6 23 4 s 4 
llorc·lw,tc•r and Ccrne • 6 I •I ·l:l 3 5~ 17 37 12 17 11 
.B~:aminster 5 1 2·1 - 3U 11 19 5 5 4 
Axmi11ste;r 5 1o .111 3 2~ 13 15 7 7 4 
t:har<l 3 2 2~ 2 a;; 11 241 8 8 4 
Y<·ol'il 4 3 21 - 2~ 1:3 15 5 3 3 
Ht·reft,rd a111l Dorc 5• 4 51 1 61 28 33 12 10 7 
]{<JSS 3 3 22 2 30 8 22 5 8 4 
],r•tJO'JinstPr 3 2 21 1 27 12 15 4t 9 4 
};rotlJ~·arU 4 2 13 - 19 8 11 5 4o s 
J,,.,lJ,ury 6 6 20 2 3-1 11 23 8 11 6 
L ,,tou·on·Scvem 5 4 15 3 27 10 17 3 13 4o 

Totals 54 36 2U3 19 402 1-!8 254 78 103 58 

The vast preponderance of mixed schools, and of schools under . 
a mistress, at one~ catches the eye as it runs ovt'r this Table. 
Doth are results that it was natural to expect in an aO'ricultural 
district, particularly in one abounding with small parishes. The 
small extent to which the services of trained teachers, and the still 
emaller extent to which the services of certificated teachers* are 

• Of the 78 teachers represcnt~d as certificated, 13 hold the certificates of competency 
&c., awarded to teachers in workhouse schools, which reduces the number of certificated 
teachers (as usually understood) to 65. 
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retained, and the rare use that is made of the invaluable assistance 
of the pupil-teacher system, not quite one school in 6~ avdilinrr 

Reasons that itself of it, are unsatisfactory symptoms. The simple account o'} 
prevent the em· h r }' • 1 1 'll f 1 ployment of t e 1a:::t 1es 111 t le pol'erty, not t 1e \"I , o t 1e managE'rs. In 
cert!ficated and many cases, as miaht be anticipated, whe1·e eonsirlerablj' more tban 
pupil teachers. h If 1 • 1 °2 3 f 1 J • a t 1e pans 1es- :2· out o 387- 1ave a popu anon undt>t' 400, 

· the· number .of scholars in ordinary attendance is too small to allow 
of a request for the apprenticeship of a pupil-teacher, tl:e funda 
too low to permit the engagement of a trained or CE'rtificateil 
mistress.* Indeed of the 103 who have b<:>cu professedly trained, 
I should think that at least 20 have had onlv that nomin~l amount 
of training which is implied in having re;ideJ three, or at tl:e 
most six months, in those normal schools, which at one time were 
willing to receive students for such limited periods. The good 
that is obtained by this amount of preparation, except in the case 
of a pPrson of unusual aptness and quickn<:>ss of app1;ehension, is 
infinitesimal indeed. I am n~ry far from wishing to amrt that a 
lengthened period of training, or even the po~session of the highest 
grade of certificate, necessarily S(·cures a gooJ teacher; nor, on 
the contrary, that many of the tmtraincd teachers are not, by 
virtue of natural tact and ability, very successful in the conduct 
of their schools. Indeed, the ties that often bind the m:wagers of 
a school to the existing tE'acher-ties somE'timC's of a weak and 
mistaken charity, but more frequently of genuine and descn·ed 
respect and appreciation-are to be reckoned among the most 
influential causes that still kE'ep many schools nloof from tl:e 
system of GovE'mment aid. "We are quite sensible of the ad van~ 
" tnges," I have heard managers say again and again; "we wish 
" we were in a position to accE'pt them; but our prc·sent h'acbcr i:3 
" too old, or too timid, to be examined for a certificatr, nnu we \'alue 
" him too highly to part with him, Ol' to press bim to tnk~ a stc·p 
" from which he himself shrinks." And whrn I hn\'c seen schools 
conducted so admirably, and in all respects so efficient, a~, e. g. 
Mr. Ricardo's Boys' School at Eerrow, or M1·. Baker's school at 
Monkland, under uncertificated, and, in the latter cnsr, under nn 
untrained teacher, I have fully admittt>d the force of the argu~ 
ment; and highly as I value the aid offered by the Committ.~e of 
Council, which I regard as almost indispensable for the thorough 
efficiency of elementary schools, I should have shared the rt'luc~ 
tance of these managers to change a system which was workiug so 
well, even were the schools my own. 

Paucity of The paucity of infant schools is another observalJle feature in 
infant schools, the Table. I need only call attention to the fact; the estimate 

that I have formed of the operation of the infant schools that do 

5. Distribution 
of children 
according to 
sex, 

exist I have already recorded (p. 3.1, szpra). 
e. The only other Table that I have constructed, as illustrating 

the distribution of schools, will exhibit the proportion, (I) of the 
sexes, and (2) of the children who are either bdow or above the 
commonly received educational age. This table will inclu.de the 

• The l\linute of 2Gth July 18581 had hardly come into operation nt the date of tlua 
inquiry. 
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numbers obtained from middle, as well ns from cl<.>mentury schools. 
It is in these middle schools that the lat·gest number of scholars 
aho\'e 15 years of nge are four.d; those unde1· three nre of course 
to be chictly met with in the infant and smaller private schools. 

TABLE XII. 

No. of Schools. No. of Children in them. 

I!~! 
A hove 

Name of l7nion, ]'iftC~l\ 
Years 

n. '·" ln. noys. Girls. Total. cf Age, 

Slwrhorne 30 27 1.2~~ 1.o:a 2,2G2 100 100 
Dorc'h~>trr and Ccrne • 5~ fi2 2,1175 2,0:H 4,Ht9 l'iG 129 
:Beaminster :JO 35 ),ll!l9 UMI 2,0~3 31 11 
Axminstcr 29 5~ 1,5114 l,!l17 2.-~1 1~1 91 
Chal'll 38 69 1,8:10 l,Nl 3,571 111 71 
Yeovil 29 87 1,933 1,813 3,796 215 45 
lil'reford and Dorc 6:! 49 2,3117 2,1~H 4,.t-;~l 80 1G9 
Ross 30 20 1.0~0 tt;;r, l,UiO 12 36 
Leominster 27 22 1,01)1} 951 2,1120 18 22 
l!romynrd 19 H Gm 6J!l l,!l:il 3 28 
J,edlmry • . 3~ 19 9tla 1,115 2.0~0 )I] 41 
l: pton-on-ScYcrn ~7 3~ 1.2~6 1,219 2,!i35 5~ 67 --

Totals 409 484 16,911! 16,0~5 32,9il 9:i0 810 

It appears, therefore, that in every Union but that of Ledbury 
the number of boys exceeds in prC'tty much the same proportions 
the number of girls. The same result is observable in the census 
returns. The fact is sufiiciently explicable by tl1e greater fre
quency with which the services of girls are demanded by the 
exigencies of hon;e. For the exception to the rule at Ledbury 
I am unabll! to account. 

I have not drawn up any Table to illustrate the ages of the '!'1'0 Table tho 

1 '11 1 • I I . l b l tllustrate t e c 11 uren w 10 nre attendmg these sc 100 s; pal't y, ecause t 1cre ages of children 

were no materials fo1· constructing such a Table out of the Returns at school. 

which I received, (the ages asked for being those of the children 
who happened to be present at school on the day when the 
Return was made, and not of the whole number on the flcgister), 
and partly became it appears to me that a fundamental fallacy lies 
at the root of any inferences drawn either from avernges of attend. 
ance or ave1·nges of age. You get yout· avera,qe, but it is not a Fallacy of ave

true representation of the facts of the case. The result of one ~~~~~58~/!~~~d
boy's having attended school 200 days in the yea1·, while another rages of age. 

bH only attended 50, is not the sanw, nm· anything like the same, 
as if each hncl attended 125 days. Two girls leave school, one 
at 7, tbe other at 1:3 years of age; the average is 10; but will 
any one tell me that tile c!Tect, socially and intellectually, is the 
same as if each ciJild had stayed at school till she was I 0? In 
the Lltter case, a good school being given, both girls would have 
been dece11tly etlucated; sufficiently so, perhaps, for thei1· station 
in life. As it is, whatever may be the superior attainment of the 
girl of 13, it is impossible that her companion, who was taken 
away to "glo,·e," or to make lace at 7, can be said to be educated 
for the duties of life, or to have received any real nwntnl culture 
at all. If the supposed case represented the rule of 'sehool attend-
ance, the soci~•lnsul t would be, that onE' half of the lnwrr classes 
of the people ~vould be educated, the other half would be living 
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in a worse than Cimmerian darkness. Yet this is not quite the 
Age, beyond picture that is drawn by the' hand of a taker of averages. I will 
which children however admit the conclusion dmwn from avf>rarres so far. I 
cannot be ex- "II d . h 1 o • • 
pectedtoremain WI a mit t at, on t11e average, you must not expect m an agn-
at school. cultural district to be able to keE'p boys under instruction (as day 

schools are at present constituted) after 10, nor girls, at the outside, 
after 12. Indeed, it was well pointed out to me by the lion. and 
Rev. ,V, Scott, of Maiden Newton (where there is an excellent 
though over-crowded school) that it is a question whethet· it would 
be even desirable to do so j whether you might not be doing an 
irreparable injury to the after-life prospects of the agricultural 
boy, by keeping him at school too long. It is the fashion to speak 
of agriculture as requiring only unskilll'd labour. It seems to me 
that it is a very erroneous epithet. The man who knows minutely 
the habits and manner of treatment of four ot· five different ki11ds 
of animals-horses, beasts, sheep, swine, poultry; who can hed~e, 
ditch, thatch, thrash, mow, reap, plough a furrow, drive a drill, 
sow a field broadcast, as straight and true as though the line was 
chalked for him ; this man wants something more than mer€" 
thews and muscle; he must possess cle-rerness of the band and 
eye; and the first-l'ate farm labourer is as truly skilled as the 
first-rate mechanic or artizan. I know that his skill is not worth 
as much in the !about· market, but that depends upon other con
siderations. Now this kind of skill can only be picked up at an 
early age, when the imitative faculties are strong; and I have 
again and again heard old labourers accounting for the bungling 

' work made by some novice in the crart, by saying, "Ah, he never. 
turned his hand to it till he got too old." So that even if it were 
possible, I .doubt whether it would be desirable, with a view to the 
real interests of the peasant boy, to keep him at school till he was 
14 or 15 years of age. But it is not possible. We must make up 
our minds to see the last of him, as far as the day school is con~ 
cerned, at 10 or 11. We must frame om· system of education 

What ~mo1_mt of upon this hypothesis; and I venture to maintain, that it is quite 
~~~:-;~S~~~~er .possible to teach .a child suu~dly and thorougl~ly, in a way tl!at he 
such conditions. shall not forget 1t, all that IS necessary for lum to possess lll the 

shape of intellectual attainment, by the time that he is 10 years 
old. If he has been properly looked after in the lower classes, 
he shall be able to spell correctly the words that he will ordinarily 
have to use; he shall read a common narrative- the paragraph in 
the newspaper that he cares to read-with sufficient ease to be a 
pleasure to himself and to convey information to listeners; if gone 
to live at a distance from honw, he shall write his mother a letter 
that shall be both legible and intelligible; he knows enough of 
cipherin(r to make out, or test the correctness of, a common shop 
bill; if he hears talk of foreign countries be has some notions ns 
to the part of the habitabl~ gl?be in which they lie; a~d .t:nder
lying all, and not without. Its mfluence, I ~rust, upon IHS l~le an<.l 
conversation, he has acq uamtance enough wtth th: Holy Scnptures 
to follow the allusions and the arguments of a plam Saxon sermon, 
and a sufficient recollection of the truths taugh~ him in his 
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catechism, to know what are the duties required of him towards 
his l\Iaker and his fellow ma,n,* I have no brighter view of the 
future or the possibilities of an English l:'lementary education, 
floating before my eyes tha,n this. If I lmd ev~r d1·eamt more 
sanguine dreams befon·, what l have seen in the last six months 
wo~ld hare effectually and for eYer dissipated them. In such 
inspection of schools as time and opportunity allowed me to make, 
I strictly limited myself to te~ting their efficiency in such vital 
points ns tht:>se; never allowing myself to stray into the regions of 
English grammar, or English history, or physical science, t unless 
I had previously found the groul'ld under the children thoroughly 
firm, and fit to carry, without risk of sehlements, a somewhat 
loftier and more decorated superstructure. Then it was but 
common justice to a conscientious teache1· to take note of and 
show that one nppreciatt:>d the higher ma1·k at which he had aimed. 
Teachers look for such recognition, and cherish it as one of their 
best rewards. 

Not that I would be understood as implying that one half, or This standard 

even one quarter of the chi!Jren, who leave our schools at ten years seldom reached. 

of age, carry with them iuto the business of life even the humble 
amount of accomplishments which I have named. But they ought 
to do; and in all the schools which in my list (Table XVIII.) 
I have named" efficient," I believe they do. No managers ought 
to be satisfied with their school, or think that it is giving anything 
worthy to be called education, if they do not. If people knew 
a Jittle more of the interior of schools, a little more of the 
actual working of systems and lt:>ss of their theories,-there 
would be an end, at once and for ever, of that cry, of which in 
my travels I heard the echoes again and again, that instruction is 
carried too high, the work is being overdone. Of the great 
majority of children sent out by our schools, l\Ir. Mitchell's 
account is only too true:-" They leave school, they go to work, 
and in the course of a year they know nothing at all."-(Essays 
on Educational Subjects read at the Educational Conference, 
1857, p. 10.) The state in which most of them retum to the 
night 8chools is a sufficient p1·oof of this. And yet, I say it most 
deliberately, with vety little more pains, with very little more 

• Speaking from experience, and prcsupp()sing a fairly efficient school with adequate 
teachin~ power, I distribute the time thus :-1 take my boy at 4 years old. By the time 
that he is 6, he ought to be able to read in such a book as the Second Irish Book anu 
know more or less of his multiplication table. Between 6 and 8 he will havt:> adv;nced 
into the second class, and should read with tolerable facility the easier parts of the Third 
Irish Book, and work sums (probably) in the three first simple rules. Between sand 10 
must be put the finishing strokes required to complete the picture drawn in the text. I 
think that some such rate of progress would not be a batl test of the elliciency of a 
school. 

t Of English gra~mar, which. I am sorely !et_npled to put ~own among the meutials 
~f elc.m.entary ed.ucatwn, and wh1ch I am salls~wd from experwnce can easily be made 
llltelligJ?le to children 10 y~ars old, I found llttlc known in any school lwyond a very 
mechalllcal acquamtance Wlth the rules. In Bosbury school I saw a little boy about 
1 ~ years of age, who was q~ite. a .rro~ligy for his in!elligent knowledge of English 
history. I had the pleasure ot hstenmg lor a quarter of an hour to a most interesting 
lcsso~ to the boys of th~ first and second classes on the conduction of heat, illustrated by 
expenmcnts, by 1\Jr. V.1th, the l\1aster of the Blue Coat School at Hereford, which I am 
certain that every boy in the classes understood. 
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expenditure of energy and money, it might in almost all ~chools be 
otherwise. ~t cannot be too strongly impressed upon the minds 
of school managers, that to stop short, be it only by an inch, of a 
certain point, is to do nothing at all. 

Sundaysctooli. f. I proceed to speak or Sunday schools, which formed a special 
branch of my inquiry. The following Tables exhibit the statis
tical results, which I thought it most important to register in 
relation to them. 

TABLE XIII. 
The Statistics or Sunday Schools. 

Name ofl"nion. I I 
At Census or 1551., 

Non.~r. No. of Al'rrmre No. of In~rr,cin 
Su duy "cholat"S .l.ttemhi1ce Teachers I I the ~o. 
ScllooJs.

1 

~ · 'I · X o. of No. of of C:hihlrcn. 
School.i.j Schulars. ' 

Sherhome 32 2.2~~ l,h2 1~7 30 2.~·~2 1•~7 
Dorchester & Cernc 67 a.n.~,s 2,iiU 2,:! M 2,~1,",-j C~7 
Reaminstcr . 33 l,tli,l6 ),I (I~ ]t\~ 35 2.1~7 
.Axminster 4t 2,~···5 2,:!ti5 2tj7 3~ 2,.",jl 4H 
Char<l 56 4)".2 3,.1t:; 5~:3 46 .j.,.~,~;~ ~~ 
Yeol'il 51 5,1tti 3,'>5~ 5:,o 5~ 4,it;) 3',;) 
}I creford and Dorc 02 3,1\r: 2.213 3u.j 4~ 2.13~~ 571 
Ross . ~9 l.~l:,!j l,3tH 1'H 20 l,:JII~ tl~l 
Lwminst(•r . 32 1,1:111 ~;;5 1:l:l 18 1,011 4:.:) 
Bromyanl 2t 8-!l 67.6 8~ 19 7:!t) 1t.7 
LNlbur,y :J.I 1,!'1 .. 5 1,11112 111'1 17 l,(lti~ fi:.':l 
l:pton-on-Scvern 2'1 1,1;1Ji 1,1117 1u7 1j 1,1!20 5,; 

Totals . 4~8 31.2;5 22,502 2.0~3 3~9 2~,71):1 4,.m 

T.A.nLE XIV. 
Exhibiting th~ Denominationalis;n or Sunuay Schools. 

Church of Englanu. Nonconformist, 

N~mc of Union. 
r.·r-rrn tnzr of 

1----:-----1--..;._-;-----1 Sdwlat" in 
N~. of No. of Xo. of No. of Church 1:khools. 

Schools. Scholars. Sd10ols. SL'hola('j, 

fherhor1:e 2~ 1,735 4 M·l 75'~ 
Dorchester 34 2,!16 7 4:.'4 ~3'3 
<:erne • 20 9:)7 6 ]i;g 81'9 
P.caminstcr 27 1.7:!2 G 2i4 ~11'2 
Axminster . . 25 2,11116 16 !159 tii'6 
('hard 36 2.71>13 20 1,786 t:tl'7 
Yeol'il- 35 2.~(1'! 18 2,21'! Ct3'6 
}I ere ford nnd Doro 43 2.2'7 17 9116 71'6 
Ross 25 l,lli6 H ~t r;;;·s 
Leominster • 2:! 9~7 9 509 fl.)'\) 

Jlromyaru • 16 lltiO 5 223 7.}'7 
Ledlmry • • 29 1.~·12 5 213 Rl'6 
l: pton-cn.Scvcrn 25 1,1<37 3 171 89'3 

Totals . 3D~ 21,939 tao• 9,286 60'9 

Condition or At the close of the yeat· 1857, the Bishop vfBath and ll'"elld 
r:~::~~~~~;1~c issued a letter to the clergy of his diocese i.r. of the county of 
Somers~t. Somerset, to inquire into the causes of an alleged falling off in 

the attendance at ·Sunuay schools, the number of scholars in the 
Church Sunday schools in that county having been stated to be 

• I have already mentionnl (p. 4) that there are two Jllonconfurmist Sunrlay school;, 
one belon,.,iu" to'the Weslcvaus, at l\larshwoo<l, in D,;rsctshire, the oth~r of the Baptists, 
at Yarcon;--be,"in Somcrsctsliire, from which l could get no return sent ~o me. 
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49,3GO in 18-!i, anJ only 43,8G\'3 in lS.)i. The answ£'rs to tl.is 
lcttt.•t' sh()w that the dt'rgy, as a body, do not consider that there 
has been a t:1ll ing off at all proportionate to that stateu, in their 
individual ~nnday schools; but they appear to admit that th€'it· 
Sumhy schools arc not thrh·ing, and attempt to account fot· tho 
i11crea~cJ difficulty in getting scholars to attt'nd them by a ''ariety 
of camrs, the cause which most of them concur in allrging being 
the vast improv('ment in the day schools. 

From the Tables cri\'en abore, -it would seem that in all the General in-
T' • D I? 1 1 1 b 1 b I crease of Sun· J"mons, except 'eamm::;ter (w Jere t 1cre 1as een a ( ecrease ot 1 dayschoolsand 

in the numbe1· of schools and in the number of schola1·s ), there Sunday scho

has been an incrt·asc; and that in all the others, except Chard, that Iars. 

incrrase has bt'ell considerabll'. It is true that when I look at the 
large numbe1· of scholars in the dissenting Sunday schools in the 
two Unions of Chard and Yeovil, I (tlllllot ht>lp believing that the 
statement of the diminution of the number of scholars in the 
Church schools, as far as that part of the diocese of llath and 
""ells i~ concerned, is correct. Ilut C\'erywherc else the Sunday Do\tbt about. 

schools, if not prospt>ring, are at least increasing. I say "if not thctr prospcrtty. 

prospering,'' becam~e I haYe grave doubts about thei1· pi·osperity. 
There is 1111 doubt that tlwy have suffcl:l.d in the tliminished 
interest taken in them by the' incrt'ased interest taken in the 1lay 
school. I was in the habit of \'isiting one o1· more every Sunday 
that I '''<15 engaged in the inquiry, but of .. n that I saw-some 
20-there is not one tlMt has not lefl the impression of W€'ariness 
and deadness upon my mine!. From the figures in Table XIII., 
they appear to call forth tlw zeal cf o. large number of teachers;"' 
but fnan what I saw in many cases I sl1ould say that it is not a 
zeal according to knowl€'dge; ancl that many young people, with 
a strong desire to do gootl, yet unfortunately do not quite know 
tl1e way how. There is no lite in the teaching, nothing to interest Gomcrall'!ta-

1 · d J ] 1 1 ff' • 'l'J • meter of ~un-t c mm , muc 1 ess to <raw out t 1e a ectlOilS. 1ere IS vet·y dav schools. 

little discipline, Yery little punctunlity. Children keep droppinO' · 
in up to within a verv few minutes of the time of st::ntincr fo~ 
cL urch. In some pa;ishes the :;;unday school i.o reduced to t·httle 
more than a mere a~sembling together of the childre'n in the school-
room preparatory to church; in others, repftition of the collect, 
m;d reading the psnlms, rpi&tlt>, and gospd of the day, comtitute 
the \\hole of the teaehing. I do not rt>membe1· an insta.nce of 
auult classes. The scholars are mostly composed, in the Church 
schools, uf the same chiklren that attend the day school, with the 
audition of a few elde1· boys and girls, who continue fm· a year ot• 
t\lo to attend school on Sunday, wht·n they have cea~eJ to come 
on week days, Lut who rat·ely stay till tl~t·i1· confirmation. 1\lore 
inttrest very probaLly is thrown into the dissenting Sunday.u 
schools, fur tla: reasou aln·ady assi~ned, that none, 01' at any r;'· · 

very litt:C, is absorLcd by the ~ay scl10ol. As a rule, the ins}n with Evcningschools 

-------------------------:-;Jllldw~ted, popular, but 
• J ·· rart>l y efficient, 

none. ~unday sc!Jool in Worce>tershire~ I found.the girls' school_o'lJe ltlUilillt:U. 
morntng wuh two teachers to one scholar. Certainly 11 was a wet morn· 
wet as to pr"vcnt my walking a mile to see the $Chool, and there were pi D 2 
at nu great distance. The parish contilincd a population, in 1851, of!.' 

YOL. II. • 
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tion is confined to religious subjects, but I found a Sunday ~chool 
at Leominster, supported chiefly by the Society of Friends, but 
undenominational in its character, where the scholar~ spend the 
first half hour in writing, the copi<'s beinO' texts of Scripture; 
and at Stoke Prior, neal' the same town, the

0 

mistrt>ss told me that 
she had h'mpted some farmer~· boys, who would otherwise have 
been idling about the med, to come to school by offering them 
the same kind of instruction. 

I do not think that in this dist1·ict the clergy generally te::1ch 
much in the Sunuay sehoul; and all the disaenting schools are 
under the managt>mcnt of a supt>riutendent, who is distinct from 
the minister. l\Jy own imp1·essJon upon thE' whole question is, 
that Sund~.y schools, having done a great and a good work for 80 
years, are in the first stage of dying out, as an instrument of 
education no longer needed in the pre~ence of the improved condi
tion and enlarged usl'fulness of the day school. I am quite certain 
that many clergymen are lvoking forward to the time when an 
increased sense of responsibility on the part of parents shall 

'relieve them of the burden of the Sunday school. The change 
which has been long advocated, and wl1ich is gradually coming 
into use, of children sitting with their own parents in church, 
instead of being grouped all together under the supervisi0n of a 
teacher, and kept in order b,v the fear of the cane, is another step 
in the s1me direction. Indeed it becomes a question of seriou3 
social importance, whether we are not already doing too much to 
divest the parent of all responsibility in the intellectual, moral, 
and spiritual well-doing of the child; whether if the Sunday 
school increased in efficiency commensurately with the day school, 
we should not be making the school stand too absolutely in loco 
parentis; and whether it is not almost a compensation, a kind of 
vindi~.:at!on of a law of nature, that the Sunday school dwindles, 
in proportion as the day school thrives. ThesP impressions, 
which are very distinct, have been forct>d upon me by what I have 
seen, against the grain of my previous convictions; for I have 
always fdt a pleasure in teac:hin,~ in my own Sunday school, and 
have done my best to make it effective; ) et, somehow or other, 
have felt what I could not ac~.:ount for, but wl•at I see exists 
extensively elsewhere, that the rewlt u:as uot a success, and that the 
thing hung, comparatively speaking, dead upon my hands. Per
haps the fact that many of the buys ar~ fatigued by their week's 
work in the fields, and so give a listless tune to the school, may 
account for this; and, as the e\'il is felt much more strongly in 
country Sunday schools that in those in towns, I aru inclined to 
think that this is not an improbable conjecture.* 

Somersrt. ;:,~,..--------------------------

the c. 

Cl :find that the Somersetshire clergy allege, among the favourable c.ausrs that may 
lUI CJ. for the diminution of interest fdt in Sundav schools, "the mcrNsc m the 

----· of parents both able and willing to teach th'cir chihlre!l at home on Sundays 
'US to keep them at home on tbat day;" among .un.ta~ourablc causes they 

• I h;we alrcn~ack of competent teachers," and (2) "the very mlertor, unattractive, .and 
one belonging to oaracter of the instruction given in many Sunday schools." These v1ews 
at Yarcomlie, in Sm. from mine. 
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g. llut if the Snnrlay ~::hool has had its day, and is on the wane, Evening 
the e\·ening or night school is an instrument, the power of which schools. 

as yet we hardly know, but which se{'ms capable of immense 
de\'e)opment, and, when propPrly worked, is tlw very remf'dy for 
the most obstinate of the difficulties that beset the path of the 
educator. At present, evening schools are only in their infancy, 
and, though tht>y nominally come within the scope of the Minutes 
of the Committee of the Privy Council, I only found one place in 
the whole of my district- Lyme Regis-where the day school was 
brought into such relation. with the night school that the proffered 
assistance could b~:> used. The following Tahle shows the extent 
to which night schools existed in the district in the winter of 
1858-59. 

TABLE XV. 

I Number of I Number of I N"m"'""'"''' Numbe; above Subjects beyond 
X arne of Union. : Night Schools. f ~cholars 16 1 ears Readmg, Writing, 

1 1n them. of Age. I and Arithmetic. • I 

She1·borne - - 7 338 IIO 
I 

62 
Dorchester· - 15 323 Ill 58 
Cerne - . 8 101 35 18 
Beaminster - 12 3i5 182 73 
Axminster • - 11 363 160 55 
Chard - - 19 514 1 i2 60 
Yeovil - - 20 764 216 121 
Hereford . - 9 125 60 9 
Hoss - . 6 , 82 52 10 
Leominster . 2 40 21 -
nromyard - - 2 21 16 -
Led bury . - 2 30 2.5 -
Upton-on-Severn- 8 123 39 41 

Totals - 121 3,199 - 1,179 507 

The fil'st thing that strikes the attention, in considering this Evening 
Table, is the- disproportion in the· distribution of these niiTht schools rar~ in 

I 1 f h I I I . I H /::. Herefordsh1re. sc 100 s. 0 the 121 sc oo s, am 3,199 scho ars, 111 t 1e ere1ord 
district there are only 29 schools and 421 scholars; in six Unions, 
not so many scholars by 93 as there are it~ the Union of Chard; 
not so many by 343 as the1·e are in the Union of Yeovil alone. 
The ~rattered character of the population-only 138 persons and 
29 houses to the square mile-and the state of the roads together 
sufficiently account for the discrepancy. In HE'refordshire I fre-
quently heard of night schools that: had existed in former winters, 
but had failed from waut of scholars. In the south there WilS no 
difficulty experienced in getting scholars; the pinch was to find 
teachers. 

That the night school is a thoroughly popular institution ·with Eveningschools 
the poorer ciasses is quite certain; that, as at present conducted, popu

1
lar,ffib';lt t 

· · ffi • • • l ran• v e c1en , 
1t Is as e c1ent as 1t IS popu ar, cannot by any means be affirmed. · 

T\ 9 
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I saw several very interesting night schools, at Powcntock, nt 
Beaminster, at Lyme, at Upton-on-Serern ; but tht• onlv really 

. efficient one that I witnessed at work, the only one full of iife and 
progress and tone of the best kind, was the one at Sh!>rborne, 
which owes its. origin and its prosperity to the philanthropic zeal 
and large sacrifices of money, time, and personal comfort of 
Mr. Macready. If night schools of that class were at work gene
rally in our towns, their influence upon the euucation of the people 
would be incalculablE'. It is just what is wanted to carry on the 
training unhappily left so imperfect by the day school. Not that 
even this, by far the most flourishing night school that I had an 
opportunity of ,·isiting, can be said to supply its scholara with 

They do not st>condary education: it does but lay again, or else derpen and 
~~~ec!:i~~~dary widen a little, the foundations of the primary. It is true that, in 

my Table, 507 scholars in the 121 schools, nearly one in six of the 
whole, are l'E'lurned as travelling beyond the, range of mere lessons 
in reading, writing, and arithmetic ; but I do not n·collect an 
instance (unless it were in the classes of the· Litrrary Institute at 
Yeovil, that had been formed, but were not succe~;ding, for iu
struction in French and drawing,-only a dozen pupils had been 
tempted to attend); besides this I do not recollect an instanc0 of 
any subject introduced into the programme of a night school 
which is not included in the oruimll y routine of primary schook 
Night schools like that of Mr. l\1acreacly arC', of course, capable of 
being used as instruments of secondary instruction, and, if the 
demand existed for it, doubtless would be; but at prc~ent there 
does not appear to be much tlesire among the working clas:;L'S to 
extend theit· education beyond the primary stage; or, if tbere is, 
it dislikE's to submit to the irksonwness and discipline of a school~ 
and prefers picking up stray scraps of knowledge fot· itsl'if our of 
books in a more ind<>pc·ndt>nt though l<'ss profit<lble way. 

The rural night The night school in most country parishes is quite of a different 
school. type from that which characterizt'S those in towns. It has to 

struggle into life, aud to maintain life, undet· much greater diffi
culties. It is comparatively easy to enlist tht> services both of 
voluntary and }mid t<'achrrs in the town; in the country a com
petent superintendent is hardly to bt> had for Jo,·e OJ' money. The 
clergyman is generally obliged to undertake the duty; in some 
cases it is discharged, and not unsuccessfully, by females. It is 
this difficulty of finding teachers that imparts to the country night 
school a churactm· of great precariousness. You cannot count on 
its continuance for two winters tog€'ther. I continually met 
·with instances of schools, flourishing last winter, non-existent 
tf.is; yet almo~t every clergyman who has tried them considers 
them to ltave been a success, and the popularity nod the carnE'st
ness with which they are used is to the full as great in the villages 

A proof that as in the towm. "The poo1·," it is sometimes said, "do not Yalue 
the poor value education." I ouh• wish that those who entertain this notion had education. J 

seen, as I have seen, some of these town and country nig-ht schools. 
·Is it no mark of earnestne;Ss that a boy of 15 or 16, after a hard 
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day's work of follow in~ the plough across miry fields, will corn.e 
home, make himself tidy, put on a clean frock,, perh~ps brush Ius 
shoe~. and sally forth again three Ol' four mghts In tile week, 
possiblv with a ~\'alk of a milt> o1· two before him, not to the public 
home, 'but to the nigltt scl1ool? In l\11-. 1\Iacready's school I saw 
a lntle fellow, 12 years old, .who worked 12 hours a day at a 
coacbmaker s, who 'literally shortened his dinner time by half-an· 
hour to get bi:> work forward, and be able to !rave the shop at 
half-past seven, in time fo1· his e,·enitlg school. .At Powerstock, I 
was present at the opening of the evening schools for the winter. 
There is a male and a female department; in the former, there 
were 30 present; in tla:• latter 35. The clergyman expected the 
numbers would grow to be 100; and that, out of a population of 
1~050. I was asked to make them an address, and I could not 
lH:-lp being wry ,.j,·idly impressrd with the look of determination 
that ~o.t on e,·ery face, as though they meant to tell me that they 
were come there to work, and not mt'rely to spend time. No 
value set upon e:lncation? Why, in an utterly neglected village 
in Somcrsetshire (neglected by f:'Verybocly but by an elderly 
!;ent1Eman and his wife residing there, who have interested them
~elves to form a Sunday ~chool), a man who has a night school of 
about 30 scholars, mid he could easilv double the number if he l1ad 
any one to 1H·lp him, and be could find a room large enough to 
lJO!d them. The p-E>ople seemed to fE"el that they we1·e perishing 
for lack c·fkno\dedge. In another \·illage in the same neighbour
hood, scarcely better provided with the appliances of education, a 
]i.,..ely, intelligent Irish woman, who has a small night school, told 
me that ~Le found the ptople Vl·ry ignorant, but mrut desirous to 
learn. But tbcse facts ought perhaps rather to ha,·e appeared in 
the evidencC:', where I have stated the most interesting phenomena 
that I obserYed in rtlation to ni~ht schools. 

There cannot be the least do{i'bt that the subject which is most Writing the. 

attractive in the ni~rht school j;~ the writin<Y' lesson The YOUDO' mo~t at~rach,·e 
c ~ o • • o sub;ect Jn the 

pE'op!e aho Eeem genf'rally thankful for a little instruction in ni£ht school, 

cipLering. I ft>ar that the reading lC:'sson is less popular, because 
it brin!.!s out into to<J strcu!.!' relitf the deficiencies of eal'lier 
educati~n, and makes tht> pupils too keenly comcious of the loss 
of power they ha,·e sustained since leaving school. In the larrre 
mrjority of cases the teachers are_ voluntary, bt"ing in fact the 
cl~:rgymcn of the rNpecti\·e parishes. In 11Ir. l\hcready's school 
there are three paid teacLers, but there are rarely funds for enrra«inO' 
thr.t. kind of nid. :\!any of the ~;ight scl~~ols, however, are p~i;at~ 
earned on by the ma~ters ot· m1stressf's e1ther of public or private 
dny H:hoc•ls tor thei1· own Lenf'fit, and on theit· own terms. In 
~1o::t o~ tL~ {'ul1ic night sc!Jools (if I may so call them) the 
lll~trucllon IS tree. 

In that ;;.t Sherborne not only is it EO, Lut large inducements 
r.re cffered to attench~nce, in the "hape of ''ery llanJsome and 
liberal prizes. l\lr. l\Iacreud,r considers it the great thing to gtt 
Us l.oy to sc!t'Jvl cmylw1r. 
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With regard to the c:;;.•.mswn and improvemPnt of evening 
schools, pe1·haps I may be allowed to reserve what I have to say, 
till I come to the suggestions on the subject of education .ren~>
rally, which I shall venture to offer at the close of this r:port. 
I will only add, that all I have seen convinces me that they 
are the instmment of education which, under our actual circum
stances there is most need to use, and most chance of usin()' 
successfully. · 

0 

IV. Having now stateu, as brieAy as I could, the numb!:'r and 
kinds of schools from which I have obtained returns, thei1· distri
bution, their proportion to the population, and the signs of growth 
or decay which any particular class of school, or any particular 
neighbourhood, now exhibits, as compared with its po>ition in the 
census return:i of 18;)1, I proceed, followin•r the tenor of mv 
instructions, to describe the condition, metl~ds, and results of 
education, in the an•a which I have examined, as far as I have 
arrived at distinct conclusions about them. 

a. The condition of education is, of c0urse largely afl'ected by 
the laws, or perhaps I should say the phenomena, of supply and 
demand; and as thE'se phenonwna are very unequally distributed, 
the condition of education is subject to proportionate variativus. 
Let me illustrate my mraning by an example. 

The two parishes of Lopen and Hinton St. George, in Somer
srtshire (Chard Union), lie within thrre miles of each other At 
Hinton th!:'re is a superabundant supply of school accommodation 
-a room that would hold 200 children-but no demand for the 
particular article of education that is offered tlwre. The popu
lation of the parish is 728; the uumber on tht> school regi~ter is 
60-not one in twelve of the population-the average attendance 
is 39; and on the day of my visit there \\'Cl'C not above :!.) <:ltil
dren present, who were huddled togt-ther in one of the class-rootn~, 
the main schoolroom being wholly disuscu. There is a supply, 
therefore, of a certain quali1y, in ample quantity, but no demand. 
In Lopen, on the other hand, there ai·e loud and earnest demand;:, 
but no supply. There is no public d,1y school in the parish, which 
is a perpetual curacy of about 1:30/. a year, with a popuLuiou of 
477. It would be an utterly misleading calculation, therefore, to 
sum up the a1·ea o( all the schoolrooms in my di~trict, and 
reckoning the space rt'quired at eight square feet per rhild, to 
put the result side by side with the estimated juvenilt> population, 
and then pronounce upon thE' sufficit>ncy or insuflicienry of the 
supply to meet the demand. It would be the fallacy of nwragcs 
again. 

Further, the measu1•ement of schoolro0m areas is no true gauge 
of the supply of education. You not unfrequcntly meet with huge 
schoolrooms, in which the education offered does not deserve the 
name; or again, handsome and spacious buildings erected~ but 
stanrlinrr idle and unused from lack of funds. I cannot gl\'e a 
more a;curate description of the state of things, than by saJing
that, though the demand is general, and in many cases importu-
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11ate, the supply is very unequal. There are great patches of 
country utterly ~le5titute, or at best diversified at long int~rvals 
by a well-cultivated spot, betokening tht' prest>nce o~ som~ hberal 
heart and dilirrent hanJ, and by tl1e contrast be1ghtenmg the 
gloom and dr;ariness of the surrounding waste. Thus, in the 
very large range of country between Dorchester ancl Sherborne, 
some 1 i miles in length, and 7 or 8 miles broad, there are on the 
·west side the efficient schools t,f l\Iaiden Newton, Cattistock (these 
being close togrther), and Bradford Abbas; on the east, the 
schools at Admiston, PiddletrenthiJe, and Buckland Newton, 
each good of its kind; but, beyond these, a school answering all 
the purposes of a school, really educating the peo11le as they ought 
to be eJucated, you would try in vain to find. Yet the district I 
mean includes at least 40 parishes. The country, again, between 
Beaminstrr and Shrrborne, or bt>twet'n Beaminster and Ct·ewkerne, 
or between Beaminster and Axminster, is not much better off; 
indeed, in the whole of this Union there are not above six ot· 
sert'n schools with the condition of which the managers ought to 
be satisfied. The northern half of the l.Jniun of Axminster is 
specially in want of good schools; and there at·e large villages
almost towns-like Cohton, St'aton, and Ueer, to the south, which 
are very inadequately proviued for. In the Union of Chat·d there 
are excellent schools, at Chardstock, Combe St. .Nicholas, Buck
land St. Mary, all on the same sitle of the country; and very 
promi&ing ones at llminster, Shepton Beauchamp, l\Ierriott, and 
East Dowlish; but there the supply ends. In Yeovil'Gnion there 
are admirable scf10ols at East Coker and l\Iontacute; and excellent 
types of small village schools at Hardington, Lymington, Man;ton, 
and a few othet· places ; but the general character of the Union is 
barrenness; and in Yeoril itsdf the state of the public schools is 
unsati~factorv. 

If l were to travel through the Unions of Ilet·efordshit·e it would 
only be with the same result, and the only conclusion at which I 
can arrive is, that the supply of eJucation is vrry unequally dis
tributed; and this, as we are Jealing with an article of first 
nt>ce5sity, is equivalent to saying that it is inadequate. A parish And therefore 

ought to be no more able to do without an efficient school than it inatlcquute. 

can do without water. 
I do ~ot mean that thtre are many parishes without adequate There is gene

se/tool accommodution, thouah there are more even in this state than rally an adc-
1 I d !=' • . • quarv of school 

was p ease to see, particularly m some parts of Herefordshue ; alTmimlodation. 

but that the school accommodation which exists is turned to very 
uueq~al. accou?t. _I do not tl~ink people at·e sufficiently aware 
tl1at 1t IS an mfinrtely more tn1portant, and an infinitdy more 
di~cult, thing to get a school supported than to get a school 
~u1lt; to get a good teacher than to get a tasteful at·chitect; to 
wstruet tilan to construct. I could point the moral by many a 
wholesome example from my district, if it were necessary . 

. Still, with a very strong sense that the condition of education in Ddicicncy of 
tlus large breadth of country is not what it ou(rht to be and with accommodation 

· · d', · 11 · 1 1 ° . ' not the cause of a \ e1 Y bllf).Ct reco eCtiOn lOW amen tab] J few anu far between th,e non-attendance. 
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really good schools are, I do not believe that in any consiclcrable 
art of the district a deficiency in school accommodation, at lt'ast 

a remediable one, is the cause of children's non-attendance at 
school. 'Vith the single e~ccpt~on of the parish of Kemp;,ey,
where two schoolrooms, wh1ch will barely hold 30 chilJren each, 
are manift>stly in~>ufficient for the educational wanB of 1,400 peo
ple, and where I was told that the numbers could easilv be doubled 
if there were room,- I do not remembr1· a case in wLich the ma
nagers of a school han~ been obliged to turn away children from · 
sheer want of room. There is, however, a kind of deficiency of 
school accommodation that is not remediable. A school ca~not 
be brought to the door of every dozen cottages that happen to be 
contiguous; the distance must often be too great fu1· children of 
very tender years, for whom, therefore, the only practicablt> pro
vision must be by .means of dames' schools. But it must be a 
Yery backward region indeed, where tiH·re is not a scbool with 
some pretensions to efficiency within thrre or four miles walk of 
a man's cottage; and I have seen cases enough to know that :\ 
distance of that kind proves no bnr to education wht·n once an 
interest in the cause is fairly awakened. There are c!1ildren in 
the schools at East Coker, 1\Iontacute, Techtone Wafer, and Luck
tou, who cheerfully walk their three or four miles daily, bringing 
their dinners with them. And from a similar experience in my 
own school, I would venture to s1y, that those who come from the 
greatest distance are neither the least rrgular nor the least punc
tual. I do not mean to say that such a state of thi11g~ is the 
most convenient, or the most desirable; and t11ere is p~cnty of 
room yet for the erection of better a11<l more numerous schools; 
the parochial clergy are straining thcil· utmo~t to gL·t them; and 
in almost every parish where things at present are unsatisfactory, 
as, e .• Q. at Weston-sub-Penyard, you heal' hopes, faint ~ometimes 
and faltering, but still Iwpes, expressed that bcfure long they 
will b~ mended; in a few, as at Little ~Iarcle and EldersfieiJ, 
preparations are actually in hand, tl11' timber cut, anJ the s:te con
wved; while in one or two, as at l\Iuch Cowarne, the structure 
is "finished, and, as soon as teach as shall ha I'C been secured, the 
new era will be iuaugurated. If the progress is only as rapid for 
the next ten years as it has been during the last ten, and we mmt 
not be too impatient, the fitce of the district will bL' wry fully 

- occupied with the brick and mortal· requisites of education. 
Estimated But befure I proceed to consider how far the non-attendance of 
~:~:n~~~10n .. children in the school is produced by a want of der~1and on the part 

of the parents, it will be as well to e~timate, approximately, what the 
actual amount of the non-nttcndancc is. If I take from 4 to 12 
as the ordinary school nge, I find, by a furmula with which I !~ave 
been supplied by the kindness of tht" Rcgistrat~ Gencrai,. th:~t ~~ a 
population of 2-18,200 (the estimated populat10n of tim th~tnct 
in 1839) there would be about 45,:2GG childrt'n between those 
years. There are (see Table VI.) 3:2,971 children':> names borne 
on the strength of the schools, 9.)0 of whom are unuer 3, and ~10 
above 15. If I further deduct 712 as the e'timateJ nunwc1· 
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between 3 and 4 and 2.138 as the estimatrd number between 
12 and 15, I ha,\'e left 28,361 children, out of the estimated 
45,266 between the ages of 4 and 12, who are 11rofessedly at 
school. , 

It thus appears, that, in the district to which my inquiry was 
confin('d there may be estimated to be 16,90.:> children-more 
than on~ third of· the whole number-between the ages of 4 
and 12, the reasonable educational limits-who at·e not enjoying 
the adtantaO'eS of instruction in any kind of day school. Two Probable distri 

thirds of th~8e, perhaps, are precariously emplo?·ed on o~cls ?nd ~~~~~i~~~~~t 
ends of labour, to a certain extent remunerative; or, 1f gu·ls, dren. 

in either assisting ot· taking the place of their mothers in the 
domestic exigencies of large familie8. The other third, whose 
homes are mainly in the back lanes of the country towns, are to, 
be found idling, ot· playing, or begging about the E1treet, ot· else 
extemporizing, considerably to its damage, Yarious ingenious play~ 
thin(l's of the hobbv or rocking horse kind, out of the furniture of 
the ~ottage, whicl; the absent mother has left entirely at their 
mercv. In the Homend Street of LedbUI'V; in St. Oweu's Su·eft, 
Hereford, in front of the very school door; in Shet·p Street, 
Bromyard; in the back streets of Yeo,·il; in that wretched row 
of house~, built in pre-reform days for electioneering purposes, in 
the outskirts of Ilchester; in a cottage or two in most country 
villages, you will infallibly meet with groups, more or less la•·ge, of · 
such children. The two classes, however, are of entirely diffet·ent Causes of 11011-

pc.rentage. The one O\\ es its existence simply to the poverty, attendance. 

the 0ther t~ the indifference, thr'1ftlessness, recklessness of their~: ~o;a~~;·of 
parents. 1 he apathy and the pon•rty of parents are the two Par~nts. 
sufficient causes both of the non-attendauce and of the irregulal' 
attendance of children in the schools. Distancf', ditficulty in 
raising the school fee, differences of religious belief, objections to 
the instruction given as unsuitable, or to the teaclwr giving it as 
incompetent,-these are not the influencing cames. They may be 
sometimes alleged by the thriftle>s parent an•xcuses, but they are 
not his real motives. Tbc·sc lie det'per,-in the selfbh sensuality 
which will gratify itself, no mattet· at what cost to others; ot·, in 
the rarer and better instances, in the " deep powrty" which 
cannot afford to dispense ~ith the pittanct-, howerer scanty, which 
the cbiiJ's earnings add to the 8s. ot· 9s. a week, which is the 
ordinary income, in this district, of the agricultural labourer. 

The peasant's wagrs are na-er up to the mark that can allow of 
his sacrificing the earnings of his child to hi(l'het· consideratio::~s. 
He is not influenced by social and economic~al chancres, like the 
nwchanic or the artizan. He is no hfttet· off when tSs wa(l'es are 
l2s. a wetk than when they are 8s. Nay, I have a very decidell 
conviction that he is worse off. Fot· in Dorsetsbire and Here~ 
for~shire 12s. wages would imp!~ that wheat was at 80s. a quartel', 
whtle 8s. a week mean5 that lt JS not at more than 40s. And to 
people who hardly evet' taste fresh meat, and to whom, in a veq• 
emphatic sense, bread is the "staff of lift>,'' a rise in the price of 
the gallon loaf from 9d. to Is. 6d. is very inadequately com~ . ' 
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p_emated by a simultaneous, though by 110 means proportionate, 
nse of wages from Ss. to l2s. I a£certainecl, from tht~ book 
which registers the different applications for rdit-.f at the Dor
chest~:>r workhouse~ that a girl of 15 earns 2s. 6d. a week; a 
boy of 15, 3:s. 6d.; of 11, 2s.; of 10, Is. 6d.; and the~~:> figures 
may be taken as r~:>presenting the averarre t>aminrrs of children of 
h 

. 1 ~ . 0 0 
t e same ages m any pure y agncultural locality. They are not 
high, but they are high ~:>nou.:?:h for the purpose,-hirrh enourrh to 
outbid the school, and to make the poor ignorant parent think 
that what was education enough for him (thourrh, if ht> had the 
power of reflecting, he wou]J perlmps discover rhat what he calls 
his education has been forgotten long ago)-still to think, that 
what was education enough for him~elf must be education enou:rh 
~~~M o 

Children stay at Indeed, though, from all inquiries that I have been able to 
school now k d • · f I' 1 · 1 I l~ngerthanthey ma ·e, an m spt~e o < tsma asserttons to t 1e contrary, am 
did 25 or so persuacl~:>d that chtldren, on the average, stay longer at school, not 
years ago. perhaps than they did a fl"w years ago, he fore the tide of emigra

tion set in so strongly, but longt>r than their fathers and mothers 
did, and, still more so, longer than their grandfathers and grand
mothers, yet there can be no doubt that the irnprored methods 

Improo;ed edu- of education which have been introduced ha,·e of tht>msehes a 
~~~~b~n{!·an t~:>ndency to cause the earlier withdrawal of children from school. 
increased period If a boy in a g-ood school knows more at ten than fifteen years 
ofattendaoce. ago he would have known at twelve, tht>re is a prima fucie case 

mad~:> out for his being fit to leave school. He will be seldom 
withdrawn till his physical strength is equal to the duties he will 
have to perform; but hii! intt<llectual maturity (according to the 
parent's standard) will make that parent lend a readitr ear to the 
first overtur~:>s of an employer; whereas, had the boy but been in 
the second clasil inst~:>ad of the first, and were only just able to 
form pothooks instead of writing a tolerable running- hand, his 
r~:>ply would probably have been,'' Why, sir, the lad is but young 
yet, anJ I should wish him to hav~:> another year at school." 

The majority of There can be no doubt, I think, that the majority of parents 
parhednts dothn~t try to secure for their children the best t>ducation within reach ; 
w1t raw e1r . • . 
children from but I have no reason for supposwg that the pt>rlod they allow for 
bad schools theit· children's schoolinrr is evt·r less~:>ned by all)' unfavourable 
sooner than , o . 
good ones. est1mate they may form of the elficteiiCY of the school. I have 

often heard re~rets expressed that they had no bettt>r school to 
send their children to, but in default of the better they put 11p 

with the worse. Thev have fixed in their own minds the time at 
which their boy shou"ld go to work; and when that time comes, 
whetlwr he knows little or much, to work he goes. I do not 
m~:>an to say that thry have not their own notions about the t>ffi
cirncy of schools, and that they do not value a r~:>ally good educa
tion more hiO'hly than a bad one; I ha\'e simply spoken of the 
dEciency of cl1e school as having very little to do with deter-

Parents' mea- mininrr the period of attt<nclance of the cltildren. Their measure 
su~e.ofschools' of the

0
efficiencv of a school is ~reneralh· a very simple one-the 

efficiency. J • • • 0 J • 11 Tl rapidity with wh1eh thetr cluldren learn to wrtte we.. 1ey are 
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not very gotod judges of rt>aJin~, and still worse of spelling; they 
have seloom the .f<tcultv of a~kinrr qul:'stions to asct>rtain how far . ~ , I 
the instruction given is sound and thorough, or only supHficta ; 
their knowledge of arithmetic, at the best, is only an acq~aintance 
with rules and mechanical processes; but the proJuct10n of a 
cipht>ring book, diversified with variom Epecimens of caligraphy, 
and the sums neatly set out with linea of black, and red, anu Llue, 
is an unfailin~ source of pleasut·e and priue, and is produced as 
the one conclusive test of the sati~tactory vrogress of the child. 

This achit>vement was the great succt>sS of tl1e best of the old 
t\'pe of schoolmasters, such as are still found lingering on in some 
~f the endowed schools; and it is the point upon which, in all 
privatP schools, which aspire to be better than nurseries, and are 
considt>red more fclsl1ionable than the National School, the greatt'St 
attention is bestowed. 

I dirl not observe th~ t>xistence of any preference of one system E); tent of 

to anothet· amon<r tl1~ parents of the children in elemental'\' schools. par~nts'bp 
1 '"' • . . • rences a ou 

It may be inferrt>d, however, from the exnnctton of prn·ate adven- schools. 

ture schools before tht' prest>nct' of a really good public school, 
that the supt>rior advantages of the latter are sufficitntly appre· 
ciated by them, at any rate for their dder children; and from the 
complaints they frequently make on the subjt>ct, they are tvi
dently aware of the weak point iu public schools,-the inadequate 
attention that is paid to the lower classes. They 1.1tterly dis
approve (lf the monitorial system, though I never heard any objec-
tion taken to instruction bl:'ing given by pupil-tt>achers. '1 hey 
are very touchy on the subjt>ct of discipline; and as their own 
punishment of their childrt>n gt'nerally proceeds from the passion 
of the moment-a wore! and a blow-they can hardly conceive of 
puni~hment, administered deliberately, as being otherwise than 
cruel, or of its e\'t-r having for its objt>ct (so to speak) tbe refor
mation of the criminal, and not the gratification of the rtsentmcnt 
of the juJ(re. So fat• is this feelinrr operative, that it is almost Th•_,. render 
• · bl 0 

• • 1 · 1· "k fl' - _1• • 1. discipline ditli· unposst e to matntam anyt 11ng 1 ·e an e t>cttve u1scqJ me, to cult. 

eo force punctuality, or tidiness, or l>E'rsonal cleanliness, to cut down 
the love of finery and tawdry display, even using the miluest means, 
in a town or in a pari~h where there are rival schools. To attempt 
it immediately involves, in niue cases out of ten, the tran$ft>rence 
uf the cl1ilu's 'name from the books of one school to tbo;;e of the 
other. It is, of cour&e, a gaine at which two can play; and even 
on the low princi!JIPs of compditiou in such a 111atter, neitl1er 
scl10ol can be ultimatt>ly benefited. by it. Yet :.choul-manarrcrs 
sec'm to make no difficulty about receivinrr rene1taues · and tho

0
urrh 

, • . 0 !':' I I 0 

a l1ealthteJ· r.-latton m1gl1t at once be establi:;hed by a concordat, I 
have not met with a case of such remedy being either suggt>sterl 
or employed. That a parent or a child should have a refu"e from 
tyt~anny or from in:erference with any conscientious scru

0
ples is 

q un; anoth:1· questwn, and both reasonable and ju,t; but these 
are 1mputattons that are hardly ever thrown upon the mann<rt>ment 
of a school, while the shifting from school to school on tCe most 
capricious e..xcuses is, where pos~ible, all but universal. 
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The "religious b. Indeed, "conscientious scruples," or "the rclicrious diffi-
difficulty'' inap· 1 " • h f d • 1 £' ·.I 0'1" 1 
preciable in its " cu ty, m t c matter o e ucatwn, JOWCYCr JOl'IDlua y t 1ey may 
bearin~ upon be dressed up in theo!'Y or for the purpose of agitation, become 
~~~~!~ prefe· reduced to the most insignificant proportions, when actually brought 

to the test of facts. I do not say that they may not occasionally 
exist in some captious minds, but I do say that the religious 
instruction given in the public schools is not likely to evoke them, 
never being ~iven, as far as I have seen, with any controversial 
animus; and in the whole course of my inquiry, though I made 
it a point of special investigation, I never met with a case con
stituting a real grievance. It is true, at Leominster the enforce
ment to the lettt>r of the National l;ociety's terms of union, and 
the requirement that all the childrrn attending- the day schools 
should also attend church on Sunda\', has led to the re-establish
ment of a defunct British school, ar{d caused a good deal of dis-

~ational So- cussion both in the town and neighbourhood. It may indeed be 
cJe~'s terms of a question, whether the National Society's tt>rms of union, thoug-h, 
umon. ' I I ' d ' I I 11 d . I '. m t 1e t nr artrc e, t 1ey a ow a iscretlon to t 1e managers ot a 

Point upon 
which the "re
ligious" diffi
culty, where it 
e.~:ists, turns. 

school, are the aptest that could be de\'ised to mett the E-xigencies 
of a church that is set down with almost a missionary work before 
it in the midst of a divided and sometimes aliPn people: But the 
National Society is, I prt>sume, bound by its charter to its tenus 
of union; . and though the managers of some National schools 
interpret these liberally, and consider thE' rule rathl'r as indicating 
a point at which they are to aim than as defining the ground tlwy 
are actually to occupy, and therefore do not absolutely require 
attendance at church as a condition of bt>ing admitted to the 
benefits of daily instruction, yet I do not see how manngers who 
have accepted the terms of the Society concurrrntly with its aid 
can be censmed as intolerant for construing thm1 strictly; and in 
the case of the Leominster ~chools, a sufficient justificntiun of what 
has been done may be found in the facts, (1) that in a town of 
5,000 inhabitants it may fairly be presumed that there is ample 
scope for two public schools; and that (2) till tl•is rule was 
enforced the children, in the majority of case5, I was informeLl by 
the vicar, went to no place of worship at all. 

It deserves to be mentioned, that the religious difficulty (•ls it 
is called), practically turns wholly upon the qu('stion of attendance 
at church, and not on eitl1er teaching ot· lt>arning the Chureh 
Catechism. To show how rare are the objections to this venerable 
formulary, it is taught in two out of e\'ery three pri\'atl' schools, 
I do not say with what intelligence, but as a matter· of couw'. 
The "catechiz," as they term it, furnishes the good old dames 
with their staple stock of di\'inity. In the large cen;ra! sch?ols 
at Dorchester, where there are 410 children under mstructwn, 
both master and miso·ess told me, that, though a:I are taught on 
the same principle, they ne\'er knew an instance of 1n~rcnts 
objecting to the catechism; yet a large proportion of the chlldrt-n 
belong to dissenting parents, who e\'en send them to the Sun~:ty 
school and call for them when that is over, to tnke them w1th 
thems;Ives to chapel. At Sherborne, \lhere at the ,time of my 
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,·i-:it a o·ood ueal of religious excitement prevailed, and partizan 
newspapers were t.rying t~ persua?e people tha~ theit· chil.dren 
were being indoetrmated w1th all kmds ot error m the Natwnal 
schools, the master informed me that the agitation had quite missed 
its aim, and that parents were too sensible of the solid advantages 
their children were gaining at the school to allow any mistrust to 
enter their minds, Ot' to remove their children, though there was 
a British school in the town, itself efficient and prosperous, open 
to receive them. Indeed, though the fact cuts two ways, I am 
quite satisfied that the parents themselve.s are too ignorant of the 
distinctions of religious creeds to make it prohab!e that, whet·e 
they are sati5fied with the general progress of their children, they 
will ever raise a special objEction to the charactet· of the religious 
instruction, and that in every case where a prt>ference is shown of The real 

I I I ' '11 b " d ) ' ] groundsofpre· onc> sc 100 to anot 1er, 1t WI e 10UI1 to rest u llmate y on some tercnces. 

(to them) infinitely more intelligible gt•otwd, e. g. that theit· boys 
have· grown too old fot· the control of a mistress, or that the school 
tLey go. to is more convc>niently ~iluatt>d, or that the fees are 
hmt·r, or they like the teacher better, ot· they st>nd theit· children 
i~n· comp>my's sake to where the neighbours St>nd theirs. 

c. The circumstance of industrial training forming an adjunct An industrial 

to the instruction gi\'en in a school cannot yet be said to influence ~~~7a~:~t~c
t·ither the attendance of the children or the fedings of the parents. tual,how far a 

Tl:e phrnmmnon of an industrial school in my district has been f~ss~~~e~~~~ature 
tor) rare to serve as a basis for any induction, and the opinions -
therefore that I entt'rtain about them are purely a priori, derived 
p~ntly from tl1e judgment of others, partly from my own ideas of 
the possible and impo~siLle. It appears to me to be simply and 
entirely n. question of finance. 

An industrial department is quite possibh', and indeed almost 
necessary, in a workhouse. The children there are generally of a 
greater age than those in an ordinary parochial school: the girls 
tUl' one and all destined for service; and they have no opportunity 
of acquiring, exc!:'pt through such a medium, a knowlt>dge of the 
domestic duties that will be required of them, either as servants in 
tho families of others, or when they come Jo be wives and mothers 
in their own. There is no difliculty ('ithet· in arranrrin()' the 
details of such a departmPnt; cooking, washing, house ~le~nin()', 
gardening, are already carried on within the walls on a lur()'e seal~. 
There is plenty of practice for "prentice hands." At~ indus
trinl trainer can be appointed, by the help of the Committee of 
Council, at an inconsiderable expense; and when appointed, can be 
utilized in a variety of ways. But of the thirteen workhouses 
wl1ich I visited, only three, Ben.minster, Yeovil, Hereford, em
ployed such an officer, and I could not discern any special feature 
in the result, anything to show that the children were uein()' taLwht 
to do the work more thoroughly or more intelli()'eutly than they· 
would have done it undet· the supt>rintendence of

0
their father and 

mother at home. I do not deny that the eirrht acres of land under 
cultivation at Hereford looked in good orde1·, or that the copper 
utl•nsils at I~eaminster were bright and tidy. I allow full force to 
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the fact, that the mastfr of this latter workhouse toltl me, that in 
the last Lj months he had 8PIIt out 2:3 girl.; to servicP, and that 
not one of them had been returned upon his hamk Tllf' onlv 
question I would raise is, whether the girl who leavt>s her motht'rrs 
cottage at 15 to enter service, would not be able to bake, to iron, 
to cook, to clean as wdl as her workhouse competitor; whethe1· 
the boy who lE>ft his village school at I 0, and hns since been em·· 
ployed for four years as a ploughboy on hia master\ fimn, will bf' 
quite distanced in valut>, as an ngricnlturnllabolll'Pr, by the lad 
who comes fresh at the same age from the industrial training 
department of a workhouse srhool. I question also, if the done~ tic 
economy that is learnt amid circumstances of so large a scale will 
be of much use in after life to those whose every calculation and 
household arrangE>mt'nt will have to be adjusted to the smallest 
scale; whether the knowledge how to den! with articles of conw 
sumption in large quantities carries with it the knowledg(.' how 
to manage tltem in smaller quantities; whf'ther the habit of mind 
gained from such an experience is really the tl11·ifty prorident 
habit that knows bow to make a little go a great way, or rather 
the extravagant wasteful habit that is generally cn~ender(.'d in 
those who have always been accustoml'd "e magno tollere aceno.'' 
I know that people with sm<lll establishments shrink from E'ngaging 
servants ";ho ha\'e always lived in large establishments; and one 
principle seems to underlie both cases. 

I~ addition,~ But even if the addition of an industrial department to every 
!lmple questiOn elemE>ntar\' school were abstractedlv desirable its irnprrtctic·1bilitv 
of finance. .1 ' J ' ' · " 

is determined by the mere question of finance. It woul<l be a 
most expensive adjunct. You may see one at work at Charchtock, 
and I bt>lieve at work successfully; but the Chnrdstock schools 
cost 1,8001. a year. It would be ft>asible, of coursE>, if, according 
to the plan proposed by the H<'Y. H. l\Ioule, of Fordington, our 
elementary schools were all convPrted into boarding ~chools, 
because each boarding house would supply the required materials 
for domestic training to its inmates. But, with sehool manngt:>rs 
widely complaining that they can hardly supply tlw girls in their 
schools with nPedlewor~ sufficient to occupy tllt'm for two hours in 
the afterno0n of five days in the W(.'ek, to attach a kitchE-n, a bakery, 
a laund1·y, a carp!:'ntds shop, &c. to the building-s of an orr!: nary 
school in one of our rural "illag!:'s, with its population of 3011 or 
400, would, as it lleems to me, be simply a monument of their 
projector's folly. Ami, then.for<', when persons sp€'aking with ihe 
authority that belongs to experience, like l\Ir. J elingt>I' Symons, 
assert "in the most unqualified terms the increasing suc<~ess of real 
industrial schools," cite the national schools at Hagl(.'y and Pains
wick, and the district school at Quatt, "as proofs that tlwy are 
advocating no doubtful experiment, eulogizing no tentative theory, 
but a well tested and t--stablished success," I humbly beg to ask 
the simple question, whether the experiments on which they rely 
hare not bE>en tried under entirely exceptional and mo~t favourable 
conditions; whether they mean, that, not in a fa\'oured spot 
like Hagley, not in the midst of a population of some. 3,000 as at 
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Painswick, not in establishments with such sprcial features as the 
district school at Quatt or the reformatory school at H('d Hill, but 
in an ordinary country parish, such as the 409 which it was my 
lot to traverse, anything like such a" success," as a geneml result, ... 
is even conceivahlt> 1 With regard to the average duration of Doub1dt~ullf It . l , 'd b 'd bl . h wou mcrease attendance, wh1c 1 IS sa1 to e cons1 t>ra y greate1· 111 sue the average pe-
schools than in others, the experience derived from this inquiry riod ofattend-

1 k . . . l ance. 
does not enab e me to. ma ·e any pos1t1ve assertiOn one way or t 1e 
other. It is not likely to be less; but at Sherbome and Chard
stock tht> t>xperiment had not been long enough upon its trial; 
at East Coker, where it bad been tried lor some years, but at the 
time of my visit was in a state of suspended animation,·the master, 
a very intE'lligent man, did not appear very enthusiastic about it 
generally, and cE'rtainly stated that he had not found it have the 
efft'ct of k€'eping the children longt>r at school. I quite agree with 
).lr. Symons and everybody who insists upon the need of greater 
attention bein~ paid in the schools to matters of p1·actical use to 
the after life of the child; but this is quite a different question 
from the establishment of industrial departments, and one that 
I shall have a better opportunity of discussing when I come to the 
results of my inquiry as illustrating thP compal'ative t>fficiency 
of schools. I quite admit, also, from what I have seen in such Admitted(~
schools as that at Chardstock or the Hereford workhouse, that the ~~~~~~;h;~. 
time spent by the children on industrial work is not lost intellec-
tually; that the skill, such as it is, that thq attain iu household 
work or gardening, is not purchased at the cost of any mental 
accomplishment; and that the moral tone of schools which combine 
industrial with intellectual training (thoug:h this is 'R somewhat 
delicate measurement to take) is to the full as healthy, perhaps 
healthier, than in schools which attempt to cultivate the intellec-
tual powers alone. There is more cheerfulness, mot·e freshness, 
and spring of spirits; and these alone are powerful antago- . 
nists to vice. But as the question into which I was instructed But their gene· 
to inquire was, ''how far such a system generally adopted would ~al ado~tion 
. I I J f h h'Jd f I . d d I b Impracticable. 1mprove t 1e sc wo s o t e c 1 reno t 1e m epen ent a ourers," 
the preliminary point to be settled appeared to be, how far its 
general adoption is possible, what attempts are being made for its 
introduction; and I am bound frankly to express the conviction . 
at which I bave arrived, anJ on which I was glad to find myself 
supported by the high authority and sube1· judgment of the Dt-an 
of Hereford, that, as a regular t>lement in the educational appli-
ances of tl_1e ordinarY: village school, it is simply an impossibility, 
and that m the few mstances where I observed anythin(J' like a 
serious trial of the experiment, it did not appear to be p~oducing 
any marked results t>Ither on the character of the children or on 
tht> general condition of the school. , 

d. I met with no instance of an attempt to introduce the half4 No instance met 
time principlt.· in to agricultural pursuits. Most persons conver· ~·ith ,?fa" half-

. 1 h f i' , t1me system at sant Wit 1 t e cbaracter o wrm labour, unci also w1th the temper work in anl .,.., 

of farmers, appeared to consider it as an impracticable theory rase of chi dren 
'-' h d d f • • . 'employed on 
~'o one a ever reamt o trywg 1t. Even m the case of chil· tiums • . 
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dren employed in factories, and who come under the opemtion of 
the Act of Parliament-as at Axminster, Lyme, and Sherborne 
-the arrangements made for the instruction of the half-time 
scholars did not seem very satisfactory; the compliance with the 
terms of tht' Act (as far as I could ascertain, which was a matter 
of conside..able difficulty,) appeared to be nominal rather than 
substantial; and as the number of such scholars, as compared 
with the bulk of the school, was in all the cases insirrnificant, and 
the instl'llction of the classes went on continuously while they 
were absent on the alte1·nate days, so that they missed in fact just 
half of what is taught in !:'ach subject, I doubt whether the sy:nem 
can work very advantageously either for them or the rest of the 
school. The case is removed into entirely different conditions, if, 
as probably happens in purely manufacturing localities, the 
children come in relays to school, as they go in relays to work. 
You then have to do with two sets of children entirely distin
guished, and the continuity of the instruction of each set is not 
interrupted. But this is not at all parallel to the case of a small 
manufacturing element intermingled with the ordinary consti
tuents of a rural school. I can only say that the system was not 
giving satisfaction eithet· to the managers or the school tr:acbers in 
the few places where it professedly was being tried. The small 
extra amount of attendance which it secured did not compensate 
for the element of disturbance which it introduced into the school. 

The remedy of compulsory legislative enactment~, prohibiting 
the employment of juvenile labour below a certain age uni
versally, o1· laying parents under a legal obligation to provide 
for the education of theit· children, had evidently not occuncd 
to the minds of any person with whom I conversed upon the 
Enbject, as possible. Unless such enactml.'nt were accompanied 
by better provisions fo1· securing the efficiency of scllOol:! than arc 
to be found in the Factory Acts, its op0rations would be simply 
nugato•·y. " A bad school," says l\Ir. lnspecto•·l\litchell, with too 
much tntth, "is a great cmse." And "bad H:hools," it must be 
remembered, Ol' at any rate schools that are fat· below the standard 
of efficiency, at present constitute the majority. I do not myself 
think that we should be much bettet· off than we·are now under a 
freN and (to our habits and notions) more congenial system. In 
the Union of Sherborne I have already shown (Table VI.) that, 
with schools still very imperfectly developed, we hare nearly 
reached the P1·ussian and Danish standard of one sixth of the 
population at school. And though in the document I have before 
me (Mr. Kay's paper on the comparative condition of children in 
English and foreign towns•) there are no figures to indicate what 
the write1· ot• his informants mean by ''regular daily attendance,'' 
I premme, from the nature of the case, that the continental 
child's school-life must be intel'l'npted by the same causes
sickness, weather, want of shoes, domestic circumstances- that so 
largely affect the question here. From all that I have seen, I am 

• Essays on Educational Subjects, p. 77. foll. 
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satisfied that the problem may be solved and the knot cut (as far 
as any two people in England will t>ver agree to cut a knot in the 
same way) by increasing the efficiency of the schools; perhaps 
also, as I shall have occasion to repeat hereafter, by a redistri· 
bution of the ordinary school hours. ' 

I did not £nd that it was the practice to make it an express An implied, but 
condition of the parent's hiring, that his master shall have a claim notd~nt. exprfess , , ~ , Con I IOU 0 
also on the labour of Ius ch1ldren; but there IS no doubt that the hiring, that the 
a!!l'iculturallabourer is, generall\'1 in a state of g1·eat dependence, eml ployer hh~91 a 

o , J , c n1m on c 1 • 
especially where cottages, as IS often the case, are let with the dren's labour. 
farms; and that the condition, though not expressed, is commonly 
considered on both sides as implied. It is true that the parents 
are selJom reluctant to see theit• children employed at the earliest 
possible age ; but if, in any case, a father wishes, and could afford, 
to give his son another twelve months' schooling, while the boy's 
labour at the same time is wanted on the farm, there can be no 
question which interest would have to give way. 

There can be no doubt al~o that the education of the elder Educational 
children at lc>ast of the elder o·irls suffers by comparison with disadvant~ges 

' • b ' • • ofelderchHdren 
that of the younger. I contmually observed elder g1rls 111 the compared with 
lower classes of schools, who had been kept at home in their yo•;nger, 

proper school days to " nurse the baby," or " mind the house," 
while the mother was in the £elds, and now were making up fot• 
lost time as they best could. Scholars of this kind, too, are 
frequent in the private dames' schools, where the classification is 
less strict, and they perhaps feel more comfortable, from the sense 
that there are fewer eyes and ears open to mark theh· de£ciencies. 
Elder children are put to a furthet· disadvantage by the earlier 
age, in cases where a family comes on fast, at which they are sent 
to work, and required to contribute something to the maintenance 
of the household. When the size of the family has arrived at its 
maximum, and the younger children have reached the educational 
age, this particulat· pressure is no longer felt, and the juniors have 
at any rate this one chance more. 

e. I did not learn that any of the prize schemes which were Attendance at 
organized within the area to which my inquit·y was limited sr

1
.h0h0

1
1
1 
verff~ t d , . , s 1g y a cc c 

contemplated long attendance at school, as d1stmct from a certam by prize 
measure of mental attainment, as an object for reward, though the schemes,. 

requirement of a certain age and a certain period of attendance at 
S<!hool, as a condition of being allowed to compete for a pr·izt.>,- in 
the case of the Honiton prize scheme, which I believe has the 
~eri~ of bt>ing tb<; first that was tried in a r.urely agricultural 
d1stnct, the age bcmg fixed at ten, and the penod of attendance 
at school six months,-must naturally have an influence pro- . 
portionate to the value in which the prizes themselves are lwj tor 
But these prize schemes only afl'cct the~ best schools, which lout as. 
already solved the problem, and ca-n not only attract butmm·gies 
~heir. scholars, by more solid and sterling inducements. 7Iccess or 
mfen?r schools, where the evil really is prrssing, t:'een ·instances 
prc~mm at all. The competitors fat· the prizes offe,nd in manv 
Homton Board on the first occasion came fi·om eigl:Iowmeuts l-
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only; and though here and there in Hcrefordshire I came across 
a school, as at l\1uch .1\farcle and Bosbury, which could point with 
pride to scholars who had distinguished themselves in the diocesan 
examination, to the great mass of schools in the county-to nine 
tenths of them-the scheme was, as it were, an influence entirely 

Questio~ raised external to their orbit. Indeed, on more O'eneral (J'rounds, I must 
as to their sta- [! l I . J h I d b o dt> b f bility and use- con ess t 1at enure y s are t 1e on ts expresse y one o Her 
fulness. Majesty's Insp~ctors of Schools, wh?se opinions always carry with 

them great wc:1ght, the llE'v. l\1. l\1Itchell, as to both the stability 
and usefulnE'ss of these schemes. With regard to the former, h<' 
is sure that people will soon "become tired of subscribing money 
for such a purpose,"*-a conviction that will be shared by every 
one who has any knowledge of the sum required to carry out 
such a scheme adequately, and then compares that with the funds 
usually at the di~posal of a diocesan board,-in the instance of 
that of Hereford about l20Z. a year for all purposes; while as to 
their mefulness, Mr. ~litchell considers that "one of the chief 
advantages deri\'ecl to the progress of education in the present 
day has been the doing away with all these factitious aic.ls," and 
" the making a boy value his education for itsE'If, and not for the 
paltry rewards of childhood, such as either places in the top of his 
class, medals, or books, the \'alue of which in after years l1e learns 
completely to despise;" and " the best schools we have are those 
in which no such meretricious lwnours are conferred." I am not 
myself prepared to go the whole length of this last objection. I 
doubt whether men in after life do completdy despise the prizes 
they won in their school days; I certainly can still look on my 
own with some feeling.; of satisfaction; and I think that it cannot 
be denied that a prize scheme must act as a stimulant. Dut it mmt 
be re!'!lembered that there are unhealthy stimulants as wdl as 
healthy ones; and it certainly does strike me, though I have not 
5Cen the objection urged, that a stimulant which shall tempt a 
teacher, as this one inevitably will, to push on his quich1· and 
more forward boys with a view to distinction in a diocesan 
examination, to the neglect of the dulle1· and less promiJing ones, 
is one of the most unhealthy, for the general well-being of the 
school, that it is possible to conceive. Gentlemen who allow 
their gardeners to compt'te for prizes given by horticultural 
societies generally complain that their table is wry meagrely 
supplied with the ordinary and useful fruits and vegetables. It 
would be poor compensation fo1· the discomfort of having to eat 
bad peas and inclitlet·ent potatoes, to hear that we ha\'e gained the 
first prize for pineapplt>s or hothouse grapes. Yet the latter is 

. the kind of produce to which prize schemes tempt our etlucational 
tlle •;deners to devote their whole time; a grateful luxury, perhaps, 
I pre~ot an absolute test of good cultivation. The best ;cbool, I 
child's \ is not that which can produce a few fine specimens of 
sickness, 
largely atieC .,.,, 

r:;l 
-----.ro ~ro.tionnl Subjects, read at the Educational Conference, June 1857, .. ,..,\ 
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precocious talent, but that which can point to the most eqt.able 
array of honei;t attainment, the fruit of honest pains; but this is a 
resuit which, as far as I can see the tendency of their operation, 
prize schemes are in no likelihood to promote. It is q nite certain 
that at prt:>sent they only affect the good schools; and therefore 
their influence is most felt where it is least needed. The con
tagion of emulation, I am afraid, spreads a very little \ray. 

There is a prize scheme at work in the diocese of Bath and Special feature 

,'
'1] d} f, • J }' '}' • 1 f 1 oftheBathand e s, an t 1ere ore wc m mg w1t nn Its sp 1ere part o t 1e area Wells prile 

traversed by this inquiry, which is novel in its principle, and free scheme. 
in its practical effects from the chief objection that I have raised 
to the more usual modus operandi. This scheme certificates and 
rewards the masters, not the pupils. 'Ille local Inspector reports 
to the Bishop's central lmpector the names of the two best schools 
in his district: this latter officer then visits the schools, and, by 
his judgment of their comparative efficiency, the claims of the 
teachers are determined for a prize. This scheme has a direct 
tendency to promote, what the other scheme has a direct tendency 
to diminish, attention on the part of the teacher to the thorough 
efficiency of every department of his school. Eren the prizes for 
needlework are bestowed, not on the girls who have cut out or 
made the shirt, but on the sewing-mistre~s who taught them. 
There is less eclat, le5s excitemt:'nt, about this scheme than the 
other; but it seems to me to be rery sensibly devised, and, 
though no instance of its rt>sults came under my own observation, 
~Ir. Yaughan, the diocesan impector, informed me that it was 
working very successfully, and had already in his judgment given 
a great impetus to the improvement of schools. It has at least the 
advantage of administering the stimulant to the prope1· party. 
f The demand for education appears to be very slightly influenced Dema~d for 

by considerations arising out of the payment or non-payment of~~r;~~~h:; 
school fees. As a general rule, the attendance at schoolil where school·fees. 

fees are paid is better than at schools where the education is 
gratuitous; but this fact is simply owing, I think, to tl1e supe-
riority of the discipline, and in some cases to the tt>acher's salary 
depending partly on the children's pence, and his having in that 
circumstance an inducement to entorce attendance and repress 
truancy. To the endowed sclwolmaster it is a matter of com-
parative indifference whether the school is full, and children regular 
or not; the state of his school depends almost entirely on his 
conscit:'ntioumess, and on his power to attract. In some of the 
endowed free schools, as iu that kept by ::\Ir. Bryers at Dorchester, 
the regularity of the attendance cannot be surpassed-in others 
the entire state of things is most deplorable. That the fact of an 
endowment, especially if considerable, and supposed to be held for 
life, or if inconsiderable, and therefore requiring to be eked out as 
a livelihood by other means, has a tendency to relax the energies 
of the teacher, and to make him indifferent to the success or 
failure of his school, cannot be disputed. I have seen instances 
enough in which it has directly bad this influence; and in manv 
places the frjends of education conside1· that the endowments l• 
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the schools are positive hindrances to the work, instead of aids. 
But there are instances also on the other side; so that it is jm
possible to make a general statement, and each case must be 
judged on ;ts own merits. 

Tthhe ~ehof No objections are raised on the part of parents to the pat·ment 
emiiii"' tpro- f I . J 

bablfbe"raised; o a moderate sc 1ool fee. A penny a week IS the gcnerdl rate; 
and 1t ~ould be but from what is paid in several public schools, a~cl in almost 
agreattmpro\"e- · h 1 b f 1 .1 ' 
ment if they every pnvate sc oo , y parents o t 1e same grauc, I am com·mced 
were paid quar- that this rate might be doubled, and the school income br,.ely 
ter Y· increased, without creating any dissatisfaction. In one instan~e-

at Much Dewchurch, in Hcrefordshire-I found the scale unusuallv 
high. Out of 49 children, 8 were paying sixpence a month~; 
18, ten pence; 22, one and eightpence, aml one two shillings; 
and these were mostly the children of labourers. Dut this scale 
is manifestly extravagant, introduced proba11y as a test how far 
the school may be made self-supporting, and will certainly have 
to be modified. It would he a great improvement, however, on 
the system of school fees, if the payments were made monthly; 
or, still greater, if quarterly, instead of weekly. The weekly 
payment has this difficulty about it. If a child is unavoidably 
kept from school, perhaps only for a single day, at the beginning 
of the week, the whole week is often lost, became the parent does 
not think it worth while to pay the fee, on which, of course, from 
its amount, no discount can be given, for four days' schooling; so 
that if a child is absent on :Monday or Tuesday, it is ten to one if 
the mastet· s~es his face again till the following :Jionday. 

This difficultr, which is not felt in the free schools, would be 
certainly ob\'iated if the payment~ were for longer periods, in 
ad~·ance; and I nm persuaded that a considerable reLluction might 
be made in consideration of possible contingencies; e. !J· a shilling, 
or even tenpcnce, a quarter, instead 'Of a penny a week, or one 
shilling anrl ninepence a quarter, instead of twopence a week; and 
the school income still be a large gainer by the change. Having 
had eight years' exp::-rience of the system in my own parochial 
school, I ventured to advocate its adoption whene-rer I had the 
opportunity. 

At.tendanre of g. 'Yhenever parents pleaded their inability to pay the ~chool fee, 
~~:na!.ef~~d as an excuse for the non-attendance of their children at school, I 
a~ility to pro- was certain, on further inquiry, to find that it was not the true 
1d~J~ent account of the ca~e. The difficulty of providing them with decent 
c 0 

no• 1 h' · 1 J ' h I d . h . c ot 1ng, part1cu ar y Wit s 1oes an warm wraps 111 t e wmter 
months, is, no doubt, keenly felt, and here and there, wlwn the 
children are young, the weather bad, the roads mud(ly, anrl the 
school perhaps a mile or two away, the inability assumes propor
tions which every candid inquirer would allow to be l~1irly insur
mountable. In some few places also-as at Lopen in Somerset
shire, and in several parishes in the Union of Dromyard-there is 
an absolute deficiency (of which at the first-named place very 

'1013 bitter complaints were made) of school accommodation. Ibgged 
· schools do not exist in rural districts. I only he:ml of one in my 
~erritory, at Chard, and that had died a natural death; anJ, there-
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f~1re that Joor is not open to those who allege the difficulty of 
getting decent clothing. 

For the educatil1ll of the children of persons receiving out-door E<~ucation of 

relic~. the numbe1· of whom may be estimated from the following- ~~~;~~~~r~~t. 
Table, C1.1ll1llilcd fNm a Hetum of the Poor Law Board, dated 
l~t January 11338, 

Out-doCir Out··door 

~we of Place. raup~r ChildrEn rauper Children Total. under 16, under 16, 
.Able-boo.ied. not .Able-bodied. 

Hcrlx•rne . - - - 197 90 287 
Dc•rchester • . . - 247 IS:" 434-
C<rne . - - . 96 67 163 
Bt':l.Illimter- - - . 192 ' 253 445 
Axminster - - . . 260 22-l 484 
Chard - . - . 305 210 515 
Yeonl . - - - 434 152 586 
IIe::eford !I.Dd . - ·1 297 107 404 
Dore • - - - -J 55 50 105 
Rt>SS . - - - - 152 164 316 
kominster- - - . 160 6S 22S 
Ilrom"rard - . - . 94 101 195 
ledbtir; . . . - 1S2 i7 259 
t"pton~n-Se"rern • . - 392 79 4il 

Tows- - - . 3,063 1,~29 4,892 

I diJ not meet with a :;ingle instance of provision being made No provision 

by. the guardians of tlw se,·eral U:nions. . Yet I believe. that the~~,~~~ ~;m 
ch1ldren are as generally under mstructwn as the children of guardians. 

non-pauper rarents. In one parish only-St. ""eonard's, Ross 
Union-JiJ I hea1· of a number of children in this category, who 
in comcqucnce cou!J not, or did not, come to school. It shows 
that the school fee cannot be a just ground for non-attendance, 
when somehow or othet· 11arents even of this, the lowest class of 
the population, contrive to pay it. I do not believe that in any 
l'arish in my Ji~trict the guardians, as such, use their influence, 
or comidci it part of their duty to use their iufluence, over the 
parents to enforce the education of the children. They do not 
f.::el ,·ery stron,!:dy on the suhject as employers, and still less so 
as guardiam. I am happy to add, howeYcr, on the other hand, 
that I never met with a case-once, I belie\'e, not infrequent-
of the ability of a parent to pay for the schooling of his child 
bcin£!: maJc a nec:atiw test of his fitness to receive out-door relie£ 

/1.~ As I have s~aiJ that the non-attendance of children in some Dcfecth·e sup
casEs is to be accounted for b\' the deficiency of school accommo- ply of schdo~ls 
d . l , l • I t' , accounte •or 

atwn, t ns sel?ms t 1e proper p ace wr remarkmg that the supply by defective 
of schools, and p:~rticuhrh• of efficient schools is still ''cry ~upply ofldocal 

,; ' lilt crest an 
unequally dimibuted. I hardly know what is meant by a "rich liberality. 

pari5h" or a "poot· parish," as in en:>ry parish (as one sees from 
tLe o\·erseers' book) there is a certain amount of annual income 
goin.; into ~~mebody's pocket, which on all principles of rcspousi-
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bility stand5 bound, as "ith a first charge, by certain duties to 
the place from which it is derived. The fact that makes all the 
difference in the educational, and almost in every other cotHlition 
of a parish, is the residence of the owners of the land; or, at 
least, this combined with the energy and zeal of the parochial 
clergyman. Where the proprietor does not live, there, to a very 
great extent, he does not spend; and many an owner of property, 
who is quoted as a benefactor to his kind in the nei,.,.J.bourhood in 
which he resides, is shabby and niggardly to an ~xtent that is 
inconceivable towards a parish whose only claim upon him is that 
he carries off its great tithes or owns half or all its land. The 
~'poor parish," in far the majority of cases, is that which is out of 
sight, and therefore out of mind. The school is a picturesque 
feature on the outskirts of the park; it is an expected feature
one which visitors will like to see, and will be sure to ask after
in the village adjacent·to the hall; and there of course it stands, 
is tolerably cared for, and duly admired. But rare indeed are 
the instances of landowners who, where\'t~r they have property, 
seem to feel it a first duty to do something for the social and moral 
elevation of the people. Hare arE> examples like that of .Jlr. Digby, 
of Sherborne Castle, who is buying land largely in all directions 
in Dorsetshire, and whose acquisitions you may almost trace, as 
you travel from parish to parish, by the restored churches, new 
schools, rebuilt parsonages, repaired farmhouses, improrec.l cot
tages,-every token, in fact, of a well-admini5terec.l liberality; or 
of Col. Wyndham, of Petworth, whose first act on purchasing an 
estate at .Jiuch Cowarne, in Hercford;hire, was to put down his 
name for 300[. to build a new school, aml to promise 20[. a year 
for its support. I am quite aware that all landowners cannot 
afford to do what theEe large-hearted gentlemen are doing; but 
many, very many, who have the power seem to me to be lament
ably insensible to the duty. Think of a duke, owning all the 
property in a parish, the rateable value of which is upward$ of 
2,5U0l., yet not sub3crioing a sixpence to the school, the whole 
cost of which has to be borne by a clergynmn, with srven children, 
·whose living is barely a net 400!. a year! Think of a general in 
the army and a :\!ember of Parliament, who may therefure be 
presume'd to be a man with a competency, drawing' 1,200/. a year 
from a parish-400!. of it in great tithes-and sa)ing that he 
could not promise anything regularly t0 the school,-as though a 
school could be maintained in a state of efficiency on irregular 
promises ! Think of a nobleman of great wealth, and of opinions 
favourable to the eleration of the poorer classes, in return for an 
income of 2,000!. a year accruinrr from a parish, remitting three 
guineas' subscription to the sch~ol, with tlw bitter jest accom
panyinrr it, "You know I let you ha>e your premises rent-free, 
and I c

0
onsider that worth another 20[. a year!" Think of another 

peer contributing 351. a year to the support of the school in the 
parish where his mansion stands, and in the very next parish, 
from which he is said to derive an income of 4,000l. a year, and 
which has twice the population, limiting his liberali~y to a sub-
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scription of 51.-ju:t one seyenth of the amount! Think elsewhere 
of a proprietor of l,SOOl. a year subscribing Sl. to the school, but 
(that be may not be out of pock'et) rt>ceh·ing back 3/. 110.£. as rent 
for tl1e room in which it is held! Think of the un.itt>d subscrip
tions of the landownerl! in a parish of 8,000 acres of the best laud 
in Herefordshire, whose rental mu:>t be at least 1;ooo1. a year, 
t'll·o of them peers of tbe realm, and one a Tery "·eahhy peer, 
amounting to 18L; the cost of the school meanwhile ('wrbicb is one 
of the largest and best in Hereforushire) being upwards of 1001. a 
year, and the poor incumbent being drinn forth among his 
personal friends, quite uncoDllected with the parish, to make up 
the ddicienc\"'. 

These are some of the most flagrant ca..."t'S; but they are not Theimpo!U.IIICe 
all, or indeed, half, of "·bat I could ha>e adduced. The heart of~ not 

many an earnest cler~man is almost broken by the utter apathy,~ 
sometimes by tbe utter silence-his ]etters not being so much as 
e\·en answered-with which his applications for aid are receired. 
The voice of complaint is loud and general ; and from what I 
ascertained, there art' grounds enough for its being e.o. There ii 
so much talkin.; on the subject of education by people who often 
do so little actually to promote it, th:lt I think the public mind in 
general has \"'ery imperft"Ct notions of the persons by wbom the 
burden of our elementary schools is chiefly borne. I shall resen-e 
what I have to say further upon tile point till I come more 
directly to Bpeak of the financial state of S<:hools. 

i. One would, indeed, expect b~:.forehaud, that the supply of Diire!'e%1l c:il'

schools would be unequally distributed, when one bears in mind~ of 
that there are hardly any two parishes in which all the conditions risbes~:-t.De 
required for the successful prosecution of the work are actually ~Y cl edD.. 

combined. . Here, a parish belongs .. ·holly to one large indifferent eaoon. 
landowner; there, as at Stockland, ~Ierriott, Bishop's Frome, 
South Pethert.on, the land i.s· parcelled out among a great number 
of small proprietors, none of them rich, and hardly able to be 
liberal, e\·en if they were disposed Here, the landowner is 
indifferent, because not resident; there, though resident, be thlnks 
51. or lOl a year enough, and more than enough, to support tbe 
schooL Hert>, you ha\·e an earnest clergyman, but without the 
special qualities to throw life into the management of a school; 
there, an injudicious man who cannot work well with, or enlist the 
s~·mpathies of, his pari~bioners. Sometimes, under the pressure 
of a small li\'ing and a large family, he is weU nigh bankrupt in 
purse; at other times, though not often, he is banlrupt in cha-
racter. In some parishes there is no inducement to spend much 
upon the school, from the early age at which d~ildren are taken 
away to glore, to braid, to make lace; iu otlJers, the pt'pulation is 
broken up among scattered hamlets, too small to support each a 
school of its own, and too dlitant from any central point to profit 
by a common school. No doubt tht."~e are great dirllculties; and 
to men, content to !Epeculate how the wheel is to be turned, instead 
of manfully putting their &bou1der to it, they seem insuperable. 
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The effect is that, though you can point to scores of parishes in 
which precisely the same difficulties exist, and in which, by reso
lute energetic action they have been overcome, I still found 
throughout my district far too many parishes in wl1ich there is no 
public school at all, and far more in wbich the school that exists 
is, for any useful purpose, quite undeserving of the name. 

I did not, however, anywhere note a redundancy in the supply 
-any neighbourhood, I mean, in which the outlay on the school 
was disproportionatdy large for the work it professed to do, 
(unless, perhaps, I were to except the two endowed schools at 
Luckton and Hanley Castle; and those were originally intended 
to be semi-classical schools, with exhibitions at the university,) 
noa· manv in which the school accommodation was more tl1an ade· 
quate t; the local rt'qnircments. :Kew schools, no doubt, are 
arising in some localities more rapidly than in others; but the 
same thing may be said of new farms or new cottages; and no
where at·e they being built where they are not needed-nowhere, 
where, if efficiently conducted, they will not be tilled. And 
though I have been sometimes vexed to see so much money wasted 
on flimsy and unsuitahle ornamentation, while structural points of 
the highest importance bare been most imperfectly attended to, 
and have too often felt the hitter disappointment of finding no 
jewel within the casket, no real light streaming into children's 
minds through some of those daborate window-traceries, but the 
school merely a handsome sbam; I could not discover in any 
place, that the supply was either premature or preposterous, and 
the good schools everywhere are invariably prosperous and full. 

Financial con- V. In conncxion witl1 the Slii)Pl.v of education, seems to be the 
dition of 
schools. proper place for speaking of the financial condition of schoola. 

The ordinary sources of a school's income are the pence paid by 
the children, amounting on the art'rage to about 61. a Jt'ar for 
erery 40 childl'en, and voluntary contributions, which vary inde
finitely. In many schools there is a furthct· ordinary source of 
income in an endowment, which is more or less fixed; and in the 
few schools that are umler certificated ancl registet·ed teachers in 

Rate o.fschool· tbe capitation money, which is fluctuating. I ha,·e alrendy said 
~~i:ed:1ght be that the payment of school fees is not unpopulaa· with parents, nnd 

that I think it may snfely be raised beyond its present rate, 
which is usually ld. per week. I have also given reasons for 
believing that it would be a great advantage, both to the school 
and to the parents, if it were made a quarterly instead of a weekly 
payment, and a payment in ad\·ance. In a few British schools, as 
at Dorchester and Boss, I found the rate of fee depending on the 
subjects taught, a regulation which I had fancied was almost 
obsolde in public schools, though it still obtains extensively in 
private ones. The bettea· class of private elementary schools 
·universally adopt the plan of quarterly payments, the rate varying 
from 6s. to l2s. pet· quartea-. It is the rate of rayment in the 
private schools, whose children come from the same rank in life as 
.those in the public schools, and which is hardly ever less than 2d., 
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frequently :Jd., a week, that makes me belie\·e the fees could be 
raised in the latter, without creating, beyond the moment of the 
chan~e, anr dissatisfaction. 1 

It "woulci be wrong, perhaps, to say that schools are usual] y in s:,·hools pot 
debt as I belie,·e that there are rarelr if ever any unsatisfied actuall;pn debt, 

, ' • ' . ' • • thOUfrh 
claims allowed to accumulate; but there IS almost umrersally a generally the 

considerable annual deficit, for which the treasurer-in most cases acbalcounts sh?W a 
. . 'b) Tl . . Jd J h ance aga.mst the parochial clergyman-Is re~pons1 e. liS 1s se om eES t an the treasurer. 

5l., and, nnder the pressure of extraordinary expenditure, I have 
knowr1 it amount as high as 701. Towards the enormous expen-
diture of the Chardstock schools, only 151. is subscribed; the 
,·icar bears the responsibility of any deficiency. At Combe 
St. Nicholas, the deficiency in 1857 was 72!.; at ~1erriott,• on the 
last two years' account, it was 114/., and there is only 40!. 
subscribed to meet 160!., the cost of a master's house; at Power-
stock the deficiency is about 401.; at Duckland St. :Mary, 601.; 
at Hardinf;ton Mandeville, '281.; at Hoarwithy, 40!.; and in aa 
these, and a hundred other less extreme cases, the burden has to 
be borne by the parochial clerg-yman. I was directed to ascertain, 
if po~sible in a tabular form, the sources of the voluntary contri-
butions towards the expenses of the schools. I have done so, and 
have tabulated e\'ery complete return I got in a schedule which I 
have insPrted in the .A.ppendix.t It is well worth an atttntive 
perusal by any one who really cares to know, in this matter of 
education, "hat class are bearing the burden and heat of the day. 
As the full table can be referred to, I wiil merely state here the 
general results. 

The return in question has been received in a sufficiently com- General result.> 

plete state to be available from 168 parishes only, and shows the ofhthbe,:eru~e 
d. d 1 d '1 f h I ' ' ' ex 1 

l .. ng expen 1ture an t 1e etal s o t e vo untary contnbutwns m proportion of 

sur).port of 168 schools. The rateable value of the lands in these '1·~lbun1!MY ~on-• fl U IOnS lD 
l6t; panshes amounts to 508,8951. ; the gross estimated rentali6S schools. 

may safely be reckoned at one-third more, or at least G.30,000L 
The total a\·erage annual cost of the 168 scbools-thoucrh I 
suspect that the amount is understatE.>d, the sum named in ~orne 
cases being only the salary of the teacher-is set down at 6,6Gll., 
being an a•:erage of 391. 6s. per school. To meet this expenditure 
there are '·oluntary contributions to the sum of 4,5181., distributed 
as follows :-1G9; parochial clergymen contribute 1,78:2[., or, on 

• In this large parish, "''ith some of the finest land in Somersetshire, and a rateable 
Ya!~e of 8JXXJ!·, the property is v:ry minutely subdi>ided, and great diiliculty i> found in 
raiSin.~ suuscrJptlons. Twenty·five landowners only contribute 15/. a nar. The Dean 
and Chapter of Bristol draw the great tithes, and gaYe 5/. to make some 'alterations in the 
schoolroom, a~d 51. towards th: master\; hou>e, l.Jut nothing to the annual support of 
the school. South Petherton IS a pamlld case. Bishop's Frome, in Hertfvrd,hire, 
another. In the latter case there are lOllando"·ners to a rateal.Jie ,·alue of s,935L When 
the school "·as built, these landowners between them subscrib~tl 35s. • to its maintenance 
they contribute nothing. There is an endowment of 15l. a-year· th; rest of the cx,)enr:.e 
is borne bv the ''icar. ' ' 

t See Appendix iii., p. 1.'32, foil. 
t There are 1G9 ~arochia~ cl~\IT)'l!l~n, th?u!!'h only 168 parochial school.>, became the 

school at ~l:lld(;n !'ewton IS built JOintly lor the use of that parish and of Frome Yau
church, and each clergyman subscribes to its support, and shares its maua<>ement. 
Averages here, again, are no fair index of the actual state of the case, for the; bv no 
means represent the way in which the contributions are distributed, as a glance ai tbe 
Tables themsdvei will show. 
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an average, lOl. lOs. each; 399 landowners contribute 2,1271., or 
an average of 5[. Gs. each ; 217 land occupiers contribute 2001., 
or an average of 18s. 6d. each; 102 householders contribute 
l8ll., Ol' an average of ll. ISs. Gd. each; and the remainin()' 228/. 
is contributed by 141· otl1er persons. who are for some re~son or 
other interested in the school u1· the parish, though neither residin(J' 
nor owning propet·ty the1·e. So that it app.:'ars that an averacr~ 
subscribing clergyman contributes to the school expenditure II 
times as much as an average subscribing farmer, six times as 
much as an average subscribing householder, and (with probably 
not half the income), nearly twice as much as an avera()'e subscrib· 
ing landowner, And even now the case is incompletely ~tated; for, 
while it is the rarest thing in the world to meet with a parish of 
which tbe clergyman does not subscribe to the school, it would be 
very far from the truth to say that it is a rare thing to meet with 
a non-subscribing landowner; and it will be observed that there 
are only 3fJ9 landowners subscribing on belmlf of property whose 
gross rental, at a moderate estimate, must be 650,0001. a year; 
so that unless we are prepared to admit that each landowner 
possesses a property of the average value of l,GOOl. a year, which 
is not at all likely, there must be a large number of landowners
! should think probably not less than 200-in this area of England, 
to whom the school in the parish from which they derive their 
income is a simple matter of unconcem I would ca11 particuhr 
attention to the cases (as shown in the Tables) of PiJJletown, 
Toller Porcorum, Win terborne Abbas, Win terborn St. :l\Iartin, 
Buckland Newton, Cattistock, Che3ilhourne, Droadwinc.lsor, 
Netherbury, Marshwood, Axmouth, Combe St. Nicholas, l\Ierriott, 
West Coker, Martock, South Petht:>rton, Tintinlmll, Hampton 
Bishop, Hentland, Llangarren, St. Weonards, Bodenham, Kings
land, Stoke Prim·, Cradley, and Much l\Iarcle; for they seem to 
me very extreme and very flagrant. In some of these, as Cattis
tock, Buckland Newton, Axmouth, Combe St. Nicholas, l\Ierriolt2 

Hentland, Cradley, and l\Iuch Marcie, there are excellent schools, 
which may be said to owe their existence entirely to the energy 
and sacrifices of the clergy; in others, as Piddletown, Toller 
Porcorum, Broadwindsor, 1\farshwood, West Coker, Tintinhull, 
Hampton Bishop, Llangarren, St. Weonard's, Kingsland, and 
Stoke Prior, there is urgent need fo•· improvement, which in most 
cases the clergy feel ac~tt:>ly, but are not in a position to attempt 
themselves, while they are unable to excite tile necessary interest 
in others. One per cent. would not suu·ly be an extravagant 
deodand to levy on property for the maintenance of a school, and 
one per cent. on 650,0001. a year would produce G,500l., a sum 
nearly equal to the returned expenditure of these 168 schools, 
and more than treble of what this income actually contributes to 
this end. 

Sacrifices Indeed, even with the case thus stated, the pecuniary sacrifices 
demanded from I f d · 1 · ;] 1 ' f 11 the clergy. of the clergy to t 1e cause o e ucat10n 1ave not rece1Yeu t .1e1r u 

appreciation. I have not attempted to balance them aga1nst the 
size of their families, or the value of their livings, ~oo minute a 
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detail for my present purpose, but necessary before we can fot·m 
a just estimate. But the eye should at least travel down the last 
column in the Tables, and observe in how many instunces the 
deficiency in the annual income of the school is made up by the 
clergyman; and by noticing the individual cases of Combe St. 
Nicholas, Merriott, or l\Iartock, a notion will be formed of the 
dimensions which this deficiency sometimes assumes. A neigh
bour of mine told me not a week ago that his school accounts on 
the last six years show a debt of 140!. "to the treasurer." A 
statement, in which this item is duly set down, is annually sent to 
each subscriber, but the fact makes no impression on the subscrip
tion. The covenanted two, three, m· five pounds figure precisely 
in their usual places, and opposite the old names, as though the 
account were "in equilibria,'' and the fate of the poor treasurer 
with his 140/. of debt is perhaps never so much as speculated upon, 
as though lw were some pur~ly mythic being with an unlimited 
capacity for bearing liabilities. 

The position of the farmers or land occupiers in relation to the Attitude of the 
support of schools (as illustrated by the same Tables) is not more fanners. 
satisfactory, though it is less surprising. For, at present they 
have hardly taken the bearings of the question; and I doubt 
whether the duty of supporting their share of the burden as parties 
largely interested in the social improvement of the labourer, has 
been pressed upon them with much patience or much adroitness. 
The farmer is not illiberal; he is as warm-hearted and hospitable 
as most other Englishmen; but he has as yet very little notion 
of almsgiving, and is not much in the habit of making cash 
payment3, except to pay rent or tithe. His incomings are mostly 
in money; his outgoings in kind. He probably has some sort of 
"set off'" against most of his tradesmen's bills; he satisfies his way-
rate by a kind of voluntary "conee ;" he thinks his nag-horses cost 
him nothing because he grows his own oats and beans, and that 
his housekeeping is a trifle because he lives on the produce of the 
farm. His labour is paid for in driblets, so that he is hardly con-
scious of the sum it mounts to in a year. His whole experience 
is of an expenditure which has been going out all through the 
year imperceptibly, retuming to him at harvest in one full golden 
tide. It is not wonderful, therefore, if men bred in these habits 
of mind appear to be illiberal. It is not wonderful if, when 
bluffly asked to subscribe to the school, they make some excuse for 
declining. It is not surprising either, if some of the prejudices 
against real enlightening education, which 15 years arro were 
ne•trly universal, should still be found lingering among the far-
mers. There has not been much done to prepossess them in its 
favour; for they, like the middle class generally, have entire!\' 
been overlooked in the efforts that have been made to improve th.e 
condition of English schools. I am not speaking of the larrre 
capitalist farmers, who can afford to send, and who do send, thcir 
sons to schools of as high a character as the King's school at 
Sherborne, or the cathedral school at He1·eford; but those to 
whom 20/. or 25l. a year represents the sum they are prepared . 
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to Jay out on the education of a child. I met a farmer in the 
neighbourhood of Chard, a tenant of 500 acres of land under Lord 
Bridport, who felt very strongly, and Epoke very stronrrly (for he 
had nine children) about there being absolutely no de~ent school 
within reach suitable to his means, where he could have his family 
educated. You can hardly expect men, who have this difficulty 
in providing education for themselves, to feel very keenly the 
neces8ity of providing it for their. labourers. yet, looking uown 
my Tables, I observe many parishes in which there are larmers 
subscribing, each his guinea a year, to the elementary sch0ol. At 
Poyntington, Long Bredy, Bradford Peverell, Axmouth, Combe 
St. Nicholas, Haselbury, Merriott, Montacute, Holmer, Mordiford, 
Monkland, Yarpole, C•·adley, Whitbourne, Ashpet·ton, and else
where, they exhibit a liberality that will bear comparison with 
that of the landownors. ''I am a farmers' man, you know," 
said to me the indefatigable vicar of Powerstock in Dorsetshire, in 
whose parish one farmer had given the site, valued at 2001., for the 
school, and who then told me that he thought that he knew eleven 
men,. each prepared to place 1001. in his hands, if he could only 
see his way to the establishment of a good middle school. And I 
suspect that if more of us who have the management of schools 
were "farmers' men," entered a little more into theit· feelings, and 
quietly reasoned them out of their not unnatural prejudice~, we 
should get their sympathy and assistance oftener than we do. 

For I believe that the farmers, as a class, are beginning to see 
the superiority of the educated labourer. There may be some in 
the class still, with the feelings of a Virginian cotton planter, who 
would rather have their lands cultivated by tilavcs; but they are 
the exception, not the rule.* I had an opportunity of being intro
duced to the Chat·d Board of Guardians, composed almost entirely 
of farmers, and they to a man repudiated the notion that they 
preferred uneducated workpeoplc. The scientific roethous of 
cultivation require more knowledge and intelligence in the culti
vator. And I must do Boards of Guardians justice by appre
ciatin(J' the quality of the education given in the workhouses 
which

0 
are under their control. With the exception of the work

house at·Ross, over which, in all its departments, the spell of some 
malignant influence seemed brooding, and that at Dromyard, 
where there were not above five children to be educated, nnd 
matters were wretched enough, all the Union schools which 
I visited were hiO'hly creditable to the judgment and liberality of 
the managers; ~me of them quite types, which many a parish 
school would do well to follow. t I confess fl'om what I saw and 

* Twice in the course of my inquiry I heard of farmers saying that "uneducated 
labourers made the best slaves." Once it was in Dorsctshire; the other time in 
Worcestershire. In the latter case, the clergyman, to whom the remark was made, 
not inaptly replied "Perhaps they do: but you see you do not want them as shwcs; 
vou have machinery for that, and you want intelligent human labour to drin~ the slave.'' 
The reply was unanswerable. ' . . . 

t At Chard there was an appearance of depressiOn about the cluldren. But I ~ttnbu~ed 
this to the gl~ominess of the rooms in which they were taught and the yards m wh1ch 
they played. 
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heard, and thouo·h I admit the existence of great indifference in 
some parishes, a~d even of active opposition in a few, that still I 
am ready to proclaim myself, with the vicar of Powerttock, "a 
farmers' man," and have good hopes that, befot·e many years are 
passed, we shall find them all appreciating the 10enefits of educa .. 
tion, and enlisting heartily in its cause.* 

As thing~, however, stand at the present moment, it certainly F.i~ancial con• 
is a matter of serious concern that the financial condition of our d!tionofschools 

. I f ) , . l ll b . l rests on too schools, on wh1ch so muc 1 o t 1e1r essenua we - emg ( epends, narrow a basis. 

rests ou so narrow a basis of liberality and zeal. But under any 
voluntary system it must be always so. The niggardness and 
narrow-mindL'dness of the many finds a cloak and an excuse in 
the free-heartedness of the few. The man who gives most 
already, is always the man who is ready to gi\·e more. And 
perhaps our schools thrive better on these free-will offerings, than 
they would on extorted or reluctant doles; for they have loving 
hearts now interested in their welfare, and that is even more 
necessary fot· their prosperity than liberal hands. 

The financial condition of town schools differs fl'Om that of Financial con· 

countrv schools, mainly in this, tha~ they are supported by small dition of town 

1,• . . t d fb . I J f schools. sums rom manygtvers, ms ea o y comparative y arge sums rom 
few givers. Thus, the British school at 1\oss received, in the year 
1858, contributions to the amount of 63!. 17s. from 108 sub~ 
scribers. The boys' day school in St. Peter's parish, Hereford, 
221. lOs. from 38 subscribers; the infant school in St. Owen's 
parish, 2M. 19s. 6d., ft·om 58 subscribers; the National school at 
Dorchestl:'r 5!Jl., from 92 subscribers. The base is broader, and 
there is less chance of a sudden collap~e in town schools, a mis
fortune that one has so often to lament in country schools, where 
the death or emigration of perhaps a single supporter is fatal to 
their continued efficiency; sometimes, as in the case of the paro-
chial school at Derrow, to their very existence. In no instance 
that I remember did there appear to be any serious difficulty in 
raising funds in the towns. But even tlwre, the interest in ;au-
cation is \'ery partially diffused, and, as may be calculated from 
the preceding figures, the individual subscriptions are very small. 

' I hope that your Grace and the Commissioners will not think 
that I have dwelt too long upon this topic. It seemed to me to be 
very important, and one upon which the public mind is very imper
fectly inlormed. In contemplating philanthropic enterpt·ises we 
are often lavish enough of barren praise, but are too heedless to 
inquire who bears the burden, and nevet· dream of movin~'~' it 
ourselves with so much as one of om· fingers. 0 

• At Buckland Newt?"• I understood,. from Archdeacon Gunning, that, though the 
farmers had not subscnbed to the erection of the sdwol, they had promised to raise 
a voluntary rate of '.1.51. a year to its support, and I hope they have kept their word, 
The case of tlw fanners nt King's Somborne is .well known (~Jinutes of Committee of 
Council, lB:iG-7, p. 47~). In the neglected paTJSh of Chanmnstcr, I was told that the 
fanners in vestry had expressed themselves strongly in favour of a school, but drew 
back when asked what they were prepared to C011tribute to the work. The fact is 
explicable nn principles I have stated, and certainly they had no example before them 
to stir them to lib:rality. 
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VI. Having thus stated the evidence furnished by my district, 
as to the supply and demand of education and the financial con
dition of schools, I proceed to speak of the mode of education; and 

l. The govern- I. Of the government of schools. The theoretical rrovernment 
mentofschools. f h l · l'fl' f 1 · 1 N °· 11 d o sc oo s 1s very c 1ucrent rom t 1e pract1ca . omma y an 

The mode of 
education. 

legally in all schools which have received buildinrr-money from 
the I...ords of the Privy Council, the management "of the school 
is vested in a committee: but they rarely act as a committee, and 
the constitution is practically inoperative. The committee reigns, 
but it does not govern. The legislative and executive functions 
generally devolve upon an individual, the secretary or the trea~ 
surer, who in most cases is the parochial clergyman. Indeed, in 
the country parishes the schools may be said to be under the 
sole control of the clergy, unless it happens to be a school ~up
ported by some resident landowner, who retains the legislative 
power in his own hands, though often delegating the e:xecuti\'e to 
the clergyman. Schools of which the committee appointed by 
the trust-deed actually undertake the superintendence, on the 
principle, I suppose, that what is everybody's business ends in 
being nobody's business, do not appear to thrive. I have seen 
signal instances of this. The master of a British school accounted 
for a want of readiness which his boys showed in answering 
questions, by saying that they hardly ever had anybody but him
self to catechize them; and when l asked if the committee did 
not occasionally look in upon the school he replied, "Oh yes, 
but they are only visits of form." The very superior condition 
of the schools at DorchE'stet·, Sherborne, and the Blue Coat and 
Scudamore schools at Hereford, besides the fact that they are 
under excellent teachers, I attribute also to the circumstance that 
they are und.~r individual superintendence; that there are earneH
hearted living beings, not the colJ abstraction-a committee, 
watching over their welfare; in Dorchester and Sherborne, the 
parochial clergy; in Hereford, the Dean. 

~ea.chers do ~ot I am sure that teachers do not resent or dislike superintendence 
~~~~!~:~penn- when it is judicious and kindly. No doubt they bate a meddle-

- Eome intE>rference, and hate it cordiallv; and there are some 
persons who have the unhappy art of putting every one with 
whom they deal in the reverse position of that of ease. But, as a 
gE>neral rule, I found a remarkably good understanding existing 
between school managers and .school teachers; and I much more 
frequently heard regrets expres5ed by the latter that they did not 
see more of the former, than that they saw too much of them. 
The visit of a friendly manager to the school is always hailed 
with pleasure both by teachers and children. By the very tone 
and aspect of a school, before asking any question, you can at 
onre tell whether those visits are frequent or rare. I augured 
well for a school, befot·e examining it, when, on my entering the 
room before 10 o'clock A,:\r., I found the squire's lady, the curate, 
and the churchwarden,-a plain, homely, farmer,-awaiting my 
arrival. I rarely in other places got a companion, except the 
clergyman, and not always him. 
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The local manarrement of 8cbools, in cases where the aid of the ~trects.of 
· C '"' '1 Ed · I b · k d · b th mspecuon, Comnuttt.:e of ounu on ucat10n 1as een In\'O e , IS y e 

,·erv terms on which that aid is granted, considerably influenced 
bY 'the sntem of central inspection. Diocesan ,or local inspection 
tl;ough 'a valuable colhteral aid, and (as far as I could see)
working in perfect harmony with the State system, produ~es le~s 
elf~?ct, becau~e the local inspector has no power of enforcmg Ius 
recommendations. It is, of cmme, less stimulating also, because 
he does not come into the schoolroom, so to ~peak, with his 
pocket full of moneY. Infinitely less depends upon his judgment, 
both as regards the· character of the school and its financial con· 
dition. Jnd~ed, so much depends upon the report of the State 
impector, that the ::timulus is almost too great for the nenes of 
some teacher~, particularly of mistresses; and a great weight 
seems taken off their spirits when the day of his Yisit is past. 
But this is the inevitable consequence of the relati>e position of 
the parties; and though I heard complaints now and then of an 
inspection haring been so hurried as almost \o ha'\"e turned the 
poor t~acher's head, it is wry rarely indeed that I heard an 
allep;ation of want of comideration or impatience of temper. 

The feelings, howeyer, of many school managers, in reference Feelings of 

both to local and central iri~pection, are very strange, and some- ~~~~~rs 
times quite unaccountable. They are generally (when of this inspection. 

character) based upon entire misconception. Thus, one gentle-
man had an idea that the Government would not allow relirrious 
teaching in schools; another thought that they thrust ~pon 
managers their own methods of teacl1ing, and th£-ir own books. 
Jn four adjacent parishes in Dorsetshire the objections were suc-
cessin:ly these :--In Xo. I, the lord and the squire who own the 
land and built the school, think it unbecoming their position as 
men of we1lth to ask the State for anv aid; the one will do what 
the other does, so they subscribe a't. apiece to the school, and 
object to its being placed under Government. In No. 2 the 
school is entirely supporfed by a TP.ry liberal gentleman, ''ho does 
not require Gowrnment help; but his school in its present state 
is \ery ftr from what it might be, or what I should expect in a 
school of my own in return for an expenditure of 501. a war. In 
Xo. 3 the ~quire built the school at his own cost, on tl)e express 
understanding with the clergyman that it should not be placed 
under Go,·ernmeut; and the clergyman is not at all anxious that 
it !>hould be, as be does not wish to be interfered with. In No.4, 
an important and populous place, the school is depri-ved of all the 
ad,·antages of State aid, which it wry much needs, because the 
nobleman who gave the building (an old bam of no IYJ'eat value) 
~nd sub~cri~es. 51. a y~ar to the funds, has decided ~bjecti<'ns t~ 
11. I thmk It 1s sometimes forgotten who are the victims of these 
"crotc bets." 

:JI~ny earnest members of nonconfor~ist denominations refuse Feelingsofnon· 

tLe a1d of Gon:Tnment because they think that it interferes with confonuists. 

the integrity of their cherished voluntary sntem, and hence 
important sc~10ols, like the Briti~h schools a·t Dorchester and 
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Chard, are placed at considerable disadmntage. The Baptist 
ministe1·, however, at Dorchester told me that he could not under
stand the objection, and thought(to use his own words) that "the 
" Dissenters were cutting their own throats" by it. That it is 
far from being a generally felt objection the number of denomi
national schools that are under inspection is sufficii!nt to prove. 

Feelings of a A similar kind of objection, viz., that the State has no business 
few clergy. ddl . h d . . . to me e Wlt e ucatwn, 1s operative among a few, a very few, 

of the clergy. I met with two instances, but only two, in which 
the admission of myself, as for the nonce a representative of the 
State, into the school was refused on these grounds, thouah I was 
assured at the same time that the schools were perfectly open to 
me personally as a mere stranger, and I am quit~ certain that no 
discourtesy was intended. 

G
influence of I have not been able to ascertain with any completeness, so 

overnment • fi th • f • d' · · · 1 upon local zeal. as to state 111 gures, e rat1o o mcrease or Immution m t 1e 
voluntary subscriptions for educational purposes in my clistrict.-
during the period in which the system of the Committee of 
Privy Council has been developed; but I am quite satisfied that 
the prospect or the act of receiving Government aiJ has not 
repressed local liberality. The sums spent on inspected schools, 
the salaries of the teachers, the cost of the fittings, books, appa
ratus, are fur higher than in uninspected schools. The whole 
establishment is on a more generous scale. There is more pride 
felt in maintaining its full efficiency. 

The Govern· I never once heard it mentioned as a grievance that the terms 
mentsystemnot • 1 · • £' • 1 h • 
complained of on wluch Government grants are mace mter1ere w1t 1 t e mde-
as. i~trrerng pendent management of the school. I mean, that I never met 
~~na:~~ent. with managers who complained, as of a fact, that it did; I found 

people who entertained a priori apprehensions that it 1could. In 
one case the managers seemed a little restive; but I think it was 
more a personal matter between them and an inspector than any 
objection to principles. The battle cry about trust deeds. which 
once resounded so far and wide, bas ceased to be heard. There is 
an occasional grumble about boarded floors (though I believe the 
necessity for these is not now made absolute); but the improve
ment is generally admitted when they have been laid down. The 
requirements that the school shall be in a certain state of efficiency; 
that a ce1·tain proportion of its income shall arise from voluntary 
subscriptions; that the teacher's salary shall not be below a certain 
minimum; that the extent to which the advantages of the school 
are appreciated, as tested by the regularity of attendance, shall 
determine the amount of the capitation grant; that the arrange
ments and fittings shall be suc:h as experience l1as proved to be 
necessary for the maintenance of discipline and order ; and that 
the school doors shall be open once a yea1· to an office1· dt'puted to 
see that thc:-se requirements are fulfilled, are felt to be not onerous 
or unreasonable conditions of aid, at once so much needed and so 
libt>ral. The efficiency of the local management is strengthened 
rather than impaired by them; they restrain only that they may 
guide. 
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It would 011h· be a natural e:xpect:lt:on tliat public schouls, Prh·ate schools 
• d b I -, J,l a.q·et haw not 

who~e rewurces Ul'f' thm !ar~€'}y ~uppJeml'ntf' y t 1e ;.,tate, WOU U verv sensiblv 

more or le5s quickly and w1:elr drive out of the fieiJ of competi- dec'lin~d by 'the 
. 11 . • . r' I k" d 1 . b side of Govern• t10n a prtvate enterpnse o t 1c :iillll€' ·m ; anc 1t caunot e ment aided 

questioned that pri\·ate ad\'enture schools will ultimately have a schoola. 

hard battle to fight if they are to keep their ground; but as yet, 
in the district which I have traYer~ed, there are no '\'erv general 
symptoms of their decline, and though they art> certainly most 
numerous in localities (like tile Union~ of Cl1ard and Yeovil\ 
where the pub1ic schools: as a rule, are len~t £-fficient, thc·y continu'e 
to occupy a large share of public faTour :mel patronage, e"rn by 
the side of the rno~t flourishing public schools. Ti·e~· buw their 
own particular recommt>ndation~. in which tl1€' pnblir. !"choc•ls can-
not pretend to compete with them. They arf' considered rathe1· 
more genteel; the discipline is ~omewhat hm r: tl1e children, 
being tewe1· in r.umber, are ~upposeJ to bl· betttr looked after; 
the teae:bet· is more re:~dy to comply with the wiEhes, and e\'en the 
whims, of the parents; or a particular branch of learning-, wl1ich 
a p<lrent regards as most meful for· an indi\'idual child, is beliE:Ved 
to be taugl1t more rapidly and succe~~rully at the private ~cbool 
than at its pulJlic compt'titor. Thus in Ycovil I found largr, 
thriving, and etficient privalt' school:> still holding their ground 
a~ainst E(·hools a:::~isted bv Gon·rnment. At ::\Iisterton, a little 
v·illage two milei5 from Crewkerne, is a pri\'ate school with 132 
d1ilJren on its re~istt-r, which i:; b~· fi1r the moH popular place 
uf education in the neiQ:hbourhood. an1l to which scholars come 
flocking in from Crewke~·nf' it~elf, a~<.l from rdl the '·illages round. 

I },ad not manr opportunities of contrasting the position of ComparL'?n of 
t • 1 b.]. h 1 . I h f h h l 'd d b the unassisted tue unasmtec pu 1c sc oo Wlt l t at o t e sc oo a1 e y with the assisted 

Go\'crnment. It is onlv in town:; tbut the comparison can bt> public school 
1 • h 1 tr • • 1 ']} } • l not easv to maae Wit muc 1 euect, as m t 1e , .• ages t 1e educat10na con- make.· 

clition of one (strange to !!ay) seems hardly to be at all affected by 
that of another, even though that ot}wr be its neareEt neighbour. 
Thus, to tah two examples, I do not beliew that the prosperity 
of th€' eci.ool at East Coker militates against tl1e }Jl'Osperity of the 
school at \Yest Cuker, which is not etlicient, eimply becau~e local 
interest is not awakened; no1· does th<' presence of a good sc·hool 
at Goodrich account for the absence of a good school at Walford 
half 80 naturally as local difficulties and a di~persion instead of a 
concentration of local enHgy. In tbe city of Hereford, howe\'er, 
there were the mattrials for a comparison; and tl10ugh I coulJ not 
put the uninepected schools in :-;t. Pt>ter's parish • in the same 
scaie of efficiency as tl1e Blue Coat or Scudamore schools, I 
~hould be doing Vfl',\' imperfect justice to the interest taken in 
thE'm by tbt>ir managers, and the pains bestowcd on them by thei1· 
teachers, if I did not say that they are doing their work well, and 

• I am aware that the>e schools haYing be~n built with the aid of a Treasury <rrant 
(prior to the operations of the C,()mmittce of the hi"" Council) are nominallv ~nder 
imp<'ction. Hut the manager~ were ,·ery_ careful in ttliing me that the extent ot' in>pc-<'
tion which they were bouud to admit ouly went to a>rcrtain that the school was nldin
uirwd, irre>pectirely of its efficiency, and they were manif.:otly jealous of any other. 

YOT .. II, • F 
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are evidently thriving. In the town of Ross, again, by the side 
of a Bt·itish school under inspection, exist the uninspected Church 
schools. There is no difficulty felt, as far as I am aware, in sup
porting them, and the rector thinks, as far as life and efficiency 
are concerned, they do very well without Government aid. With
out wishing to disparage the exertions of a very painstaking and 
intelligent master and mistress, I venture to express an opinion 
that they would do very much bc·ttcr with it. 

Distinctiontobe With retrard however to the efiect and advantarres of Govern-
drawn between o ' ' 1:' 
the different ment assistance, I wish to draw a very marked and important 
kinds of Go-. distinction between grants awarded merely for the purposes of 
vernment assist· b "ld" h ] d ] d' d r } , I ance. Ul mg sc oo s, an t 1ose tspense 101' t 1e1r annual support. 

am aware that the Lords of the Privy Council, before making a 
grant for the erection of a school, are very careful to exact Eome
thing like a pledge or security, that the school, when built, shall 
be liberally or at least decently maintainrd. Dut I would invitt> 
any one to inspect the present condition of the schools at at least 
twenty places which I could easily specify, and say whether this 
pledge has been redeemed. The money laid out in the5e instances 
may hare borne fruit; it possibly may bear fruit again; lmt, at the 
present moment, it is wholly or nearly unproductive. It would, 
perhaps, be a hard thing to say of schools in this category, tbat 
the money lms been thrown away; but to dignify what goes on 
within the fom· walls of some of them with the name of education 
would be simply an abuse of terms. In the caEe of these ~chools 
nothing depends upon the inspector's report; no capitation or 
pupil-teachers' money, or augmentation of salary. His visit, 
therefore, even if he has time to pay one, does nothing to promote 
tlwir efficiency. In some instances, I suspect, they never were 
better; in others, their decadence is to be traced to lukewarmness 
being substituted for zeal in those to whom, from their position, 
they would naturally look for support. The security gi\'t'n was 
good for a time, but is worthless now. 

1-'eelings abont Of the administration of the Govemment grant I certain! v 
the administra- h d 1 · d k d d J · '1 tion of Govern- ear comp amts, au was as ·e to rea more t wn one menwna , 
ment aid. praying that several parts of the system might be amended ami 

made more arailable fat· the necessities of poor parishes and small 
schools. I could not, myself, fot' reasons, some of which I ha\'e 
already stated, echo the complaints or nccompnny the prayers of 

Memorial of the the memorialists. The Hereford Diocesan Doard of Education in 
HerefordBoard •. J856 forwarded a memorial to the Committee of Com1cil on 

Education, in which they requested some motlification of the 
terms on which their Lordships' grants were made, on the grounds, 
(1) that combined schools were impracticable in this district, anti 
(2) that from the smallness and poverty of a large proportion of 
the parishes, the promoters of schools were unable to conw up to 
the prescribed requirements. Dut in the hotly of the report in which 
reference to this memorial is made, they attribute, as l have tlone, 
the difficulty of raising schools to a sati~£tctory standard, to the 
apathy of the non-resident owners of the soil. "If," they say, 
'' non-resident landlords would give but the very loll(est percentage 
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on thei1· rental to the support of schools wlH're their property is situ
ated, schools both for large and small parishes might probably be 
maintained."* It appears, therefore, hardly reasonable to ask for 
E·xceptional treatment, when the chief difficulty is allowed to be 
11ot inherent in the circumstances of the case, but removable, and 
one that in a great many cases has been removed. It may be 
perfectly true, as stated, that ''the Board have no experience to 
" justify them in looking for an annual subscription of 71. 7 s., in 
" small parishes;" but that fact surely is a reflection upon the state 
of local intere!!t manifested in the cause, ruther than upon the 
principles of central administration; and it may be questioned 
whetlwr, in parishes where there is such an entire stagnation of 
liberality, Go\'ernment money, e,·en if granted on easier terms, 
would be turned to the best account. Experience certainly jnsti· 
fies the fear that it would not. 

I was allowed to see another memorial pt·epared for adoption View of other 

by an archidiaconal society, which, as it was circulating in Here· memorialisu. 

ford~hirc, and took for the ba~is of some of its statements the 
statistics of education as existing in the counties of Dorse~ 
Deron, Somerset, and Hereford, may be supposed to represent 
the feelings of many school promoters in my district. ln this 
document, the difficulty of supporting schools in small parishes 
is not resolved into a local cause, as by the Herefot·dshire Board, 
but is very largely, and indee>d flllaciously (though I do not F:ay 
consciously), exaggHated. It is stated as "a fact, that the 
" average stipends of certificated masters are in excess of 90!., 
" and of mistresses in excess of 601. ;" and, therefore, the memo-
riali~ts "are of opinion that neither of these sums, even with 
" the present profler~:d aiu, can be raised in small agricultural 
" parishes, and that such parishes are virtually excluded from the 
" benefit of all educational grants;'' and, upon this hypothesis, they 
proceed to offer several suggestions, in most cases involring a 
relaxation of the present Minute;;, with the \'iew of makin(J' 
them more generally applicable. t The exaggeration referred ~ 
arises out of the fallacy of averages. It may be quite tl'Ue that 

• Report of Hereford Diocesan Board of Education for 1856, p. 13. 
t Th~se sugge<tions are worth recording. Premising that they relate to the case of 

parishes with a population of600 and under (not being in borou;:hs or towns) th~y 
recommend, that (1), the school being mixed; (2), the teacher employed h~ing a certif{. 
cated or re1,ristered mistres>, an ex-female pupil-teacher, or a female teacher of a paro
('hial union school, with rating not below first-class of competency; and ( 3 ), the 
managers paying towards the stipend of the mistress a minimum saiarv of 231., to be 
made up of voluntary contributions and sc~ool pence in whatever 1irofortions the 
managers may deem best (a sum, however, still, I fear, far "beyond the c ·perience of 
the Hereford Board''), their Lordships of the l'rh·y Council, on fulfilment of these con
di_tio~s, shal! mak~ the following gr_ants and aids -1 A ll.·_n;ale pupil-t~acher fur. every 
~J chrldren m ordmary attendance, 111 all case~ where a cerutitated or regrstered mrstre:>li 
>hall be enga;rcd. ~. A gratuity of !J/. liJr instruction of one pupil, and 3/. for enry 
additional pu1'il-teacher. :3. A capitation grant of 9s. per head for all children, irre
~re,·tive of the amount of their payments, who may have attended 1 i6 days. 4. Double 
aroount of certificat~d gratuity (in no case to exceed ~u/.) to all certificated mistresses; 
and a gratuity of 61. 13•. 4d. to all registered mistro::m:s, female wac hers in unions not 
rated uelow competency, and ex-female pupil-teachers. 5. Grant of 51. where the 
rnanaiSL'rS shall prm·ide lodgings rent free. G. A rnoil'!y of di,bursements of school 
mana7ers fur fu~l, rr·pair.<, apparatu;, and boob, prol'ided that the amount claimed shall 
uot in any year e~o&:ced 51. ' 

F 2 
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" the average stipends of certificated mistresst~ are in exce.•;; or 
" 60!.," and that "such a sum, even with the present proffered 
" aid, cannot be raised in small agricultural parishes;" but, on tl1e 
other hand, such parishes are not required to raise it. As Secre
tary of a large diocesan training school, whose sphere of action 
coversone of the counties quoted in these stati~tic~, and which 
chiefly has to provide for the exigencies of small parishes-at 
any rate for parishes with a population not exceeding 600-I can 
state,· as a matter of fact, that a very large proportion of the 
students are annually sent out on stipends ( exclu~ive of Govern
ment gratuities and lodgings), not exceeding 30/. a year. I 
admit that salaries show a tendency to rise, though it is a ques
tion \\hether, in the face of the annually increa~ing supply, 
which it is prophesied will soon overtake the demand, and in 
some places has already overtaken it, thi~ tendency can be 
maintained; but I think there is no question, that any such 
wholesale outpouring of national money into the laps of local 
school promoters, as i~ suggested in this memoriaL would entirely 
extinguish instead of stimulating private liberality. It woulrl 
be impossible to maintain the independence of local mana:~e111ent 
under conditions of such absolute mendicancy; and :-choJI pro
moters may be sure that the nation would not tolerate such an 
outlay of public money-which even at its pre~f'nt llimL·n~ion~ 
is beginning to startle prudent statesmen-for local purposes, 
without taking the admini~tration of it far more striugently than 
it does at present under central official control. There are limit;; 
within which local aJmini:;tration and tbe principh, of central 
subsidies may be combined: but there is al5o a }Joint beyond 
which it is impossible to combine tlH:'m. And so ~ome, with who111 
I discus~ed the sug~estions of this memorial, seemed to t~el. 

Cry_fo~so!:lleh Another relaxation in the existing minuteil vf the Committee 
remtsS!on tnt e f C '] r I · h 1 · 11 h d 1 d d · number of days o ounc1, 10r w nc occaswna y ear a ou an Importunate 
req~in;d for crv, is in the requirement of an attendance of 1 i6 days for each 
eapttanongrant. hi•'\d " l . . b ) · 1 I · 1 c 10r w 1om cap1tat1on money can e c a1mec . t W<J5 smu to 

be an amount of attendancE> ~imply impos~ible, in a county with 
its sparse population, miry roach, and seven harvests, like Here· 
fordshire. It is quite certain that regularity of attendance is 
largely affected by these causes; but no one can say, as a general 
rule, that the required attendance is fixed too hi~h, and if thtrt> 
is to be a rule at all, incidental circumstances like these, which 
nry in degree (if not in kind) in every parish, can harclly be 
taken into account before applying it. Besides I have already 
endeavouted to ~;how (supra, p. 34) that, as far as I had materiala 
for striking an average (which in this case is a more tru5tworthy 
test than it is in many) the proportion of children on tb~ sdtool'~ 
books wi:o had attended school li6 dan in the precedmg year 

No nec~ity for was at least 20 per cent. in this co~nty, or one in fiw. As 
r~?laxanon. schools improve I believe this proportion will steadily :i~e. ~ve!l 

as it is, in manv schools, which, except in the :uucle ot d1i
ciency, enjoy (so. far as I am aware) no specia.l adv~nta.gc over 
their neighboms, a far more f,wourable rate 1s m&mtameJ. I 
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will mention seven schools, in different parts of the county, 
on the accuracy of whose registers I think 1 can depend, as 
specimens. 

~arne of ~chool. Xo. on 
Register. 

'l'A"HLE XVI. 

Average i Attended 
Attendance. i 176 Days. 

Per-centage of 
Col. 3 on Col. I. 

---------l-------l--------~--------1------------
Cra<lley (Girls' School) lll!l !'0 H I 40'3 
Rridstow - 49 .18 li 

I 
34•9 

Hentland - I 50 :18 32 64 • I 
King's Caple - H :!4 23 

I 
5·l••J 

~tretton Grandison 

= I 
39 !l!J Hl 46'1 

Goodrich • 96 66 31 I :3:! •:.! 
Haffield (Ledbnry) 42 :15 20 

I 
47•6 

Totals 429 320 185 43•1 . I 

The schools at King-'s Caple and Stretton Grandison, it is true, 
not fulfilling the condition in respect of the qualification of their 
teachers, are not in a po~ition to claim the capitation grant; but 
they become on that account the stronger illustrations of the 
point that I am maintaining, viz., the general fairness of the 
requirement, as they Jack that additional inducement to enforce 
regular attendance, and yet succeed in securing it When, there· 
fore, I hear the requirement characterized as pn:posterous, I ask 
for the account of the succefis of these ~chools. ""hat thej' ha,·e 
achieved, one would think that others :oimilarly situated might 
achieve also. 

I admit that what I have established in my own mind as a Though in the 

I · h } da f } 1 '1-' · d • d b case even of ru e, VIZ., t at t 1e atten nee o t 1e c n uren IS ctermme y some good 

tiw efficiency of tl1e 8chool, breaks down in its application to s~~oois the con-
fi '1'] r ]] · 1' bl ] "b" h 1 d1t10n seems some ew cases. 1e 10 owmg a e ex 11 Its t e p IE'nomena of hard 10 fulfil. 

four ~chooh, which for efficiency may challt'nge comparison with 
any rurai school in Herefordshire, and in this respect they are 
not ~atisfactory. 

TABLE XVII. 

Kame of SchooL Xo. on I Av~rage .\ttended Per-centage of 
Hegister. .Attendance. li6 Days. Col. 3 on Col. 1. 

-----

Ashperton . - 82 63 9 

' 

10•9 
Bosbury (Boys' School) 136 96 19 13•9 
).fuch Marcie - - 1:;5 90 :W 12•9 
Yarpole - 116 54 4 3'4 

Totals - 489 :JIJ3 52 10•6 

I know that these schools are anxiour:;ly watched over, and 
that everythipg is done that can be done to nmke tlu:m efficient. 
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Two of them, Ashpcrtou and llosbury, arc immediately con
tiguous to Strettun Grandison, which makes so re.-pcctablc an 
appearance in the previous Table: so that I am quite unaLlc t0 
account for the less satisfactory character of the n·sult, I have 
no doubt that it can be traced to some cause which would be 
found to be remediable. • 

Importance of Whether the re~lriction of the bc·nefit of the capitation ::,ra11t tn 
~~tY~~t~:fs. schools, of which the teachcl'S are either registered or ccrtificntccl, 

is necessary and wholesome; or, rather, wbctlwr tl1c' principle of 
registration might not be extended to scltools of proved dliciency, 
instead of, as now, to teachers of cPrtain intellectual attainments, 
is a question, the discussion of which I reserve to the clo~e of this 
Heport. I '~ould only add, that, since the instructions tm(Jr.r 
which the Assi:;tant CommissionC'rs in this inquiry bave act(d 
were issued, a n'ry important l\Iinute, tltat of the 2Gth July 18.j'4, 
has appeared, designC'd especially fat· tlw n·lief of ~mall pari~be~, 
and to a consideruhle extent facilitating the attainment of incna,ed 
efficiency in rural schools. 

Constitution of In nine tenths of the rum] schools in my district, wl1e:thcr 
local manage· • d · d ( · 1 h · f h J d ment l!lSpecte or unmspecte wtt 1 t e exc<·ptwn o t e en< owe 

schools, whose constitution is very variou::-), wl1ether there an' 
trust deeds or not, and a !lpecified committee or not, tl1e actual 
direction of the school is by common consent of the subscriuer:> 
left in the hand:; of the parochial cler~yman. I nwt with a few 
cases-as at Ea~t Coker, IIaffield, Frampton-where the lay 
supporters retain the man;-:gement in thcit· own power; but tht-y 
are the exceptions. In towns the Committee act more gcnl'rally 
as a body; but only periodically, once a month, or once a quarter, 
and in the inter\'als the teachers uo prt'tty much what is rigl1t iu 
their own eyes. As far as I could see, the management of a 
school does not become morC' ell'ecti,·e by being more distributed. 
Nor must I omit to do justice to tht' many teachers whom 1 found 
zcalou~ly doing their duty for the work's sakr, though seldom 
cl1eered by the smile of approval Ol' tbe voice of encouragement. 
Indeed, the conscientiousness of the great majority of this body 
of men and women struck me as quite exemplary and rtcmarkaulc, 
and as speaking more for their sterling qualifications fm· their 
office than any othet· feature I could name. Of course there 
were exceptions, and lamentable exceptions; but they uwt' 

exceptions. 
Comparative 2. I was directed to visit a sufficieut number of schools of all 
:~~:~~Y of kinds within my district, to supply yom· Grace and the Commi~-

• The arrangement of school hours may ha\'c somdhing to do with it. At Brid;tow, 
King's Caple, and Hcntland, the hours art" from 10 a.m. to 1~.:30; half an hour allo\\T<l 
for dinner, which the children bring with them, and afternoon school from I. 0 to 3. 0 p.m. 
The mistrcsE at Bridstow told me that she found the arranC(t•mcnt answer Ycrv wdl. I 
Sli"'"CStcd it to a school manager ncar Hereford, who ~·ompl:lim•d of irrL•gular attcndanet•. 
H~~dopted it on the spot; and on my writing thr~e Wel'ks afterwards to iuquir~ with 
what success, told me that he already found the a,l\·antagt• of it. 'l'lwsc hours allow of 
a good deal of work be in!-( done by the children both before ant! after school-( a boy at 
Bridstow, a dairy farmer's son, told me that he had milhd the cows bl'fore coming to 
school that mori1ing)-as well as of distant children g~tting to school in titne, It 
6ecures both regularity and punctuality, , 
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t:ioners with the grouncl:S of an opinion as to their comparative Statement 

efficienc\'. On the efficiency of private schools 1 haTe alreadv rtlefersffio':11Y to f 
• "" • • J 1e e ICienry o 

made some remarks: I confine myself m the followmg etatement public school•. 

to public schools. With w many other matters to inYestigate, 
and with f(,UT or five parishes to be Ti~ited per day, it will at once 
be felt that the time at my disposal for the purpose of actual 
inspt'ction was "er~· limited. But it is a kind of work in which 
an eye is acquired by practice, and half an bour spent in an ordi-
nary rural school. with an a-rerage amount of experience in the 
spender, is enough to enablt- him to form a fair judgment of the 
soundnes5 of the methods of instruction employed, and of the 
school's general dliciency. In schools of a larger size or highe1· 
pretensions, mch as the Blue Coat School at Hereford, or the 
~chool at Bosbury, I made a much more searching- examination, 
generally passin;:r: a whole morning or afternoon in them . 

.:'.1 y test of efficiency was, how t3r the instruction aiven was Test of effi

brought to bear on tb~ actual concerns and requireme;ts of life; !i:SU~~~~iih 
how tar the children could read with sufficient erupha~is and 
expreEsion to comey a meaning- to themselves or gi>e pleasure to 
a liHener; how fa1· tbey could write a sentence from dictation 
free from gross errors in ~pelling; what notion they had of writing 
a letter, both as to form and substance; what power of making 
rapid and correct calculations in th£-ir heads; how far they 
appeared to Le taught mechanically or rationally; and last, but 
not least, to what extent they pos~essed an intt·lligent comp1 ehen-
sion of tho:;e religious truths-tile great articles of faith, and lines 
cf duty-with which they were nominally being indoctrinated.* 
.As would be expected, I found each and all of these qualities 
rossessed by diflerent schools in very ,·arious degrees, which I 
han.• endeavoured to tabulate in the following form:-

TABLE XVIII. 

:-:-bowing a Classification of Schools according to Efficiency-the Rtsult of actual 
Inspection.f 

~arne of District. Efficient rseful Schools inadequate, 
Inefficient Total 

Schools. Schools. but still doing 
Schools. InspectEd. some good. 

f'terborne - - 11 44 50 32 137 
Hertford - . 12 33 i l 29 145 

Totals . 23 i7 121 61 282 

• He~ :!\Iaj:sry·s Inspector, :!\Ir .. Brookfidd, has _given, as usual with him, a lively 
de>cnptwn ol the ~ompa~~Jve ctfickncy of schools., 1n the lllinutes of 1854-5, pp. 5GO, 5til. 
~ly nut1oo of •• ~ilicl~ncy .1s about half. way ~<·tween his "fa1r' and" excellent." 1 
lvvked tn every case to the mtellJgence wllh "h1ch the instruction was being giv<>D an<!. 
rtct:Jnd, rather than w the actual amount of iiO-Calltd "attainmentii." 

t. T~is Table does not i~clude any of the schools in the l'nion of Dore the state of 
-..h;ch lo .specially reported man .Append1L 
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Pro~ortion of It thus appears, that out of 282 sdwols, only 100, little more 
efficient schools h · h · d' · h 1 l · r very small. t an one 111 t rce, are In a con 1t10n t at oug 1t to >e satb1actory 

either to te<~chers or managers; while not mot·~' than 23-or 
~:;carcely one in 12-are in that stat(> of efficiency which shall send 
forth a child at 10 years of age into the world for the work of 
l~fe: with that amount of scholarship which, when speaking of the 
ltm1ts of the school a~e, I attempted to descriue. (p. 46.) 

Causes of in· The two great rocks on which schooh make shipwreck of tl1eir 
efficiency. ffi . e ctE·ncy, arr ( 1) the incapncit~· of tb<> teacher5, and (2) the 

impatienct> with which, when capable, thf'y hurry the children 
over those elementary but fumlam('ntal }JOrtionil of a subject, 
without a clear perception of which an accurate knowleJ~e of it 
in its higher branche::, or as a 'vholc, becomes evt•r after impos
sible. .\. les.> frer1uent, but still not uncommon, cause b the rapid 
change of teachers which occurs in Home schools.• Tbe first 
cause i:; too common to require illu~tration; but I may ()(" nlloweJ 
to mention a case exempli(ving thc second. 

Illu~tration. I found a school, in the neigbourhoori of Led bury, under a 
mistress who had henelf 1een cdncated there as a pupil-tearhet·, 
who took a very high place-fomlt'enth-on the li~t of Quel'n's 
scholars at the completion of her apprenticeship, who was trained 
at one of thC' beat nonnal collf'gt>s in England. and had bcc11 
plact>d in the first class a~ a :;;tudent both of tht> first and of the 
~econd year, who had h:~d charge of her b<:hool lii'teen montl1~ .. 
and who was evidP.ntly a person of !\Uperior intelligenee and of 
admirabl(.> moral tone. The following are tlw notes 1 made of my 
examination:-" Writing moderate; arithmetic not beyoml C'OIU· 

pound addition. Cl.ildn·n only knew thl' /;rgimliii!J of the pence 
table, and no weights or measures. Xo grammar is tau~ht, very 
little geography, and hardly any history. Thc reading is nice in 
tone, but quite in its rudiments. 1\o child knew tht• lUC'aning 
of' exhausted' (a word tbat occurred in the pas~age read), aud 
when I asked if they could It'll me the singula1· number of the 
noun 'chilc!ren,' tht> mistrl'S5 sai1l thE'\' cl id not understand the 
question." The school completely peq.>lt:'xed me, as it must have 
been under Government inspt•ction, and supplied with a certi. 
ficated mistress at a high !.'alary and a pupil-tt>acLo· fo1· at least 
six years. The mistress told me she had hem'lf commt•nct'd by 
attempting to teach higl1er subjt>cts, but finding that the children 
were thoroughly ill-grounded, she had haJ moral conrnf!t> Pnough 
to condescend to teach the element5. The school had suffered also 
from the rapid succession, as \Wll as from the bad judgment, of 
former teacher~. llut I think the whole question of the com
parative efficiency of schools is best illustrated by example:;. I 

• Since mv return home from this inquiry I \\as qtwstinnin~ st•Vi'n or dght student~ 
in the Salisb'ury Training School, who had only obtain~d very low places itt th~. list uf 
(lueen's scholars at the competitive examination of Christmas 1~:-s, about thl'lr ante
c~dc•nts as pupil-teachers.. I found that i~ every ca;e tt.l'Y ~ttrihutcrl, anrl 1 do not 
doubt justly, their want ot su~~.'~'s to t.he frcqt~cn~ l'h;lll~t·~ ol th~1r teachers; sc,·eral 
of them hacl been unrler fum <ll!t,•rcnt mt.<trcsscs 111 h\'C years nppr•:nt>rc<h>p. 
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l1ave appended therefore a sufficient uumber of those wl11ch I 
thought most to the purpose (taken from my uote~book) in the 
" E\'idence." 

It seems I would add imi)Ossible to brin•' a school into a real Schools can 
' • ' ::'1. h hardly be made 

t<tate of t:ffic1ency unless the managers avml themselves to t e efficient where 

fullest extent-parlicularh• in thr employment of pupil-teachers- ~ove~mentaid 
• C . h p . C •1 IS notmvoked. of the resources opened by the ommiltPe of t e r1vy ounc1 • 

I onh- met with two excE>plions to thi5 rule-~h. Ricardo's ~>chool 
nt D~rrow nnd ~Ir. Baker's s::hool at ~Ionkbnd, the secret of 
success in radt cas<.> bt.'ing, that at Bvrrow tht.'re is a mnnagt.'ablc 
num bt'r of boys, none of them \'e•·y young, under a Yery act ire 
traiu"'d master, who has the gift uf awakening all tlwir intel~ 
li;;l'nce; whil(• at :\lonkland ::\Ir. Baker himself takes so prominent 
a put in th<> instruction, that, haviug a competent mistrt>ss to 
co~opt·ratc with him, lw can aflord to di~p!'nse with other aid. 

But it was a bittc1· di~appoimment to me, on entcrin~ the 
nwrnific-:'nt fabric which has just bet>n ert'Ctt'd at n cost of about 
4,0001, f.Jl' the parochial scho~ls of Gn•at :\Ialvern, to find both 
the ju\'ellilt' and tht' infmt school under uncertificnted teachers, 
with no other as~i~tance but such as about a doz(·l1 little imps of 
monitors mo5t indft'ctiwly supplied. I ran understand and 
sympathize witla thl" reluctance of mnuagers 1o part with old ot· 
tried and trustt"d tt<arhers; but I cannot und!:'rstand, where oue 
has a fret> st:ut, an 11pparently deliberate preference for an out· 
worn and super,cded system. The girls' and infant school~ at 
l" pton~on-Severn were in the e::u11e eircurn~tancc::;, an<l •wither of 
them, comeq uently, in a !>tate of dficit.'ncy nt all commensurate 
with tbe external prl"tensions of the building-a \'(~ry handsolllc 
Oll!:'-iu whic.:h they art> held. It is e:}range that ptoplc so often 
for;;tt the practical application of tlmt simplt> proverb of the Great 
Tt-acher, which d€·tt'rmines tile relative value of the "bodv '• and 
its "raiment."* • 

While upon this part of my subj:·cr. 1 ought not to omit to Condition of 

notice the verv satisfactorr condition of manv of the workhouse' Workhouse 
• • • . • schools. 

!!chook I may pa:·ucularly spc·c1(~· thos~ at Dorchester, Cernc, 
Yeovil, Hereford. and Ledbury. ;\ot only the intt"lligenc:e and 
knowlerlge, Lut the healthy, theerful uir of the children's fitccs 
and m<~nners, impressed itself upon mt• Vt.'ry vividly. The 
imtruetiun given i~ not ambitious in i1s rangt·, but thorouO'h)y 
t:ound of its kind; the writing almost without exeeption g~ocL 
and the re-ading of the girlo iu the Hcrt'fcml workhouse the b•:st 
for articulation and freedom from prO\·incialisms that I lwan.l in 
the county. It Hruck me that the condition of the workhouse 
school~ w~y n~arly approached the idt:<a! of what elementary 
educatJOn 1n dm country under our conft·ssedly difficult social 

• I ha\e anr.ther fault to find with th~ &~hools at Great :llah·crn, ~truetur-allv -:on
•id~nd. In each of the rooms there. is ou~h an atnount uf echo as to be quiie ron
fu>tng. wbtle the ~i:lape of the room, m whtch the mixed school is hdd, like an H or 
thu• _:::, is ~uch that there is no point at whil·h the master, who is single-handl'«i, 
can_ command the ,.·hole. Thorough discipline, therProrc, if the room w<·re full, w·ould 
bt- tmpositble. • 
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circumstances ought to be,-prrfectly nnassuming, and perfectly 
in keeping with what the children's future careet' is likely to br. 

The teachers are rarely persons of what would be caller! high 
attainments, have not often even been trained; but the mistresses 
generally are motherly people of mature age, and they are all, 
in the instances I have quoted, evidently of strong common sense, 
and thoroughly understand what is possible in their school~, and 
what is not. I would point to the mistresses at Dorchr~tE'r, 
Cerne, Y eovil, and Hereford, as types of the sort of tE'acher in 
whose hands our mixed rural schools would be certain to succeed. 

Probablec~uses I attribute the efficiency of workhouse schools chiefly to t!Jr. of the efficiency . , 
of workhouse operatiOn of the following causes:-
~chools. l. The regularity of thl" attendance of the children. Every 

child in the house, unless sick, is certain to be in school. 
2. The adequacy of the teaching power. .The schools that I 

saw were all small, and without pupil-teaclters, but in no case 
with more than 20 children to the single instructor. 

3. The unambitious character of the instl'llction given, which 
gives time for what is taught being taught thoroughly. 

4. The mixtme of industrial with mental work, the aU\':lnt:tge,:; 
of which I fully admit where the combination is po~sible. Thc:'Je 
children rarely J'eceive more than three hours' mental culture a daY. 

5. The co1;stant intercourse between the children and the.ir 
teacher. They are thus out of the reach of (what are too often) 
the vulgarizing and demoralizing influencrs of home; hence, the 
pronunciation in the workhomc schools is \'ery rarely provincial, 
and in most cases you can hardly believe, as you look on tbeit· 
happy, trustful faces, that you have before you a set of pauper 
children, whose portion, both present and future, is generally 
assumed to be of" all men the most miserable." 

Im1 po~tance ofh It is well observed by Mr. Horace l\Iann, in the preliminary 
se ectmg teac • R h Ed . I C f'l \ h fli , crssolelywith eporttot e' ucat10na ensuso 85l,p.33,ttatt ee c1ency 
refe~encctothe of the school depends chiefly, if not entirely, on the efficiency of 
efficiency of the h h T h · ffi · • fi · J 1 school. t e teac er. eac ers vary m e c1ency as m mte y as s Joe-

makers or carpenters. They take to their trade, and are appointed 
to their schools, from all sorts of motives, with all sorts of 
physical, moral, and intellectual qualifications and disqualifica
tions, and at all rates of salary. In one case, it was con\'enient 
to the school manager that the schoolmistress should be the wife 
of his coachman; in another, the wife of the gard!"ner. The 
conjugal relation was rarely so happily adjusted that both husband 
and wife. suited, and so in the former ca~e, when I vi,ited th:.: 
parish, the school had been closed two months, because the coach
man proved a drunkard, and was sPnt about his bminess; in the 
latter, the clergyman had found from two experiences that the 
system did not answer, ~nd had wisely dii:lcontinue? it. Some
times teachers are appomted because they are p1ous people; 
sometimes because they can do nothing else; sometimes they 
are old servants; sometimes because it is very erroneously 
supposed that a person in too weak health for ordinary em
ployments is strong enough to keep a school. Onre I found 
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a mit~tress with only one arm; twice, a muster with only 
one leg; once, a master who, in· addition to having lost a 
hand, was subject to epileptic fits; once, n mistress who was as 
deaf as a post. In one large parish the master ju.st appointed 
was said to be a man of notoriously bad character; m another, a 
man in utterly broken health receiving parish relief; in another, 
a d<'ceut fellow, a llhoemakcr by trade, who was obliged to eke 
out his scantv stipt>nd by cobbling still; in another, a carpenter, 
"as rrood a sc.hoolmaster," the neighbours said, "ns ever put foot 
to g~ound,'' but occupied more than half his time_ with his more 
profitable handicr~ft, as his wretched ealary w?s but 12[. a year; 
in another, a conceited Scotchman, whom, entenng the room sud
d('nly, I found smoking his pipe in the midst of his boys, and who 
in the plenitude of his self-sufficiency informed me that I should 
:find the teachers in England generally very incompetent, though 
his own school was one scene of disorder, and when I came to 
look at his return, I found that hi:; orthography was anything but 
:1ccording to receiverl usnge. In many public schools, the mistress 
is ~till nothing but a mere dame of the old style, with no pre
tensions to mental culture. I could easily mention nmuet·ous 
instances. I believe in all the cases the women employed are of 
respectable ch:1racter, and so far may have un influence for good; 
but, if we are trying to train minds m· impart knowledge, it is 
simply preposterous to instal them in the post of schoolmistress. 

The stipends, however, as at present paid, are sio low, that it Stipends often 

is perhaps imr;ossibie to secure tbe services of more competent ~~~~~~~fe~et
persons. It would hardly be believed, apart from the evidence of teachers. 

titcts, tbat such rrt' es of remuneration as are sometimes current 
could either be of ·red or accepted. While the certificated mastet· 
gets his 50!. to 7 J!., and the certificatrd mistress her 30[. to 40!. a 
year, exclusive of all Government gratuities and augmentations; 
their less fortunate fellow workers are living on stipends of 20/., 
I5l., and in more than one case as low as 101. n year. The position 
of these ill-paid labourers excited in me the liveliest feelings, 
occasionally of compassion, more frequently~ of indignation, I 
&ingle out, by way of specimen, two of l'mphatie and discreditable 
prominence, though uot of perfect isolation. There are too many 
others only too like them. In Sumersetshire, there is a parish 
with a population of upwards of 700, and land of the rateable 
value of upwards of 3,0001.; there are large endowed chal'ities 
relieving the pockets of the wealthy parishioners of numerous 
ordinary claims for coal. blankets, &c. ; yet the amount raised by 
voluntary subscriptions to pay the mistress's salary is 5!. a year. 
The children's pence augment it to 13!. In Herefordshire, there 
is a parish with a population of nearly 1,000; the rateable valut• 
of its lands is more than 6,000!., the mistre~s's salary is 14l., out 
of which she has to find fuel, and to pay 51. 12s. a year rent for 
the bouse in which she lives, and in which the school is carried on. 
It i5 not an incommensurate fact, under such conditions, that out 
of such a population, which, at the continental rate of one in six, 
ought to s~nd 166 children to school, only 25 boys and gids 
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actually are at school, of whom not more than 14 attend regularly, 
and only two are above ten years of age. It is only just to the 
clergyman .to say that tht- whole expense of the school,-15!. a 
year,-is returned as falling upon him, not one of the owners of 
these lands rated at 6,000/. a year contributing a fimhing. I do 
not remember any other cases where schools are professedly main
tained at all, so strong as these; but I have a score at least noted 
down among my memoranda which do riOt diHer very widely. In 
the case of the Somet·setshire parish, there is an additional fact, 
which gives a littlE' more point to the circumstances, und that is, 
that a Government grant of '2871. was awarded towards the 
erection of the fabric of the school. In justice again to the 
clergyman, it should be menticned that the value of the lh·ing 
is ?nder 200l.; that fl'Om ill ht>alth he is obliged to be non
resident, and to be ut the expPnse of keeping- a curate; and that, 
consequently, the school no longer has the benefit of the warm 
interest that he onct' took in its welfare. X t-ither of these parishes 
are "poor parishes" in any possible sense of tht- worck They 
appear to mP to be simply parishes in which the oww:•rs of pro
perty have ili,·ested themselve3 of all it.;; re~ponsibilities. 1 can 
readily make allowance for real difficulties, but these seldom exist, 
unless the difficulty of touching in some hearts the chord of 
human sympathy be l't'Ckoned one. 

~i~~=;~;r~:: That schools under tt'achers engaged at such misPrably inade-
ar~ P.a~d the quate stipends should bt• <:'fficient, or even useful, could not 
~~~~j1j5°1~~the reasonably be expected. That thE' majority of stipends being low, 
oftenunsatisfac- the majority of schools should fail to come up to a l:latisftlctory 
tory. standard, is, thert-fon·, nothing more than a rational inferenee. 

Rut I do not think, even \rhere salarirs arE' liberal, and the pos
session ot' a certificate attests with a certain amount of warranh· 
tht" competency of the teacher, that the efficiency of a larg~ 
proportion of the schools is satisfi1ctory, or quite of the kind 

Rarityofgood that one would desire to see. Good readinQ'-by which I mean 
reading. ~ 

distinct articulation, proper expression, and an intelligent appre-
hension of the drift of the passage read-is a treat tbat I was 

1. As regards very rarely permitted to enjoy. The children appear to tall into 
tt?e 1P01~erof ar- slovenly habits, -iutlistinctiH'SS of Ei

0
rrbt as well as of speech-in the 

ICU a JOn, d' bl 'l'l .I } .1 ' lower classes, which become inera 1ca e. 1e mouem met lOu of 
discovering the pronunciation of a hard or previously unknown 
word seems singularly infelicitous. There is a reading lesson in 
the third Irish Book, which I was fond of using as a kind of test. 
It is the story of a congress of birds ~ummoned by a swallow to 
discuss the proper course to pursue in reference to a field which a 
fiu·mer was sowinO' with hempseed. It begins easily enough to 
tempt the children~o start glibly, but in the second or third line 
there comes the adverb "unanimously," a long but by no means 
difficult word to articulate for children who have ever bt'l'n taught 
to refrard the .~l,lfauic arranrrement of letters, but upon which the 

0 ~ ~ ' 
sf."cond class invariably, and very often the fmt class, bro.ke down. 
Thet·e would be first an uncomfortable' pause, then a w1stful eye 
east on the te~cher; then, on my requrst that the wore} might be 
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8pelt, a rapid gaLbll' of the ll,letters of which the word is. com
po::-ed; at the conclusion of tins process, the same helpless Impo
tence to proceeJ; then the eye once more turned upon thE' tl:'nchel'i 
and final I v, in most cases, tht> frank confession of the latter that 
it was het: habit always to help the children at this point, and th'lt 
when thev had repeated the letters, she gave them the pl'Onuncia
tion of the word. I venture to n~st'rt that the girls in the 
Hereford workhouse were not taught to l'eau in this way. Such 
teaching will never enable its pupils "nare sine c01·tice." 

Another phenomenon that vou frequently obser\'e in hearing a 2h. As regardt'j 
J , • t e power o 

class reau, not perhaps the very highest class Ill a school, but the reading with in-

St'Cond and third classes, and which certainly, I think, indicates the telligl:'nce. 

absence of some very important qualifications in the teacher, is 
that, if you quietly stand by und give the childt·en their head 
(so to speak), fm· five rr.inutes, without stoppage or cot'l'ection of 
any kind, you will be perfectly amazed, if it is at all a difficult 
passage, at the quantity of utterly unintelligible gibberish that 
you willlmve listened to. I remembe1· onct> hearing at the inspec-
tion of a school, though not in the course of this inquiry, the head 
girl in the first class read St. Luke, h·. 14, thu,; :-And there went 
'' aflame of him through all thE' 1'eligion round about," with pt't'-
fect self-satisfactiun, and ia utter unconsciousness of the absurd 
blunders she was pe•·pctrating. Such child1·en ne\'t'I' can l1aYe 
been accustomed to connect sense and sound, but have simply 
acquirfd a mechanical facility of uttt'rmw~ wbich is a bar instead 
of a help to rational progress. A pit>ce of mechanism, wht"n it 
does get out of gear, plays havoc just in proportion to the speed at 
which it i<; going. The unconscious thing believes that its only 
duty is to go, and wbe1her it is going right Ol' wrong it has uo 
test within itself to discovt>r.* 

As fo1· tastt>, feeling, propriety of emphasi~, particularly ins. As regard.s 

readirw poetrv you must not expect to find these in the crreat the l?ower.ot 
1"1 J ' t> rendmg w1th 

mass of elementary schools. I rarely ventured to choose n taste. 

poetical pa~sage for the plll'post• of a. tc:>t, and the only instance 

• The importance of good reading-the key of knowledge-the power which is to 
~nable a man to bccom~ a ~elf-educator, is so great, th11t perhap~ I may be allowed, 
m a note, to enumerate the reasons that appear to me to prevent its bein"' more 
frequently met with in elementary schools. Th<'V are as follows:- " 

1. The use, or rather the abuse, of parallel desks. These were never surely intended 
for readin~ lessons. Where there is a triple tier of them, in a school with the avera"e 
amount ol concomitant noise, I defy the articulation of the child who mav happen to 
be reading to be audible to the whole class. Those in the front row cannot hear those 
i~1 the hindmost row, nor vice versa. I tested the truth of this again and again, at 
Sherborne, .lllalvern, and many other places where I found the practke in use. Tlw 
reading class, it seems to me, should always be drawn up in square or horse shoe. 

2. The siz~ of the class, and consequently the short time tlmt each child is exercised 
Take a class ~f 20,,~nd. allow 45 minutes. fi1r th~ les~on, .more, probably, than they ge~ 
clear. Th1S,1~1ves :..1 mmutes t? each ch1l~. It (wh1ch 1s rare) they read twice in tht! 
dar, each cluld only reads 4k mmutes per dwm, or :!2! minutl's per week 

il. The explosion of t~e old fashion of spelling words by syllables. ' 
4. The want of attention to stops. 
:.. The low mumbling tone of voice into which children are allowed to tall 
6. The uninteresting, desultory character of the text· books mostly in use • 
7. The want of intelligent questioning on the part of the teacher. ' 
~ .. 'fhe impc~fcct ~cquaintance, both of. teachers and sch•Jlars, with the laws of gram

matlcal.analysl.s, wh1ch govern the ,groupmgs of words, and with thl! Jaw~ of rh~·torical 
~expremon, wh1ch have .o large anmfluence upon elol'ution. 
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where, having done so, I remembet· being pleased with the result, 
was in the case of a little girl in a private school at Stoke-sub
Ha~don, who. read. me one of her hymns with a good deal of 
<.lehcacy of arllculat10n and depth of feding. 

~ranht ofmet.hod I do not think that teachers generallr, even certificated teachers 
111 t e teachmg. • I fl f • . . ' · except JUSt t 1c very ower o them, pay sufficu,-nt attention to 

method. l found in a school at ---, under a first-cla"s 
certificated mistres~, the girld of the first class writinrr down upo11 
their slates the abstract uf a lesson tht>y had just had given to 
them in grammar, the subject being the different modes of the 
formation of the plut·al of nouns. I looked at the Elates, and 
questioned the children, and discovered that they had no iJea 
that there was any general rule on the subject, or that even the 
exceptions could be generalized. The mistre~s told me that sbe 
had gi,•en them a few examples of each formation, but no rule, 
much less any principle; and this would be called a gramlll:J.I' 
lesson! I could mention many similar instances. 

Teachers often I am afl'aid, also, that the instruction giwn in Echools by some uf 

too ambitious. the certificated teacht•rs is too ambitious, or at least overlooks tLe 
distinction between points of first and points of t'econdary neces
sity, and often n~ry injudiciously gives a prderence to the latter. 
1 ha,·e before me the notes of my inspection of two school5 in 
adjoining pat·ishes in Herefordshire, one under an un trainl·d 
mistl'ess, the other taught by a certificated Dattersea mast~:r. I 
have made, I find, a special remark, that the cbildren in the latter 
school had not so good a notion of beginning and endin~ a letter, 
as the children in the former; while in tl:e article of ~pellin!:;, 
there were four children in the formet· school who had no mi:;ta~~ 
in the passage tht>y \\Tote out from my dictation, and only two in 
the latter. Yet next to the power of intelligent reading, it would 
be difficult to mention any talent so \'aluable, when Le lea,·es 
school, to a child in that rank of life, as t!1e ability to exprt>~5 
himself freely and naturallr, when he wi~hes to communicate bY 
letter with ~b5ent friends. • In $Ollle schoo!:~-as the excell(·n"t 
British school at Admiston-the writing of letters and the 
makincr out of little !'hop-bills are set as le~sons to Le done at 
homE'.;::, Both parents and children like them, and few leswns ean 
be mentioned that arc more really useful. I frequently recom
mended their a4optiou in scbools where the practice had been 
previou~ly unknown. 

lllanagers fre- It wc:re very much to be desired that the managers of schoob, 
que~tly un~c- who surely haYe more experience than the young teachers in wl1ooe 
quamted w1th I k f · • ]' 11 c · J the methods of hands the actua wor · o m~trucllon tes, wou c so wr supermten 
instruc~ion e':"· and control thi>, as to ascertain that the methods emplon·d an: 
plovedmtheu • II' d 1 · • f · 1 '] .. t 
schools. really mte lO'ent, an t 1at pnmary pomts o umversa uti 1 y ure 

not postpon~d to secondary points, of greater brilliancy perhaps, 
but of more questionable advantage. I belie-ve that many of these 
inexperienced teachers ~o wrong simply hecaU5c th:y have no ?ne 
to tell them how to tro n"'ht. Entennrr a 8Chool m Dor~etslnre, 

o o o • I k I found a poor young mistress, e,·ide~nly e~rnest .w Jer wor ·, 
tryinrr to teach out of the elementary Insh Anthmet1c )3ook-one 

• • Cl 



of the very worst that can be used in a school-l1er £rH class bow 
to work sums in lonrr di\"ision. The sum on the black boanl 
before them containel eirrht firrures in the dhidend, which as I 

0 0 • 

expecteJ: not one child in the class could read; and when, turr.mgo 
to somr_thing e:impler and more practical, I a~kt>d the children if 
their mother sent them to the shop with half-a-crown, and told 
them to buy 1 lb. of coffl:'e at Is. 4d., and llb. of sugar at 6d., 
how much change they ought to bring, there was not one who 
could tell me. The mistrtss in this case complained that she had 
no one to guide her; she would haYe been thankful if she had. 
lt is quite a mi~take to suppose that teacht>rs generally dislike to 
receiYe suggeRtion5. I ne,·er found an instance of any offered by 
myself being recei,·ed otherwise than gratPfully; and in several 
cases I was even invited to make recommendations. As I have 
already said, that I think people f!enerally arc not aware how 
much more might be done for education by a very little more 
expenditure of money, so I say now, that I think the reflection 
l1as nen~r occurred to them what an impulse might be gin•n to the 
efforts of the teacher by a Yery little personal participation of the 
managers in the work. 

3. I did not mYself observe any tendency to dissatisfaction with I am toL that 

I · . . . • I . • · I h I dissatisfaction t 1e11' pos1t1on Ill t 1e masters or m1stres••CS Wit 1 w om came exists in 

perwnally into contact, though I am told by sev~ral persons, who teachers, but I 

I · l · · 1 · · · 1 d" • i.' • • d1d not obsen-e JaYe gt\'en me t 1e1r cn1 ence m wrttmg, t 1at ISSatlHactiOn exists it. 

partly (to quote the language of my intormant.s), "from mistaken 
notions as to their position in society;" partly from finding the 
children backward, their task irksome, and themselves thrown 
among people of inferior education to their own. l\Ir. Snell, the 
master of one of the best schools that I came across, the British 
school at East Coker, thus states his opinion:-" The best 
" masters are di~satisfied. They do not consider their remuneration 
" or thei1· social position commensurate with the importance of their 
" office, or with the quality of their education and personal ability." 
I should not say, from what I saw of him in his school, that 
l\lr. Snell himself shares these feelings; and I ~;hould be wrv 
wrry to think that they were general. If they were, seeing wh;t 
the wo1k is, and always will be, and how too it is always likely to 
be remunerated, I should at once throw mvself into the reactionan· 
views of tbo::e, who think that we are • neither employin(J' th~ 
proper instruments, nor training them in the propel' wa~·. I Social position 

free! y admit that the social position of Echool teachers, o'f the 01 ~tllteac1hers a 

I . II • d d l . 1 . d I ' cu tv. 
11g 1 y trame an cu tiYUtec ones, JS a great ifficulty even in · 

towns, and still more so in country village~. It is difficult to point 
to the class with whom they can associate at all, still more difficult 
to find those with whom they can associate with profit or pleasure. 
But there are other men beeides schoolmasters who haye to do 
their work in life under social disadvantarres, anJ the character of 
their work, if engaged in with an earnr's~ hearty purpo5e, ought, 
one would hope, to elevate them above morbid views as to their 
{Josition in society, as well as fortify them against any sense of 
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disproportion between the ta~k set before tl•em nud tbe C[ualitv of 
their eJucation and personal ability. In this the teacher's wot~k is 
like the pastOI''s, it is marred by self-con~ciousness. Thev only do 
it succes~fully who, finding a work placrd before them, a~cC'pt 'it as 
a leading of Divine Providence, and, "take the oversight thereof~ 
''not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy !ncr~, but of :1 

'' rt'ady mind." I only remember one instance in which a teacher 
seemed contemplating the adoption of anotl•er pt·ofes~ion, which 
might open to him a wide1· carc>er of advancement; and the 
managers were allowing him to ket'p tenus occasionally at Trinitv 
College, Dublin, in hopes that he might at last be able to proceed 
to his B.A. degr·ee. In two instances I found schoolmistresses, 
but I am sure only from the highest and lwliest motives, who were 
unxious to be engaged, as they thot1ght, still more fully in their 
Master's !'ervice, b,v unuertaking mis~ionary work in India. 

I heard, indeed, in several cases complaints of the arrogance and 
conceit of wnw of thc> predecessors of t l:e tc·achn~- wlwm I 
myself found in ch~trge of the sclwols, and it would L€' quite 
contrary to the ordinary laws of lmman 11ature if in Hl large a 
body of human llein~s such tempc·rs were not occasionally exhi
bited. Dut I believe them to be quite exceptional, and I should 
wish to bea1· my humble testimony to tlu:• very admirable spirit in 
which the great body of certificated teachers whom I l'ither saw 
in the course of thi5 iuquiry, OJ' have the pleamrl.' of being 
acquainted with elsewhere, are doing till' work to which they haYe 
been called. :Numt>rous ns were the schools I Yisited, I only came 
to ont:' where the teadwr was resigning his ~ituation· for rrnsom 
which, though not disclo~ed, ami which constquently I <.lid not 
think I had a right to inquire into, I couiJ yet eee from the way 
in which thf'v Wt"re alluded to were discreditable. 

Tbeadministra. It cannot,· I think, possibly bt> true-certainly I IUL't with no 
tion of the Go- 1 1 b J C ' 
vernment aid instance to prove it- that t 1e prospects, openel y t 1e onmnttee 
does not throw of Council to certifieatt•d teaehert:, throw difficulties in the way of 
difficulties in } } ' hi 1 l I J the way of en· private charitable persons, w 10, 1avmg esta is ICl st: 100 s, are 
gagingcompe- desirous of providing them with competent ma::ters, unle>i! it bt:> 
t~nt teachers. J h ' h in the rare cases of thosP managPrs " w, at t e same ume t at 

they wish to eno·a(J'e the serviCI:'S of a certificated teacher, refuse 
to placf' their scl,;ols in such relation to the Government as will 
allow of his reap in;.( the pecuniary benefit of his certificutt>. Unless 
they are prepared or able to place their· teacher by their prirute 
liberality in such a position as to be independent of angruenwtion, 
by raising l1is salary to the same poi~t at wl~ich it wo.uld stanJ i1~ 
an average inspected school with 1t-as 1s done 111 tLe boys 
school at Bosbury-they cannot reasonably expect him to sacrifice 
his temporal interests to grati(v t~eir theories, or eveu, ~fconscie.nct> 
must be needlesslv troublesomr. m such a mattt>r, the1r conscren
tious scruples. A. system being at work, wLirh ho!Js out manifest 
und substantial advantages both to teachers nnd to schools, I 
cannot choose to place mysdf in a relation adverse m· e~ternal to 
it, without paying for my crotchet to the extt:>nt to winch I am 
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influenced by it. In the few schools that at the moment occur to 
me, as e:xemj)lifying the, case of standing aloof, I know not why, 
from the system of Government aid, and being established by 
private persons, e. g. 1\Ir. Ricardo's school at Berrow and Mr. 
Hi()'rrinson's at Ted~Jtone 'Yafer, the teachers, though uncertifi
cat~d, are excellently qualified :fin· the work they have to do. 
"'ith adequate salaries I believe there is no difficulty in finding 
competent teachers; offering an inadequate salary, no one has a 
rio·ht to expect to meet with them. I do not recollect an instance 
ofa liberally supported school that was ill served. The labourer 
is, of course, worthy of his hire here as elsewhere. 

I frequently, howe\'er, heard a complaint of the difficulty of A diffi~ulty . 
· d · h ]" "bl I. t '1 1 h" · found m l!'ettiDg m ucmg t e most e 1g1 e uoys o accept pup1 -teac 1ers 1ps m male pupil· 

consequence of the scale of payment-; for the first two years (as it teachers. 

was asserted) being insufficient to provide them the barest main-
tenance, and several school managers recommended the adoption 
of a highet' scale, or else a redistribution and gt't'ater equalization 
of the payments of the present one. I should hope that the 
recent l\linute of the 26th July }8;j8, which throws open pupil
teacherships, of the rating and with the payments of the fourth 
year, to candidates above 16 years of age, will remove the grounds 
of this complaint, and form a valuable boon to schools. I certainly 
was unfavourably struck with the mien and tone of most of the 
male pupil-teachers that I saw, as compared with those of the 
other sex. There was a coarseness, a roughness of manner and, 
utterance about most of them, which was ungrateful to me, and, 
with the exception of two rather promising ones at Yeovil, I do 
not r<>membcr many that struck me as being quite the stuff out 
of which ultimately to shape an attractive and successful school-
master. Th~ female pupil-teachers, on the other hand, are as 
generally prepossessing. The ditEculty referr<>d to may account 
tor the difference. 

4. I pass on to speak of the fabric and internal arrangements ~chool bu!ld· 

of schools, which naturallv, though not to the extent which some t1~gs and lit-. •. ~ • mgs. 
people suppose, have a considerable mflucnce upon their efficiency. 

The new school buildings, not in external ornamentation, on Question if the 

which a good d<.'al of very q uestionaLle taste and of very unques- present genera! 
' bl • f 1 · h 1 1. • • 1 arrangeml'nt ot t10na e expense IS o ten uns ea, uut 111 mterna arrangements, schoolrooms i~ 

seem gradually approaching all to one type-that of lon('l' and the best. 

comparatively narrow rooms, occupied on one side thr01~o-hout 
their ,~ength by ~arallel desks. I confess that I ~hink the" p~·allel 
desk hobby, hke many others, has been overndden, Almost the 
whole work of the school is now carried on in them. I have 
alrea.dy said that I .think they lmve largely helped to spoil the 
readmg. I am afratd that they must bear a good deal of the 
blame attached to the bad writing of most national schools, which 
l1ad become sufficiently con~picuous to call forth a letter even 
from a Prime Minister. It rarely happens that they are wide 
en~ugh apart to allow the teacher to pass f1·eely behind the pupils, 
wlule engaged with theit· copylJooks, to supervise their perform-

YOI,. II. , G 
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ances, or correct any mechanical faults in the execution of it. I 
seem to prefer the old Driti~b and Foreign School Socidy's 
arrangement, in which tl1e room being wider in proportion to its 
length, and the parallel desks being placed at one end, aml perhaps 
the gallery at the other, there is an unoccupied area in the middle, 
where the classes can be deployed for drill, or arrrrrerrated for 
' ' d' 'b d r h d O·:> 

0 
smgmg, or 1str1 ute 10r t e rea inf{ le>ssons. 

Stateoftheap· In the good schools there is generally a i'ufficiency of apparatus 
paratus. -in the inferior schools a lamentable poverty. One article, how

ever, that I never remember to have seen, and wl1ieh appear:; to 
me absolutely necessary for the comprehension of geographical 
phenomena, is a globe.• Such a thing might be in stock; but, 
if so, it was stowed away out of sight, and, li!.:e most things in 
that category, soon became out of mind. 

Many modern A great many of the new schools, however, in Epitc of the pre-
schools badly f ] l ll' 
built. tentipusness o t teir arc 1itectura 1catures, seem to be inf.mwu61y 

built. The Scudamore schools at Hereford, a costly pile, I was 
told are falling to pieces; aml in the new schools at Orleton, the 
four walls showed an evident tendency to part company under the 
pressure of a ponderous roof,--a danger which, I fear, !~ad I.Jcen 
very .impet·fectly remeuicd by the introduction between each set 
of rafters of additional tie-beams, which made the roof, as yon 
gazed upward at it from the inside, look like an intricat~ timbet· 
cats-cradle. 

Often on un· Schools are often erected in verv ineligible situations. At 
suitable,sites. Chard they are, like the church aml parsoJ~agl', quite outside the 

town; at Yeovil, besides being- far from central, they are in a low 
and dirty neighbourhood; at lloss, they are in the churchyard; 
at Hereford, the Scudamore schools are in the skirts of a must 
demoralized suburb. Of course in towns there are difficulties, 
often insuperable, in the way of pt·ocuring the fittest site; but 
even in country parishes the same uifficulty exists fitr more fre
quently than could be imagined. At Ilo~rwithy, the ualous 
clergyman, who mainly supports the school at an annual cost of 
more than 401., cani1ot persuade any of the landowners to sell him 
a site that would be in the least comenient, and is obligecl to 
carry on the school in a rented Luilding, very ill nLlnpted to the 
purpose, but which has the advantage of beiug in the l1eart of the 
population. 

Playgrounds The playgrounds attached to the schools are of very slight 
not much used. utility for any purpose of recreation beyond affording a pbce 

where the children can be turned out between lessons to get a 
mouthful of fresh air. A solitary pole fot· a giant's-stridl' (at the 
time of my visit, which was in the winter, with the ropes generally 
missinO'), is the only feature to indicate that the grounu before you 
is used for purposes of play. In one or two places there is a covered 
shed, nominally for use in wet weather. The games }lluycd seemed 

· • There was a black outline globe, I olm•rvcd, at'Bridstow ;, but it was prrl'h~d upon 
a high win(low·shelf, covered with dust, ami looked~~~ though 1r wcr~ JlCWl'IISCll. 
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generally aimless, as though there were no one taking any intE'rest 
in them or directing tlwm-fot· good games need to be taught as 
well as lessons -and I do not think that the encouragement of 
healthy athletic sports, such as cricket, football, &c., has yet found 
the legitimate place in the education of boys of this class, which 
public school men would desire, who vividly remember how much 
it contributed to their own. 

As games of this kind are unsuitable for girls, they, or at any Girls not em· 
rate the elder onetJ, mio·ht find a little wholesome physical exercise, Pl?yhedb, as

1
they 

'] • • 
0 1 1 1 I 1 · k 'f l Jmg t e, n meanwln e, m cleanmg out t 1e sc 100. n t us wor , 1 proper y cleaning. 

superintended, they would acquire a good deal of knowledge that 
would pro,·e very useful to them when they come to be house-
maids, or have furniture to ke<:>p in order of their own. I often 
visit<:>cl schools when this so-called cleaning was going on, either 
at the dinner hour or when the school was closed for the day. 1 
do not remembPr an instance in which any one was present to 
overlook the children, or to see that the work was done properly. 
In most cases it was a mere scene of helter-skelter, dust, mess, and 
confusion, and, as it seemed to me, a valuable opportunity for 
giving a little inclu5trial training was thus thrown away. 

In fact, the general appearance of school premises, both inside Ge~e~al want 
and outside, did not give the impression that the spirit of neatness oftuiioess. 

presides over them. Here the plaster is all battered off tile walls; 
there the playground, a deep red clay, is one sea of mud, and you 
hare to walk on tiptoe to reach the door; elsewhere, some score of 
panes of glass are broken in the windows, and the vacuum is filled 
up with particolourcd patches of papet·; in one case I noticed 
obscene words pencilled on the very entrance door, which the 
teachet· t)1erefore must have before his E'yes every day, but which 
had not been removed. In a school in Somersetshire, about 
eighteen months ago, I observed that the parallel desks were made 
of American birch, French polished. I expressed surprise to the 
manager, who was at my side, at tile phenomenon, and my fears 
that unde>r constant dailv .use thev would soon spoil. "Spoil, 
sir," he replied; "we wo~lcl not h;vc anything here that would 
not spoil." And I think there is no doubt that even children 
take pridP. in keeping good things in nice order, when they have 
once been taught and have felt the ph:asure and comforts of tidi-
ness. At any rate, the Frenclt polished desks were as bright and 
s:ainlrss as the furniture in any gentleman's dining room. Each 
gtrl was '?ade responsible for het· own. I should say that the 
sn1aller village schools generally contrast advanta()'eously in this 
respect with the town schools o1· the larrre na~ional schools. 
Sc!JOols, such as those at Monkland or M~dresfield, are quite 
patkrns of order, as well as of a good many things besides . 

. As I am speaking of desks, I may mention that I found 
Se\·eral Echoolmasters preferring the flat to the slopinrT. Those at 
the school at Admiston \vere of that kind-indce"d had been 
altered to their present shape; alHl the master thourrht the 
children wrote, in cons<:>qucnce, in a better position and with more 
freedom. I was surprised to fiud the notion existing, as I had 

0 2 
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fancied that tl1e superiority of the slope, both in respect of 
physical considerations,. ~s preventing stooping, and as gi\'ing 
greatet· mechanical fac1hty to the penman, was univer~ally 
admitted. 

No specialty in There is Yery little calling for special remark in r0rrard either 
the arrange- l f l b 
ment of class?s. to t te unangement o c assl's or the supply of books ar1d school 

materials. In far too 1.nrmy schools, the "higgledy-pigglecly" 
arrangement st1ll prevmk Indeed, this is the general feature 
where the monitorial system of llell and Lancaster, backe(l up 
by the classes-in-square systt'm of the National Society, the whole 
under the guidance of an untrained immethodicul master or 
mistt·ess, holds its ground; nnrl where a better arrangement is 
adopted, it is so uni\'ersally of the same character-that approwd 
by the Committee of Council-as to present no marks of notice~ 
able specialty. I have already said that the s~·stcm which I believe 
has the sanction of the British and Foreign Sthool Society appt'ars 
to me to possess several ,·ery conspicuous advantages. A school 
in my own neighbourhood, at lippl't' Wallop, in Hampshire, fitted 
up in this way, with parallel de5ks on a graduated platform at 
one end, and a gallery at the other·, the area between being free, 
and a curtain, when needed, diYiding the room into two, the 
length being about 4,j feet, and the breadth 20 or 22, ha:; always 
struck me as presenting a model of working arrangement>. 

!~i:s~fopen The high pitched open roof.,, which have come almost univer~ 
sally into faohion, though doubtless the most picture~que, have 
several serions disadvantages. They are bad acoustically, almost 
always generating an echo i and they ofier only too sl'cure a 
lodgment fm· inaccessible masses of dmt nnd cobwebs, which do 
not form an agreeable object to the eye. In most cases, a ceiling 
thrown across at the level of the purlins, nllfl therefort' snpposing 
it to be 12 ft•et·to the wall plate at an elevation of a1out J5 ot· 
16 feet f1·om the floor, would be a great improvement in respect 
of the vibration of sound, while it would he high enough to 
1111swer all the purposes of ventilation. 

b
l'hekreading 

11 
In supplying tlwmselves with hooks, the schools St'em to follow 

oo s genera y I • ] • 1 1 Tl 1 
in use not of a one another a most enure y 111 t 1e same trnc ,:, 1e supp .V 
good class. seldom goes much beyontlreading hooks; and there those issued 

by the chief educational societies, particularly the so-called 
"Irish" books, form the ~taple of the stock. I think it a pity 
that the generality of reading books are not a little more interest in.(! 
and a little less instructh·e, In tbe Iri,h books, with which I 
am most familiar, in almost every volume of the series, besides 
the desultory and discursive charactct' of the contents, the 
children have to wade through many dreary pages of unsystema
tized scientific lore, giving wry little scope to the gract•s of 
emphasis or expression, and sorely bewildering, I should think, in 
their direct action on the brain. I question whether there would 
not be more life and animation in the class, if tuey had a dozen 
"Hobinson Crusoes" in theit· IJancls, instead of a dozen " Fourth 
Irish books." 

·~enrarely I wns sotTy to fin(l tbnt it is so seldom the <'l\5tom for the 
ir books. 
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chilJren to bm· their own cb~s bookil. or to !cam home le~som. 
The Blue Coat' School at Herefl1rd. in. this as in a !:OOd manv 
other pl1i:1ts. comtitutes a farournble exception. Erer~· child tha·t 
you ml't't rtoin"' to that ~rhool has his little bundle of l~1ur or fhe 
books strapped together in his h:md, and this wry symptom pre
pare:- you for the hi;::her amount and greater bre.lllth of intel
lectual cultiration that makes the school remarkable. 

I hare preriousl;- remarked on the deficient supply of arpliances S.tN'k of books 

f l . k' d • I . . .: t' h d . ,I , 1 1,· d . . and arpararus o t ns m m t 1e lD!lJOI•tY o t e en .otl e, ~c 100 ::-., an 1n m!ln~ ot'\~n deficient. 

parochial schools of the ordinary type thin~s are not much better. 
My eyes f1ll uron one extreme case in my note bl)Ok. In a 
Herefvrd~hire school, with l(i children on the registe1·, I find that 
the 8tock of religious reading books comistel of '' t.'mr torn 
Bibles; there are no teHa.ruents, and the de~ks are in a. mo5t 
~hah condition.'' XuthinQ" is f:a.id of books of secular imtmc-
ti,)n; but consid.:Ting the ~tre~s tbt is gener:1tly bid upon the 
rcli;ious element, it is hardly likl'l." tl1at the ordinary bws of 
proportion in this c:1~e would be ~J ::igr.a.lly rewr~(.J. I :-lwuld 
:hld, tbt the rua:;ter was freshly eorue, and the clergyman's he.1lth 
was so fee~le th:H he could hardlr ever ~et to the ~cLool. I do 
not mean, therefvre, that my description is t<> be t:lken as repre-
~l'Dtin~ tile normal state of things, but simply as furni~hin~ an 
instructin:- example of what a school may rapidly be reduced to, 
in the absence of watchful ~upt'rYi~ion and kindly interest. • 

YII. l"nder the heads of the Efficiency of School::, and the Subject matta 

Cl f .. 1 1 I' 'lJ' d 'I .. 1 \ ,. I l ofroucation. 1aracter o ~c wo )Ul · mgs an _, atl'na • pp.1:mces, 1:n-e 
anticipa:ed much of what I m;~ht :my npon the t"ubject matter of 
education. I hare mentioned the books that are in most general 
mi:', anl the le~sm1s that appeare\l to rue to be given most success-
full.r. I rarely, if ercr, ohH·rred any attempt at Faradt- or showiness 
in teachers; and in the larger proportion of the good schools the 
inmuction gin'n is both meful and sound. The aim of teachers Ch.tracteror 

generallr, bowerer, plainly i5, r:.1tber to impart in~truction than to in>:rn
11

.:-tion ~· 
• . • ner.1 I' pnm. 

dHelope mental power; to teach a grren subJect accur:1tdy, rather · 
than to train the intellect to teach itselt: It is my deciJL'd comic· 
tion that the pupil5 who leave our be5t dementary schools, if the\· 
reflect upon their intellectuul condition at all, will ft'el them~ehds 
comcious of the posse:;sion of J.nou:!t-d:Je, much more than (lf the 
pom·•~ion of pou:cr. I doubt if many of them, except those "ho 
have been pupil-teachers, would feel that they han~ the cnpacity 
to "teach otl1e~i also.'' I d_oubt, e,·e~, if they ha_ve the capacity 
to carry on the1r own educat10n, una~mtcJ, much lurthl'r. I thus 
account ior the retrograde condition in "hich arter one or two 
years' ab:;encc, they rfturn to the evening ~chool, nnJ f~)r the 
comparatire failure of literary in5titmion5, ~c:~Jing rooms., &c., as 

• The lll:l"l'r of a $Chool in Dnrsl'bhire an.! th~ mistr'''" l•f atw:ht'f in ~~·n~l'l'Sl't>Lir,• 
h.th cu:npl.lined to me of their >tort suprly of h,><,h. Th,,n- ,>as twtl;in~ ;in:r;,;.u in 
the compL~il~t ~ Lut in. b\.)th c-as.('s thL• u~an::~~\.·n h.ld bl:.l'u ptt,lni~ing .. ad,~lli-.ms to 
tJ:e ~l(\C~ fqf _tf.(' ~,~..:t SiX. lllc)llth:.. r.Hllcr (!')(.) L:r::(' a r)(.lrt)(ll\ \lf lh~ llr\1lt:;~ry ('hl~a's 
ht·~lll LIL· 1-.l .~.:aq;- tj::n \q~}1L'Ut the \t::"~- 1:1atc·l~~ti ''l~!l uhic:) his in~tru\~uon is to l'C 
(d.Trli:d C'll. • 
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an attempt to meet the intcllrctual wants of the worl,ill~ cb~ors. 
The inexpressive character of the readin~, tl1e unintdligr:nt way 
in which the Catechism is apprehended, the disproportionate scn~c 
of the value of doctrines and rules of practical life, tl.e imperfect 
conception of the importance of chronology as an c:lcmeut of 
history, the set mechanical manner in which arithmetical procc~scs 
are elaborated, the pupil's minrl newr seeming able to make a 
short cut for itself, the apparently superior attractin:nc:~s of 
geography ot· history to grammar, the strange inexf,Iicable 
blunders that one finds in an exercise nitten from dictation,• all 
are diagnostic symptoms of the Eame state of things, that the 
children's minds (to borrow a metaphor of the Dean of 'rc~t
minster), "are )'cser>oirs, not fountain5,'' recei,·ing what is poured 
into them from without (and tbat without much power of dis
crimination), not bubbling up nnrl flowin.~ onr with fresh spring3 
of thought from within, I <lo not mean that there are not 
schools, or that I did not see schools nnJ teachers, which have 
the power of awakening children to the pleasurable semation th<lt 
they possess minds as well as memories; but I am quite certain 
that in the majority of the schools tl1at have come unJer my 
observation there is very little attempt made to culti\'ate the 
intellect as a living, organic, reproJuctive power. 

"Object lessons," as they arc called, arc rarc·ly gi,·cn in rural 
schools, nor can I imnQine that, if ~iven, unleEs bv such a teacher 
as 1\Ir. With, of the Hereford Dl~e Coat Schooi, they would be 
very successful. :\Iany of tho~e that I haYe htard in the course 
of my life, for I heard very few in the course of my tour, con
sisted of little more than an explanation or illustration of sundry 
scientific, or semi-scientific terms, "opaque,"" transparent,'' "gl u
tinous," &c., &e., which, however appropriate to describe the 
properties of certain object~, lie entirely out of the range of the 
ordinary rustic's vocabulary, and which, if he attempts to u.;c, as 
he has very little idea either of their orthography ur ct~·mology, 
he will probably, like Mrs. :\Ialaprop in the pby, transform in a · 
way that will be more ludicrous than edil)'ing. At any rate I am 
quite satisfied that the agricultural mind generally is not ripe for 
deriving benefit from object lessons )'t't. There are neither the 
teachers to give, nor the pupils to reccivt>, them. I bciit>ve that 
it would be found that it is a very small proportion of the schools 
in which they are even attempted, even of the schools in which 
the teachers 'have been regularly trained and arc certificated. 
We must get our reading, writing, unJ arithmetic, taught "with 
strictness and accuracy," -and people, who are frightened at the 

• To illustrate the amount of "rammar that is known, e1·en in S<llllt' of the bL·st 
schools, I mav ml'ntion one under" a hi:rhly certitkated ma.>ter, 1rherc the• boys in the 
first class being asked to what part o( speech the m•rds "one~:·" twice," lldon;rcd, 
replied successively, adjective, noun, vcrll, before they ~ot ri;.rht. In a school at 
l\Iah·ern, ha1i11" set an exercise for dictation, in "hich th~ wui<ls "I dL•tcmlined to 
illustrate" occ:rn>d, when I looked at the :>latl'S I only fuuml OllL' d1ild who had writtL'll 
them correetlv, and by some of the best the second nru 11 as metamurphosed int<' "hi! 
is strairrht •' ''till is strairrht," &c., while, in spite of the l'~istencc of an "lllustratcd Time> 
and" IDu~trated Londo~ News" in many a shop winduw, not a child in the cla>5 knew 
or at least could tell, its meaning. · 
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pr<';:rc-~ of e.:l~h\ttion~ ma:r-T be rc·aEsurcd b)· l1caring that we 
klrc' not 'r'Jt so fJt' as that nt,-bcfore it will be safe to ad\'ance 
to atmhit~~ loftier and mor"c ambitious. Seeing what I ha\'e seen 
oft he condition of thr bnlk of rural :;chool~, 1'nv estimate of the 
wisl1,)m of their teachers wouhl e:nk considerably if I found the 
object lc350ll occupyin.; a frequent or a conspicuous place in their 
time table~. 

'nen ::peaking of the causes of the n·:m-attendance of children, Chacacte~oftbe 
I d. c 1 l I l d'ffi 1 I . h . d teht!lOUJ 111 tscusscd more or e~s comp etc y t 1e 1 • cu ty w 11e 1s a.sserte stru~tion. 
to exist in de~·tling with parents whose rc·li.;ious opinions differ 
from those of the school rnannzers. I said, that from all I saw 
anll heard I wa~ conYinced that' the amount of the difficulty wa..:~ 
infinitc3imal: that it SC:'.rcclv <kstrYC<l tO be considered as a diffi· 
cu]ty at all .. I am rerv far i'J:om mcanina-, howe,·cr, that the cha-
ract~r of tl~c rc·:i!!iom i'mtmction, or, if tLe term is pn·ferred, tbe 
dcnomiJJaticnalis~n of the Echovl, is a mattc·r uf iudiHcrence to the 
rn:1nJ:rcrs. In the Dr!tish schocls it i;:, of course, more neutral 
than iil othCI's, but even there it is lar~dy modified by tLe personal 
opinions of t~lC maste~·, and thc choice of l1im dl'pcnds tlpon the 
prl'railing local influence~. Thus, at Lyme, Dorche5tcr, Chard, 
1l05s, tLe rcli!!ious te:8.chinrr woulll prohauly be more or less 
co:ourcd with the tint of D~pti~t opinion3; wl1ile at Ea~t Coker 
and AJrui::t.:Ju, whcrc, in each case, the master is a churchman, 
and the Echool is visited by the parochial clerg-yman, the tone 
of tLc instruction wuulJ be· nearlY illcntic:1l with tl1at in a more 
di~tinctin:ly Church of En;;hnJ school. Of course no catc· 
cbi!m is tJ.n~.::11t or dcnc,:-:1inational fvrmul:ll'v is used in British 
Ec!wols; but the master of that at Lyme vtr)· candidly admitted, 
that the ncutrd tbcory of their const:tutio:1 is a moral impossi-
bility, and tlwt every man in teaching so solemn a matter as 
reli.~ion, whc·re Joctrine i:; so intim::.tcly blent~cd wirh practice, 
and practice w nece~o:u·ily imolrc:. doctrinC', mu~t teach, if he 
te:~.cbc:s earne~tly, wlwt l1e himsdf JX·rwnc.lly belien·s. In tl1e three 
school~ in Hercford31Jire, cnduwt:d by t!H~ late Lady Southampton, 
tLe pre:;cribd basis of t!Je rdigious instruction i5 "the Articles 
uf the Church of Lnglancl Cah·ini~ticully interpreted." The 
n;;wn~cmc;-)t of these schools is ve~tcd in a single trustee, a 
cl~:rt!yman who re~illes in anothe:r part of England. From wl1at 
I s:tw of tLc tc-acbers I shou!J conclude, tl1at in one case the 
terms are ri~oron&ly complied with, in the other two less strictly. 
Two 0f the teachers were dissenters, one wa;, a churchman. The 
Homan Catbolic school at Ddmout, llfar Ilcrcford, admits th~ 
c!Jil<lren of Prc,test:mt p:m·nts, and 1 am told on the distinct 
1Jledge of not intcrft:ring with tht·ir Ttligious opinion:;; and there 
wcr~: Prote~tant5 children being iustructed in the ~chool of the 
~::tme pH~u:1';io!l at Axmin;,tt:r; but one may b<:• quite eure that 
tl1e rtligic·u~ teacLing of ltoman CutholJc chiltlren in tho~e 
sdwols is \·cry distinct and po~itive. And I am quite s;:tisfied, us 
the n:-sult of \'c-ry can·ful inquiry, tl1at in Chuoch of England 
ec!Jc.ol~, tl1c managers, wl10, in nine c.lw> out of tell are tlu:• paru· 
chial <:kr;;y~ tLough ~howiug no wi~!1 to prusel~·ti~e, ancl still 
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less to ,·iolate comcicntious £Cruples, are not prcpare:d and wonld 
not consent to sacrifice the distinctirc tcac1Jing of the Church's 
formularies, as the characteristic feature of the n"li~.;ious inqruc
tion, for any consideration whatever. ~ot that I 'obserwcl anv 
sectarianism in the teaching of the,e ~chool.:. The catechism r~ 
taught dogmatica!Iy, not controversiall.r. Tbt> children's minds 
are not imprcgnatt>d, at that early a;;t', with the bitterness of re
ligious difference~, the odium theolo~icum, Lut are ~imply in1loc
trinated through the medium of the catechism with tl10•e primary 
truths about their privileges, their needs, th~:ir ldp~, tbeir dutic•, 
which, in the opinion of churchmen, a Chri>tian man ou~ht to 
know and believe for l1is soul's l11?alth.* I am speaking of tl1c 
principles that go\'ern manngen and their constitut;onal inBuc11ce, 
not of the effect they actually prolluce, or tb.• de~rL·e in \\ hich 
they discriminate the religiou5 in~truction of tl1e school;. Thi•, 
of coursC', like the secular instructiOI;, is given with intinitely 
varying measures of intelli;:rcnce, nn.J corre~pondcntly various 
measures ofsucce~s. In some ~chooL•, t[Uitc of an unpretendin~ 
rural character, of wl1ich I would mention, a5 sample·~, tll(~ little 
school at King's CaplC', :'~Irs .• \rkwri,c:"ht's school at Hope-under· 
-Dinmore, and the school at ::ihobJon, the rcli:6ous knowbhe, 
while thoroughly tlistinctin•, was remarkably ac'Curatl• and go~ll. 
In others, I am afraid it must be ~aid in most, it was of that parrot
like description, in which t5ound is u1Jo,Ycd to stand fot· t:t:n;;e, 
which ~lr. Brooldieltl has lnnnoroush·, and with too much truth, 
portrayed in more than one of his ~eport~. Dut the important 
question i~, with a view to any lar.~e schemes of eclucat:,,n, m•t 
bow far the present type of n:ligiou~ ll-acbing is sati,factory-it 
"ill improYe, as other things ha\'e impro\·ccl, with the imprure
ment of teachers-but l1ow far those, in whose l1at1lls the nww~e
ment of elementary schools at prc:>cnt rcsiJ(·~. will accept anot~er 
type. We may drenm of a religious JllatlorD. on which all d,,_ 
nominations may meet; we may :;i;::-h lor a comprchen~ivc Cl'CL'tl 

to which all earnest reli~ionists may mb~cribe; 1•.c may picture tu 
ourseh·es a scheme cJf education 11 Lich. as dealin~ onlv with the 
elements oftJ,ing;;, might eliminnte point:" of diiTt:re'ncL', ;111J ntaia 
only those points of sub~tantial piety in which all gooJ men a~rce; 
hut they are but dreams nnJ pictun·s after all; and in tkalin.~ 
with the quc;tion practically, I am certain, from thP temp('r of 
men's minds that I found everywhere prevailing, you conlJ not 
throw overboard religious dit1i:rences without throwing orerboard, 
at the same time, nearly the whole of the machinery by which the 
work of education at present is being carrietl on. It must llt>l'cr 

be forgotten, in dealing with this (1uestion, by whom tht• \\'t)J'k i:; 
being carried on; who really gire the impulse, direct the llJOH'-

• :\ ui«c•ntin:! minifkr dedaimcd to me wn· ;tron:::ly, hut iu pcrf,·ct kindn''''· ahuut 
wh::tt he ('~llkd tht.: mt..t~rcnt.:--!1 and ~l\lntine..-s. nf th~ Churl'h eat~.·chi~m. and cnntra:)trti it, 
n:n· unfawHtrabl\·, :u rt.:::H{h richn('~" Df tt..1:-h:hin;, \\ ith the C.ltechi,m of thl• \\"l•stmin.;,t..._'r 
~;d,cs. It is ;tr.lilCC bow f.1r npinium di!i~r, a; to" h.1t rdi,;ioLls <lld may be l'Jlbi 
'"milk·· and" hrtt h.}aon;: ml:aL '' 
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mC'nts sustain the J10II'er. Thev are not the theorists in closets, 
nor tl~e orators upon platforms;' but the thousands of ministc.rs .of 
relicrion both those of the Church of England nnd those of dts-"' , . . 
semin()" commnnitie~, men, it may b(', often with narrow vtews, 
and u~able, perhaps not anxious,' to imbibe bt·oader onrs, but of 
undoubted zeal awl earnestness, who are sacrificing, freely and 
without stint, money, time, and !about· upon an object wbich they 
belie\'e to be valuable, simply ot· chiefly because it is religious. 
Hemove, weaken, dilute this predominant motive, and tbe whole 
existing framework of national education-for, thou~h somewhat 
amorphous, it is still national-would collapse and fall to the 
~'~'round. And the work of destruction woul<l not be compensated 
bv a bett€'r work of creation. A fairer world would not rise out 
ot' the waters of the deluge. If the existing system were sup· 
planted by a new ~ystcm, 1 do not know who, in the 40!:> pari~ht>s 
that constituted my district, could be foun(l to work it, when the 
ministers of religion should hav<.' cea~ed to con:<iucr it as a distinct 
branch of thr:it· own pastoral duties. \Yhatew·r bearing it IU:l.Y 

have on popular theories it is rigl.t that I should E>xprcss my 
honest and decided opinion, that an umlenominational ~cheme of 
education upon the existing basis of religion amongst us is im
possible. I have already avowed a similar conviction about a 
purely secular schE>me. 

VJII. I hare now aLTi\·ed at the last branch of the inquiry Rc~ultsofedu· 
which I was instructed to und<'rtake, and must endeavour to lay cauon. 

before your Grace and the Commissio1wrs the estimate which [ 
have formed of the results, moral and intellectual, of education in 
the district within whose limits the inquiry has been pursued. 

I. I have evPry reason to belie\'C that the value of a good edu- Yalue of good 
cation is becoming more and more apprf'ciated, not only by the cducat!on more 

I b . I h . . b b I I • apprcctat~d. a ourmg c asses w o are recelVIng, ut y t 1e cmp oycrs, who at 
lt>ngth see the advantage of it. Every farmc·r that I talked to on 
the subject admitted that he would rather ha\'e a cartt>r Ol' a. l?ailiff 
who could read and write, and keep simple accounts; and the 
whole body of guardians at Chard unanimously agreed that the 
prejudice against an educated labourer was t'apidly passing away. 
With mot·e scientific methods of cultivation, more intelligence is 
r€'r1uircd in those who have actually to apply them. It is as \\'ell 
that the bailiff should be able to rl'ad the instructions that arc 
sent with the steam-engine, or to register in a book the rotation 
of crops in each field. I have heard complaints that education 
had spoilt the race of domestic servants; but if the race is spoilt, I 
think the result is due to other causes than education,-to 
the love of change anrl locomotion generated by the increas('(l 
facility of communication; to the asscrtC'd crrowin<r insubonli-

. dl f'd '"' 0 
natwn . an O\'e p m ependence on the part of the risiug 
gf'ucratwn; to tlw larger demand for fcmall's in othrr C'mploy
ments, e. !J· glovin[~, which can be carried on in their own 
homes~ to the multiplied temptations to gaiety, which prove so 
attrat:tlve to the young; perhaps, aL;o, to a "TratC't' or lc~s disrup· 
tion of the ~ie that mcd to attach the s~,r~ant to Li.5 master, of 
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which the wlwle blame by no means lies on the servant's side. 
That, as education aclvancC's, servants who are contented to be 
treated as slaw•s should be less plc·ntiful than her<.'toforc ii! not a 
fact that ought to surprise, or cn:n sadden, am· one; nnd if in 
these penny-post timl's they do write ratl1c1' more Jc·tters than the it· 
predecessors did t11enty years ago, even if they he love-letters 
(which formed the ground of one lady's indignation, ns expreswJ 
to me), I think that education may bear the blame, without suf
fering much in consequence, in the eEtimation of dispassionate 
judges. 

The banefu.I. There is however a method of hirinrr sen•anB common in all 
customofhmug • ' . ' .V . 
servants at the midland counties, but less known l1l the south, which mu~t 
statute fairs. efl'ectually spoil them; and which e\'l'I'J friend of education, who 

is hopeful of its results, will wish to sec die a natural or a lcrri~
lative death as ~pcedily as po.~~ible. I refer to tlw abomiiuJ)le 
and demoralizin~ custom of mops or statute fair~. The custom 
itself, and the kind and amount of demoralization that nccessaril\' 
accompanies it, have been so fully dl'scrib(•d by the Hev. ~n~h 
Steplwnson, in a paper read before the National Association for 
the Promotion or Social Science, at thcii' Eel'OIH1 annual meeting 
(1858), that it is unnecessary for me to cntci' into revolting 
details. It is always difficult in England to break through a 
custom which, though thoroughly vicious, and perh:tps paw·d 
entirely from its original use, has got the plea of prescription ami 
antiquity on its side. It is not easy to sec a reason why the hiring 
of in-door farm-servants* sh1mltl stand on a di!Tcrl'nt Juotin~ 
f1·om the hiring of any other class of domestics; or," hy :t month's 
engagement should be found a :mfncicnt security for mutuJ.l con
venience in the one case, wlrilc a year's senicc is exacted in the 
other. From all I could learn, I bdic,·e that no real hardship 
would he oecasioncd to anybody, aml that the rdution between 
master and servant wonlu Lc materially improved; more conside
ration shown on one side, anJ a more willing service H'n(kred on 
the other; more value set on a good cbnracter, arl\1 mMe anxiety 
felt to retain a comfortable place; and an important social con
tract thus be rescned from its present accompanying circumstances 
of degradation, if, ns Mt·. :Stephenson sugge~ts, the law that 
governs farm se1·vants, as di:::tinct from other classes of doml'stics, 
were repealed, and the custom ol' hiring for a year, anJ the cu::;turn 
of holding statute~, were, happily for soviety, to expire togcther.t 

Unfavourable There is no doubt indeed that the moral and social results of 
antagonistic 
influ~nc~s. 

• I bl'lic\'C that they are only the indoor 'errants l'mplO)'L•d in the hoUSL' 1>r on the limn 
who arc hired at mop~. An<l this litct will account, p<·rlwps, for til~ non-L•xist<-nct• of 
the evil at least to anvthin" like lhl' mnw extent, in the soutlwrn L'ountit.•s, 11 ilc·n· (wilc·ther 
ti 1r guo:! or evil) thc'cush~n of taking scrl'ants ctnploycd in hmbandry into the till'lm•r's 
l!Ousc has almost passt•d away. . . . . 

t In ~uuth Wiltshire, Hampshire, Dorsl'!slmc, the thn'l' l'OUilt.tl'S wtth whtch I am bc•st 
accuaintcd, though on most farms there me a ccrt:un nulllh<'l' ol out-door ;\ervants, who 
:n·d hired fur the year, statutes, so lin· as 1 um aware, nrc llllknown. llwy arc twt. 
therefore, tll'ce~sary means to an end. At Wcyhill. litit·, in Hampshire, a p:ood many of 
t hcse annual contracts are made, but that is an ordumry lnt'lnc·;s tan·, and though, not 
improving the morals of the ncighbomhood-what titir do,s '?-pn•sents none of th~ 
special features of a stalulc. , 
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ed.ucation arc countcr:\Ctcd b\' innumerable unfcL,·ouraLlt' in
fluences. I ]Ian:: mtntioned dne of the principal ; the state of 
the dwellin[;s of the hbourin~ chmes! and the multiplication of 
place;; of l~w and Yicious amusement, are two others. It ought 
not to be thrown in the teeth of the educationist, that he can do · 
nothing, or next to nothing, to stem or turn aside the tide of cor· 
ruption which, as by a neces~:~.ry law, has, in every period of 
histon·, accompanied the progress of civilization. He quite 
admit~ that to chan~e men'i:! heal'tS, and ~o give the strength 
which re&ists temptation, transcends the power of the instrument 
which he profems to wiehl. He recognizes, as Socrates recog
nized, virtue not as a gift of nature, nor as a gift of education, 
but as a gi!'t of grace. But he is entitled to ~ay, that vulgar 
and de~radin~ t~~tes-anJ a pure> tastf' is a large element, or at 
least a._ stron~ stay cf virtue-arc more rare] y found in those 
wbos0 minds haw been culti\'ated, tkm in t!IosL• who have 110 in~ 
tdlectual resources; and that though it mu~t Le a hi~her power 
than his w!lich !'hall renew the heart, and purify tile desires, and 
strengtht::'n the will, yet is he in his 'phere, and in goNl faith of 
the> result, u·orkin6 tcith that po\rcr, ant! aiJing the mind of man, 
by its intellectual clcve!opment, to embrace the full proportions 
of that '"truch," which we know, on the authority of the Great 
Teacher," shall make l1im fi·ec-." It will also, I !'.{lpposc, be con· 
ceded as 1:n axiom, that that furm of vice "hich ~\ri:5totle denomi
nated bruti~hne5s, and of ,rJ1ich he saYS, that, whatever may be 
thought of it morally, it is by far tbe n~ost ftarful form soci~lly,* 
finds it3 mo3t congenial horne in tho3c whos0 low mental deve!op
mtnt oiT'ers no counterpoi~c to t!Je force of their animal passions, 
and 'IYbo~e purely phyEilal notions of plcasure can only realize 
themselw's in tLe orgies wbich civilization gathers round her in 
!1er train. And therefore, when one clergyman tells me that he 
finds the candidates for confirmation come to him better prepared, 
and another th:1t ll'SS wanton mi~chief iii committed in bis parish, 
and a relierin~ c,ilicer observes tl1at the manners of children are 
iwproring, '' ti1ey seem n;ore re5pectful ;" and a gorernor of a 
gaol informs me that commitments for trial ha\·e diminished more 
than half (in Do1·c:hester gaol, HO in 1857 against 302 in 1847, 
and 3C3 in ]8;J4); and I me:et with a troop of children in thci1• 

play-Lour ~s frank and easy in theiL· mam..~ers to a stranger as 
tho'e I accosted vn Lonc:bredr Green; or I contrast the tone de
meanour, and nry ph:~~iogn~my of children in the same place 
1\hen under cli~cipline and whm not; or I obser\'e the marked 
ci'l'ility and good mar:ners of a wlwle village, as at 11athon; or I 
remark the high religious tone of many of the teachers, and their 
con~cientious de\'otion to their w011: or I hear, as I heard from 
the clergyman of Gpper Sapey, of the wholesome influence carried 
by children from tlH~ school to their liOmes, and of the children 
thernsel'l'cs whose career he h:1s watched, turnin(l' out remarkablv 

' 0 • 

• Eth. Nicom. lib. vii., c. 6, extr. 
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well in after life, I am encouraged to believe that there is a ()'rent 
refining power at work, and at work with considerable succ;,,s in 
spite of social and economical disaclvant:-w<:s, and I recorrnize 
education, even in its pre5ent immature dc~clopment, as n~t thC' 
least operatire of the ingredients wbich constitute·, morally, " the 
salt of the earth." 

2. But I was warned by my instructions, that my opportunities 
of collecting information, bearing upon this subject, would be very 
limited, and that it was proposed ],y the Commissioners to pursue 
this part of the inquiry through othC'l' channels. I pa~s on, there
fore, to state, as concisely as I can, the facts illu~trating the 
intellc>ctual results of education which have fallen under my 
observation. 

The extension of cclucatiou h:1s certainly f:rroured the spread of 
taste, using the term now, not with reference to its moral tenuen· 
cies, but simply as implying a power of appreciating the Lcautiful, 
and as evidencing a certain amount of rcfitwHH:nt of mind. Con
gregational p~almody is wonderfully improved, and 8ecnlar music 
of a higher style is supplanting thl• dronin;; ditties which formed 
the " repertoire" of the rustic vocalist. At the boys' school nt 
Ax minster, undet' the admirable direction of the then ma,ter, ~Ir. 
l\Ingford, the singing was rcall.v exquisite, quite a treat to listen to: 
and at Leominster, Dushley, Eastnot·, Powerstock, and cL:ewhc>re, 
evident attention is paid to an accomplishment which ctrtainly 
refines and lnnnanizes, and may elevate. At Lyme, I f(mnd the 
boys in the school busily organizing a Landi at Powcrstock and 
Chardstock they have organized one; awl at thl' f(mnrr of tbese 
two pari:;hcs l found a cu:o:tom, which in my experience is quite 
uniq~!C, and might with vrry good <·(feet be imitateJ. On the 
~unday evening, nt G.::JO P.~J., the dnm.:h is lighted in nn itw:x
pcnsi\·c way; the clergyman and ]tis wife go down there; she 
presides at the organ; fifty or sixty p:1rishioners of all claN'~> anJ. 
ages make thcit· way then:• too, aml two bours arc ~pent clwrrfully, 
yet quietly and devotionally, in "~inging- amlmaking mclOtly unto 
the Lord." 1 was very furciLly impre-~l'll by the ~eeur. \Yhat 
was going on scrmcu so thoroughly and so unobjcctionaLiy to flll 
up an often remarked and often n•gretted void. 

Indeed in the whole of my inquiry I met with no place in 
which (as it seemed to me) there were so many healthy and 
cltcctive influeucc>s at wot'k, to hum:mizL', and, in the highest sen~e, 
educate the people, as in this Dorsetshirc villnge, out of which 
ten years ago as little good was cvet· expected to come as out of 
Nazareth in the olden time. 

I only found drawing taught to such nn extent, as to he likely 
to impro\'e the taste, in very few scboob. The British school at 
Ho~s is that of which I ha\'C the clistinctrst recollection. Dut a 
school of design has been opcnctl at Benford, where it c:m have 
no reference to mannf~etures, but is ~imply llSlcl ns an opportunity 
for cultivating ::t graceful acccnupli~lnne11t; nnd from a ~tatt:n:ent 
furnished to me by the master it nppl'ars to he pnpu!nr and tim nng. 
'.l'lle book-hawkc>rs also f1nd a demand existing, er~n in country 
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villages, for a better class of coloureu prints; and even beauty of 
outline is becoming undc>l'stood and appreciated by eyes which 
were once attracted only by hicleom daubs of red and yellow and 
blue. The walls of many schools are now hung with pictorial 
illustrations both of the Scripture story, nnd of scenes of every day 
life; and the childrens' eyes unconsciously acquire a truer sensl:l 
of proportion in outline and harmony in colour. 

The enormous circulation of cheap new:'papcrs is an evidence Educnti?n i~ 
that education is intellectually le::wenin.'! classes who, twenty tdelvl~loptng m· 

. . . ~ . e 1gence. 
years ago, were entlre strangers to tts mftuence. You w1ll hardly 
find a village now in which two ot· three nPwspapet·s do not cit·· 
cubte. At l\larden, near Hereford, I fell in with a very intelli
gent man, a nati\'e of Kent, but who had spent the last five or 
:six years in Canada (chiefly in building schools), and who was 
then engaged as foreman over the work of restoring the parish 
church, which had stood roofless for eight months and more. We 
went together to look at the new school, which had also been built 
under his supervision, and one of his remarks was," Well, sir, if 
" education goes on as fast for the next 25 years, as it has done 
" for the last, this eounu·y will be gt·eatly changecl. Why then 
" we knew nothing about wbat wus going on in foreign lands, or 
:' even about what was doing at home ; but now t>very man reads 
" his newspaper, and all the speeches of our great men in 
" Parliament. 'rhy, evE:'n here', Sir, in .1\Iarden, which I call 
" quite a dark spot, the lads ancl men all like to get hold of a 
'' newspaper, aud since I have been here, and have had some 
" London papers sent me, you would be astonished to see how 
" anxious they are to read them.'' 

It is true that the intellectual results of education are less sa- Lesscompletely, 

tisfactory than its friends coulcl wish them to be, becaUSE:', except however, t_han 
• r r 1 1 ]' · 1 1 b ] ) , coultlbewtsht>d, m a 1CW mvourel oca 1t1es, t wy mve a so ute y no opportumty because the pro-

of development. Even an efficient night t<chool at present is a cess ~ops too 

h 1 ,1' '• J ,ll I soon. rare p enomenon, am a reaumg-room lS mru y anyw 1ere recoO'· 
llized as an indispensable adjuuct to the educational appliances ~f 
a parish. Yet it is plain that both are required, if primary educa
tion is ever to pass on to seconclary, and if seconda1·y is to find 
scope for turning to account the talent which it has required. As 
it is, we create an appetite, aml then sufl'er the man to die of 
inanition. 

N.either th: lending library not• tl{e hook-hawket• adequately Insumciencyof 
furmsh what ts wanted. The warres of the lahouret· are too low prcscntattcmpts 

11 f • k' · 1 1 ° , to supplement to a ?w o Ins .stoc mg h1s s Je vcs ft·on~ the. hawkers pack very r.rinmry euuca· 

plentifully; wlule the shelves of the l0mlmg lrbrary ure sometimes tton. 

too dreary, sometimes too inaccessible, to be a suflicient stimulant 
to a nascent taste for literature. l\Iechanics' institutes and so-
('idies for mutual improvement have not thriven in the district 
through wbieh I .tr.avell\'d, mainly, I suspect, because they bave 
been ~1sed by a different class from tlmt for whose benefit they 
were Intended. They have commonly clegeneratec..l merely into 
news-rooms; and I attribute the paucity of workinO' men who use 
them to tlH~ discomfort of which every one is c~nscions, when 
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!Lrown upon a company with which he h:d no n:~tural or Eocial 
flffinities. Something which ~hrtll draw llc to like i> tLc> secret 
of success; as of clubs for the rich, so of reaciu~ room.> f~;r the 
poor. 

Advantage of I can affirm from my own experience tlwt the main temnce of 
fn~~:ead. a parochial readin~ room is not a very expensive bu5inc;s. 

Supposin~ that we can find a suitable room, and that there nre 
one or two wealthier people in the parish well d1:poseu enourrh 
towards the scheme to send down their newspapers for generall~C 
on the Eecond day, the annual cost need not exceed 51., ar.d i:1 a 
pnrish large enough to furnish ~.j members at Is. per quarter, 
half of the cost would be borne br the contributions of the mc·m
bers themselvrs. I am !"upposini that t:1e room would probaLly 
not be med in the two summer qu~1rters. 

I am acquainted with several raral parishes in my own neigll
Lourl!Ood, and within a few miles of me, that hr:e readinrr rooms, 
but I did not find one in the ui~trict witl1in wl~ich I pur;ued t!1is 
inquiry. At Sherborne, however, before Christmas, ~.Ir. Digby 
was fitting up, at his own cost, the b:~scmcu t oft he Town II,,}], to 
scrYe as a working man's reatli11.~ room, and I hope tkt it Las 

. been in ~ucces~ful operation before this. 
Thhe n

1
ighht- I am obliged to admit, thcn·fore, that the inte:llectud rc:;ults of 

sc ,oo t e great d . , 1 J · 1 1 1 
resource for e ucatwn are somc"lmat arne an Impotent, 1ecJ.usc t JC SUfT• y 
~mp1r1ovingalthe fails just too soon. I shall de::pair of st:cin~ an-r con~iderable 
tnte ectu re- • ']l } . I l ll .1· · .. suits ofeduca- Improvement t1 t 1e mg 1t sc wo 1:15 asmm~.:u 1ts proper po3ltl0n 
tion. and due development. At present, tl1e adults who frequent it 

come either to repair the deliciencie5 of early etlucation, or to 
recover what has been lost hy want of pract:ce, or tl•ron;h bp>e 
of time. Secondary education of the bhouring man, (·:s:ccpt in 
the languid classes of one or two mutual improrement societil's, is 
a phenomenon that I never obserrtd . .And tn'n the prim::try educa
tion of the night school, in most ca~es, is not much a~ore thP lcrel 
of what is being given to the third eLm of an orclinaril:· cfncil.'nt 
day school. The great dilficulty, a5 I SJiJ before, is not to find 
pupils, but teacht>rs. The help o:Tered by tbe Committl'e of 
Council is quite inapplicable to the ('ircumstances of country 
parishes. I ha>e already mrntioneJ that in the "llhole of my 
district, out of 1:21 night schools, I only f~)tlllU one-at Lymc
orO'anized in conformitv with the :\linutes, or availing it:e}f 
of~heir Lordships' aid. "In many caH'>, one has been started by 
the clergyman single handed, or with such precarious volunteer 
assist:mce as he could enli!t, and has been droFlwd again, became 
the aid fell o!f, and he founrl it too heavy a si.rnin upon his own 
una~sisteu strength and time. Thm, at .0lerriott, the Hl•\·, 
J. H. E>ans told me that in the winter of 1 S.JG-7 he haJ. a night 
school attended by 80 males and 70 females, three nights a week by 
the former, and two bv the htter, but that it had been nct:es5Jrily 
discontinued from simi,Ie want of te:1Chin;.r po·.rer, his certificn.teJ 
master not being allowed to be employeJ there. Itinerntin£' 
teachers, who should be t)JC common prujJ<-rty of two parisht?S or 
districts, and kE'Pp school three night; :1 wce1

; in e~,ch, haYe been 
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stlrr.~csted ns soh·in•r the difficult)'; but I did not meet with a 
\:'0 .., • 

case in which the e-xperiment had been tried, and there are obnous 
impediments in the way of its success. . 

I have a c:urrrre•tion of mv own to offer· at least I have never Sug-;resuo_n for 
" o:-o · • • ' • , placmg mght 

seen it offered e18ewherE'. I start wl!h the prmc1ple that the:- schools on a 
development of the nirrht school, the placinn- it on a sound and surer and more 

o · o permanent 
permanent basis-the making it a place where the education, basis. 

interrupted by the imperative claims of labour at ten, may be not 
only kept np, but pushed forward t!ll the pupil is ?freen-is or 
ouaht to be the paramount object of those who deme to extend 
th~ elementary education of the people. I consider that it demands 
attention more urgently, and will repay attention more largely, 
e>en than the day school. I should be prepared to sacrifice-if 
it were necessary to sacrifice-something of the efficiency of this, 
if by so doing 1 could secure the effic:ency of that. I think there 
is a way in which, if not entirely and in all places, yet to a far 
greater extent than we succeed in doing at present, we may 
secure this efEciency. The crucial difficulty is to get teachers. 
Tre must get them from tJ,e day scltool. There is simply no other 
source open to m. But bow get them? Everybody must admit 
the reasonableness of the rule of the Committee of Council, that 
te'achers of day school5, who, in alluition to fi>e or six hours spent 
in school, have another hour and a l1alf to spend with their pupil-
teachers per day, shall not only not be required, but :,hall not e\·en 
be allowed, to take part in the instruction of night schools. It 
would be too great a strain on their physical strength and intellec-
tual vigour if they were. Tbc work of neither school would be 
done well. I cannot, therefore, get teachers for my night !!chool, 
if the day school remains just as it i.5. I propose that it should 
not roo remain. I u·ould suspend the day sc!tool FOR THE AFT.En-

Nooxs of tlte four, if not the si.r, u·inter mont!Ls; from the 
beginning of October to the end of March, or certainly from 
November to February. ~Iy whole staff of teacher~, then, 
wl1atever its size, masters, mi~tresEes, pupil·teachcrs, liberated 
from their two hours' work in the afternoon, having all that time 
for exercise, recreation, private affair~, would be ready and avail-
able for two hours' v.-ork from 6.30 to 8.30 in the eveninn-. 

The sacrifice in the real powH and usefulness of ·the d~r school 
would be infinitesimal. You would still l1ave your three hours of 
forenoon -work clear. Those three hour5, well employed, are 
enough for most purposes of ordinary instruction. In tlJe 
majo1:ity of workl~ou:e scho?ls (of whose general dEcicncy I han~ 
already spoken), m mdustnal schools,* the clJildren rret no mort>. 
Anyone who knows much about the inside of schools \nows that 
the atmosphere, the intellectual atmosphere, of the afternoons 
is heavy, oppressive, somniferous. I feel pretty sure, that tl1; 

• :\Ir. Jones, uf Chardsto~k School, say! he will back hi> tlm·c-hour·a d:Jy "iudustrials'' 
for <]lll~km-,s of apprehensiOn an'l nm,:u:ll of knuwlc-J.~~. a,::lin,t any th·.--h, 1ut·a-da~ 
scho~,Jboys that he J:n•>w;; and I ha'·" nn duuut t!Jar he l•a• g,md j!tOIIIHi> J~r hi's 
cont;d~n<:e. 
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intellectual condition of schools would not retrograde if, for a 
third of the year at any rate, all the instruction were condensed 
into the three hours from nine to twelve (or, better still, pE>rhaps, 
from ten to one*), of the forenoon. 

Objection to the Objections, I am aware, will be started to the detail8 of the 
plan discussed 1 ''It " .'fi tl· 11 j " 1\.T '] 1 and removed. sc 1eme. 8UCil ce8 1e neec ewor ~. .~.., ot 11eces3an y. t 

may be made, and not perhaps without some advantages, a home 
lesson during the period of suspemion. The work may be cut 
out, and placed at school; stitched umlcr the mother's eye at 
home, and brought back for the mistre1'8's approval the next 
morning. In larger schools, where there is a sewinrr mi~tress, and 
perhaps a female pupil-teachel', the suspension or"the afternoon 
school need not include the girls nor children under eight years of 
age. I would only, in that case, set the malt> teachers and the 
bigger lads free. These lads, if it were thought desirable, might 
make up their fire hams a day by coming to school at night, 
instead of in the aftemoon. Tlu:y would generally be olll enough 
not to care much about eithe1· the time or the di::tance; possibly, 
might hare neighbours or elder brothers who would accompany 
them. Their labour, probably, will have been of some use to 
their parents in the meanw!Jile. You would perhaps secure a 
more regular attendance in the morning on this account. If a boy 
got 18 hours' schooling a week-for under this ~S,Y~tem I shoulU 
open school on Saturday mornings-it woulJ be as much as he get:., 
on the average of cases, now. ' 

Need not dimi- " But how it would diminish the capitation grant?" Not, if 
nish capitation the Committee of Council-as I have no doubt they woulcl, as 
money. they already do in the ca~c of industrial ~chools~woulcl recognize 

my three hours' schooling, under these circumstances, as a whole 
day. And, if so, the capitation grant ,,·ouhl be increased, instead 
of being diminished; for, thl' night school being thus ell'ectively 
organized, and put in direct connection with the day school, it 
would be claimable, under the l\linute of July 2G, 1858, lot' all 
scholars who completed the prescribed amount of attemlance 
there. 

Mistresses are " Dut how would yom scheme act in a parish where the day 
found compe- " ~chool was only under the charn·e of a mistress, wl1ich is the com-
tent to conduct ' ' , o , , 
night schools. " monest case?" Not so satlsfactonly, perhaps, as where a master 1s 

employed; but still, a mistress, with the clergyman to support het· 
and c~ompcl respect to her authority, would be _found in many 
instances to be a vet·y competent conductor of a mght school. It 
was a woman that I found conducting the night school at Nether 
Cerne. The young mistress at l\lappowder bad a private night 
school of her own. The mistress nt Donyatt another, attcndeJ by 
25 pupils. Both said they found no difficulty in carrying them on, 
though, in\ the latter case, there were quite big lads, and even 

• I call these "bdter '' hours, because, where tlwre arc pupil-tL'al'hcr>, the mustL•r or 
mistress would be ijble to «ive them their instruction, us wdl as to get all the morning 
school-work iu readiness, before school opcn~d. It is hard, I think, to expect masters, 
as some people seL'nl to !lo, to bL');ill work with their pupil-tca~hcrs at !lor 7 a.m. 
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grown up married m<'n (who were the. steadiest of tl~e party), 
amon(l' the scholars. An excellent netghbom of mme, long
know~ in Wiltshire as a successful educationist, the Rev. Rich:trd 
Webb, of Durrington, has had an admir·able night school of 40 
scholars at work durin~ the two last winters, which he leaves 
entirelv in the hand:; of his wife, who he declares keeps it in much 
better 'order thnn he could himself. The \'icar of Axrninster, a 
shrewd nnd judicious obser\'cr, sends mE' this reply to a question 
which I submitt\:'d to him about evening schools. "Evening 
schools," he sa\·s "are the most valuable rif all schools; and 1 
venture to tl1i~k that they are the schools to which attention 
should be most largely directed. For boys of 15 and upwards, 
and for men (especially for the rougher sort of men, "navvies" &c.), 
I fi11d the aEsistance of ladies very fat' more valuable than that of 
any men, even clergymen. It makes them in a very real sort 
gcntl._•nleJ1.''* 

I am inclined to believe that teachers g~:>nerally would like the Plan not likely 

plan. They would be thankful for the five or sill: hours which ~oi~het~~r~fr~~ar 
they could thus call their own in a wintet"s afternoon. They 
would finJ the burden of their work considerably lightened by 
being broken by this intervaL They would be sustained by the 
always pleasurable <"Onsciousness of increased usefulness. They 
would be encouraged by witnessing more permanent fruit of their 
labours. 

The nigl1t school, again, instead of being an additional expense, !'lo ~nanci~ob· 
ld b ' 1 '- f • A rl d 1 JeCtiOn to tt. won e an aetna source o Income. s no greatet· eman t 1an 

at present would be made on the teachers' strength or time, no 
increase of salary could reasonably be expected; while the fees of 
the ni~ht scholars-for the school should not be free-would furm 
no in~onsiderable addition to the fees of the day scholars; more 
than sufficient to defmy the cost of lighting. 

The two schools, again, being thus amalgamated into one, as far Woul.d ?bvia~e 
as the staff of tcac:hers is concemed mirrht without obiection be an ex•stmgdlffi-

. ' o J culty about the 
!wid 111 the same room, and use the s<~.me cl<~.ss books and apparatus. plac~ for ~old-
Undel' the prestnt srstem, an entirely new "plant," so to call it, lllJ:: the mght 
. f . d f' .I . 1 1 l ' • f school. -
1s o ten requ1re ur t 1e n1g 1t sc 100 , to av01d the collision o two 
co-ord:nak, but independent establishments. 

• I >uhjoin two other answers with which I have been favoured, to the same qucs· 
tion. 'I hey do not illustrak the >pecial point in the text-about the emplovment of 
fcm~le tcarhers-;-but they throw light on the ge~wral. subje~t. J. l\1, Herb~rt, Esq., 
to whose warm mtcrest the cxccll~nt schools at Goodnch cluefh· owe their existcnn· 
says, " 1 found an erc~ing school, which I started in the parish last winter, v~ry 
" pnp11lar, and product1ve of much good. I was, huwever, obliged tu discontinue it, 
" bd!lg' prevented by the Privy Council regulations from making use of the servicc•s of 
~ the sdwol;nast~r, and ?eing unable to procure teachers elsewhere. The great in-

equality of attawments m the scholars who attend, renders necessary a comparatively 
" larg-er statf of teachers than in an ordinary school." 

)lr. :,;nrll, the head master of the first-rate school at East Coker, expresses himsdf 
thus:-'' E\'cning schools are seldom successful, owin~ to the absence of comp~tcnt 
" superintendents. There IS very little difliculty in oiJtaining scholars, but very great 
" dii!icultics in procuring good teachers, good discipline and, as a comcqucnce, much 
" pro;rrcss. l am convinced that night schools have not vet had a fair trial. Tht•y 
" should uc made a permanent branch of every educationa"I establishment or sy;tem 
" with superior teachers, and recognized by the Prh·y Council. Till then, littll! benelit 
" will result from them." • 

VO~IL H 
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I have now launched my project. I had not rll?veloped it evC'n 
to myself before my inquiry was completed, and tl1en:fore I l1acl 
no opportunity of collecting opinions a~ to its advisabilitY. It 
must make its way simply by the amount of a3sent tlir1t it c:1n 
command on the score of intrinsic reasonabltnes,;, But, whc:tllcl' 
it be accepted by the Commis:;ioners or not, I am quite certain 
that there is no bram:h of the great suhject of t'ducation mo1·e 
deserving of their attention, than the question how be~t to extend 
and improve night schools. 

Lectures not I attribute very little efficacy to lectures. TI1PV do not attrad 
effective as in- h k' 1 d 1 • c 1 ] ' l struments of t e wor mg c· as>es j an t 1ey are tal' too < esu tory anc un-systc-
iiec?ndary edu- matic, even when arranged in wliat is called" a course,'' to do 111uch 
catwn. good to any class. As a rule, they have hardly l)('en attempte·l 

Present intel
lectual results 
of education 
unsatisfactory. 

in country villages, anrl if they were, as generally delirend, tlll'Y 
would be, as caviare to the multitude, quite un~nited to tl1e ta-te 
and comprehension of those who would compose the auditory. _\.t 
Hazelbury Pluncknett, near Yeoril, where popular sciC'ntific kc
tures had at one time been given in the schoolroom by the en,·r.r..:etlc 
and zealous clergyman, I lound tlH1t at tht> date of m:> ri-it a 
much more appropriate practice had been substituted, the huldin;.;·, 
viz., of a sort of conversazione in the :-:choulroom once a wvck, 
which is attended by all classes in the village, and where subject' 
of common interest are discussed, questions a~kcd and ansln'l'e,], 
free expres~don of opinion allowed, and an amount of social inter
course generated, which cannot be otherwise than prolluctire of 
wholesome results. 

It must not be thought, howevE>r, from thc•c stntements tl1:1t I 
rate the intellectual rt>mlts of our prrscnt sy~tem of ctl\ll·;ttiPn 
very high. On the contrary, I am sure that they arc mi~,·rably, 
most discourngingly, low. One is almllst tempted to gin' up tho 
work as hopeless when one sees how little fruit it bears. Tl:r, 
f<lilme, inueed, is marked enough to gire just came of triumph to 
the gainsayers. Everywhere one meets youn~~ fellows in tlw lid.!, 
whose hrads perchancC' were once decently ~torctl with scrap.~ of 
useful knowledge, but have become aftct· the lapse of three or font· 
years n. perfect vacuum again. Ilow sl1onhl it be othcn1 i~l'? 
How would it have fared with the best instructed among onr.,cln· . .; 
if our education, always desultory and continually interrupted, 
hau abruptly terminated when we were ten years old, and we had 
had parents who could neither read nor write, and out· stock of 
books at home had consisted of a bible and prayer-book and t1ro 

or three dull tattered tracts or odd volumes, and no opportunity of 
subsequently improving ourselves had C\'er fallen in om way r 

The reproach of this nm~t not entirely fill upon om· systl:m of 
elementary or primary education. I have all along bornt:> wttnc'is 
to the efficiency of that system when it is workl'd with ordi.nar.\· 
zeal and onlinary liberality. No doubt, there are pl~nt/ ?f h<Hl 
schools, not because the systt>m is faulty, but because Jt 1s m tlw 
hands of narrow-minded or niggardly administrators. A bat! 
school in a parish is a reproach, not on the system, but npon 
those who live and those who, whether they li\'e or not, ha\'e 
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property there. A bad school is schlom the only evidence of illi
beralitY. You crenerally find it in compam• with a bad church, 
bad c~tta£res, w~h ewrnbin~ in fact that betokens the absence 
of public ~spirit and th~ abn~gation of social responsibilities. It 
is man·ellous what a correct index I almost uninrsally fuund the 
state of the school to be of the reported state of the parish ; and 
the state of education, of the state of morals. All would be in 
perfect keeping; in entire harmony: aye, e\'cn to the very 
characte1· of the squire, the parson, the farmers. 

The reproach of the svstem is in its incompletene~s. It is not How much of 

d c · · · • • b · 't .I It d 1 the reproach has ftect:re Ill lts prnnary stage, ut lU 1 s seconuary. ea s to be borne bv 

f.1irly with its pupih, while it has them in hand; but it docs not our present sys
keep them in hand long enou!,!h. It makes no provision either ~f~.ofeduca
for the use or for the retention of what it has bestowed. It 
trusts to children of ten years of age being sufficiently alive to 
the nlue of education to keep up their knowledge for themselves; 
or to parents who, like the six ~core thousan:l per:::ons at Xineveh, 
,; c:~n fCl'haps hardly di:cern between their right hand nnd their 
"left,'' ha,·ing erudition enough to set them copies and hear them 
read o'nights at home. For the year.o longer those boys and 
girls ought to be at school ; if not in a day school, then in a 
ni~ht school; if not for the whole year, at least for the winter 
months. A.nd then, when you have educated them, you must 
gi"e them opportunities of using their education. And so the 
day school mu5t be followed by the night school, and the night 
school be Eucceeded by the reading room. To stop short of this is 
to bave your organization imperfect, and your t·esult n failure. 

IX. I ba\'e now travelled, I fear somewhat discursi,·el\', throurrh Summary of 

the series of phenomena that I was directed to in,·esti~ate: at~d, P1ra~ticai con-
\,_.. ~ C U:,IOOS. 

before proceeding to recommend any me<lsun's which hare !>truck 
me as likely to facilitate tlw extension of sound and cheap 
t:"lcmt-ntary education in an agricultural district, it may be con
venient to state the conclusions at which I have arri\·ed, and 
which I have endca\·our.::d to express with the required fulness 
and accuracy in the foregoing pages, in a more compact and 
summa!·): form. They are embraced in the twenty-one following 
Propo~ltwns :-

1. That the work of elementary education is making steady, 
hopeful, and in some places even rapid progress, but that it rarely 
traveh much beyond the first stage. 

2. That, in spite of places still lying in uttc1· darkness, and of 
otber5 "here tbe means of enlightenment employed are neithet· 
wry judicious nor very successful, there are rural schools which 
are not only efficient, but as efficient as schools similarly circum
stanced can be reasonably expected to be ; that in them the 
~tan~ard of possible education in its primary stage has reached its 
ma.xmmm. 

3. That the grfat source of non-efficiency in schools is the 
\\·ant of adequate funds pre\'enting the employment of competent 
teachers i and that this want is not to be attributed at all to the 

H 2 
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poYerty of parishes, but to the lack of interest eYincecl by (in 
most cases non-resident) proprietors.* 

4. That the non-attendance and irregular attendance of cllildi·en 
in agricultural districts originate almost entirely in the l0w rate 
of wages compelling parents to use thl"'ir children's labour the 
moment that it becomes marketable; and thnt, not so oftrn in 
regular as in precarious employment; and only in the rarrr c;:::ocs 
can they be sec down to apathy and improridencr. 

5. That all the difficulties which surround the attcncb.nc·c> of 
children d() not prevent the efficient school:; from bt>ing full ; 
that these, therefore, may fairly be considt'red to h:ne solred and 
overcome them; and that the great object, consc>quPntly, to aim 
at is to place all schools in a state of efficiency. 

6. That an increal>ing value is being set by parents on a good 
education; and that the standard by which they measure the 
worth of what is offered to them under that name is on the y,-!Jole 
a sound and pr::tctical one. 

7. That there is a very earnest and ~prcading desire bn the 
part of young people whose primary ccluc;ltion has bet•n neglected 
or interrupted to use any opportunities of self-improvement that 
are subsequently placrd within their rec:ch; that night schools, 
therefore, are almost uni\'ersally popular. 

8. That the pre5ent system of education is incomplete rr,t!ier 
than efficient, and requires to be supplemcr.t<·d in its St'cond 
stage, rathet· than reorganized in its first. 

9, That, to this end, the development of ni;::ht schools, and the 
addition ofreading rooms, are required to complete the iclea of an 
education that shall furnish a supply adequate to tht' demaml. 

10. That it may be hoped that parishes \Yhich are now in
different to a great claim will not contentedly Eit do\nJ aml see 
themselves lel't, with an unenviable notorietY, in tl1e rear of an 
acl\'ancing civilization; and tl1at there is certainly nothing- in lite 
necessities of the case to oblige the administrators of central nill to 
lessen the chance;; of stirring up local liberality by making 
concessions to exorbitant demands. 

11. That the t>xisting type of education is es~entially religious 
and denominational; and that there appears to be no pro•pcct 
of any widea· or more comprchensiw scheme being worked suc
cessfullv. 

12. 'fhat the machinery set in motion by the Committee of the 
Pri\'y Council has given an enormous impulse to elementary 
education; and that, though somewlnt wanting in elasticity, and 
safely capable of expansion without endangering its func1:1lll('l1ta1 
principle, it has securely established itself in the fa,·our~lble 

• The onlv case in which I should admit the pl~a of poverty in a p3ri;h is, when a 
parish of sn1all acreage is surrounded by several "close'' p.1rishes, "l;kh dri' ~ their 
poor into their more open neighbour. In S!JCh parish~s, I am aware, that the po•>r-rate 
l'Ometimes eats up nearly all the rent. In all othvr cases of merely small pamhc•, there 
is a clear l,OOVl. or 2,0WI. a year going into 'somcbody's pocket, so that there can l~ no 
real ponrty. 
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opinion of all the most earnest and sagacious promoters of 
education. 

13. That private elementary schools, and endowed elementary 
sclwols, :::peaking generally, are not in a satisfactory condition; 
but that under both heads there exist so many useful and even 
eflicient schools, that it would be both unfair and untrue to throw 
them as a class under any one gencml term of description. 

l-1. That trained and certificated teachers, as a rule, are far 
supC'rior to those who have not had the advantage of the former, 
and do not po~sess the. qualification of the latter; but it is a rule 
,v]Jich has many exceptions; and the t1·aining college~ though it 
can develope nnd direct, cannot gi\·c that natuml aptitude and 
ability which is, after all, the highest qualification. 

15. That the great deficiency in public schools, particulal'ly in 
small unassisted public schooh, is in. teaching powe1·; and that 
eren the smallest numbet· of children necessitates such a division 
of classes that it is rare to find ,.. leacher with sufficient method 
to instruct each thoroughly ; and that, as a consequence, the 
condition of the lower classes in lllOSt public schools is not 
sati~l~1ctory. 

16. That the time lost in the lower classes is the great cause 
of children's education net being mo1·e ad\·anced when the time 
comes for their withurawai from school; and that this time, iu the 
case of boys, must be fixed, at the furthest, at the age (lf ten. 

li. That it is possible, nc•verlhelcss, under a sound system 
acll·quately applied, to have educated a child fairly wdl fot' his 
pos:tion in life by that al!e· 

l S. That school fees of a moderate amount are not unpopular 
with par(;'nts; and though they do not appear much to affect 
regularity of attendance, which is much more largely influenced 
by tl1e dnciency of the school, yet the difficulty of paying them, 
if evet· alleged as a reason for non-attendance, is universally 
found to be a pretext, and not a real reason ; that poverty how
ever, exhibiting itself in want of shoes and decent clothing, is a 
frequent and very real reason. 

l!J. That sufficient importance is not attached, eithe1· by 
tca<:hcl's or managers, to the state in which the school registe;3 
are kept; that the real condition of the school as regards a great 
many vital points is, therefore, much more frequtntly a mattet· of 
conjecture than of exact knowledge in the minds of those who 
ought to be best acquainted with it: and that none of the 
registers that I have seen in use give the statistical information 
one expects to find in them, with sufficient distinctness or in an 
immediately available form.* 

• One of the most important facts that one wish~s to ascertain at a glance from a 
Re~ister, is the amount of attendance of each child in the sehoul at nny period of the 
year. It throws more light on the actual history of the school than any other fact. 
No rc~istcr that I.know contains a column opposite each child's name fur carrying on 
h1s attendances for each n;JOnth or quarter to the next month or quarter, and so on 
th.roughout the year. ~!most all the existing registers are too complex, encumbered 
With tessellated spaces for a number of unessential entries, which the teachers will not 
and do not use, A simple comprehensive register, such as might easily be constructed, 
would be a great boon to schools, and, indeed, to education. 
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20. That Sunday.st:hools ar~ not prosperi1:S', anrl that tl1erc are 
symptoms prognoEticating their gradual dt'cay and lin· l extinction, 
as a consequence mostly of the progres;ive improvemtnt of the day 
school; that this fact, howevt>r, does not indicate nnv dccav in thP 
general religious sentiml'nts of the pe-ople, bnt sim.ply tl;at th<"y 
han~ transferred tlwm~dve; to another ~phcre. I l1ave aln:ady 
asserted that the education gi,·en in the day schools i5 es;;entially 
religious. The drcay of the Sunday school is chiefly regrettable, 
as removing a valuahle aiJ in the retention of the kn:>wlecL.:e 
acquired in the dny school, particularly the power of renclin,:..;. 
Its loss, as a reli!!ious influence. will be less sensiblv fdt. · 

21. Lastly, th~t there are c~rtain collateral social questions, 
such as the state of cottages, the rate and Dl'Jt.le of p:tyment of 
wages, the hiring of servants, &c., vital:y connected with the 
subject of education; and. that it is irrational to expt'ct that a 
single instrument, howe\'el' pow~:>rful, can sut:ces;.fully accompli~h 
the moral or iotellectnal deration of a cla5s whose whole conJ;tion, 
civil, social, and clomestic, is surrounded br w mall\' unt:n·oura1!e 
and depressing influencPs, Education mu~t still :u{cl erer be only 
one of many weapons in the hand of the philanthropi:et, by thl' 
combined use of wbich he hopes at length to ,·indicate fot· every 
fellow man his rightful position as an intellis-cnt and respon;ibL' 
being, in a land of light and freedom and civilization. 

Suggestions X. Such, my Lord Unke and Gentlemen, are the more important 
~~?r~;he conclusions to which I han' been ld by the £1cts elicited aml 
~ension and obserrecl in the process of this inquiry. Defore bringing this lon:! 
:~;~~~.ent of and tedious 1\eport to a dose, I hope that it will not be out of 

place, or alien from the duties you in1pos(·d upon me, if I by 
before you, simply as mattt'rs for consideration, tbe pbns that 
hare occurred to my own mind as mo>t likely to be etl~ctire, at 
the same time that they at·e practic:tble, for inert>asing the quantity 
and improving the qnality of elemt•ntary edncation in agricultural 
districts similarly cireumst,mcecl to that which it has been my 
office to explore. 

The creation 
of district 
eehools. 

I need not repent what I have already mgecl ns to the ck·sirable
ness of converting weekly school payments into quarterly, Ol', at 
least, into monthly; and as to the necessity of developing the 
night school into an essential anJ inrariable feature of our 
ed~tcntional organization. The former I regard a-; a partial 
remedy of one of the greatest evils that. atlect the system
irregulat~ty of attendance; the latter is necessary to give com
pletene5s to the system itself. I shall confine my suggestions to 
three other very simple point5 :-

1. The creation of district or central schools; 
2. The moderate augmentation of all competent tcacl1crs' sahries, 

the measure of their competency being the state o~ their schools, 
and not their own power to p1ss a written examinatwn ; 

3. The increase of the teaching po,,·er. 
To say a few words on each of these points in order. 
I. The creation of district, central, or combined schooh (the 

epithet by which they are distinguished does not make much 
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difft'reuce) appears to be the on! y plan by which the d}fficulties ~f' 
~mall pari~ht>s can be met and O\'ercomc. When, as H shown 111 

Table II., p. 28, out of 38G parishes, 136 have a. population under 
~00, it is manifest that each can hardly expect to be able to boast 
of its own school. If it attempts to do so, the result will be a 
class of schools on which some people expend a vet·y unnecessary · 
outlay of sentiment, "very lnunble schools," doing a "very 
humble" amount of good. From what I have seen of the type, I 
l1ave no wish to multiply the number or prolong the exi~ttnce of 
"humble" schools. The sentiment that tlwy gratify is dearly 
purchast'J by the stagnation of intt>llectuallife and social progress 
which they gent>ratt>. l have seen humble schools that. perhaps 
woulJ not have exhibited any rt>markable contrast to their 
neighbours in the middlt> of the 18th c<,ntury, but which seem 
strangt>ly out of place and out of <.late in the midJle of the 19th. 
The poet's schoolmistress,-

" In en:ry Yillnge rnnrk'd with little spire 
Who dwells, in lowly shades and mean attire, 
A matron old,"-

is picturesque enough where he has placed her, but is more suited 
to the poetry of life than to its realitit>s. Schools of this grade 
break do1\·n in the first stage -on the question of finance. Very 
few people think it worth while or ean afford to spend 30l. or 40l. 
a year on the education of a dozen o1· twenty children. They much 
more commonly make the size of their parish a plea for not having 
any school at all. 01·, if they have schools, they at·e maintained 
on such a miserable scale as to be quite unprofitable fo1' any real 
purposes ot' education. It is a far wiser plan when two or more 
parishes comuine and maintain a school in as central a spot as may 
Le for tbeit· joint requirements. Thus the school at l\Iaiden 
Xewton suffices, and amplv suffices, for that parish and for Frome 
Vauchureh, and it is comb~ned in its management. The schools 
at East Coker and 1\lontacute, though parochial in theit· cha· 
racter, are freely used and fttlly nppreciated by a large surround~ 
ing neighbourhood. The two Ottersays, though distinct parishes, 
hve a combined school. The school at Ullingswick, in Hereford· 
sLire, supplies, though not quite adl•quately, the wants of the 
parish of Felton also. The clt:>rgyman of Lowet· Snpcy subscribes 
to the school nt Clifton·upon-Teme, that he may have the riaht of 
sending the children of hi:. parish thHe; and 1\Ir. Higgi~5on's 
school at Teclstone Wafer draws its supply of children from a 
circle whose radius is· at least thrt>e miles every way. I could 
mention many more examples, but these are sufficient to show that 
the experimt'nt is not an untried not· an unsuccessful one. Of 
course the adjustmt>nt of relations between manarrers with co~ 
ordinate powers is a point of some ddicacy, but in;:,the instances 
above quoted 1 did not hear of any disagreements; and it is sur~ 
prising how easily tl1eoretical difficulties disappeal' in practice, 
w}1en none of the parties concerned is anxious to stand stiffly upon 
h1s own dignity, but all are actuated by the simple motives of a 
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wise and large-hearted benevolence. As a general principle 
always appears to more advantage when illustrated by a case in 
point, I will mention ju~t one, as a epecimen of a state of thin(rs, 

• i' i:'l 
not of very mu·cquent occurrence, ve1·y lamentable in it~ prcstnt 
aspect, and where the only, o1·, at least, the only effl'ctual remedy 
appears to be the erection of a cli:>trict school. 

In the Union of Dromyard there is an area, which must at least 
covet· 16 square miles, occupied by the pari:;ht•s of iYacton (popu
lation, 129); Collington (165); Edvin Ralph (149); Wolferlow, 
(135); Thornbury, (19G); and the hamlet of Hampton Charles, 
(106); a total of six parishes, with a united population of 880; in 
none of which is there the vestige of a day school, not even a dame's 
school, no night school, and hnrdly anything worthy the name 
even of a Sunday school.* Some of the children, no doubt, are 
picked up by the school at Tedstone Wafer, wbich I hare already 
referred to as a specimen of a district school, and a few more on 
the othet· side of the countt-y, by the little and overcrowded 
school recently established at Grendon Bishop. Dut there is a 
large cenmtl area absolutely without school accommodation, and I 
am quite Cf'rtain that education is literally out of the rt'ach of the 
majority of children in Thorn'hlll'J, Edvin Hal ph. Collington, and 
Hampton Charles. At one of these places, an t•ldcrly matron, at 
whose cottage-a wretched tumble-down place, lot· which she paid 
3!. a year, her husband, aged GS, meanwhile earning 7.s. a week
I called to make some inquiry, told me that she had reckoned l:p 
20 poor children of the parish who ought to be at school, but had 
none to go to; and at anothe1·, where the clergyman did not think 
there were cbildren enough to form a ::;chool, as is lihly enoup;h 
to be the case, if it must !lt>Cd5 b(:' a parochial school, my clerk 
and I counted upwal'ds of a dozen idling about the fields and 
lanes, or gathering spring flowers, as we drove along thr roa<1. I 
cannot pretend to a sufii~iPntly accurate knowledge of the country 
to determine the 'best position, but I feel confident that a spot 
might be selected witl1in the nrE'a for a school, which should 
immediately be £lied by at least 50 cl1ildr<?n. I am sure also, 
from what I heard the people say, that it would be welcomed as a 
great boon. At Thornbury I had the good fortune to meE'! with 
one of the landowm•rs, Dr. Morris, of Hcrpford, who quite hlok 
my view of the necessities of tht.> case and of their remedy, and 
at once and on the spot offererl a subscription of two guineas for 
the maintenance of a school, which I have no doubt would be 
increased if the project were fltirly on foot. 

2. Ext.en~ion of 2. In pleading for some modification of the conditions on which 
theprmclp.leof annual O'rants of aid are at present oiTered to ochools by the Com-augmentatwn o ' • · ~ , 
ofteachers' mittee of Counc1l on Education, I start with an assumptwn, 
salaries. which, howevet·, 1 believe to be a fact, as the basis of rny 

argument. 

* There were insii(niiicant Sunday school~ at Thornbury and Edl'in P.alph, so insig· 
niticant ns hardly to be called schools, not ~0 rhildr.:n in both together. In the other 
parishes there was none. 
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There are said to be about 12,000 parishes in England and 
Wales. Of these it is probable that there are 4,000, or about 
one-third of the whole, which belong to the class denominated 
" small parishes " with a population under 4.00, and where the 
maintenance of a school in a state of efficiencv is a matter of 
considerable difficulty. ThE> t-ffect which an a&litional outlay of 
10/. or 15!. a ycat·, properiy distributed, could have upon the con· 
dition of the school in such parishes is incalculable. It would 
raise many of them at once from a state of inefficiency to one, at 
lenst, of usefulness. The defects under which the schools in such 
parishes generally labour are chiefly two:-The salary is insuffi
cient to secure the services of a competent teacher, and there is 
an inadequacy of teaching powct·. Each of these defects might, 
I think, to a great extent be removed, and a vastly superio1· 
quality of education offered to about 150,000 children, at a cost 
to the country, supposing the money to flow from the present 
central source of aid, of 40,000!., or at the outside 60,0001. a 
ycnr; the lower estimate resting on the supposition of an augmen
tation of the school funds in each of the 4,000 parishes by 10!., 
the higher by 15!. a year. 

I would distribute my money, when I had got it, as follows:-! 
would augment the master's or mistress's salary, without reference 
to age and without reference to any written examination, by 5l. a 
year, on the sole condition that the school, in the judgment of the 
inspector of the distl'ict, is in a fair state of efficiency in the three 
cardinal points-reading, writing, arithmetic. The reading should 
b(, distinct, the ciphering accurate, the writing free, compact, and 
firm. In the case of a mistress, the needlew01·k of her girls 
should aiso exhibit neatness and skill. The order and discipline 
of the school, too, must be satisfactory. These conditions would 
be quite sufficient to show Parliament that the money of the 
country was not being wasted; they are quite sufficient, also, in 
connexion with the pecuniary inducement to give an immense 
impulse to the improvement of a vast number of elementary 
schools. Seeing, as I have done, very promising mistresses 
in charge of schools, with salaries varying from I OZ. to 20[. a year, 
it is easy enough to calculate the value that would be set upon 
€\'en so humble an augmentation as 51.* 

3. But while I augment, conditionally, the teacher's salary, Is. In~rease of 
must also increase the teaching power. Without interfering with teachmg power 

the pupil-teachet· system, which appears to me to be admirably 
conceived, and to be working very successfully, I can create, 
by the help of my other 5l. or lOl. a year, a class of assistants 
to whom I would give a name that already exists on paper, on the 
broad sheet of the Committee of Council-but the name, I 
believe, hitherto without the thing-·the name of "stipendiary 
monitors." One would be sufficient for a school of 30 children; 

* The competency of the teachers of workhouse schools is already determined by this 
kind of test, viz., the condition of their schools. l wish to see the ~a me principle 
carried further, into the inspection of an ordinary elementary school. 
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two for a school of 60. They would generally Le girl~ of not 
less than 12 years of age, who would ];e bound to serve in thii3 
capacity for at least two p·;m, and who taking as the basis d the 
estimate the sums that I now fiud ordinarily paid in sdiCH;)s to 
girls discharging the same function, would considet· thcm<dl'es 
liberally remuneratecl by a stipend of 5l. a year. They would };"' 
quite competent to teach the lower classe3, to eupcrintcnd the 
writing lesson, and generally to conduct the more mechanical pa1 ts 
of instruction. The it· qu•tlifications fot· tl1e office ~hould be the 
power of reading di~tinctly and with expression, of writing bolJly 
and fret::·ly, of spelling correctly, and of ciphering, as f(tr as the 
four first compound rules are concerned, accuratL·ly. I shouid not 
r~quire the mi~tress to teach tht>m specially or separately; not· 
should I bind them to any lengthened pt>riod of upprenticc·5l!ip, or 
open to thE>m the prosprct of a Queen's Seholarsl,ip a.> tLe natural 
termination of their school career. I do 110t contt:mplate proYidin:.; 
the material out of which to :;hape future ~clwolma~tcrs an~! 
schoolmistresses. The pupil-teacher ~ystcm will do tbt. I sl111U!J 
simply keep some 5,000 children at scl;ool two ot· three years 
longer than they would remain utH.lct' other circumstances ; and 
during that term-they would be usefully employed both for tl11:ir 
own benefit and the school's. 

The combination of tl.e2e two proposah-a low cotalitional 
augmentation of teacher's ~alaries, and an addition to the hnching 
power of a school by the employment of 8tipendiary moni~ors
would be fat· more economical to the country, and, 1 bel:crc, not 
less effective as a stimulus to duc,1tion than thl' cootlicr !.Jut not 
more practical schemC's that ha\'e been ~ug~e~tecl in other quart~:r~. 
I have grare doubts whtthet· the taxation of the country coulJ 
bear the strain that would be put upon it by the extt>nsion of the 
prew1t svstcm of Government ai<.l in its full proportions, ~o as 
to meet the requirt'ment~, a> they are sometimt:>s statL"d, of'' ~mail 
parishes" and ';humble sc!wols." I have seen instances cncugh 
in the course of this inquiry where, in ~pitP of all guarantees 
that have been taken; the money so liberally bestowed Ly the 
country for building ~clwols has been spent in vain, and is at 
this moment bringing in no appreciable retum. .:\Iy own t3cheme 
is uot expensive, and, if it proved iueffective, it could easily be 
modified or changed. It would nece~mrily require an incrt'a3e in 
the number of inspedors, and consequently in the cxpctbes of 
inspection; but this is an increase fot· which the country mu~t btll't: 
been prt>pared, tmder the mere developnwnt of the present system; 
and, perhaps, with a bett<.'t' disposition of the inspecting force the 
expense might be consiclembly economized, or at lca5t not 
increased nearly in proportion to the advantage. An iuspector 
to a county of the size of Dorset, OJ' even Somerset, if l1e fixed 
ltis home at a convenient centre, would always be accessible for 
.the purposes of consultation, and woLJld find, wlwn they were 
browrltt so much nearer to him and to one another that the 300 or 
.330 pari5hes, which would be about the number the.n constitutins 
his district, could be visited more thoroughly aud wlth less labour 
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-ccrt:lin1r with inGnitelr lc~s loss of time-than tl1e 150 or 200 
that he i~ now expecte~l to report upon in the course of the 
Year.* 
• I am inclined to think mrself that pupil-teachers should not be Pupil-teac

1
hebrs 

. b · . fi d . l . 1 should on y e ::<pprentiL'ed to any ut cert1 cute masters :Ull nHstresses. apprenticed to 

d~1ubt whether the reo;istered tcachen have a sufficient amount of certificated 
. . '- l b I • f I l teachers. mtdlectual attammcnt, w Jaten•t· mny e t 1eu· powers o sc 100 

management, to undertake and complete their instruction. I 
know~ from experience, that a very large number of pupil
teachers t:d in their ex<nnination for Queen's ~cholarships; a 
fact that indicates either great want of diligence in them~clves, ot• 
grL'at want of capa('ity i~1 their instructu~s. Unlt:ss, therefore, 
teachers ha,·e pro,·ed themstlns by <'Xamination competent to 
c0nduct their pupil teachHs' studies through each stage of tbt.·ir 
quinquennial term, I should recommend the employment of ~ti
pendiary monitors only, such as I have dt>scribed, in tht' school. 

I think, aho. that bef1)1't' an ::mgrnentation of a teacher's salary A minimum 

d. . 11 U d ~ . . . I salary to be was even con lttona y a owe , a certam mmtnmm sa ary, say raised, as now, 

13/. in the ca5e of a mi~tres5, and 23/. in the ca::;e of a master, by manage~! 
"-irh bouse o~· lodgi1!gs rent-free, shou.ld be guara?teed by t_he :C~~-;:n~~on 
managers, wluch (as IS now the case With the sa lanes of cerufi~ tion. 

cated te:1chers) :;:hould not be reduced by virtue of the augmenta-
tion. The~e sabries are wretched enou!?_h; but teachers, even 
Yery competent tE'achers, as far as elem~ntary subjects are con-
cemed, are found willin~ to accert thE'm; and there may be a 
few parishes where it would be difficult to raise more.t It would 
not be wise to saddle such schools with peremptory and unyielding 
condit:ons about boarded floors, a particular arrangement of desks, 
or a specifit>d extent of area. A school may be doing a good 
w~rk, tbou~h it is defective in all these respects, and the point to 
bt> aimed at is rather the soundness of the rt>sult than the com-
pletene53 of the method. Indeed, for i!o small a boon, small in its 
cost to the nation, though most precious in its effects upon the 
~chool, we are not entitled to be ,·ery exacting in our require~ 
lllt'lltS. 

XI. I3ut this report has extended itsdf far beyond the dimen- C<Jnclusion. 

~ions which I had originally marked out for it, and it is high 

• I fuund in H.:rcf,,rdshire a wry ~r~neral f~eling premilin!!', both at the Dioces-an 
Bc1ard ~f Liucation and. among indiYidu:~l school managers, that an inspector plantl'd 
d•lwn 111 the centre ol a managc·ablc d1stnct would be a much mort.' etl\.octi~c and a 
much cheaper arran:.;emcnt than the p~scnt plan of assigning to an inspector an area 
t'ar bc~"und his ph~"sical powers to tr.1versc, and then suppl~mc1llinc: him b1· an assistant. 
" i-o muc·h time·." people >.1id, '• is now lost b~· mere trarelling- fr0m poi1it to point-in 
" one end of H.:rd'ordshire to-dav, at the other end of Oxford;hire to-morrow· 

" " and if we want to comult the in<);<Ct<>r ab<>Ut any point connected with our sl·hool: 
" we hardl~· know wher~ to lind him, nor has he time to pay us a second visit were 
" it ever so desir.1blc.'' The county of D,>rset contains ~ill pari;hes; ~"nwrsct: .fu..i. 
But inspection districts need 1~ut be ,·,•nterminous .with county ar,·as; and if an inspector 
overlooked :'IUO pamhcs, 4\l mspcctors would <hspose of the 1~.000 parishes that the 
kin!!dom contains. 

f As, r. IJ• where the prtl)'<'rty mi::ht be in Chan,•cn·"; or whcrl', as at Dincdor and 
Eaton Bishop. it is in th,· hands of Hc>man Catholic o,;.1wrs; or where, 8-' at t'tockland 
and Bi;~><p's Frome. it is di,·idcd among a grcclt number of small propridor>; or where, 
as is too frequently the _case, after cwry ~li0rt to awaken int<·rot ha;; been made, great 
propne:ur; stubbornly refuse to sm. 
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time to bring it to a close. In writing it I am not conscious of 
having been under the influence of any prepossessions or any 
prejudices. I have e11deavoured to state, dispas.sionutely and 
without exaggeration, the condition of elE-mentary education in 
an agricultural district; its helps, its hindrances; its state, its 
prospects; its peculiarities, its needs. It must be remembered in 
what sense the dist1·ict which I have examined may be called a 
"~pecimcn district." It was a specimen of the condition undE'r 
which the work of education has to be done in country prui5hc3, 
rather thai\ of the success with which in manv cases it has been 
done. In the latter point of view, my distl'ict, 'I believe, must be 
pronounced to be a sample below t!te avera9e. Even making the 
comparhon within the limited range of my own experi~;nce, I 
should say that it was a backward district, not a forwarJ one. 
The work is more advanceJ, more general, more fruitful in \Yilt
shire and Hampshire than in Dorsetshire and Somerset; in 
Gloucester than in Hereford.* 

I hope that there is no point of importance bearing on the 
su~ject thus dt-fineu and limited that I have entirely overlooked, 
'and not many to which I have failed to give the prominence that 
properly belongs to them. If I have too often been betrayed 
into the expression of opinions, when I was charged simply with 
the collection of facts, I must plead in justification that it b 
almost impossible in a statement of facts to avoid stating al~o the 
impressions ·which one has deriveu from them; and that feelings 
as well as figures, the moral and even tl1e sentimental as well 
as the statistical agpects of the qurstion, constitute the basi3 of 
information by wl1ich the Commissioners will have to guide their 
judgments anti fmme thl'ir recommendations. 

1 have not shrunk from saying that, though there is progre~s, 
steady, hopeful progress, yet the condition of our eh:mentary 
education, taken as a whole, is not satisfactory; and tbat it is not 
satisfactot·y, bt>cuusc it is incomplete. l3ut I should Jeeply regret, 
I should havE> failed utterly to express my mealiing, if anyone 
reading this Hrport ~hould think that 1 had not made full 
allowance fot· real difnculties, or had not appreciated the seli
!"acriticing generous spirit in which in so many places the work is 
beinO' dom'. There are men who are never found upon platforms, 
who~ names are unknown in the great educationai world, who 
are throwing themselves, holly, spirit, and purse into this work. 
There are noble instances of the work being still done, and 
cheerfully done, under discouragements enough to break many 
hearts, as a simple duty, for conscience sake, from the "love of 
the brethren," and not for the praise of men. That there are 
faint-1learted men who gi\'e up the task as hopeless before they 

• One, and perhaps the strongest evidence of this is, the ,extent to which t~ese 
counties, in proportion to their population, have drn,~n up~n the /und_s oftl~.e Committee 
of Council. rhus, between the years 1833 and 1857 !nclu~IVC, '\ lltslm_c, WI.~ a popula
lation of 25·1,£21, has drawn 3G,3·131,, while Dorsctslure, w1th a populatiOn of 184,207 ~as 
drawn 21 8141 Hampshire, population 405,:107, r~ceited 61,1011.; Somersctslnrc, 
populatio~, 44S 916, has only received 48,7311. To Gloucestershire, with 458,8l15 people, 
has been voted CJ7,7291.; to iicrcfordshire, with 115,·189 inhabitants, only 11,3671. 
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h:rre e"er tried; antl colLl.he[lrted men who iue too indifferent to 
try at all; and ostentatious men '\\'"ho will only work where tht-y 
can get credit for it: and bigoted men who will only work in their 
own waY, anJ would sacrifice the best interests of thousand; to 
impracticable and visionary crotchets of their own, are f.1cts 3ad 
enou Th when one remembers who are thE' sutfl:'rers by all this. and 
me:ts~res the ma~nitude of the social interests im·olv~cl. Tint, till•\' 
are flcts that one would expect beforehand to find. And t!1~ 
energy of bene\·olence ri5es superior to them; the work is 
advancing and prospering in spite of them; year by year mort> 
and more :-oil is reclaimed from the W[l:'tes of ig-norance and 
superstition, and brou;!ht into cultivation and fruitfulness; and 
thouzh our social conditions are unfavourable to a hi(!h state of 
intelligence existing among us as a peoplt-, I hope>, and I see si;.rns 
for hoping, that the time is not very far distant when eYery Eng~ ish 
peasant :::hall find a good school and a sound eJucation pro\·iJt'd 
for his children within easy reach of his cottage door. 

I have the honour to be, 
)J v Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 

• Your obedient Senant, 
J.\)IEs FnAsEn, 

.Assistant Commissioner. 
To the Commi~~ioners appoint~d to inquire into 

the State of Popular Education in England. 

~Yote.-Jfr. Fraur su~mitted to tl1e Commissioners a eonsiduaUe 
body o/ notes on particular sclwols rchicl1 /,e had risitcd, substantiating 
tlte d(J!f.rent conclusions at rcltich l1e !tad arrired in tltis report; but 
as tltese notes n£Cessarily el'tended t:ery much into personal details, 
the Commissioners haring pledged tl1emsehcs i11 tlteir instructions 
to tl1e Assistant Commissioners scrupulously to respect all primte 
interests, did not feelrcarranted in including tla:m ;,, tlteir puMisl1ed 
Be port, thouglt they hare a railed themselres rf one or trw extracts. . 
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APPENDICES. 

I. ON THE STATE OP EnucATION IN TIIE UNro~ OF DonE, 
CouNTY OF HEREFORD. 

D?r~ Unio_n not OF the district which has formed the field of this inquiry, the 
0['~1~a!1Yt~n- Union of Dore, in the county of Hereford, was not ori()"inally a 
~cldeo/~his fn·· portion. It was discovered, however, though not before a eoJ~si,Jeruble 
quiry. part of this Report was written, that in the Census Returns of 18.51 

the Union of Dore was treated as incorporated with that of Hereford 
(in the same way as, in Dorsetshire, Cernc was with Dorchester), and 
that therefore, for any l'urposes of comparison and testing prorrrc-ss, 
the educational statistics of thig Union must be collected now. 

0 

By the directions of the Secretary, being myself engaged in the 
preparation of my Report, I employed the Clerk, who bad lJeen my 
companion throughout the previous stages of the inquiry, fur t!te 
purpose. He was orcupied in the work from April 30 to ~lay 6 in
clusively; and I believe that the returns which he has oLtaine,.J, 
though not so complete in all their tahlts a~ tho~e which ha>e be~::n · 
received from the other Unions, the time at his disposal only allowiu.~ 
him to collect the infornJation that was immediately accessible, are p:t 
nccurate as fur as they go, and contain an account of every existin.:; 

Featuresofthis school. This Union, as I gather from hi~ description, prcsPnts all 
Union. the phenomena adverse to education whirh I have enumerated ag 

characterizing Herefonlshirc generally, but no fresh ones. They are 
intensified in degree, not diHcring or multiplied in kind. The popula
tion is more sparse ; the roads worse ; the landowners, who arc 
generally non-resident, more indifferent ; the clergy less actire. Tlw 
difficulties under which the work Juts to be uonc, and, in spite of which, 
I venture to say with adequate energy it might be done, seem in many 
places to have fairly cru~hc·d the very spirit of attempting it In nearly 
half of all the parbhes in the Union there is neither uay nor Sttnllay 
t:ichool, nor any means of educating the people at all. There is not 
one night school in the district.':~< Tht're arc only fom· ~choob 
with trained teachers ; only two with certificated teachers; only one 
with pupil-teachers. The per-centn!!e of scholars on the population 
is only 8·3, or one in twelve; not half of what it amounts to in the 
Union of Sherborne, and very little more than half of what it reaehes 
in the Union of Ledbury. Twenty-two pari~hcs out of the twenty-nine 
have a population under four hunured; twelve have a population under 
two hundred. Dore Union, in area, exceeds that of Hereford by 
6,808 acres, while it is exceeded by it, in population, to the amount ot' 
16,.560 persons. The average number of inhabitants to the square mile 
is sot; the average of the county, in 1851, was 138. The area of it 
is 74,917 acres; the estimated population 9,392. 

At the time of my Clerk's visit, the first of the seven Herofonhhire 
harvests-7bark peeling-was in full operalion, and the population of 
the distric~ were out in the woods, leaving the schools in consequence 
nearly cmp~y. It was also the season of the horrible l\Iay statute fairs. 

Characterofthe Only two'~chools in the Union, both under certificated masters, and 
schools. one of them \Yith tw'o pupil teachers, appeared to be doing their work 

\ . 
• l\1yclerk could. not henr of one; but I am informed that tlwrc has been a night school 

in the parish of Kin~stone for the last two or three years. 
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with respectable cflieicncy, though there are schools at two other places 
whirh may claim for thcmsclws some amount of usefulness. 

Besides the pari~hes mentioned, posse:"sing no educational mnchinery, 
there is one in which the National school, though endowed with about 
30l. a war, hn$ been standing unemployed for the last six months, from 
inability on the part of tho managers to engage a competent teacher i 
while atm10thPr a kind of combined middle nnd nntional school, which had 
been or.!::anized by the incumbent, has just broken down and come to an end. 

At 1\•terchurch, with a population of 730, there are endowments, 
from two difl'erent sources and under uiffL•rent trusts, amounting to 
near!~· 180/. a year. They support four schools-a church day school 
of 57 scholars, under a trained master, at a cost of 961. a year; two 
dames' schools, of 8 and 12 children, each subsidized with 10/. a year 
(~omewhut on the ~ame principles on which the endowment is at!
mini~teret! at ~etherbury, in Dorsetshire), while a Bnptist day school 
is supported by an endowment of 5Sl. a year, under the same tru~t and 
management as that which maintain~ a similar establishment at Fown
hopl', in the Union of Hereford. The dames' schools are carried on, 
one of them in the house of a dre,smaker, the other in a beershop ; 
neithc·r of them professC's to teach more than reading. The trustees of 
t!Jc Church day school are anxious, I under~tand, to place it under the 
inspection of the Co::nmittee of Council. 

Of the 16 public sehools in thi:~ Union, 10 arc under masters, six: 
under mistresses. The two private schools !tre conducted by Yery 
respectable persons, one the wife of a pensioner, the other an ex-female 
pupil teacher from t!Je Scnllamore School at Hereford, the state of 
whose health did not allow her to pursue her education at a training
college. The school returned a5 a middle school is in the parish of 
Kinl!:;tonc, anil. is attended by twelve children. 

There i3 no school in the workhouse at Dore, as a regular feature of ~0 Workhouse 
the btabli,;hment ; but if there happens to be a tolcruuly large hatch school. 
of chiltlrrn in· the house, a mi~trcss is temporarily engageu to instruct 
them. When the number is reduced she is disc!Jarged, and the three 
or four sdwlars who remain are sometimes sent, considerably, I should 
imag-ine, to their advantage, to the workhouse-school at Hereford. 

The picture, it mu~t be confessed, when we have grouped all these 
detaib into a whole, is dreary enough ; but it does not present any cir
cumshnce~, either pO$se~sing an exceptional sirrnificance, or demandin" 

• • ., .c 
an exceptwual treatment. En•n w1th an enormous outlay of publw 
moneY-! mean enormous in relation to the area coYered anti the results 
expe~tcd toLe achieved-it is dilficult to believe thatany rndieal im· 
Jli'OYement in tltfl education of the district woulu be effected till a livelier 
local interest, on the part Loth of clergy and laity, has been awakened. 
~uch a district will necessm ily always be more or less in the rear of 
its contemporaries. Its very physical configuration, the sparseness of 
its pop.ula.tion, .nrc powerful obstacles in the way of progress; and the 
edueatw~not :vtll often be forced to ncknowled.ge hi~mclf beaten by the 
uncomp!Jant mtractable nature of the mntenals With which he has to 
deal. But the district, hitherto, uoes not seem to have had so much as 
a chance. With the single exception of the parish of f.Iichncldlllrch, 
wlte~·i? a gentleman wh? bas recentl'y purchased the property has made 
('OJ16111erable efforts to llnprove the habits and illuminate the minds of 
tl~c peasantry, it has lain, as i.t w~re, out of the track of the philanthro
plot ; aud there broods OYer 1t, m consequence, a clouu of intellectual 
darknw•; not denoer, perhaps, than what I have obser-veu resting on 
neglected p~accs elsewhere, but b~oader, with fewer interpenetrating 
strraks of light, more sullen, more llnmovable. 

The subjoined Table shows the statistic.s of the Union at a glance. 
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II. PmzE Scar.MES. 

Influence of Prize Schemes.-:Nenrly tho whole o£ the district 
which formed my province is under the operation of prize schemes ; 
and when the Snli~bury diocesan scheme is at work, as it is hoped it 
will be next year, the whole will 1e. The Honiton Local Board's 
scheme is operative in the Union of Axminster; the Bath and Wells' 
s..:heme comprehends within its splH:re the tTnions of Yeovil and Chard. 
The Hereford diocesan scheme embraces my five Unions in that county. 
The Worcester~hire scheme makes it5elf felt in the Union of Upton• 
on-Severn. 

I quote from some corre~pondence with which I have been favoured, 
in relation to the Honiton Board's scheme, because it illustrates seYeral 
points touched upon and views expre~sed in my report. 

The Rev. N. Herbenden, of Broadhembury, the secretary, 1'Tites as 
follows :-"We have had two examinations : tho first, October 1857, 
the other in May 1858. There has been hardly sufficient time yet to 
judge how far these examinations tend ·to induce children to remain 
longer in their schools, but from the interest they have excited, both 
among the masters and the boys, we cannot but augur favourably. Some 
of ou1· Board ttt one time wi~hed to nx the age at which the boys might 
])e candiJates higher than we haYe done. But we found that we should 
Juwe too few candidates if we did not allow them to compete at 10. 
The chilJren of agricultural labourers can rarely be induced to remaiu 
at school after the a:;e of 11bout 11. I myself doubt the desirableness 
of pressing this point too strongly -on those who in after life are to be 
agrieulturallalJOurers themselves. A boy of fair capacity, kept rerru
larly at a good school up to the age of II, or e;en 10, must h~ve 
acquired as much knowledge as is needful for him afterwards; and our 
object Ehould be to induce him to keep what he has learnt when he 
has left school. You will see by ou1· printed circular, that this has 
heen one of our Board's objects in offering prizes." 

The llev. J. F. ~fackarness, rector of Honiton, an active supporter 
of the scheme, scndil me this account of its working:-" You will 
oboerve that this scheme is t•ery small in area of county, in population, 
and in amount of prizes*-probably the smallest, as to the two 
latter particular~, that has been set on foot in England. The three 
~mall towns of Iloniton, Sidmouth, Axminster, scarcely take our 
uistrict out of the rank of a purely agricultural sphere. It is under 
the entire direction of our local board, and tlwrcfore shows what may 
he done anywhere. 

"You will notice that one village school, BroadhemLury, quite 
cc1ualled the town schools. No marked superiority of the town boys 
l1a~ appeared ; but many small villages round us, and even some large 
unes, l1ave no school. 

"The first class answered nine-tenths of the questions in arithmetic 
wrote fairly, and were able to spell correctly. Very little geography o; 
gramm~r. was done.. One boy only showed anything like style in his 
c·omposthon. Between the first and second class there was a "'l'Cat deal 
(•f difference in attainments." 

0 

• The whole expense, in 1858, was 2ll. 31. Sd,, of which about 18/, was spent on 
r•ril~s,-81. in booki and cards, and 10/, in money • 

. roL~ I 
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I quote one more extract from a letter of tl1e Rev. R. S. Ilutching3, 
of Monkton Wyld, who was one of the examiners:-

"lily impression is that the majority of the entire number of can
didates (which, as well as I can recollect, was 6i,) was furni£hecl by 
Sidmouth, .Axminster, and Honiton. I found, however, and this rather 
to my surprise, that, as regard:! the quality and amount of their attain
ments, there was not that difference between town and country candi
dates that I should have expected. The boys from ~Ir. Herberden's 
parish, Brondhembury, did on the whole distinguish thcm~ehes most, 
and the bon from .Axminster came next. The area to which the 
scheme extended was that included between the points Sidmouth, 
Ottery, .Axminster, Lpottery, Broadhembury. The standard of attain
ment reached by the candidates generally was a very creditable one, 
and such as would, I belie¥e, have been looked for in vain, except in 
cne or two crack schools here and there, a ¥ery few years ago. The 
answers in religious knowledge, English hi:;tory, and geography w:ere 
very satisfactory. Some of the l>oys did very well in arithmetic, 
but I think the generality hardly came up to the standard that might 
fairly be required. Grammar was decideJly the weakeEt point, but 
few enn attempted it. Reading and writing were very good, espe· 
cially the former, and the spelling fair. Some boys' papers were well 
~xpressed, but the generality evidently needed more practice in com
position, and no doubt found themsehes very much hampered by the 
difficulty they felt in expre55ing themselves. A t'ira t·oce examination 
would have been a much fairer test of the amount of their hnwlcdge of 
the nrious subjects, than one conducted, as this of nece~sity mainly was, 
()n paper. But one good effect of such examinations will be to direct 
the attention of the masters to this important point. Tho interest and 
emulation they excite is evidenced by the fact of the increase of the 
number of candidates from 40 in 185i to 67 in 1858. The prizes were 
books and cards of merit, and they were presented pulJlicly about six 
weeks after the examination." 

The conditions of examination were, that the candidates must be 
boys of 10 years of age and upwards who have attended any parochial 
school 300 half days during the past year, and boys of 12 years of age 
who have attended a Sunday school 45 Sund<l,YS in the past year, or 
have been at a night school 30 nights in the last six months, and can 
produce certificates of good character from their schoolm;lstcr or em
ployer, countersigned by the clergyman of the parish. 

In the report of the October ex11ruination 185i, the examiners re
marked that there was "a general deficiency in writing, and a want of 
facility in answering questions on paper. They had found all the 
schools deficient in arithmetic, with the exception of Eroadhembury. 
The reading of the boys was generally satisfactory, as was also their 
Scripture knowledge, but their explanation of the Parables had shown 
le~s intelligence than might have been expt>cted." Ten boys receh·ed 
prizes in the first class, of whom one was B, three 12, five 11, and one 
10 years of age; in the second class there were 14 prize boys, one of 

. 15, one of 13, two of 12, four of 1 I, and six of ten years; in the third 
class eight were successful; one 15, one 12, four 11, anLl two 10. Four 
of the ten prizes in the first cla5s were carried o:f by BroaJhetnbury 
boys ; only one by a town boy, from Honiton X a tiona! sthool. 

In the Worcester Prize ~cheme, on the contrary, the town boys 
appear to have carried off the flower of the honours. Of :.?5 prizes 
awarded in 1853 for religious knowledge, 20 were carried otf by candi
dates from town H:hools; of 12 prizes for arithmetic and general 
knowledge, 9 found their way to the s:1rne tLm of recipients. Of 
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474 candidtttes classed by name, 307 are sent by the same grade or' 
8chool. The number of candidates in 1858 was 585 from 57 schools. 
Only four schools in the Union of Upton-on-Severn sent up com
petitors, vir.., Upton, Bushley, Kempsey, and Severn Stoke. 

The scheme is characterized by its promoters as a success, and a 
success in a main point in which success is valuable, viz., as contri
buting to prolong the period of boys' attendance at school. "The 
master of one of the schools which supplies candidates informed us 
that, whereas in 1854 he had only 27 boys of 10 years old and upwards, 
now he has 80. And in 1856-7 1\Ir. Lea, carefully taking the results 
on three schools under the scheme's operation, found that the age of the 
first class had gone up from 10 years 8 months to 11 years 5l months, 
and the numbers in the scl1ools from 306 to 517 ." (Extract from a paper 
read by the Rev. D. Melville before the Social Science Association.) 

The sphere of this prize scheme is the Archdeaconry of Worcester, 
wb.ich is divided for the purpose into three districts. The amount 
subscribed for money prizes is considerable ; in 1857 it amounted to 
257l. A passage in the Report of the scheme for 1858 illustrates what 
I have said in the text of the difficulty of maintaining such stimulants 
en permanence. "In the present year, 1858," ~ays the document, 
"owing to the great increase in the number of candidates being unac
companied by a proportionate increase of subscriptions, it is feared that 
it will be necessary in all the districts to diminish the value of the 
money prizes." · 

The increase in the number of competitors certainly is remarkable. 
Here are Mr. Melville's statistics :-

. 
Year. Kidderminstl>r Worcester Warwick Total. Candidates. Candidates. Candidates. 

-
1854 77 - - 77 

1855 87 - - 87 

1856 136 67 - 203 

"1857 157 156 81 394 

1858 183 258 144 585 

The special feature of the Hereford Diocesan Prize Scheme is a 
double examination, viz., a district examination within easy distance 
of every school, and a viva voce examination in a central place, which 
all the children, whose papers in the first examination reach a cerh~in · 
standard, shall be invited to attend. Prizes are given for success ·in 
both examinations, but the more valuable prizes are attached of course 
to the latter. An additional stimulus is given to teachers in this scheme 
by a rule which provides that it shall be at the discretion of the ex
am~ners to p~esent some mark of approval to the teacher of any school, 
winch the ch1ldren who present themselves for examination prove to be 
in a very efficient condition . 

. I ~et with an instance in tl:is county of the way in which I have 
sa1d lll the Report, that such st1mulants might be expected to a{'t, At 

. I 2 . 
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a school, where everything was in a rather backward condition, and 
irregular attendance was loudly complained of,· I was shown a little 
girl who either !tad gained, or was e.rpectcd to gain, a prize (I forget 
which) in the diocesan examination, of whose performance under some 
questions that I put to het·, I have made thi~ memorandum: -
"Charlotte Faulknet· read very well, and knew something about fractions, 
but she was the show girl of tlJC school." It would be a mo~t imper-

. feet test of the efficiency of a school to measure it by the performances 
of three or four of its scholars at an examination. 

I understood from one of the examiners under this scheme, that the 
children fr9m Much Marcie and Bosbury schools acquitted them~dves 
best in the examination. In those two cases, certainly, the distinction 
was not purchased at the cost of the general well-doing of the s..:hool, 
though I must also add that, though both schools· are efficient, they 
haruly realized my anticipations of the state of things that I should 
find in the schools that had turned out the first prize scholars in the 
county. As farmers sometimes say of corn, "the f'amplc was better 
than the sack." 

III. TABT.E SJJOWING TnE SouncEs or Yotu~rAnY 
CoxTmnurio:ss. 

I now append the Tn1le rt>fcrrcd to in the Report, p. 53. It is tlu:re 
said that all the returns bearing on this subject are gi1cn, which are 
made in a sufficiently complete form. It is no mere ~election of extreme 
cases, but a genuine picture of the financial state of the school~ in 168 
parishes out of the whole number traversed. Time being preeiou~, the 
Table used in framing this return was not issued at all in the Union of 
Dore. It will be seen that the Unions ·nrc represented with ditfcrcnt 
degrees of fulness. In every case the statements arc vouched for on 
the nuthority of the school managers. 

TAnLE showing the Sources of the Voluntary Contributions in support of 1 GS Schools; 
the Number of the Contributors; the Amount contributed; au~ its Ratio to the 
Rateaule Value of Property, &c. 

'0 Amount of Voluntar;v Contributions from 

Parish, 

£ 
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IIi Bishop'~ } 
.a. Caundlc 
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~ Folko 
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1,9-~S 
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£ 
8:1 

22 

31 
14 

27 

37 

Ln;v 
Tithe J,and Hou~c· 
nnd O~cu· holders. Othen. 

Land pwrs. 
01Vncrs. 

~1~1~1 1 ~1 1 ~~~ ~~z~z~z~ 
£ £ £ £ £ 

1 4G----..:.-

12 ~------

10 

10 -

25 -

11 -

R~mnrks. 

S<·hool snpp<•rtr<l 
hy Mr. Clayton. 

Leigh 
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--- --~------- --· --------
11,723 jli 32 01 1 - - 8 11 Carried on. 
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HnwkdlUrch • 3,K78 '1:1 16 - - - 1 -

~ Kilmington - 2,750 2~ 9 1 
i< Membury 3,4!-17 27 ~ I 6 1 
~ Shute • 2,2~0 22 • 19 -

~ 
~ Thomcombe • 5,773 15 -~ 15 -

Uplyme • • 2,50~ 53 53 I - - - - - - - -
I 

Chi..tly maintainNl 
nt tho.• tO>t of liir 
W.l'olt•. 

The girb' >chool 

~r rs~u)l;;,'~~~~ ~f 
~adl.Jonnt:.:h. 

Cost entir .. ll' homr 
by the l'l'rtor. 

- A:hffi.--. 2,674" ~ --ljll-=--=- - • - l- Support~tl h_r ~I;. 
~Jwkc-,ot Jordnns. 
~·he ;,/. is fmm 

Buckland St.} 31•8 Mary • • 1 GO 9------
llett(·U's Clmrity. 

The ~<'hool wa.' 
built l.Jy tr·ctor at 
a eost of 711ul. Dt ... 
til'ir•nr·y nmd~ up 

~ Combe St.Ni·} 5132 1•3 ~ cholas • ' 1 10 19 25 
1•.¥ llilll. 

Dt'lil'il'll<'Y lll:t<k up 
l1v ft'l'hlr, In 1~5~ 
it nllloUHtl'tl to 
731. 

< = 0 

Donyatt • 

Totals • 

• 2,120 25 2 - Difn~ult v is found 
in !":ttinz in 
the >Ub><'TlJitions 
hc·re. 

41 j67 100 Canietl on, 
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I 
... 
0 .. ., 

::: "' c 
" ;;) 
E>. 

~~ ~., 

I Parish. i>t 
;5 ~2 ~i 

I 
~~ 

.;!. ;£ 

a ~ 
> 

I < 

;! 

~ 

~ 
: ~~-~~·k "I g~~ u 

!mount or T"oluntary Contribution8 from 

Lay 
Ttthe 
and 

Land 
Owners. 

£1 
S~7 t107 
83 1 
12 

19 1 
2 

25 

5 
s 

10 

J.and 
o~eu- ~IS!~. Oth~rs. 
piers. 

::::: . i}4,15<\ 1{:: 
3 ,., .• 

.. l!arsh , ••• 
1 

31 10 1 15 - - -

Remarks. 

Defkieney (1141. on 
last two years) 
borne by the
vicar. 

The del'!!rman 
bears e,·ery de· 
fidene..-, 

Supported by Sir 
'l'rsyton Drake. 

'\Thttt' Stauu-} i 1 ~ [ 7 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 

-~:__·--------1------·1-------

1

1 Chi.n!lock} • 3 611 82 5 1 2 s S s 8 1 (\\ ~st 1 • 
Clc•Swortb • 1,2\!5 12 - -

i C\•ker ,West~ 8.~52 85 
Chilton Cantilo 1,+\l 22 
Chi.lthorne • l,i<>il 8 

8 4 6 
~s 3 7 
10 6 14 
1 2 8 
5 6 9 -

14 5 
3 - 14 

1 1 2 I 2 

~I 86 7 I 2 
5 -I-

ul I_ ~ onh P~rrott 1,7~5 25 

s.-.uthPether-). G6!:'il' 
36 17 

___ _ 
! ~l<•n • • J. • I 

1 
5 -

20 -

The Sunday scr.ool 
costs about 'i I. a 
year. 

Defid~nrymadeup 
by cl~rliJ·man. 

Do. 
Do. 

Deficiency made up 
hy rector. 

D~firienry (very 
lal'!!e) made up 
by clergyman. 

The rector givesthco 
house rent free. 

Thrsf'snhscriptiot.s 
induue the Sun· 
day and evening 
schools. 

The girls' scl1ool 
is entirely IUP• 
ported IJ7 tho 
dergyman. 

1 Tintinhull ·12.~~6 I 13 ! 3 - - - - - -
I lt'tAii;on • 2,i:)(J 2S 17 2 8 - - - - - -

-:--:rc:tals"': ~~5,6~7 ,3,6-n 1t,Oi5 .2111 \1.0~3 1m\G; 53184 SG\132 -S-h-er~b--o-rn_e_D_i~-~-ri-ct. 
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... Amount of Voluntary Contributiom from " ... ~ ci " Lay ., r:,;; " ::0. s Tithe J.and 
~ =~ :e:......: 

~ and (Jc,·u· Jlon>e· Other~. 
..... ~ 

:: 0 holder~. 0 Parish.· ~~ z Lnnd )lier~. n~:m~r:~j. ·a "'"' -o -<il C) Owuer:i. ;;;. """ "'"' l II~ ~ ] 

II 1 " l II " '"' > 0 

< ~ ... 
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 

Bt·einton 2,ot.a 29 7 - - - - 2 ~0 - - -
~~~~·mittJci 5.2'0 7~ 3 6 23 1 1 - - - - -

1,009 70 ~0 2 8 - - - - - - Ro!'\r•r pn)·s all tl.~ 
Jitit•ntiP'i. 

Clehongcr 2,fl70 75 - 1 f)O - - - - 1 2:; -
Callow • 1,225 13 2 1 3 - - - - - - -
Dinrtlor • 3,4:JS 10 10 - - - - - - - - -
Dewehurrh} ,,SM 50 12 3 15 I- - 1 2 - - -()Inch) • _I_ Dewchurch } 1,708 28 23 - - - - - - Entirely suppr,rte•l 

g (Little) by d<:rgy utall. 

0 Eaton Bishop 3,t.J;3 4:i 20 2 6 - - - - 2 6 -
~ Holm Lacy 3.il0 21 5 1 311 - - - - - - -
~ Holuwr. 6,iJUO 32 2 12 a; 9 12 5 4 3 

31 
-..; Hampton} , ill Btshop 6,H>2 15 1:l - - - - - - - -

Hide (West)· 1,308 2:; 1J 2 3 1 3 - - 1 1 The ineumhont 
or St.,ke };.lith 
tuahs up tHi· 
cirncics. 

)fordiford 2,100 37 4 2 16 5 7 - - 3 2 -
Sutton St.} 

l'icholas • 1,020 30 - 2 2 3 3 - - 2 2 -
Lu.tnvardine • 4,.tl1 60 8 3 10 2 5 - - - - -
Withinl!'ton 2,832 36 1 6 7 4 3 3 3 - - -
Weston Beg-} 

gard· • 
1,427 39 31 2 21 - - - - - - -

--------- -;I-; --- - - - -
_, _______ 

Brampton } 2,3-H 30 10 - - -Abbots • 
Ballingham • 4,015 2~ 1~ II~ 12 - - -
Brid.•tow • 4,212 33 12 4 2 3 3 1 1 -
Brock hampton 1,217 10 5 7 3 1 1 - -
Foy • • 3,710 21 3 2 ]i) 5 3 - -
Goodrich • 4,t;:ls 10! 6 2 15 4 16 - - 6 6. -
Hentlaud 4,ill 92 6 1 a - - - - - - The drficieuc·y 

(nhout ·~II.) madt• 
up by clt•rg-ymau, 

Llan!\'arrcn 6,~37 32 6 6 19 6 5 - - - - -
Mars tow 1,2~9 16 

61 
4 4 - - 1 2 - - The clcr.,:rman 

mak(·S up deli· 

Lea- 1,2.i2 
CiCIH"y, 

22 20 1 5 - - - - - - -
King's Caple· 3,1116 2:j 1 2 }I) -I- 1 l - - -
Llanwarne - 2,:!72 70 10 3 17 - - - - 3 3 The school used to 

l'OSt the l't't'tor 

"' 
·~ 

_I_ :,~~~ar~~,:~cil ~~i~ 
mistrc~s. 

Peterstow 2,600 30 27 - - - - - - Drfirit'lli'Y wade up 
hy rcdur, 

t'pton Bishop 3,8(}.1 38 10 5 12 - - - - 2 3 Thl' dcrgymnn 
111ak~s up deli 
ciem·~·. 

Walford. • } rs 5 3 8 4 3 2 6 3 3 -
" Warr.rfield· 4•975 ' 22 - 1 20 - - - - - - Suporb•d by Cnp• 

tain l'ower. 

St. Weonards t,115 23 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 - - ----------- -;:-,~ --_,_ - ------
Boden ham 6,172 55 20 8 3 3 2 - -

School lsb~ing dl$ Dock! ow 1,382 15 - 1 11 - coutiuued. 
Humber 1,183 20 8 1 

T 
-

Hope sub} 1,922 3~ - 3 9 - - 4 11 5 6 -Dinmorc· 

King~ land o,i'io 
27 - 1 27 - -
40 15 3 6 - - 1 5 ------- 60r2G Carried on. Totals t27,0i9

1
t,5to

1 
355 m m j 5G 55 33 6tl 
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.. Amount of Voluntary Contributions from .. 0 
0 .. 

= Lny 
" ~ "' Tithe J,nnd ::l. 0 13 nnd Ot't'l\• 

House- Othct•s, g ~€ ]~ "' holders. 
Parish, 

~ Land piers. • Remarks. ·a o;C. " Owners. c:~ Q ;;.. :ce c:<J 

TIT lJ?ot <.00 ';j 

il~ T ~ 
., 

~ " "' a,l ;:: ~ s::: e .0 ::l .0 ::! ..0 .. s 5 8 0 8 0 13 0 

"' ~ s :J !3 ::l ~ :J l'l > ol z "'l z <1 z z < ~ ... 
£ I £ £ £ £ £ £ 

Bronght on· 12i,!l79 l,iilO 35j m .J,ij1 56 GO 26 55 33 66 
1\IonklanU. 1,610 47 13 3 7 {j 5 - - 3 3 About 121. is rol· 

lectcd at the of· 
I;; fcrtory. 

" Orleton • 2,965 52 10 8 20 - - - - 2 2 In 1858,171. was col· 
"' I lcctcd at the of. 
1::1 fet·tory. 
~ 

"' Pndtll0:>ton 1,6[15 5.J. V2 - - - - - - - - Entirely supported 
~ by rector. 
; Shobtlotl 3,762 75 15 1 50 - - - - - - The landowner and 
0 rector arc bt·o· 

"" 
thct-s, and share 

.... the cost in these 
proportions. 

Stoke Prior 3,i115 12 4 3 5 - - - - - - -
Yarpole • • 3,701 it 5 10 36 19 11 - - 3 3 -

--------------- --- - - - - - ------
Bishop's Frome 3,933 80 50 - - - - - - - - With the exception 

of an endowment 
of 151., entirel,v 
supported by VI• 

~ car. 
Ill Cradlcy • 6,2M 78 45 5 5 2 2 - - 2 2 ltcctor makes up 
~ any deficiency. 
~. Oclc Pitcllard 1,1n.; 9 2 5 G - - - - - - -
0 PencombP 2,700 33 20 1 5 - - - - 1 1 -
"' Tcdstonc""arer 514 6:i - 1 C5 - - - - - Supp01·ted by 1\Ir. 

01< -; 
llt~ginson, of 
Saltmnrslle Cns· 
tie. 

~:nr:~s~v~~k~: 2,105 H 4 - - - -· - - - - -
1,·H9 21) u 4 5 4 2 - - 4 3 ---Whitl.lourne • 3,862 51 10 3 12 7 7 - - 1 3 -------------- - - - - - - - - -------

Ashpcrton 1,6GO 90 15 1 35 5 5 1 5 - - ~'he landoW11er is 
also a clergyman 
-ltcv. J. Hopton, 
of Canon Frome, 

B~~~l~~tori • 
6,a~s 51 10 7 18 - - - - - -

~ 
1,167 16 10 - - - - - - - - -

Strctton } 1,240 3~ 
t 

t> Grandsome 10 1 30 - - - - - - -
~ Tarriugton • 2,772 53 - 1 30 - - - - - - S1ported by Lady 
A 
~ •mily }'oley. 

.... ll!uch ~Iarcle· 7,893 1G1 5 6 18 - - 1 1 - - Dcficicn(>y raised 
among rector's 
personal friends, 

PntleY 871 40 . 24 1 3 - - - - 1 5 -
~~:~l;rrre 5,119 41 3 1 1 3 30 - - 1 5 -

1,563 31) 2 4 1f> 3 2 - - 2 1 ------- -------- --- - - - - - ------
:i Bl\Shley. 2,09~ 100 - 1 83 - - - - - - Entirely supEort· 
p: ed by 1\[r. OW• 

E cleswell, of Pull 
Court. 

~ Earl's Croome 2,829 42 10 6 2'1 - - - - - - -
0 Powkk • 9,767 9U 3 6 74 - - 15 21 2 2 -
:l< Ripple . 4,M9 60 10 1 6 - - 4 ll - - The r~ctor makcl 
0 good delidcncies, 
"' Srvem Stoke· 6,200 76 10 3 37 6 2 1 2 P< - - -!;I Weiland . 2,~26 17 5 - - - - 1 4 - - ----------------

DO"iiM 
- - - - -------I T "'"' · • 2n,2'! 

3,020 

"'·"'I'"" 
49 97 li5 96 11 ore ford District. 

. Total • r5,627 3,641 1,075 i201 ~: 107 65 53 84 80 132 Sherborne District. 

Totals • 508,895 6,661 1,7821390 2,127 217 i200 102 181 l..U 228 
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IV. MoDE OF EDUCATION ; GovERNMENT AND L'i'SPECTION OF 

SCHOOLS. 

Constitution of It is very rare that schools built without assistance from Govern
schools. ment, and so relieved from the necessity of trust deeds, have any 

formal constitution. The almost universal description of their manage
ment is, that they are under the control and diret'tion of the parochial 
clergyman. Endowed schools, of course, are, qud the endowments, under 
trustees ; and Briti~h schools generally have a committee, but the great 
bulk of parochial Rchools are in the l1ands of the clergy. Indeed, if the 
clergyman did not undertake the management, there would be none at 
all. In the majority of parishes there a1·e not many other persons 
competent, and still fewer willing. It is surprising when one recolll'cts 
what a eommon piece of conversational sentimentali~m it is, to enlarge 
upon the duty of educating the people, to find, when one comes to look 
into facts and to ascertain the actual state of things, how few indivi· 
duals are really taking part in the work, even as contributors of 
money, still less as contributors of labour or of time. A few laymen 
who have founded schoold, as l\Ir. Ricurdo at Berrow, Dr. Henry at 
Raffield, Mrs. Helyar at East Coker, Capt. Power at \\alford, con
tinue to watch over their welfare personally, visit them, govern them; 
but in most eases they delegate the duty to the clergyman .. Here and 
there, as at Goodrich, the school owes its prosperity to the interest 
taken in it by some liberal and active lay manager, who is secretary or 
treasurer; but these are the exreptional eases. In most in~tances the 
constitution of the school follows the constitution or the parish, and 
the "parson," as he is legally and conventionally the head of tbis, so is 
he practically and really the head of that. This is so univew1lly the 
law that it is hardly worth while to accumulate facts in illustration o£ 
it. I speak, it is to be remembered, of country parisl1es. 

Inspection of Government inspection, as is well known, cannot be refused where 
schools, the managers, having accepted Government aid, ha>c made their school 

liable to it. Diocesan inspection, which is general throughout my 
district, is frequently repudiated on a nriety of grounds. The t"·o 
deepest and broadest grounds, however, are (1) a difference of theolo
gical opinions between the clerical manager and the Lishop or hi5 in
spector ; (2) a consciousness that the school is not fit to bear the light. 
The latter is an intelligible reason ; though to act upon it seems like 
a deliberate preference for a state of things of which one confesses 
oneself ashamed. The former exhibits a strange and unhappy amount 
of jealousy or suspicion, as though a neighbour, even if he !tad the 
power, in a short annual visit of two or three hours, to poison one's 
children's minds with some terrible unorthodoxy, 'yould have bad taste · 
or bad feeling enough to use it. I subjoin a few illustrations of the 
feelings that exist upon the general subject. 

In a Dorsetshire parish I found the clergyman, who is sole mannger 
and sole supporter of his school, disliked the interference of the 
Government, and disliked the theology of his' neighbour, the rural 
dean, who, as the bishop's officer, would inspect his school. ''Do you 
object to inS'pection, then, in itself?" "Oh no ; I think it is an excel·. 
lent stimulus to a school ; and I have written to the !lome and Colonial 
Society, in London, to ask them to send me down one of their inspec
tors; but they have discontinued the practice.'' So, while admitting 
the advantages of inspection pe1' se, my good friend, who discusse<l the 
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question .,ery aminbly with me, repudiated it in the only accessible 
forms in which it presented itself to him. 

The followin"' letters which I reeei'fed mye.elf, in reply to my 
announcement of an intended visit to sc·hools, illustrate the feelings that 
animate some persons towards any one who, in any E-ense or e.hape, may 
be considered as a representati\"e of the State. The fint is very 
laconic, and I did not choose to interpret it as a rtfusal of a.dmission. 
The writer was ,absent on the day that I visitkd his parish, and I pro· 
cured the necessarr information from t.be schoolmaster. The school is 
one of those that I ha¥e described as hardly prepared t.o bear too much 
light thrown upon its condition. "Dear sir,-The Sunday school is 
entirdy supported by myself; and our E-chools are private schools." 
TLese "pri rate schools," howen:.>r, were endowed, and under truE tees. 
Letter 2 :-" Sir,-I must decline enn attempting to fill up the fol'IllS 
which you haYe sent me. I Lave a school here, Hrictly CLurch, ne¥er 
assimd by the Committee of Counci~ or any other public body, and 
under no control or in~pection whatsoe¥er but that of the minhter of 
the pari~h. :;;\umber of children about 40. I cannot allow any return 
or report beyond this to be made of it. I return the papers, and write 
this wishing to save you the trouble of a ue-elhs ¥ieit." I, of cour::.e, 
paid my vi~it all the same; was personally recein-d with much kind
ness by the manager, who helped me t.o £11 up my table, though he 
continued to stand upon his principle so far, that, on one or two points 
quite unimportant he declined to gi>e information; and he refused to 
grant me admittance to his school. lktt.er 3 :-" Sir,-You will be so 
good as attribute the returns made by me as owing to the wi~h that 
they ehoulcl be made, pri'fately COn"\eyed to me, of the Lord Di~hop of 
tLis dioce;.e, to whom alone, in my opinion, the right of r•utting the 
questions you ba>e undertaken to put seems to belong. I hope, at the 
~ame time, that this act of court.eEy will not be taken as an admission 
of the propriety of the prt:sent mode of proceeding." 

The gentleman who wrote this last letter is himself a dioce~an 
in:opectur, and claiming to be admitted, as the Bishc•p 's officer and as a. 
matter of right, to iD5pect a large town ecbool in his neigl1bourbood; 
he was unfortunate enough to clash with notions of iodtptndence 
ent€rtained by the committee, who, as a consequtnce, ret-uhed to 
decline diocesan impection for the future. There is, as it !!'etms to me, 
in so vital a matter affecting such large intertsts, and where eo-operation 
and Eympathy are of all otLers the things that we most need to excite, 
too. much Etanding upon imaginary points of dignity anJ imaginary 
points of principle. Were I e'"er .. o well sati;;fied with the theort'ti~al 
SI;Undness of any principle, I should doubt whether I were ju5tii:ied in 
carryin;:r it out practically, wheu I saw that its maintenance invohed 
the Eacrifice of some of the );est interests of my sclJooL I did not mc*t 
with a single per~vn r;ut allowed the adnnta,.e of some kind (![ 
impection ; 'but a few, a nry few, I am happy ~o r.;ay, would admit 
none, unle~s it were of their own kind; and that was not &lways. 
attainalJle. 

::\!any of the diocesan inspectors take great intertst in their work 
and do ~t very efficiently. In Dorset5ldre they are t:r offi{:io the rurai 
deans ; m ~e'\"on and S?merset they are appointed by the bishop; in 
Hereford6hm~, though bishop's officers, tLeir reports are sent in t.o the 
Secretary of the Diocesan Education Board. In W orcestershire the 
Eystem, I tl1ink, is tLe same. Diocesan inspection, as a syotem, co¥ers 
the wb1;le area of my district, though, as I ha>e said, for one reason or 
another, there are several schools that do not come under its operation. 
It bas always struck me as one of tbe EaddeEt tffects of our thc-ologic&l 
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differences, that they make tbemselres felt even in tl1e matter of 
elementary education. 

Diocesan and Go-vernment inspection appear to work togetlH:r without 
any jar. If they take place at opposite six months iu the year, they 
contribute powerfully to sustain the efficiency of the school. A word 
in season often drops from the inspector, which an intelligent teacher 
turns to after account; the chilJren rapiJly acquire reauincss an•l se:lf
possession in their answers, and the visits of an inspector of any sense~ 
are almost uni-versally welcomed in schools of any merit. From wllat I 
llaYe seen, to hear that a school was not under ,inspection of any kinJ, 
would raise in my mind a strong prepossessing anticipation of it.> in
efficiency. The test of coming to the light holch good here, as well as 
in matters of higher concern. As a rule, the unimpccted schor;!5 urc 
the worst schools. 

The question of the government of schools woulJ aoaume more 
importance, if any legislative enactment proYitled for their maintenance 
by compulsory local rates. In large portions of an agricultural di:-trict 
such a measure would be fatal to their efficiency if the a(hninistratiou 
of the rate and the control of the school were left in the hand~ of tl1e 
ratepayers. One may anticipate what would he the re5ult, by ~ee:ing 
how large sums of money, administered by feoffecs, as at C'olyton or 
Stocklancl,.are spent now. It is pos~iLle to spend a great deal of money 
on education without advancing its real interests one hair's l;rca•ltL. 
And such, from what I have seen, I fear in too ruany places (i11 l!iost 
rural places) would bc.the effect of a rate in aid. It "·oul(l, of conroe, 
at once extinguish the voluntary system, which, it must be admitt.:d, 
rests upon no better defined l)asis than feeling and a seni'e of duty, and 
consequently, is somewhat precarious and capricious in its operation. 
Dut, with nll its imperfections, in a work of tl1is kintl, I confess that I 
would rather trust to it than to a system which would simply put it5 
hand into men's pockets without eYer iouching their hcnrt:'. I 
presume that a central bureau might, to a certain extent, prorillc for 
the proper expenditure of money raised under such a system, slantling 
much in the same relation to the local administrator8 that the Poor 
Law Board does to Boards oi Guardians. But when une sees l·y the 
example of the workhouses nt Ross, DromyarJ, nnd Dore into what a 
state Boards of Guardians can allow their schools to fall in spite of Poor 
Law Boards and Gov-ernment Inspectors, who nppcar only abltl to 
record dissatisfaction without compelling improvement, one ln1s not 
much confidence in the effectiveness of such control. As a result of 
my ob~ervation, I am not at aU iuclincd to throw up the voluntary 
system as inadequate. Even where it docs its work ill, a:<, ~pc·aking 
generally, in the Union of Dore, I doubt whethc1• a compulwry system 
would do the work better; and certainly, when the voluntary :-:ystcm i~ 
effective, the result is of <tl far hirrher kind morally aml ~ocially than 
could be produced by any other ;ethod. The labourers in thi~ field 
must be willing, not reluctant ones. 
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.M.A., -Vicar of Masbam, Yorkshire, OM th!! Sun of PoPCL.U 
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Pooa LAw t' smss of LiscoLs, G.u.ttliiPOJOt'GB, TaoUE, 
Do~c.&Slr.a, Nnn~ Tat.noao, Do'ti'!{RA}I, THlliG0£1 Bun, 
M.u.ouHALL, mui Ea..Y, i• tJu Coutin of LJ,..oou, You, 
XO'lTI:s<.BA.N, St'FFOL.l, Nouou., tmd C..utBaLOOL 

MY Loan Dun no GtsTLEXEl'. Mav 9, Ja.;9. 
b prE'!leoting my rrport, I beg to premise that the state

ments contained in it, even when espresf!.e.d in the form of opinions, 
are f'lltirely based upon the aoe"-en gin"'l to my ioquiriea in the 
coune of my toor through the districts u.signed to me by Her 
Majesty's Education U>miDWiooers. Owing to the character of 
those districts, there are some poiot;s on which I hue been able 
to gather very little information. On others I ibould baTe been 
glad to ettk a eonfirmation of the rt.at('1Deots made to ITM', by 
questions put to more numt"rom "i~ but the time allowed 
me precluded my doing lj(), The per100ns to wbom I have generally 
applied, and whose endence and opinion!! I have chiefly relied 
upon, haTe· been school teachers, school managen, farmen and 
employers of labour, and persons of property and intelligence 
taking an interest in education. In vill.ag~ the only person wbo 
takes any interest in the &ebool is, generall '! speaking, the 
clergy DliiL 

I haw ¥isited e"ery place in the district! a.iiigned to me, with 
the exception of a few hamlets, in 1rhieh I ascertained that there 
were no sclJools; and I ~ve lt-ft circulars, either myeelf or by my 
derk, at e-rery school wh;eh I ha¥e heard of. The cireu.l.an for 
private &ehools were, in all-cases, fiJJed up by myeelf or my clerk; 
and the information given in tLem i!!, in m~t casei-, complm and 
t.l'W>twonhy. The ages of the ~ounger children could not a~ways 
be ascertained with exactnt'SS; but I hat'e no doubt that thev are 
stated with a Vf!TY dose ap}Jroximatioo to the truth. In ~ f.,.w 
cates the children were not pre!:ent, and no return of the a.gt"ii 
could be obtained. 

In my application to persom keeping schools of a better cLw 
1 was generally roooessful ; but in rome instance-s all information 
was refused. 

The ~ost important &ehools conn~ with this inquiry are 
those wh1<:L are eupported by subscnpttona or other extranrons 
aid for the benefit of the labouring classes. I am z.orrr to say 
that the information sought from the managers of these. t!oehools 
baa lx-eo n·ry incompletely ginn. Wherever such schools are 
DOt under Government iru>pection, a good deal of iUSpicion and 
dread of iotederence is usually awakelk'd by an inquiry soppoeecl 
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to emanate in any way ft·om the GoYernment. When I have had 
the opportunity of giving explanations in person, I have generally 
succeeded in removing this apprehension; but for want of such 
oppottunity, I have in some cases failed to obtain any returns. 
In some instances the term " public school," printed on Circular 
:M., has, I have reason to think, been an impediment to my 
recei\'ing information respecting schools supported by indi\·idual 
patrons, and regarded by them as strictly priL•ate. 

It is much to be regretted that Circular M. has not been filled 
llP with more care. But it must be remarked that in some schools 
returns of a similat• kind are asked for from several different 
quarters (e. g., the Committee of Council, the National Socit·ty, 
Diocesan Boards), and can seldom be ·made without imposing 
11pon the masters considerable trouble. It can hardly, therefore, 
be wondered at that many masters should ha,·e been unwilling to 
bestow much labour ot· time upon these papers. 

The Sunday school papers would have been filled up in many 
cases more carefully if information had not ah·eady been given iu 
reply to circulars issued through other hands. 

l'uhlic schools. The number of public schools and their general condition will 
be found detailed in Appendix A. 

The total numbet· is 344, besides a few which were closed for a 
time at the pt>riod of my visit. 

Private schools. The number of pri\'ate schools which I have found is 501, of 
which 402 are schools for the labouring classes. n.v far the 
greatest number of these are dames' schools. For the numbers 
in different unions, I refet· t') Appendix A. 

~unday schools. With only one or two exceptions, the Sunday schools of my dis
trict are connected eithet' with the Church or with some religious 
denomination. How fat· they serve to keep up the education given 
at an earlier period in the day school may be judged of by the 
11ges of the children at Sunday schools. In Sunday schools 48 per 
cent. are 9 years old and upwards, whenas in week-day schools 
only 34 per cent. are of that age. In Sumlay ~chools 11 per cent. 
are of the age of J 3 and upwards; whereas in week-day schools 
only 4 per cent. are of that age. Sunday schools are confined to 
religious teaching, excepting that the younger chihlren are often 
taught to read. They also, of course, keep up the power of reading 
in the elder children who ha\'e left the week-day school. In Sunday 
srhooh in villages, connected with dissenters, the teachers are often 

)iumhcr C>f 
children nt 
EChOO!, 

extremely deficient in ability to wdte and spell. (See Appendix B.) 
I have made an estimate of the number of children whose names 

were on the books of a school at the time of my visit to the 
school. If the papers which I issued had all been tillt'd 11p, the 
number could have been stated exactly. But in some instances 
no returns ha\'e been made. In part of these cases I ascertained 
the numbers when I visited the school, but in others I h:n·e been 
obliged to supply the numbers from conjecture. I have, however, 
in all cases some ground for my estimate, and I ar.1 sure that I nm 
makinll' the total much more correct than if I were to take no. 
account of the schools from which returns have not been obtained. 



The numbers I £ml to be as follow~:
~-1.9;9 in public ~chools. 
~\::!-10 in printe 8chools. 
2,854: in schools of a higher cla~s. 

The total is 37,0;3 

HS 

The e5tirnated number of children between the ages of 3 and 15 
in the unions which I ha,·e Yisited, according to the statement 
supplied to me, is 'ii,9i:3. 

The number of children at school, in my calculation, includes 
some undrr 3 and some above 15. Making allowance for this (see 
J.ppendix C.~ I e5timate the number of children in the districts 
assigned to me, between the ages of 3 and 15, whose names I 
found upon some school books, as 3.>,9:>3. This is rather less 
than bnlf tbe whole number of children between those ages. 

The next point on which I ha,·e endea,·oured to arrive at a con- !v:~~Ltay 
elusion is the average period of attendance at school, by which I 
mean the average interval between first going to school and finally 
lea\ing it. 

In answer to my questions on this point, I haye only receiYed 
nry \'ague replie~, as might be expected, for the following 
reJsons :-(1.) It is not a point on which any record is kept in 
most registers. (2.) The master's observation does not generally 
extend on.•r a sufficient range of time. (3.) The children in many 
ca~es do not spend all their school tim~ in the same school. 

HowHer, the general tenor of the replies to my questions is to 
this eliect, that children usually commence school about 5 wars 
of ar.;e, ther begin to leaYe school about 9, and few are found 
ther; abo'l"~ 13.'"' The conclusion from these numbers would be 
that the school pt>rioJ averages about 6 years. 

The statistical returns tend to show that this is not very wide 
of the truth. • 

I hare made two calculations, explained in the Appendix D. 
The first of these, based upon a. comparison of the tstimated 

numbers of children existing and of children nt school, gives for 
the average pt>riod of school life, 5 ·53 years. I ha'\"e mentioned 
reasons for thinking this too low. 

Tbe St'conJ calculation, based upon the greatest number of 
child:en at school of any one age, gives, for boys, 7 · 26 years, and 
for !!ll·ls, 8 ·:::! t years. 

These numbers are probably correct for three-fourths of the 
~\hole number of children; but the am·age for the whole (taking 
mto account the other one-fourth, comprising the most irregular) 
must be lower. 

I do not think we shall be far from the truth if we take tbtt 
mean· betw.:en the limits which I haye assic;ned, and state the 
a~·erage p<:riod of school life to be, for bo~·s,"G • 38 years, and for 
gnls, 6 · t8 wars, remembering that iu the case of the far (Treater 
nun:ht>r of ci~ilJren the nrerage period is higher. 

0 

1 Lese penods, however, do not at all represent the actual time Actual time 
~1 1 .:nt at school. In many schooh the attendance in summer is ~pent ot sl.'hool. 

YOLIL ~ 
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only haifwhat it is in winter. The schools which I visited in 
October and November were considerably thinner than they would 
have been in January and February. I was repeatedly told that 
children above the age of eight are away from school for entire 
intervals varying from four to eight months in the year, and that 
those above 10 or 11 are frequently only to be found in the school 
for a few weeks in winter. The general complaint is that there is 
hardly such a thing as progress in the education of children above 
eight years of age. Teachers can usually do no more than bring 
the elder children up again each winter to the point which they 
had reached before. 

These statements are confirmed by reference to the Tables of 
statistics. 

By the Tables in Appendix D. it appears that boys and girls 
begin to leave school .finally at the age of 9. The same causes which 
take them away from school at that age will, of course, make their 
attendance irregular at a still earlier time. 

Appendix F. contains an abstract of Table VIII. of the returns 
from. public schools, based upon returns from 125 sclwols. From 
that abstract it appears that (1) nearly 40 per cent., attend school 
less than half the year; and (2) ahout 60 per cent. attend less 
than three quarters of the year. 

By Table in Appendix K it appears that nearly 40 per cent. of 
the scholars are 9 years fJld and upwards, and 53 per cent. are 
S years old and upwards. 

And thes~ are the scholars who, according to the general testi
mony of teachers, are absent from four to eight months of the 
year. The statements of the teachers quite tally with the above 
inferences drawn from the statistics. 

I have bad no means of ascertaining with any degree of accuracy, 
what number of children are left altogetber without education; 
but from the answer.s which have been given to my inquiries in 
particular cases, I should suppose it to be between 5 and 10 per 
cent. These are almost always the children of dissipated parents, 
who are totally indifferent to the welfare of their families, and 
cannot be said to have a reason fot· keeping their cl1iidren from 
school. In villages these cases are much fewer. than in towns. 

I have met with very few instances indeed where children are 
supposed to be kept away from school through the inability of 
their parents to pay for them. The table of school fees is often so 
arranged that when there are already one or two members of a 
family in the school, others are admitted at a lower charge, or crcn 
without payment at all. In many places, also, there are persons 
who pay the school fees for a few of the poorest families. 

Even persons who are receiving out-door relief seem to be able 
to send their childt·en to school. In one union inquiry had just 
been made, at the time of my visit, into this point by the board of 
O'Uardians, and the result of it was that it was deemed unnecessary 
fo intf·rfere by assisting persons who were receiving out-door relief~ 
towards the education of the it· children. (See Appendix G.) 

The poor do not neglect the education of tl1eir children und~r 
the impression that the teaching .supplied is not adapted to thetr 
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wants. Thev do not, indeed, commonly set any value upon any
thing beyond reading-, writing, cyphering, an? se,~ing. If. the~e 
is a choice they sometimes prefer a school m whtch no time IS 

devoted t~ o·eo.,.raphy, o-rammar, or music. They sometimes 
send their children to ~n inferior private school to oblige a 
nei.,.hbou,·, or out of kind feeling towards a widow, or because it 
is ;ear at hand. But the instruction given in public schools is, 
on the whole, such as they are satisfied with. 

I have not heard of a single instance in which the religious 
teaching in a school formed the ground for withdrawing or with
holding children from the school. 

The chief causes of inegularity in the attendance of children Causes of irre· 
l' 11 gular attend-at school are the 10 owing :- ance, 

l. The indifference of the parents. 
This is seen in the fact that children arc often away ft·om 

school when they are not at work. Parents both allow their 
children to stay at home and keep them at home for trivial 
reasons, requiring no self-denial on theit• part to encounter. I 
believe, however, that this indifference is on the decrease. In 
many places teachers state that there is considerable anxiety 
shown by parents to secure the education of their children; some
times, because they themselves are uneducated, and have expe
rienced the want; more frequently, because they have received 
education themsel\'es, and ha\'e found its value. 

2. The incompetence Ol' unpopularity of the teacher. 
The influence of this upon the attendance of the children is seen 

by the effect produced by a change- of masters. Where an incom
petent or unpopular master is succeeded by one of an opposite 
character, the attendance is sure to improve in a marked manner. 

3. But the great reason of the frequent and long periods of 
absence from school is to be found in the fact that children are so 
soon able to earn wages of considerable amount.* 

The following facts will show how strong an inducement there 
is for parents to send their children to work instead of keeping 
them at school. 

In the district embracing the Unions of Thorne, Doncaster, 
Gainsborough, Lincoln, and Newark, the wages of ordinary farm 
labourers are 12s. a week in winter and 14s. or l5s. in summet'. 
Children begin to have a money value as soon as they can Ehout 
loud enough to scare a crow, or can endure exposu1·e to the 
weather in watching cows in the lane. At 8 years of age they 
cam 6d. a day, or more,· at 11 or 12 they earn Is. a day. 

In the district of Ely, Bury, ~~ildt:'nhall, Downham Market, 

. • Extracts from the Report of the Swaffham District Branch of the National 
::ichool ::iociety, 1858:-" If that Report should appear not altogether satisfactory as 
:: regards !he progres~ of improven;cnt in the schools, we cannot but assign the chief 

cause ot It to the megulanty of the attendance of the scholars occasioned by that 
" growing evil, the increase of juvenile, in many cases of almost 

1
infantine labour in 

" lwld work, a practice not permitted to exist in some other branches of industrial 
" oemployment." 

" 'lhe demand for children's labour is so excessive that the prospect of gain far 
" outweighs in parents' minds the advantarres of cduc~tion: and in this there seems to 
" !Je no <li!li.:r~ncc between a good an(\ a bad school." 

K 2 
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and Thetfot·d, the wages of nwn are 8s. or 9s. a we~:k in winter, 
and lOs. or lls. in summer. The wnges of children are propor
tionately Jess, being from 3d. to 8J. a day. 

There is not constant employment for children all the Jear 
round, but the periods are small during- which they cannot be 
engaged upon one tbing or another. There is a great deal of 
work which they can do as well or better than grown pet·sons. 
They not only can earn wages, but they are in great request; they 
are as necessary a part of the farmers' staff, for a great part of the 
year, as the adult labourer; they are cheaper than other labour; 
so that I have even heard of a labourer being unable to get work, 
whilst his childt·en were earning wages. The usual employments 
assigned to them are bean dropping, tenting cows in the lanes, 
bird keeping, turnip thinning, stone picking, weeding, driving the 
horses at plough, turnip cutting for sheep. 

Many localities supply special occupation for children, having a 
very marked effect upon the schools at the seasons when it occurs. 

Thus on the banks of the Trent below GainsLorough potatoes 
are largely grown, and in the autumn the children are all employed 
following the men who dig the potatoes, and gatl1cring them up. 

In the neighbourhood of 'l'ickhill peas are grown for the 
Shdfield market, and at the time for gatherin~ them the bellman 
is sent round to call the women and children into the fields. 

At :Mexborough children are largely employed in the potteries 
and glass works. 

At Conisborough they are engaged in the brick and pipe yarch; 
and I was informed that boys of seven or tight coulJ earn ls. a day. 

In the neighbourhood of Newark willow peeling employs many 
young hands in the r:pring. 

At Brandon there is work for children in "fur cutting,'' as it is 
termed-preparing rabbit skins for use. 

In the neighbourhood of the same place, and wherever game i5 
largely preserved, boys are wanted in the shooting E>eason to brush 
the covers. 

About Ely, children, both boys and girls, assi~t their fathers in 
"claying." Whilst the man throws up clay from the bottom of a 
deep trench, to be mixed with the light black earth, the child with 
a spade moves it out of the way. 

About Depden the children help the labourer in draining, their 
duty being to keep the man's spade wet. 

To the south of Bury a great deal of slop work is done in the 
Yillages fot· exportation. The clothes are cut out in a factory, and 
made up in the cottages by women and young girls. A woman 
can make about three coats in a week, nnd gets lOd. each for them; 
the girls less in proportion. 

In various places children are employed in gangs to pick stones 
ofl' the land, or gather twitch ot· weeds. They are usually engaged, 
not by the farmer, but by a man who acts as overseer of the gang 
and takes them about with him. He is often a person either unfit 
for work or of idle habits. His gains are said to be considerable. 
This syste~ is, according to general testimony, most demoralizing. 
I have hear4. it coustantly spoken of ill tile Etrongest possible 
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terms of condemnation. The gangs ft·equently r.ontain both boys 
and girl.s, and the language used is said to ~e shocking; nor is it 
of a better character where the gang contams only women and 
girls. The leader, instead of being a check, is oflen the promoter 
of mischievous talk. 

It can hardly be a matter of surprise that, when three children 
in a family, above eight years old, can double the weekly income 
of the house, parents should withdraw the children from school; 
particularly when it is remembered that they have few examples 
before them of persons whose worldly interests have been promoted 
by education; that the farmer on hiring a lad never asks whether 
he can read and write, and never goes to the ~:~chool for his charac
ter; that the foreman or the shepherd, who ought to read, write, 
and cypher, often cannot, and get on very well if they have a wife 
or child who can; and that, for all parents can see, the children 
can and do learn what they require in the periods when no work 
is to be had. 

But if from particular circumstances parents do acquire a higher 
appreciation of the benefits conferred on child1·en by longer or 
more regular attendance at school, and are willing to make the 
necessary sacrifice, they have in most cases a further difficulty 
which it is scarcely possible for them to sUI'mount. The farmer 
requires the labour of the children. In several cases I have been 
told that employers insist on the children of their labourers work
ing for them. This is more particularly the case in Cambridge
shire, Suffolk, and Norfolk. In the north of Lincolnshire the 
labourers are more indPpendent; but even the're the master's 
wish is generally sufficient to quench the (probably not very 
strong) inclination to f01·ego the child's wages and keep him at 
school. 

Whilst making these statements respecting the employers of 
labour, I ought to add that in many (perhaps most) cases the 
population is not more than sufficient to do the work, and 
frequently the whole number of available hands is required at 
oncP. .Farmers remarking upon this have said to me, ''at certain 
" seasons we want the children, and must have them.'' · 

I will now mention some of the means which have been tried to in~ 
duce children to remain longer at school, and attend more regularly. 

No general system for such a purpose has been adopted ot· 
attempted in the districts which I have visited. The efforts made 
are isolated and experimental, but not the less interesting on that 
account. 

Annual rewards of an honorary character, such as books, are Prizes. 
seldom given; this may be owing to the want of funds; but where 
such prizes are not given, I have not heard any wish expressed by 
teachers that they could be. I take this to be an indication that 
they do not attach much value to them. 

In a few schools clothing is given as a reward for reO'ular 
attendance; it is said to have some effect. 

0 

In two or three cases an attempt has been made to offer some l\Ioney prizes. 
compensation for the loss of wages to which parents must submit 
who send their children constantly to school, by money prizes. 
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In one .school a lady offered a shilling a week to parents who 
would keep their girls at school regularly: only two families 
accepted the offer. 

In another, a part of the capitation grant has been employed 
in giving annual prizes, varying from 6d. to lOs. The clerg-yman 
says in reply to my inquiries, '.'I believe that money prizes help 
" to promote regularity of attendance in those children who are 
" under the age for work; but I am not so sure that they keep 
" thosE:! at school who can earn anything." 

In a third school the patron gives prizes to the followin~ 
extent:-To the first class, three prizes of :3l., ll. lOs., and ll. 
respectively; to the second class, two prizes of ll. and lOs.; to 
the third, two prizes of 12.t and 8s. respecti\'ely. They are given 
for proficiency and attendance amounting to 3!.>0 days in 2 years. 
The patron informs me that the attendance at the school has 
improved since the institution of these prizes. 

Other induct>ments to regular attendance are applied with 
success in particular cases. 

In the school to which I alluded just now, where the patroness 
offered a shilling a week to the pat·ents who would keep their ~:,.-iris 
at school, the same lady has found a more effectual stimulus to 
prolongt>d attendance in offering to procure desirable situations 
for the girls as servants. 

In another school the manager pays the girls for the work they 
do, and thinks that they are thus induced to stay longer than they 
would do. 

In a school remarkable among village schools for the attendance 
of the children, the clergyman makes a practice of going round 
once a year and taking down the nam!:'s of all children whom the 
parents will undertake to send regularly to school; on condition 
of their doing this he promises to pay half the school fee, and 
sometimes more than half according to circumstances. The 
parents do not in reality pay less than usual, for the school fee is 
very high, being 4d. or 8d. a week, according to the condition of 
the families. 

In some schools where the attendance is better than usual, it 
may be traced to the practice adopted by the master of making 
personal inquiry at the houses of the parents when the children are 
absent. This does not affect the case of children who are absent 
on account of bond .fide work. 

A few cases have come under my notice which have a particular 
interest as bearing upon the question whethet· parents can forego 
the wages which their children might earn. 

At Ingham, near Bury, the rule is that the children shall not 
go out to work unless they stay out the whole quartet'. Very few 
do this; there is very little interruption to thl:' school. 

At Livermere the proprietor of the parish, who chiefly supports 
the school, makes the regular attendance of the children an 
indispensable condition of their continuance at tbe school. 

I would not by much stress upon these in~tances, because the 
parishes are in the hands of large and liberal proprietors, and the 
labourers have advantages in the shape of low rents, &c. 
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In some schools n system of strictness has been adopted with 
good effect. Either the number is limited and children are obliged 
to wait for a time before they can obtain admission, or else the 
name is removed if the child is absent a certain number of days 
without leave, and readmission is made a matte1· of difficulty. 
The schools in which 'such rules are acted upon appear to be 
popular, and admission to them is valued as a privilege. It may 
be that their popularity enables them to insist upon regular 
attendance, but I believe that a system which assumes that admis
sion to school is a privilege will in the end be much more successful 
than coaxing or bribing parents to send their child1·en. 

In the schools for the poor prizes are not offered, as in other 
schools, to stimulate competition between the scholars; they are 
almost wholly applied to promote more constant attendance. Now 
the great cause of irregular attendance is the temptation of wages. 
It is plain, therefore, that the only prizes which will be effectual 
must either offer an immediate or an ultimate equivalent for wages 
foregone. To offer an immediate equivalent is out of the question. 
A prize which offers an ultimate equivalent for the present loss of· 
wages must be in the shape of a testimonial which gives a youth 
higher value in the eyes of employers. Such a system of prizes 
has at present no place in the schools of agricultural districts. 

' Farmers do not hire boys for such qualities as a school testimonial 
would speak of. A boy is not wonh higher wages who has been 
regular at school and learnt to read, write, and cypher well. 

I come next to the question whether schools could be made In~u~trial 
. bl h l b . 1 . b l trammg. more serv1cea e to t e a ounng c asses or more attractive y t 1e 

introduction of industrial training. 
The only schools in which I have found any industrial training 

for boys are the workhouse schools. There the system is decidedly 
successful in some of its results. The boys, though spending only 
half the day in school, make excellent progress. Indeed, of all the 
schools which I examined, the workhouse schools seemed to me to 
be much the best. The workhouse masters, who could compare 
the schools since the introduction of industrial work with the same 
schools previous to it, spoke in strong terms of the great improve
ment, and in comparing those workhouse schools in which it t>xists 
with one or two in which it does not, I could perceive a striking 
difference of tone. With industrial training the boys are more 
healthy. more cheerful. and make more progress in half a day's 
study than other bovs in the whole dav. 

But I cannot see reason to think th~t anv of the same success 
would attend the introduction of industrial· training into ordinary 
schools. 

Its success in workhouse schools amounts to this,-that the boys 
are far better with it in health, in attainments, and in fitness for 
after occupation than they would be without it. But if we com
pare workhouse with othe1· schools, and allow that the bovs in 
the former are superior to those in the latte1· in readina, wrltiu:r, 
&c., I think the difference can be wholl!J accountt'cl for by the fa~t 
that the workhouse boys are perfectly regular in attendance, are 
unde1· complete control both in and out of school hours, and owing 
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to their sma11 number are constantly taught by the master 
himself. If boys in ordinary schools, under trained masters, 
attended school regularly for three hours a day, I do not doubt 
that the standard of attainments would approach that in work
house schools. 

One beneficial effect of industrial training in workhouse schools 
is found in the improved health and spirits of the boys. lt is 
ob,ious that this recommendation disappears in the case of boys 
who are at full liberty to work and play • 

.Again, though industrial training makes the workhouse boy 
fitter for trade or labour than he would be without it, he cannot 
compete with the labourer's child brought up at home. The 
workhouse boy at the best is not sought after by the farmer. He 
has learnt to handle a spade, but he bas never handled harness, he 
knows nothing of the farmyard, and he is not inured to weather. 
No system of industrial training can give boys that handiness 
which they acquire in real work. Few boys from the workhouse 
obtain places as farm labourers; nearly all are apprenticed to a 
trade. 

'Vith re~ard to girls, a comparison between workhouse and 
other schools seems to be in favour of industrial training. ln some 
workhouse schools the elder gids are taught washing, ironing, and 
such other housework as there is opportunity to instruct them in. 
This training really fits them for service, and comeguently the 
girls in such workhouses are in great request as domestic servants. 

How far this system could be adopted in other schools would 
depend upon the possibility of supplying the requisite work Of 
its success, if it could be introduced, I do not think there can be 
much doubt I have mentioned above a case in point, in which 
the clergyman's daughter takes two or three of the elder school 
girls into the house and prepares them for service. She finds 
that parents are anxious to obtain this training for their girls, and 
will, in the hope of it, keep them longer at school. On the other 
hand, employers are equally anxious to take these girls as servants. 

The same thing has been tried with success at Gate Burton. 
Mrs. Hutton has a school in her own grounds, the elder girls are 
taurrbt washinrr, ironing, cooking, cleaning, &c. The school has 
bec~me very popular with parents, and the girls readily obtain 
good places. 

The half-time system oifers in theory a combination of the best 
industrial training with prolonged attendance at school. It has 
not been tried in any part that I have visited. But I have 
endeavoured to gathet· opinions upon the question from school 
managers, schoolmasters, and farmers. :Many reasons are urged 
aO'ainst the practicability of the system. ~lost of them have often 
b~en stated before, but as I received them fresh from practical 
men 1 will state them here. 

Alternate half-day system is pronouncell impossible because boys 
lmve often a lonO' distance to go to theit· work, and would have to 
clean themEelre~ after comin~J' home from work. Farmen aho 
set a boy his work/or the day, ;nd extra trouble would be involved 
if two sets of boys had to receive orders. 
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I must, however, mention an instance which shows that in some 
kind of work this plan is not altogether beyond the possibility of 
application. A farmer employing a boy to keep the birds off the 
corn was reminded of the injury done to the boy on Sunday by 
keeping him all day from home. The farmer, having the welfare 
of his labourers at heart, at once employed two boys for the 
Sunday, and arranged that the one who took the morning turn 
should go home in time for dinner, and the one who had the after
noon should also dine at home before leaving. If farmers were 
all equally thoughtful fot· the good of their labourers, the same 
thing might no doubt often be done on week days • 

.Alternate day or alternate week system is not so strongly objected 
to in the case of younger boys. But if any such system were 
adopted, it must be capable of being relaxed occasionally; at 
times all the boys and girls in a village are wanted; there are not 
enough to do the work by relays. Farmers would object to the 
plan in the case of boys of 10 or 12, the most important case.>, 
because at that age some boys are handier than others f'ot• parti
cular work; and if one boy is engaged who can <h·ive horses well, 
a farmer would not let his place be taken by an inferior driver. 
Also, where there is much piece-work, the finher takes his own 
boy to assist him, and would not of course be willing to be helped 
by another. 

In agricultural work there is not the same uniformity and 
regularity as in factory work. The demand for labom· depE>nds 
upon the seasons, and upon the weathrr. And although I think 
that the children of agricultural labourers might VE>ry well be 
obliged to spend half the year in school, without producing any 
inc01rvenience to the employct·; yet I think that if a system of 
half-time were introduced, it could not be a rigid system of 
alternate equal intrrvals; but must be adaptrd to the irrerrular 
pressure of demand. And this would to a great degree de~troy 
the value of a half-time system. It is the regular and constan't 
attendance at school that is more important than the actual length 
of time spent there. It may be added that under any half-time 
system, if the school is to be.> efficient, the children must all be at 
school at the same time. If some come at one time and some at 
another, much of the teacher's work is thrown away; the classes 
cannot be kept together. This objection to half':.time sy~tem was 
mentioned to me by a teacher who had conducted a school in 
which were many "half-timers" under the Factory Act. 

I hare asked many persons interested in the education of the 
poor whether they would like to see any system of half-time 
enforced by legislative enactmrnt, but I have found very little 
feeling in favour of such a thing. Persons who have tbourrht 
much on the subject, and have tried to strurmle arrainst ~he 
difficulties which surround it, do not serm to h~ve l~oked with 
any hope towards legislative interference. If there is one case in 
which the present evils would, I believe, be rerrarded as invitinrr 
such interference.>, it is tl1e employment of ;rls in field work~ 
T!1e effect of it i~ that at an early age_ thc.>y bE>come corrupted in 
mmd and rough m manner. When gn·ls have been employed in 
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field work they are found unwilling to settle to domestic service. 
The evils arising from the practice of so E>mploying them are 
almost everywhere strongly spoken of and loudly deplored. 

Preference of With regard to the feelings of the poor in reference to particular 
poor for systems f l 1 r d L : k h ofmanagement. systems o managPment, 1ave not 10UI1 any reason to twn · t at 

· they have any preference. 

Governing 
body. 

In the rural districts the manager of the school is, almost 
without exception, the clergyman of the parish. Sometimes at his 
desire other persons are named as a committre of management. 
But he is, in almost all ca~es, the only person who takes any 
interest in the school. He is usually one of the chief-or the 
chief-contributor to its support. He is the responsible person 
when the school is in debt He is the visitor, and frequently an 
occasional teachet· of the school. Indeed, there are instances of 
his acting as teacher for weeks together, for the ~ake of keeping 
the school together until a new master arrives. In other instances 
he has a daily class of children at his own house. 

Whatever efficiency and life there is in o·ur rural schools, I 
should attribute it almost wholly to the influence and exertions of 
the parochial clergy. 

In some cases the chief pt·oprietor of the parish is the supporter 
and managet· of the school. 

Syste~ of in- In all schools receiving annual grants from the Committee of 
spewon. Council, the inspection is regular and careful. Such schools are 
1· Government. usually superior to others. This superiority is due to many causes. 

The fact that the school receives Government aid, implies that it 
is fairly supplied with funds, tl1at it is taught by a superior master 
or mistress, and is well organized and supplied with apparatus. 

Of the effect of in~pection a judgment can be formed only by 
the opinions of the teachers. They approve of inspection; they 
feel that it stimulates themselves and the scholars; they look for 
the inspector's report with an..xiety. 

Other schools are liable to inspPction, either because the 
managers have received a building grant or because they have 
invited inspection. \\'bere inspection is invited, no further proof 
is required of the opinion of the managers. 

Where the sehoul is rendered liable to inspection by having 
received a building grant, there is great differenct> in the feelings 
with which inspection is regarded. But wherever any aversion 
to it is expressed, such reasons have been alleged as have convinced 
me that inspection, if properly conducted, would be welcomed 
and highly valued as beneficial to the schools. But if the in
spector comes without any notice of his intention, if fur two or 
three years he omits to come at all, if he examines in a hasty and 
superficial manner, if he makes no allowance for the difficulties 
under which the school or teacher have laboured, and expres~es his 
judgment harshly, it is no wonder if the tt:'ncher is discou~nged, 
and the managers annoyed, r.nd both ceaSl' to look fur help m the 
svstem of inspection, and are set aO"ilin;t it. Wht'never an opinion 
bas been expressed to me unfa~ourable to inspection, farther 
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inquiry bas led me to perceive that it was only because the 
examination was improperly cond ueted. 
,, In many cases managers obje-ct to Government inspection, 
because they have a vague fear that inspection will lead to inter• 
ference. But of the value of inspection, in tending to increase 
the efficiency of the school, schoolmasters are the best judges, and 
l think they would always court it if it were conducted as it 
should be. · 
.: Diocesan inspection is also certainly good in its effect, though Di~ln

. not altogether in the same way as the Government inspection. . . speet~on. 
The visit of the diocesan inspector is not, for obvious reasons; 

. looked forward to with so much anxiety as that of the Government 
inspector. He is not generally so well practised in examining; 
but slill a good deal of value is attached to his report. 
· Indirectly good is produced by the interest which is awakened 
by a comparison of neighbouring schools; by hints carried from 
one to another; and by the knowledge gleaned by the inspectors, 
to be applied in th~ir own parish schools. · . 

When a school is under both Government and diocesan inspec
tion, 1 doubt whether the latter is of any service to the school, 
though I must add that one or two diocesan inspectors have 
expressed an opposite opinion to me. :My own judgment is formed 
upon the remarks of the teachers. · 

The number of schools in my district under Government in
spection is small ; the number of those under diocesan inspection 
not mnilh larger; and the number of those under both very smalL 
. I have only twice had an opportunity of hearing expressed the 

objection which some bodies entertain against receiving Govern
,ment aid. The Independents at Gainsbo1·ougb and Lincoln have 
set schools on foot, but declining Government aid; in the former 
place the school has been given np. 

With regard to Government interference with education, the 
feeling, as far as I have been able to test it, is almost unanimous 
against such interference. I do not speak of the present system 
as being regarded by those who are acquainted with it as inter
ference, but I believe there is some disinclination to ask for either 
aid or inspection lest interfe1·ence should follow. 

I have very little evidence to offer upon the inquiry whether 
voluntary contributions are checked or more largely drawn out by 
the prospect of obtaining Government aid. I do not think that an 
increase in the amount raised by voluntary contributions for school 
purposes during the last I 5 years would warrant the conclusion 
that the exciting cause was the Government system of grants; but 
what evidence I have is decidedly in favour of the good effect 
produced by that system. Where good schools have been erected, 
and l have asked whether it was probable that they could have 
been erected without Government aid, the answer has always been 
that there would have been no likelihood of such a thing; and 
where new schools are contemplated, the Government grant is 
·often spoken of .ss the encouragement to make an a~t.empt w hicb 
would otherwise be hopeii'SS. , 

Great complaints are ma~ by the managers of country schools, 
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that Government aid is placed so far out of their Teach, in par
ticular, that the conditions under which the capitation grant is 
made are such as to exclude them from any share in it. Mter 
listening to many complaints upon this subject, I must say that I 
have not found much allowance made for the difficulties which 
surround the question, and I have scarcely heard any suggestion 
for meeting them. But considering how greatly the schools in 
small villages languish for want of funds, and how great help sueh 
schools would derive from an additional5l. or lOL a year; it is 
very desirable that the conditions for the capitation grant should 
be such as they might by some exertion comply with. A trained 
and cE'rtificated teacher they generally cann~t obtain ; but if the 
grant dt>pended upon the state of the school, with proper allowance 
lor the gre.at difficulties under which the schools of small agricul
tural parishes labour, many schools would, 1 think, make out a 
good claim to the grant. At present there is no doubt that the 
schools which need the help most, and which are (if their difficulties 
be taken into ·account) as deserving as any, are the least able to 
obtain it. The managers of rural schools say, and I think 'llith 
reason, that they are not fairly treated as candidates for the grant. 
If persons who struggle most perseveringly to promote the educa
tion of the poor in the face of the utmost discoursgement have any 
title to the help which the capitation grant would give their schools, 
the managers of village schools may certainly ask for some more 
favo.urnble conditions to be attached to that grant. 

· Under the head of finance, the Commissioners desire information 
on the subject of school fees. On no point have my inquiries been 
more clearly answered than upon this. The higher the school fee, 
the better is the attendance and the greater the value set upon the 
education ; of course there is a limit, depending for its amow1t on 
local circumstances. . 

I have met with many instances in which the school fee has been 
raised, uniformly with the same effect,-more regular attendance 
without diminution of numbers. In free schools I have generally 
found the attendance very irregular, or else it has proved n~eessary 
to make stringent roles to enforce attendance. In schools where 
some are free, or paid for by benevolent friends, these scholars are 
often remarked as less constant in attendance than the others. 

In towns, when the fee has'beeu rais~d, it has sometimes rather 
altered the class from which the scholars have been drawn, and 
excluded some of the lowest. But there is generally a schOQl in 
which the fee does not exceed 2tl.. a week, and managers and 
teachers have never admitted that the increase of the fee has had 
tbe effect of depriving any children of education. · 

It is not uncommon for parents to prefer a school in which the 
fee is higher, estimating the. education given, apparently, by the 
price charged. · . 

But alt.hough the fee has been raised in so many instances, it is 
still small By returns from 204 schools it appears that out of 
14,861 children, 13,657 pay less thau 4d. a week. Of tbeae there 
are I I ,376 paying lesa than 3d.; and of these, again, more than 
ha.lf (6,206) pay less than 2tl.. a week. These payments, moreover, 
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are only made, with a few exception~, during those weeks that the 
child is at school, whilst the expenditure must be adapted to the 
larrrest number of scholars that are to be taught at any one> time. 
Schools are, therefore, very often dependent for their efficiency 
upon annual subscriptions. And here, unfortunately, the sup~ly . 
is verv far from beinO' equal to the want. '' What are your ch1ef 
diffic~lties ?" I have 

0

repeatedly asked of school managers. The 
answer is always the same:-" First, want of money; second, 
'' irregular attendance of children." Farmers seldom feel any 
interest in the school, and seldom, therefore, subscribe to it. 
Landowners are often non-resident, and if they subscribe; do it 
to a very insufficient amount. Where landowners are resident 
and study the welfare of their tenants and labourers, they usually 
take an interest in the school and contribute liberally, if they do 
not wholly support it. But the~e cases are not frectucnt. 

Schools are not often reported as being in debt; bu.t the reason 
of this is that a real debt upon the school would very soon close it. 
Jn two or three cases I have found schools in dE-bt to the clergy· 
man. It is a debt so long as he sees any hope of raising subscrip· 
tions to liquidate it; otherwise he ceases to speak of it. Many 
schools would be in debt if one of the managers~generally the 
clergyman-did not consider his subscription to be whatever is 
wanteu to make ends meet. It would be a mistake to suppose 
that became schools are not in debt the necessary funds are raised 
without difficulty. 

In some cases I have been able to ascertain in what proportion 
the burden of the school is borne by landowners, occupiers, and 
clergy, and I have given a list in Appendix H. There are some 
cases in which clergymen will not ask for subscriptions, because 
they are unwilling to admit the control of such subscribers in the 

· management of the school. There are some, again, who would 
rather pay a larger sum themselves than undertake the unpleasant 
task of soliciting subscriptions from persons who are not likely to 
give freely. But in most cases where the clergyman contrihutes 
so largely, it is because he has no one who will or can help him, 
and he must either make the sact·ifice which it requires or see the 
school lose all its efficiency. 

Schools which are under Go\'ernment inspection and receive Compari>on of 
Government aid are, generally speaking, the best. They are usually schools. 

found in the larger villages or towns. If in towns, they have the 
gr.eat a~ vantage of more constant at.tendance. ~'hey are better sup-
phed with funds, and have the servtces of a tramed mastet· ot· mis· 
tress. They are also generally taught with the aid of pupil-teachers. 
But, with all these ad,·antages, I do not think that readinn' and 
writin~ are better taught in ~hese sc~wols than in many o~hers. 
Tl1e dttference appears rather m the wtder range of subjects intro· 
duced, e. g., geography, history, drawinO', music, and also in the 
hE-tte•· order·, discipline, and system. 

0 

Schools under inspection are generally bettet· than those which Inspected 

are not inspected, but they are not better merely because they are schools. 
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inspected. Jf inspection is invited, it shows that there is some one 
who takes active interest in the school ; and it is chiefly to that 
interest that the school is indebted for any superiority which it 
possesses. ' • · · 

Cbaritysohoola. Charity schools may he divided into different classes:-
1. Schools to which a snfficient endowment has been attached 

to give a master ample support-an endowment, that is, of 701. or 
SOl. a year. I have found some such schools in a very good condi· 
tion ; one or two I have met with that are excessi~ely bad. I 

, think the difference may be traced altogether to the nature of the 
trust. If the trustees are few in number and indPpendent in posi
tion, a well qualified master is elected, and the school is found in 
good order. If, on the contrary, the election is in the hands of the 
ratepayers, or any such body, the appointment, most likely, renders 
the charity worse than useless, and prevents, instead of promoting, 
the existence of a good schooL 

2. There are parishes which po.ssess property to a considerable 
amount applicable to any purposes for the benefit of the place. 
In some such parishes excellent free schools are supported out of 
these funds. Their excellence I attribute to the fact that they are 
under the control of a small and respectable body of trustees. 
These cases are comparatively very few. 

3. There is a far larger number of schools which are in part 
supported by endowmente varying from 5[. to 30!. a year. In 
some a certain number of scholal'$ are admitted free : in others the 
endowment is paid without any such condition. These small 
endowments are of great service, particularly whm they can be 
thrown into the school funds without embarrassing the managers 
with any..restrietions in the appointment of the master, or when 
they are so small as not to make the disposal of them a matter of 
patronage worth claiming by ratepayers or others. They are, I 
think, far more important than lar~er endowments, and much less 
liable to abuse. Schools perfectly free are not necessary: part of 
the funds can always be raised, and with advantage to all parties, 
by school fees. But the efficiency of many a school is greatly 
increased by the existence of an endowment of small amount. An 
endowment of 80l. or 100~ a year supports one free school; but 
the same sum divided renders equally efficient four or five schools. 

Privato schools. There are very few ~boola, of a class similar to the national 
school, kept by persons on their own account. Such schools 
cannot remunerate a teacher unless the payment is at least 4d. or 
6d. a week, and they ca.nnot compete with schools which are 
supported in part by private subscriptions. They generally exist 
only where a national school bas not been set on foot. In two or 
three instances the master of the national school, having quar• 
reled with the managers, has withdrawn and openerl a private 
school in the place. ·But I do not think they will find it worth 
while to continue the opposition long. The teaching in private 
schools is often superior in the subjects of writing and cyphering, 
but in point of accommodation, discipline, and moral tone these 
schools are very inferior. · · · · ·. · • · · ' · ·.. . · • · 
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:J!ost private schools for the poor are kept by women.· Some 
are in the hands of young women, who probably teach and manage 
''OUll<Y' children well enourrh. But the greatest number by far are 
.) 0 0 1 . . 
dames' schools. The mt~tresses are almost a ways wanttnf! m 
qualifications for the office; often, indeed, they cannot write; 
they n·ry seldom profess to teach writing or cyphering. The 
readin(J' in dames' schools is often tolerably good. Whilst they are 
prepar~tory to national schools, they do some good in the service 
of education. Regarded in that light, there is only one gt·eat 
objection that has occurred to me, and that is the unhealthiness of 
the rooms in which they are crowded together. A mistress of a 
large infants' school remarked to me that children on first coming 
from dames' schools contrasted strongly in point of healthiness of 
look with those who had been some time in the larger school. Good 
tentilation, cleanliness, order, and discipline are points on which 
private ~chools never bear comparison with public ones, and they 
are not the least important elements in education. 

Evenin(J' schools have become very general in the districts which Evening 
I ha-re vi~ited. In the southern district (Ely, Bury, &c.) they schools. 

are in the proportion of about one to every two villages; in the 
northern district (Gainsborough, Lincoln, &:c.) they are not quite 
so numHous. They seem to have ari:;en naturally out of the 
necessities of the case, and as the best practical way of compen-
sating for the broken attendance at school during an earlier age. 
Tiley are resorted to by persons of all ages, but chiefly by boys 
and young men from 14 to 20 years of age. In a very few cases 
they are mixed schools, and in some of tbese instances precautions 
are taken to prevent the mischief likely to result. Nothing is 
deeired beyond reading, writing, and cyphering. To quote an 
expression of an experif'nced patron of evening schools, "they are 
'"invaluable." Young men here recover or add to the power 
which they had imperfectly acquired at school. But this is not 
the only or the greatest recommendation of such schools. They 
provide occupation for the winter evenings, and keep many youn(J' 
men out of harm's way, and bring the labourers into contact with 
more educated persons,.often with the happiest results. 

One young man stated that the pence which he had spent on 
the evening 1ochool had saved him pounds. 

·~ girls' evening school at Thetford is taught in part by a few 
laches; the effect has been that a most beneficial inflt~ence has 
been gained ~vera nu~ber of yo~ng w~me.n who were previously 
placed by the1r occupatwn (wor.k m a mill) m considerable danga. 

Evening schools, w.hen sup.erintended by the clergyman or 
s?me person of educatwn and mfluence, are des~ribed as produc
tive of the best effects. A room full of lads m such a school 
presents a very different appearance from any day school, in the 
~ile.nce, attention, and earnestness w}th which il1ey go through 
tLetr work. The moral good that Is produced, thou!.!;h not so 
obvious to a casual visitor, is no les3 certain, and aives to eveninrr 
scl10ols their greatest value. 

0 0 
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One chief obstacle to their more general adoption is the diffi
culty of finding a qualified teacher. There is often no one to 
undertake the office but the master of the dav school, who has 
already had enough to do in the way of tea~hing. r oluntary 
teachers, where they are to be had, and possess any aptitude for 
giving instruction, exert a better influence. But it is very seldom 
indeed that such teachers can be found. 

Ragged schools. Schools, called ragged, have been recently set on foot at 
Doncaster and Newark. At Doncaster a few persons have raised 
subscriptions, hired a room, and engaged a master, and have 
gathered a good number of children off the streets. At the time 
of my visit, when the school had only been open a few weeks, the 
number was 40 or 50. The children who most needed it were 
supplied with clothing. 

The persons interested in the school make it their business to 
look for children and indnce them to come to :;:chool. One or 
two of them expre5sed the opinion that there are 200 or 300 
children in Doncaster who might be gathered into the school. 

There is no doubt that the exertions of these persons bring 
many children to school who would not come there of their own 
accord, and also that in ~upplying clothes to the ragged they 
remove one obstacle which would have excluded the children from 
'education. But when the children are thus sought after anJ. 
brought to school, there is no reason why they should not attend 
with regularity; there is nothing, in fact, to make a separate school 
and master necessary. The same means which bring the children to 
a ragged school, would, if applied, bring them to any of the schools 
already existing. And there is at present room enough in them. 
I do not, therefore, perceive that circumstances require a special 
school for the lowest class of child1·en in a town of the size of 
Doncaster. And I doubt whether the exertions and funds for 
carrying on such a school wiil be permanent. 

In Newark three schools lmve been at work about a year, which 
are called ragged schools. They are, however, held in an evening, 
only once a week; they are open to persons of all rages, and to 
children who are at the same time attending a day school. They 
are therefore only in part doing the work of ragged schools. 

All these schools are doubtless doing good, and giving a little 
education to some who would otherwise go without any. But in 
parishes where every family has a settled home of some sort, and 
where all the children may be found and identified, there does not 
appear any reason why the efforts of benerolent persons might 
not as easily bring the children of the lowest class into the ~chools 
already established as create new ~chools on purpose for them. 
District visitors would have no difficulty in btcoming acquainted 
with the children and watching them; and the funds now collected 
would SE'rve to clothe the ragged anc.l pay for their schooling. In 
provincial towns there does not seem to be any necessity at all 
parallel to that which suggested ragged schools in London and 
other large towns. 
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In schools which receive annual aid ft·om Government, the Schoolmasters. 
masters are a body of men of superior intelligence and attainments; 
they are almost always spoken of by the managers in high terms. 
In fact such schools can offer stipends ancl emoluments which 
secure the services of the best teachers. I have not heard any 
complaints that certificated teachers devote too much time to the 
instruction of pupil-teachers. But the impression which I have 
received from my visit3 to schools under certificated masters is, 
that thP elementary branches of instruction are not sufilciently 
attended to; the mechanical part of the work is not well done; 
the writing of the children can seldom be called good; the reading 
still more seldom. The \\1'iting lesson is too often conducted as if 
the children needed only practice, and not instruction. I believe 
that the system of parallel desks, which makes it inconvenient for 
the teacher to get behind the children whilst they are writing, is 
unfavourable to writing. In large schools, too, the master is 
sometimes induced to take advantage of the writing lesson going 
on in the upper class to turn his attention to another class, which 
would otherwise escape his personal superintendence. 

In reading, the utmost that appearil to be aimed at is, that 
child1·en should be able to read without hesitating and stumbling, 
that is, should be able to read with facility to tltemsehes. They are 
scarcely ever taught to read with expression, so as to convey the 
meaning of what they read clearly and ngreeably to others. I do 
not think that good reading can be expected where the reading 
lesson is habitually given in the midst of the noise of the school; 
and I have rarely found that the class-room, where there is one, 
is used for this lesson. Distinct articulation, again, seems never 
to be taught; the substitute that is insisted upon is a loud tone or 
high pitch of voice, elicited by the usual order to "speak out." 
And if the teacher and the rest of the class were at any time to 
close their books, I doubt whether the reader would be intelligible 
to any of them. 

I do not find that the better class of masters have tried any 
expedients of their own for improving the writing or reading. 
They do not, in fact, seem conscious of the importance of these 
subjects and the deficiencies of their scholars. 

In schools which are qualified fot· Government grants, the 
teachers are pE>rsons of intelligence and information; the apparatus 
and organization are excellent; but I do not see the corresponding 
superiority in the art of teaching that might have been expected. 
When we come to the schools which do not reach the standard, in 
funds or in numbers, which qualifies for a claim to Government 
grants, the teachers ure either persons who have been trained for 
the employment but have not obtained a certificate, or they are 
persons who have had no special training. 

Among the latter class are many who, tl10urrh deficient in 
education, yet possess qualities of good sense, ind~stry, and high 
character, which enable them to fill their position with success. 
Managers of schools who l1ave such a master would seldom be 
willing to supersede him by a trained and certificated master. 

VOL, It L 
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Masters of this class, if supported and aided by an active clergy· 
man, are, I think, fully adequate to the wants of country districts. 

The other class of lfachers referred to, consisting generally of 
young men who have been trained more or less, is not so satis
factory. They are usually rathe1· unsettled, lookin..,. out for 
schools where larger stipend is offered; and there ha~e been a 
good many instances in which their characters have not proved 
good. 

There i:~ certainly at present considerable difficulty in findinfl' 
masters for schools which cannot offer a salary of more than 40/. 
or 50l. a year. Young men of good character are wanted far 
more than masters of high attainments; and training colleges do 
not seem to supply men enough of the right stamp. If the price 
which masters can command. were proportionate only to their 
intellectual attainments, country schools miglJt secure masters 
good enough for tbeir wants; but, unfortunately, a man whose 
services can be obtained fo1· a moderate stipend is often one whose 
character will not bear close invt>stigation. Training colleges for 
masters have not yet, I think, done much towards mc.'eting the 
wants of small country schoois. 

I have had very little opportunity of learning whether certifi
cated teachers are, as a bod.y, dissatisfied with their position. I 
met with one man who had. left the profession and taken the 
situation of clerk in a post office, and he assureu me that many 
schoolmasters are dissatisfied. His own complaint was, that his 
position, as a person of education, was not recognized as he 
thought it should have been. 

In most small villages the manngers of the sehoul think a 
mistress competent to conduct the education of the children; 
particularly if there is a school unJer a master within two or three 
miles to which the bigger boys can be sent. There is a large 
class of young schoolmistresses who have been trained in some 
normal school, but have not a certificate. They are vastly superior 
to the young trained, but uncertificated, masters. I have found 
managers well satisfied with them. They have a great deal of 
method, keep good order, seem to teach well, and e\'ince a 
superiority of manner which must have a humanizing effect upon 
the childrm. 

A la1·ge number of the school buildings are new. It is usual 
to find the school one of the newest and the most ornamental 
building in the village next to the church. A ,·ery large pro
portion of them are good buildings; that is, large, lofty, and well 
lighted and ventilated. In almost all that have been recently 
built the system of parallel desks has been adopted. Few, com
paratively speaking, are supplied with a class-room. . . 

In most school-rooms, except in cases where Governm;nt al(l 
is received, the floors are of brick. From the answers giVen to 
my inquiries by teachers, I am satisfied. that the Committ~e. of 
Council have acted wisely, although agamst the strong o~m10n 
of many school managers, in insisting upon wooden floors m all 
schools which they assist. If school managers would take the 
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place of the tearher for a few days in winter thry would perceive 
the O'reat and injurious discomfort of cold and (as they usually are) 
dam~ floors· and mi()'ht see that tlwre is a wide difference between 
a brick floo; in a school, on which the feet of the children l'fSt for 
two or three hours, and a brick floor in a cottage, on which the feet 
probably scarcely rest at all. 

Except in this particular, village school-rooms are generally as 
good as could be de~ired. . . . . 

I have already ~a1d that the art of teaclung readmg and wr1t1ng :reaching and 
dot's not seem to be studied by the better cla>s of teachers. There 115 effects. 

is not the progress that ther~ might be in thel:'e subjects. Con-
sequently when a chiid reaches the uppel' classes of the school, its 
time is still chiefly occupied in practising reading, writing, and 
cyphering. In agricultural parishes the attendance of the older 
c1ildren is so much interrupted, that a great part of the time 
during which they are in school is spent in recovering the power 
of reading, &c., which they possessed the year before. Teachers, 
therefore, in such parishes seem to find very little opportunity 
for exercising the memory of their pupils, calling into play their 
reasoning powers, or storing their minds with information. All 
teachers who have bren tmined do attempt to exercise the 
intellects of tl,e children and to give thrm some knowledge of 
facts. The oralle3sons and questions a1·e, I think, chiefly directed 
to the latteJ' objC'ct. 13ut in country schools the childt·en leave 
before any decidC'd d<:velopment of tlu:ir minds can take place; 
little or no curic~~ity or desire of knowledge bas been awakened in 
them; they read no book~; and if they reapprar after a few vears 
at the evening scl10ol, they are ulways more deficient than ~hen 
they left the national school, and not unfrequently have lost the 
power both of reading and writing; and the only trace of their 
prcyious education is found in the comparative facility with which 
they rt'gain what they had lost. 

In villag<'S such a tHng as a public library is almost unknown. 
There is often a small ·ne placed in the school by the manaO"ers,. 
and the use of it is fr.::quently allowed to others besides

0 
the 

scholars. But it is sddom that these libraries are replenished, 
and whm the books have been read a few times, the interest in 
tl.e I i brary ceases. 

In some districts considerable trouble has been taken to establi~h 
book-hawking; but it is obvious that persons of the labomin(J' 
class can never buv books to fumish them with sufficient readiw;: 
The opinion of intelligent persons interested in book-hawking is 
thnt the want of libraries is not at all diminished by this method 
of circulating books. It is surprising that scarcely anythinrr in 
the shape of combination exists among villages, by which b~oks. 
can be interchanged and passed on from one village library tO> 
another. Among the rules of the Downham l\'Iarket librury, 
is one wllich provides that tbe inhabitants of any ncighbourin(J' 
parish may jointly subscribe, and take out books, not exceedin~ 
45 at a time, and retain tl1tm for 28 days. In the first repo:t 
(1857) three villages are mentioned as obtaining books under this 

L 2 
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rule. Great facilities are thus offered for supplying the labouring 
class with books of a superior kind. 

Every town has one or more public libraries. There is also 
generally a mechanics' institute, containing a news-room and a 
library. Disappointment is usually expre~seJ by the promoterd 
of mechanics' institutes; the class for which these institutes were 
intended is not drawn to them so much as was hoped. The 
majority of readers is of a better cla~s." The cbaractet· of books 
read is represented very fairly by the following analy5is of books 
issued from the Downham Market library in the yeat· 18:l7 :-

Novels 390 
Tales of interest - 372 
Biography 303 
History - 17 8 
Voyages, Travels, &c. 120 
Theology 109 
1\liscellaneous 92 
Arts and sciences G-! 
Poetrv 21 

The attempt" to carry on classes for instruction in connexion 
with mechanics' institutes has general!!/ failE'd. At Lincoln these 
classes are said to be conducted with much success; at Gains
borough three classes were set on foot, superintendE'd by excellent 
Yoluntary teachers, for drawing, singing, and reading and writing; 
the attempt was not very successful, and was given up for want 
of funds to hire and light the room. In othE'r places the offer to 
open a class meets with no encouragement. 

Lectures at such institutes are gent'rally popular and pretty 
well attended; they are not, howevet, systE'matic enough to be of 
much real use in promoting education. 

In two or three villages reading-rooms l1ave been establislted, 
but they have failed when the novelty has worn ofl: 

In schools connected with the Church of England the church 
catechism is always taught; and there is also generally a daily 
lesson in sc•·ipture, sometimes given by the clergyman. It usually 
consists in reading a chapter with questions anJ E':xplanations upon 
it. In other schools, Wesleyan, Baptist, &c., I have not found 
any general formulary in use in the week-day course of lessons; 
the Bible lesson is, however, universal, and is, of course, made the 
vehicle for distinctive religious teaching; but this seldom appears 
a matte!' of much weight with parents in the choice of a school. 
It is extremely rare to find a church school which docs not contain 
several children of dissenters, nnd I hnrc been constantly assured 
that no objection is known to be entertained to the religious 
instruction given in the school. 'Vhen the rule of the school 
requires the attendance of all the children on Sunday, there often 

• Extract from the Report of the Committee of the Downham Public Library:
" While there is much in this fact that is greatly cncoura!'in!': it is ):<'1 to be rl'g-rdted 
" that so few of the class of persons for whose advantag-e, m particular, the L1brary 
" was established, arc found UYailing themselYcs of the ndYantag,•s so prcs~nted." 
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are objections mad0, but even then the objections do not originate 
so much with the parents as with the teachers and managers of 
the dissentin!! Sunday school; often, too, the children of dissenters 
attend the cl;urch Sunday school when there is no rule requiring 
such attendance. 

In the districts which I have visited the pet·sons who are most Results. 
deeply interested, though in widely different senses, in the con~ 
clition of the labouring classes, are the farmers and the clet·gy. If 
the question were put to the fat·mers, whethet· the labourers are 
in their opinion any the better for education, the answer would 
generally be in the negative. Farmers do not find the labourer 
any the more valuable for being able to read, write, &c.; on the 
contrary, if they express any preference, it is that they would 
rather have domestic set·vants unable to read and write. They 
attribute the restless character which distinguishes the servants 
and labourers of the present day to education, and this is a feeling 
with regard to domestic servants widely shared in by persons of 
other classes. I need not here point out other causes to which 
the evil complained of may be in part traced; but the feeling of 
farmers towards education is certainly unfavourable. A few (very 
few) of the more intelligent and liberal minded subscribe to the 
school in their villages, but even these speak doubtfully of the 
results as seen in the condition of the labourers; I have, however, 
heard the important admission that boys are now better behaved 
than when fewe1· went to school. But generally the farmer meets 
your inquiries by instancing some of the best, most faithful, 
laborious, and respectable of his servants as entirely uneducated. 
The great body of farmers an~ entirely indifferent to the education 
of the poor, and there are many who are positively hostile to it. 

The uneducated state of the great mass of farmers makes one 
attach little value to their opinion upon this question ; but their 
decided indifference suggests this discouraging conclusion, that the 
educated farm labourer has not proved himself to be at all more 
valuable to his employer than the uneducated : no promotion (in 
his own line of lite), no increase of wages, are held out as the 
reward of present self-denial. The influence of education upon 
his worldly condition is only indirect. The want of more imme· 
diute and direct inducement is at the bottom of the general care
lessness of parents with regard to the attendance of their children 
at school. 

If now an opinion is sought from the parochial clerrry, who take 
a deepet· and more intelligent interest in the wdfarer:l of the poor 
than any other class, theit• answer is given in the extreme care 
which they bestow upon the school, the great cost which they bear 
in supporting it, the time and· personal attention which they give 
to it, and the anxiety which they express for some means of in
creasing its efficiency. Nothing could more strongly express their 
unanimous confidence that·education, such as they try to make it, 
that is, religious as well as secular, does succeed in improving the 
condition of the labouring class. I do not think that the clergy 
set much value upon secular without religious teaching; and if the 
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latter were excluded, public schools in villages would, I think, 
almost cease to exist. 

Landed proprietors, where they are resident and take an interest 
in the poot·, generally take such a part in the support of the school 
as to show that their opinion of education agrees with the feeling 
of the clergy. 

lmpot·tant testimony to the good effect of eJucation is borne by 
schoolmasters, who say that the children of educated parents are 
generally distinguished from the others by being cleaner, more 
regular, anJ more manageable. 

The managers of schools and persons interested in the question 
of education appear to be satisfied with the present system. It 
possesses the lite anJ vigour usually infused into any work which 
depends upon voluntary efforts and individual interest, and yet has 
the character of a national system, It is capable of great improve
ment. For this it depends chiefly upon the success of training 
collegt's, which, it is hoped, will meet the great want of masters 
adequately prepared and of good character. The difficulties with 
which edur.ation for the poor has to contend are not difficulties 
inherent in the prevailing systt>m of schools. One of them is due 
chieflv to the demand for labour, and for a remedy for this I have 
heard no sanguine hope expressed and scarcely a ~uggt>stion made. 
'fh"' Government system of grants in aid of existing schools has 
undoubtedly increased tht>ir efficit>ncy. It would be taken advan
tage of much more extensively if the conditions attached to the 
grants were such as the managers of village schools could comply 
with. 

Considering the difficulties which beset country schools, thq 
are certainly, on the whole, working well and improving. They 
have already accomplished this point-that thet·e are scarcely any 
families who have not within their reach, in point of distance, and 
within their means, in point of money, an education for their 
children comprising reading, writing, and cyphet·ing, with more or 
less facility, together with needlework for the girls. 

I have the honour to be, 

To the Commissioners 

My Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 
Your most obedient servant, 

T. HEDLEY, 

Assistant ~ducation Commissioner. 

appointed to inquire into the 
State of Popular Education in England. 
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APPENDIX A. 

· THE sulJjoined Table gives the number of children belonging to schools 
under the heads of public ~chools for tile poor, private schools for tile 
poor, and schools for clas~es above the poor. 

It also gh·es the number of ma::ters, mi5tresses, and school-rooms for 
puLlic schools, in three classes, A., D., C. 

Class A. contains all that are decidedly good. 
Class 13. contains all that are '\"Cry fair and quite adequate. 
Class C. coutains all that are bad and inadequate. 
The remaiuing columns refer to private schools for the poor, dividing 

the teachers into tltrce sets : ma~ters, mi:,:tres~es (not dames), and 
dames:-

No. of Children in Ma<t~rs in l\!i<trPS!«'S Public Teachers of 
Public in l'ul,Jic f'chool J>ril'at~ 

Schools. Schools. 8dwvls. Rooms. Schools. 
Name 

of ~ 
"Cnion. Better I ~ 

~ [ PuhHn ;PMvok A. B. c. A. B. c. A. B. c. " !') 
class. ~ e 

~ <II 

I~ 
>:l 

~--
-

Gain;boroU!rh 2,(11•2 1,2t.2 WI 11 9 2 6 5 0 18 11 4 7 6 37 
Thorne • - 8<·~ 1,0:J2 }O(J 6 6 1 3 0 0 8 3 3 • 12 2il 
Douca~ter ~.976 1,~1)7 351) 15 11 5 21l 4 2 31 15 8 4 H 17 
Lincoln 5.152 l,Ot>5 477 21 1:3 2 Jd 1U a 37 17 10 4o 11 28 
Newark 3,511 !!'c~ ¥)6 I:l 12 0 8 3 0 2~ 9 • 4 4 3~ 
:Elv 1,"~5 1,012 275 7 5 0 5 4 () 9 9 3 2 3 4iJ 
Dr)\l·nham 1,5:)8 7!1'2 1~:i 7 0 1 6 4 1 12 ' 6 4 5 6 2! 
Thetford· 1,iH1 ';'HO 2iJ4 5 2 1 lQ 7 0 14 11 0 4 5 25 
'Ihiugoe • 1,£4~(J 3•» b6 9 3 1 2 tl 6 17 

1 

H 7 0 2 2(1 
Burv • l,!J!i~ 3(;1 456 3 1 0 p 0 1 1~ ! ~ 1 ll 12 15 
Miluenhau 818 321 11J7 3 5 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 141 ----J-

Total . 24,9i9 9,~4() 2,s.H 101 66 15 87 6Q 14 190 i 99 47 36 7? j2i6 

The following TaLle gives the numuer of schools under the heads of 
puhlic schoolil for the poor, private F.chools for the poor, and schools of 
a !Jetter class :-

I 

Name ofUttion. 

Gains borough -
Thorne - -
Doncaster -
Lincoln - -
Newark - . 
Ely . -Downham -
Thetford -
Thingoe • -
Bury - . 
1lildenhall -

Total . 

I 
Public Private Schools of 

Schools. Schools. better class. 

- 33• 48 4 . 14 42 5 . 57 53 15 - 65 42 16 
- 38 40 16 - 21 45 9 - 22t 34 8 . 26 34 8 - 39 22 -- 14 27 13 - 15 15 5 

. 344 402 99 

• Three others, but closed for a time, 
t One other, but closed for a tlme. 

Total. 

85 
61 

125 
123 
94 
75 
64 
68 
61 
54 
35 

845 
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Tlw following Table 81JOws the number of ascertnincu endowed 
schools, and the amount of endowment, where ascertaincu :-

:N arne of Union. Number of Amount of Endowment wh~re 
ascertained. 

Ely 
Downham 
Thetford 
Thingoe • 
Bury 
11Iildenhall 

. Lincoln • 
Newark • 
Gains borough 
Thorne • 
Doncaster 

7 
5 
3 
9 
4 
3 

13 
10 
8 
8 

H 

£10, 20, 32, iS. 
£6, 17, 25 and house and fidd, 35. 
£12,20, 
£G, 25, 25, 27, 30, 40, 50, 300 .. 
£2, 21, iO, 
£Hi, 36, 64 • 
£:i, 5, i I 10, I 2, 20, 22, 30, 42, 50, 210. 
£4, 5, 9, 28, 30, 38, 44, 65, so. 
£12, 12, 16, 19, 20. 
£3, 70, iO, iO, i 6, SO. 
£2, 6, 6, 10, 10, 10, 15, 20, 20, 21,40, 58, i4. 

The following TalJle gi,·es the pcriod:o.:, in year~, during which 
teachers were a~certaincd to have taught the ~mne school :-

t'uiou of 

Ely 
Downham 
Thetford 
Thingoe 
Bury • 
}Iildeu hall 
Lincoln 

Ascertained Periods during which Teachers ha>e held the same 
Public School. 

• I, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 7, I I, I4, 16, 24, 40 years. · l' f, }, ~. I, I, 4, 4, :;, i, s, 9, 10, 11, 11 years. 
1' 1,1, I, 3, 4, 5, I.3, I i years. 
.p 1. I, I, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 11, I2, 12, 1 i, 22, 26 years. 

• 3, 6, 6, 7, 9, 30 years. 
• 1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 7, I5 years. 

t, t, t, ~. !, ~~ 1, I, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 9, 15, 24, 27, 27,40 
years. 

Newark • ~. t• J• t. t, *· ~. 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 9, 16, 25 ye:1rs. 
Gaiusborough- f, t• ~. 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, ;, 8, 10, 13, I4, 14, 15, 16, 13, 22, 42 

Thorne 
Doncaster 

years. 
~. I, 1, 3, 4, IO, 10, 11, 11, 3I years. 
f, f, !, I, I, I, I, I, 1, I, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, '), 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 7, 

8, 8, 91 11, 13, 13, 16, 16, 18, 18, 22, 30, 30, 37, 3S, 60 years. 

APPEXDIX B. 

The following Table t:hows tl1e compnrati\"C ages to which childrcu 
stay in the week-day and Sunday schools. The upper column is derived 
fi·om the returns of 211 public schools and 432 private schools, the 
lower from those of 360 Sunday schools :-

=~ =~ d =~ =~ Ei J ~~,n~· ~~ t ~~ t~ t~ ~~ ~~ ~= ~; ~~ ~~ ~~ ~. 
'8,; !~ ~::: z; t~ ~~ t~ ~~ f~ t;; ~~-
~~ 1~ .Q"'d ~~ ~"d ..C"d ;{;<;: -'?= ..0~ ..Q~ ........ 

0 ~ 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 ~ 0 ; 6 03 .0 ~ d c: c 0 QJ 0 ~ 
z~ z~ Z= ~~ Zoo ~~ zs ~~ ~~ z~ z~ z~ ------------1----------------

Per·r~ntaJ(e of} 
rhildrPnntweek- 2'53 26'43 12'94 12'5S n·s7 10'25 8'49 6'40 4'89 2'53 1'02 •;IS 
day Schools • 

Ditto at Sunday} '61 17'14 10'87 11'21 11'41 n·u 9'94 8'99 7"57 5'54 3'12 2'35 
Schools • • 
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APPEXDIX C. 

From the retums of 211 public and 432 private schools, in which the 
number of children= 21,912, there are 557 under three years of age 
and lOG abo1e 15. There are, therefore, 3 '02 per cent. either under 
3 or above 15. 

To ascertain how many of the 37,073 children are between 3 and 15, 
multiply by 1- '0302, that is by • 9G9S. 

The result is 35,953. 

..APPEXDIX D. 

To estimate the average period of attendance at school ~ 
The whole number of children between 3 and 15 is • 77,973 
The numLer on school books is found to be • 35,933 

Suppose these numbers to be constant, and take no account of deaths 
between 3 and 15, the number of children found at school must be 
greater in exact proportion to the length of their stay there. Thus, if 
there were 77,973 at school, we should conclude that the school period 
of each must be 12 years. If half were found at school at a time, they 
would each stay six years. Thus we have the proportion :-

77,973 : 35,953 : : 12 years : the required period. 
This will be found to give 5 ·53 years as the average length of 

attendance at school. 
This will probably be too small,-

1. Because the attendance is so irregular that, even during the 
years which cover the school period of a child's life, many names 
are remo1ed for weeks or months from the books, and therefore 
the above number does not include all who are in one sense 
belonging to the school, that is, have been there and will be 
there again. 

2. The total number (ii,9i3) includes many who either never go 
to school, or who hardly ever attend. Consequently the strict 
average does not fairly represent the a1erage period for the 
children who do go to school. 

The following Table of the ages of boys at school is taken from tJ1e_. 
returns of 211 public and 432 private schools:- . 

11,302 291 2,868 1,550 1,474 1,400 1,196 929 687 491 262 103 45 

Per-centage 100 2'57 25'37 13'70 13'04 12'38 10'58 8'22 6'07 4'34 2'31 0'91 0'39 
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The small difference between the numbers in the 4th, 5th, and 6th 
columns is probably not much more than will be cautied by deaths. 

From this Table we may conclude that-

1. Boys at nine years of age begin to leave school finally ; 

2. 13 · i6 per cent. is the greatest number of any one age, Yiz., six 
years old. 

8. If all boys who pass through the school at all arc in at that age 
(as is probable), the average school period will be obtained by 
dividing 100 by 13·i6 ; and thb gives 7·26 years for the average 
period of schooling for boys. This is too long, lJccauoc these 
tables mnnifc~tly contain the more regular attendants, and omit 
many of the irregular. 

The next Table is a similar one for girls : 

10,620 266 2,824 1,288 1,280 1,206 1,11:>3 930 711 579 2~3 120 G1 

Per·centage 100 2'50 26'61 12'13 12'12 11'36 9'92 8'76 6'73 5'4J 2'76 1'13 0'57 

From this Table it appears that girls begin to leave school at eight 
years of age, but they do not pass out of the i?Chool ~o rupi\lly as boys. 
Their average stay nt sehoul is also longer, hL•ing by tllis Table, 8·24 
years. 

APPENDIX E. 

The following Tnble is formed from the Rctums of 211 public 
schools:-

] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ .... ~~ ~~ d 5~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ " 
~] ~. ~~ ~~ ~~ ~! jg ]~ i~ i~ i~ ]~ $5 
§c)) ~~ ~] ~] ..:;-g ~] c;; o" o"' o:: o! ci" ;~ 
Z~ Z~ ~~ ~~ ~~ Zoo z~ Z~ ~~ ~~ ~~ Z~ ~~ 

------ --- 1---

Boys 7,072 14Al 1,512 1,002 1,0i6 1,110 976 787 G85 48S 2~3 80 37 

Per-centage 100 1'75 18'90 12'56 13'49 13'99 12'2i 9'87 7'33 5'40 2'79 1'00 0'46 

Girls 6,498 115 1,458 672 782 788 696 671 526 435 225 SO 50 

Per-centage 100 1'76 22'43 10'34 12'03 12'14 10'71 10'30 8'09 6'69 3'46 1'22 0'76 
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APPENDIX F. 

The following Table is formed from the returns from 125 public 
schools, und gives some idea of the portion of time actually spent at 
school: 

Number of Scholars who attended School in 1858. 

Less than Between Between Between Above 
Total No. 

-· 50 days. 50 and 100 100and 150 150 and200 200 days. of Children 
days. days. days. returned. 

2,089 2,382 2,5i2 2,9il 1,882 11,896 

Per-centage 17·5 20'2 21·6 24•9 15•8 100 

The numLor of scholars on. the Looks of the schools at tho time 
these returns were made was only II,366, whereas this Table includes 
11,896 children. This diffe1·ence is no doubt owing to the fact that 
many children have been entered who had left the school when the 
retum wns made, Lut hnd attended part of the previous year. This 
would chiefly affect the numbers in the first and second columns. 

If we take 230 to be the number of days on which the school is at 
work, the nhove Table leads to the <'onclu~ions- , 

1. Nearly 40 ller cent. attend school less than half the year. ' 
2. 60 per cent. attend school less than threc~qunrters of the year. 

APPENDIX G. 

The Clerk of the Board of Guardians for the Union of Gainsborough 
favoured me with a copy of the return which the Board had just called 
for. It was as follows :-

RETURN of the NUMBER of CurLDREN of PAUPERS in the UNION of 
GAINSBOROUGH between the ages of 4 and 16 (Nov. 1858). 

Whole number of children . • • • - 179 
Number at work - • 22 
Absent from school for other causes • 49 
At school • 108 

This return was called for in consequence of one of the guardians 
propoEing that the children of out-door paupers should be sent to school 
nt the expense of the Union. 
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APPE~"'DIX II. 

The following Tuhle shows the sources from which the annual sub· 
scriptions come in the case of certain schools in which I had oppor
tunity to make the inquiry:-

A:!I~'LAL SnscRIPTioxs paid by LA...'mow·xEr.s, OccniER~, and 
CLERGY. 

School. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

From O'lfn'ers. f~;'ocenpiers. 

.. 
f( 

". I I ,;i11f 0 I' "o' 

-f 
£ 1£ 

12 ar.d house -

. 
- 10• 

- "11' 

- 4- • 47 -.... - .. ·- . . . . . 
-:; ·~ ~ ~: ·-~:,..-"·a 

20 
20 -- -
30 -
60t -
- -
- 3 

- -- -
24 7 

• By a voluntary penny rate. 
t for two united parishes. 

from Clergy. 

' £ 
10 

' 
10 
25 
15 
-

lOOt 
30 

5 
40 
10 
40 
-
-
70 
50 
16 
2.) 

2J 

t The owner is also the clergymllll. 
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REPORT of AssiSTANT Co:~mxssiO:NER, J. S. 'VI:NDER, Esq., on 
the State of Popular Education in the Specimen .illa11ujacturing 
DISTHICTS of RoCHDALE and BRADFORD, in the Counties of 
L.u"CASTER and YORK. 

-:\fr LoRD DuKE AND GE~TLE:\IE:N, London, July 1859. 
BEFORE entering specifically into the consideration of the 

questions which are suggested by the lnRtructions, it is necessary 
to say a few preliminary words respecting the characteristics of 
the country and the people among which my investigation has 
been can-ied on. The distribution of population, the numerical 
relation of clas5es, the nature of the prevailing employments, the 
domestic habits of families, must in every district have a marked 
influence upon its educational condition, and in none can they 
have a more determinate effect than in those which I have been 
deputed to examine. 

The Poor Law Union of Rochdale comprises, in addition to theDescription of 
b h 1 1 d. . Th ' lf' f 'd bl districts. oroug , a arge rura 1stnct. e town It8e Is o com1 era e tr . f 

· · b bl b 33 ' h b' d ' mon ° size, contammg pro a )' a out . ,000 m a ttant~, an presentmg Rochdale. 
the ordimuy features of an exclu~n·ely manufacturmg place. From 
it, as from a centre, roads radiate in seven or eight directions, 
along each of which are scattered woollen and cotton factories, with 
their groups of attendant cottages expanding here and there into 
considerable manufacturing villages. High and bleak tracts of 
moorland intersect and encircle a great portion of the district, but 
mills ha-re been planted up to the base of the hills, and tall 
chimneys may be seen dotting the remotest corners, wherever 
there is a supply of water and near access to coal. The reO'ion, 
generally, is bare and barren, and, but for the manufactt~rinO' 
system, would have been but a thinly peopled and solitary tract. 
As it is, the outlying portions of it are a good deal isolateu, and the 
people, though their own immediate village community may be 
tolerably large, live very much among8t themselves, and are re~ 
moved fi·om the influences for good and evil which are at work in 
the great centres of manufacturing industry. 

Up to a short time ago hardly any means of public instruction 
existed except Sunday schooh, and the habits of the people were 
in the highest degree uncivilized and rude. Even now lanO'UaO'e 

d '11' h , 00 
an manners, partJCu ar y m t e remoter corners, are strikinO'ly 
blunt and abrupt, and many primitive customs, amonO'st oth;rs 
that of dispensing with surnames, still lin O'er in parts ~f the dis~ 
trict. l\Iilnrow, the recognized metropolis ~nd classic centre of the 
~ancashire di:1Iec~, w~er~ the true _idiom is said to be still preserved 
m great pm1ty, IS w1thm two mdes of the town, and a stranO'el' 
finds no little difficulty in following a dinlo(l'ue in the br~ad 
unadulterated provincialism which still holds its ~round in spite of 
the spread of instruction. c 
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Neither in town nor country is there any but a nry >:mall 
population who::oe employment does not depend, directly or in
directly, on the cotton and woollen manufacture. A majority, I 
believe, of the peraons earning weekly wages, are en~aged in or 
about the factories themselves. The rest, for the most part, find 
occupation either as coal miners or artizans for the factories, 
or as petty tradesmen, by supplying the ordinary wants of the 
operative class. 

The Union of Bradford is in many respects of a widely different 
character. In geographical extent it is more compact, bein_s con
£ned to the limits of the borough, and containing, merely the 
united townships of Bradford, Bowling, Horton, and i.Ianningham. 
The population, however, is much larger and more concentrated, 
and may be considered for the most part a town population; the 
outlying districts being in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
town, and very intimately connected with it. Like Rochchle, it is 
a great manufacturing place, having, from an insignificant country 
town, which it 'ras forty years ago, grown into the metropolis of the 
worsted trade. It is not, however, like Rochd1le, simply a pro
ducing town. In addition to its mills, it i:; studL1ed with huge 
warehouses, Engli:;h and foreign, for collecting and distributing 
through the worlJ the special fabrics of the neighbourhood. It 
comprises, too, within the limits of the borough, the large iron 
works of the Bowling Company, beside sereral exten~ive foundries 
more immediately in the town. In the immediate neighbourhood 
also is the vast establishment of the Low itloor Ironworks, at 
which a consideraole nun1ber of workmen from the outskirts find 
employment. This greater "ariety of occ:upations has, as will be 
seen, a decided effect upon the educational s~ate of the place as 

, compared with that of Hochdale. 
There are noticeable differences, too, in the composition of the 

two populations. "With the exception of a considerable Iri~h 
colony in the town itself, the people of the Rochdale Union are 
in the main indigenous, possessing, I should imagine, in a pre
eminent degree the peculiar qualities of Lancashire character. 
Bradford, on the contrary, contains a nst number of immigrants 
from all parts of Great Britain; the Irish alone I heard Y:u-iously 
estimated from 12,000 to 18,000. The fact must be taken into 
account in every estimate founded on numerical returns relating to 
the whole population. The habits and feelings of immigrants, for 
the most part very poor ::mel very uninstructed, must not be 
recrarded as characteristic of the true Bradford people, born and 
br~d in the place, or transformed by residence into the Yorkshire 

tylfhe conditions of labour in both districts have an important 
bearing on the diffusion and standard of education. The two most 
distinguishing features in this respect are the employment of 
children on the half-time system, and the great extent, even 
preponderance, of female labour in factories. 

Half-ti~e The half-time system is developed to a high degree in Rochdale. 
~\'Stem m Roch· d £ • I! 1 b d • f' d t 1 · d·ale. The deman or mHmt a our, urmg a season o goo rae e IS ex-
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ceedin..,.lv active; so a~tivc, in fact, that no child from eight or nine 
to thirte.en vears of arre who is able to pass the statutory surgical 

• 0 1 examination has the smallest difficulty in finding emp oymcnt at 
wa~es varvinrr from Is. 6d. to 2s. 9d. a week, and averaging probably 
2s.~6d. I fo~nd, consequently, upwards of 3,500 of these children 
in the various school:3 within the Union which were visited. 

Bradford, thou"'h the total number of it~ children is much In Bradford. 

gre:-~ter, does not 
0

employ half the number of short-timers in its 
mills. Only about 1,500 of them were at school during my visit. 
The !ly~tem is, I was told,' declining there. The manufacturers 
find the labour of full-time children more profitable or convenient, 
and a supply equal to their wants is forthcoming. 

The difference in the amount of compulsory education in the 
two places produces, as will be seen, a marked difference between 
them, both in the comparative number of children at school and 
in the length of school attendance. 

In both places, but more especially, I think, in Bradford, tl1e Great Extent of 

number of females employed in factories is much g~eater than that f:'f:~~o~~~~r 
of males. They are preferred for almost every kmd of work to 
which their strength is equal, partly because of superior handiness 
and docility, but chiefly on account of the greater cheapness of 
their labour. 

Owing to the temptation of high wages, and sometimes from the 
necesi"ity of contributing to the family maintenance, many married 
women work regularly in the mills. In such cases the young 
children, if there are any, are left in the charge either of some old 
woman, or, as constantly is the case, of their elder brothers and 
sisters of the age of 6 and upwards. A very large number of 
children, particularly girls, are kept away from school in this . 
'\lay; and thus the factory system, which by compulsory half time 
encourages education in the later part of school life, discourages 
it in the earlier, by throwing upon young children what ought 
properly to be their mother's work. Its results in this direction 
froru other causes will be touched upon hereafter. 

On the whole, the people at the time of my vitiit were fully 
employed, and in the rece1pt of very sufficient wages. These do Rate ofwages. 

not differ materially in the two places, and I believe the followinrl' 
wo~ld be something like the average scale in the ordinary occu~ 
patJons:-

Skilled labourers, such as woolsorters, mechanics, Per Week. 
oyerlookers, &c., &c. - 23s. to 26s. 

Warehousemen • 20s. to 24s. 
Common labourers - 15s. to 17 s. 
Adult women 9s. to I2s. 
Young persons, male and female (13 to 16) 6s. to 9s. 
Short-timers, ditto (8 to 13) 1s. 6d. to 2s. 9d. 
Colliers and miners ISs. 22s. 25s. 
Hurriers (boys in coal pits) • (IO to 15) 5s. to 1s. 

It is obvious that with remuneration at this rate, with work 
abundant, and with great facilities for the employment of women 

VOL, II, M 
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and children, industrious families are far better to do than is 
·usually the case in any but manufacturing place~. 

Character of The habits of the people are thoroughly industrial in both 
fn~~~~ indus· districts. ~lanual labour for wages is accepted unflinchingly by 

men, women, and childn:n, as the proper business of their lives, 
and there are consequently but few indications of that spirit, so 
conspicuous in some places, which seeks to evatle the irksomene3s 
and monotony of continuous steady work by some form or other 
of petty trafficking. 

Smallness of Another noticeable circumstance is the enormous numerical 
middl class. disproportion between those who live by weekl.v wages and those 

of a 'higher social standing. In the nniteu population~, amounting 
to more than 200,000 souls, I should imagine there are not ten 
resident gentlemen of fortune and lei~ure unconnected with busi
ness or a profession. The profc~sional class is relatively small; 
the shopkeepers, from the cause already indicated, and, ns far as 
Rochdale is concerned, from the extemion. of the co-operative 
system, are, I have no doubt, much below the average number; 
while the direct employers of labour, who constitute the bulk 
of the remaining part of the middle cla5s, are, owing to the f'l'eat 
scale of their op~rations, numerically insignificant in compari~on 
with the workmen in their pay. 

Mod.e o~con~ In carrying on the investigation, I met with the utmo::;t 
~uctmgmqulry. courtesy, and received the readiest assistance from almo5t every 

person to whom I applied. The manag-ers of the Catholic public 
schools, acting under central orders, alone refw;;ed to give infor
mation, or to admit me to their school:!; with this exception, 
every school, both public and private, was opened to me. I per-• 
sonally visited every public school but one in both di8tricts, and 
a large number of private schools of every grade, with a view of 
forming a judgment on their condition. With re~pect to the 
statistical information which I had to collect, my clerk, where it 
seemed necessary, assisted in preparing the public school retmns, 
and filled up those relating to private schools, almost without 
exception, himself; I Lelicve, therefore, that on the whole the 
numerical returns are trustworthy, but in all calculations made 
from them, I have eliminated tho~e in which, for one reason or 
another, I have not full confidence. 

Population of 
Districts. 

This prefatory st!ltement may serve to throw some light on the 
facts respectin<T the extension and condition of education which I 

0 f h • . now proceed to set out. Following the o!'der o t e mstructw~s, 
I propose, first, to give in a brief and compendious form the clnef 
statistical results which have been obtained, and afterwards to go 
on to those portions of the inquiry which do not admit of definite 
arithmetical statement. 

The population of the Rochdale Onion, in 1851, was 72,515; 
but from an inspection of the rate books, and from other sources 
of information, I should fix it nt present nt 86,000. Bradford, 
which, in 1851, bad 103,778 inhabitants, is now estimated by the 
police and the municipal authorities to have 130,000. The Town-
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clerk was kiml enotwh to furnish me with his calculations to this 
effect, but if the nutl10rity had not been so high, I should have 
been inclined to suspect that the estimate was too liberal. The 
population here is subject to great fluctuations ; when trade is 
depressed, as it was during the latter part of the last eight years, 
emigration takes place to a considerable extent, the balance bein~ 
redressed in turn by the immigration which sets in on the revival 
of business. However, the opinion of the authorities on the spot, 
who have the be8t information, is paramount, and it must conse~ 
quently be assumed that their calculations are correct. 

The first point which it seems desirable to inquire into, is the 
progress which day school education has made since 1851. . 

The Census Returns relate only to the schools found within the C?mparison 

I ' 1 1' · f • 1 d' • 1. • f th w1th census geograp uca Imtts o e1t 1er JstriCt, tanmg no account o ose returns. 

beyond the boundaries, into which a certain number of children 
living within the boundaries find their way. The following Table, 
therefore, constructed for the purpose of comparing the present 
state of things with that ascertained to exist at the Census, is 
confined to the same area, and adopts the 1:1ame definition of a 
school as was then taken :-

RoCHDALE. - I BRADFORD. 

Schools. Scholars. Schools. Scholars. -

I! 
oi 

.~ 

~ 
<.i !!l ..: oi 

0: <1 3 c:l ;§ "" .a ~ 
-:; 

. :::: ::0 .... .... 
0 .... 0 :: 0 :l ·;::: 0 ::I ·r:: 
E-i il-l E-i il-l E-i ~ ~ E-i ~ (.1.; 

1851 115 tJ8 77 7,796 4,852 2,9H 116 27 89 9,5i9 .5,946 3,633 

1858-9 - 135 35 100 10,645 6,808 3,837 19G 30 166 12,197 6,891 5,306 

It would thus appear,-
1. That the proportion to the total population of the children 

under inst, uction in either district has ~dvanced, in Roch~ 
dale from 1 in 9·30 to 1 in 8·07, in Bradford from 1 in 
10·83 to 1 in 1 0·65. 

· 2. That the number of private schools has largely increased· in 
both places, while that of public schools has diminished in 
Rochdale, and but very slightly increased in Draclford. 

3. That the· proportion of public to private scholars has slightly 
increased in Rochdale (from the ratio of 1·6 to· ~ .to the 
rati.o of 1·7 to 1 ), and declined in Bradford (from the ratio 
of 1·6 to 1 to the ratio of 1·2 to 1). 

However, I do not place much reliance on the accuracy of these 
comparisons. · I am quite sure that the· number of public schools, 
accor?ing to t~e professe~ definition, was largely overstated at 
the Census. Smce that tune many have been e~tablished, and 
very few indeed, if any, discontinued, and yet the total number 
existing at each perio(l would appear to be identical. How 
the error arose it is difficult to say, whether by including a 

. lii 2 
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certain number of private schools, or hy counting departments of 
schools as dislinct estaLlishments. I feel convinced too that the 
number of scholars in private schools was exaggerated. The present 
average is but 31, the census average 40. Taking all circumstances 
therefore into consideration, I see no reason to doubt that in both 
places, but more particularly in llochda~e, considerable progress 
has been made, both absolutely and relatively, to the increase of 
populatio~. 

Actual number The preceding table does not show the real number of the 
of children at h'ld h 
School. c 1 ren at sc ooL It was necessary, for the sake of fair com-

parison, tO' include in it no school whose buildings do not stand 
geographically within the limits of the districts. The next table, 
however, comprises a number of children, who, though Iivin(J' 
within the districts, go to school beyond the boundaries, and 
exhibits a complete list, both of the scholaril at 8chool, :tnd of the 
schools (in the sense of the word laid down in the stati~tical forms) 
in which they were found. 

ROCHDALE. BRADFORD. 

- .; Scholal's. .; Scholars. 
0 0 .. 
0 0 .a ..a 
<:.> Total. M. F. <:.> Total. 1\[. F. i/2 (/J 

Higher Schools . . 18 389 181 208 24 794 450 344 
Catholic Schools( estimated) 2 150 80 70 3 300 165 135 
. Public {within Union, 41 6,628 3,866 2,762 49 6,493 3,575 2,918 
Schools. out of Union, 13 374 239 135 1 35 17 18 
Private { within Union, 82 3,478 1,626 t,s52 1 144 4,610 2,30.~. 2,305 

Schools. out of Union, 5 34 20 14 i 3 i5 66 9 
---- --

• ~,11,053 224,12,307 
--

Total • . 6,012 5,041 6,578 5,729 

This shows that in Rochdale 1 out of 7 · 78 inhabitants, in 
Bradford 1 out of 10·56~ is a day scholar. The difference in the 

. propo:tions in the. two p!aces arises mainly, if, not wholly, fr~m 
Extent of half· the different extent to whrch they use the half-bme system. .Not 
time system. only are the half-timers more numerous, but on the average they 

have a longer period of half-time, at Uocl~dale than at ~radford, 
I found the followin(J' number of thelle ch1ldren at schoolm erther b 

place:-

Half-Timers. . 
-

Total Males. Females. 

Rochdale . . 3,540 1,933 1,607 

Bradford - . 1,505 586 919 

And I ascertained, by individual inquiry from 2,143 of them at 
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Rochdale, nnd 1,147 at Bradford, that they are divided m~o?gst 
the several years of the half~ time period according to the subJomeJ 
per-centage:;. 

Per-centage of Half-timers, aged. 

-
8 9 11 12 13 

Rochdale - 8•87 16•42 22•54 24•i8 4•85 

Bradford - - 1· 74 7•67 25•55 41•24 3•75 

The fact, which these tables prove, that in Rochdale the nnmber 
of chilllren under compulsory education is much larger, and their 
compulsory period much longer, to my mind sufficiently accounts 
for the accompanying superiority of the proportion borne to the 
general population by the children at school. In the one place 
more, in the other fewer, children are sent to work which involves 
schooling at the same time; and that, much more than any dif
ference in educational zeal, explains the relative position in which 
one district stand:~ to the other. Indeed, in one important respect, 
-the maintenance of night schools and literary institutions,
Bradford has decidedly the advantage. 

But however this may be, and whatever theory may be adopteJ '~hat fproJ>OI'• 
f b . f h l • h b t1on o ch1ldrell 0 t e exact proportiOn 0 t e popu ahon w 0 ougld to e at never go to 

• school, it ii! certain that in both places the da{ scholars fall short, school at all. 
in Bradford very largely short, of the number who might be at 
school. Does this arise from the fact that many children never 
go to school at all? 

The general impression which I found to exist amongst well 
informed persons is that this evil is rare, and that it is steadily 
diminiEhing. Still it does exist to a certain extent, though, how 
far, it is impossible to say, without an exhaustive enumeration of 
the people. My own inquiries, which were rather exten:<ivt>, 
would lead me to believe that amongst the re~pectable working 
men in the towns, this absolute neglect is almost unknown, and 
that eo much of it as there may be is confined almost exclusively 
to the lowest of the immigrant Irish, who prefer that their children 
should beg; to a few of the degraded class brutalized by profligacy 
and povcr~y ; and to the more ignorant of the colliers and miners. 
I lllet myself, both at evening schools and elsewhere, a good many 
colliers above the school age, wl10 had never been to a day school 
in their lives. On one occasion, at Bowlin()' near Bradford, four 
boys in succession, whom I casually met wiTh, gave this account 
of themselves. 

I cannot, however, state with· preciiiion what proportion of the 
population are growing up in this condition. Individual inquiry 
on the point wa:~ made at evening schools with this result:-
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Number of Scholars Number who had Per-centage who - of whom inquiry never been to Day had never been to 
was made. School. Day School. 

. 
Rochdale . 1,825 52 2•85 

Bradford . . 2,065 131 6•34 

strongly suspect, however, that these rates would be too ltigh 
for the general population; though when oue sees, as is the fact, 
numbers of children coming to school for the first time at 10 or 11 
years of age, and then only by the eompuhion of half-time, it is 
difficult not to believe that a good many must elip through the 
school age altogether. · . 

At all events the deficiency of the proper number of day scholars 
at a given time is due in a very slight degree to this cause. It is 
the shortness of the school attendance, of which I shall speak here~ 
~fter, which is principally in fault. 

Pro~ortion.of The preceding tables have been chiefly designed to imlicate the 
;~;~;~;s~pmate number of the Day Scholars. I will next speak of the schools in 

which they were found, having previously drawn attention to the 
fact, which is deducible from the 2nd table, that the children 
receiving elementary education are distributed between pul:lic 
and private schools according to the following proportions :-

Classification of 
schools. 
1. Private. 

Dame schools. 

Rochdale 

Bradford 

Per-centage of 
Scholars in public 

Schools. 

67 •1 

59•4 

I.-PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

Per-centa!!e of 
Scholars in hinte 

l:.'chools. 

32' 9 

40•6 

It is impossible to classify these according to any very accurate 
and distinct definition. Perhaps the following types, under which 
they may all be included1 are sufficiently precise for the present 
purpose. . 

1.-Dame Scltools, whose aim is to teach sewing and reaJing 
and now and then the elements of writing, form by far the mo5t 
numerous section. About half of the Bradford private elementary 
schools are of this class. Fifty out of 14 7, or 34 per .cent., return 
themselves as not teacbin(J' writinrr, and many others, whic!t do 
profess it, teach only the 

0 

merest ~lements to a small portio? of 
their scholars. At Rochuale the proportion is smaller. ~htrty 
of the private schools there take factory scholars, and for. children 
of their arre writinrr is usually demanded; nevertheless m 14 out 

0 0 l' 1 . 1 of 87 schools, or in 16 per cent, that accomp 1s 1ment Is ~m mow_n. 
The usual scene of one of these schools is a cottage k1tchen, m 
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which the mistress divides her time between her pupils and her 
domc!ltic duties. The childt·en sit round the room, often so thickly 
stowed as to occupy every available corner, and spend the greater 
portion of their time in knittinO' and sewing. At intervals the 
mistress calls them up one or two at a time, and teaches the 
alphabet or easy words, the highest proficiency attained being 
the power of reading a little in the New Testament. The rest of 
their time the children are acquiring an insight into "common 
things" by watching the domestic operations. To a great extent 
these schools are mere nurseries. They do not, however, occupy 
quite the same field as infant schools. The average age of their 
scholars is higher. Indeed a good many gil'ls finish their education in 
them, though they are ordinarily looked on as merely preparatory. 

2.-N ext in order is a class of schools conducted by men and 2. Superio(day 

women of somewhat higher pretensions, the scholars being older schools. 

and the range of the education more extensive. Of these there 
are of course several grades. · 

Some, which seem to depend a good deal on the reputation of 
their gentility, charge from 6d. to Is. 3d. a week, and draw their 
chief support from the higher class of artizans and the smaller 
shopkeepers, who do not wish their children to mix, as they must · 
do in a public school, with companions from a lower stratum of 
society. 

Another and more numerous class have a humbler aim, and 
come into immediate competition with the ordinary public schools, 
recruiting their scholars from the same sources, and professing 
instruction of the same kind and scope. A ,perpetua1 flux and 
reflux of scholars is maintained between the two kinds of establish
ments. They often coexist side by side; more frequently, however,. 
the private school sets up in some district in which there are· 
either no public schools or only an insufficient supply. A good' 
many occupy Sunday school rooms attached to chapels, and have· 
space and accommodation enough; others are held in sitting
rooms in cottages miserably overcrowded and unprovided with 
almost all the materiel of teaching. The school fees in these schools 
is somewhat higher than that demanded in public schools for the 
same style of education. The private masters complain bitterly 
of the competition, which except in very favourable situations 
renders it difficult for them to earn a living. 

The support which the private schools of this class receive Causes of. sup
. seems to arise from three causes; first, with recrard to a few from P?hrt 0

1fpnvate , h 
1 

t> l St 00 S, 

a notwn t at t 1ey are somewhat more select than public schools, 
as .I have previously mentioned; secondly, from an impression 

· whwh some parents entertain that more individual attention is 
paid ~n them t? the scholars ; and, thirdly, from the influence of . 
acquamtanceslup between masters and parents. Generally speak~ Pubhc schools 
' h · · f nn the whole mg, owever, m spite o the fact that the private schools have prefmcd, 

hitherto held t!teir ground, I think that there is a decided preference 
for public schools, especially in Rochdale. There,. wherever a 
good public school is established sufficiently large for the wants of 
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the neighbourhooJ, and tolerably accessible, it gradually annihi· 
lates, or nearly annihilates, all the private establishments round it; 
and though the same result, owing probably to the concentration 
of the population in a smaller .space, whieh makes the situation of 
the schools a matter of less moment, h not so conspicuous in 
Bradfol'd, yet the same feeling prevails. 

Private schools Private elementary schools are very ephemeral. At BraUfonl 
ephemeraL f h b 

. 8. Factory 
schools. 

101 out o 147 ave een established in or since 1851. Anyone 
seems to be thought good enough to teach if he have the auJacity 
to make the attempt, and in consequence schools are perpetually 
springing up, wherever an opportunity of success is thought to 
presents itself, to be relinquished as readily if the expected success 
does not immediately arrive . 

3. Thirty of the pt·ivate schools in Rochdale and five in Bi-nd
ford are factory schools, i.e., grant certificates of school attendance 
to children employed in factories. 

The Factory Acts merely require that the children at work in 
mills shall be concurrently at school, but they do not define what 
the school~ shall be, or how they shall be provided. Hence if n. 
mill springs up in a remote district, where the population is 
insufficient to maintain a public school, either the millowner must 
himself 'provide one, or, as is more usual, a prh·ate master, unuer 
the patronage of the millowner, sets up in the immediate neigh~ 
bourhood for the single purpose of granting the necc~sary 
certificates, In some cases, as at Grecnbooth, &c., the factory 
mRster himself gives a room for the purpose, and appoint~ the 
master; more frequently, as nt Summit, &c., the schoolmaster 
teaches in his own cottage or in a Sunday-school. 

Factory schools The most ·noticeable circumstance with respect to f.tctory 
de.p

11
endent on schools, both public and private, i:'! this, that they ure dependent 

.m1 owners. ~ h '11 1 f 1 · } ] 10r support on t e m1 owners, not on t 1e parents o t 1e1r ~c w ar~. 
It is more convenient, it is said, for the millowner that his half
timers should be confined to one or two schools, and it is well 
understood to be the rule of eaeh factory, and the condition 
preced~nt of employment in it, that its half-timers shall go to the 
particular echool which the owner thinks fit to patronise. So 
Ion()', therefore as a certain number of factories support a school, 
its 

0

prosperity, if its scholars, as sometimes happens, nrc almost 
exclusively factory children, depends in no degree on its efficiency. 
If it comes up to the very moderate requirements of the Factory 
Inspectors, it may defy competition, and diBregnrd remonstrance. 
I shall have occasion to speak hereafter of 80tne of the conse
quences of this custom, at present it i~ sufficient to imlicate its 
existence. Excepting in this point of view, that they are. in a 
great measure dependent on the employers of labour, ptwnte 
factory schooli! differ but little from ordinary private schools. They 
are somewhat rougher, perhaps, but the kind of in~tructiou ~·iv~n 
in them is the same as would. be given iu the same locality m 
<lay schools. 
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II.-Punuc ScnooLs. 

\fith respect to the statistics of pu'Llic schools, there is but Public schools. 

little need to add anything to the annexed table, which shows ~he 
denominationalism of the schools, the extent of the part whiCh 
each relirrious holly takes in the general work, and the ,·arious 
epecies of schools which are in operation:- . 

RocunALE. DnADFORD, 

rti !11i .;. 0 X umber Number :we 9 of Scholars ... ~ ..= of Scholars 
Description of Schools. I ~ E 7J 

:'I'" r:n. belonging to the belonging to the 
"'~ .... 

Schools. j~ '0 Schools. 

~~~ 
0 .. C::.: "" ::- "' 

I 
::..0 "' z.s ..0 

M.j I Total. 
IL:< ~ ..o 

I \Total. 
.. s 

F. ~~~ !IL F. ~ :l z 

l'rDLIC DAY ScuooLs • 44 54 '·"'_1 •. ., I '·oo: :.:_1~ 3,59212,936 6,528 

Church of England - 21 25' ~.~9 1,~5 (~4 15 27 2,133 1,928 4,061 -- - -
National - .. 14: 18 2,437 1,648 4,085 12 23 1,875 1,517 3,392 
Endowed - - 3 3 1 i(i 46 222 - - - - -Workhouse - - - - - - 1 2 30 41 71 
Others - - 4 4 166 181 347 2 2 228 370 598 

- - ------1---------Wesleyan· - - 2 3 191 139 330 51 8 641 3i3 1,014 
1- 1---

Independent - . 1 1 93 40 133 4 7 557 3tl0 947 
- - - - - - - - - -

British . . - - - - - 2 4 385 195 580 
Others - - 1 1 93 40 133 2 3 1i2 195 367 - - 1-----

1 1 1 361 91 45 
Baptists - . . 1 1 21 31 52 

Non-denominational - 9 11 782 6i7 1,45:) 3 6 208 2i8 426 - - - - - - - - - -British - . 3 5 514 439 953 - - - - -
Ragged Schools - 1 1 22 18 40 2 5 190 182 372 
Endowed - - 2 2 54 C2 116 - - - - -
Supported by} 

Private Per· 3 3 192 158 350 1 1 18 36 54 
sons • • _I_ - - -- ----1--- --Out of the l;nion - 10 13 239 135 374 1 1 17 18 35 - - - -- - - - - -· -Church of England-
National- . 7 9 125 65 190 1 1 17 18 35 Wesleyan • - 1 2 65 40 105 - - - - -One other Deno·} 
mioation, and 2 2 49 30 79 - - - - -one none ditto 

I 

Not one school in either place is secular in the sense of abso- All ~ive reli
lutely excluding religious teaching. By far the laro-er portion of ~bus instruc· 
h h I . d' t . • h I' . 0 tlO:J. t e sc oo s nre m u·cc connexwn wtt re JO'Jous communions and · 

in those which are supported either by sin~le individuals or 'by 11 
body of subscriber~, religious teaching i~ universally allowed, 
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though in one or two instances in Rochdale it is confined to rreneral 
instruction in which all sects agree. t> 

The part which the Church of England takes, it will be seen, 
is largely predominant, and that not only absolutely, but relatively 
to its means. In both di::ltricts the Nonconformists are very 
numerous, rich, and influential. 

Of the. public schools within each union, 27 in Hochclale and 
23 in Bradford take factory scholar:;. Of these again, 3 at Roch
dale, (Buckley, Oakenrod, and Belfield,) and one at Drallford, 
(Messrs. Walker and Co.), are maintained by private manuf[lCturing 
firms, to whose factories they are attached. ::\Iessrs. Walker's 
school, (which educates about 538 children, and is by far the 
largest school in Eradf,ml,) and that of the Belfield Company, are 
under Government inspection and receive Government aid. 

Bradford, it will be observed, has no endowed schooh, and 1ut 
one free school, " The School of Indu:;try ,'' for 60 girls, supported 
by voluntary contributions. 

Rochdale is better provided. In addition to the five appearing 
in the table, it has, bc:iides, two endowments, which have been 
transferred for the present to the National schools of Whitworth 
and Milnrow, and one attached to the Hed Cross Street X ational 
schools in Rochdale. 

The following list shows the revenues of the schools as 
returned to me, and the extent to which they provide free 
education :-

I 
Name of School. Endowment. No. of Free Scholars. 

Ogden . . . . £35 20 
Hollingworth . .. . 33 16 
Milnrow . . . . 24 20 
Whit"'orth . . . 14 0 
Littleborough . . - 20 (?) 14 
Toad Lane. Girl's School . 28 26 
Rochdale, Free English . 90 60 at ld. a "ll"cck. 
Rochdale, National - . 24 0 

Total . . - - -
I 

156 I 
None of these have any special character. With the exception 

of the Toad Lane girls' school, which is little more than a dame 
school, they resemble public or national schools of the ordinary 
type. · 

Ragged schools. The ragged school in Rochdale is supported solely by the 
munificence of the connected families of Kelsall and Kemp, and is 
under their immediate and constant superintendence. 

Those in Bradford are maintained by general subscriptions, and 
mana<red by committees. In one of them, the large school in 
Cropper Lane, a few children arc permanently lodged and boanled 
in the house. The admissions are almost entirely left in the 
hands of the masters, who on an application being made to them 
are expected to make personal inquiry as to its fitnes5. 
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I 1'011nJ. that the ~choo!s standing- within each Ui~trict were Dhi~ion of 
1' ~ • i' , d public schools. 

di\·ided in the following way, as boys', girls', lOHmts, an 
mixed:-

- I 
Boys. Girls. In rants. Mixed. 

Rochdale . - 5 6 8 22 

Bradford - - 11 12 11 15 

But in no single instance did I £ncl, except at Blue Pits in 
Rochdale, a combination of infant school, day ~chool, and e\·ening 
school, in the same establishment. The mixed ~chools are univer
sally tau(Tht b> men. The age and somewhat rude habits of 
factory b~ys w~uld render them probably too much for a mi::>tress 
to manage. 

The accommodation afforded bv public schools, at the rate of Acro.nun~1 .-• twn m puu IC' 

eirrht feet to a scholar within each union, is as fullows :- •~hools. 
0 

Rochdale • 

Bradford 

Scholars "belonging 
to" Schools. 

6,628 

6,493 

Accommodation for 

7,160 

7,822 

The exi8tin0' schools do therefore in the aggregate supply much 
more than sufficient space for the existing scholars. It would be 
a fallacy, however, to infer from this that the present ~upply of 
schools is adequate. \Yithout entering into the question of the 
expediency of encroaching upon the number·of the children now 
in private schools, the point obviou5ly is, not whether the school 
space be sufficient in the aggregate, but whether it be sufficient at. 
each point. · · 

In the Rochdale union, which occupie:~ a large area, no general 
answer can be given. In many parts, such as Milnrow, Small
briJge, Healey, and 1fhitworth, the existing establishments are 
mfficient for present wants. In others, again, as at Summit, and 
the lung valley between Bacup and Whitworth, the supply is 
altogether inadequate. In the town itself there is a somewhat 
scanty provision for girls, (which, however, is about to be sup
plied,) but on the whole any parent desiring a public school 
education for his child can procure it. 

In the Bradford union the Echools are by no means well distri
buted. -~fhole di~tricts, Bradford ~[oor, Little Horton, Spink
well, and a tract by the side of the Wakefield Road, for example, 
are very inadequately supplied. Other parts, Euch a~ the lower 
end of the ).lanchester Road, have a plethora. Some schools are 
but half filled,·while others (Stott Hill and St. James' for example), 
are inconHniently crowded. Still in. very few cases is the di_,tance 
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from home to a school too great fo~ a child if it:~ parents were 
anxious that it should go. ' 

The next point which it will be convenient to consi<ler i:3 the 
average daily n.ttendance of the children on the books of schools. 
The table below shows the per-centarre rate:~ in some detail. and 
though they are hi

0
rrher than i:3 usual in Enrrland I believe-they 

• 0 ' are very near the truth, for tl11s reason amongst others. The total 
number of scholars who were fouml and counted in the schools on 
the days on which the returns were made, was in Rochdale !) 053 
in Bradford 9,069. The number returned as in avera .... e ;tten~ 
dance is ,·ery nearly the same, being for Hoehdale 8~927, for 
Bradford 9,110:-

Per-centage of .Average Daily Attendance. 

- Public. Private. Public and Private. 

~[. F. Total. M. F. Total. ~r. F. Total. 

Rochdale . 85•33 83•05 84•53 Si·I2 84•35 85'G5 86•02 83•56 84' 90 

Bradford . 81•99 iS·IG S0·2i 82·94 82•23 82•60 182' 36 i9•98 81•24 

, ' It would appear, therefore, that in Rochdale a child on the averarre 
is absent from school something more than one-seventh, in BraJfo~d 
more than one-sixth of his school time. Schoolmasters comr,lain 
most bitterly of the irregularity and of the fri\·olous pretexts on 
which thch· scholars are detained at home. I cannot but feel, 
however, that some of this anger i:S misplaced. In poor familic:~ 
which can ntford to hire no a5si~tnnce occasioni! must constantly 
arise in which the assi:;tance of the elder children is inuispensable 
at home. When the washing or baking day comes round, the 

. mother must put the younger chiluren in charge of theit· elder 
brothers or sisters. It is this cause which makes the per-centages 
for the girls lower than for the boys. 

l\Icans to cour:· But whether the irregularity be justifiable or not, hardly any· 
~~ri~~~. irrcgu- thin~'~' is done to counteract it. In no school had. the prnctice of 

quarterly payments been introduced; only in one (the Borough 
"'est school, 'Bradford), as fur as I know, had any other expeuient 
been adopted for the encouragement of steauy attendance. There 
prizes fur attenuance beyond 200 days had prollucetl, I wns 
assured, a good effect. In the great parochial school of Hvchllale 
another plan is carried out. After the roll has been called, 
messenrrcrs nre forthwith despatched to the homes of the children 
who ur~ absent without leave, to inctuire the reason why, and in 
case of repeated irreguln.ritics a child is dismissed from the school. 
But few ll1<l8tcr;; would feel their position strong enough to allow 
such decided and effectual measures. Parents arc very touchy, it 
is Enid and would at once remove their children, if the di~cipline 
in thi; respect was. made very stringent, to more accommodating 
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establishments. A11d but few· schools haYe so complete n monopoly, 
or have Eucha hold on people's minds, as to be able to pur::'ue a 
decided policy of their own, in disregard of the wl1im~ and caprices 
of thei1· e:upporters. 

In clo~e connexion with the question of daily attcnd:ince is Len::rthofyearly 
that of the number of days during which children attend at the attendance. 

same school in the year. An additional element, howenr, enters Tendency to 
into this problem, the amount of change from one school to change ~cbooh. 
another. I am not able to state this in arithmetical terms, but it 
is nry great, and forms one of the chief grievances of the school-
m~ter~. Except in the outlying parts of Rochdale there is at 
every point of my districts an abundant choice of schools accessible 
in point uf distance. If a parent, therefore, is llismtisfied with the 
Echool at which his child may be, he has no difficulty in removing 
him to another. \ ery frequently this appears to be done on the 
most frivolous pretexts, or e\'en without any reason whate'\"er, but 
I sui'pect that the main cause of the restle~sness of parents in this 
matter arises from their inability to form a sound independent 
opinion of their c~ild's progress. Half-time schools suffer from an Aggravated by 

addi~ional cause of mobility in the custom which I haye mentioned :1:~~~
of each millowner fixing the school which the children whom he 
employs must attend. There is a perpetual migration from factory 
to factory, and each change of work usually inrolves a change of 
school. It is quite a common thing for a child to stay a week or 
a fortnight at a half-time school and then go off to another, and 
teachers hare told me that they have re-admitted the same child 
as often as four times in a year. 

Under the~e conditions of daily attendance and of continuance 
at the same school it was found that the following was the yearlv 
attendance of the existing scholars at the same Echool during th·e 
pnEt year:-

N'o. of Per eeutage of Scholars who had attended during past 

Scholars Year at the same School. 

- belonging 

to the Less than 50 and less 100 and 150 and 
200 and less than less than 

Schools. 50 Days. than 100. 
150. 200. 

upwards. • 

Rochdale- 5,018 )4•0i 14'02 17•28 20•61 34•05 

Bra4ford- 5,295 20•11 19•24 16•59 23•48 20'58 

These numbers have some importance with reference to the 
question of the capitation grant, of which I shall~?peak hereafter 
in the proper place. 

I can detect no general law regulating the proportions of ave- Comparative 
rage daily and yearly attendance in good and bad schools. The regularida'ty of 

f h If 
. . atten nee 

compulsory attendance o a -hmers, who form so larue a section in good and 
of the whole number of scholars, disturbs all calc~lation. In bad schools. 

many ehort-time schools steadily supported by a certain number 
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of factories, the number "belonging" or "attendinrr" would 
hardly he affected at all by the grossest inefficiency. "'An I can 
say is, that in the very good school:! the averages are hi~h. X o 
one, however, acquainted with the !lubject, Eeem~ to do~ht that 
the action of a really good school on both pnrents and chilJren jg 

to encourage regularity. 
To complete the statistical view of the extension of day school 

elementary education, two important question!! remain to be con
sidered; the age of the children at school, and the lenrrth of time 
during which they remain there. 

0 

·Age ofchiluren The first question will be fully elucidated by the TuLle on tl1e 
at schooL next page, which I believe to be thoroughly tru~tworthy, as it was 

compiled from individual inquiry of every child whose nge wns 
taken. 

Thirteen the 
limit. 

1\Iany of the 
Rochdale 
children sta,
late. · 

The age of 13, it will be -observed, iii practically the limit of 
school life in both district-'. In Rochdale only 2 ·19 per cent. of 
males and 1•98 per cent of female~, in Dradford only 3 ·11 per 
cent. of males and 2 · 5 per cent. of females, exceed that age; an·l 
of the!'e a large portion are half-timers, who are at Echool by 
compulsion, not having been able for Eome cauee or :mother to 
get the surgical certificate authorizing them to work full time. 

In other re5pect$, however, the two places differ wiuely. 
The Rochdale returns are remarkable for the large proportion 

which they exhibit of scholar~ in the later period of :,choollife. 
Not less than 35·37 per cent. of the boys and ~4·89 of the girl5, 
are more than 10 years of a;re, and more children are at school 
between l 2 and 13 than between i and ~- Tile cau~e of this iii 
the very large number of half-timers, who constitute Co per cent. 
of the scholars between 8 aud 13 yean of age. .Another notice
able point is the evenness of tLe pcr-centa~es in all the years 
from 8 to 13. At fir5t sight this m:ght seem to !"how that the 
attendance was eontinuou~, and that the olJer ~>cholars had gene
rally passed on regularly from the early to the later ye:m. But 
this is not so. Upon that supposition there ought to be a con
siderable and steady decrease of the per-centages, ail the children 
grow olJer. There are of cour~c more children in exi5tcnce at 8 
than at 9, at 9 than at 10, and s~ on. :\!any too nrc taken otf 
from school in' each year to go to work, and for other rea-on~, yet 

But many are the numhers instead of decrea~ing remain constant. This cnn 
admitted late, only be by an equivalent number of new nJmi-~ions, which may 

be either udmi:'sions for the fir~t time or after nn interval, bnlanl'ing 
the losses. This fact, inJicated by the table, I haJ abunJ,mt 
opportunity of ob~crving perwnally. It wa.s quite common in 
both places, more particularly amongst the ~hort-timers, to find 
children of 10, 11, or 12 years of age, who hnd just come to 
school for the first time, or after an intermission of months or 
years. I shall given. further illustration of thid "hen I ccnne to 
speak of the operation of the l1alf-time plan; it is enough fl1r the 
present to indicate that the evil exists nnd to a very large extent. 
Late admissions and intermittent attendance, nrc the great 
drawbacks on the llocbdale schools. Early withdrawals are by 
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I I 0) Per-eentllf!'"" of Scholars pr('Sent wher. the R.Pturn was made in each of the under-mentioned Periods of Age. 

Number o! 
Scholars present when I I AhovA 

A hove A hove Above A hove A•~· I "'"'" I • .,. .. Above 
the Return wa.s Under From 3tn6 6 nnd not i aud not 8 and not 9 an<l not 10 and not 11 and not 12 and not l:land Hand I Above 

made. 3.. inclusive. mon• than morP than n1ore than morP than morP than n1ore than more than notmor.e notmorP 15. 

7. s. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. than 14. than 15. 

I ----- ----- -----

§ i ~ ~11 ~ i ~ i ~ 1 ~ i ~ 1 ~ i ~ i 1 ~ i ~ i ~ 1 ~11 ~ ~ E-4 ~~~~,.-:.~~~A~,...-; ...... ~~~~ r'!l ~~~.,..;~~~ 
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~ I 

~ 
_:, : 
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no means so common .. The great bulk of the children do at one 
time or another go into the factoricl!, and in that case the half

. time plan keeps them late at school. 
Bradford figures much less favourably than Rochdale in the 

table for two reasons :-The numucr of chi!Jren who go to half
time is much le~s, and the number taken off young to other work 
is much greater. The boys' per-centages begin rnpidly to uccline 
between eight and nine, and this in spite of late admi~~ions beinN' 
exceedingly common. "' 

Under all these p~rplexing complicatiom, of early withurawal~, 
late admissions, and intermittent attendance, I find it impossible 
to state with precision how long the children in either di~trict 
"usually" stay at school. There eeems to be no conventional 
standard accepted amongst parents, eitbcr of in.;truction to be 
acquired or of the length of time that ought to be spent at school. 
A child is taken away from school, not because he l1a:> been to 
school so long, or knows so much, out because he is olJ enon~h 
to work and can find employment. lienee, to determine the 
average period of school attendance wou!J be a fallacy ; it woulJ 
8imply imply that some children have more education and some 
less, and might mislead, by seeming to indicate that in this matter 
a general rule of conduct is recognized, wbile in fact no such rule 
exists. 

SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 

(But little more need be enid respecting the stnti~tics of SunJay 
. ichools than is contained in the accompanying table:-

'" .. C5 t C5 
0 
~~ RocnDALB. c 

~E BIUDFVIW. 
~ 

i ~ - rr. c;s ~f '0 Zt: :0 ~ 
r: 

0 0 "- )!, F. Total. ~I 11!. '·\''"'"· 
~ 

z . z ~ 

-~- - - -- -- --
I 

Churrh of En"lnn<l . . 17 26 12,212 2,Ar.s v~n 15 25 1.~17 :t~7tl 4.1~3 

}Y;~CV!:~!~i~.~ouists. . 15 1R l1,a;u l,ti~U 3,1105 15 1~ ~.n~j ~.2tn -~.~:~ . . 2 2 liS 210 3~8 1 1 ~·· 
Jo.; 1\>.Jo 

lJnited Mcthotlists . . .. .. 2 3 H7 lw ::az 
lJnited Fret· Cium·hrs . . 18 18 2,153 2,GS1 ·I,B;H 
Associated Methodists .. .. 2 3 )119 1n6 3tl5 

W esieyan Reformel'>l . .. .. 7 8 877 1,11~8 1,9il5 

Primitive Methodists . 7 7 n21 4:\:l 7H 5 0 4~0 uuo ~120 

Modc!'ll do. . . 7 7 21i:J 2ti0 523 
Independent~ . . . 7 7 7~0 914 1,6\11 10 14 U23 1,515 2.~~8 

]laptists . . 0 9 1,11\1·1 1,213 2,:!07 9 10 1,2~~ 1,WO 2,774 
Lady Huntingdon . . 3 5 440 4\12 \1:\2 
Unitarians • . 2 2 145 l:Jl 276 1 l 81 3S 7:3 
Presbyterians . . . .. .. 1 1 lHO 91 1(11 
Moravians . .. .. . 1 1 59 61 1~3 

Society of Friends . . .. .. 1 1 8G 111 1~17 

Plymouth Brethren • . .. .. 1 1 B 12 2-lo 
Other Denominations . 2 2 23:! 233 51~ 5 5 2~G s:;o 6Jtl 

Private Secular . . . 3 3 98 3 101 
- - ------ - - ------
92 104 9,293 lO,U()'I 20,290 7G 9S 8,9~5 10,15·1 W,o79 

Sunday schools It sufficiently shows that they are developed t~ an extraor~li~ary 
alt?g:ether derrree and that they are dependent almost entn·ely on religiOus 
rebg10us. o ' · 1 · t communions. No other schools call out anythmg approa~.nng o 

the zeal and general interest lavished . upon thc8e, ·w 1th the 
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Dissenters O'enerally they are far more popular than day schools, 
and absorb,el cannot but think, nn amount of energy nnd attention 
di~proportionate to their real Yalue, great though it may be. . 

The number of teachers, who arc all yoluntary and supplied Proportion of 

f . f • • • (2 680 r R hd 1 scholnrsto rom every section o soc1ety, IS Immense , lOr oc a e 11opulntion. 

and 3,7 53 for Bradford), nr.d teachers and scholars together amount 
in Hochdale to about n quarter, in Bradford to about n. sixth of 
the entire population. The ayernge attendance, however, is very 
low, reaching only 67·72 per cent. in Hochdale, and 66·17 per 
cmt. in Bradford. , 

The most remarkable feature of the Sunday schools in my Great number 

<li~tricts is the largeness of the number of adult scholars who ~~·hao~~!~ 
attend them. Of the female scholars, not less than 29 ·88 per cent. 
at Rochdnle, und 24:22 per cent. at Bradford, are above 15 years 
of age. I myself saw about two hundred yonng women present 
at one time in the large school of the United Free Methodists at 
Rochdale. In<lccu it is quite a common thing for women to come 
to school after their marriage, and many teachers become scholars 
on the SunJays on which it is not their turn to .teach. 

EvENI~G ScnooLs. 

It remains to speak of evening schools by way of completing Evening 
the statistical account of the extension of education in my di:3· school.s. 

tricts. The following table shows the most important numerical 
fncts which I ascertained respecting them;- · 

• No. of Scholars. Pcr-cent:lgc of Scholars . 
.; 
Q 
0 - ..c:: Who l1ave 
" In average Who have en attended Day .... Total :r.r. F . Evening At- never attended 
0 tendance, Day School. SchoolS 
0 Years at least. 
~ __ , __ ---------------

llochdale - 40 1,R25 1,082 743 64' 82 2•85 40~98 

Dradford - 58 2,599 1,555 1,044 63'24 6•34 37•38 . 
The evening schools ·which I met with are of three kinds; Evenings~hools 

those taught by the masters of private day schools, classes attached of three kmds. 

to Sunday schools, and classes connected with mechanics' insti-
tutes and literary institutions. 

The first, which are by far the most numerous, have no kind of I. Private. 

sp:tem or organization whatsoe••er, During the winter season the 
master opens a room three or more. nights a week, and any one 

• ,vho chooses may become a pupil at a cbarrre varyinrr from 3d. to 
6~l. a week, or in some cases for a pennyb a nirrht. b The plan of 
teaching is mostly indh·idual (except in readin~, which is heard 
in classes;, and its aim almost entirely con£ned t~ renclinrr, writin('l' 
and arithmetic, writing on the whole being the favourit~ subject~' 
• The Su.nday sc~ool classes are helJ usually two nights a ~eek 2 •. Councted 
m the wmtcr season, one for males, another for females, with whlth funda;y 
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in some cases an extra night for singing, and arc cont]ucted by 
voluntary teachers selected from the staff employed in t '1e Sunday 
school. They are free to the Sunday scholars, and, like the private 

. schools, give but little beyond elementary in::;truction. 
s,. Chonnecte~ , The same may be said generally of the classes connected with 
Wit mechamcs h J • , ell' . . 
institutes, &c. t e mec 1amcs an Jterary mstltutcs. 

Indeed at Rochdale, with the exception of the Youna; Men's 
Christian Association, whose classes are neither frequented by nor 
strictly adapted for the ordinary working people, there arc no 
public instit?tions which aim at supplying a secondary education. 
There are several small mechanic8' institutes and mutual improve·· 
mcnt societies, but beyond providing book~, newspapers, and an 
occasional lecture, they do but little more than act as common 
evening schools. 

Bradford has been somewhat more active in this rc~pect. Its 
large Mechanics' Iniititute, which possesses an excellent liLrary 
of 7,000 volumes, maintains cla~scs, in which, besides the ordinary 
routine of the day school, instruction may be had in chcn1i~try, 

Se~ondary ~du- modern langt:ngcs) llrnwing, &c. 'Ihe Church Literary In~titute, 
~~t;~~u~~~ little too, and some otlu:r smaller institutions offer some facilities for 

secondary instruction, but they are not largely made u~e of. 
Take, for example, the following li;;t of the numbers in the clas~es 
of the Mechanics' Institute:-

History 9 
Chemistry 19 
Drawinc• 28 
Gcograr~hy '35 
RcaJing 78 
Grammar, elementary nnd ndrnncca 128 
'Writing nncl Arithmetic - 238 

Secondary education, in f:tct, iil at present not l'Xtensircly 
demanded. The evening schools, which are the natural agencies 
for diffusing it, are nlmo~t entirely occupied in supplying the 
deficiency of primary eJilC;;.ti·jn. 

Evening schools Another noticeable fact rc~pectin<Y evenin<Y schools i::;, that 
unconnected l 1 I .1' • 1 f 0 1 °ll' 1 1 1 with day t 1cy are comp ete y uJssocwtcL rom t lC pu ) lC ( ~~y sc 100 s. 
schools. Only in two instances, in those of the lllue Pitts echool, Hoch

dalc, supportcLl solely by M1·. K:1y, and of the Factory school 
of Messrs. Walker and Co., in Draaford, did I :fil1Ll the day 
school and evenin(l' school in a real connexion. In no case 
has advantage bee~ taken of the late Privy Council :Minute; 
indeed its existence docs not seem to be generally known. I 8hall 
return to this question when I come to 8pcak of the condition and 

Difficulty in 
procuring 
teachers. 

results of evening schools. 
Very great difficulty is experienced in finding teachers for the 

evening classes of puLlic institution~. Even for the elementary 
subjects there seems to be a great lack of persons who can be 
depended on to teach them satisfactorily. Y oluntary teachers arc 
found crcnerally to be irrc<Yular and desultory, and the number of 
well-educated and compctent pcopl3 who woultl be willing to 
teacli for pay exceedingly limited. For the higher in~truction 
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there is an abt'olutc dearth of profes~ionnl teachers of the right 
sttuup; and thi:5 is, no doubt, one of the principal causes of the 
verv lano·uid demand for anytl1ing beyond the rudiments of know
ledge. It is idle to suppose that any one could treat such subjects 
a" llistory, political economy, or natural science in such a way as 
to interest the more instructed artizans, unless he 'were a man of 
thoroughly good and liberal education'himself ... 

II:wing now concluded the purely statistical part of the inquiry Causes of 

relating to the supply of educational mean::, and to the extent to ~cc:;~fte~~::! 
which they are made use of, I will next proceed to consider the tion. 

causes of the neglect which undoubtecUy prevails amongst parents. 
How is it that children are not sent to school, as they might be, 
in greater numbers and for a longer time? 

It will be well to clear the way by showing the groundlessness 
of some theories which have been or may be suggested as solutions. 

l. It ma.IJ be said, for example, that knowledge and learning are Not due to 
· · 1 d' l'l d d • d contempt for posdwc y 1s u'e or espzse . knowledge. 

Of this I could not find a trac'e. There is abundance of apathy 
and indifference as to the quantity and quality of the instruction 
provided for children, but I could hear of no contempt or dislike 
of mental accomplitihments, and no mean jealousy of enlighten. 
ment. On the contrary, the notion that eJucation is a good 
thing, and that parents ought in some sort to pro\'ide it for their 
children, is generally diffused, and llrLs distinctly establi:;hed itself 
in the public opinion of the working classes. Not a man whom 
you meet who doe~:~ not make this profession, who would not 
explicitly recognize the obligation, and feel that its breach re
quires excuse. Unquestionably with many it is merely a ''erbal 
profession bearing but li:tle fruit in act. Nevertheless the pro
fe~sion is something. The recognition of a duty is the first step to 
its fulfilment. 

2. .Zfor again does neglect arise from the beli(f that tl1e ordinary Nor. to di~satis
course o+' instruction in tl1e schools which are accessible is unsuitable. t:nacttlon 'llf'Itthhethe 

G 'J J k' h , l' l . . a ure o eneral y spea mg t ere lS 1tt e actlve demand for other m- instruction. 

tellcctuul teaching than reading, writing, and arithmetic, by the 
cla;:s of persons w ho&e children frequent elementary schools. 
These acquirements are most valued; and are in fact most 
valuable, not only as the indispensable basis on which all other 
knowleuge must be built up, but·as direct means of advancement 
in the world. Promotion to an office or a warel1ouse is the most 
attainable object of ambition for the children of a workin<r man in 
such places as Bradford and Rochdale, and for this nothfnO' more 
is necessary, at any rate nothing more is demanded, than ;kill in 
writing and arithmetic. 

There is no desire on the part of the workin<r cla:3ses for what No d(•sire for 

may. be tert_ned a professional. education, that' i::l, an education ~~~~~e:t~~~.al 
beanng spec1fically on the particular employments to which they 
nre destined. Indeed there is but little scope for any scheme of 
tLe kind. Factory work, which constitutes the great staple of 
labour in these di6tricts, is for the most part mechanical, atiJ it 

N 2 
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would be difficult to imagine anything more pedantic than to 
attempt to prepare children for "doffing" and· "piecin(J'" in a 
factory by a previous course of yerl>al instruction on the

0 

natural 
history and properties of wool and cotton. Manual dexterity i:~ 
what is required; and though the power of acquiring that may 
possibly be quickened by general intellectual cultivation, it cer
tainly would he a hopeless thing to attempt to produce it by specific 
theoretical instruction. 

Orfo.rindustrial Neither is there a desire on the part of any class, high or low, 
tramma, I! • d • I • • I . f 1 k . " 10r m ustna trawmg. m'.!an a mtxtut·e o actua war w1th 

teaching in the school. Such 11. plan would be ridiculously out of 
place in a district like Rochdale, in which the half-time system 
does combine work and instruction for a majority of the school 
children of working uge, with far more effect and reality than 
could possibly be the case under any artificial scheme. Where 
the habits of the people are so thoroughly industrial as in the 

. north of England,-where infant labour is in such great demand, 
and where parents arc eo eager, as the manufacturing population 
of Lancashire and Yorkshire are, to set their children early to 
work,-thcre could be no hope that parents would submit to their 
children playing at that which is now a reality paid for in hard 
cash. 

The object should be rather to discourage excessive dev0tion 
to industrial pursuits, issuing as it docs in the rno~t lamentable 
sacrifice of children's higher interests for immediate material gain, 
than to give authority nnd s:mction to the notion that work i:~ as 
much the proper function of infancy as the training of the mental 
faculties, and moulding the moral character of the future man. 
It would be to reverse the principle of the half-time EOystem "no 
labour without learning," and to substitute for it " no learning 
without labour." 

Public schoc.I Rending, writing, and arithmetic are, as I have said, the chief 
course not un- h .1 1 • 1 • .. 1 h h popular. t ings requircu. Hence t 1ere 1s never a comp runt mnuc t at t e 

course of instruction in public schools is too limited. Now and 
then, however, one he~m; of an objection being expressed to more 
discursive study. ·1 have met with cases in which parents have 
been dissatisfied with the length of time devoted to religious 
instruction, on the ground that it tt·cnched upon rending and 
writinoo · some rcrrard georrraphy and grammar as unnecessary; 
others 

0

object to d~awing, P."Lt'ticularly if it inv~lves an ~duitional 
payment. In nine case::~ out of ten, however, 1f tho clnld makes 
rrood prorrress in the school, its parents are proud of its success, 
~nd in tl~se schools, where it is the custom, willingly provide the 
necessary books and pay a higher fee, when those classes aro 
reached in which the higher instruction is given. 

Private.school With respect to private schools, it is obvious that parents may 
course m power • h . ,..,h • t 1 1 t · th d1ctate t etr own programme. .1 e pnva. e ~c wo mas era ~~ c e 

humble servants of theit· patrons; they Wlllmcludc or ?nut any
thing which the public who support . them may desn·c to. be 
included or omitted: yet, on the "·hole, th~ cotm-e of. te~clung, 
though simpler in reality than that of pubhc schools, 1s m pro· 
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fe~sion wrr similar to it. In those schools wliich are in :my way 
in competition with public school::!, gramma.r and gco~rap}1y, f?r 
instance, are always profef!sed, though but httlc attention 1s p::\ld 
to them. Incleeu, it is easy to see, in most of the private schools, 
some kind of direct imitation of the public school course and system; 
and thon~h there can be no doubt that there are some parents 
who pref~r them, particularly in the case of girls, owing to their 
more exclusive devotion to the elementary subjects, yet their 
rreneral conformity to the public school programme is a sufficient 
proof that parents are not dissatisfied with it. . 

I feel quite convinced, therefore, that in my districts no children 
are kept from ~chool because their parents cannot obtain the sort o£ 
education which they prefer. In public schools, all that they require 
is given, and the additional instruction, if not greatly valued, is at 
least not di~liked. In pri\'ate schools, which, at any rate in towns 
such as Hcchdale and Bradford, woulJ, if there were a demand, be 
multiplied to any extent, and nssume any form which popular taste 
might require, the course of instruction is avowedly and neces
Em·ily eonfvrmed to the wishes or even the whims of parents. I 
mean by this simpl,v that t1le general direction and c4annel in 
which education is directed is not distasteful to the people; I by 
no meang imply that a belief that the education available in par
ticular instances i5 only of an inferior quality does not operate to 
di~courage them from seeking it. 

3. Ror, again, is Jealousy nj the rch':Jious influence exercised by Nc~.Ic~t not due 

tlte doy sc!tool, or dislike of the particular forms under wldclt religious ~~e~~~~~e or 
teaclting is conveyed, a cause of neglect. ~eligiou~ 

The p~oof.~ of this are decisive. mstrucuon. 

There is, fir~t, the unanimous testimony of schoolmasters aud No remon· . 
sc:hool manacrers that remonstrances on this ecore are excccdinO'ly strances on th•s 

o ' ~ score 
rare -in fact, almost unknown; and though, considering the · 
inability of the working people to help themselves, and their 
di:3position to submit in such matters to wl1at is regularly 
established by their superior( in rank, this might be insufficient 
to prove that they are altogether }ndifferent, it at least shows 
they have no very marked repugnance to the ~ystem which 
prevails. The people of the north are sufficiently independent 
to expre.~s the grievances which they feel; and though I 
place but little reliance on individual expressions of opinion, 
brougl1t out in casual conversation, ns indicative of a public 
H:utiment, I may mention that, though I heard many workinO' men 
!'peak on the subject, I never found one who expressed alar~ lest 
},is child's principles should be tampered with, and an irremediable 
se~?tarian bias given to his mind by the routine of reliO'ious 
instruction which he would have to pass throu!!h at school. 

0 

The proof:; of fact are more satisfactory. ~ 
If sectaria:1 teaching were cheaded, one would have expected to ~cho~ls ,Pa.t~o~

find the Britbb. schools, whose first principle is to eschew it, more ~:~,~~~:dlscrum· 
[H•pular and crowded than others. They are in reality neither 
bette1· nor worse attended than their neio·hbours. If the Church 
ot· W c2leyan catechism were disappro~ed, members of other 
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communions would either refu~e to Eend children to 8chonb 
where it was taught, or make 14pccial stipulations respecting the 
suspected formulary. On the contrary, in all echools (Church, 
Wesleyan, nml British) children of all denominations are mixed 
up together. Roman Catholics and W esleyan8, Churchmen and 
Independents, Baptists and lndifferents, ~it at the same desb, and 
su~~it with~ut remonstrance or disapproval to the prescribed 
rehg1ous routme. 

In many of the Church schooh in my districts the majority of 
the children are of di,;scnting parents, ancl attend di~scnting places 
of worship and Sunday school11, and in the Wesleyan and Driti~h 
schools, Church Sunday scholars are always found 'in fair numbers. 

Reasons for the There are two excellent ren~ons why there should be little or no 
absence of • 1 h f k' I h. jealousy. Jea ousy on t e part o wor mg peop eon t HI mntter,-
1. Public . First of all, the public schools are not as a m:1ttcr offact direct 
schools are in agencies of proselytism. 
fact unprosely· U l b dl · h bl' 1 1 ' f J tizing. nc ou te y m t e esta 1s 1ment an< mamtennnce o sue 1 

schools, be!lidcs a general zeal for the diffusion of knowk(lge and 
morality, there is a particular design to strengthen anti extcnJ 
the influe~c'e, of the church or congregation which supports 
them. It ·is hoped that habits of association nnJ feelings of 
gratitude may ultimately bind the scholar to the communion 
which educated him; but direct methous to attain that end are 
very sparingly employed. In districts such as minC', where no 
religious community has it all its own way, ami where all nrc 
jealously watched by rival~, it would be the worst poEsiblc policy 
to attempt direct propag::mJism; nor do I think that there iil a 
desire to do so. Whatever may be the sonrec of the feeling, 
whether the necessity of the position or liberality of ~entimcnt, 
it appeared to me that amongBt all the tmpportcrs of school~, 
whether church or di~senting,. there i:> a desire to make them as 
comprPhensive as possible, and to respect the conscientious scruples 
of parents on the rare occa~ions when they are manife~ted. Tim~, 
among'st others, in the Pari~h Church schools both of Hochllale 
and Bradford, it is a rule laid down by the manng'ers that no 
child shall be. compelled to learn the Church cntechi:::m if his 
parents object, and it is easy to see in almost every Church ~chool, 
even where the rule of uniformity is nominally maintained, that 
there is n. disposition not to press it rigidly anrl pedantically, but to 
relax it, as far as is ~onsistent with its general maintenance, when 

2. They could 
not, on their 
present plan, 
proselytise if 
they would. 

it is found to interfere with genuine religions scruples. 
Secondly, the religious teaching ''"hich is given could not of 

itself have. a direct proselytizing effect. . . 
Somethmg more than mere casual tenchmg of a formulary rs 

necessary to 111ake a real impression on a child's min1l. Cnn 
any one seriously imagine that a boy under 12 years of age 
should contract a predisposition to distinctive Chmeh or 
Wesleyan principles . by a conrse of Ili~toric:tl Bible less~n~, 
and a repetition, more or less mechanical, o\ the cn.tedusm 
of either communion? At any rate the workmg people haYe 
no apprehensions of the kind. If attendance at a day school 
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were neces~:arily followed by attendance at the church o: chapel 
which supports it, there mio-ht be some ground for expcetmg that 
the sch0lars.woulJ o-row up by force of habit in the communion 
with which they L~J been thus f,tmiliarised and 8ystcmatically 
connected; but in my districts no attempt is made to interfere 
with the parent's free choice of a Sun?a~ sc~ool and place. of 
worship. Hence I could find but few mdicat10ns of the feelmg 
that the connexion of the schools with particular religious com~ 
munions was felt by the working class of other communions as a 
o-rienmce. Parents know perfectly well, as I have heard from 
them scores of times, not only that the course of in~truction is in 
fact practically unsectarian; but that if it were not eo, it would 
he powerle~s, standing alone, against the other religious influences 
which they could bring to bear upon the child. 

I do not menn to imply that there is an absolute indifference to 
the religious profession of the day school. Other conditions being 
equal, given equal convenience and eqnal efficiency, and a Church~ 
man or a Dissenter will naturally prefer the school attached to his 
own communion. I noticed particularly that this was the case 
among~t tho~e pupils of the dissenting 8chools whose parents 
were of a somewhat higher social standing; the Sunday school 
and the day school mutually feu each other. The preference, 
however, when it is exhibited, is due to the influence of associa~ 
tion, and n feeling of party duty, rather than to any deliberate 
opinion that the teaching of competing sects is pernicious in a 
religious sense. 

Nor do I imply that there are not a few exceptional instnnces Excc~tiona! 
in which parents do feel the actual course of reli

0
o-ious instruction ca

1
<.cs. m ":h•ch 

fl• I"IOUS In• 
a hardship. I found that some, whose children have never been srn;';,ti01~ is felt 

baptized, naturally enough dislike them to repeat those portions a hardship. 

of the Church catechism which assume that the answerer has been 
baptized. 

Some object to the Church Catechism generally, others to the 
sacramental sections only. I 8aw a letter from a man of this class 
at Bradford to the master of a Church school, askinrr if his child 
could consistently with the rules of the school be ex~1sed learning 
the catechism, as he did not agree with it himself, adding, with an 
expression of regret that Parliament had not established a really 
national system, that he must unwillingly submit if the regulation 
were inflexible. 

Roman Catholics too, as might be expected, are often unwillinrr 
that their children should read the Protestant version of th~ 
Bible, and learn Protestant formularies, thouo-h many O'O throuo-h 
Pr~test~nt schools appa.rently. without reluctance on ~he part 

0
of 

then· frJCnds, and certamly without remonstrance. In one in
sta~c.e I foun~ in a Church school a boy, from a respectable 
position of society, whose parents, though staunch and decided 
Roman Catholics, were nevertheless willing not only that he 
should be educated at the school, but that he should act as a 
superior monitor or assistant. Had they thouo-ht that his faith 
woul~ be endangered by contact with the schoo{system he would 
certamly have never been brought into peril. 
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'l'rue causes of What, then, are the true causes of the neglect of parents in this 
Deglect. matter of the education of their children? Mainly f I believe, 

four,-poverty, indifference, and inacce~sibility aml inefficiency of 
schools. 

J.. Poverty. I. Poverty.-Though in general the labouring people are highly 
prosperous in both districts, it is needless to say that in so large a 
population there must be some poverty of an abject kind. Sick
ness and accident, drunkenness and profligacy, are as t·ife in these 
districts as elsewhere; and bring with them their inevitable results 
of distress and want. In a huge town like Bradford, there are 
not a fe\V families who, through mi::;fortune or misconuuct, nrc in 
a state of chronic destitution. A far larger c1ass, though able to 
maintain themselves unassisted, can Etill barely maintain them
selves. A not inconsiderable number of men in either phce are 
doing only women's work, such as weaving, a~d receiving only 
women's wages. In Bradford there are still remaining not less 
than 1,000 woolcombers, whose wages have been reduced by the 
competition of machinery to about 8s. or 9s. a week. In adJition 
there is constantly flowing in a stream of immigrant~, ready to 
take away casual work that may offe1·, and living from hand to 
mouth on precarious earnings. The number of Irish in Bradford 
alone I heard variously estimated from 13,000 to 20,000. A 
migratory fluctuating population of this kind, l1aving no per· 
manent connexion with the place, and no old habitual relations 
with the employers of labour, lives necessarily in a very uncertain 
state. They are the makeshifts of the industrial system, u~eful and 
even necessary when trade is brisk, but the first to be discarded 
and ·dispensed with when the contraction comes; and as the 
fluctuations of business are perpetual, and work for people of this 
class in the same degree precarious, their average condition i3 not 
prosperous. At any rate, the unsteadiness of the circumstances 
under which they li\'e is eminently unf:wourablc f(Jr the formation 
of those habits of prudent foresight, with which the desire of 
education seems most intimately connected. 

Amongst these various classes there are not a few pcrwns to 
whom the payment of the school fee for two or three children 
would be felt as a real burden. I do not say that very many are 
absolutely incapable of bearing it, if 'they were so minded, but 
that it would frequently involve a sacrifice of personal comfort, 
which it may be the duty of a parent to make, but whicli it 
cannot be expected in the actual state of opinion that he ~>honld 
make. 

~blic pr?vi- To meet these cases of complete or partial incapacity on 
!~:C!~i!~mg the Jlart of parents to provide education for their children, 
wHhin reach of there'~·s in llochdale hardly any organized public provision 
those too ~oor what~ ver . 
t9 pay font, . ' • · • • • 
Rochdale The ~oor Law guarclnms, havmg no general umon workhouse, 
pau~ers not send sucli . .of the pauper childt·en ns they are compelled to take 
~:~~\~~;,or by into the district workhouses to the general pauper schools at 

Swinton, near Manchester. No provision is made for the schooling 
of the out-door pauper children. Thi~, ho\\'ever, is of the less con
sequence as the mass of them are absorbed at one time or another 
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into the factories. With reference to this subject, I obtainecl a 
return which wouiJ. certainly show that a good many paup~r 
parents find means to send their children to school out of thc1r 
own resources, and that the proportion of pauper children at school 
is quite as high ns that of any others. 

RocHDAI-E. 

No. of Ditto at Scholl!. 
No. at Paid for Paid for No. of Pauper Haggcd 

Children and by .by 
between Charity Private Pauper 
6 and 13. TotaL At Half Time. At Day School. Schools. Persons. Parents. 

----
28() 186 105 81 

I 
21 18 42 

It was found also that besides the I 05 in factories, 30 more of 
the children were at work; so that out of 280 children, l86 were 
nt school, 30 at work, and 64 nt home. 

Nor are the free schools made use of to supply gratuitous Freeschoolsnot 
d • h bl r 't T f 1 (0 d · d confined to the e ucatwn tot ose una e to pay tor 1 • woo t 1em g en an very poor. 

Hollin(l'worth) are in remote districts, which without the endow-
ment ;ould hardly be able to support a school, but which do not 
seem in need of free instruction. In the rest, though the trustees 
may give preference or priority to such of the applicants as e:eem 
most needy, yet the recipients of the charity seemed on the whole 
to be the children of parents who might have provided education 
for them without assistance. Tlus is certainly so in the Rochdale 
free English school, which has by far the largest resources of any. 

The ragged school, which at the time of my visit had 40 scholars, Ragged school. 

does to some small extent provide instruction for the destitute, and 
amongst others to several pauper children. Dut to say nothing of 
the fact that it i;:; intended rather to supply a remedy against the 
neglect of criminal and brutal parents than to aEsist mere poverty, 
an institution supported only lJy the bounty of one or two indi-
viduals and unaided by perm,anent fut:~ds or public subscriptions, 
can only be regarded as an accidental ami temporary thing, and not 
as part of a calculated and permanent system. 

In Bradford there is but one free school, a small "industrial In Bradford 
h ) " II d ' } · } 60 • J t 1 • d d' only one free sc oo , so ca e , m w uc 1 g1r s are aug 1t scwwg an rea mg school. 

only. Besides this I believe that there are no foundations which -
either arc or could be devoted to educational purposes. 

The Poor Law guardians do, however, to a limited extent Guardians pay 
'd e h • · f 1 · for out-door prov1 e wr t e mstr.uctwn o out-c. oor paup~r cluldren. They pauper children. 

have passed a resolution that they w11l put theu· powers of payinO' 
for schooling into effect," so far as regards children (between th~ 
'~ ages of 4 and D), who arc orphans, or who are fatherless or 

. " motherless, or who are deserted by either parent or by both;" 
and I was informed by the relieving officers in "·hose hands the 
administration of the order is mainly left, that not only i's it 
~n~orced in the c~se of those to whom it strictly f!pplies, hut that 
1t 1s construed liberally, nud that permanent pauper parents, 
who8e children do not fall expressly within its terms, are not 
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excluded from its benefits if they choose to ask for them. The 
following return relating to the panper chilrlren for @C week 
would seem to show that owing to this payment by the guardians, 
and to the great inducement which paupers have to rret their 
children early into the milli-1, the proportion of chilclr~n under 
instruct_ion is much higher for the paupers than for the general 
populatiOn:-

BRADFORD. 

Total No. of At School. 
Pauper lildren 

between Paid for by At Ragged and other 4 and 13. Total. Guardians. At Half Time. 
~chools. 

312 264 108 47 109 

Almost exactly one-half of the whole number of children, it 
will be observed, are at school by compulsion. A considerable 
number smuggle themselves into the ragged echool:3 fur the sake 
of the meal which is given daily, though the managers do not 
of course desire to take upon themselves a burden which the 
guardians are willing to bear. 

Ragged schools. There remain the ragged schools, which provide instruction and 
food to about 370 children. U nquestionnbly the greater portion of 
these are very poor, and probably but very few of them woulu be at 
school at all if it were not for the ragged. schooh. But it must be 
remembered upon what conditions a re~pectable man senus his 
children to an institution of this kind. He must submit to let them 
associate wi_th the sweepings of the street, with the children of the 
most depraved and vile of mankind. Consequently, as I was 
assured by one of the masters, many parents who stand urgently 
in need of the assistance of a charity school, will not make me of 
the ragged school; though it is equally true on the other hanll, 
that there are numbers of people well able to pay for education 
who will smuggle in their chilJren if they can. 

Summary of Such is ttn outline of the provision publicly made in either place 
Rublic pr?vision for brine:in!! euucation within the reach of those unable to pay for it. 
.or "ratmtous ~ ~ • h' 1 h 
edu~ation. In Rochdale 1t amounts to not mg more t mn t e few free 

Indifference 
more widely 
operative than 
poverty. 

admissions which the trustees of three or four schools may gire if 
they be so minded to poor persons. Poverty, as such, has no claim 
for help. 

In Bradford the permanent pauper children are fairly cared fL)r 
. by the guardians; there is abundant room for the chihlren of the 

criminal and degraded classes in the ragged schools ; but no 
organized assistance is provided for honest porerty beyond the 
infinitesimal aid afforded by a sewing school for 60 girk 

II. Indifference is a much more extensive cause of neglect than 
poverty; incliffrrence not verb.:tlly avowed, for all but the most 
degraded admit that education is good, but proved unmistakeably 
by practical neglect. 
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A moral prinC:ple can only be tested by the fruit which it bears, 
and in this point of ·dew the numerical statement of the amount 
of educational neglect is eloquent. Hundreds of children nre left 
to grow up most imperfectly instructed, who might he at schoo~ if 
their parents would take the trouble to send them, and exercise 
the self-denial \Yhich the payment of the 1:1chool fee, nnd in some 
case~, the loss of the children's wage~, would involve. On all sides, 
from ministers of every denomination,-from schoolmasters,-from 
employers,-from educated working men themselves, -from every
one, indeed, who mixes with the working p'eople, one hears the 
same story, that education is ordimrily looked on as a matter of 
secondary importance, and made to gh·e way to the convenience 
or interest of the moment without scruple or hesitation. 

I have ah·eady said that here and there this indifference amounts ~cglect some
to an absolute carelessness, and that a few children are left to grow times absolute. 

up altogether without schooling. Many more would no doubt be 
in the s~ame case, if it were not for the compulsion of the half-time 
plan, and the influence brought to bear on parents by benevolent 
persons who take an interest in the matter. nut the indifference 1\Iorcfl:equently 

which has the widest operation is not absolute, but comparath·e, e~u·~~~~~~hat 
showing chiefly it5elf in a refusal, for the sake of schooling, to forego ~hr!d may be 

the wages which the child can earn, or the assistance which it can sent to work. 

give in household affairs. 
Whatever be the motive, whether the selfish desire of profiting 

by their children's earning:;, or an instinct that the early formation 
of imlustrial habits, is the vital acquisition for those destined to 
depend for suh8istence on manual labour, it is certain that the 
ordinary rule with parents is to send them to work as soon as they 
can earn wages. 

There seems, as I have said, to. be no conventional standard, 
either of time to be ~pent at school or of accomplishments to be 
acrtuired there. The child is sent to work when opportunity 
offers, and in districts such as mine he has not long to wait. 

Now, whatever moral blame may attach to parents for acting as Caus~s ,of 

1 1 . • t d"ffi 1 I h" k !' h . d parents t 1ey. co, 1t IS no 1 cu t, t m , to account 10r t etr con uct. conduct. 

In the £rst place, does education pay? 
In this point of view I am afraid that the answer justi£es 1. Education 

I · J h J } r • f d • 1 I • does not mani t 1e1r apnt 1y rat er t 1an t 1e proie::>sJons o e ucatwna ent msmsts. fcstlv pny. 
There are no doubt a few occupations, that of an overlooker · 
in a mill for example, for which writing and 'arithmetic are 
imli5pemable, but the amount required is small, indeed not 
more than is usually brought away from a National school 
or may be easily acquired afterwards, if the prospect of pro~ 
motion be held out. But posts of this description are not the 
rewards of educ;ttion as such, but of dexterity, honesty, and 
industry. If a man have these, and just enough instruction to 
perform the duties of his place, higher accomplishments will Le 
f 'I h' h t A t 1 • h' l In common o no ava1 to 1\U w a ever. s o t 1e common occupatwns w lC 1 occupations u1 

absorb the mass of operatives,-weaving and spinninO', pudd!inO' and educated earn 

hammering, mining and delving, driving coal carts a~d the lik~,-1 ~vl~;~~~ff:t~d. 
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could hear of no proof that the educated workman could either 
command a preference for employment, or earn higher wages than 
an uninstructed man. Yon are almost always told Ly cmploycn 
that they prefer educated workpeople. I dare say they do, 
speaking generally of the mass. There is pretty unanimous 
testimony that the educated are much more pleasant to deal with, 
less bigoted, more flexible, more willing to adapt themselves to 
the changing circumstances of trade. Dut, man for man, the 
uneducated seem as valuable as the educated in a commercial 
sense; at any rate they earn as much money, and are enrrarrcJ 
quite as readily, and without any questions askeJ, except 

0

as
0 

to 
their moral character and their skill. 

Hence at the outset of life, a child's scholar~hip has in nine in~ 
stances out of ten no influence upon its immediate capacity for 
earning wages. Nor do its pro5pects of future advancement 
depend visibly or palpably on the degree of instruction which 
it may have attained. The manufacturing district:> ahound with 
examples of men who have raised themselves from the working 
class to high position nnd fortune. Some of the wealthiest nnd 
most influential manufacturers in the north were in their youth 
nothing more than labourers working for weekly wages.· How is 
it that they bare succeeded in life? Dy exceptional educational 
advantages? By no manner of mean11. They owe their elevation 
simply to superior thrift, eagacity, and good fortune, not at all to 
the possession of wider intellectual nccomplishments than tho~e of 
their fellows. 

Suppose a working man to be willinf'{ to make sacrifices in 
order to give his child a good start in life, and place him on a 
higher level than that on which he was born. He scnth him to 
school steadily and continuomly, till he is 13 or H, and till t:IC 
boy has gone through the whole of the national school curri~ 
culurn. At the close what has his superior instruction opened to 
him? Pos5ibly, by no means probably, an introduction to a ware
house or an office. A man is but little, if at all, br:ttcr off as a 
clerk than as an artizan. If, however, on the other hand, he is 
compelled, as the vast mnjority must from the nature of the ca.::e 
be compelled, to take up with a handicraft, he will fin<l that 
manual dexterity and regularity of moral conduct arc the only 
saleable qualities, nnd that his intellectual attainment:;, Leyoml 
those of the most elementary character, will uot add a penny rt 

week to his earning:~. I believe therefore, that in districts such 
as mine, where the demand for labour is urgent, and where there 
is abundance of work requiring little more than mere manual 
skill, the stimulus of private interest has but little power to imhce · 
the working people to aim at more than the mere rmlimcnts of 
education. The difference between the prospects of tbe modl'l'<ltcly 
and the well instructed man is not sufriciently marked and eviLleut 
to make ellucatio'n be looked on ns a good speculation. 

In the second place it must be remarked, that, excluding this 
most important inducement of self-interest, there arc but f~w 
secondary encouragements held out. 
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The possession of superior mental cultivation confers no privi- Edu~cation. 
. . 1 . . l . l t t }' 't d comers no le,.e poht1ca , mumc1pa , or socui ; nor, excep o a nry Iilli e privile,e. • 

c;tcnt, does it receive any mark of public recognition. c 

In Hochdale, I bcliel'e, there id no honorary distinction attain-In nochd~le no 
b . d . 'd . f . ll l opportumty for a le either by cluld or a. ult, m cons1 era bon o mte ectua pro- i~te.nec!ual 

ficiency. d•st1nct10n. 
In Bradford there is a little more scope for ambition. In Bradfor.i,-
F . f 11 h h • · f 1 S • f A t • 1 Examination 1rst o a t ere are t e exnmmahons o t 1e oc1ety o r s, m of Society of 

which members of the :Mechanics' Institution may compete. These Arts. 

were going on during the time of my ,·isit. Twenty-two candidates 
presented thcmseh-ei!, and I was informed by persons who took 
part in the aftair, that cor.sidernble interest was exci[ed in the 
classes of the institute, and that the candidates ":ere most diligent 
in their preparation. 

Secondly, certificates which testify on the authority of a Privy 2. PyivyCouncil 
Council in:;:pcctor that the holder is of a certain nge, has been at ceruticates. 
the same school m many years, and has obtained a specified pro-
ficiency in certain subjects, have lately been introduced into two 
or three schools. At two or three other schooh I was informed 
that parents had expressed a wish that they should be adopted 
into the school system. If they should become popular, they 
would have a singularly beneficial effect in checking two great 
evils, the early removal of children from school, and the capri-
ciousne~a with which they are moved about from one instructor to 
another. It Eeemed, howeyer, to be a general opinion that they 
will soon cease to excite any interest unless the employers of 
labour 'vill make them of some yalue by giving a preference to 
the children who hold them. 

Thirdly, the prize scheme of the ·west Yorkshire Northern 3. Prize scheme. 
Aswciation offers pecuniary rewards anJ honorary certificates to 
the competition of a Email section of the Bradford children. The 
scheme is Yery limited in its operation, being confined to the· 
cl.ildren of persons employed in coal and ironstone mines belonoo-
ing to one or more of the rnemberd of the association. Nor do~s Not generally 
it appear hitherto to have been very succe~sful The report for successful; 
18 58 says that the whole number of candidates for prizes was but 
37, and that the attainments of the children who competed in the 
higher classes were not satisfactory. But though it may have ~as go?d effect 

been generally a failure, I was told that it had a very beneficial effect i~S=~~;:,tar 
upon the Bierley school in the outskirts of the borough, which had 
already taken two prizes at the examination. Colliers from n. 
di~tance, I was assured, had sent children to the school in order 
that they might be eligible in due time for the competition, while 
other parent5 uot connected with mining, had shown much disap-
pointment that their children were not admissible to the advantages 
offered. The scholars, too, who were preparing for the competition 
<li~playcd increased dilligence in the preparation of home lessons, 
and a very murked improrement in regularity of attendance. I 
called upon the father of two of the lads who had been· successful 
last year, a collier who had never been to a scliool a day in his 
life, and who had not received any instruction whatsoever, except-
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ing the little which one of his boys had given him in the evening 
after work was done. It was pleasant to see the honest pride with 
which he spoke of the success of his boya at the examination. It 
was evidently the di~Stinction, rather than the money value of the 
prizes, which had gratified him. The certificate itself, hand~omely 

. framed, formed the most conspicuous ornament in his cottage, anu 
J:Ion?rary dis- was manifestly looked on as the blue riband of the family. I 
tmct10ns would • h' • l d b J' •. 
be useful, mentiOn t IS 1so ate case, not y any means to 10und on 1t an 

Inaccessibility 
of schools. 

argument in favour of prize schemes, (i::!dccd I have said that the 
particular one which gave rise to my remarks seems to be a 
failure on the whole,) but simply as indicative of the fact that the 
stimulus of honour, if rightly brought to bear, would have a 
powerful influence upon the beot of the working class. The 
necessary obscurity of their life does not extinguish the natural 
desire of atttJsted merit and recognized position; and no one, I 
think, can mix with them without coming to the conclusion that 
no greater encouragement could be given to education amongst 
the poor, than to annex to proved cultivation some privilege as 
a mark of public distinction, and a reward of a praiseworthy 
ambition. 

III. The third cause which I have assigned for the neglect of 
education is the want of schools within easy distance. 

It is quite true, as I have previously saiJ, that there are but a 
very few spots in either district from which some puulic school is 
not accesaible if trouble be taken. But this is not enough. "Educa
tion," as was remarked to me by a gentleman who has done more 
than perhaps anyone in my districts for its diffusion, "must be 
brought home to the people." Generally speaking, they will not go 
and seek it, unless it be brought before their eyes, and easily within 
their reach. On the other hanJ the mere proximity of a school is 
found to stimulate educational feeling. The e::;tablishment of a new 
school in a district imperfectly supplied never fails to increa~e the 
demand for instruction. Whether the demand ehall become 
permanent or not, depends upon the efficiency of the school. 

Badness of IV. Lastly, the inefficiency of the schools which are accessible 
schools dis- frequenth• discoura[es parents from seeking education. 
courages desire J ~ • 
of education. Unquestionably with many, the" opus operatum" of educatiOn 

is enough. If they send their child to some school, their conscience 
is satisfied by the act, without inquiry into the quality of the 
instruction given. Still more are too uninstructed themselves to 
form a rational independent judgmeut of a child's progress. 
Speaking generally, however, the poor nre keenly anxiou~ that 
their children should be "got on," and like to see some visible 
sicrn' of progress. Hence if the schools in the neighbourhooLl are 
r:ally inefficient, and the scholars' time is found to be wasted, 
they either become restless and remove their children from school 
to school, or else, as frequently happens, they cease to take any 
interest in the matter, and the education of the neighb_ourhood 
lanO'uishes. No fact was better attested than this, that a good 
sch~ol quickens, and a bad school deadens, the desire for instruc
within the range of its influence. · 
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MANAGEliiENT 0.1!' SCHOOLS. 

The manacrcment of Church schools under Government inspection ~ranagem~nt 
• • 

0 1 • h h 1 h l ofChurch m-
lS pract1cally confined to the c ergyman Wit w ose c mrc t 1ey are spected schools; 

connected. He is in all cases the superintending and generally the 
svle acting authority. The lay managers, as a rule, leave the whole 
guidance of affairs to him, and imleed, seem to regard the super-
vbion of the schools as a strictly ecclesiastical function. 

The lay element of m:.macrement in inspected schools beloncrinO' ofDissentingin-

d. . · ~ d · t t h 0 01 spected schools· to 1ssentmg congregations 1s more pre omman , ye t e persona ' 
Tisiting of the school, if done at all, is left for the most part to the 
minister. ' 

The few public !!Chools which I met with not directly conuected of uninspected 
. ' 1' . b d d b . 1 f h schools. Wltn arc 1g10us o yare manage y a comm1ttee c 1osen rom t. e 

su1scribers; but their personal interference is ordinarily limited to 
an insj)ection and examination once a year. Generally some one 
person takes the chief burden of superintendence, and becomes 
practically the sole manager. Schools both church and dissenting 
may go ou from one year's end to the other without Leing entered 
by a lay supporter. 

In a word the schoolmaster is left entit·cly to himself to make Apathy of 
or mar the school, excepting where it happens thut there is an manaaers. 

energetic clergyman or mini:;ter immediately connected with it. 
In that case there may be, and in some few instances within my 
districts there was, a sufficiently active and constant superinten-
dence. The managers are managers so far as they serve as a 
corporation for conducting the financial and building business, and 
for electing and dismissing the ma~ter as occasion may require; 
but in the sense of directors of the system and supervisors of the 
daily working of the school, they are not managers at all. As an 
instance of the apathy which prevails, I may mention that th~ 
treasurer of a large school in Lancashire assured me that for two 
years he had been unable to get his accounts audited, and his 
report issued, because a quorum of the managers of the school 
could not be collected. An inefficient master may go on un-
checked till he has ruined the school. When the mischief is done 
and the ruin complete, the managers wake up and elect a more 
competent teacher. I heard of one instance where a master 
carried on the business of a tea hawker concurrently with his own 
proper functions, and was allowed to remain till his school was 
seriously and permanently injured. 

The consequence of this want of personal familiarity with the Consequence: 
schools on the part of their supporters, is di8astrous in many ways. ofm,an~gers' 

I I . . d' . neg ect.-
• .. t 1ssues 1~ a most extraur mary Ignorance of their actual 1• General 

con~1t10n, of the1r wants, and of the results which they are pro- ignorance of 
ducm

0
0', , s~ate of educa-

A b f 1 b. b . twn. num er o gent ernen com me to Uild a school; suLscribe 
annually for its ~aintenance; the minister superintends, or is 
supposed to supermtend; the Government inspector periodically 
examines it. All is assumed to go on well, and I have been 
coustantly startled by the confident way in which sotuc real 
friends of educ:-~tiou have spoken of very indifferent schools which 
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they support, as quite sufficient and indeed meritorious. It i.s 
this want of knowledge, I believe, which i:3 the explanation of the 
languid interest which education excites in the pu1lic generally. 

2. Bad efl'ect on 2. The neglect of managers has very prejudicial etlectd on the 
schoolmasters. schoolmasters themselves. 

Many of them, conscientious men striving to uo their duty, com
plain that they are left to struggle with the difficulties of their 
position without support, and that their services meet with but little 
direct recognition. It is difficult indeed to imagine a more depreBs
ing situation than that of a schoolmaster of this kinu, left to fight 
alone with the ignorance of the children, the varying whims and 
caprices of parents, and the difficulty of insufficient apparatus and 
a:"si:;tance. If, on the other hand, the motives of high moral prin
ciple and of natural activity are not present, the schoolma::.ter is 
too apt to fall into slothful and slovenly habits of di5cipline and 
teaching. Scarcely in a single school uid I find inuicationa of 
that cardinal yirtue of a schoolmaster-untiring, uncca~ing, re
mor~eless energy which tolerates uo waste of time or rcmissne3s 
of attention. There may be a few spirits to whom tbi::; temper of 
mind is natural and habitual, but ordinary men,-and schoolmasters 
are but ordinary mcn,-are not gifted with so tough~ fibre of reso
lution. There is scarcely a position in which it i::; at once more 
difficult and more necessary to maintain a con.::tant ,·iracity of 
mind and promptness of attention, than amongst the depre~sing 
influences of the nerer ending still beginning work of an elcmcn" 
tary school. The greater reason that the natural tendency to suc
cumb to a continually recurring and wearying opposition should be 
counteracted by the stimulus to activity, which con~ists in the 
knowledge that activity is expected, and that its absence will be 
marked. At present the inspector's Yi~it is in ru<!ny schools the only 
thing which the master has to dread; and if the report be tolerable, 
and a tolera1le report is quite compati1le with a somewhat sleepy 
school, he has but little cause to fear in the pre;,ent temper of 
school managers. They hare not yet realized the truth that a 
toler:\ble school is a nui:~;ancc, and "not to Le tolerated.'' 

s. Distrust of 3. The neglect of duty by school managers is followed by a 
schools by the corresponding di~trust of the ~chools on the part of the working 
poor. cla5s. 

Public schools; ns such, are, I believe, generally prefcrreu to 
private schools for chihlrcn beyond the age of infancy; yet I 
was constantly told by working men that in the public schools 
but little regard is paid to the scholars' admncement, and little 
interest taken in their improvement. The poor have nry fre
quently not sufficient education themselves to form an indepen
dent judgment. They are disposed too, in this as in most other 
matters, to follow the lead of their superiors in rank, and seeing 
that the professeJ friends of the public schools will not take the 
trouble to superintend and govern them, they are not unnaturally 
inclined to conclude that institutions which excite so little interest 
are not desening of much confidence. They yery rcaaonably desire 
some guarantee for the efficiency of that orer which they have them
selves no control, and it is the absence of that external guarantee 
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whi.·h is to u frrez.t rxtent the cau~e of' the tli8position to run 
nbout from on: l:lchool to nnothtr, which constitutes one of the 
most formidable obstacles to the success of education. 

ExTE:s-T OF GovEnx~rExT SrSTE:\L 

The comparative extent of the volu?tary .an? the Privy ~ou?cil 
systems iu the public schools stand10g w1thm my two d1str1cts 
will appear by the annexed table~. 

'ROC'HDAT.E. BaAm'oRD. 

-
Number of Inspected Numbrr of Inspected 
~chools. ::lchools. Schools. Schools. 

------
Church of England 25 14 25 24 

Wesl(·yan -
~ I 

3 2 8 3 

lndepend~nt - 1 - :- 4 

Baptist - - ~ I 
I - I -

Others - - 11 2 8 2 (Workhouse 
I N:hools.) 
I 

Total - - 41 I 18 49 I 33 
I 

In both places a large majority of the schools arc either under Government 
the Go>emment system, or supported by friends of the system. systdem !argely 

C • J } .,,~ l . . . pre ommant. The hurch of Enrrland an t 1c ' · cs eyans nrc unammous m 1ts 
favour, and nt Bradf~rd one considerable section of the Independent 
body has also cordially adopted it. 

Voluntaryism is very decidedly in the minority. Still it does exist Voluntaryism 
as a strongly pronounced principle in certain classes, chiefly declining. 

amongst the Baptists, and a portion of the Independents. Its Its influence 

results, however, are rather negative in repelling its adherents negativ~. 
from joining the advocates of the contrary theory in educational 
efforts, than active in setting on foot any independent projects. 

Undoubtedly, there are individuals holding ''voluntary'' prin
ciples who are liberal supporters of education; but the united 
action of the party is comparatively limited, as an analysis of the 
schools in either place will show. 

In Rochdale, out of the 41 public schools, 18 are actually under 
inspection, and 5 having endowments (Littleborough, Ogden, Hol
lingworth, Hochdale ]Tree English, and Toad Lane) may be re
garded as neutral. Of the 18 remaining, 8 are Church of England 
schooh, of which 1 is in negotiation with the Committee of 
Council, 2 are supported by the contributions of Church people 
friendly to the Government system, and 5 are parochial schools 
whose patrons will put them under inspection as soon as they can 
fulfil the preliminary conditions. Of the 10 that are left, 1 is 
a ra?ged school, supported by a single family; 3 (Milkstone, 
B U(·k ley, nnd Fieldhouse) depend upon individual supporter$, 

VOL, II. 0 
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(Messrs. Hoyle and Booth, Schofield and Bright, of whom the 
first, Mesm. Hoyle and Booth, are desirous of inspection,) and 
2, Irwell Terrace Baptist infant school and the Shawforth We~
leyan school, have no assistance beyond the free use of a sclJOol· 
room. There remain 5 only which may be said to be supported 
by the advocates of voluntaryism as a party, the two Briti~h 
schools in Rochdale, the Hall Fold school (which is connected, 
however, with an Independent congregation,) and the British school 
at Milnrow, which, when it receives any assistance at all, is indebted 
almost entirely to a single subscriber. , 

In Bradford, it will be noticed that the whole of the Church 
schools, with one exception, a charity school, are inspected. The 
old W esleyans are warm friends of the Government system, and 
intend, as soon as they can do so, to put their uninspected schools 
under its operation. The Independent congregation of Horton 
Lane has four out of its five schools inspected. The Baptist 
school, which is perhaps not a public school at all, receives no 
other aid than the use of a Sunday 8Chool-room. Eliminate, in 
addition to these, the ragged schools, maintained by persons of all 
shades of opinion, and there remain only the two College Chapel 
schools, supported directly by the friend:; of the voluntary system 
upon distinct principles of voluntaryism. The small subscription 
to these is the only united educational effort by which the opponents 
of State interference at present illustrate their principles. 

I mention these facts for the pre8ent, as indicative of the extent. 
to which the objection to a state system is diffused. If there were 
a deeply felt and widely spread opinion that the Government 
scheme is wrong in principle and pernicious in practice, it might 
be expected that its opponents would, as a body, do something to 
show that it is both unnecessary and inexpedient. The truth is, 
that the numbers who hold this opinion are comparatively few, 
and rapidly diminishing. I could not hear of a single Churchman 
or W egleyan who entertained it, and many of the Independent:3 
are decided partisans of the contrary theory. I think, too, it may 
be fairly said that its adherents, as a body, are not distingui:;hed 
for any particular zeal. Compare, for instance, the amount of 
educational work done in Bradford by the Church of England and 
the Baptists. The B.1ptists, who 'hold almost universally the 
voluntary view, are a very large, influential, and wealthy so<:iety, 
yet they do alii a body nothing, beyond lending a school-room to a 
private master, towards the day-school education of the place. The 
Church of England, on the contrary, maintains, with Government 
nid, no less than 25 schools, euucating nearly 4,000 scholars. 
Voluntaryism is, in truth, dead; it originates nothing, and it mai~
tains what exists without liberality or spiri.t. Its whole force 1s 
thrown into the College Chapel schools at Bradford, nnJ the 
British schools in Rochdale. How does it support them? At 
Bradford a silwle man is left to deal, unas8isted, with 218 

' 
0 

• 1 l scholars; at Rochdale, the master ha::; to struggle Wlt 1 no ess 
than 306 children, with no help excepting ft·om monitors ! If t~e 
opinion were much more than a mere logical abstract theory, 1t 
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would embodv itself in a more striking form, and make its protest 
against false" doctrine more emphatic than its present feeble 
display. As far as the wea!thier classes are. co~cerned, ~he~efore, 
there can be no doubt, I tlunk, that the obJectwn on prmc1ple to 
State interference is a purely negative influence. It ~as no .positi~e 
side. It prevents per::ons who hold it from co-operatmg with thmr 
neighbours who take the opposite view, but it does nothing, or 
next to nothing, by its own independent action. 

As to the workinO' class themselves I believe that those who Working elm 
. o . ' • bl favourable to a 

tlunk at all on the subJect are deCidedly favoura e to a national svstem 

~ational system. I never met with an intelligent working man, 
and I talked with several on the subject, who did not take this 
view. Some advocate the opinion from higher principles, some 
from the simply commercial point of view that as they pay taxes 
to the State, the State ought, by way of return, to provide them 
with cheap education for their children. The subject was much 
discussed amongst them, I was given to understand, some few 
years ago, and though all varieties of view were taken, the pre-
vailing sentiment was in favour of a national scheme. I was 
informed by the vicar of Bradford that in 1849, when he was 
anxious to introduce the Privy Council system into his parish, be 
beld several public meeting,;; in order to explain its operation. 
The subject excited considerable discussion, and a very strenuous 
opposition was given by the adherents of the voluntary system, 
then much more powerful than they are now. The result was a 
decided triumph at the meetings for the partisans of the Govern-
ment plan, owing in no slight degree to the steady support of the 
Chartists, a very unexpected body of allies. The same feeling, I 
have no doubt, still exists amongst the class of workmen, by no 
means a small class, who, thuugh not Chartists, take an interest in 
politics, and who speculate upon the social and moral advancement 
of their order. There are, of course, a far greater number of 
persons in this rank of life who acquiesce passively in the existing 
state of thingl3, whatever it may be, without thought or theory on 
the question •. 

There is, therefore, a general predilection in favour of a State 
and National system. 

The particular form which State aid and interference at present Popularity of 

as.sumes in. England is also! I am boun_d. to say, highl;y: popular ~=~~~~?t~:rn
Wlth the m1ddle classes. It Is at once religious and denommatlonal, with micldiJ 

and the great majority of the promoters of schools in my districts class. 

profess the opinion that religious instruction is the essential basis 
of education, and are glad at the same time of the opportunity to 
use the day school, supported by public money, as an instrument 
for extending the influence of their own religious communion. 

It must be observed also that the present plan offers extra- Present piau 
ordinary advanta[es to districts such as mine v~ 1'Y favofucrable 

~ , • ' to manu a " 
The effect of the ] actory Acts IS practically to throw on the turing districts. 

manufacturers the obligation in the last resort of supplying edu~ Pub~ic schools 

cat~on fo~ the c~ildren w~om they employ. They cannot etlrry on r:c~~~~~~:t:u· 
thetr busmesfl wtthout chtldren, and the law ll!l)'S, tl1at they 8haH possihleburdcn. 

0 2 
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not ha>e children without eJucation. U nle~s, therefore, there be 
n school already existing near the mill, the owner must himself 
provide one. Consequently the establi:;hmcnt of a public school 
in a manufacturing town, still more in a village, is a direct relief 
to the manufacturers of a possible personal burden. This con
sideration has its weight, though undoubtedly not so much 
weight as it ought to have, in stimulating the desire to establi~h 
public schools in the first im;tance. I heard of more than one 
instance where a factory master, on the verge of spending money 
in setting up a small school for the single purpose of giving 
certificates to his short-timers, was induced to make a con~i
derable donation to enable the clergyman to get a grant from 
the Privy Council to establish n national school for the general 
good. 

Schools ve_ry When, by the aid of the very liberal building grants of the Privy 
nearly sell-sup- C il 1 1 1 . f . 1 d h . . lJ J portio". ounc , t 1e sc 100 1s ~ur y startc , t e cap1tat10n grant5, ac · c to 

" the large sum receind in school pence, render its maintenance 
very inexpensive indeed. 

At Rochdale the magnificent parochial school j., abwlutely 
l'clf-supportin~. The master pays the whole expenses, and takes 
what is left of his receipts. 

At Bradford the whole subscription to the 7 schools connected 
with the pari5h church, which provides eccle~iastically fur iO,OOO 
people, amounts to less than 100/. a year, and though this i.;; cer· 
tainly insufficient and e>en disgracefully small, yet the school:> uo 
mana~e to go on. Indeed in no part of England are the pecuniar~· 
advantages of the present ~cheme i'O palpable as in manut:lcturing 
place:;. Let a public ~chool once be set going, anLl the numbel' 
of scholars is 50 large, the fees so high, and the capitation grant in 
half-time schools so liberal. that the amount of contributions re
quirecl to maintain it is 'altogether contemptible in comparison 
with the ability to contribute of the wealthier cla::;ses in the neigh
bourhood. 

Building grants There can be no doubt whatever that in my districts the 
~~c~rn:: :ra- building grant, and the promoters of further annual grants in 
sc~ool~ support, has encouraged and does largely encourage the original 

establishment of schooh. The promoters of many schools assured 
:p1e that, without that aid and that prospect, they should have 
shrunk altogether from the attempt to set them on foot. 

Doubtful effect The effect of central aid upon annual contributions for the main
of central aid tenance of schools is more doubtful. It is quite impossible in 
on annual con- d' . lik · d' 1 f 1 d · t tributions. 1stncts ·e mme to tscover t 1e amount o vo untary onnt10ns o 

schools even for the current year, much less for a :5eries of past 
years. In a great many instances no recorda exi:5t which might 
serre as an authot~ty; in the next place, congregational colle~tio~s 
for united purposes of day and Sunday schools are common m a1d 
of or substitution for subscriptions, and it is impossible to disen
tanO"le the share allotted to each. It is by no means unusual, too, 
for ~'l school to go on gettin)! year after year into debt, and be 
finally cleared by one or two liberal friends, who give the neces-
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Bary money privately and quietly, without any account being kept 
or remembered. 

On the whole, thourrb there is a great uiiference of opinion 
between school manage~s on the question, the more general view 
seemed to be that in so far as a particular school is known to be 
assisted by public money, it is felt to have a less strong claim on 
private support than if it were not so assisted. So far private 
liberality is checked .. But it is equally true that, inasmuch as t~e 
Government plan has greatly increased the number of schools m 
actual existence, each of which when set on foot has specific claims 
on the bountv <;f nei .... hbours who previously had no call made 
on them, the aggregat~ amount of subscriptions has been largely 
raised through its influence. 

Havin .... said so much on the extent to which the Go,·emment Administration 
• 

0 ll • d f h · · • h' h · · ll of Government plan IS aetna y carne , o t e est1mat10n m w IC It lS genera y system. 

held, and of the effects on pri>ate effort which it produces, I 
proceed to its administration, first with reference to the aid it 
gives; secondly, with reference to the condition ofimpection which 
it exacts. 

I may say, generally, that I heard hardly any complaints Generally 
· h d · · · f' h c.:- b 1 popular. respectmg t e a munstratwn o t e system. oc oo managers 

almost universally allow that there is no irritating interference 
with their independent conduct of their schools. One case only 
ca,me under my notice in which the Committee of Council had 
forced any change of system on the school authorities. The 
parochial school at Rochdale, as at present managed, provides no 
instruction in sewing to the girls on its books. With its present 
number of 700 scholars, and its present buildings, it would be 
quite impracticable to do so, without breaking up its organization, 
and destroying its efficiency. The Committee of Council ha,·e 
now required, upon pain of withdrawal of their grants, that sewing 
be introduced, a decision which, under the circumstances of the 
case, will have the effect of excluding girls altogether. As is 
well known, the school is of the highest merit, and the managers 
were naturally reluctant to deprive the girls, who might frequent 
it, of the great advantages of intellectual training which it offers, 
but ha>e been compelled to yield their private judgment, right or 
wrong, upon the matter. 

The building grants are almost universally acknowled .... ed to be Building grants 

l'b L I d' · h d 11 7 h enable &ehools very 1 era n my 1stncts t ey ren er a excuses :wout t e 10 be established 
impos~ibility of erecting good schools absolutely futile. The town in al~ parts of 
of Bradford lies so much together, that the ~ympatl1ies of the dtstnrts. 

public spirited and charitable may be presumed to extend to the 
whole, and not to be localized to particular geographical sections. 
A general contribution from all who could give one, sufficient to 
supply the borough amply with permanent educational machinery, 
wuuld be as nothing in comparison with the wealth connected with 
the borough. Rochdale is more scattered ; Lut even there there 
is not a single spot, where a public school is necessarv, in which 
the wealth of the proprietors or employers is not ~bundantly 
sufficient to establish one. If a school crmld not be built, at any 
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rate a room of some kind might be taken, nud brought within 
the conditions necessary for obtaining Government a~sistance, as 
is in fact done very successfully by the Rev. R. K. Cooke at 
Hamer. 

Augm~ntation Without expressing any opinion as to the effect of the augmen
grant. tation grant on the efficiency of the teachers who enjoy it, I may 
Effirte~fit on udn- d mention that the knowled

0
rre of the ndvantn.,.es which a certificate 

ce 1 cate an b . , l . , , o 
private masters. rmgs Wit 1 It exerct~eil a very great mfluene:e upon tlw~e public 

Difficulty in 
procuring 
masters for 
uninspected 
schools. 

schoolmaster8 who arc at prc~cnt unccrtificated. A majority of 
those whom I met with appeared to have the intention {)f sitting 
for one at some time or another. It is not only the additional 
income which they desire, but also the as~istance of pupil-teachers 
to lighten the school labour, Several master~, at pre~cnt teaching 
large schools unassisted, a~sured me that thev could not lon<J' 
submit to the excessive fatizue which thev end~rcd. o 

Even amongst private s'choolmasters i founll many who were 
anxious, if possible, to bring them~elves within the Government 
scheme. I was constantly que~tioneu by them as to the ::tepil 
which they should take for qualifying themselves to Le admitted 
for the certificate examination i and I found one poor and most 
deserving woman teaching a dame school, who was taking leswns 
in arithmetic and other subjects, in the vague hope that by so 
doing she might be able some day to teach a "Government 
school.'' 

I can well suppose, therefore, that it would not be ea~y to find 
a competent master for an unas~i~ted public school. Even sup-
posing, what very seldom is the case, that the school committee 
could guarantee as large a ~alary as would be proyiued if the 
school were a;:;sisted, the help which tbe pupil-teacher sy5tem 
offers would still be wanting. I was informed as a matter of fact 
by a gentleman at Bra<lford, ,\·ho was engaged in setting on foot 
a voluntary school, that though the committee had offaed to 
guarantee to a man and his wife a salary of lOOl. a year with a 
bouse, yet this was not found n sufficient inducement tor the kind 

. of master whom they required. 
~ra~tstopup•l- Two widely different opinions are afloat respecting the expendi
eac ers. ture on pupil-teachers. 1\Iany of the enen~ie'l of the Government 

plan have the notion that the money is lavishly spent in giving 
a gratuitous education to some favoured persont:, and that the 
apprentices, on the expiration of their term, are in the habit of 
abandoning the busine~:;; to which they have been destineJ, and 
of advancing themselves in life by means of the superior instruc· 
tion with which the State has provided them for educational pur-

Nottoo great. pose:;. On the other hand school manaO'el'i! and masteri! finJ that 
the prospects held out to pupil-teacher~ are barely sufficient to 
enable them to keep up the supply. In some of the more suc
Ctlssful schools, there is a fair sufficiency of candid1ttes, but gene
rally speaking, there is no competition or eag~rness for th.e po.st, 

Supply insutll- and the result is that, the fielJ. of choice bcmg narrow, mferwr 
cient. material has to be put up with. Parents cannot be ind~ced to forego 

the immediate five or six shillings a week, which a cb1ld of 13 may 
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earn for a small contino·ent stipend of 101. paid after a year's 
delay. Girls, however, ~re procurable with less difficulty than 
boys, and, as is eminently desirable, from a somewhat higher grade 
of society than that of the average of the scholan amongst whom 
they are thrown. 

I can offer no O"Cneral opinion as to the tendency which pupil- P?pil-teac~ers 0 f' k h r · h' 1 sttck to the•r teachers are alleged to have, to ori.'a ·e t e protesston to w tc 1 profession.· 

they are brou~ht up. It is not so as n n~utter of fact i~ mr dis-
tricts. Almost all of those who hn.Ye anwed at the exptratwn of. 
their term, h::rre gone on with Echool-teaching as their business iu 
life, and of those at present under apprenticeship, I found only 
one who~e intention was to adopt some other calling when he 
became free. 

In those schools which enjoy it the capitation grant is highly Capitation 

popular; as in half-time districts it may well be. A half-time school grant. . 

has two advantages in this respect. With the same equipments it 
mav take a double number of scholars and earn a double allowance, 
the. half day's attendance of a half-timer being for this purpose con-
sidered a full day. There is besides the great advantage of 
compulsory regularity. ..:\ccordingly I heard no opinion that the Period of 176 

capitation period of 176 days was too long. It would appear, from :J~:ot too 

the per-centages of the table of attendance already given, that not · 
less than 44 per cent. of the public school children in Rochdale, 
and 32 per cent. in Bradford, may be assumed to attend the 176 
days yearly, and in the good schools where pains are taken to 
ensure regularity, the proportion is decidedly greater. There is 
absolutely no ground therefore for complaint on this score. There 
is nothing in the nature of the prevailing employments, in the 
accessibility of the schools, or in any other way to prevent attend-
ance during the required time. 

Nor arrain is there any just ground of prospective dissatisfaction Easily obtain
. d' 0 

• • h d' • • h' } h • • able in schools m my tstncts reepectmg t e con ttiOns upon w IC 1 t e capitatiOn to be hereafter 

grant is attainable. I have already said that no part of either established. 

Hochdale or Bradford, in which a public 8chool is needed, is 
unable, if the wealthier classes were so minded, to adopt the 
Government scheme in its entirety. Any new school which may 
be established therefore may conform to the regulations now in 
force. 

The case of the existing schools not at present qualified for the Case of unin· 
t · h t d·w I l b h · d d spected schools gran lS so mew a Juerent. eaw severn , Qt mspecte an under uncertifi· 

uninspected, sufficiently efficient to deserve the grant if efficiency cated masters. 

wer~ the o.nly test. Most of the latter would very gladly submit 
to mspectwn for the single purpose of getting the capitation 
money, so long as they were certified to deserve it. It certainly 
does seem hard that these schools, which as far at~ the country at 
large is concerned, are as meritorious as any other, should have all 
public aid denied, except on the condition of dismissing their tried 
and competent maEters. That a master has not, or cannot, come 
tlp to a certain literary standard may be an excellent reason why 
h; should not. have the advanced education of pupil-teachers in 
h1s hands, but It does not seem a very stron"' one for refusinO' to 

0 l;l 
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give him the means of teaching better the Echolars ·~vhom he h~s 
proved that he can teach well. 1 

It remains to speak of the condition of inspection, without which 
no Government assistance is procurable. I heard qut one opinion 
as to the beneficial effect which it produces. School managers 
universally spoke of it not only without jealousy, but 'rith the 
warmest approval. As I have said, scarcely any of them, except 
he be a clergyman, takes any practical part in the conduct of the 
schools. They are naturally anxious, therefore, to have some 
means of testing now and then their actual conditiont and this 
opportunity the inspector's visit affords. One or more of the lay 
managers is, I believe, usually present during a portion of the 
examination, at least it was so in most of the six or seven impec
tions which I witnessed, imd it i~ from what is then obscrvcu, 
from the conversation and report of the inspector, that an estimate 
of the state of things is formed. Stock is taken of the school, su 
to speak, once a year, and in the absence of a more continuous 
supervision that is, and is felt to be, a great advantage. 

It is needless to speak of its beneficial influence upon school~ 
masters and pupil-teachers. It acts upon them as a perpetual 
stimulus~ and it is easy to see that in mo:::t ca:scs it is steadily kept 
in view in the working of the school. 

I may: mention her~, that in addition to the Government in:;pcc
tion the British and Wesleyan schools are occasionally examined 
by their own inspectors. Not much importance '.:!Cems to be 
attached to these visits. They are felt to be valuable, I was told, 
in the way of offering suggestions as to modes of teaching and 
management, nnd are consequently received with welcome, but 
the absence of authority places them on such a different footing 
with the Government inspection, that they neither clash with it· 
nor could be substituted for it. 

'FINANCE. 

I come next to the finance of schools. I have ah·cadv ~aid that 
when Government schools arc once established the scho'lars' pence 
and the Government allowances are suf!icient to maintain them 
with very little extraneous assistance. The schools are large, and 
the fees higher than would be the case in most districts, as may 
be seen from the statemeat below:-

l'er·centnge of Scholars paying W eckly. 

-
lei. 2d. 3d. 4d. 5d. 6d. 

l\Iore 
than 6d. 

Hocbdale - - - S·lO 6i•l3 !2•36 10'42 - 1•45 ·H 

Bradford . - - 7•24 52•73 16' SG 19•!.!9 - 13•83 ·05 

It must be remembeJ·ed that ns these fifl'nres include the hnlfM 
timers, who may be taken with the same ~quipments in double 
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numbers, the pt·icc of education i8 a good deal higher than would 
appear ft·om the table. A popular school, therefore, becomes very 
nearly, if not quite, self-supporting. Such deficiency as there 
may be is made up by private contributions, or by collections in 
the church or chapel to which the school is attached, and no 
school I believe which I met with was in debt to any serious 
extent. 

There is no superfluitv of expense lavished on any school in my Not more than 
• • • • • necessary PX· 

dtstncts. If tt be on the Government plun, no more money IS penditure in-
raised than i~ necessary to meet the Government reiJ.uirements. curred. 

No addit.ional teachers are supplied by its private patrom. Thus, 
though good evening schools are urgently required, I did not find 
a single instance where the managers bad cnga~cd an assistant 
master to enable them to take advantage of the late minute. 
Their ideal docs not seem to be more comprehensive than the 
minimum of the Government scheme. 

It is precbely the ~arne with voluntary uninspected schools: A 
school~room and a master are provitlcd, and that is all. It does 
not seem to enter the heads of the subscribers, that more teaching 
power than that of a single master is required for 150 or 200 
scholar::. 

In ~ruth, the burden of' supporting the day schools falls upon a Schools for the 
comparatirely small number of inlli vidual:;. The public at large mosJ P~ dr,· 
do not take their fair share, partly, I believe, because they are not r:;iv~;u~! ew 

very urgently pre&sed to contribute, and partly because they know 
little or nothing about the subject. I was repeatedly told by 
clergymen, that they had nothing to do when they wanted money 
Lut to apply to Mr. A. B., who was always ready to give what 
wa'! required, but in no single instance did I gather from them 
that the general public were forward to contl'ibute. The Sunday 
schoolil are universally and generously supported, but the day 
~:chools are left to a Yery select body of patrons. 

Great individual liberality is shown in the cause. I could 
mention a list of gentlemen, (Meesrs. Kay, Bright, Chadwick, and 
Ash worth. at Rochdale, for example ; and Messrs. Wood, 'Valker, 
and Co., Uipley, and Taylor, nt Bradford,) who either maintain 
schooL. at their own expense or munificently snpport others of a 
more public nature. And, if the general public is more backward 
than might have been hoped, it is in a great measure due to the 
fi1ct that the case is not put before it with sutlicient urgency, and 
by the right periion. Such men as the Rev. R. Cooke, of Small
bridge, can in an unpromising locality raise a really immense 
sum of money for schools and churches. If a clergyman be 
respected ::md,an earnest beggar .• I see no reason to doubt that in 
every part of my districts he could collect enough and to spare for 
its education. But he must ask and a~k flO'ain before the money 
will be forthcoming. o 

The whole question of school fees may be stated in a word. School fees 
Parents will accept gratuitous education, b'ut they do not value it. Orntui~ous • 
'Th 1 1 c • 1' 'd · h 1 . d . education not c sc 100 tee 1s U5Ua IJ pat Wit ont re uctance, m eed With valued. 
cheerfulness, if the return is supposed to Lc adequate. Over and 
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over again hafe I heard of persons offering to schoolmasters to pay 
more than the sum demanded, if ndditional attention could be 
thereby secured for the child's progress. In the absence of a 
better test, the amount charged for in~truction is frequently taken 
as nn indication of its value. On no other principle can I ;ccount 
for the exi~tence of wry poor private 5chools by the side of good 
public ones. The north country people are ,,f a decicledlv com
mercial turn; they want money's worth for their money, b;t they 
do not expect it without monef'. Accordingly I found that it was 
quite a common thing if a child mis5ed school on :\Iond~v and 
Tuesday, for his parents to keep him away all the re~t ~f the 
week. It would not be worth while, they think, to pay 4d. for 
3d. worth of teaching. On the other hand there seems to be no 
great ea!!erness amo~gst the rc!lpectable workin(J' men to (J'et their 
children ... into free schools, even when, like the Rochd~le Free 
English School, they are efficiently cond\lcted. ~\t the same time 
nothing i3 more common than to find parents removing their 
children from cheap schools to others, who~e charge is 6d. or 8d. 
a week, in the hope,-often the nin hopc.-that they will be 
'' got on" with proportionate speed. And in the few pulJlic 
schools which had tried it in mr districts, the plan of charging a 
higher fee for a slight additional attention and hi~her instruction 
was found to he popular . 

. )lasters and I did not meet with a single ma~ter or manazer who was not 
manarrers d 'd dl d · 1 ' Tl b • l oppo~d to gra- ec1 e y oppose to gratmtous tcac ung. 1cy ore umtec 
~uitous teach- testimony to the fact, that it induced carele~me~s and irregularity 
mg. of attendance, and some undoubtedly Fpoke from experience of it~ 

Trained 
mast~rs. 

evils. There is so little of it, however, in mv di~trict~, that I 
could not form any independent opinion of its actual re5ult~, 
though from what I heard I could not doubt that, largely extended, 
it would be mischievou:' amongst a popub.tion so well to do, and 
so independent as that of the northern manufi1cturing districts. 

Xevertheless, there i:3 a want of some public fund, administered 
under proper guarantees, for bringing education within the reach of 
the destitute and unprotected classes, who, at pre~ent, cannot obtain 
it for their children without a painful sacrifice, or by allowing them 
to mix with the thieves and vagrants of the ragged school. 

Having now discussed the demand and supply of education, 
together with the government and management of the existing 
!.'chools, I proceed in tl1c next place to ~peak of the more dirert 
agencies by and through which instruction is carried on ;-·school
masters and school buildings and apparatus. 

ScnooL~srERs. 

1. The public school masters and mistresses who had been trainetl 
left, on the whole, a very favourable impression on my minLI. So 
far as intellectual attainmenti! are concerned, I have no doubt 
that they are fully competent to instruct in the e5tablished and 
tf:cognized curriculum. The conversation of some showed them 
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to be highly intelligent and liberally instructed, and from what I 
could hear, I should say that the general average amongst them of 
moral principle and of industry is high. I can speak personally 
with gratitude of their gt·ent courtesy and desire to oblige at 
the expense frequently of a good de~l ?f labour ~nd trouble. . 

I should be reluctant from my lnmterl expenence to speak of~ffectoftraiD· 
the precise effect which the present system of training has had mg. 
upon them. It certainly has not had, in the instances which came 
under my notice, the result often attributed to it of making them 
too ambitious in their style of teaching. l\Iaster after master has 
n~sured me that he would willingly sacrifice grammar and history 
altogether if it were not for the inspection. Nor did I see in a 
single one of their schools any indication of quackery, no flourish· 
ing of copy books, or parade of setting down elaborate sums far 
beyond the scholars' power, for the astonishment of parents. 

I should be inclined, however, to suspect that they have not Technical 
6 b ffi . l . d . h f h . r . t knowledge de • een su c1ent y mstructe m t e art o t e1r proiessiOn: a any cient. 

rate they do not seem to attach sufficient importance to it. 
The organization of schools is hardly ever as complete and 

definite as is necessary for the due working of the pupil-teacher 
system, and the methods of teaching some of the common subjects 
frequently most ineffectual and stupid. 

The way in which pupil-teachers are permitted to teach reading 
to the lower cla~ses, for example, is positively imbecile, and 
though I believe, from what I could gather, that they are fairly 
dealt with by the masters in other respect,:, they get in general 
,·ery little technical instruction in teaching itself. Two or three 
masters expressly told me that during the whole of their appren
ticeship they had been completely neglected in this respect. 

\Yith regard to pupil-teachers, the boys struck me as not Pupil teachcn. 
,·ery promising materiaL The masters complain of the great 
difficulty which they have in obtaining those whom they would 
like best, clever boys from a somewhat higher grade in society 
than the average of the scholars in public ~chools. The girls are far 
superior, both in manner and in the art of teaching a class. Some 
of them gave some quite admirable lessons in my hearing, and both 
boys and girls, if properly managed, are incomparably superior to 
monitors. 

'With respect to the masters of public uninspected schools, the 
majority had been trained tho~tgh not certificated. Indeed, 
there seems a general impreilsion .amongst the supporters of 
~chools that the training school course is highly beneficial. 

2 .. The private teache~s are much less highly educated than the Prh·ate mn•tcr~. 
pubhc; generally speakmg, they seemed very ordinary persons, 
and to have been recruited from very various sources. I found 
but one master (a well educated man, who was a member of the 
College of Preceptors) who held a certificate of competency from 
any public institution, and but one mistress who had been to a 
training institution. 
. Ha:dly any, except those who we~e suffering from some bodily Rarely trai~etl 
mfirm1ty, were brou()'ht up to the busmess .. The number of cripples f?r the prolcs-

o SIOn. 
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amongst them is very large indeed. In Bradford I called withc·ut 
design on five masters successively, all more or less deformed, one 
who taught in a cellar dwelling, paralytic, as well as horribly 
distorted. With the exception of these men, who seem to have 
taken to teaching chiefly because they were disabled for other 
employments, nearly all the schoolmasters have previou5ly been 
engaged in some other calling. Several whom I met with were 
broken~down tradesmen, a good many had been weavers, and the 
rest had for the most part been handicraftsmen of various kinds. 
At the same time I found only three who followed any other 
business concurrently with teaching, a stationer, a druggist, and a 
clock cleaner. 

~~;::::;:~:~d. The dames seemed for the most part to be very little more 
instructed than the average of the class to which they belonged. 
:Many, by the reluctance which they exhibited to taking the pen 
in hand, when asked to sign the returns, showed pretty clearly 
that they coulJ not write. · 

Otdher!Dtasters The masters nml mistresses of the next class of private elemen-
an m1s resses h l l h d'Ir • 1 · · 11 1 l'fi onlyimperfectly tary sc oo s, t 10ug lllenng very muc 1 m mte ectua qua 1 ca-
instructed. tions, struck me, with few exceptions, as too imperfectly instructed 

themselves to carry on the education of children of an :Hhanced 
age with anything like the success attained in a good public 
school under a trained master. For example, on three occasions 
I found copies written by the master on the black board misspelt, 
and some illustrations of grammar which I heard given were 
grotesque enough. 

The private masters have no notion of developing the powers oft he 
children as well a.'l of teaching them specific information. Indeed 
the desultory individual method usually ndopted leaves but little 
scope for any attempt of the kind. I have no doubt, however, 
that their schools are improving. In some, the rudiments of 
system and organization arc observnble, and a few of the younger 
masters, who hJtve themselves been to public school,;;, al'e beginning: 
to introduce improved methods, such as a due mixture of ~imul
taneous reading and demonstration on the black boaru, into theil' 
routine of teaching. In a few of the girls' schools, too, taught by 
youn(l' women, there is a highly creditable air of order and refine
ment observable. On the whole, however, the public seems not 
to call for very high qualifications in private teachers, nnd to allow 
them very great latitude and toleration. My clerk found one 
master reading "Bell's Life'' to his scholars ; I, myself, discovered 
two or three enjoying a pipe and newspaper during the afternoon 
school; and one woman whom I called on had sent her scholars 
to play in the streets while she was dressing her hair by the 
:fire-side. · 

Business not Though there has been, as I have :~heady mentioned, a con-
profitable. siderable increase of the number of private schools since the 

Census, the business appears to be a bad one. Except in very 
favourable situations, the school fee cannot be raised much above 

· the public school level; consequently, the private schoolmasters 
generally complain, and I believe most justly, that they find it 
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llifl1eult to earn a livelihood. I met with an ~xceptiou, indeed, in 
a Swedenborgian, who on my condoling with him on the hardness 
of his lot, raised his eyes to heaven and assured me that he '' <lid 
'; not care a d-n fur the money,-his reward was in heaven ;" 
but I did not find many who were so high-minded. 

ScHOOL BUILDINGS. 

There is but little to be said respecting tiChool buildings, and Sc~o~t 
I 1 . l I' f. . bUildmgil. t 1e ot 1er matena app 1ances o mstruct10n. . 

The buildings are on the whole tolerably well adapted to 
the purpose. Some of those which were originally intended for 
schools are inconvenient in shape; others again, built in the :first 
instance for Sunday school~, are spacious, and not ill calculated 
for their new fun<:tions. Those of later date, which are generally 
really handsome buildings, are all on the same type, that of long 
narrow rooms with groups of parallel desks ranged down one side, 
and a. very small interval between the front desk and the opposite 
wall. In one or two instances, the elongation of the rooms is 
excessive. In the model schools, Bradford, for example, which are 
in the form of an l, it would be difficult for the master, stationed 
as he must be, at the angles, to distinguish one child from another 
at the extremity of the longer arm. For the purposes of exact 
uiscipline, engenlleredby the consciousness in each scholar that the 
master's eye is or may be upon him, the classes at the greatest 
distance, from the angle might ns well be in another county. · 

The grand Jefect in school buildings, both old and new, is the Deficiency of 
absence of class-rooms, or the inconvenience of their position. class.rooms. 

For the purpose of teaching reading they arc almost essential in 
large and therefore noisy schools; yet very frequently they do not 
exist at all, and when by chance there is some accommodation of 
the kind, it is almost always insufficient and improperly placed. 
The model schools which I have mentioned are fairly provided, 
but I remember 110 other instrmce. The obvious •principle that 
the class-rooms should be easily accessible without confusion and 
loss of time, and that the master should have power to inspect 
them readily without leaving the principal school-room, ~eems 
altogether lost sight of. . 

The system of parallel desks is swallowing up all other forms of Parallel desk11 
school arrangement. In inspected schools it is all but universal, almos

1
t uni-

d , • d h J h • d d • versa , an even m unmspecte sc oo s t ere Is a ten ency to a opt 1t. 
The appearance of neatness and order which it ha~ is captivatin()'; 
but without pupil-teachers it cannot, it is founJ, be work~d 
successfully. 

Two or three schools are arranged on what is, I believe, the 
old Borough Road plan, but with this exception, no peculiar 
~ystcm of school fittings, other than tho parallel desk plan, came 
under my notice. 

The supply of educational apparatus is in most schools adequate. Apparatus. 
ln<leed, in the hands of a good teacher, a. piece of chalk and a 
l,Jack-board seem to be quite sufficient for all purposes except that 
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of teaching reading. The great school at Rochdale is carried on 
most successfully by these simple appliances. 

The Irish series of school-books are uy far the most colllmon, 
though the "British and Foreign," the "Chriotian Knowledge," 
and " Maculloch's" seriel:l are also in vogue. The reading Look~ 
for the advanced classes are much too dry and unattractive in the 
opinion of the Lest mastera. I never in one instance f\JUnd the 
slightest apparent interest excited in a class by the reading lesson; 
and this, no doubt, is one of the causes of the fault, into which 
children almost universally fall, of reading mechanically without 
any apparent notion that the words have a meaning. They can 
hardly be expected to form habits of close attention to the signifi
cation of what they read, if their chief training is in a cour~e of 
lessons, which are either too obscure for understanding or too 
uninteresting to repay the trouble of deciphering. 

With regard to private schools, they are frer1uently clo~e, 
crowded, and unwholesome; in several which I viliited there was 
absolutely no room for a child to move from the dc~k at which it 
was sitting. They are usually arranged on no kind of system, 
though in some of the more recent ones, as I have said, the 
influence of the public schools is visible, and some attempt at 
organization is made. Black-boards and other simple appliancell 
for collective instruction are to be found in a few, but the general 
character of the method of private schools is that of individual and 
un~ystematic teaching. 

Nature of day The next question to be considered i.:; the result actually 
school educa- obtained through the means already detailed; I., what i::l taught 
tion. ~ 

in the various schools; and, II., with what success? 
Subjects taught. I. Reading, writing (including dictation), arithmetic, and for 

n·irls neetllework, form the staple of instruction in all public 
~chools. To these are adtled for the higher classes, grammar 
and O'eo()'rapby univeroally, and Engli~h history, music, and 
drawfn()' in some schools. I found about the following proportions 
of the "public scholars learning these higher subjects iu either 
place. 

-

G rammar . -
eography - -
nglish History 

G 

E 

M 

D 

. 
'usic • -
rawing - -

. - . 

. - . 

. - -
- . . 
. -

Put-CENT.\GES. 

1\oCHDALE. BnADFonu. 

Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. 

--- -------
59 33 33 31 

49 42 45 41 

2:i 21 14 10 

13 8 12 4 

16 i 13 4 
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Gramm:U' varies from the mere teaching of the parts of speech 
to the parsing and analysis of complex sentence:) ; geography, from 
an outline of British geography to a complete survey of the map 
of the world ; English history rarely amounts to m.ore than. a 
knowledge of the sequence of the kings and a very shght outlmc." 
of the rreneral course of events. As to music, but very few 
children °are taurrht to read it, though at Bradford a few could. do 
~o on the toni;.sol-fa system. Drawing is practised only in a 
few schools, but is popular, and is extending. In four schools 
I founJ it taurrht by a professional certificated master from the 
Department oF' Science and Art, but it is so late an introduction 
that no progress had been made beyond elementary drawing of 
geometrical figureil. 

In addition to this purely secular imtruction, religious instruc- Th1~e~ mo~es ot 
. . . l d ] C . . ] d re tgtous tn• twn IS umversa , an as t 1e ommi:>sioners 1ave requeste an struction. 

accurate description of the various modes in which it is conveyed 
in public schools, I proceed to ::;peak of them more in detail. 

The methods which I haJ the opportunity of observing were 
three:-

ht. The Church of England system, consisting of lessons in 
the Bible, the Catechism, and occasionally the Liturgy. 

2nd. The \Y esleyan system, consisting in the Bible lesson, and 
the teaching of the "Catechisms of the W esleya.n Metho~ 
dist::," particularly X o. ii. 

3rd. The British system, consisting in the Bible lesson alone. 
The Bible lesson, as far as it is historical, is, I believe, much the Bible lesson. 

same in all schools. First of all the class to be instructed reads, 
or hears read, some selected narrative portion, on the conclusion 
of which, the teacher examines the children collectively and cate
chetically on the facts contained in it, questions them, more or less, 
nguely according to his skill, on collateral and suggested topics, 
gives needful explanations of geography and the like, and con-
nects the lesson with those previously given. Lessons of this 
kind are mainly confined to Scripture history and fact, thouo·h 
occasionally the religious bearings of the narrative may be 
brought out by the teacher. Sometimes, however, a parable, or a 
didactic portion of the New Testament, is chosen for illustration, 
and the teacher, in this case frequently the principal teacher, 
unfolds the meaning in a conversational way by a mixed method 
of lecture and question and answer. So far, I believe, there is but 
little distinction in the methods adopted by different denomina-
tions. The differences arise in respect of doctrinal formularies. 

In Church schools, of course the Church catechism is univer- Chur'h of 
sally taug~t. The .lower cla~ses learn to repeat it by rote; the Englandsystem 

upper sectwns receive co1lect1ve lessons on its meaninO' and on 
the connexion of its parte. The best teachers keep thi~' part of 
the instruction as far as possible in their own hands. 

The Wesleyan .teachers w.hom I met w~th, made but sparing Wesleyan 
me of the authonze.d. cateclu~ms, and. relted more especially on system. 

penonal comment ansmg out of the B1ble lesson as a vehicle for 
conveying doctrinal instruction. Periodically, however, the chil-
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llren have a catechi~m lesson in the gallery. An nn~wer or two i:;; 
rend to them, and in some instanced repeated simultancomly till 
it is known by heart. The teacher then explains its meaning, 
makes them search for. ~nd leara by heart the Scripture passage:> 
referred to as author1hes, and shows how these bear out the 
statement in the text. This system of Scripture proof seemed a 
great point with the 'Vesleyan teachers. 

British system. In the British schools, the religious instruction may be summed 
up in the reading of the Bible, and the Bible lesson such as I have 
described. Indeed, the principle of the system precludes any 
elaborate doctrinal teaching. The ten commandments are learnt 
by heart in the Bradford schools, but dogmatic instruction, pro
perly so calle~, i:3, I was ;riven to understand, very sparingly 

R I
. . . Imparted, and In very general terms. ' 

e l"tOus Im- I 11 1 h 1 ' · r d I I · II · pres~ion one of n a t 1e sc oo s It lS pr01esse , per 1aps most emp mtlca y m 
t~~ aim~ in re- the Wesleyan, and least emphatically in the British, that the aim 
bgtous 1nstruc- f h . 1. . h' . ]' . . . 
tion. o t e1r re 1g10us teac mg 1s to create a re 1g10us 1mpress10n, a:; 

well a~ to convey religious knowledge. 
I. saw, however, no reason to believe that much was either 

attempted or effected in this re~pect. But few men are habitually 
in such a mental state, as to be able to address themselves directly 
or indirectly to the heart and conscience of others without hypo~ 
crisy or painful effort, and unleEs there he pre~ent the unction of 
sincerity and spontaneity, it is hardly to be expected that a moral 

· or religious appeal will he of much avail. 
Private school Such if:l an outline of the public school curriculum. That of 
programme. the private schools, which can iu any way l;e compared with 

public schools, is professedly very much the ~ame. The dif
ference lies in the greater prominence given to the elementary snb· 
jects. History, grammar, and geography, though almost always 
professed, are little more than nomina.!. By history, I found 
ordinarily meant reading Goldsmith, and by geography and 
grammar, the repetition of a portion of a text-book. Religioug 
instruction is for the most part practically ignored. It rarely 
amounts to more than the use of the Bible as a reading-book. 
The teacher may or may not make a remark upon the lllenning 
of the lesson he has heard, but very seldom is anything like sys
tematic teaching attempted. In a few instance~, however, I found 
the afternoon of Friday devoted specifically to a religious lel!son, 
and a gootl many dames and some old men teach hy rote the 
Church catechism. 

II. I pass next to the question of the success with which each 
kind of school teaches that which it undertakes. 

Inspected pub- The hest public inspected schools achieve, I suppose, something 
lie schools. f 'bl d h d' ' like the maximum o success poss1 c un er t e present con 1tions 

of attendance. I was fortunate in hn.ving the opportunity of 
frequently observing one of the noblest specimens of the class in 

Rochdale the parochial school of Rochdai:. There could h~rdly. be a 1U01:e 
school. striking sight to the understandmg eye thnn the mter10r .of tlus 

school in whi~h I have seen 600 children present at one tlme, all 
under' the most perfect comm:md, moving with the rapidity and 
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preci~ion of a machine, and learning as though they we1~e lc;trning 
i0r their lin~s. It is uifficult indeed to overrate the great·.ie::;s of 
the work \Yhich l\lr. Jau:cs Wrigley, to whose intelligence and 
unflinching encr~y the succe8s \Jf the school is entirely chic, is 
effectio(l' in the town. Xot only arc 700 children receiving in 
the ~th~ol the benefits of a most awakening and stimulating in
struction, and of an exact anu intelligent discipline, but by means 
of an admirable system of night work not le8s thnn 400 or 500 
f,Hllilics in the town are made to take an interest in the education 
of their younger memben I was assured over and OYer again by 
parents who haJ chilJren at the ~chool, that the scholar's slate of 
nigbt questions frequently concentrated the attention of his whole 
f.1lllih·. who are thus aswciated with the work of the school most 
bcneflcially both for them~clvcs_ and for him. Night work is 
usual! r a. mere Ehmn; in this school it forms one of the most 
e~sent'ial features of the system of teaching, and involves no less 
than an hour and a half eyery day of additional school time for 
both muster and pupil-teachers. Nearly half the scholars n.re half
timers, and it is from this school that I was nble to form the best 
k1ea. of what the half-time systeiU can Jo, nnJet• the unfitrourable 
conditions of a.ttcnJance which always accompany it in consider~ 
able towns. . 

I s::~tisfied myself that a child of ordinary abilities entering thia ·w~at m~y be 

school, even as a half-timer, between 8 and 9, with an average ~~;c;~;o~l:he 
rudimentary instruction, and continuing in it till 13, ns a half· 
timer might do, would almost certainly arrive at the first class, 
Clever children might reach it, as ii1 f,lct the analysis of the classes 
ginn further on shows that they do, much curlier, and remain in 
it a long time. What docs that imply? Fluent and intelligent 
rending in any bool~ or new~paper ; the power of writing ti'om 
dictation ordinary sentences, such na would naturally occur in a 
letter, n1most faultlessly as far as spelling is concerned, nnd in 
a very tolerable hand; a lmowlcLlgc of all the prnrtically im-· 
port::mt rules, and, l)robal;ly, of tlle wholo range of arithmetic, 
iutegral aud fractional; a sound general notion of the map of the 
world, with an a~cumte knowlellge of British geography; a 
connected, though ~light, outline of the course uf events in 
Englbh History;. and an aLility to parse, and probably to analyse, 
any orJinrtry sentence . 

.A. chil,l, in fact, who has spent some time in the upper division 
of the first class in this school has rccei\·cd a sound eJucntion, 
nbumbntly sufficient for awakening his mind, enabling him to go 
on with self-instruction, and fitting him for any ~ituation in life 
which he is likely to be C'alleu on to fulfil. Ercn if he never pass 
beyond the second or thinl class he will hare been taught to read 
well, m·ite fairly from dictation, anJ to make a simple calculation. 

I have ~poken incliridually of this remarkable school as illus
tt·ating more complctdy than any other which I saw the pos:;iLlc 
results obtuinnble under existing conditions. 

No nnas~istcd public school, and no private school under cir- Good Gomn. 

curmtanccs which admit of a f:1ir comparison, co~hl compare in ~~:~~e~~~ools 
YOL. II. P 
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efficiency either with it, or the excellent boys' school, Borough 
1Vest, Bradford, or with some other of the Government schools 
which I saw. 

But I confess that my experience is, that an indifferent Govern· 
roent school is not one whit Letter than a fair specimen of tho~e 
which receive no assistance. The White Abbey W e6leyan school, 
for example, at BraJford, and the St. Clement's N a tiona! school, 
Rochdale, are very far.superior in efficiency to some which have 
all the apparatus of pupil-teachers. There is no mnrric in the 
name of pupil-teachers; and I cannot but concur with

0 

the mo3t 
experienced masters whom I met with, in the Lelief that they are 
an expensive delusion, unless the ~<chool, in which they r,re em
ployed, be syotematically and completely organized, and themselves 
placed under the constant supervi~ion and guidance of the prin
cipal master. The Privy Council plan demand~ fvr its snccessful 
working a vigorous central authority, a sharp di\·i~ion of clas~es, 
a calculated distribution of time, in a word, a system. 

It is precisely the want of sy~tcm nnu of completeness of 
organization which is the most con~picuous fault of public school::!. 
Very frequently the staff of pupil-teachers is incomplete ; not 
uncommonly all nre so young 1\:3 to Le unable to take the upper 
classes with effect. In consequence I found by inquiry that the 
head master frequently confines himself almost entirely to one or 
two of the upper clu~ses. The rest of the school takes its chance 
with the pupil-teachers. The master, int>tr.au of being as he ought 
io be, ubiquitous, making every class his own, maintaining nn 
uniformity of teaching, nnu seeing that every one does his duty 
from the top to the bottom of the school, is obliged to concen
trate nearly all his attention on one section of his scholar$. 

It is to this want of intelligent system, much more than to any 
preference of mastet·s for the more 8howy branches of etlucation, 
that the rudimentary instruction of the lower classe:; of ~chools is 
not what it ought to be. The neglect of children in their early 
years is the great educational evil in my districts. This would 
seem to indicate that the ~chools ought to put forth their most 
v1gorous efforts in respect of the elementary instruction of the 
lowest classes. But this is very certainly not the case. · 

It i~ impos::~ible, for example, in the cnnliunl nrtide of elemcn~ 
tury reading to overstate the imbecility \rith which it is taught by 
ordinary 1mpil-teachers. You may meet with chiltlren of average 
capacity who have been learning for years without ll1lh;tcring the 
rudiment~. The wonder is that they learn anything at all ou the 
plan which I have frequently seen adopted. A large eLm, pro
bably of 2.5 children, stands up, sometimes in their parallel UL't'k:o:, 
sometimes in a group on the :floor, to read to a pupil-teacher. 
Each child in order reads a single sentence so low, and in such a 
Babel of sound, that it is with the utmost difficulty heard by the 
teacher, and only half heat;d, if hcm·d at all, by the rest of the 
class. When tho child comes to a word which he does not know, 
he simply spells it letter by letter, ami then, without making any 
attempt to find it out for himself, looks up at the teacher, who 
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forthwith to save trouble pronounces the word. No attempt is 
matle to teach the art of divi~ion into syllables, and the old method 
of spclling,scems universally discarded. The lesson goes on, and at 
the end caeh scholar has perhaps read two sentences, and heard t!iree 
or four more, but it would be difficult to say what he had learnt. 

In hardly a single school that I went to was the reading what it 
ought to be either in respect of expression or in merely mecha~ 
nical facility. By far the best specimen which I met with, taking 
the age of the children into consideration, was in the Bradford 
workhouse. I found three boys from 8 to 10 years of age who 
read fluently a difficult portion of a leading article in the "Times," 
of which they could not understand a line. When they came to a 
long word, they went steadily and unerringly through it by 
the syllables. Though of a decidedly low physical organization, 
they had acquired the art very completely. The girls I found 
usually better readers than the boys, and some of the female pupil
teachers at Bradford gave admirable lesson:~; but generally speak
ing, reading is the weakest point in school instruction, aml taught 
with the least intelligence. 

The impression which an examinaliun of a good many private rriva.tc schools 

schools left on my minu, is that in none of their grades are they equal ~~~ft~.r to 

in efficiency with the best public school::!, having the same aim. 
I met with some dames who taught reading very intelligently, Infant school 

but the best of them, though far surpassing a monitor or a second superiortodame 
'l h • bl' J 1 .1' .I -1 h school, rate pu1'1 -teac cr m a pu IC sc 100, u1u not prouuce t e same 

general result on their scholars as a n·ally good iufant school, such 
as ~lisa Abercromby's, Christ Church, Bradford. The school
ma~ters almost universally say that children from an infant school 
make much better scholars than those from dame schools, and it is 
by no means difficult, as I proved several times, to recognize them 
when they m·e mixed in a class with others. They exhiuit a 
marked superiority, both in intelligence and in manner. 

In the more pretentious private sehools, I found that thP- Comparison of 
writing was usually as good and the copy· books frequently much pu.blic andh 

1 
t I . h . II' I I I l II' ( . pr•vntc sc oo s. nea er, t wn 1s t e case m pu 1 IC sc 100 :l; t 1e ora spe mg owmg, 

I believe, to the use of the spelling-book) very nearly as good; 
the dictation much worse, in fact, abominable; the arithmetic 
much less sound when brought to the test, and the higher subjects, 
grammar and the rest, almost nominal. The reading, thowrh 
universally vile in expression, was not unfrcquently at least equ~l, 
as far ns mechanical facility is concerned, to the standard of an 
average public school. Indeed, I very much doubt if any pul.lio 
school could teach it so quickly as was done in some small schools 
of this class which I visited. On· the whole, however, it is certain 
that tl1ese private school,; cannot compare in efficiency with a 
good public school. In the larger ones, the scholnril are half' 
their time doing nothing. The system of teachinrr beinrr almost 
wl1olly individual, each child can command but ~ ver; minute 
fraction of the master's attention. In a school like ~Ir. Wrigley's 
on the other hand, the childl'cn are never left a moment to them· 
selves; every minute is economized and turned to use. 

I' 2 
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Perhaps, however, the most marked superiority of the good public 
schools over the private, con~ists in the activity of mind and lire
liness of attention which is Yisible in their scholar~. In the one 
all is eagerness and emulation; in the other, one ia struck Lv the 
lounging, listless air which pervades the place. I mv but one 
private establishment,-a large school taught by a man of superior 
education, near Bradford,-in which there was auy appearance 
of. lively alacrity. In the good public schooh, it was nry 
pleasant to see the eagerness to learn and the liking for bein()' 
examined and tested, which the scholars cli~playccl; catecheti~ 
int!truction bas the Lest effects in this rc~pect. 

TrrE liALF-TDlE SYSTE:Ir. 

Half·time plan. This ii!, perhap~, the most fitting opportunity for speaking of 
that which is the moEt ch:.uacteristic feature of the educational 
system in my di6tricts, the operation of the educational clauses in 
the Factory Acts. 

How it is carried The moue in which the hn.lf-timc plan is canied out is alrr.ost 
out. universally ns follows :-EYcry child between the agci! of eight 
0 and 13, working in a factory, spends half the day, from G A.~r. to 

12 noon, or from 1 P.)I. to 6 P.l£., in the mill. During the other 
half, i.e. from 1.30 P.)f. to 4.30 r.JI., or from 9 A.l\I. to 12 noon, 
it is in school. Periodically, in some cases monthly, in others 
weekly, the morning and afternoon batches of children in each 
mill change turns, so as to effect an equitable division of school
time and work. On Friday the schoolmaster makes up f.,r eYery 
mill, from which short-timers are sent to him, a record of the 
attendance or absence of each child ·for every day of the past 
week; without this certificate of previous school attendance, it is 
illegal to continue to employ a child. If absence has extem1ed to 
the whole week, the child cannot be employed at all; if it has 
been but partial, for one or two days, it is the practice to compel 
the offender to make up for the lost school time by an mhlitional 
attendance of an equal, or, as the rule is in some faetoricB, a double 
time, by way of compensation. Schools, being open only fire days 
in the 'reek, a short-timer is in :::chool something less on an ::werage 
than 15 hours a week, from which must be deducted for each day 
not less than half an hour for prayers, an interval of recreation, 
and various interruptions. The time, therefore, during which a 
short-timer is under effective instruction is very short im1ced; 
short as it is, however, in the case of girls, a large portion is 
abstracted for teaching sewing. J\Iixcd schools devote usually 
about an hour and a half, girls' schools about an hour and three
quarters, to this purl1ose daily; and, as in a majority of ca~es, by a 
stupid arrangement, the needlework lesson is given oni

1
y i~ the 

afternoon, a mill girl may, during her afternoon turn, astmg a 
week or a month, as th'e case may be, have not more than an. hour 
a day for intellectual instruction. Indeed, iu not n few pnvate, 
and some public schools, needlework takes up the whole afterno.on, 
and the girls may be left for a whole month without even hanng 
a reading lesson. 
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Two great aclrantages are claime<.l by its friends for this half-Its advantages, 

time plan. . 
1. The testimony of schoolmasters and the school registers 1. In regularity 

_ ,.k h 1 · 1 · f ] l tl of attendance. au ·e s ow t 1at 1t promotes regu anty o attenc nnce so ong as 1e 
children remnin npon the books of a school. The omission of one 
day's schooling involves the loss of two days' wages, sometimes of 
more, and parents are not likely to let whims of their own, or of 
their children, stand so directly in the way of their interest. T'o 
balance this adrantage, however, there iR, in large towns where Incbr~l~ted f 
f: . . d 1 . I . ffiOIIYO actones are numerous, an mcreasc tenc cncy m s wrt-tlmcrs to scholars. 

change schools. Almost every millowner, as I have said, virtually 
compels his short-timers to go to some particular school, public or 
private, which he adopts as his own; and as there is always plenty 
of masters whose employment is unpopular, nnd plenty of parents 
ready to send their children from place to place for the slightest 
real or imaginary advantage, the migrations are constant, and the 
changes in schools excessive. In Bradford, this evil prevails to an 
incredible degree. In one half-time school, where the average 
attendance was but 137, there had been 260 admissions during the 
past year; and though the evil is somewhat less in Rochdale, 
owing to the fact that the schools have more of a monopoly, it is 
still very great. The largest school there, with about 280 factory 
children on its books, admitted last year 249, without increasing 
its total number to any considerable extent. 

2. N ex.t it is said that it prolon•rs the period durin()' which ~· In lengthen· 
' . . • . o , o Ill" the school 

parents are w1llmg that the1r ch1ldren should contmue at school. pe~iod. . 
There <!an be no doubt that the hnlf-timers in general are at Half-timers stay 

scltool at a later age than the day scholars; in fact, they nearly to a later age; 

all remain till 13, the practical limit of school life ; but it by no 
means follows, that the total length of time durin()' which they 
have been at school is proportionally greater. -I satisfied myself, but come later 
by repeated questions to individual children, and by an inspection also. 

of school registers both at Rochdale and Bradford, that on the 
average, halftime children, at the commencement of their work 
have been a much shorter time previously at school than day 
scholars of the same age. The following analysis of the admission 
register of the Rochdale Parochial School is a fair specimen of a 
large number which I made:~ 

Half-Timers, - Day Scholars, 

XumlJer of Scholars who hnd prcviou>ly 
. been at School. 

13 1 5 4 3 2 1 17 12 4 1<1 - 2 2 1 2 11 11 8 11 1 1 2 i 18 10 9 22 . -· 4 2 4 3 4 25 9 15 21 1 4 6 7 25 8 8 3 2 9 2~ 12 51 - - - - - -- -
J:l 72 G3 GO 36 16 7 1 :300 G 2C 41 32 25 13 3 147 
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This shows distinctly, that though the averarre arre on admission 
of the half-timers is much greater than that ~f the Jay scholars 
who enter between tLe half-time years, their avera(l'e school period 
before admission is much less. 

0 

I am afraid that it is the prospect of CJmpulsorv education 
which is at the bottom of this exceptional neglect, and this I found 
to be the opinion of those best qualified to judge. The knowledrre 
that a child must go to school at a later period of its life, mak~s 
its parents more careless during its earlier years. This is the 
great blot on the half-time system on its present footing. It is 
not too much to say, that at Bradford, at any rate, it renders it to 
a great degree nugatory for good. By way of further illustration, 
from another point of view, of the extent to which the evil 
prevails, I append an analysis of 196 consecutive admissions of 
mill girls at a very meritorious girls' school (:\Iodel Schools, 
Manchester Road, Bradford,) showing the age of each child, and 
the position she took on first entry:-

Classes. 

- Total. 

1. I 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
I 

C' 
- ! 1 2 2 11 - 16 - -

xii. . - 7 4 19 10 26 3 69 

Ages xi. . - 3 4 12 6 16 1 42 

x. - - 1 
: 

4 6 6 18 3 38 

ix. - - - 5 4 2 8 - 19 

viii. - - - I 1 2 3 5 l 12 -----
Total - 11 19 45 29 84 8 j 

Nearly half (92) enter in the !5th and 6th classes, unable to 
read more than the alphabet and words of one syllable, no farther 
advanced, in fact, than they ought to have been at six ; and yet 
amonl)"st them are 40 girls above 12 yenrs of age who cnn have no 
time before they ultimately leave school altogether to master even 
the lowest rudiments of learning. At another girls' school in 
Bradford I found a class of 29 mill girls,-

1 aged 13 
7 " 12 
8 " ll 
8 " 10 
1 " 9 
4 " 8 

. of whom it might be said that they could not read at all. Screral 
of the older ones had not been to school more than a few months, 
and that years previously. The case is but little bette~· with the 
boys. Everywhere the lower cla"ises are crammed mth them, 
passing the later period of their school time und~r the lowest grade 
of instruction, drudging hopelessly amongst cluldren many years 
younger than themselyes, and finally.leavin~ ~chool unable. to read 
a simple narrative w1th understandillg, wntmg a most miserable 
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scrawl, and incorupetent to do more than a simple addition or 
subtraction sum in arithmetic. In Rochdale the evil is perhaps 
not quite so conspicuous, owing to the fact that the children 
commence factory work a good deal earlier in lifc,-but the same 
disposition to neglect exists, though its c.onsequcnces are partially· 
averted by the circumstance that the period of compulsory educa-
tion is longer. · 

It seems to me that in many public schools in which the two fHalf-tim
1
ers 

1 
k' d f I ' d h ' f ·h h If. , requent y no m s o sc 10lars are m1xe , t e mterests o t e a -tuners are fairly dealt 
made to bend too much to those of the day scholars. The time with in public 

bl , f d h 1 , , bl d' , , f schools. ta e 1s o ten so arrange t at t 1ere 1s no eqmta e !VISIOn o 
lessons between morning and afternoon, and in consequence a 
half-timer may go on a whole week or month with little or no 
instruction in writing or some other important :mbject. Needle-
work is certainly a difficulty even under the best arrangements, 
but in very few half-time schools is any attempt made to inter
sperse it amongst the other instruction in a rational way; A few 
teachers divide it fairly between morning and afternoon,-but 
much more frequently it is assigned exclusively to one por_tion of 
the day, so that the half-time girls during one half of their time 
have no sewing at all, during the other half hardly anything else. 
The half-timers are, it is easy to see, very frequently looked on as 
a nuisance. . Generally speaking, they spring from a lower grade 
of society than the day scholars,-have somewhat. ruder manners, 
and give more trouble, without being more profitable, than half 
their number of full-time children. Some of the schools in receipt 
of Government aid, as the Bradford Borough West Bl'itish schools 
and the Rochdale Wesleyan school refuse to take them at all. 

The private factory schools in the Rochdale district are on the Private factor) 
whole very unsatisfactory. I did not find a really good one, schools bad. 

though two or three were fairly efficient. At least five which I 
visited, two close to the town and the rest in the outlying districts, 
are schools only in name, and a complete fraud upon the Factory 
Acts. In two, taught in cottage rooms by old incapacitated weavers, 
hardly any of the children learnt writing, and none could do more 
in the way of reading than scramble through an easy verse in the 
New Testament. Yet one of these schools provided education for 
50 and the other for 18 half-time children. In another I found 
not less than 60 girls, chiefly short-timers, crowded into a fright-
fully hot room so tightly that it was almost impossible for them 
to move, with desk room for about 10, and apparently hardly any 
instruction given except a little reading and sewing. Schools like 
these answer the purpose for which they are established, of givinO" 
formal certificates of school attendance,-and so Ion(]' as they hav~ 
the support of the neighbouring millowners they may set at 
nought the competition of better schools, and the remonstrances of 
parents whose children they sacrifice. The Factory Inspectors may 
undoubtedly refuse to accept the certificates of a very inefficient 
school,-but the standard of competency which they feel them-
selves authorized to exact is very low, and their authority in this 
matter to be very sparingly exercised. 
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Under these combined disadvantages the system has not fair 
play, and the actual results which it produces are no measure of 
the results which it might pro<luce. It can only be seen in per~ 
fection in a small place where there is onlyone school to which all 

· the millowners must send their short-timers, and of this I had no 
example in my districts. 

Possible effi· The question of the possible efficiency of half-time as compareJ 
~:~f~s~~~~i~~ with full-time instruction is peculiarly a question for school

masters. I found a remurkabl~ concurrence of opinion amongst 
Inferior to full them on this topic. It is universally admitted that under similar 
time. 

conditions of attendance, half-time teaching cannot, as some 

But nearly 
equal to it. 

enthusiasts have said, produce as great a result as full-time, and as 
far as my own experience extends, I noticed a general superiority in 
the day scholars over the half-timers, when a fair comparison coulU 
be made between them. Take, by way of illustration, the follow
ing analysis of the classes of the Rochdale school, one of about 
40 which I made. All the children under half-time age are 
omitted, and II. and D. stand for half-timers and day scholar3 
re~pec.tively :-

.Age of Scholars. 

Total. 

Classes. 8 9. 10 11 12 13 

------ ---- .-~ 

D. II. D. II. D. H. D. ll. D. II. D. H. D. ll • 

. ---:- -
I, I - 2 - 13 3 20 6 15 17 6 4 57 30 

II. 1 - 9 2 11 6 7 i 6 12 3 2 37 2~ 

III. 5 - 8 1 13 1 7 ll 2 11 - 1 35 25 

IV. 7 - 9 2 8 10 2 15 - 6 1 1 27 3·' 

V. 16 1 8 2 i 14 - u 1 18 - - 32 49 

VI. 22 4 11 10 - 14 1 16 1 12 - 1 35 57 

vrr.: 13 1 3 8 3 11 - 5 a - - 19 :28 

VIII. 6 a 1 9 - 11 - 10 - 5 - 1 7 39 

·-------
10 ; 249 Total - 71 9 51 a4 55 70 37 84 25 84 10 291 

After m~kin(J' all allowances for the disadvantages under 'rhich 
half-timers lab~~r, the superiority of the day scholars, which an 
impection of the table will show at. ~nee, is too marked to ~e 
accounted for, except on the supposition that the mode of thetr 
instruction is more effective. 

But ndmittin(J' this general superiority, the schoolmasters who 
h:we had experi~nce of both plans are unanimous. in saying that half
time tenchin(J' is far more nearly eqtial to full-t1tne than would be 
supposctl. Some go so far ns' to assert ~hat it ·is "very n~arly. ns 
good." All admit that a doubl~ ~chool-t1me produces notl;mg l1kc 
a double result. Thus, Mr. Wngley, who~e long expenenee of 
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both pl.ms, sfde by aide, entitles his opinion to great weight, says, 
" Compnrin(J' the half-time instruction with the full-time instruc
'' tion, the r~sults obtained are, as nearly as I can express, in the 
" ratio of two to three." What is certain is, that good half-time 
teaching begun at 9, and continued tilll3, is abundantly sufficient 
to furni~h a child of aYernge cnpacity with a sound elementary 
education. At present neither millowners, p::trents, nor school
masters gire. it fair play. Yet even under all drawbacks, the 
standard of a good half-time school is very much above the 
average level which prevails throughout the country, and I myself 
met with scores of hnlf-timers, indebted for all they knew to the 
system, who woultl bear comparison with the best specimens which 
the other plan could turn out. 

I made 8pecial inr:tuiry as to the effect which the morning's Etr~ct of halt~ 
laboUl' had upon the afternoon children in respect of their atten- ~~~~s~S~~ ~~ 
tireness and disposition to learn. Two masters only professed to learn. 

£nu them sleepy and listless. The rest, including all the best 
teachers, had noticed no difference in this respect between morning 
and afternoon. On the general question of the effect of the union 
of work and schooling, I heard no opinion that it was disadvan-
tageous, while I was informed by three or four masters of great 
experience that the regular habit of mind engendered by systematic 
labour has the effect of making the short-timers mQre steady 
learners, and more attentive to instruction than the day scholars; 
and that to the factory child the school, when curried on with 
spirit, presents itself as a relief from toil, not as an irksome 
bu~iness, opprc£sive by its length, and wearisome fron1 its mono-
tonous repetition. 

I may add that the half--time system is highly popular. It is Half-time , 
true that as far as the operative class is concerned, the favour with sys!cm popular. 

which it i:3 regarded may be greatly, if not chiefly, due to the fact 
that it shortens the houri! of labour, as well as enforces education. 
X eYertheless, I was always assured by working men that there is 
no desire on their part that the educational clauses should be 
repealed, e-ven if the restrictions on the hours of labour could be 
at the same time retained. Compulsory education in the form 
1vhich it assumes under the Factory Acts, is certainly not looked 
upon as a hardohip by those whom it principnlly affects. As to 
the millowners, I was leu to believe that the large majority of 
them approve the plan, though not a few feel themselves excep-
tionally treat cU. by the law as it stands. Undoubtedly, this feelin(J' 
of unequal treatment operates with some; indeed I have heard {t 
aYOI>()cl ~everal times to discourage them from doinO' more than 
the minimum which the law requires. It is naturally"irritatinO' to 
find yourself subject to restrictions and penalties from which your 
next neigbbour is exempt, apparently for no other reason than that 
it i:'S more difficult to impose them in his case. On the whole, 
howcrer, thou6h the manufacturers dislike the trouble which the 
half-timers gire, and diEpense with them, in consequence, as far as 
thcv can, you hear few objections to the present system. 

The Print Works Act was only in operation 'in two schools Print Works 
. Ac~ 
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within my districts. In both I was given to und~ratand that it 
was made use of to a very limited extent, and conser1uently I can 
form no judgment of its merits compared with the Factory Act. 
Indeed, from an expression in a letter which I received from one 
of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools-" We seldom think the 
Print ·works Act worth acting upon,"-! presume that in most 
cases it is used not habitually, but only when a pressure of 
business renders it necessary. 

Before concluding the subject of day schools I may mention 
that my di:>tricts afforded me no opportunity to form a.judament 
as to industrial schools and workhouse schools; the former do not 
exist, and of the latter I had only one specimen. That certainly 
was highly creditable, but it would be absurd to build up a super
structure of inference upon a single example. In the endowed 
schools I could not make out that the endowment had any in
fluence one way or the other on their efficiency. The masters of 
nearly all being dependent for the greater part of their livelihood 
on paying scholars, have the same motives for activity as others. 
As to appointments to these schools, there can be but little doubt 
but that the present generation of trustees would regard solely 
the interests of the schools. On the last vacancy, the trustees of 
the Rochdale Free English school, who are about equally divided 
between Unitarianism and the Church of England, appointed a 
very well educated and competent man, who is a Wesleyan. 

SuNDAY ScHOOLS. 

Sunda.y schools The Sunday schools have ceased to be places of direct secular 
whollyreligious. instruction, except to a very limited extent. The primary aim of 

their promoters is to teach religious truth and instil religious 
principles, not to provide a sub~titute for the work of the day 
school. 'Writing is universally banished, and reading is directly 
taught only to the infants and one or two of the lo\Yest classes 
during a portion of the school hours, the remainder of the time 
bein<l' employed in giving them oral religious instruction. The 
rest ~f the classes read verse by verse a portion of the Bible, either 
selected by the teacher at pleasure, or, if the school be systemati~ 
cally or(J'anized, fixed according to some printed plan, such as 
that iss;ed monthly by the Sunday School Union. In many 
schools, especially in outlying districts, where it is difficult to find 
a sufficient number of competent teachers, little more than the 
mere reading is attempted. In the higher class of schools, how
ever, the teachers are more carefully chosen, and are expected to 
prepare themselves thoroughly during the week in the lesson 
appointed for the Sunday, so as to be able to point out its meaning 
and explain its difficulties. The Bible lesson comprises nearly the 
whole of Sunday school instruction; singing, prayer, and in Dis· 
sentin()' schools a short address from the superintemlent of the day, 
fill up 

0

the time that remains. 
Not more than two hours on each Sunday are effectively em

ployed in teaching, and when it is considered that the attendance 
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is wry irregnla1, nvt more than 65 per cent. of the scholars on 
the average being actually present, that the teachers are generally 
very far from efficient, and that all secular instruction is as far as 
possible e~chewed, it is obvious that the Sunday school is in a 
direct sense a very feeble auxiliary to the day school: The utmost 
that it can possibly effect in the way of secular instruction, and 
this I found it did in some cases, is to teach a child the rudiments 
of reading. 

Its indirect effects, however, both in encouraging and pre- Indirect secular 
serving education, are without doubt very great in districts suchetrccts great. 

as mine, in which the system is carried out with great zeal and . 
vigour. 

1. The Sunday school organizr.:tion is made the basis and start- 1. They en
ina: !)Oint of other educational efforts. At Rochdale many of the ~ourage muttual 
~ , . , l h , b . 1mprovemen 

prine1pal D1ssentmg schoo s ave estabhshed, es1des Bible classes, societies. 
Mutual Improvement Societies for the purpose of encouraging 
original composition and conversational discussion of topics of 
general interest. Each week one of the members· is chosen to 
write an essay on some selected suhject, which is read at the next 
meeting, and afterward:3 discmsed and criticised in a kind of 
friendly debate. But on the whole these societies are languidly 
supported, and to judge from the earnest way in which I heard 
their supporters at a public meeting exhort the members to choose 
subjects of which they knew something, and not to extract their 
essays bodily from encyclopedias, they are not very efficiently 
conducted. 

2. A more important contribution to education made by Sunday 2, Also night 
schools is the establishment of night schools in connexion with schools. 
them. In Rochdale there are, 15 of this description, with 797 
scholars; in Bradford, 12, with 563 scholars. The teachers are 
all voluntary and the instruction gratuitous, but the attendance 
appears to be very irregular and desultory. 

3. In addition to these advantages, the Sunday schools, almost~· Le!1ding 
without exception, maintain lending libraries, amountin()' fre- hbrams. 
quently to several hundred volumes', for free circulation a~ongst 
the teachers and scholars. The books, for the most part, are of a 
religious cast, but the more modern libraries contain a considerable 
nm~ber of amusing works, stories, travels, and the like. These 
are largely circulated, and afford a valuable opportunity of recrea-
tion and improvement to many persons who might, without it, be 
in danger of losing what they had acquired at the day school. 
In many schools, too, besides this circulation of books, induce-
ments are held out to scholars to subscribe ·to cheap periodicals, 
which are thus sold in very large quantities indeed. • 

4. The importance of the Sunday school, however, when re- 4. They supply 
O'arded merel v from a secular point of view, is perhaps the {l'reatest !Uore or. less 
p " h } 1 b 1 ~ InstructiOn to m reference to t e sc 10 ars a ove. t 1e day school age, espemally to adulls who . 
febmalebs: . Th

1
e number tof tkhesef1s verhy great, as ,f~ill.appear from ;:~~~~!~:;;Ise 

t e su ~omec statemen ta en rom t e returns urmshed to me " 
Qn the subject. 
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NuMBER OF SuNDAY ScHOLARS. 

Between 
13-15. Above 15. Total. 

-·-
1!. ~~~-~ 111. F. Total. 

----------
Rochdale . . . 1,415 1,5GO 11,761 3,287 3,176 4,8-t7 8,023 

Bradford . - - 1,381 1,240 1,415 2,460 2,i96 3,700 6,496 
I 

The great mass of this l:trge number of persons would be under 
no educational influence whatever but for the Sunday school. 
Through its means, however, they hare at any rate a weekly 
opportunity of reading, without which, debarred as they are for 
the most p:trt by householcl duties from the night eehool, the 
mechanics' institute, and the other means of instruction open to 
men, they might be in danger of losing altogether the small stock 
of knowledge which they had acquired as children. ' 

A~o~nt of With regard to scriptural and doctrinal instruction, I was given 
rellg10us know- d d h h 1 d' 1 d · ] bl ledge acquired. to un erstan t at t e upper c aEses 1sp aye -very conm era e 

knowledge, and that the teachers frequently took a great deal of 
trouble in the week to prepare for the Sunday's lesson; but I 
suspect that in the lower, very little goes on but the reading. 
The number of teachers required is so great that it is impossible, 
even in towns, to find a sufficient number of persons really com
petent to give specific religious instruction in a profitable way. 
The patrons of the schools universally complain of this defect, 
and some, particularly in the Church schools, have week-day 
classes of teachers, in order to prepare them for their Sunday's 
work, and to give unity and vigour to the conduct of the school. 

9n tdhe wh
1
ole1 Admitting all drawbacks, however, Sunrlay schools in my dis-

:sun ay sc Joo s • • • h d b b fi . 1 ] . 1 . fl haveabeneficial trJCts exercise, w1t out ou t, a very ene em ec ncatwna m u-
educationa1 in- ence. They do interest thousands, who without the opportunity 
tluence. h Ir d ld b ' ' ·• I ' 11 1 11 1' ' . t ey auor wou e mactive, m t 1e mte ectua as we as re 1g10us 

Evening 
schools •. 

improvement of their neighbours; they bring, to some extent., the 
more uncultivated portion of the people into contact with more 
instructed minds; and they supply a weekly recurring intellectual 
stimulus,-fecble prqbably, but still a stimulus,-to multitudes 
whose minds without them would absolutely stagna~e. It would 
be foreign to the purpose of this Report to speak of the social nnc.l 
specifically religious influence, which in the northern districts· they 
ex:rt, but it is undoubtedly very great indeed. 

EvENING ScnooLs. 

The great number of evening schools which exists shows pretty 
plainly that they are felt to be necessary, ancl that they are 
highly popular; but in their present chaotic and .unorganized 
condition they by no means tnke the part to wluch they are 
destined in the general scheme of education. 
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I was I)articularly struck, in the schools which I visited, with Ev
1
en

1
ing 

, l , l ]' l ,1 O . I sc 10 ars very the anxtety to learn w uc 1 was c 1sp aycu. n one occasiOn was zealous. 
examining a class of young men at Rochdale when the hour for 
breaking up arriwd. I wa>; about to stop, when one of the scholars 
appealed to me as follows,-" Go thou on, we want as much as we 
can (l'et for our money." In another school at Bradford, I found 
a cla~s most industriously leaming reading and arithmetic at once. 
Each Echolar had by his side a Bible and a slate; when his turn 
came he read his -rcrBe, laid down his book the instant he hnd 
fiuisheu, and then went on with his sum till the circuit was again 
completed. The same eagerness was almost univcrsa1ly noticeable, 
though it is quite true that consiuemble numbers wh_o begin with 
zeal while the thing is new, fall aw!ly when the novelty has worn 
off, and they discover that to learn is more laborious and tedious 
than they had imagined. 

The proO"ress made is frequently extraordinarily great. I met Progress made 
several yo~ng men working practice nncl proportion very fairly, great. 

who at the commencement of the school season could barely do 
simple addition and subtraction, and some of the advanced classes 
showed excellent results in grammar and composition. ' 

But on the whole the evening schools are by no means on a Properprol"ioce 
sati~factory footinC"I' of evemog 

~ o· schools. 
They would seem to have three functions to fulfil,-
1. To supply rudimentary instruction to those who have been 

neglected in youth. 
2. To carry on without interruption the elementary instruction 

supplied by the day schools. ' 
3. To provide secondary education to adults who are sufficiently 

grounded in elementary knowledge. . 
The first object is to a certain extent attained at present. At 

the private night schools, which are scattered up and down, 
reading and writing may be acquired from the beginning. And 
I suspect that however elaborate a system may be established, 
there will always be a large number of persons, who, from an 
unwillingness to expose their utter want of instruction, would 
prefer a small private school where they would be less observed. 

The second object is altogether lost sight of. ·when a child 
leaves the day school it is cut adrift. There is no natural con
tinuation of the day school, and to go on with the education in 
progress requires.an effort of will and of choice at the very time 
when the temptations of liberty and thoughtlessness are stronO'est. 

The third object is also almost entirely ignored, from what~ver 
cause the neglect may arise, whether from the difficulty of finding 
teachers, or the absence of demand on the part of scholars. 

It may be perhaps denied that the last-mentioned object is 
within the scope of any State system of education. Be this as it 
may, the two first e.m?race no furt~er aims than are already 
undertaken by the ex1stmg plan. It 1s assumed that elementary 
instruction is necessary for children ; it must be at least equally 
necessary for young men and women. Add to this the indubitable 
fact, that under the present ·conditions of the efficiency of schools 
and the attendance of children, a very large portion of the people 
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do not, and perhaps cannot, get a sufficient ellucation at the day 
schools, and it would seem to follow, that any general scheme of 

. education which throws its whole strength into day schools is only 
· ~e~:~~~i~~- doing ~al_f its work. In answer, therefore, to the inquiry of !he 
ate e;-:tension of Comm1ss10ners ''what means may be adopted for the exten::;wn 
evemngschools. " and improvement" of the evening schools, I venture to make 

the following very humble suggestion:-That in considerable 
towns, when a school applies for State assistance, it should be 
required to show, . as a condition precedent, that its scheme of 
education is complete, embracing night as well as day-instruction. 
I do not mean that every day school should be required to maintain 
an independent evening school, but that security should be taken 
that, concurrently with day schools, there should be an adequate 
supply of night schools as well. This might be done by esta
blishing under central pressure federations of day schools of all 
denominations receiving Gov.ernment aid, for the single purpose of 
feeding and maintaining one secular night school in connexion 
with each, and supported with the whole influence of each. The 
day scholars might then, on the conclusion of their day school 
period, be passed on to the night school as the natural continuation 
of their education course; and there can be no doubt that the 
efficient masters, who gain influence with the scholars and their 
parents, might do this to a very great extent. 

The central night school must, of course, have profe~sional 
masters, and trained and paid a~sistant-teacheri', and it woulJ be 
easy, I should think, to elaborate some scheme by which the con
nexion with each day school should be made intimate and marked. 

With respect to the cost there would be, I imnginc, but little 
difficulty. -

1. The attendance would be yery great, if one may judge from 
the actual number of evening scholars in the present Ycry 
inferior schools; and as almost nll the pupils would be 
actually at work, and few would be married, the school 
fees might be tolerably high. 

2. The subscriptions would be large. All denominations might 
join in supporting establishments which would be secular 
in their nature, and which no one would de;:,ire to see other 
than secular. And evening schools are prech:ely the insti
tutions which command most liberality and zeal, witness 
the interest taken in the Female Educational Institute, 
the Church Literary Institute, and other similar establish~ 
ments in Bradford. 

3. No new builuings and apparatus would be necessary. The 
existing school-rooms would be ample. 

But even if the expense were great, it would be better, I 
think, to reduce the number of day schools than to le:n-e the 
evenin()' schools alto()'ether neo·lccted. For example, there are at 
Bradfo~d at this tiX:e 41 day~ schools, and there will shortly be 
more, receivin()' Government aid. At the same time there are 
hundreds of children every year leaving these very schools with 
nothinO" more than the most rudimentary instruction, which, unless 
it be c~ntinuecl ancl extended, will be of very little value indeed. 
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Would it not be better worth while to give thid large class of 
children the opportunity of getting an education which is some
thin()' more than a name, than to go on establishing more and 
mor~ day schoolt:, whose chief effect at present would be to attract 
a number of scholars who without them would get elementary 
instruction in private schools 1 

RrsuLTS. 

I haYe now arrived at the last question into which I was R~ults of edu
directed to inquire, "the intellectual results of education" amongst catwn. 

the working class. 
I understand by the phrase " intellectual results " two things:

First, the amount of actual knowledge and power over 
processes which has been acquired through the education 
given; 

Secondly, the effect which education has produced upon the 
intellectual habits and condition of the people. 

·with reference to the first question, I have already spoken of the Amount of 
amount of attainments usually acquired by children at the day ac1J~al kno~ed.-

I I bl f ]. , d'i!l' . . ~'"'t>e acquu school. n a to era e power o reac mg, very m 1uerent wr1tmg, 
and an imperfect acquaintance with the first four rules of 
arithmetic, is summed up the average equipment of secular 
knowledge with which the great majo1~ty of children enter upon 
Korking life. Comparath·ely few proceed at once to the evening 
EchooL If they do, it is usually for the purpose of proceeding a 
little further with elementary instruction, not to acquire a 
secondary education. If they do not, my experience of evening 
scholars and the testimony of working men would lead me to 
belieYe, that excepting the power of reading they rapidly lose their 
day-Echool acquirements. Reading, however, is almost uni\ersally Reading most 
practi~ed, C;hiefly but not exclusively in the two branches of popular an~ 
politics and fiction. The circulation of new~papers and cheap much practised. 

weekly periodicals is perfectly enormous, and I was constantly 
told by the stationers, and I believe with perfect truth, that no 
class takes mch delight in reading as the working class. By way 
of Epecirnen of the variety of interests which prevail; I subjoin a 
list of a few hooks which I myself faw issued in succession to 
working men from the library of the co-operative store, Roch· 
dale,-

Yolney's Ruins of Empires. Burton's .Anatomy of 
Hazlitt's Essays. Melancholy. 
Redgauntlet. J\Iary Barton. 
Howitt's Rural Life. Gilbert Gurney. 
Thackeray's Irish Sketch Eook. Bolingbroke's Letters. 
Roscoe's Life of Leo X. Cooper's Water Witch. 
::\Iarryatt's Pirate. Forbes' Tour in Ireland. 
Peregrine Pickle. Childe Harold. 

. ~his Yariety of cl.oice in~icates at any rate a lively cu1~osity, ~usell!-ent.the 
1f 1t does not prove the ex1stcnce of a sound imtruction. The ~~;;!ect m 
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na~ural cravi~g for recreation i3 tl1e .secret of ~l1i3 g1'<:::tt popu
!anty o~ reaclmg. Orer and oYer agam I met 'nth youn.;r peot;le 
m eremng ~chools, who had come to' learn became they conlJ 
not bear to be deprived of the pleasure derivable from boo!,s, 
which they see every, one about them enjoying. Dut as ftr as 
I could make out, serious study for the purpose of sclf-improre
ment is far less common, ns indccc1 is the case in all ch::sc3 of 
society. It is found that lectures, unle33 they have somctl1in"' 
rhetorical to season them, and scientific cbsse8, attract but yery 
few attendants. Partly this is owing to their inferior cp1ality, 
partly, to the low stamlard of elementary instruction which pre
nils, but chiefly, no doubt, to the fact, to which every worUng 
man whom I asked bore emphatic testimony, that after a day 
spent in manual toil, a man is very rnrely di~powl for aily Lut 
light and amusing occupations. 

It is true there are exceptions. It is quite common to meet 
with workmen who can converse with good sense anJ consi
derable information on the affairs of the dny, anu on general 
political topics; and a few carry on their euucation to a high point 
and become really well instructed men. I met \vith two or three 
artizans living by manual labour, who might lay claim not only 
to the posseseion of extensive general knowledge, but cren of 
liberal cultivation. Such men are the triumphs of self-in~truction, 
which, in the present conllition of the educational system, is nlmo:t 
the only sonrcc of secondary education open to the poor. On this 
point I mny quote the testimony of a distinguished man of science 
resident in the Rochdale district. " The importance of the actual 
" knowledge acquired at schools, apart from the more formal ac
" quirements of reading, writing, and arithmetic, has been much 
" exaggerated. Nine-tenths of the information posswcd by an 
" intelligent working man bas been acquired after leaving school. 
" In many cases the information of such a man on ~peci~tl sul.Jjccts 
" will compare favorably with that of persons of the middle 
" classes, or even higher classes. In Lancashire there are 
" hundreds of excellent botanists among the worki11g classes, 
" who, if examined, 'vould prohaLly be found to pos~ess more 
" knowledge on this particular subject than all the grnJnates of 
" all the univer;:;itiea in the kingdom. Kot a Ecrnp of thi;; 'ras 
" acCJ.uired at school, Lut entirely by self-instruction. There are 
" othera whose knowledge of mathematics and various branches 
" of natural history is by no means despicable. Im1ecJ the love 
" of abstract science is greater among the working clas~c.s th~n 
'' among those immediately above them. To encourage such as 
" are inclined in these pur.suits would effect much gooLl; ::mel 
" Government or rather the State, might do much by pre3enting 
" collections of good, valuable, not so-called popular, ,.,orks ou 
" science, objects illustrative of natural history, &c., scientific 
" instruments, &c., to local institutions, especially such as arc 
'( remote from towns," &c. 

II. \Vith refl'ard to the second branch of this subject, the effects 
of education °on the people, it- is impossible withiu the limits 
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prescribed, to do more than ghnce at one or two of the more 

impor~nt in ~:urrdlrn1ar! way. Th d , i! d . 1 Intellectual 
1. 1.l has rc,;,ne ~J!elr tastes.-_ e e~1re wr coarse a? amma pleasures more 

pleasures, thouO"h still far more rife than 1t ought to be, IS to some prized than 
• • o . 1 . A • t Jli t formerly. extent O'lVJllO' way to more rahona recreations. n m e gen 

love otgool music is widely diffused. Chorus singing in both 
places is a popular amusement, and in Bradford has attained to 
great perfection. A piano is by no means an uncommon piece of 
furniture in a workinO' man's house; and I have myself, on several 

o r • 
occasions, heard a very tolerable penormance m a cottage. 

DrawinO' is at present but a new thing; but to judge from the 
pleasure wl1ich the children in school:~ take in it, and its decided 
popularity with parents, it will no doubt make rapid progress. 

2. It has humanized manners.-To judge from the stories 1\Ifannerds 
' ' h h '1 h 1 · d' · f R hd l so tene ' current m the ne1g hour oou, t e out ymg 1stncts o oc a e 

must have been in a condition approaching barbarism within 
living memory. A stranger could hardly pass along the public 
road without insult and molestHtion. All that now remains of 
this rudeness is a bluntness of manner and a plainness of speech, 
which, though indicative of a certain want of sensibility, is, if I 
may judge from my own experience, as far as possible removed 
from incivility. Brutal sports, bull baiting, cock fighting, and the 
like, once the delight of the people, have almost wholly disap-
peared ; and I was given to understand that a general softening 
of the harshness of character, which is a serious hindrance to the 
spread of education, is gradually but certainly in progress. 

3. It has developed their practical common sense.-Education has Practical goodd 

h 1 h. k' h . 1 l d h' h th sensedevelope • set t e peop e t m mg on t e economiCa aws un er w IC ey 
live, and on the practical efforts which they can independently 
put forth for the bettering of their condition. Though there is 
still a lamentable deficiency in this respect, I was assured that 
saving habits and prudent foresight are much more common than Example !n 

. formerly was the case. Rochdale affords a conspicuous example ~~~i!t~~~? 
of this tendency. Fifteen years ago the "Equitable Pioneers' Rochdale. 

Co-operative Society " commenced existence with a capital of 
28l. aB a small shop on the co-operative principle. It has now 
grown into a great investment society for the savings of the poor, 
with a capital of not less than 16,0001., and does a business across 
its counters of upwards of 80,0001. a year. By its side and through 
its agency have grown up a large Corn ,\Iill society, and a Manu-· 
facturing society, which is at this moment erecting an extensive 
new mill, in order to enter at once upon the cotton manufacturino-
business. In a word, these men have for many years carried o~ 
with signal success an immense distributing trade, and are now 
attempting the still more difficult problem of producing on a great 
scale, by means of the associated savings of working men. Con~ 
sidering the enormous difficulties which surround a design of this 
kind, I considet· this to be by far the most striking example of 
working class intelligence which carne under my notice. '\Vorking 
men exclusively conceived the plan, contributell the capital, and 
conducted the management, and whatevt:r be the issue of the 

VO~ IL Q 
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present most interesting experiment, the fact that the ori(l"inal 
society has lived and prospered so long in spite of the inexperience 
of its promoters, a multitude of counsellors, and the natural 
timidity of small shareholders, cannot but be considered as a proof 
of no ordinary intelligence, sagacity, and forbearance. That both 
its existence and its success are due to the progress of education, 
does not admit of doubt. It sprang originally out of the discussion 
of social topics beyond the re:tch of the uneducated; its lcadinr:r 
spirits are men of considerable cultivation, and by way of proof 
that its members generally regard education as an ~essential 
element of their design, it is a rule of the society to deduct yearly 
two and a half per cent. from their profits "for educational pur· 
poses." In this way they expend something like 2.50!. a year in 
the maintenance of a well-supplied newsroom and of an excellent 
library, now amounting to 2,000 volumes. 

Question of the I feel quite unable, within reasonable limits, to do more than 
co1mpar1~ndvc glance at this part of the subject; but before concluding, I should 
va ue o c u- 'a , . 1 , h I 1 . .1 1 d 
cated and un- esu·e to revert to one top1c on w 11c 1ave prenous y touc 1c , 
educatedlabour. but vihich in the Instructions is assigned to this branch of the 

inqui1-y. 
I have sai<l that, so far as I can juclge, superior instruction has 

but little, if any, immediate marketable value in the ordinary 
occupations of life. In a contract with a workman the degree of 
his instruction does not form an element in the master's calcula
tion. But, nevertheless, it was the exprcesed opinion of almost 
aU the employers whom I questioned, that for every kind of work 
above mechanical drudgery, educated workmen have the advantage 
in superior qnicknes:; of observation, readiness to learn, and dcsire 
to excel. Some think that they are not so " settled" in their 
employment as less instructed men, but the general testimony 
was that education, in the main, had a tendency to make better 
workmen as well as better men. 

Hespecting its beneficial effects in a moral sense, there was no 
doubt or hesitation expressed amongst uuy class of society. 

To the Commiss·:oncrs appointed to 
In<}uire into the State of 

Popular Education in England. 

I have, &c. 
J. S. \Y J:XDEr .. 
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REPORT of AssiSTANT-CO:Ml\HSSIONER GEORGE CooDE, Esq., 
on the STATE of PoPuLAR EDuCATION in SPECIMEN MANu
FACTGRING DISTRICTS in the PooR LAW U~-:rONS of DUDLEY, 
Wor,STANTO~, NEWCASTLE-UNDER·LYNE, and STOKE-UPON· 
TRENT, in the CouNTIES of ·wARWICK and StAFFORD. 

London, August 26, 1859. 
MY LoRD DcKE Al\"D GENTLEllEN, 

IN obedience to the instructions of the Commissioners 
appointed to inquire into the state of popular education in 
England, I have completed an inquiry into the state of popular 
education in the Dudley Union, which is for the most part 
situated in the southern part of the County of ~tafford, and in the 
Unions of Stoke-upon-Trent, of W olstanton, and Burslem, and of 
Newcastle-under-Lyme, which are all in the northern parts of the 
same county. 

Having forwarded to you, according to my instructions, the 
par,ticulars of the inquiry in the statistical forms framed by the 
Commission as these particulars came to my knowledge, I have 
now only further to report upon such other matters as came 
within my obserration, and were not susceptible of a statistical 
or of a uniform mode of representation. In making this report, I 
will, in compliance with your instructions of the 2d of .A.prill859, 
follow the order of the printed instructions prepared by the 
Commissioners for the guidance of the Assistant Commissioners, 
combining under each respective head the observations applicable 
to all the Unions to which my inquiry extended. 

But it is necessary, in the first place, to describe some of the 
leading characteristics by which these districts are distinguished 
the one from the other, in respect of some natural and economical 
relations of their populations by which the state of education 
is mainly affected. 

. THE DGDLEY UNION. 

The Dudley Union, in which I commenced my inquiry on the 
19th of October 1858, and terminated it on the 29th of January 
1859, comprises four parishes, viz., Dudley, Tipton, Sedgeley, 
and Rowley Regis, the area of the whole being 17,984 acres, and 
bearing at the last census a population of 106,530. 
. What is an important consideration in this inquiry, each of 
these parishes is subdivided into church districts, each with its 
National school, the incumbents and curates of which are now 
'he most active agents in the extension of education to the poor •.. 
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The whole of this Union is Eituated in the midst of a di:;trict 
distinguished from all others by its natural advantages for the 
working and use of coal in combination with the production of iro.n. 

The great iron district of South Stafford,;hire is great by it.5 
vast and concentrated productiveness, not by its superficial extent, 
which does not anywhere exceed ten miles in length or five miles 
in breadth, or an area of considerably less than 50 square milc-s on 
the whole. This district is known as "the black country," by 
which the asped of its surface, everywhere nearly covered with 
the waste banks of pitg and the scorioo of smelting works, and its 
permanent dense atmosphere of smoke, arising from innumerable 
coke hearths, furnaces, and shafts, are well designated. \Yithin 
this district, and nearly in its centre, lies the Dudley Union, 
comprising an area of rather more than one-half of the whole, or 
about 28 square miles. 

Coal-fields, beds of ironstone and clav, rocks of limestone and 
sandstone of Tastly greater dimension"s exist elsewhere; but 
here in this district all these are assembled together in the 
smallest known space near to the surface, and capable of being 
gotten by the smallest expenditure of capital and labour. . 

Much of these natural riches is at the very surface of the 
ground. A shaft of 110 to 150 yards in depth commonly paEses 
through beds of ironstone, said to yield more in a given space 
than any others known, through beds of coal of thickness un
paralleled in this country (sometimes with slight partings reaching 
SO feet or more), and through brick and fire-clay of the most 
valuable kinds, not only for the furnaces and constructions 
necessary for the manufacture of iron, but equally valuable in 
most of the arts in which fire is largely employed, and for which 
great quantities both in a raw state and made up are exported 
abroad. 

All this mineral wealth is to be had for the taking. The 
owners draw prodigious revenues, letting their properties on terms 
to facilitate the most rapid extraction of the material from the 
earth, and to assure to every adventurer possessing ordinary energy 
and some sobriety a rapid and often an enormous fortune, and 
these adventurers in their turn allure to the work, by high 
wages, a great and ever-increasing but always insufficient popula
tion of rude labourers. 

All the operations involved are such as to require in the mass 
of the labourers employed great bodily strength and endurance, 

· but little skill of any kind, and no kind of intellectual or moral 
cultivation. Indeed many prosperous employers are found con
ducting very large operations who have themselves risen from the 
lowest occupations in the pit or at the furnace or the forge, and 
have never acquired the rudiments of writing or of reading, or 
any other language but collier's English. But these must all 
necessarily be gifted with shrewdness, and must have habits of con
tinued application, vigilance, and sobriety. Such qualities are by 
no means required in the mass of their labourers, who are, if they 
have strength and the skill sufficient to use a pick or run a truck, 
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sure of e:~rnin~s that will enable them to live at nll times in cou,rse 
plenty, varied by frequent and gross excess, Their heavy labour 
anu its consequent exhaustion requiring refreshment is, in almost 
all ca~e;::, the pretext for excessive drinking of the strong ale of the 
country; and the excuse is more readily admitted for those emM 
ployed in occupations in which they are exposed to a high tem
perattll'e. Little other relaxation is commonly attainable by this 
class of men. 'Vhat is provided in the way of shows, of music 
or dancing, is chiefly providr,d by the keepers of drinking shops, 
which are more numerous and their saloons more splendid and more 
frequented in proportion in the town of Dudley than in any plac~ 
I h:we e,·er seen in any of the other great seats of manufacture 
or commerce in Grettt Britain. 

The very exhausting labour in the manufacture of iron, espe~ 
cially that of puddlers and shinglers, involve no higher mental or 
moral qualities, but by the greater wages it commands. and the 
greater pretext it affords for drinking, causes the class of labourers 
engaged in it to take a leading part in the coarsest modes of 
relaxation and the least interest in their own and their children's 
mental or moral culture. Such labourers see in their rough but 
highly paid labour a source of all the enjoyments they can best 
appreciate, and they very commonly express themselves as desiring 
no better for their boys than that they may be strong and hardy 
enough to follow their fathers' calling. They say, "I h::we done 
well in it, why should it not do for them?'' 

But if such strength be wanting in their boys there is a great 
amount of highly-paid employment ever ready for them, and for 
girls and for women. The production on the spot of vast quan
tities of iron rod of all sizes gives occasion to several lighter 
occupations in which light iron rod is used in short lengths, and 
boys and women and girls can be fully and profitably maintained. 
The chief of these in the Dudley Union is nail making, the next 
in importance is chain making, and the township of Netherton is 
said to be the only place in the kingdom where Jews' harps are 
maJe. These occupations are carried on at home, or insmall 
:uljacent buildings, usually a ilingle room, in which heartns are 
erected, at a cost of lOl. or 12!., at which three or four persons 
can work together, and which can be hired, with an adjacent cot
tage, at 2s. 6d. per week. The occupation is decidedly a popular 
one with all who exercise it, for being carried on at home, it 
may be taken up or hid aside at pleasure ; work is intermixed 

• with leisure or play, one of the family takinO' np the task 
another leaves, and all are free to gossip or amuse themselves with 
theit· friends and nci0o-hbours while their work is o-oin(l' on 

• b 0 ' Wlthout control of foremen or employers, or the restraints of the 
system of routine that is necessarily enforced in every factory or 
extensive workshop. Moth~rs commonly work with a nursinO' 
child on their back, who is thus almost justly said to be " born : 
nailor.'' Her children help in one way or another from the 
earliest age, and frequently begin to make nails at six or seven 
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years of age, and are useful in many ways in the ~rork as soon as 
they can walk. The girl::l as they advance in strcnoth make 
nails of the heavier weights, at sewn years of age fully ~arn their 
own living, and usually continue at the occupation all their lins. 
:Married women, well supported by their husbands, and abandoning 
the occupation for a time, commonly resume it when their bu~bands 
are unemployed or "on strike," or a long time "at play," or on 
any occasion when their rewurces fall short. The general rule, 
however, is, that when one of a household nails, all nail, and all 
are away from schooL The father of a family of nailor~ will 
usually earn 9s. or lOs. a week, and with some steadine~s 15s. or 
16s. ; the mother 4s. or 5s. : the elder girls, if good workers, 6s. 
or 7 s. ; the other girls and younger boys 4s. or 5s. ; boys of 10 
or 12, lOs.; and youths of 18 as much as men. But as boys grow 
up they commonly take to heavier work, of which chain making 
is one kind requiring a little more skill and strength, which may 
be begun, as it commonly is, at 6 or 7 years of age, and some· 
times at 5, when a boy can blow the bellows for his father, ancl be 
worth 6d. a day, or, for 5 days, 2s. 6d. a week, and may be pur
sued for life, the making of the larger' chains usually carried on 
in factories requiring a man's strength. But practice in chnin 
making more commonly leads to employment on the more re
munerative works of the larger forges for general purposes. 

In all these lighter employments children rapidly attain a 
remarkable independence of conduct, consequent on their imle
pendence of their parents' aid to maintain them. Still the gre:1 tcr 
number live with their family, and contribute to the comfortable 
maintenance of the household, to which a part of their earnings is 
applied, the rest being spent in such amusements as they are led 
to by the example of their elders, the chief being the urinking 
shop and the dramatic, musical, or rhoreutic entertainments pro
Yided for them there. In these both sexes partake from a very 
early age, it being usual to find at these drinking shops nearly 
equal numbers of men, women, boys and girls. Boys and girls 
associate in the most familiar and unrestrained manner from the 
earlie~t ages, and long before puberty the delicacy of girls 
is lost, mainly in their own houses and among their nearfst 
relations, and afterwards no restraints are put by parents or by 
neighbours' opinion:. on their inclinations. Every magistrate 
assures me that it is held rather a shame to a young woman 
not to have, than to have, a bastard child, and the detaiL'l given 
me by the most respectable and trustworthy witnesses of the 
early, unconcealed, and nearly promiscuous sexual conne.xions 
severely taxed my own power of belief, and would, if they could 
be reported, be certninly discredited by most men of the worid 
only acquainted with the ordinary profligacy of the poor of our 
country, our towns, or our cities. With all this, the behaviour and 
manners in other respects of girls and women iii nL)t in public 
less decent than that in places of better repute, and it is generally 
ass{'rted that this early corruption of females does not hinder 
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them frorn being very good neighbours, :mel excellent, hard
working, and affectionate wives and mothers. I visited with the 
superintendent of police, Mr. Burton, to whose assi>~tance and 
intelligence I am largely indebted, all the more frequented 
drinking places in Dudley, and with Sir Horace St. Paul, whose 
exertions to ameliorate the morals, and especially the sobriety, of 
the labouring people of Tipton are most energetic and incessant, 
I visited many of the smaller and least respectable drinking 
houses. In all cases it is a subject of remark to all strangers 
that these people drink so deeply and continuously of their strong 
ale with so little excitement, and it is explained by the early 
habit of drinking, combined with their steady and heavy bodily 
exercise at their daily work I went to every wake or fair or 
general out-door gathering that occurred during my vi8it of two 
months to Dudley, and was struck by the stolidity with which 
the people, young and old, attended the amusements in the 
booths ; which, nevertheless, were all constructed on the plan of 
providing for the spectators the greatest amount of low drollery 
or of horror that was po:;sible within the limit of time. The 
spectators often sat for hours seeing a series of repetitions of the 
same piece; and indeed some of them, as I myself ascertained 
after knowing the whole by heart, continue enjoying their silent 
and apparently impassive amusement until the booth clo~es or 
their money is all spent. 

To the mass of the parents in this the most numerous class of 
workpeople in this district, the advantages of education for their. 
children cannot be very apparent, while its attendant disadvan
tages are manifest and not to be mistaken. They see some of 
the most prosperous men in the world who have attained this 
prosperity without any other education than that of the nail shop, 
the pit, or the forge, and these men are just the be~'t understood 
by workpeople, and the most popular of the richer ciafises. They 
see no greater, if any equal, prosperity attending the people who 
read and keep books, shopkeepers, lecturers, mini:5ters of religion. 
Learning is rather thought a drawback. It is a common thing 
to say, "The father went to the pit and he made a fortune, his 
son went to school and he lost it." W orkpeople in this district, 
who may be supposed to consult only their children's welfare, 
may be excused for preferring their own rough robmt employ
ment, well paid as it is, and admitting of great freedom of choice, 
when to work and where, and when to play, to that of the people. 
~~hom they see .fixed all day an.d every day to the desk or the shop. 
1 he greatest frtends to educatwn, such as the 1\Iessrs. H---· 
chain-makers at Crawley Heath, who make great exertions and 
sacrifices to keep up their excellent evening schools for their 
workpeople, reluctantly admit that the 8Choolin0' does not in 
the least add to the skill of the labourers in these 

0

employments. 
In many shops you find some, if not all of the best workmen 
wholly unschooled and destitute of all the rudiments of education. 
In a room containing nearly a score of persons, to whic~ 
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I was directed because the two best nailors at Ro1dev R('rriiJ 
were of the party, only one could read a little, of the t~o 
''crack hands" neither remembered ever havin"' been eYen nt 
a dame's school, although the mother of one of them n;;serted 
that he had been at such a school for a time in hia infancy 
while his elder sister had had a good job, and coulJ not attend 
to him and the other chilclt·cn nt home. These men "·ere the 
owners of valuable breeds of pigeons, the cost of the keep of 
which reached, in the instances of several workmen of wltom I 
inql.!ired, from 4s. to 5s. a week for peas and barley, i!l the manng-c
ment and flying of which they spend a large portion of their time, 
and on the performances of which they het largely. These men, 
as I found, were the standards of ambition of mo~t of the boys 
living near them. Yet most of them told me that they could not 
afford to send any even of their younge~t children to school, at a 
cost of 2d. or 3d. a week each. · 

Compared with these ernploymenh:, which require nothing but 
bodily strength, and which can be engaged. in at such curly ages, 
there is in the immediate neighbourhood little demand for the 
service of schooled boys or girls. The ordinary business. of the 
place is of that heavy and wholemle character that there i5 but 
small occasion for errand boys or shop boys. The people com
monly market for themselves, and themselves carry home their 
purchases. Even the more pro$pcroug and wenlthy people know 
better how to make anJ to save money than how to spend it. 
They have no examples amongst them of the more highly erlucated 
classes, of gentry or nobility, living habitually near them, or in 
reciprocal sociality with them. Their household~ arc commonly 
supplied in a very coarse and almost sordid way, without elegance 
or refinement, and their sociability is kept up in a way that 
involves little trouble or expense. Their household and personal 
servants are accordingly few in number, and from the want of 
refinement of masters and mistre~ses, generally ill-trained, though 
necessarily very highly paid, where all lnbuur is in such great 
demand. They neeJ no education, nothing but bodily strength, 
for domestic service, at high wages, in this district, and they na
turally do not aspire to accomplishments which are not in request 
here, and are only required in distant places, where their wages 
would be lower and their freedom less. 

The agriculture of this district is wholly subordinate and 
subjected to the exigencies of the other occupations of mining, 
quarrying, smelting, and forging. In large tracts the country, 
which was once beautiful wood and pasture, is now wholly covered 
with barren and chaotic mounds, and banks of the waste of pit8, 
and the ash, slag, and scorire of furnaces. All the surface of the 
land is held subject to the liability, always imminent, to be broken 
up at any time by the sinking of shafts and the deposit of waste. 
Under such circumstances extensive farming is impossible. The 
land uninvaded by the other industries is mostly in small holdings 
used as pasture, which is highly profitable, owing to the large 
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demand, most inadequately supplied, for milk. One thing in which 
this district is more favoured than most mining Jistricts is, the fact 
that the waste usually thrown out from coal pit:; is in the course 
of three or four years, owing to great quantities of valuable salts 
in thi:; waste, covered with a fine grass, and beromes pasture for 
cows. A sheep is rarely or never to he seen on these pastures, and 
the dry and barren cows, hastily and coarsely fattened, afford the 
only beef known to the butcher, and this, poor and ta~teless as 
it is, is seriously declared by most people to be usually pl'eferred 
to heifer or ox beef. The farmers, if they may be called such, are 
usually only specimens of the rest of the population, are generally 
less able-bodied, but no less ruJe in their morals and coarse in 
their habits. They are certainly more thrifty as a class, and less 
given to spend their gains in drink, but they have no higher 
ambition for their children than that they should engage in the 
common pursuits of the district. Still their opportunities enable 
such of them as send their girls to school to keep them longer 
there than the workpeoY1e do. -

In this district then the great demand and the great rewards 
are for the bodily, and not the mental labour of those who have 
only their labour to dispose of. A child of seven years of age is 
of immediate use and a ~ource of profit to its parents, if put to 
some one or other of the employments which abound in their 
neighbourhood. To put it to school is to forego this present 
benefit entirely, and what is more difficult still, is to incur an 
expense in addition to the uncompensated keep of the child, which 
must now encroach on the earnings of the other members of the 
family. The manifest interest that parents have in putting their 1 

children at 'an early age to these profitable employments instead 
of the school, is greatly intensified in the case of even industrious 
and comparatively sober and prudent parents, where their families 
are too numerous to be comfortably supported by the man's 
earnings, or where his employment fail::; or becomes slack, or is 
subject, as most occupations here are, to the operations of frequent 
strikes. Widows with families, even where they have some 
education themselves, and would value it for their children, may 
in any view be justified in preferring a poor independence obtained 
by their children's exertions to pauperism for the whole family, 
and for these children a workhouse education, which would in the 
end, place them in a worse industrial and social position than 
they will arrive at by entering at once on the career afforded 
by the local employments. Idle and profligate parents on both 
sides, of course, too readily avail themselves of their power over 
their ch!l~ren to obtain for themselves an easy indulgence in their 
propensities. 

Such appears to be the natural condition of the larO"e mass of 
the working population of this district in re(J'ard to ed~cation as 
an object of desire to themselves and their ~hildren. However 
amongst these a few are to be found of surpassin(J' ener(J'y and 
ambition, who have experienced the want of such

0 
a po~er of 
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writing as would enable them to keep their accounts, and to make 
memoranda and appointments, and recognhe in tltis want the 
obstacle to the greater success which they know that their 
natural abilities would otherwise have secured to them. Such 
instances as that of ,V, C., are by no means rare. He was a 
pitman, who had an industrious good womau fur hi~ wife. 
By his industry and skill he was soon a doggie, and then a 
butty, and what is the usual accotupaniment of this position, 
took a public-house, which his wife managed well, and to the 
satisfaction of her neighbours and cu:5tumer~, and of which they 
soon acquired the freehold, as they did of some score or more 
cottages. ,V, C. pursued his. trade till he became what is a high 
and lucrative position indeed for a pitman to attain, a bailiff' to 
some of the greater coal ma5ters and owners in the country round, 
and he might have been, what is a Etill more honourable thing, 
a ground bailiff, hut for his inability to write. Having made a 
good deal of money he at length entered into a partnership 'vith 
two other persons in some pits and "'orks. into which he put a large 
sum (the amount of which I forget) in mo~ey and his practical skill 
and personal attendance, his partners undertaking the book-keep
ing, the colTespondence, and external business, for \V. C. was 
wholly illiterate, although his talents, as I can testify, were of a 
high order, and his langunge, which is not very strongly provin· 
cial, clenr and appropriate to an extent rare even in educated men. 
He and his wife had kept their account; of their public-house in 
symbols invented by themselves, chalked on the back of their 
door, and in the case of a dispute as to a long running account 
with a commercial traveller who for months had occasionally 
made payments on account, they had to take their door off its 
hinges into court, and succeeded in making the jndge and jury 
understand their notation, and give more faith to their chalked 
door than to the note book of their debtor, and they got a verdict 
for their demand to the last halfpenny. W. C. was obliged to 
take, in a great measut·e, on trust what his partners told him of 
their written transactions and accounts, and to take their word and 
their lawyer's for what he ought to put his mark to; and to make 
business more easy, gave them authority to make all engagem~nts 
for him. One day, to his a8toni~hment, he found the sheriff m 
posses8ion of all i1is property, his partners elopeJ, and himself 
destitute. His wife died in a few months, a:; the people say of a 
broken heart, and W. C., still an intelligent and sobf'r man, 
has never made a stroke again for anything beyond his meat, 
drink, and a pipe. Not only does he lay his whole misfortune to 
his want of a little readin::r and writing, but his neighbours f!Jt' 
miles round bear their testimony to the fact. He believes now 
that no success worth strivin()' for can be made secure without· 
a power of reading and writi;g, and he points out seYeral of hi5 
neighbours who chiefly by this aid are prosperous berond the 
usual measure of their fellows, as J. P., once a nmlor now 
~ grocer E. B., once a puddler now a grocer; C. H., once 
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a nailor now a grocer, and owner of four houses; all of whom 
he remembers as boys educated at Hill's school, the first school 
that was ever known in that place. He declares that generally 
men with some education, though little, have got on befit; 
they may not work better, but they can manage better. Such 
a case as this of ,V, C.'s mak('s a great and a lasting 
impression on all the working people of a neighbourhood 
who have any ambition for themselves or their children to rise 
in life. The number of working men who under some such 
motives as these put their children to school at an early age 
is not inconsiderable, and here and there one perseveres in 
makincr a present sacrifice of gain, and help to keep their boys at 
school till they obtain a useful plain English education. A very 
few, whose children get credit at school and promise well, make 
really great sacrifices, and keep them there long enough to 
enable them at leaving to obtain superior employments where 
their acquirements are of value. Still all the effect of all 
possible influences of this kind operating on the labouring classes 
alone in this district would have been wholly inadequate, un
as~isted by other agencies, to establish a single school, or to 
support a single schoolmaster or schoolmistress able to supply a 
good plain education fitted to allow the play and help the work of 
the faculties of a working man. 

" Supply" and "Demand" in Education. 

Nowhere in the world can better be seen than in parts of this 
district, as, for instance, in Lower Gornal, a district which includes 
Himley, the StaffordFhire seat of Lord Ward, the difference that 
there is between a want of education and a demand for education, 
between actual destitution and that sense of deprivation which is 
one element in what economists denote by the term demand. Here 
is everywhere, as a rule, abundant means, in universally hiO'h wacres, 
to pay for a useful education; here is everywhere igno1~nce ~nd 
rudeness, requiring in the highest degree the ameliorating action 
of education, and if the want alone constituted a demand, here 
would be a demand, if anywhere, adequate to command the 
desirable supply. Whoever should come into this district, holdin()' 
the tenet that the L<upply of education will always follow th~ 
demand for it, would soon see that there can be no effective 
demand for education wherever education is most of all necessary. 
It requires knowledge to know the use of knowledge, education 
to know practically the use of education. Those without it can
not judge of what its value would Le to themselves, if thev could 
have it at once by paying a price for it. If they should ·have a 
conviction of its usefulness to themselves, still the most iO'norant 
are aware that the price of schooling must be paid at one~ by an 
immediate sacrifice, and continued for a long period forward before 
the beneficial result of the sacrifice is to be attained; the sacrifice 
is all pre~ent and prolonged-the reward all remote and beyond 
it. But in education the want i:s even still less an active demand 
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than it would be when felt for themselves by adults or persons 
having the control ,of themselves or of means sufficient to obtain 
the object. In education the want is practically not that of adults 
but of children who least of all know the benefit to result to them 
from the expenditure, the restraints and pains of schoolinrr, and 
who, if they did know all this, have neither the disposal ot'them
selves nor of the money required to obtain it. The want of edu
cation is a children's want, not of anythinz sensible at the moment 
but-of improved faculties in their future '''life. This is not felt by 
them as a want-still less can it take in them the shape of an 
economical ''demand." As regards the poor, whether parents or 
children, the want is manifest not so much to themselves as to 
others who observe them from a superior position. To call this 
want in the poor a demand by the poor is idle: and to infer from 
such an imaginary demand the economical consequence-a cer
tainty of an adequate supply-is an illusion which would require 
but half an hour's observation in the~e places to be di8sipated 
for ever, or to be exchanged for the wholly opposite conclusion, 
that where the want is most desperate, the waut being a want of 
knowledge, there the demand is the least possible. . 

The original provision now made in most places within this 
district, to an extent that the population cannot be brought to 
make use of, ori):l;inatcd wholly in the exertions of a fe\\! persons 
not seeking education for themselves or their own children, but 
forcing it, and almost. imposing it, upon indifferent or even reluc
tant recipients. Religious and philanthropic motives had long 
since pro\·ided a grammar school in Dudley for the children of 
the better class of residents, and free schools in that and most 
of the adjoining parishes, adequate, probably, to the then recog
nized wants of a })Opulation which was a very scanty one in 
comparison with that now established there. The ordinary gram
mar school ellucation has at all times within the memory of living 
persons been considered of little or no practical use. It is with 
uifficuity that considerable iron-masters, coal-masters, and others 
who desire their sons to be admitted for the sake of the other 
branches of education, English, arithmetic, geometry and French 
(taught as an extra), can be persuaded to submit to the indis
pensablfl condition of their boys also learning a language so useless 
in their view as Latin is. With views prevailing like these as to 
the education of the middle class, it is only natural that the educa
tion in the free schools for the lower classes was of a very low 
description, and that the appointments of masters, mistresses, and 
servants should be, as all my informants assure me they were in 
most case~, opportunities for the exercise of the }Jatronage of the 
trustees i'\ tin·our of poor ilependants with the most meagre 
acquirements, and generally found already to be incapable of 
success in nhy ?thet· '':ulk in life, and in fact wh~lly untrained in 
the art of tea~lnng wh1ch they undertook to practl~e. 

The beginnings of popular education, in the sense of a practically 
useful education of the working classe~, are remembered through-
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out this d!str!ct by numbers of living persons. At presrnt the 
friendly feeling and kindly intercommunication and heart~ co
operation of members of the Church of England and ot the 
different dissentinrr communities which are to be found in Dudley 

0 d . are ''cry striking to a stranger, and were more an more seen m 
the successive stages of my inquiry to be real and sincere. The 
expbnation is, perhaps, to be found in the more common recog
nition of the fact that religious differences in this dense aggregation 
of people, working together indi::;criminately in large numbers, 
imply little or no industrial, moral, or social difiere~ce in ~he 
indi\'iduals, and still more of the f,wt that the coarse 1mmorahty 
of the masses of the people requires the single-minded and 
energetic co-operation of all persons possessing any moral influence 
whatever to bring about any effective amelioration. Of all in· 
fluences tending to this result it would seem to be the opinion of 
tho.se best acquainted "·ith the facts, that the efforts made for the 
exten:::ion of education have had the mo::.t effect in satisfying all its 
friend:>, that no church or sect in such a community as this can 
effect by its isolated efforts much good, and that it is only by the 
utmost efforts of all that any substantial general good can be 
effected. I found the most zealous members of the Church of 
England, and almost every clergyman, willing frankly to admit 
the fact that the first and most conspicuous and most strenuous 
efforts to educate and improve the morality of the poor had been 
made by member" of di~senting communities, in a period when the 
organization of the Church of England was wholly insufficient for 
this purpose. This honourable di~tinction of the dissenter::; pre
vailed chiefly towards the end of the last and the beginning of the 
present century, when the parishes were mually too large and too 
populous to be administered to any useful purpose by one incum
bent, or by an incumbent and curate. No gootlwill or ener~y 
was adequate to so disproportionate a labour, and very naturally 
in many cases a task wholly hopel~:;s was wholly abandoned. 
"With the division of parishes into districts under the Church 
Buildings Acts, and the reduction of the labour of the cure more 
nearly to the capacities of the persons appointed for its performance 
began the efficient participation of the clergy and members vf the 
Church of England iu the business of practical popular education, 
and it is now quite as frankly admitted by dis~enters in this diHrict 
that the schools of the Church of England, nntl the exertions of 
it~ clergy, extend beneficially to the greater mass of the population, 
as it is m1mittecl by the members of the Establit<hed Church that 
the merit of the first and most arduous and hopeless effort:; and the 
earliest and greatest sacrifices is due to the dissenters. The only 
exception to this friendly concurrence is found in the Homan 
C~tholic body, which ~Jere includes no gentry nor persons of the 
tmddle rank, but cons1~ts wholly of the lowest class of labourers, 
Yery few of whom arc permanent re8idents, and whom their 
clergy, with few exceptions, of which the late priest, :Mr. 1\loore 
was a Ycry worthy one, keep jealously separate from all efforts i•~ 
which the other religious bodies take, as religious communities, 
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any part. The repulsion appears to be reciprocal, for the other 
parties display very little of that tolerance towarda the Roman 
Catholics that otherwise so honourably distinguishes the conduct 
both of ministers and flocks towards one another. The Homan 
Catholic labourers very generally perform the very rudest part in 
all labours in which they are engaged. They work together, 
resort to the same quarter, the worst in the town, and to the 
same places of amusement, and generally, whether for good or ill, 
neither much influence nor are influenced by the workpeople of 
other creeds, while all these are mingled in their dwelling~, in 
their work, and in their amusements, without distinction of creed. 
Under the circumstances of the Roman Catholic population resort· 
ing to Dudley it was scarcely possible to effect much for the 
school education for their children. A Roman Catholic school 
at Sedgley is in a somewhat better condition; hut the difficulty 
found in Dudley in efficiently educating the Roman Catholic 
population is nearly the same here. 

Undoubtedly the chief efforts are made and the Lest successes 
in the extension of popular education in this district are obtained 
by the instrumentality of ministers of the Church of England 
and of various dissenting bodjes. Even in the case of the very 
successful exertions of Sir Horace St. Paul at Tipton and of the 
non-denominational schools establi10hed by him, he has the hearty 
and active support and assistance of ministers of the Church of 
England and of other denominations. But the efforts of the clergy 
are chiefly successful through the pecuniary and moral support 
they obtain from their laity. All persons long acquainted with 
this district testify to the rapid development of opinion in tbe last 
few years in favour of popular .education. The fact is known to 
all employers of labour in this district that school education does 
nothing to develope either the strength or the skill (such as i:; 
here required) of their labourers, but rather seriously interferes 
with those habits which, unles:; early acquired, are never obtained, 
and which are an indispensable condition of any person engaging 
in some of these pursuits. A boy of seven is quite efficient in 
opening and shutting the doors by which the draught of air 
in pits is regulated, and in performing that labour he sees and 
habituates himself to all the operations in the pit to which, with 
ad\·ancing age and strength, he advances, as his body developes 
itself, by an operation as it were of nature. :Many pit-masters 
complain that now that children under twelve are prevented from 
working in pits there will never again be a good pitwan, for boys 
kept out of the pit till that age will acquire habits wholly incom
patible with the adoption of su9h an occupation '~bile other occu
pations are open to them, and th~ employer wtll every year be 
more and more compelled to rely on the labour only of those wlm 
have found that they cannot live by other occupations,-the most 
unsteady, incapable, and reckless of the labouring class. Never
theless, the majority even of pitmasters now recognize the interest 
which society at least has, and the children themselves have, in a 
better education, and many of the more educated or benevolent 
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employers conh·ilmte liberally to the support of day schools for 
the young and of evening schools for their older labourers. Some 
even, as the l\Iessrs. Bagnell of \Y est Dromwicb, and the Messrs. 
Chance of Birmin<rham, both out of my district, and the British 
Iron Company at !:'Corngreaxes (within my district), as well as 
others whom I ~hall have to refer to in my report on the Potteries, 
have, at great cost, e>3tablished and supported schools which have 
deservedly the hi(J'hest reputation for efficiency. It is asserted by 
some employers~as by the l\Iessrs. Ringley, chainmakers at 
Cradley-that although the bodily strength and manual skill of 
their workpeople are not improved by school education, still that 
such strength and skill as their workpeople possess is generally 
made more available to their employers by the greater manage~ 
ableness and docility of those who have submitted in any degree 
to the discipline involved in any kind of schooling, and whereas 
any new experiment or alteration to be made brings out the dogged 
qualities of the ruder l::tbourcrs, it invariably displays the greater 
ndaptability of the powers, such ns they are, of the workmen who 
can read, and their greater readiness to submit to their employers' 
juJgment, and this makes labourers who are inf~rior in some single 
manual skill or bodily power equal or superior to their betters in 
these respects, where the operations of the workshop require from 
time to time a change of practice. This is most seen where the 
business is of the more mi~cellaneous character; but in the larg" 
establishments of such employers ns those mentioned as having 
separate schools, combining, as such establishments do, a variety 
of operations, both industrial nnd commercial, a supply of better 
educated servants is indispensable, and these are with very great 
difficulty, and generally not ut all, to be obtained within the 
district. Evening schools have been found to fit many young 
workmen, by providing them with very modest qualifications in 
reading and writing and arithmetic, to till situations on which, the 
whole prosperity of a business ·may depend, such as those at the 
weighing machine, of warehousemen, · and even of clerks,-all 
situations for which it is much more difficult to find qualified can
Jiclates at hand or to allure them to the spot than it is to obtain 
the service of mere labourers. In this respect the more important 
employers in this district are less jealous of the acquisition by their 
labourers' children of qualifications which fit them for employ
ment of a higher kincl than the farmers are in the agricultural 
parts of the country, who find that an educated labourer's child is 
lost to the parish which has been at the cost of his education, and 
drawn away to occupations in the towns in which the farmers feel 
that they have no direct concern.* 

* No!e.-Lord Hatherton, a great in this countv, informed me that this 
objection of his tenants was the i!.ifliculty that he ·encountered in his en-
lightened efforts to educate his people. IIis lordsllip appeared himself to think that 
us a merely agricultural question the education of the boys might tend to deprive 
the land of s?me of its supply of labour; but he considered that by every boy made 
capable of a h1gher employment, not only the boy himself and his friends and employer 
bt1t also the whole country gains. ' 

VOL. II. R 
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But although a tolerance of popular education, at least as a 
thing to be submitted to, has been begotten in the mass of the 
most prejudiced employers, and a sincere, and in many cases an 
active and sacrificing sympathy now exi5ts in the bulk of the 
more educated and enlightened of the middle and hi"her classes in 
this district, vigorously maintained and turned to pr~ctical account 
by the ministers of religion of all denominations, and by some 
active members of the laity, at the head of whom, by his larcre 
expenditure of money and devotion of his own time and labo;s, 
stands Sir Horace St. Paul, and an effective "demand" may now 
be said to exist for schools in this district, still this demand is as 
yet, to a great extent, a factitious one, ancl consists not in the 
general sense of their wants entertained by those whose wants are 
to be relieved, but is still too much like the demand created by 
charitable institutions for the objects they distribute, and depends 
on the contributions and sacrifices of the friends of the labourers 
and not on the efforts and payments of the labourers themselves. 
Nor would the present state of popular education, such as it is, in 
this district ever have been attained but by extrinsic aid. The 
great desideratum of efficient" teachers could in no known way 
have been supplied from within the district it5el£ The operations 
of the National, theW esleyan, and the British School Societies pro
vided such a supply of teachers as to make it possible to maintain 
schools with any effect; above all, to show such results in the edu
cation of children as to interest the parents sufficiently in the object 
to induce them to pay for it, so as to make the school;;; in a greater 
or less Jegree self-supporting. It is true that one or two instances 
are remembered of men and women who attracted considerable 
numbers of scholars to their schoolS, and gave them what is reported 
to have been a good useful education,-as, for example, the late 
1\Ir. Pitchfork and his daughter, who long maintained a successful 
school in connexion with an Indepenclant chapel in Dudley, and 
whom the masters of Baylis's charity very wisely engaged in their 
establishment, which afforded a f!reatly enlarged sphere for their 
abilities and zeal, and where, indeed, they were instrumental in 
raising this institution to a high rank in its class, and in !!ending 
forth many pupils of which their townsmen are proud. Still the 
great proportion of the children attracted to their schools were the 
children of people abo>e the class of labourers, and the really 
labouring class were either admitted free or at such a rate as to 
make the greater part of their education a charity. And still the 
number of capable teachers was wholly inadequate to the supply 
of the want, and without such teachers no success, even in mere 
attendance at a school, can be attained. It is a subject of wonder 
how people ~>O destitute of education as labouring parents com
monl,v are can be such just judges as they also commonly are of 
the effectire qualifications of a teacher. Good 8Chool buildings 
and the apparatus of tuition are founa for years to be practically 
useless and deserted, when, if a master chance to be appoiuted who 
understand3 his work, a few weeks suffices to make the fact known, 
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and his school is soon filled, and perhaps found inadequate to the 
demand of the neighbourhood, and a separate girls' school.or infant 
school is soon found to be necessary. Amongst numerous mstances 
of such effects of the importation of a good schoolmaster, I may 
mention the case of the Old Hall school at Tipton. When 1\ir. 
Slllith (a certificated teacher, educated at Spon Lane school), about 
two years ago took charge of this school the immediate neighbour
hooq was without the means of education. The children below 
the age for employment in the pits were, in the fine weather, in 
the streets, and in bad weather crowding and rendering more 
uncomfortable the very uncomfortable dwellings in which the 
population here is lodged. He began with three pupils, obtained 
in the first week, and observed f1·om the first the rule of main
taining exact order and ready and active attention as the first 
necessity, and after that as much kindness to the children as 
is compatible with a habit of entire obedience. In l1ia second 
week he had twelve pupils. In about fifteen months the 
number of pupil:>, boys and girls (the school being as yet a mixed 
school), was 180, almost the whole being brought from the . 
streets into the schools; but at this time and subsequently he 
had in the school some five or six boys who had proved too 
refractory in other schools, and had been expelled from them, but 
have proved, under his firm but kindly influence, some of his best 
pupils. At thia stage a strike of the colliers broke out, and was 
obstinately maintained for about six months, during which they 
and their families suffered severely, were reduced to destitution, 
and brought into debt, and from the effects of which they had not 
recovered at the time of my inquiry. The school lost forty pupils 
Juring this depression, but such had now become the desire of the 
children to remain at school, and of their parents to keep them 
there, that the greater number remained during a time when the 
provision of the school fees must have encroached, in most of the 
colliers' families, on the very necessaries of life. Many availed 
them5elves of the liberty, during this period allowed to them, of 
going into debt for the fees for many weeks, and were still, at 
the time of my inquiry, paying the debt off by instalments, and 
the school was again filled, and was about to be divided into two 
separate schools for boys and girls respectively, fot· the latter of 
which a new school-house was in contemplation, with a certain 
prospect, by continuance of the like discipline, of fillin()' both. 
Music, which is very well practised in this school, was fo~nd, as 
in many others that I visited, a great attraction, and while the 
singing was going on I observed at least a dozen of the chiluren at 
large in the streets make up to the door of the school and wait and 
listen there attentively till it ceased. Mr. Smith, as other succe5sful 
teachers in this district have done, found that the rrrcat arrency for 
filling the school was the urgency of the children tl~msclv~s, "·ho~e 
mfluence with the parents was much more to be relieu on than tl1e 
convictions of the parents, and he insists that the thorough oruer 
preserved in his school is its chief attraction; that without it chi!Jrcn 
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will not be drawn to it, lmt "·ith it will compel their mothers to 
let them go; while the cleanline~s anu neatness of dre~s in:'i~ted 
on forms a Ycry Eensib1e ground of di5tinction Lctween tho5e who 
attend nnd tho~e '"ho tb not attend school for the rai5ing the EC:~f
respect of the school childre::1 nncl their families, and begetting a 
wholesome je::tlousy ancl emulation in other~, w·h0m it gradually 
influences and attracts to the ::chool. 

Instances of the rapid effects of the pre~ence of a trained teacher 
in bringing a whole infantinc population from thP- streets into the 
school are e>ery day more numerous as the mpply of trained 
teachers is more sufficient. The imtances seem to be independent 
of all other facts but the efficiencv of the teacher; they are 
equal! v to be found in the schools. of all the different reli rrious 
denon{inations; they arc found applicable equally to free scl~ooh, 
although it mmt be observed of free school5, that the appoint
ment of efficient masters and teachers i'l comparatively rare. But 
as these instances are C(lually found in both my district5, I will 
mention a few of the mo:-;t remarkable of them that came within 
my observation as weU in the one as in the other. 
· At --- School, Dudley, the girls' school was very ill 
attended while under an inefficient mi5tre5s; but between Sep
tember 1858, "·hen the present certificated teacher wns appointed, 
the school has not on.ly filled, but above twenty pupils had already, 
in the following month of Xovcmber, been declined for want of 
sufficient accommod::ttion. 

At --- Infant School, a trainer} teacher succeecleu in 
August 1858 a mistress who had had no training, and under 
whom the attendance hacl nercr rea.chcd GO. The parents, who 
judge of the tuition chietly by the power of the children to r2au, 
complained that they did not get on. 'Ihe.v are now satisfied 
in this re5pect, and the attendance now (April 1859) rarely falla 
below 80, the average being 82; and every week there is an 
addition of two or three new pupils. 

At --- School, :.\Ir. A., eleven years ago, "·as appointed 
master, the school being then in a Yery low condition, with 
an average of 30 scholars attending nry irregularly. J',.!r. A.'s 
efforts were systematically confined to the object of imparting 
a very plain unpretentious education, such as cbildrcn of a very 
early age,-like those attending his school-could attain to, and 
tbis was thoroughly appreciated by the parents in the neigh
bo:uhood. In nine months the number of his ~cbolars was 
rai::;ed to an average of 80, and in three year:> to an average 
of 100, the extreme numbe1· admissible. ~Ir .• c\. was then 
promote:l to another appointment, as to which I h:tve made a 
more deta:led report elsewhere. Another mn~ter, without 
proper qualification~, having be2n appointed to his pbce in the 
.British school, the attendance of the school <leclinecl almo5t as 
rapidly under bad management as it Lad before advanced under 
good management, and in three years it wa.s again reduce~ to 30. 
The trustees hereupon appointed another master trmned at 
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Homerton School, who has ncteJ on the like plan as l\Ir . .A..,-a 
very plain teaching thoroughly carried out,-and he has hitherto 
had a similar success. He began his work in this school on 
September 7, 185 i, with 23 boys present. His first month's 
avera(J'c ran to 34~. His average for the whole of 1858 was 55. 
For the first thre~ months of 1859 it was 67 ; and from March 
to the 2d of 1\Iay, when I obtained the numbers, it was 75. The 
income from fees was at first 10l. to 111. a year; in 1858 it was 
above 26Z. ; and the rate in May was 34l. or 35!. . 

At --- Infant School, N ewcastle-under-Lyme, a trained 
teacher, began in 1849, with 40 pupils, not one of whom could 
write. The school, which is still denominated an Infant 
School, was then, as since, open to girls of any age; but it 
suffers by its name, which leads to the parents taking away 
their girls at early ages, when they could still avail themselves 
much longer and to a much greater extent of the advantages 
afforded by this excellent school. The school has likewise 
suffered by the competition of several schools that have lately 
been established or much improved in the neighbourhood. 
The average attendance now is 210, and the scholars afford, by 
their discipline, cleanliness, order, and cheerfulness, one of the 
most gratifying sights I met with in the course of my inquiry. 
Their reading was the most intelligent that I witnessed in girls of 
the like ages, and the singing was the best I had heard in any 
school. The school has received no external aid, and has been 
advanced solely by the sense that the neighbours have of the really 
good education and excellent habits to be gotten _there. As the 
quality of the education has improved, the rate of the fees has 
been advanced from l!J. to 2d. and 3d., which has not been found 
to be prejudicial to the attendance, but rather the reverse, the 
advantages being said to be more highly appreciated with the rise 
of price. 

At the 'Vesleyan School at ---, the master, one of those 
who insist on the necessity of a very plain and simple edu
cation, thoroughly carried out for the short period that the 
pupils commonly remain at school, averaging in his school only 
about. two years, began in the old school-house with 80 scholars, 
which rose to about 90, as great a number as it could conveniently 
accommodate, and on the opening of the new school in 1850, he 
began with 100, which has regularly increased to its present 
number, 240, an infant school in the interval having been started, 
which drafted off 120 scholars. 

These are a few examples, out of many, chosen wholly from 
parts of my districts ~vhere the neighbouring population is in a 
low state, and where 1t would be least probable that they would 
readily appreciate the qualities of a good teacher. I re()'ard the 
many other examples which I could adduce of the success

0

of O'Ood 
teachers in more opulent and decent neighbonrhoods as less t~ the 
purpose, and therefore abstain from the swellin(J' of this report by 
describing them. 

0 
. 

In all these instances of successful establishment and m::tinte· 
nancc of a school, the children themselves seem, after the teachers 
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to exert at the present time the greatest influence. They seem, 
under a good teacher who keeps the ~chool alive by variety of 
occupation, to feel bodily and morally the comfort of the school, 
where they usually show in their countenances as lively a pleasure 
as w~en on their way home or at play. I never yet asked a child 
whether it went to school (a £'let which in this district, however, can 
always be seen by the state of the clothes and of the person of the 
child), but it gave iti! answer (if it went to a good school) with 
evident pride and satisfaction. This pride and satisfaction is not in 
a less degree betrayed by the manner of their mothers, who almost 
openly express their sense of the inferiority of neiO'hbours who do 
not send their children to school. The fathers ar~ generally too 
much out of sight, in the pit, quarry, or workshop, to allow the 
observer to see so well how they are affected by their children's 
attendance at school; but all the indications manifest are that their 
feelings, though less vivacious than those of the mothers, are 
always those of satisfaction at the mere fact of their children going 
to school, and of very positive pride when their children obtain 
the credit and the distinctions of good conduct there. 

In such facts may be perceived what I believe to be the true 
statement of the doctrine of demand and supply in education. By 
no sudden process of self-development has any community ever 
been known to start from ignorance to knowledge-from brutality 
to civility. All such improvement as yet known has been at the 
first stage imported from other and more refined communities, 
but has been continued and developed according to the quality 
of the stock on which it was ingrafted, and the more or less 
favourable circumstances by which it was afterward.:; affected. 
So it appears now visibly under the eyes of an observer in this 
district. The working population has shown no inborn or spon
taneous power of self-improvement. On the contrary, there is 
every reason to believe that in Dudley, when Sir Robert N ewde
gate rode thither to induce the artizans established there to 
undertake the contracts for muskets theretofore supplied to our 
army by the Dutch, those artizaus were generally a much more 
skilful, intelligent, and orderly population than they were a 
century later, when this population was chiefly a community of 
small arm makers, nailers, and light iron workers ; and every per
son who remembers the state of this population, and compares it 
with the present, testifies to the greater intelligence, and decency, 
and sobriety of the nailers and light workers, and the chastity and 
morality of the females, and the subsequent deterioration of the 
population, as operations have become large and work heavy, and 
the manual skill and contrivance of the workmen has been com
paratively less iu request.* No effort made by the members of 

* Mr. Cornelius Cartwright, an aged gentleman, a most respected magistrate of the 
counties of Worcester and Stafford, resident in Dudley for nearly eighty years, gave 
me thE' most exact and complete information on the state of the population during the 
period of his observation. The Rev. Mr. Lewis, ~he. excellent and. benevo!ent rec.tor 
of Sedgeley, whose experience is nearly as extensive m range and tm~e (a~ mteres~mg 
paper by whom I add in the .Appendix), gave me exactly c.or;espondm~ Information, 
which has been confirmed by many other persons of more lim1ted expenence. · 
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this class has been made with the object of raising its own position 
in intelli(l'ence or moralitv. The history of its incessant £'trikes is 
only a hi~ tory of miseries· resolutely endured and savagely infiicted, 
in which the only successes have been an occasional rise in wages 
for a comparatively small numbe.r, but in which the result has 
more umall, been to dri,e awa• or destrov, one after another. all 
the lighter employments which. could po~ibly be carried on else
where, and as to such hea'Y work a.s must of necessity be perfonned 
where the raw material abounds, to introduce substitutes for skill, 
manual labour, and human force. which have permanently interfered 
to pre¥ent the rise of the price of labour which the natural extension 
of its demand would have otherwise certainly brought about. All 
the influences which in this district appear to have really ameli
orated the condition of the working people have had their origin 
in the bene'\"olence and ~uperior intelligence of the higher claist:s, 
and moEt commo:1ly have been produced by efforts :fim made else
where, and without particular reference to this neighbourhooJ, cr 
especially to this elMs of people. Free 8chools, Sunday school:;:, 
e'ening schools, have all, in their origin, been urg"'d on the 
acceptance of this elMs by the classes abo¥e them. Benefit socic ~ 
ties and samgs' banks ha'\"e been rec(lmruended in the e:Ime way 
with even less effect. The multiplication of churches and chapels 
has hem the work of the higher clasE-es alruo~t entirely; and the day 
schools for the working cla~~e~, 'l'lhich are now at length effecting 
a visible and inconte~tible improvement in the nld a.s well as the 
young, are wholly to be attributed to efforts originating at a di~
tance, and in enlightened news a.s to the moral wants of the 
oommunitv, in which the Legislature and Government of the 
oountry h~s had a large share, 'hm to which, however, the higher 
classes in this di~trict originally, and for a long continuance of 
time, contributed but little, if they contributed at all. 

Confining my remarks to popular schoolt:: in this district, it 
appears that these ha-ve been, in their origin, always a boon con
ferred on the working class by their better informed neighbours, 
aided largely by the assistance of the great educational societies 
and the Government grants and control. But the greatest boon 
of all, without which the re~t must ha>e remained almost without 
effect, has been the creation of a class of teachers trained S>stemati
eally to their work, and performing it as yet under su~h control 
and the operation of such motives as tt:nd to make the benefit mani
fest to the dull comprehensions of a population sunk in ignorance. 
Beginning with a public opinion which, so far from fonnina a ba.eia 
for a demand for teaehers, consisted, in truth, of a conte~pt for 
their delicate vocation, these teachers have alreadv nearlv succeeded, 
chiefly during the last ten or twelve years, in e'i-adicatlng all pre
judices in the labouring cla.ss opposed to education, and have bred 
in considerable numbers of young men and women of this class 
such strong convictions of the benefits and n~tie$ of education 
for the improvement of their own and their fellows' condition, that 
daese may now be counted by hundreda in this dirtrict, giving 
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zealous and intelligent a~sistance to every erlucational and moral 
movement, employing an amount of time and energy difficult to 
conceive in the management of evenin,e; and Sunday Echools, in 
the arrangements of temperance, and reading and Ti5iting ~ocieties, 
and indeed in erery common undertaking for the improvement of 
their own cla:::s. 

So far as this interest bas been generally exerted within the 
body itself of the labouring cl:m, it is coincident 'vith a demand 
for an education, the standard of which b constantly rising. It i:l 
agreed on all hands that whererer a mother ha:> received a -little 
education, she is always 8olicitous to obtain as much as possible 
of the like benefit for aU her children. The fact is nearlv as 
general as regards working men, and it is already obsernd of 
the younger married people v.-ho have the power to read for their 
own amusement or instruction, that it is extremely rare to find 
them, however poorly off', indifferent about the schooling of their 
children, or unwilling to pay the whole of i.ts cost. Almost every 
educated child is the sure parent of children to be educated, ancl 
is likel~ to seek such education, though it be costly, aml trench 
upon h1s command of comforts or even nece~Earies, and enn to 
Talue an education for his children obtained by hi.s own efforts 
more highly than one obtained from the charity of others. \\~hat i~ 
almost as promising a fact as the actual education of adult people 
or their manifest pride in their own or their children's education 
is, the sense of shame of their ignorance that is rapidly developed 
in older people by the presence of children and young people about 
them displayinJ?; the power of rea(ling. Education has made but 
little progress, indeed, in the district of Lower Gornall, where the 
men are all pitmen or quarrier~, and the women, uoys, and girls all 
nailors or small chain makers, living in a state of great indepen
dence, in houses built and ownerl by themselves, on lanrl gTanted by 
Lord Ward on terms of a nominal rent, but subject to be uestroyed 
whene-.er the land is taken for minin.~ purposes. Scarcely two 
adjoinin~ houses face the same way. Each has its rotten cinder 
path, and almost as much space is occupied by those innumerable 
paths, sloughs, and puddles, as by the occupied ground. In three 
days spent amongst them, I found no adult of this class who 
could write; ancl although some profc~seJ to be al)lc to rencl 
a little, in each case where I examined the parties the pretemion 
proved false. 1Ir. Rooker, the incumbent, on his appointment 
attacked this population with all arms, ~piritnal anJ moral, 
in the spirit of a missionrtry, adopted a rough, strong style 
of preaching and admonition in plain words, nnd encourag-e
ment by plain deeds mch as this population very readily 
understood. The rapid con:-equence was, that his church, 
which before WH$ nearlv de5erted, was soon full of his rude 
parishioneril, and I myseif attending one rainy CYcninp: found it 
necessar> to stand near the door for want of room. His curate, 
:\Ir .• Ton.es, had told me to ob5erre that all the people nfl'ectcd 
to find their pbces in the books furni~hed to them, and to read 
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the hymns given out, and 1 found, as he had told me, that they 
did so, erery 0ne or eYery 11air hnYing u book, with the air of 
persons famiiiar with its use, turning over several pn;!eS and resting 
at one at which they made a ~emblancc of following the word3 and 
of accompanying the singing; but a full half of these books were 
held upside down, and \vithin my observation no one was open at 
the right place, except where some younger person taught to read 
in the school was by to £nd it. Subsequently in the week I 
found some of the~e pretended readers still fal~ely asserting that 
they could read a little, but most of them on further question 
admitting their inability, and some of them more or less candidly 
or even bitterly regretting it. But I found no one of these who 
did not declare his comictiou that it was his dutv to obtain for 
his children the bene£t of which he felt the wau.t· in himself, and 
the di~grace invohed in his deficiency. 

This progress of opinion and inJependent action amongst the 
labourin(l' class is undeniable, but it is far from being either so 
general ~r so well secured for the future as to justify any expecta
tion that it could be c:mieu on t:> its desired ends without a 
continuance of the extrimic aids hitherto supplied from other 
sources for the period necessary to bring up one 11hole genera
tion of educated work-people. X ow here b either of my districts 
have I found e'\"en the most successful Echool ''holly maintained 
by the school fees. K ow here, as yet, would the payments that 
could be obtained from the labouring class maintain a competent 
teaching staff. If left to the demand, now undoubtedly to some 
extent existing, of the labouring class for the education of their 
children, tho present schools must soon fJJl into decay, anrl the 

, present teachers be driven to other occupations. ~-\.nd yet the 
present supply of trnined masters and teachers, upon which the 
present existence and the future extension 0f this demand almost 
entirely depend, is wholly inadequate to the complete education 
of the present generation of working people's children. The good 
!'chools, the capable teachers who can make them5ehes and their 
work approved by the poor people about them, are not to be 
found everywhere, are not to be found in any just proportion to 
the numbers of people to be taught. To supply the existing de£
ciency, and to continue the existing agency in (•peration till one 
geceration of youth bas received such a tincture of education as: 
may make it a recognized ~;h:1me to be brought home to evcrv 
parent who neglects his child'i! schooling-, i3 a._ t::t~k which mu;t 
still be performed by the middle and higher classes, and for which 
the a5sistance of the State appears for w Jon~'~' at least to be 
indispensable. For printe charit:·, unorganized" in its adminis
tration, great and noble as ha'e been its works in thiil depart
ment, and which was perhaps nenr idle in this businei's, wa3 
neYer aJequate to its full verformance, \Yas newr methodical or 
systematic enough to Lc sensibly opcratiYe upon the mass of the 
povulation. It was ne'\"er on the whole so universally, or so 
largely, or so effectually, contributory to education as it is 
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now-encouraged, allured, and urged by the State and its 
clerical ~i:ters to pro,:ide by sub5clip~ion ~f money and by 
co-operatiOn m every avatlable way for th1s umversally admitted 
necessity. 

Still what ha5 been done by the upper cinEses for the education 
of the lower, has in such districts as this been so manifest and so 
effective that it is clear and indisputable that the ~ame means 
which have brought it from nothing to so !!t'eat a development 
would, if continued undimini5hed in amount and efficiency, de· 
velope it to some indefinitely greater extent. The continuance 
of the same effort would even in every successive starre have an 
increasing effect, by the constant increase of the ~umbers of 
those who would have a practical experience in them5el>es of 
the benefits of educ,1tion and appreciation of it for their children, 
and we may reasonably infer that the nccwary time during which 
the effort must still be made is shortening in more than in a simple 
proportion, and in an accumulating ratio as it i" continued, so that 
for every year that it is now su;:;tained, the work of many former 
years is achieved. 

Absence of subsidiary Efforts. 
But although so predominating a part in the prom10n of 

education for the working classes has been taken by the middle 
and higher clams, it cannot be truly ~aid of the more wealthy 
classes in this district that they have on the whole borne a part in 
this improvement at all proportionate to their opportunities and 
powers. The early efforts of non-conformi~ts and dissenting 
teachers have been referred to. The present labours of the 
ministers of religion constitute the chief means of establishing 
and maintaining popular schools, and some of them are Tery 
energetic in their office, and succegsful in their efforts; but their 
labour at the best is hounded by the neces~ity of remm·ing the 
grossest ignorance. The singular self-devotion of Sir Horace St. 
Paul to the improvement of the people of Tipton and the neigh
bourhood superadds to the work of educating the young the 
purpose of counteracting or eradicating some of the grosser vices 
of their elders, especially such as grow out of and accompany the 
abuse of intoxicating li(tuors; but it does not directly aim at 
carrying education and its enjoyments any higher. The muni
ficence of the great landlord, Lord \\r ard, in granting land for 
sites of schools, and contributing largely to the building of 
schooh, indeed supplies a large means of education. The 
provision of school-room has been liberal, and in some places is 
more than ample. The provision of teachers of a better qnality 
is increasing. But the power of reading once attained, nothing 
mui'e is systematically Eought in this district than to turn it to its 
merely industrial account. Nothing is done to make it a. pleasant 
and honourable habit. 

A..lthou<rh the district is itself one of the most interesting in 
the world~ with a remarkable flora and fauna, and the richest 
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field of geological explomtion, with fo5si1s of the highest intere~;t 
to be found at the nry surface, yet with wealth widely spread, 
with a QTeat want of intelleetual occupation, no society exi8ts for 
the pro

0

motion of any of the branches of natural hi:5tory. It is 
true that a collection of fo~sils~ said to be very rich and valuable, 
was made and exhibited at the time of the visit of the geob;;ical 
~ection of the British Association to Dudley Castle some years 
ago. But it has since been packed in 'barrels, and is deposited 
out of reach in some waste place in an old nail warehouse. A 
literary society nominally exists, being, in fact, nothing but a very 
ill supplied news-room, frequented by a few clerks and tradesmen 
of an evening. The committee invite lecturers to deliver dis
courses, which while I was there were wholly of a literary character 
-" On the Character of Bum·an,'' " On the Modern Citv- of 
Rome," and the like subjects,-:ind were attended wholly by" per
sons above the reach of any arrangements practically intended for 
the education of the working classes as they are to be found in 
this district. Theatrical amusements are di3countenanced by the 
most influential people in the town, who frequent Birmingham 
for their own amusement and recreation, and are therefore only 
provided in Dudley in the worst of all possible places-the gaudy, 
flaming, drinking shops. A Garrick Club, too, for amateur per~ 
formances, is kept up as a kind of protest and a defiance to the 
more severe ruling orders. Practically, the neglect by the wealthier 
classes of habitual re5idents of the purmits \Yhich should follow 
upon the acquisition of knowledge deprins the growing up 
children of the working classes of the best moral and intellectual 
enjoyments, the proper rewards of their application at school, and 
must be looked upon as a great practicai discouragement of that 
school education to which they contribute so liberally but so lazily 
by their names and purses. 

The Economical Rewards of Education. 

Many of the more intelligent employers in this district have 
joined in a declaration made by others of the same class, and by 
influential noblemen and gentry in this and the adjoinin(J' counties 
that they will in the engagement of services give the pr;rerence t.~ 
children who h:rre given a certain amount of attendance at 8chool. 

Practically, 80 far as I can find, this declaration is without 
effect, as all similar undertakings mm:t be where the demand for 
youthful labour is such as to exceed the supply, and where the 
most intelligent labour is of considerable value. \Vhen an edu
cated and an uneducated boy present themselves for employment, 
it might have some exemplary effect if the educated boy wrb 
engaged and the uneducated one rejected. But where the 
educated children are whnlly inauequate to supply the wants of tb 
employer, the uneducated must be employed too; and when the~c 
do the work of the employer q~ite as.~·ell as the ed~cated l~ey 
must have the same wages. Th1s factltwus part of th1s professwn 
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of the employer~ appears to be wholly without effect in their 
establisl1ments, as it is, so fai' as I can judge, on the minch of 
the children or of their parent~:. 

But so far as boys and girls who can read, or write, or cyphcr are 
alone fittecl for some employments, such boys and girls of course 
get ready employment and promotion in departments from which 
the unschooled young are necessarily shut out. This advanta()"e, 
however, is wholly independent of this declaration of the e~l1-
ployers, and would equally exist with or without it. Fortunately 
the means of rewarding proficiency in this natural manner appears 
to be inexhaustible. The mode of conducting even very large 
businesses in this district is rude in comparison with that of any 
places I am acquainted with where education is better diffused. 
Clerks and book-keepers, though very highly paid, are scarce and 
not efficient, and rnde practices of counting and reckoning survive 
here that are wholly extinct in places where the familiarity with 
the operations of the counting-house is greater. For a long time 
to come there will be in all branches of the operations carried on 
here abundant employment nnd reward for all youths who £t 
themselves for it. 'Vhen this fails, if ever it do, it will still be 
found that boys so accomplished have o. career in other seats of 
active industry, and even now it is o. frequent subject of complaint 
that the bringing of bo~·s so forward as some of the masters do in 
the National and other inspected schools; is only a way to deprive 
the neighbourhood eventna1ly of their services, nnd to get them 
employment in Lancashire, or at Birmingham, or in th~ metropoli~. 
One important master nailor !:'fated to me, as the result of hi:5 
experience, that education was only a means of depriving the 
neighbourhood of all its best and brightest youths, and when he 
was obliged to admit that the operation was still beneficial to the 
youths themselve~ and to those parts of the country where they 
were profitaoly employed, he said, H But why then should they 
have the benefit at our expcn:se?" 

Teachers more u·antin!J than Schools. 
In one respect the extrinsic aids req nired must he dimini:shing, 

namely, for the provi~ion of school buildings, w·hich in even thiil 
densely populated district greatly exceeds the attendance, although 
in places where the teacher is efficient even the present school
room will always be found insufficient. Still the want, as will 
be seen by my returns, is less of school-room than of tr.ined 
teachers, and this appears to Le the want which at present cannot 
be supplied on the spot, and can only be supplied with puhlio 
assistance. By this supply it is to be hoped that many excellent 
free-school buildings and endowments may be made of greater 
common benefit than thev can now be; when the masters and 
teachers are neither trained to their work, nor under the influence 
of any such control or inspection, or rivalry or public opinion, as 
would keep the teachers up to their work according to the m~?a
sure of such abilities as they clo po~sess. 
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Some Drawbacks as to trained Teachers. 

A fact which must strike uny inr1uirer in this district, and if 
possible still more in the Potteries, is the disfavour frequently 
expressed by sincere and active friends of popular education toward~ 
the teachers trained in the establishm<::nts of the great educational 
societies. In the free schools in this district their introduction 
has hitherto been opposed almost universally, and the slow intro
duction of them into the National schools is owing quite as much 
to this disfavour as to the rebtive fewne::s of their numbers in 
comparison with the schools established. It appeared to me to 
be plainly my duty to ascertain, if possible, whether there be any 
grounds for the objection so frequently expressed, and if so, the 
nature of those grounds. In my observations on this topic I will 
anticipate my remarks on the Pottery district, to which indeed, of 
the two, thE:y arc the most applicable. 

Two expressiom are commonly given to the objections enter
tained to trained and certificated teachers, and. they both appear 
to refer to one and the same thing, according as it is viewed in re
lation to the children to be educated, or in relation to the patrons 
and manage:ts of the schooh. It is said that such teachers arc too 
commonly abo\"e their work, which they despise, priding them
selves on their accomplishments, for which the school gives them 
no proper scope, and which tl1ey seek to display in the tuition 
of a few sdected scholars, to whom they give a disproportionate 
attention to the preju<lice of the other sc.:holars and the general 
interest of the school confided tG their charge. It is also said 
that their conceit is too often such as to make them reject the 
aclvice and assistance of the managers of the school, and inclispose 
its patrons and friends to take a clue part in its promotion and 
management. 

I am bound to admit, that with all the indisputable benefits 
secured by the provision of trained teachers, I have also seen 
very many instances in which there is a just ground for both 
forms of this objection to them. 

As to the imputation that they too often consider themselves 
aborc their duty, this is almost as often to be infcrrcu from their 
own complaints as from the assertions of those who urrre it as an 
objection against them. The fact appears, indeed, to be, that in 
these two district:s the work of education is really such as to 
render the accomplishments of a highly instructed teacher for the 
most part unan.ilable. 'Vhere, as i5 the case here, nncl stillmore 
in the Potteries, the children at school at eight or nine years of 
age are the few exceptions to the general practice of scttinl)' 
children to work at an earlier age, it is wholly impossible to' gil~ 
to such children more than a mere groundwork of plain reaclinrr, a 
still bs portion of practice in writing, and yet less of practic~ in 
the elementary ruleil of arithmetic. Any considerable llevelop
ment of either of these elementary branches of education is out 
of the question, and nothing is possible beyond a bare entry 
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upon the rudiments, the grinding of which into the pupils by sheer 
force of practice is the most repulsive part of the task of education. 
Accordingly the first address made to a visitor by a master or 
mistress who feels himself fitted for hi(J'her work is almost always 
an expression of dissatisfaction with th~ work in which the labour 
is incessant, the result so small, and the possible credit to be gained 
so little. 

In almost every case where such complaints were made I have 
been satisfied that the teacher was capable of higher work than he 
was by the circumstances of the district called upon to perform. 
In such a case dissatisfaction is natural, and it is not to ·be won
dered at that a change of situation is frequently sought, in the 
hope that it will afford a satisfactory field for the employment of a 
class of accomplished teachers. . ' 

The fact which is most to be lamented is, that what might be well 
taught to children of the age of those who commonly attend the 
schools of this district, is taught with less interest and determina
tion than it might be. Mere reading, well acquired at a very 
early age, would be of infinite value. Nothing that a child can 
acquire so effectually strikes its ignomnt parents and relations and 
the lodgers in the same house as its power of reauing intelligibly 
some simple book or paper, nothing that the child can learn 
carries so much solid satisfaction to its home, or is so sure to induce 
its friends to strain a point to give it an opportunity of further 
schooling. A mother's vanity may be casually more excited by 
the display of writing, which she can neither understand nor 
appreciate, and here and there an ignorant father is pleased at 
some display of ability to reckon the combination of the measures 
of his own work or wages; but no such domestic satisfaction and 
constant enjoyment and well-groundecl pride or hope iil to be got 
fl'Om any other accomplishment of a young child as from its power 
of clear and articulate reading. This power, too, is one which, 
well attained, is least likely of all to lie idle, it is called into 
u:;e incessantly, even by illiterate friends and associates, is nt all 
times the most easy of gratification, and the means by which all 
other su.bjects of curiosity may be pursued. It is plain that 
where at best but a little can be done at all, this should on that 
account be, if possible, all the better done. But at the earliest 
stages this involves the greatest of all drudgeries to a teacher who 
is conscious of an_ ability for hif!her things. I am compelled to 
say that this essential accomplishment is in this district unduly 
neglected, and that this neglect is too often in proportion to the 
hi(l'her pretensions of the teacher. Accordingly it is common to 
fi.;d in really well-conducted and well-officered schools the reading 
of the boys very inferior in clearness and articulation, if not in 
fluency, to that of the girls of the same age, the female teachers 
being generally less unwilling to drudge at this work and less 
ambitious of displaying high attainments. It is even ?ommon to 
find boys and O'irls at a dame's school, of which the mistress can 
do nothing e~e ·than read, read better, allowance being made 
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for a provincial pronunciation, than children of the same age 
commonly do at the schools where more is taught, but with a I.ess 
exclusive attention to this great essential in a system of educatwn 
which must, when the utmost is done, still remain a very imperfect 
one, 

I must state my comiction that it would be a great be~efi~ to 
districts like those of the black country and the Pottenes if a 
set of teachers could be trained for them with all the other school 
habits now reco(fnized as indispensable, but with a more ex_clusive 
view to the imparting of merely l'Udimentary instruction, whose 
success in realizing this humble pretension should be the object of 
their ambition, and Le held to entitle them to employment and pro
portionate reward, no less than that of others who succeed in the 
teaching of more admnced and recondite studies, where these are 
more properly in place. 

The other form of expression for this objection is partly 
accounted for and disposed of in the foregoing remarks. But so 
far as it involves only the impression which teachers of high 
pretensions ha're made upon very many respectable friends of 
popular education, including many ministers of the Church of 
England and of other religious denominations, placed in the situa
tion of managers of school5, and who by their exertions can obtain 
a great amount of pecuniary and moral support to the schools, and 
greatly influence the parents and friends of the children whom it 
is desirable to educate, it is necessary to add a few more special 
observations. 

In the first place, it is generally to be remarked at the very 
first aspect of a school under the control of a capable master, when 
he is protected by the inspection of the Committee of the Privy 
Council, that the master and teachers have a self-dependent or 
independent bearing not generally to be seen in masters and 
teachers who depend more exclusively on the favour of the school 
managers and the good report of neighbouring persons of influence. 
The latter class of teachers are certainly more generally deferential 
in their manner, often carrying respectfulness to abjectness and 
8ervility, an extreme very rarely observable in those teachers 
who hold in their own training and in the records of the school 
under their charge their own protection, and their credentials for 
continued and advancing employment. A trained teacher knows 
by the effect on himself of his own training the value of the disci
pline he enforces, he feels that he will be supported in its enforce
men~ ~y a powerful nuthor~ty and enlightened opinion, and he is 
unw1lhng to allow of any mterference with it even by the most 
respected clergyman or mini5ter or the most important gentleman 
or most influential lady of the neighbourhood. His stiffness and 
the grounds for it are not always understood or appreciated, and 
it is sometimes taken as a personal slio·ht by those who think them
selves entitled to influence or direct the n1anao·ement of his school. 
Perhaps it is not unjust to managers gene1~lly to say that, in 
most cases of complaint against trained teachers for want of sub-
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missiveness in those matters, it has appeared to ~e that, ns to the 
occasion and substantial grounds of compbint, the teacher has been 
right and the complainant wrong, as might be expected in a dispute 
where one person stands on his professional knO\rledge, and the 
other is but an am::ttem, howeYer intelligent. On the other hand, 
I must confess that the manner and bearing of some yery aood 
masters, and here and there of a good mistres5 or teachet·,

0
are, 

especially "·hen fresh from the training school, unnecessarily self
assertive and not unfrequently conceited and presumptuous. But 
these are common faults of aspiring a~d successful youth, which 
seem generally to be cured Ly time, and to be rarely imputable 
to men or women teachers after a few years' experience in their 
vocation. 

It i5 also to be allowed, in justice to the class of trained teachers, 
that the complaint thus made ngainst them is least countenanced 
by the most educated of the clergy, gentry, or employer~, who 
arc generally, in proportion to their own accomplishments, the 
more desirous of ~ecuring 1eachC'rs of high qualificatiom, and the 
more tolerant of their pretensions. I bare not met any clergyman 
or gentleman of very high nttaimnents who has countenanced this 
complaint, and I hare not met OM such per~on interested in popular 
education who did not insist on obtaining and persist in sup
porting the teachers of the highest qualifications, independently 
of any pretension or conceit that in some cases accompanied their 
merits. 

Another consideration must be mentioned in fayour of highly
trained teachers, even when their accompli3hments are most mani
festly out of place in the day school.> to which they are appointed. 
There is no influence so effective as that of these very same teachers 
in establishing evening 8chools, which are of ntst importance in 
tbe:;e districts: as bringing within the reach of education those 
"·ho have passed the age at which they could be at any day school. 
Y nst numbers, as my st:J.ti::;tical returns show, of young men attend 
these erenin(}' schooh, all of "·hom nrc sensible of their "·ant of 
more education, and many of whom arc urged by strong ambition 
and bicrh and sometimes very generous motives. They adopt 
cour5es

0 
of study often so ambitious as to be nece~5nrily disap

pointin~; bt~t more generrJ.ly the .court:e they take_ is one which 
tends to a practical end and to rcal1mproyement. 1\nmbcrs work 
with extraordinary resolution, considering their heavy daily labour, 
and with proportionable effect, to fit thcmselres for more easy, 
or better remunerated, or :r.:1ore rcspcctrrblc employment; and all, 
without exception, avoid, while occupied, either at school or at 
home, the demoralizing influences which so t1i~astrously affect boys, 
girls, men, and women in this district who have time on their 
hands unemployed and money to spend. The earnestne,~, for the 
most part, Jisr)laycd in the8e evenina schools, the more mhnncecl 

0 f 1' .,. l years of the pupils, often mature men and fathers o JamhJcs, t 1e 
natural abilities of some, the steady ambition of o.ther$, and e.ven 
the extmvagant aspirations of a few, afford a field for the exertwns 
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of a teacher conscious of his powers more congenial to him than 
the drudgery of a 8Chool where his scholars leaye him at seyen or 
eirrht vears of nrre, Etill unconscious of the benefits they have 
re~eiv~d and unthankful for them. It is a coincidence to.be noted, 
that some of the masters who have been mo8t complained of for 
bein~'~' above their work in their day schools are amongst the most 
activ~ and successful promoters, both as originators and as teachers, 
of the education of the working cla8ees in evening schools, which 
in many thousands of ca~es supply the deficiencies of the previous 
school education, or afford for the first time in later life an educa,.. 
tion wholly neglected in childhood. 

On this branch of complaint against trained teachers I am inclined 
to the conclusion that, so far as it is founded in fact, the fault is 
usually cured by a few yeara' experience, and that it will gradually 
disappear altogether as the accomplishments on which they now pride 
themselves cease to be remarkable by becoming more common. 
And on the other hand, a good deal of the irritation at their 
superiority or assumption of superiority will be got rid of as the 
middle and upper classes themselves acquire the accomplish
ments which would enable them to new such pretensions with 
more equanimity, or indeed with the amusement which it 
affords to persons with a ground for Eatisfaction with their own 
attainments. 

On the whole my conclusion, formed with all the deliberation 
that my opportunities have allowed of, is, that no objection applies 
to trained teachers as a cla1;s but one, that they are too few for 
the wants of the country, and that no other necessity is so urgent 
in the interests of the whole community as that of an adequate 
rmpply of them in the least time that is sufficient for the purpose. 
This being once effect eel, I am satisfied that parents will everywhere 
seek for their chiluren an education which they will then certainly 
approve, and of which the appreciation will rise as the children, 
once at school, in their turn become parents, and that then, pro
bably, and from thenceforth, private interest will effect all that is 
requisite, and the State, and even educational societies, may leave 
the interests of parents, children, and teachers to take care of 
themselves. 

Comparatiee Efficiency of Schools. 

Xo example that I have met with \Yill better serve to illustrate 
the importance of a very plain and unpretentious En()'lish educa
tion than the experience of its effects at Orme's Ch~rity School 
at Kewcastle-under-Lyme. 

Charity or free echools in both my districts are all attended by 
as many scholars as the schools will admit, and there are also in 
every case where I made the inquiry, always more applicants for 
admisEion than can be received. But these schools have not the 
advantage of being under government inspection, nor any other 
efficient public inspection. The situations of master, mistress, and 

VOJ .. II. S 
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teachers are generally disposed of by the trustees by favour, and 
the perwns chosen are commonly old servants of the patrons, or 
persons who, from bodily infirmity or other incapacity, are unable 
to obtain a livelihood, and whom it is thought a charity to appoint 
to these places. There are a few exceptional cases where ccm
petent teachers, strangers to the trustees and to the neighbour
hood, have been appointed, and in all of these instances the results 
have been more satisfactory; but still, for want apparently of 
efficient and permanent superintendence, even· in these cases, the 
schools remain far behind the average of inspected schools_. The 
teaching in most of these schools is conducted without ener~y or 
much method; the schools are, with few exceptions, scenes of 
disorder and indiscipline, the chief quality developed in the children 
is a habit of servility, enforced under the name of respect for their 
benefactors and superiors. Still in all cases the benefits of a free 
education are sufficiently appreciated by parents, to fill the schooh, 
but they are rarely sufficiently great to ·cause the children to 
be retained at school after the age at which they can earn any 
wages at all, and there are no schooh as a cla:;s in my districts in 
which the attendance is less regular, or, with the exception of 
Dame Schools, ceases at so early an age. 

The most striking exception in my districts to all these ordi
nary deficiencies of free schools is this school, Orme's Charity, at 
Newcastle; and as it serves to illustrate many important objects 
of my inquiry, it seems to deserve a somewhat detailed descrip
tion. The school was founded about a century ago, being en~ 
dowed with lands which have of late greatly increased in Talue by 
the opening of coal and iron-stone mines. But the endowment 
was long a subject of litigation, and the school itself was in abey
ance from the beginning of the century till about 1846. Since 
it was re-opened the increase of the funds has from time to time 
allowed of an increa:::e in the school, which now admits 120 boys. 
~~bout 11 years ago the trustees appointed the present master, i~Ir. 
Emmanuel Earl, on the very proper ground of his success at the 
neighbouring British school, which he had raised from a very bad 
condition, aud where in nine months he had raised the number of 
scholars from 30 to 80, and in three years to an average of 100, 
the extreme number then admissible to that school. 

:Mr. Earl was trained as a teacher by the British School Society. 
He is impressed with the importance of his duties and the value of 
his function; but strictly limits his efforts to the· object of giving 
to his pupils a thoroughly plain and unpretentious English edu
cation, not extending beyond the acquisition of a power of audible 
and clear reading, good plain writing from dictation, and a ready 
and rapid use of the rules and practices of commercial arithmetic. 
By this limitation of his efforts he is able to concentrate hi5 own 
and the a~sistant master's energiee., as well as the capaci1ies and 
time of his pupils, with effect. The writing from dictation was, 
in all the classes, the best for accuracy, legibility, and punctuation, 
that I saw in the course of my inquiry perfi)rmed by boys of a 
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like a(l'e · and in the upr}er classes (where the age of the boys 
o ' N ' l greatly exceeds that of any other charity. school,. or. a tiOna, 

1\e~leyan, or British or other popular schoolm the d1stncts wh:re 
my inquiry was made) these plain acc~mplish.m:nts were. earned 
in their full proportion beyond the ordmary lim1t of attamments 
in such ~chook 

The practical results produced by this plain education, being 
soberly but steadily ~rrried out, are very striking. In the fir~t 
place it is thoroughly appreciated by the parents, who, thou~h 
seekincr a !!fatuitous education for their children, are found wil
ling, f~r the ::ake of it, to lea>e their boys at school for a long 
period- an a>erage of more than fixe years-beyond that at 
which thev could in this district earn considerable wages to sup
port then{seh-es, and aid their families. The average age of all 
the boys who ha>e left in the year 1859 is 12 years; and for the 
whole of the ele.en years during which :Mr. Earl-has been master, 
the a•era()'e age of lea>in()' the school has been 11·7 years. Prac
tically th~ pa~ents, by fo~egoing the earnings of- their childre~, 
and finding them maintenance for so long a time beyond wha~ 1s 
usual, do make sacrifices greater than those who for a shorter time 
pronde the I"Chool fees at other schools. 

The conduct of the parents in thus continuing their children 
so long at this school is perfectly explained by the manife8t fact, 
that the plain but really efficient education that they obtain here 
is a means of raising their .a1ue, respectability, and position in 
the world. 'Ihe boys on lea>ing can all obtain the best situa~ 
tions open to boys of their age in the neighbourhood; they are 
known to be eo well prepared that the e:chool is, as it were, a 
home of call at which employers make their application when 
they want intelligent boys who can read or write or c>pher. 
)fr. Earl nry properly considers it a part of his duty to' assist 
employers in their search, and he watches with interest the 
sub~equent career of his pupils, and is able to give an account of 
the present position of e>ery pupil but two who ha>e left the 
school since he became its master. The information he ga>e me 
seemed to me to be of sufficient interest to jmtify my setting it 
forth at some length. 

The boys who "le!l>e the school to become errand boys, com. 
monly lea>e at about twel>e years, and begin with wages of from 
2s. 6rl. to 4s. a week, which is ne>er exceeded except when, as 
they often do, they become apprenticed. Apprentices commence 
at 14, with wages from 2s. 6d. io 3s. a week, increasincr a shillin()' 
a week every year for two years, reaching commonly fn the last 
year 1 Os. a week. Clerks are wught from the school by at
!orney~, by officers of r;lilways and others, who::e employment 
15 loo:,ed upon 15 a great admncement to boys, in the condition of 
tho~e at this and similar schools. They begin at '\'arious r!lte:::. of 
"·n;e~, from 3s. to Ss. a week: those who get 8s. being no bette':' 
accom]Jli~hed than tho~e who begin at 5s. or 3s. They commonly 
eugJge for fi>e years, and their wages rise about 2s. a week iu 
the third >ear, and again 2s. more in the £fth nar. and crenernlly 
do not rea'ch abo>e lOs. a week in the £fth ye~r. .Pupil~teachers 

s 2 
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begin at 4s. a week, and increase yearly by 21. lOs. a year for 
five years. 

The following gives the present earnin()'s of the 16 pupils who 
have been placed in the last four years:-

0 

s. d. 
((1) now aged 18 present wages 10 0 a week. 
I (2) , 15 ,, ,. 10 o , 

Clerks.~ (3) , 16 , 10 0 

l(4) )) 20 ll 18 0 
(5) " 19 " " 17 0 -, 

to increase next year to 21 0 
(6) 13 " " 5 0 

to increase next year to 10 0 
(7) -17 6 6 
(8) " 14 " 5 0 

" 
" 

" 
" (9) 16 , " 8 0 

(10) 18 " ,, 10 0 " 
(11) 17 8 6 

" (12) " 18 " 9 0 
(13) " 17 ,, 8 0 
(14) " 17 " 10 0 

" 

(15) Qu. 15 Qu. 5 0 
(16) Qu. 16 , Qu. 6 0 , 

These details relating to Orme's Charity School serve as an 
example to show, what all my other information in different 
degrees seems also to prove, that a very plain education thoroughly 
carried out, even in a charity school, will be \Yell appreciated by 
children and their parents, that it will secure a respectable, easy, 
and profitable employment in life for the scholars, and will on these 
accounts recommend itself~ and tend to secure an attend:mce at 
school for a length of time, which will neverl in such districts as 
those of" the black country" and the potteries, be given up for 
a more pretentious and superficial training. 

The Subject J.~Iatter of Education. 
Perhaps the industrial clunacter of the two districts to which 

my inquiry has been confined, the very early age at which the 
children leave their schools, and at which it is difficult to have 
made any strong impressions as to the preferableness of one 
Christian doctrine or discipline over another, above all the very 
slight interest which the adult labouring class here -the parents 
of the children--take in these distinctions, may account for the fact 
apparent to me throughout this inquiry, that the religious deno
mination of the school, or the religious instruction given in it, 
had little or no influence on the resort to it of chiluren of the la
bouring class,-the bulk of all the children to which my attention 
was directed. The distinction between the children of the bbouring 
class and those of the class of shopkeepers, of masters and em
plGyers, and of people of independent means, is clear and broad, 
persons of these latter classes being generally either attached to 
some distinct denominations, or entertaining opinions more or 
less opposed to the mixture of religious doctrine with secular 
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instruction, and in either case inclined to select for their children 
the schools in which the tuition is most conformable to their 
own religious views . 

.A.c; to the very poorest class of tradespeople and independent 
handicraftsmen, indeed as to every class of people in any condition 
just above those who serve for daily or weekly wages, it may be 
said of all of them as classes, that they are in these districts 
attached, by preference, often a very strong one, to some particular' 
religious denomination, and that they are rarely without a place 
of worship conformable to their views conveniently near at 
hand. When a school of any kind is connected with a place 
of worship, it is certainly the -.ery general rule that the children 
of those attending the place of worship, attend also the school 
connected with it. The school is never established without some 
pecuniary and other sacrifice, and those who incur the cost and 
labour commonly do it with an intention to benefit in the first 
place, if not exclusively, the members of their particular commu
nity. They more particularly urge on those poorer people whom 
they are most counected with, the duty and the advantage of 
sending their children: to the school, and their influence is of 
cottrse greatest on those with whom they most agree, and are 
most in the habit of co-operating. For these reasons, undoubtedly 
religious distinctions, when they exist, generally determine the 
choice of a school where schools are provided corresponding 
with such distinctions, and these distinctions, especially when 
energetically urged by influential members of a community, often 
cause an inferior school to be preferred to a much better one 

. of another denomination. Agreeing on the one ground of asso
ciation, the whole connexion in the neighbourhood goes together, 
as one flock when no obstacle or strong temptation causes a diver
gence; but this tendency seems to be rather the operation of 
neighbourly feelings holding the several religious communities 
together, than any proportionate repulsion that drives them from 
the schools of other communities. Those who prefer the school of 
their own denomination, do not gen'erally show any relucta~ce 
to use the more accessible or better conducted or cheaper school 
of another denomination. The almost invariable answer given by 
parents who are questioned on the subject of their preference of an 
inferior school, is that they like their children to go to the school 
conducted by people of their own persuasion. It never, amonO" 
the ordinary poor, takes the form of an objection, so far as I hav~ 
observed, to the teaching at any other school. 

In talking with the parents, more particularly the mothers of 
the children sent to any school, as to the grounds of their pre
ference of the one over the other, one must be struck with the 
very practical reasons they usually give for it. ''The school is 
nearer ;" or " the road to it is better;" or "the master does not 
require the children to be so well clothed;" or " the mistress 
makes the girls so tidy;" or "the master makes the boys write 
so much better; or" more clever at ciphering;" or "the girls 
get out into so much better places through such a lady taking 
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care of them ;" and the like reasons sufficient or insufficient, but in 
99 cases out oflOO always practical reasons. \Vhen a so-called 
religious ground is asserted by a mother of a child of the workin,.., 
class, it rarely amounts to more than the routine one, that "sh~ 
or the master goes to church," or "to the chapel;" or when they 
go to neither, then" that Mr.- or Mrs. -persuaded them" to 
send their children to the school in question; or sometimes that 
"they do not like the schoolmaster of oux school, because he is a 
teetotaller;" or the vicar " who manages the Church school, 
because he struts about the town in a shovel bat like a bisl1op ;" 
or "because I bate all dissenters." In scores of answers I Lave 
received from people of this class, to account for the choice of one 
school, or the rejection of another on some supposed ground of 
religious preference, I have never in any one case been able to 
discover any si:c.gle element of religious conviction or scnlJ;le ; 
nor do I believe that any real religious difference cperates in 
any sensible degree on the working population of these districts; 
but that where it appears to do so, it is in the great majority of 
cases only as a result of the desire to do as their friends, neigh
bours, and associates do, and not as a consequence of any more 
intimate conscientious conviction, which could be outraged by 
any school practice compatible with the opinion of any other 
Protestant sect. 

Thus, the better National school at Netherton bas for about 
one third of its number of scholars children of ditisenters, and these 
for the sake of the better daily teacl1ing submit without complnint 
to the condition which is imposed of attending theN ationalSunday 
school likewise; but as the body of the children go from the school 
to church, the children of tlissenter::; file off right and left to their 
respective places of worship, leaving about two thirds of their 
number to go to the church. A very small inducement often pre
vails over all religious partialities. For instance, at Tittensor, 
where the Duke of Sutherland owns the land and cottages, where 
he provides without any aids the schools and their maintenance, 
it wM thought proper that the parents should pay for the school
ing, and the rate of 2d. a week was fixed, and the school well 
atteu·led. But the Homan Catholic school fee being reduced 
to 1 }d. weekly, was found to be a sufficient inducement to draw 
away the children of people of the profession of tbe Church of· 
England, and of some dissenters, and the Duke, in order to keep 
the children at his school, felt compelled to follow the lead, 
and to reduce the pay of his school to 1 td. per week, also. 
When I received this information from l\Ir. Jackson, his Grace's 
secretary, he was in expectation of !t further threatened re~luction 
of the Roman Catholic school to I d. a week, in which case it was 
thought that it would then be necessary, in order to ket>p the chil
dren at the Duke's school, to drop the fees there also to ld. a week. 
It is admitted, that at Tittensor the people, though very well 
off, generally value education very little, and avail themselves of 
all excuses for allowinrr their children to absent themselves from 
school i and whenever

0 

any small artear of payments may have 
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accrued, the parents thren,t.en if they are not excused from pay
ment, to send their children to the Roman Catholic school, where 
they will not be so hardly dealt with; and they, on occasion given 
to them, actun,lly carry their threat into execution. A few 
pence in t,hese cases often turns the balance against what might 
as supposed to be the religious predispo~ition of the parents, be 
well as agn,inst the better as compare~ with an inferior school. 

On the other hand, the cases descnbed to me were numerous 
wherein strongly expressed religious views gave way to the 
interest which pa,rents of the middle class feel in the better 
education of their children. In no really good school in either of 
my districts, n::ttional, or dissenting, or private, did I fail to find 
that the scholars were largely mixed, consisting always for the 
most part of the children of parents whose religious views were 
supposed to be thosa of the managers of the school, but always 
also of the children of people of other professions residing near, 
although there might be accessible schools for the latter managed 
by persons of their own opinion. Sometimes, where such schools are 
not accessible, it might be supposed that the wish of the parent 
gave way to the sheer impossibility of obtaining the desired 
education "ithout making concession of the religious objection, 
as in the case of a child of a person of the Jewish persuasion 
pointed out to me in the British School of Newcastle, wherein 
all the children were required to be present at the rending of the 
Lord's Prayer. Since that school was placed. under its present 
master, its character haYing again risen with its neighbours gene
rally, people even of some opulence are desirous of the good, plain, 
practical education obtainable there. A retired tradesman, rich 
and respectable, sent one of three sons, and afterwards the two 
others, taking one of them from a superior private school, the other 
from the Grammar School. Finding the association not so good 
as he desired for his children, he took them away and again, on 
trial of other schools, had sent back one of them, whom I sa.w 
at tl:Us school. A similar preference operated on the Jewish 
parents of this child, who however objected to his presence at the 
saying of the Lord's Prayer, and remonstrated strongly, but 
finding that the rule could not be departed from, sent their child 
nevertheless, and he had been regularly present from Christmas 
1853 to the 2nd of :May, 18.59, when I saw him. In this case the 
parents were under no difficulty as to obtaining education for 
their child in some one of many schools as accessible as this, 
an~ .not IJ?-Ore expensive, where no condition opposed to their 
religious v1ews would have been enforced, and no other motiYe 
appears to have decided them in this case besides the mere pn>
ference of the kind of secular education afforded at tl:Us school. 

ln two cases in the Potteries I was informed by the mnnao-ers 
of Sunday schools that there was an objection to any me~ek 
secular instruction being given on Sunday, and on this accou~t 
the writing classes were held on evenings of some working dtw 
during the week. One of these was the very important scho~l 
of the Methodist New Connex.ion, and I took pains to lear 
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whether what was implied in the information as first given to 
me, namely, that the objection was entertained by the scholars 
themselves or their parents, was a matter of fact. On a searchinrr 
inquiry amongst the managers and teachers, I could not lear~ 
that the objection had ever been made either by a scholar or a 
parent of a scholar, but that it had heen strongly maintained by 
two of the managers, and acquiesced in by others who joineJ. in 
the apprehension that the objection might pos':iiblv be made, but 
did not know that it had ever actunlly been made." 

I have described the success of Orme's Charity school under Mr. 
Earle's mastership. He is himself of the Independent connexion, 
and was educated at the British and Foreign Society's school. 
The founder of Orme's Charity was of the Church of Enrrland, as 
are most of the managers. The Bible and Testament are ;eQ"Ularly 
read and explained, but the views of the parents of the s~holars 
are only to be conjectured from the Sunday schools to which they 
are known to send their children. Of the whole 118 scholars 
present at one of my visits there went,-

To the two Church Schools 
To the Chapels of the Methoditit New Conne:xion 

Nowhere 

, Wesleyans 
, Independents -
, 
" 

Primitive :Methodists 
Roman Catholics 

- 41 
- 34 
- 19 
- 10 
- 11 

118 

At the excellent National school under the Rev. W. Wade's 
manarrement at Kidsgrove, the master gave me the account of the 
attendance at the Sunday schools of all the boys of the four first 
classes (124 boys out of the whole 190), viz. :-

At the Church school - - - - - 7 4 
At the Wesleyan and Primitive Methodists' ~ 43 
At no Sunday school - 7 

124 

As far as I can judge, these are fair examples out of many of 
the readiness of parents to accept a useful education for their 
children wherever it can be obtained. I have found religious dis
tinctions strongly insisted on by the promoters and managers of 
schools. These are active in canvassing for supporters, for sub
scribers, for teachers, and for scholars, nncl undoubtedly produce 
a great influence on parents within their connexion, and as 
speakers, and preachers, and writerR, a still greater one propor
tionally on the opinion of the public. But the genuine, unstimu~ 
lated opinion cfthe poorer classes of parents who desire education 
for their children appears to me to be universally a simple desire 
for a good, useful, plain education, with little care about religious 
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distinctions of doctrine or discipline, except only so far that Pro
testant parents uf all classes avoid the 1\oman Catholic schools, 
and Roman Catholic parents nearly as generally avoid Protestant 
schools of all denominations. All the other professed Jesire to 
maintain in tuition religious distinctions appears to me not to. be 
genuine and popular but f~tctitious, and wholly stin1ulated hy 
enthusiastic and professional promoters of education, seeking not 
to conciliate or represent the general op~nion, but to propagate 
their own. 

In this district it is everywhere arparent that a good school
master or mistress is immediately appreciated even amongst the 
most ignorant and indifferent populations. So far as the children 
and parents are concerned it would here matter little or nothing 
for their success as promoters of popular education, whether the 
teachers were of one religious profession or another, provided 
only that their teaching were practically useful, and their conduct 
respectable. But the subject has undouhtedly a very different 
aspect so long as it is necessary to find artificial and extraneous 
means of support to popular schools. The patrons, the managers, 
the subscribers, whose aid is still required for the establishment of 
popular schools, are almost uni,·ersally attached to some one or 
other of our separate religious communities, and are almost all, in 
proportion to this attachment, not only desirous of extending its 
importance and influence, but in most cases, more or less avowedly 
desirous of checking the development of all the others. This 
dinsion of opinion amongst the patrons of education seems in this 
:listrict to have two very distingnish,lble effects. In the more popu
lous and opulent parts the active rivalry and competition undoubt~ 
edly operate to multiply schools and teachers, and stimubte the 
·1rogress ofpopular education, but in all those less populous and 
)rosperous districts, where it is most difficult to support a school 
lt all it commonly has the efii:ct, hy cutting off a p<lrt of the 
rhole means of the place, of retarding the establishment of anv 
~hool at all, or else of c:msing the establishment of two or m01~e 

· 1efficient riYal schools in the place of 11 single good one. Thus it 
i probable that the riYalry of sects has promoted populq,r edu
c .tion in the most populous places, and retarded it in others. 

But, confining my observations to the districts in which I 
h .ve made my inquiry, I am forced to the conclusion that the 
a .xiety commonly expressed as to the nece:)sity of consultin"' the 
religious convictions of the community has a Just foundati;n in 
the present opinions and springs of action of those who for the 
most part promote, support, and manage schools, but has, very 
little foundation indeed in the real opinions of either the scholars 
tbemselns or their parents. 

THE PoTTEniEs. 

Having made mch general remarks as appear to me of im
portance, and which were Euggested to me chiefly by the results 
of n~y inqui:·y iu the pudley Union, althou~h ~hey apply equally 
and m some mstances m greater force to the d1stnct of the Potterie5, 
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I now proceed to make some observations particularly relating to 
the whole district of the Potteries. ' 

I commenced my inquiry in this district on the 2nd of February 
1859, and terminated it on the 17th of May in the same year. 

The district assigned to me, and commonly recognized as the 
Potteries, consists of the pari~hes comprised in the three Poor Law 
Unions of Stoke-upon-Trent, of W oolstanton and Burslem, and 
of Newcastle-under-Lyme; viz.,-

!. In the union of Stoke-upon-Trent:-
1. The. parish of Stoke-upon-Trent, which consists of the 

townships of Bagnall, Booth en, llotteslow, Bucknall (which 
includes the hamlet ofUbberley), Bucknah Eaves, Clayton, Fenton 
Culvert or Great Fenton (which includes part of the hamlet of 
Lane Delph, the remainder of which is in the township of Fenton 
Culvert), Hanley (which includes a place called Northwood), 
Lane End and Longton, Penkhull (which includes the town of 
Stoke-upon-Trent, the village of Penkhull, and the places called 
Basford, Harts Hill, Trent Vale, and Stoke Road), Seabridge 
and Shelton (which includes a place called Etruria, and part of 
the village of Cobridge, the remainder of which is in the township 
of Burslern, Woolstanton, and Burillem Union) : 

In all10,490 acres, with a population in 1851 of 259,942. 

II. In the Union of W oolstantou and Burslem :-
2. The parish of Burslem, which consists of the township of 

Burslem (which includes the places called Dale Hall, Longport, 
and part of the village of Cobriuge, the remainder of which is in 
the township of Shelton, Stoke-upon· Trent parish). The hamlet 
of Sneyd, the ville of Rushton Grange, and the lorchhip of Abbey 
Halton (which includes the hamlets of ~Iilton and Sneyd Green). 

3. The parish of W olstanton, which consists of the townships of 
Drieryhurst (or Brerehurst), Chatterley, Chesterton, Great and 
Little Chell, Knutton, Olucott, Ranscliff (or Rainscliff), Stad
moreslow, Thursfield, Tunstall, 'Vedgwood, and W oolstanton, and 
the villages of Dales Green, Goldenhill, Greenfield, Harrisahead, 
Kicl~O'rove, :Mow Cop; Sandyford, aml W ainlee : 

ln°all13,679 acres, with a population in 1851 '-If 41,916 . 
• 
III. In the union of Newcastle-under-Lyme :-

4. The parish of Audley, which consists of the townships of 
Auclley, Bignall End, Eardley Enll, Knowl End (which includes 
the hamlet of Shaleybrook), Park End, and Talk-o'-t.h'-Hill, and 
the liberty of Halmer End; 

5. The township of Balterley; 
6. The parish of Batley; 
7. The chapelry of Charlton, which includes the township of 

Charlton Hill and part of the hamlet of Stableforcl (the remainder 
of which is in the parish of Swinnerton or Synnerton Stone 
Union); 

8. The parish of Keele, which includes the village of Silver .. 
dale; · 
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9. The parish of 1\Iadeley, which consists of the township of 
~Iadeley (which includes the hamlet of Little l\ladeley) and 
Onneley; 

10. The parish of Mner, which consists of the township of 
Maer and the hamlet of Maerway Lane ; 

11. The parish of N ewcastle-under-Lyne; 
12. The parish of 'Vhitmore; 

In all26,il8 acres, with a population in 1851 of 20,814. 

The whole district of the Potteries, as thus defined, contains 
-50,887 acres, or rather more than 79 square miles, with a popu
lation in 1851 of 120,672 persons. 

Occupations of the Population. 

The occupations of the inhabitants of this district are nrious. 
The industry, however, which chiefly characterize::; it, and gives to 
it the name of the Potteries, occupies the greater part of the popu
lation in Stoke, Fenton, Longton, or Lane End, Shelton, Hanley, 
Burslem, and Tunstall, the most populous parts of the district, 
where the finer kind.s of the porcelain and earthenware goods, 
such as are made of imported clays and flint, are produced, while 
the coarser kinds of pottery, such as roof or draining tiles, and 
other red, brown, and black clay wares, and bricks, the a!!cient 
and original produce of this district, are made wherever the clay 
required for their manufacture is found near to the surface. But 
little pottery of any kind, and none of the finer kinds, is made 
anywhere in the Newcastle Union, although Newcastle itself was 
for a long period a chief seat of manufacture of the red earthen
ware, particularly of butter pots. Glass is also extensively made 
in the parts of the district where pottery is made, especially at 
Burslem, where the extensive works of ::\Iessr8. Davenport are 
situated. 

The next great occupation of the population is in coal mininz, 
nearly the whole district being supposed to be situated orer a co;l
field, and coal being raised sufficient for the consumption of all the 
manufactures and for the domestic consumption of the district as 
well as for exportation. 

The next most important industry is that of the ironworks, both 
for the smelting and the forging of iron, which have been rapidly 
increased of later year;;, and appear to be likely, at no rrreat lenr~th 
of time, to rival in quantity as they do now in quality

0 
of prod~1ce 

those of South Staffordshire, which is now lar()'ely supplied with 
ironstone from this district. The ironworks are ~hiefly established 
at Co bridge, at Tunstall and at Kidsgrove in the \Y oolstanton and 
Burslem Union, and at Keele and Silverdale in the Newcastle 
Union, always in conjunction with the workinO' of coal mines, or 
in close proximity to such mines. 

0 

The next important occupation, which almost wholly employs 
girls and a few young women, is the throwinrr of silk, for which 
there are three silk mills in the near neighbourhood of New-
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castle, established here in order to obtain the: labour cf children 
more cheaply, when the old trade of the town, the hat manufac
ture, was decaying, ::md to be out of the reach of the strikes which 
disturbed the business in l\Iacclcsfield and Congleton :md other 
places where the manufacture of silk is more largely carried on. 
There is also one cotton-spinning mill. The hat manufacture of 
K ewcastle has dwindled down to the produce of one not very 
consiclemble establi~hmeut. 

Agriculture is here interfered witb'in the pottery and mininrr and 
iron district by the breaking up of the land, renderin~ it le5s 

0

suit
able on that account for extcni'ivc amble culture, which, nc,·crthe
less, hold:; it:; ground to a considerable extent, even in the~e places, 
while it is scarcely affected by them in the X ewcastle "C" nion. Dnt 
the land is favourable for pasture, and no use of it is so profitable 
as the produce of milk for the conmmption of the hrge manuflc
turing population, who here alw know no beef but that of dry or 
barren cowe. ·wherever there is a stream of water aniln.ble, it is 
used for the irrigation of upland meadows, 'rhicb are considera1le 
in extent, and very profitable. The farms are generally small in 
extent, often not exceeding 50 acres, ami rarely as great as 100. 

Occupations of Children. 

The pottery trade, by its vast and inccs:;ant deYelopment, pro
vides a constantly increa5ing employment, in which children of 
both sexes, and at the earliest age~, can be profitably employeu at 
good wa~e:;. ).Iany of the operations are extremely light ami ea~y, 
such as the carrying of the moulds of the !"maller wares from the 
moulcler'..; shop to the furnace. Such work can be rerfectly well 
done by children of six or seven years of age. Other work is 
equally light, but requires a little more dexterity, such a3 the 
moulclinrr of the lighter ware3, ami the fixin~ of the p:1ttcrn5. 
Other5, ~gain, are mure Fellcnt:1ry, f'uch a:; painting, giluin~ and 
burnishing, an1l are well fitted for girls and young women. ~orne 
require some degree of arti~tic 8kiil, suc11 ns pattern-making, paint~ 
ing, and modelling, hut only the latter occa~ionally requires a 
matured aLilit"V, and the greater part of all thc~e operntions are 
performed by young people far the most part hom and bred in tl1is 
dimict. The direct ctfect of all impro.-ements that add to the 
delicacy of the ware~, the elaboratene~s of patterns, or the costliness 
of the emllellishment, is to dimini~h the p::oportion of the heaYier 
work, and to incrca~e greatly the lighter work, employing- ,\·oman 
and children. In aU tue pot '"orks the employment of children i;; 
multipliecl in proportion to the c:::>stlincss of the pottery produced; 
and as the tenclcncv is to a constant increase in this direction, the 
pro::pect is that tl~e employment of children, at early ngp .. will 
still increase ns the trade itself acl.-:mces. Other p:nts ot the 
labour are coarse and rnclc, such as the grinding and mi::-;:ing aml 
kneading the clay and £iiJt, and inJced almost al_l the operati~n::> 
in the reel pottery a::Jd tile and brick work-. Agam, ~ome r;qmre 
merely bodily strength and endurance mch as c:tn be supphed by 
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men onl"' such ns the furnace work, which is to a lar~e extent 
performed only by the. Iowe~t ch~s of pottery bboure.r~ anJ. in 
a comidernble proportwn of 1t by men of un:fixcJ habits, commg 
from other parts of the country. 

The employment of children in this work is under no ~pccial 
le~al recr:ulation, and is ~olely governeu bythepleasure of the parents, 
~d the ~intere~t of the employers. As the work is Loth lighter 
and in some of its earlier stages e•en easier than the lightest works 
in the iron district of South Staffordshire, and is in greatly more 
demand, the employment of extremely young children is e-ren more 
::::eneral than there, and the motives to place them at such work 
~perate e-ren more extensi-rely than there. The effect on attend· 
ance at Echool is ine·dtahle in this Etate of thing5. The attendance 
of a child, de5tined to be a small ware potter, at a day ~chool after 
se•en or eight years of age i~, in the present le.;;al position of the 
trade, a fact never witnesEed, and not to be expected. Where the 
nature of the work, as in the course pottery worb, demands more 
strength, and is unfit for wry young boys or for girls at any age, 
potters' children, when they do not find v.ork at some of the light 
trades, are sometimes kept at school for a lon.~er period. 

The subject of a cowpuhory euucation of the children employed 
in the Potteries upon the principle of the Factory .-\.ct5, requiring 
their attendance under certain ages, for a certain portion,-as a half 
of their time,-at Echool, is often discussed here in printe; but its 
public diacu5sion is not encouraged. The employers nre jealous 
of one a::10tber, and of the admntages which those in eome branches 
of the trade would haYe under ~;uch a svstem as a!!;ainst others. 
The employers en;;aged in the finest ,;ork, occupying far the 
(l'reate~t number of young children, would be exposed to the 
greatest portion of inconvenience and pecuniary ~acrifice. But 
some of the most eminent of these express in prirute their approml 
of !'uch a ~;ystem, and their own per.sonal readiness to adopt it e-ren 
without legal compulsion, if it could be introduced as a general 
plan, affecting equally themseh·es and their competitors. "'I was 
mrprised to iind the unanimity of the adult popubtion, includinO" 
both the fathers anu mothers of the children emrJlm·ed, in ueclarin~ 

• 1:> 

that F:uch a measure 'ms not necessary, and tl1at it would destroy 
the fine pottery trade. This >ery preralent opinion makes public 
men umruling to <Escuss the subject in a pbce where party 
politics run high. But it seems to me to be nry probable that a 
compuhory introduction of the principle of the education clauses 
of the Factory J.cts would be approwd b' mam·, and would not 
now Le nry sedously or powe1fully oppos~cl. · 

Although tLis trade occupies the greater portion of the youn(J' 
children b. the district i!l '' hich it is carried on, and so prewnt~ 
their attend::nce at iby Echo0h, it mmt be admitted that the trade 
itself in its ligh~er departments is not a brutalisin:r one. The 
chil,1ren are employed in extensive manufactories ;nder the e'e 
of overlooker~. The leading r..::anufacturers have for a centu~y 
pa~t 1Jeen solicit.ous. about the moral condition of the people they 
employ. The d1stnct, HarJey and Bur~lem more particularly, is 
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one of those in which about a century ago the earliest and greatest 
efforts were made by Wesley and his followers, and has alwavs 
been a great field for the exertions of the :Methodists. Most "of 
the masters, said to be two-thirds of the whole, are of this or other 
denominations of dissent. It is universally allowed that they have 
exerted themselves strenuously to give a reli()'ious education to the 
population. They have established num~rous well-supported 
schools; have, on the whole, appointed as good masters and teachers 
as the supply afforded. It is everywhere asserted and admitted that, 
as a class, they have set their faces against the habit of excessive 
drinking, and very effectually as regards their more skilled work .. 
men. I myself, in company with the inspector of police, visited 
on Saturday nights, when wages having been paid, the workmen 
have most to spend, every drinking ~hop in Hanley, and many of 
the most considerable in other places in this district; but no drink
ing place in this district is equal in extent or splendour to any of 
the third or fourth rate drinking shops in Dudley ; none of them 
have the allurements of acting or dancing, though in one or two 
was heard a miserable organ played by a street itinerant. In 
none of these were to be found any children drinking, and but 
here and there a child in a mother's arms or in company with a 
mother, but not in any case, as is common at Dudley, to drink 
on his or her own independent account. The houses most fre~ 
quented are of a low and unalluriug character, frequented not at 
all by skilled potters, but by furnacemen, forgemen, and pitmen, 
few of them permanent residents in this district, and a large pro
portion of them Irish, and one house frequented wholly by Irish 
was tidy and orderly to an extent I never witnessed in houses of 
the same class in Dudley. 

Sobriety, at least, may be said fairly to be the general distinc
tion of those employed both in the finer and the lighter work of 
the potteries; and this tends to afford to those engaged in them 
the time and the means to take part in the numerous evening 
classes and schools, and creditable amusements largely provided in 
this district by the liberality of the employers, and the subscrip
tions and payments of those "Who take their share in them. The 
employment in the manufacture of fine pottery is indeed one 
which in it~elf constitutes in its progressive steps a sort of civilising 
education. The work requires gentleness and steadiness. Its 
delicacy and complication increa!'e at every stage, requiring a cor
respondent development of qualities in the workman. Its lighter 
branches constitute a most remunerating occupation for artistical 
excellence, which is the ground for the support of schools of design 
at Stoke, Hanley, and Newcastle, all of which are successful and 
flourishing, and of which that of Stoke is reported to be one of the 
most successful in the kingdom. In some of these establishments, 
as that of Messrs. Minton, now conducted by Mr. Colin Campbell, 
the production of ornamental works may be described as approach
ing to the productions of fine art, and this branch of pottery is 
daily improvin()' in form and colour and choice of design, and only 
requires,the d:velopment of the faculty of original design, which 

\ 
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the progre~s of the schools of design appears to promise, to become 
equal in its way to anything that has yet been seen. 

Besides the attendance of considerable numbers of youngpersonsc· 
of both sexes at the schools of design, a large attendance of them 
is also to be observed at numerous evening schools as well as at 
some excellent evening classes for self-instruction, at which it may 
be seen how little the work of the day exhausts the mental energies 
of the potter. In some of these, subjects of stuJy are selected 
and pursued with energy, indicating both a sense of refinement 
and a lofty ambition, which occasional success proves not to b~ 
wholly out of place. In all of them the pursuit of practically 
useful studies, such as practical mathematics and book-keeping 
(which is a very favourite study), lead to advancement in life, and 
fit workmen to become much more capable masters than those are 
who ordinarily graduate through their ranks without any other 
acquirements than such as can be made in the workshop. 

On the other side, it is to be regretted that the moral relations· 
of the sexes are very loose, and that the depravity of youth in this 
respect is of a glaring and repulsive character. Even the power 
of bold and skilful drawing commonly attained is made hateful by 
its gross public abuse, by which vacant and public places are in 
all directions defaced. 

The work of the coal mines is carried on by the same class 
of men as in South Staffordshire, from which and from the coal 
districts of Wales the greater number migrate, generally staying 
but a short time in any one place, and when their character or 
credit is lost there migrating to another. As the work of women 
in mining is wholly forbidden, and the work of children restricted, 
some few girls in pitmen's families remain at school a sufficient 
time to obtain as good and useful an education as the neighbouring 
schools are now able to supply. This is particularly the case at 
the extensive collieries and ironworks at Kidsgrove, where the 
munificent conduct of the proprietress, Mrs. Kinnersley, and the 
indefatigable zeal and ability of the incumbent, Mr. Wade, have 
provided and organized schools, in which useful domestic habits 
are especially fostered in the girls, and which are amongst the 
most successful in the country. These works are too remote 
from the pottery district to allow of the children of the work
people engaging in that work. The silk manufacturing district of 
Congleton is within five miles, but this manufacture being under 
legal restriction as to the ages of the children employed, requirinG" 
the attendance half their time at school of children under eleve;, 
attracts none of that early age from this district, althouO'h it does 
attract a considerable proportion of the girls above that ~O'e, The 
kindness of the employer here disfavours the employment of children 
before they have had such benefit as it is possible to obtain from the 
Echools established for them. The natural consequence is flourish
ing schools, now able nearly to support themselves in a. great degree 
of efficiency, a supply of useful domestic service, both in the houses 
of the workpeople a11d of employers, a great increase of domestic 
comfort among the workpeople, a greater tendency in these to 
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settle permanently, and an absence of crime vel'y remarkable 
where such works as coal mining and the iron manufacture are 

• carried on. 
But other places where coal and iron works are carried on are 

not flO fortunately situated. At ;Lord Gra;nville's works, where 
excellent schools are established and good teachers provided, the 
whole superintended zealously at his Lordship's expense by the 
curate, the Rev. Mr. Bonner, though the attendance is very good 
for the district in which the works are placed, it is fatally interfered 
with by the proximity of the potteries and the temptation of the 
wages to be earned there by the youngest children. 

At Silverdale, where through a rapid development of minint1 
and iron manufacture, a great congregation of very rough peopl~ 
has taken place within the last few years, especially of forgemen 
from South Staffordshire, who were the subject of grievous com
plaints by the other residents. 

DuDLEY UNION .AND THE POTTERIES. 

Detailed and Statistical Results of the Inquiry. 
' I now proceed to state in more detail the re'sults of my inquiry, 

combining these results for both districts, namely, of Dudley in 
'Vorcestershire and South Staffordshire, and of the Potteries in 
North Staffordshire, and stating the whole in the order of the 
Commissioners' instructions. 

I will premise that throughout the whole inquiry I have 
received the ready and even zealous assistance of :ill classes of 
persons, and the most free and, as far as I could judge, unreserved 
statements of facts and expressions of opinion from all persons in 
any way connected with public schools, with one class exception 
only, namely, that of the managers and schoolmasters, mistre~ses, 
and teachers of Roman Catholic schools. As to the latter, it is 
probable that the masters and mistresses and teachers would in 
all cases-certainly they would in some-have willingiy afforded 
me information had they not been forbidden by the priest who had 
the management of the school. Mr. Tyson, the Roman Catholic 
priest at Sec1geley, courteously afforded me the information I desired. 
In a few other instances some little objection was made at £rst, 
chiefly by clergymen of the Church of England, to give infor
mation as to the National schools under their management. The 
objection was in most cases founded on their resolution to give 
no information otherwise· than through an ecclesiastical channel ; 
but whatever their objection, it was in all cases eventually aban
doned. Several objections were made by the proprietors of private 
schools, especially girls' schools, to give me any information what
ever. l\Iost of these objections were also, on my personal ex
planations, abandoned. 

As in all cases it appeared to be necessary for the sake of the 
statistical portion of the inquiry, that it should be as complete as 
possible, I took steps to obtain the information refused in the best 
way open to me, by the oral report of scholars, of teac}lers, or 
of neiahbours who undertook to make a careful observatiOn and 

0 
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enumeration of the matters in question, all of which I checked l)y 
counter information and by observation on the spot at the time of 
goin(l'to and from Echool,and in some instances, in the case of Roman 
Catl~olic schools, by actual observation of myself and clerks within 
the EchooLs. I believe in evet·y case the information thus obtained, 
though dcfcctire in several particulars, is, so fitr as it goes, more 
p:nticularly as to the scholars actually in attendance on the days 
when the information was obtained, as trustworthy as that supplied 
by written reports in the more regular manner. I have reason to 
believe that no school of any kind exi:>ted in either of my districts 
at the time of my inquiry which is not enumerated, and of which 
at lea~f die number of scholars in attendance on the day to which 
the information relates is not correctly given. Moreover I am in 
general satisfied of the accurr.cy and trustworthiness of the in~ 
formation afforded me. In only one instance, though I very often 
carefully scrutinized the information given me, did I detect a wilful 
error as to any public school, and that I caused to be corrected. 
In the c,1se of private gil'ls' schools, I am not so confident of the 
absolute correctne~s in all cases of the numbers of scholars reported 
to be on the mistresses' books, for I detected in many instances a. 
dc~ire ~to enhance the importance of the school, by exaggerating 
its number of scholars and its respectability, by a like exaggeration 
of the terms of payment by the pupils, and of the kind and num
bet· of the accomplishments imparted to them, and I found that in 
such cases it would be extremely unpleasant, and might frustrate 
my inquiry in other particulars, if I should attempt to search this 
question very closely; and in most instances the exaggeration of 
the numbers of scholars, the most important question, will be found 
capable of correction by the statement of the numbers in actual 
attendance oq the day of the inquiry, which was generally stated 
truly, anu was, when discrepant with the other numbers reported, 
explained by some particular circumstance supposed to l1ave kept 
the scholars at home, such as the weather, if that was not fine, or 
the fact that it was a general washing day or the market day, or 
some other occasion when they were required at home for domestic . ' serVICe. 

It is proper that I should state that I found it difficult to draw 
the line euggested by the Commissioners' instructions between 
private schools for girls of the poorer classes and of the clas::;es 
better off. There is an objection on the part of many parents to 
send tl1eir girls to National or other puLlic schools, who at the 
same time send tl1cir boys to such schools. This is the reawn why 
pri~·ate schools for girls are more numerous than thoEe for boys, 
wh1ch latter have hecn superseded by the public schools und 
recei,·e many scholars whose parents could well afford to' send 
them .to private schools or public schools of higher pretensions. 
In th1s dJfOculty I have taken the cour.:;e of includin(l' in my inquiry 
all. private schools for girls which are commonly attended by the 
cluldren of the same cla~s of per~ons as send their. boys to public 
schools of the popular class. 

The basis of the comparison made between the schools in these 
districts, as ascertaineJ at the time of the census in 18511 and at 
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that of my inquiry at the end of 1858 and the bt>ginninry of 1859, 
consists in the proportions of the population as asce~tained at 
the first date, to the number assumed to exist at the latter. 
This latter number is calculated on the presumption that 
the population has continued to increase at the ~ame rate 
since 1851, as that at which it was ascertained to have increased 
between 18-U and 1851. I believe, on the whole, that this pre
sumption is well founded. In both my districts there are parts 
in which the increase has been very rapid in the latter period 
In the Dudley Union, in the district of Cradley Heath, the increase 
is much more rapid within the last few years, but this is more 
than balanced by the somewhat less rapid increase of the most 
populous parts of the Union,--Dudley itself and Tipton, for 
instance,--in which the greatest increase is considered by the 
superintendent-registrar and deputy-registrars to have taken 
place within the former period. On the whole, the conclusion 
of these officers is, that it is quite fair to assume the rate of 
increase in the entire Union to be the same in the one period 
as in the other. · In the Potteries, it is the opinion of the super
intendent-registrars that the rate of increase of population bas 
been very regular within both the compared periods ; in the 
Stoke Union, the rate being supposed to have been rather slower; 
in the Burslem and Woolstanton Union, to have been about 
equal; and in some parts of the Newcastle Union to have been 
greatly accelerated by the opening of coal and ironstone mines 
and iron works, as in the township of Hutton, where the popula
tion has increased from 1,300 to 4,300. On the whole, this local 
increase will only have disturb'ed the proportion in respect of the 
Newcastle Union, and this dis.turbance will be probably found 
to be balanced by the less rapid progress in the more populous 
unions in the Potteries. It appears to me, therefore, that the 
grounds of the comparison Lave in this respect been safely 
assumed. . 

The general results of my inquiry are exhibited in the following 
table: · 

TABLE 1. 

No. of I Scholars. Under 3 years Above 15 yem-s 
of age. of age. -- Schools., 

1\I. F. Total. 1\I. F. Total. 1\I. F. Total. -- - - - - - -
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Dudley • . 66 4,413 3,077 7,490 - - - - - -
Potteries: 

4,5-1!; 71 80 151 3 3 Stoke-upon-Trent • 50 2,554 1,9fll -
:Bur.slem and Woolstant<>n 40 2,:382 2,0i7 4,459 !50 120 270 5 6 11 
Newcastle-under· Lyme 28 1,197 1,064 2,261 3~ 43 75 6 a 9 

- ------
184 18,755 ----PlUV ATE SCHOOLS. ----

Dudley . 308 2,869 4,121 6,990 - - - - - -
Potteries: 

1,586 8,471 G7 60 127 H 11 25 Stoke-upon.II'r~nt • 133 1.8~5 
Burs! em and W oolstanton 85 996 1,178 2,174 51 4S 99 0 15 15 
New=tle·under-Lyme 34 562 458 1,020 10 17 4 7 .11 --------

560 13,655 --
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Table 1. -continued. 

I ~o.of Scholars. 
"["uder 3 ~·~ars 11bove 15 years 

of~e. of!lfC. 

-- ~~chools. 
:ll. F. Total. :!II. F. Total ll. F. 

1Total. 

-- - --- - - --
1 

Enl!!IliG SCHOOLS. I 
! 

Dudley - - 32 1,2S6 121 1,407 - -, - - -
Pott<?ries: 

1,25S 39 81~ -t.3~ - - - - - -Stoke-upon-Trent • 
Burs I em and W oolstanton 15 4{10 160 5t)0 - - - - - -
N ewca.stle-unuer-Lyme 3 99 86 135 - - - - - -------1-

i S9 , 2.6(1~ . 7r,a 4,360 

SUNDAY SCHOOLS, --;1::-1::-Dudley . . 22,3Si - - - - - -
Potteries: 1151 O.S-1,3 0,7115 !'toke-upon-Trent - "M' I - - - - - -BuT>!em and Woolstantoa 113 ' 6,5(11 6,it7 12,718 - - - - - -N ewca.stle·unuer-Lyme 45 1 1.7.)11 1,ti77 3,433 - - - - - -4101 ____ 

52,0S61 

Grand Total . . 12,4-311---- 88,856 

PuUic Schools and Pth·ate Scltools. 

The above table shows the numbers of each class of schoob 
provided in the~e Di;:;tricts for the education of th~ poorer classes) 
and the number of scholars in them in the last quarter of 1858. 

But confining attention to day schools, and combining for th>} 
sake of the comparison with their state at the time of the census 
iu 1851, the statements as to both public and private schools, I 
am enauled, by means of some forms of tables supplied to me 
by your registrar, :Mt·. Flint, to pre2ent the following comparisons. 

By table 2 will be seen the great progress made in the relative 
numbers of the scholars, as shown in the census of 1851, and as· 
ascertained in this inr1uiry. On the whole amount there would 
appear to be an increase of n2arly one upon three, or 30 per cent. 
in the relative number of scholars undergoing education, and in 
the actual numbers from 22,3::18, to 33,159, or about 50 per cent. 

TABLE 2.-ScrroLARS in WEEK-DAY ScrrooLs, Public and 
Private, compared with Population. 

8~~~~ ,Po,bti"l Soholo~ IPopobtioo Proportion !Proportion 
of , of 

U.IIION. ages in 1851., 1~1. all A~~s in mJ:;dli in Scholars Scholarii 
to to 

(Education 1 (Census) 1~8. 1&58. P~pulation Population 
Cenous.) • Ill 1~51. in 1&.:;8, 

------------
Dutlky . 9,gc2 1(16,530 15,229 123,699 1 in 10'7 1 inS"l 

---~-----~--------
Stoke-upon-Trent 6,0~G 5~,_94:2 8,016 66,150 lin 9"5 lin 8'2 

Ncwcastle-undcr-Lyme • 2,31!4 2(•,SH 3,251 21,705 lin 8"9 lin6'6 

.Bnr>lem and Wol;tanton 4,016 41,016 6,633 49,909 lin10"4 lin7'5 -------------------. Total 2~,~~s !2i,~(t2 33,l:i9 261,553 1 in 10"17 1 in ~·s 

T 2 
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The. next table will show the proportions of scholars at these 
schools to the population, as given in the census of 1851 and as 
calculated for 1858. 

TABLE 3.-Pun~rc and PRIVATE ·WEEK-DAY ScnooLs. 

Schools "'>. ,g 
Scholars between 3 and 15 enumerated 

;,~ ~·~ enumerated 
by Mr. Coode. " :::.;:;> Prop or• 

in 18:;8 by =;~:) ~~ tion of 
Dlr. Coode. t;~"g Srholars 

UNlOlf. 
In Public Schools.! In Private Schools. l~§ 

to 

.~ 1 
f:~8 Popula.-

ci ..= s ~ tion :;; 
~ 

Total. ~~~ ~·~.s in lo5S, :; 
(l.. M. F. Total. )II. F. Total. ·'XI ~ ----- -------- -

Dudley 66 308 :374 4,413 3,0i7 7,490 2,809 ·~.121 6,990 14,480 15,229 123,699 1 in i'l 

------ - - 1- - ----
Stoke-upon-Trent 50 133 183 2,~0 1,911 4,391 1,505 1,811 3,319 7,710 8,016 GG,150 1 in 8'2 

Newcastle-under- 28 3i 62 1,1u9 1,018 2,177 
Lyme. 

5;;1 441 9~2 3,169 3,281 21,795 1 in 6'6 

Burslem and Wol- 40 85 125 2,227 1,915 4,li8 9.15 115 2,060 6,238 6,633 49,909

1

1 in 7' 5 
stanton. 

The next table shows the daily attendance at these public 
schools as compared :with the numbers belonging to them. 

TABLE 4.-AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE in PuBLIC SCHOOLS 

as compared with the Number belonging to the Schools. 

Number of Number of Average Per-cent~ze 
Schools that of the 

made 
Scholars Number of Scholars 

UNlON. Returns of 
belonging to Scholars in Aveuge 

Average 
the foregoing in Daily Daily 

Attendance. Schools. Attendance. Attendance. 

Dudley· . . 63 i,4G6 5,696 76'29 
-

Stoke-upon-Trent - 50 4,545 3,438 75"6 
Newcastle·under-Lyme • 28 2,261 l,i54 77" 5 
Burslem and Wolstanton 40 4,45.!1 3,242 i2' 7 

The following table shows the liberality with which accommo
dation has been provided for the inhabitants of this district, 
exceeding the present actual use made of'it in the proportion of 
about 80 per cent. But the comparison is of any significance 
only in those cases where schools actually exist accessible to all the 
population for which they are intended. In many cases there are 
considerable districts without a ~chool or even a church accessible 
to children, For instance, in the parish of Rowley Regis, in the 
Dudley Union, there is abundant accommodation both in the 
echool and the church for the village of Rowley itself, but not 
half enough for the whole parish, for there are districts in the 
parish much more considerable than the village, as the di~trict 
called Tividale, with a population exceeding 3,000, and the distt:ict 
called the Braids, with about an equal population, neither of wluch 
has an accessible school or a church. If all such cases could be· 
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brought within the comparison, the result would probably still be 
that in this district the whole of the accommodation would be 
sufficient for the present wants of all the population; but that in 
some places this accommodation is superabundant, and in other' 
places is very insufficient, :md in some wholly wanting. 

TABLE 5.-PUBLIC "'\V"EEK-DAY SCHOOLS. 

Number of I Per-centage 

X umber of Average Scholars for of excess 

Schools Number of whom School of School Ac· 
Scholars Accom- commodation 

UNION. 
that made Re- in Daily At- modation in as compared turns of 

School Ac- tendance foregoing with Average 

commodatio11. in foregoing Schools at Daily 
Schools, 8 square feet Attendance of 

per Scholar. Scholars. 

I)udley • . . 52 .,942 8,929 80' 

Stoke-upon-Trent - 20 1,518 2,i09 78'4 
Newcastle-under-Lyme - 17 1,095 2,129 94'4 
Burslcm and W olstanton 24 1,850 3,231 . 74' 6 

Total - . 113 9,405 16,998 so· 

The next table serves to exhibit the rapid progress in the 
establishment of schools, showing, as to those from which the re4 

turns have been made, that above 26 per cent. of the whole number 
now existing have been established since 1851. It also exhibits 
the gratifying fact that the increase has been most rapid where 
it was most required in 1851, namely, by 58 per cent. in the 
Stoke-upon-Trent Union, and by nearly 22 per cent. in Burslem, 
while in the places long since provided with endowed and free 
schools, and more lately, but still before 1851, with National and 
Brilit;h ancl other public schools, the increase being less necessary 
has been in the more moderate proportions of about 17 per cent. 
in the Dudley Union, and of 10 per cent. in the Newcastle 
Union. · 

TABLE 6.-Showing the PERIODS in which the ScHOOLS were 
establi:shed. 

N.B.-In framing this Table those Schools which were established in 1851 have 
been classed among those established since 1851. ' 

Number of Schools Per-centage of Schools 
"l'NIO:s', established. established. 

Previous Since 
Total. Previous Since 

to 1851. 1851. to 1851. 1851, 

Dudley - - . 49 10 59 83'05 16'94 ---
Stoke-upon-Trent - 13 18 31 41' 9 58' 
Newcastle-under-Lyme - 18 2 20 90' 10' 
Burslem and W olstanton 25 7 32 78'1 21'8 

Total . . 105 37 142 74' 26' 
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The building of the existing schools has not conformed to this 
proportion, except in the Dudley Union. In the Newcastle 
Union new buildings have been very largely erected in place of 
the old ones, found 'inconvenient and inadequate. On the whole,· 
the next table shows that one-third of the present schools have 
been erected within about seven years, and this exhibits but a 
part of the progress, inasmuch as the most recently built schools 
are abo those which arc the best constructed for the purpose, and 
afford the m·ot·e ample accommodation, amounting indeed to nearly 
50 instead of. 33 per cent. of the whole, and in the Newcastle 
Union to about 85 per cent. of the whole. 

TABLE 7.-Showing the PERIODS at which ScnOOLS BUILDINGS 
were erected, 

N.B.-In framing this Table those Schools which were erected in 1851 have been • 
classed among those erected since 1851. 

Number of School Buildings Per-centage of School 
erected. Buildings erected. 

UNION. 

Before Since Total. Before Since 
1851. 1851, 1851. 1851. 

Dudley· . . 40 8 48 83' 33 16' 66 

Stoke-upon-Trent . 22 12 34 64' 7 3j'2 
Newcastle-under-Lymc - 8 . 10 18 44'4 55' 5 
Burslem and W olstanton 18 14 32 56' 2 43' 7 . 

Totals - - 88 44 132 6i' 33' 

The next table shows the proportion in wl1ich the Echools are 
provided by the Church of England nnll by others, giving 72 
schools of the Church of Englund to about 28 of all others. 

TABLE 8.~This Table ~hows how the Return was filled up for 
184 Schools in the Unions of Dudley, Stoke-upon-Trent, New· 
castle-under-Lyme, and Burslem and W olstanton. 

The non-denominational schools are chiefly British schools. 

Schools. Pcr-centa~e of total Number 
rctumed. 

UNION, 
Church lion-Church Dcnomi- :Kon· Drnomi-of natwual. Denomi- Totnl. of national. Drnomi· 

England. national. England. national. 

-------~---------------------
Dudley . 47 17 2 G6 71'21 25'75 3'03 

-· -----------
Stoke-upon-Trent 36 12 2 50 72• ~~· 4' 

Newcastle-undcr-Lyme • 20 2 6 28 71'4 n 21' 

Burslem and Wolstnnton 30 9 1 •10 75' 22'5 2'5 

-------------------
Total 133 40 11 lRl 72• 21' 6' 
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The following table shows the proportion of schools under 
Government in~pecrion to be rather more than twice ns great ns 
those not under 1mch inspection. 

TADLE 9.-PunLIC '\VEEK·DAY ScHOOLS. 

Number of Schools. Per-centage of Schools. 

rxiON. Undt•r Not under I Under Not under 
Government Governr.1ent Total. Government Government 
Inspection. Inspection. Inspection. Inspection. 

Dudley . . 30 36 66 45'45 54' 54 

Stoke-upon-Trent . .,. -· s 35 77'1 22'8 

Newcastle. under-Lyme 19 4 23 82' 6 17' 3 

Burslem and W olstanton 27 3 30 90' 10' 

-
Total .. - 103 51 15-l 67' 32' 

The next table relates only to "private schools," and shows 
the proportion of the Acholars returned as being in average daily 
nttendance to the number belonging to the school. , 

TABLE 10.-PRIYATE SCHOOLS. 

Number of Average 
Private Number of Number ot' Per-centage 

Schools that Scholars Scholars of the 
U!ilO:S. made Returns belonging to in Daily At- Scholars in 

of Average the foregoing tendance in the Average Daily 
Daily Schools. foregoing Attendance. 

Attendance. Schools. 

Dudley· . - 269 6,578 5,662 86'07 

Stoke-upon-Trent . 133 3,4il 2,9i5 85' 7 

Newcastle-under Lyme • 34 1,020 918 90' 

Burslem and Wolstanton 85 2,li4 1,860 85' 5 

Total . - 521 13,243 I 11,415 85' 

It will be seen by the foregoing tables that both public and 
private schools. have increased in number since 1851. But it will 
alw be ohserved that the proportion of the one elMs to the other 
is very different from that stated at the last census for the whole 
of England. Instead of private schools being in the proportion 
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of two~ thirds of the whole, they are in these districts shown to be 
560 private schools to 184 public schools, or almost exactly three-· 
fourths of the whole. Probably this difference arises chiefly from the 
very numerous dame schools, especially in the Dudley Union, 
where the occupations of the mothers and grown up rrirls make it 
profitable to send the youngest children to what is called a 
"house school." For it is certain that throughout the districts to 
which my inquiry has extended, the number of other private schools 
has greatly fallen off during the whole of the period durinO' which 
National and British and other public school::J have bee~ multi~ 
plied and extended. This is more especially the case with boys' 
schools, which in these districts are now almost extinct under the 
pressure of this competition. Parents of the middle class are 
content to send their b0ys to these school::1, in many of which 
it is certain that they get a better English education, which is 
all thr.t parents in this district value, than was procuraLlc in a 
majority of private schools. Sometimes this is carrieJ to an 
extent apparently unjustifiable. FoL' instance, the incumbent 
of a district kept two of his sons till after 13 years of age at 
a National school, which although well conducted was attended 
by the children of nearly, or with the exception of the Homan 
Catholic school, of the very lowest cbs~, and certainly did 
not afford any association desirable for his chil(lren. This case 
was the more remarkable as the respectable grammar school was 
open to him, where an education befitting a gentleman's children, 
could have been secured to his sons. But although many parents 
are content to send their boys to National or British or 
other schools of the like character, those who can afford the 
expense are often reluctant to send their daughters thither, 
and thus a considerable number of nry good private girls' 
schools still remain, and many of these are conducted by very 
respectable persons, who seem to me to be much more capable as 
well as successful teachers and trainers than the persons whom I • 
have met with who at one time or other have conducted boys' 
schools. In one case, that of Mr. Roby, of l\Iontpelier Street, 
Newcastle, a boys' private school in high repute at the beginning 
of the century under hi:; father's, his brother's, and his own 
management, having under the competition of the other Echools 
ceased to be remunerative, was in 1851 converted into a girls' 
school under the conduct of his wife, and is successful. 

One instance of a private school successfully competing with a 
well~conducted and successful N utional school is that of. 1\Ir. 
Bridaeman, of Bnanall Street, N cwcastle. He was for some years 
mast~r of the N ati~nal school, where he acquired the character of an 
able teacher of youth. He set up a boys' school in the same street,. 
exactly opposite the National school. He conducts his school in 
the main upon the system practised in the National schools, and 
succeeds partly through his reputation as a tea~her,. ancl partly 
because many parents are glad to secure for t.hw ?h1ldren be.tter 
associates than the mass of the children who m tins poor ne1gh~ 
bourhood attend the well-managed National school. He has usually 
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about 150 scholars, generally in their appearance, with a few 
exceptions of better clothed boys, of the same class as those who 
attend the National school, paying from 7 s. 6J, to 13s. a quarter. 

But the comparison of the mere numbers of public and private 
schools would be wholly mbleading. The number of scholars 
attendino· there respectively are, in 184 public school8, 18,755, or 
about ad' nxeruge of 100 to each school, while the number of 
scholars attending 560 private schools is only 13,655, or an average 
ofless than 25 to each school. 

Sunday Schools. 

The first table given above shows the number of all such · 
schools in these districts at the time of my inquiry to have been 
410, attended by 52,08(3 scholars, in which the sexes are nearly 
equal. 

In all the5e schools the instruction is exclusively religious, and 
e'fery one of them is connected with some church or chapel. The 
Dissenters are very active in promoting and maintaining these 
schools, especially the Primitive Methodists, and the attendance of 
members of these persuasions, as teachers, is exemplary. 

The attendance of scholars in all such schools as I have visited 
l1as been chiefly of children, especially in the Sunday schools of 
the Church of England. In those of other denominations there is 
commonly a considerable number of young men, nnd a smaller 
number of young women, and a few persons of both sexes, of 
mature and some few of even advanced age. Generally speaking 
the scholars of the day school connected with the church or 
chapel, are required to attend . the Sunday school held at the 
same church or chapel ; but as every day school that I have 
visited, except those of Roman Catholics, has contained children 
of different denominations, this rule is usuallv not insisted on as 
to those scholars who belong to another denoffi'ination. · 

It is generally admitted that the teaching and discipline of a 
Sunday school is not interesting to those who have had the 
benefit of education in a good day school, where the subjc~t 
matters of instruction are more varied and are taught with m.1re 
animation, and generally, especially by trained teachers, with more 
skill and knowledge. Boys especially, when they leave the day 
school, being to a great extent their own masters, generally also 
cease to attend the Sunday school, if any such be connected with 
it. Girls somewhat more frequently continue their attendance on 
the Sunday school after leaving the day school. 

But although the Sunday school does not seem much to 
advance the education of tho~>e who have had the benefit of early 
secular teaching, it is not to be inferred that Sunday schools are 
of small use in these districts. They do attract to them vast 
numbers of persons both of youth and of people of more ad~ 
vanccd years, who have been otherwise wholly or almost wholly 
unschooled. They give to these a welcome and grateful occu~ 
pation, which they would in many cases be incapable of receiving 
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from a more yaried, active, and exacting discipline. · They who 
attend are induced to be washed and dressed early on the Sundav, 
commonly for two and sometimes for three attendances, both ;t 
school and at the service of the church or chapel. They are thus 
drawn from bad habits on the Sunday, which is otherwise the day 
on ·which the sloth and domestic dissipation of persons of thi3 
class is apt to be the most indulged, or on which the greater 
dissipation of the·l\Ionclay is initiated. It is indisputable that 
Sunday schools, though of comparatively little use to those who 
have been already instructed in the day schooh, are nevertheless 
most beneficial in their operation on a very large c1as3 of persons 
who without them would not, during the whole course of their 
liYes, receive any literary education at all, and would be left 
wholly to their own ignorant deYices for occupying the dreary 
waste which the Sunday otherwise is to the great majority of the 
uninstructed people in these districts. 

TABLE 11.-Showing the AVERAGE ATTEXD..\XCE of SCHOLARS 
in ScxDAY ScrrooLs as compared with the Numbers belonging 
to the Schools. 

Number of Number of Average rer-ceutage Sunday Scholars Number in of Scholars 
U~JO~. 

Schools that belonging to Sunday iu AYerage made Attendance in 
Returns as to the foregoing foregoing Sunday 

AttPndance. Schools. Schools. Attendance. 

Dudley • . . 131 22,034 17,4i9 i9 '32 

Stoke-upon-Trent . 115 13,.548 I O,OiO 14' 3 

Newcastle-under-Lyme- 45 3,433 2,564 74•6 

Burslem and Wolstanton 113 12,ilS 9,-!jO 74,·3 

-
Totals . - 404 51,135 39,563 75·5 

Ecening Sclwols. 

The first table aboYe f:l10ws that the evening schools in these 
two districts are 89 in number, of which 32 are in the Dudley 
Union, 39 in the Stoke Union, 15 in the \Yolstanton and 
Bur~lem Union, and only 3 in the more widNpread Union of 
Newcastle. , 

It shows the number of attendants in the whole of these schools 
to be 2)604 males to 7 56 females, or in tl:e proportion of about 
'l males to 2 females. · 

These schools are of the utmost importance and of the most 
decided advantage to such districts as those of Dudley and the 
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Potteries. They are in many instances, as amongst colliers, 
quarrymen, and mere labourers, yery often the only means of 

. nc11uirin<t the first rudiments of reading or writing, or arithmetic. 
It i:> a frequent subject of admiration to a visitor that men so 
uncouth, so hardhanded, should, so often as these men do, bend 
themselves gently and submissively to the discipline of the even· 
ing school, and so often make really important progress in their 
studies. It is obvious that many more of this ~lass of men have 
stron<t inclinations to obtain knowledge than is commonf;· sup
posed~ But most of them recognize also some very attainable 
benefit to be secured to themselves by a power to count an~ 
note a tale of the matters they are engaged in producing, and 
see a certainty of wordly advrmcement in the acquisition. 

But a still greater number of the attendants at evening schools 
in these two districts of Dudley and the Pottelies, are young men 
who have already had some instruction at f'Chool which they seek to 
improve, while others desire to make new acquisitions. Arithmetic 
and geometry are frequently pursued. Book-keeping, as opening 
the way to a lucrative and respectable advancement, is a very 

·common object of study. In some in~tances drawing is practised. 
And in the pottery district recitation is practised and the art .of 
rhetoric studied, not always without considerable improvement in 
articulation and manner, though more generally without much 
other effect than the making a 'foolish ambition more ridiculous. 

Obserration has been made in the foregoing remarks upon the 
singular use of schoolmasters and teachers otherwise too accom
plished for the work they have to do in day schools where the at
tendance of scholars ceases at such an early age as is general in these 
districts. These make the very best teachers in evening schools, 
where the scholars are already possessed of the rudiments of edu
cation. They exercise their own abilities, read up and study 
further the subjects they teach, and are generally gratified by the 
approbation and admiration of young men often themselves of 
superior natural abilities anJ sometimes of very respectable 
acquirements. 

I am satisfied, by my inquiry, of the vast importance of evening 
schools in these districts. I am assured on all hands that if it could 
be mannged, multitudes of young men would be glad to give a 
more frequent attendance than is now possible; and I know of no 
other way in which this object is so likely to be effected, and the 
number and etnciency of these schools to be increased, as by 
the increase of trained teachers for the day schools. 

Factory Schools. 

In the Dudley Union there are no factory or print works subject 
to the provisions of the Factory Acts. 

In another district I found two silk mill~ and a cotton mill 
kept exempted from the educational provisions of the Factory 
Acts by the employment of children only who have attained the 
age of eleven years in the silk mills, and of thirteen years of age in 
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the cotton mills. In these two silk mill,, employinO' about 400 
children, the children generally are amongst the lea~t instructed 
and the worst mannered and the most immoral in their neirrhbour. 
hood. A. large portion are Irish, or of Iri:;h parentarre. 

0 

Their 
employment is of a light kind, requiring very little skill~ easy to be 
attained. The manager of one of these mills assured me th:tt 
it was impossible to discover in their work the effects of education on 
the children. The most skilful, those who could earn most, were 
generally those who had come into the mill at the earliest nge, 
and had had the least schooling. But he could, from his position, 
no otherwise infer whether any child had been at school or not,
the conduct of those who had been at school not diffcrinO' in the 
mill from that of those who had not. 

0 

Both at this mill and at the one next mentioned the conduct 
of the girl:! and women was filthy and disgusting in the extreme. 

I feel myself bound by the Commissioners' instructions to state 
also that it is my firm conviction that in one rr.ill which I ,·isited, 
the educational provisions of the Factory Acts are systematically 
evaded. :Many of the girls, with all possible allowance made for 
stunted growth, were, to my. judgment, after abundant opportu
nities for observation of all classes of children in the neighbourhood, 
obviously under eleven years of age. Many, I am confident, 
were not above nine years old, especially in the upper story of 
some of the mills, many were barely so much. This, like the 
other mills, has from a quarter to a third of the spindles always 
idle for want of hands; and I witne5sed the application of two 
girls for employment, one of whom was certainly under nine years 
of age, and both were ordered to come to work the next morning. 
One day when the hands knocked off work at twelve o'clock a full 
half of the number seemed to be under eleven yenrs of age. A 
gardener at work opposite, with whom I spoke on the suhject, ex
pressed the same opinion, without knowing at all what my opinion 
was. Three of the youngest looking children, with whom I talked, 
readily answered that they were past eleven; but one fJf them 
could not tell me further what his age actually was; and the mother 
of one <?f these children told me with equal readiness that her 
daughter was past twelve, having been in the mill a year, while 
the girl herself said she was turned eleven only three weeks ago . 

.As to the two mills just mentioned, I am satisfied that the 
rule is fairly carried out of employing no children under 11 nncl 
13 years of age respectively. ' 

The silk mill at Silverdale, belonging to Messrs. Walker and Co., 
is in my judgment very respectably conducted. Here no children 
are employed under 11 years of nge, and 22 are on half-time, 
attending the school the other half. In the mill these children are 
not distinguishable from the others by any superiority as workers, 
but the 'Mesm. Walker both assured me that their experience of 
the older workers was, that education made them better beha1ed 
and more tractable. 

These mills are situated in a country recently opened, and 
risen into great importance as a coal and iron di;;trict. The 
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majority of the inlw.bitants,and particularly of the parents of chil· 
dren employed in these mills, nrc colliers, pitmen, and forgemcn. 
These men ·nre generally very brutal and dissolute in theit• habits, 
the forgemen particularly, who mostly come from about Bilston, 
in South Staffordshire, are complained of by the old residents as 
rut11an8 nnd blackguards. They are a roving, circulatory population, 
coming, getting into debt, and going away again, very few staying 
12 month~, many,especially forgemen, not a month; the collier·1 be
ing somewhat more settled. They get high wages, and rather think 
it derogatory to send their children to the mill; some of whom, 
however, arc sent for the sake of the education they get at the 
ftc tory s<2hool, which is very well appointed and conducted. At l't 
years of nge they are taken away ft·om the mill to the pits and forges . 
.A. grentcr portion of the children up to this age are neither at work 
nor at school. The supply of labour of children at the mill i::~ very 
deficient. Even since 500 new houses have been bnilt and filled 
in the la5t 10 years, during which period the Messrs. Walker became 
proprietors of the mill, there hns generally been one-quarter of the 
mill standing still for want of hands, and the deficiency of hands 
mu~t, they say, have been much greater formerly. 

I have, to the extent to which I have formed any decidecl 
opinion, anticipated in my general remarks all that I should have 
to offer in relation to the remaining parts of the Commissioners' 
imtrnetions. 

I beg, in conclusion, to express my thanks to the Commissioners 
for the excellent instructions by which my inquiry has been guided 
anrl made easy, and for their kindness and that of the secretaries 
and the other officers of the Commission in every instance in which 
I have required assistance. 

I haye the honour to be, 

To the Commissioners 

l\Iy Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 
Your most faithful and obedient Servant, 

GEoRGE CooDE, 

Appointed to inquire into the 
State of Popular Education in England, 
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APPENDIX. 

I WAS favoured by the Reverend 11h. Lewis, the Rector of Sedgeley, 
whose age and great experience makes any information given by him 
valuable, with the following description of the district of which Dudley 
is a centre, and with the answera which follo1v to the queries prepared 
by the Commissioners. 

G. C. 

SouTH STAFFORDSIIIRE A.'1D Non:THEP.!i PA.RT or Wouo:srEr.smn:E, 

This district is one of the most remarkable parts, perhaps, of Eng
land, and contains within the circuit of a few miles more wealth and 
a greater amount of poverty than any other or most other parts of 
Great Britain. 

1\Iany heaths, woods, and wastes, which within the memory of 
man were literally so, now swarm with population, drawn thither 
by mining operations and the invention of the steam-engine, and in
creased with Israelitish progres~ion. The numucr of inmates of the 
houses throughout the district is in the proportion of li~ or 5± to each 
house, though it is no uncommon thing for a man to Lave 10, 12, or H 
children, and, to the writer's knowledge, one man, whose widow died 
lately, had 37 children, all reared in a very small cottage ; he l1ad 
three wives, who had respectively 12, 12, and 13,-one born after his 
death. How many grandchilJ.rcn and great grandchilui'Cn he had the 
writer never learned. 

Tlte State of tlte Church. 

Within the last half century there was scarcely a parish within eight 
or ten miles in a circuit from Dudley, with the exception of a town or 
two, which hacl more than one church and one clergyman, anJ. occa
sionally one clergyman to two churches. Now, in most of the parishes 
within that circuit, there are five churches on the average, and frequently 
ten clergymen. 

Schools and Education. 

Sunday schools had done much for the rising population, but besides 
these the means of education were very small. 

Dudley had its Grammar school and Blue Coat school, and ono or 
two private schools, now it has many National and similar schools. 
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Rowicy parish had two small endoweu schools and a dame school. 
Hnlesowen had its small Grammar school and a dame school. 
Oldbnry had a small endowed Presbyterian school and a dame school 

or two. 
Westbromwich had its boarding school for young gentlemen and :t 

day school connected with it. 
Tipton had a small school or two supported by voluntary co.\trihu· 

tions. 
Kingswinford had a private school or two. 1 
Sedge ley had a small endowed Presbyterian school, and one or two 

small dame schools. 
Other parishes, both in towns and country, now very populous, harl 

scarcely any schools of any kind. · 
But now all the above-mentioned hare numerous National and other 

schools, capable of giving education to a vast portion of thet population 
of the surrounding districts. All is not done by the efforts made 
towards educating the labouring classes which could be wished in the 
good effected, but much good has been effected. And what, we may 
ask, would have been the state of our population if these efforts had 
not been made ? What will be the state of the population in fifty years, 
when it will have, perhaps, doubled itself, if efforts are not continued, 
and their wants anticipated? The working population are a civil, 
inoffensive set, and very lew crimes of a serious nature ever occur. 

· With too many exceptions, the people are not generally a drunken 
people. They need the support and refreshment of beer, but we may 
go through a population of upwards of a hundred thousand any day 
and not meet a drunken person. In going through the country at night 
(not perhaps the towns) at ten or eleven o'dock,,all the people hare 
retired to rest, and not one person is to be met for miles in passing
through a dense population. A drunken man is the exception, and I 
have seen more drunken men in one day on entering a small Welsh vil
lage than I have seen in my own parish for months. I have seen but one 
drunken woman for years, and she evidently a stranger passing through, 
and the butt of everybody. · 

. Nevertheles11, there must be a great deal too much drinkin"', jud•riil"' 
from the number of public houses and beershops, though the"' effecG d~ 
not meet the eye; and the great evil after all that we have to contend 
with in refining young men's minds and manners, and in extendinO' their 
education, and persuading them to aim at self-improvement, is the

0 
mnny 

inducements held out by the keepers of beershops, &c. 
(Signed) W. LEWIS. 
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REPLIES TO QUESTIONS. 

SEDGELEY and the surrounding DISTRICTS, embraeing the whole 
MINING DISTRICT of SouTH STAFFORDSIIIRE and Nonru WoncESTER· 
SHIRE, 

I. 
Supply and Demand of Education. 

1. Generally speaking, have the poor people in the district with 
which you are acquainted received elementary instruction? 
If they ha>c, have they forgotten, or do they still rer;lembet·, 
what they were taught? 

1. The poor in this district have to a considerable extent rccein:d 
elementary instruction, but not to the extent of their means ancl the 
opportunities afforded them. The knowledge they have obtained has 
in a measure been kept up and improred, as far as reading and r<'lirriou3 
instruction, by means of Sunday schools. " 

2. If they lmve not received elementary instruction, does tl1is 
arise from a failure in the supply or iu the demand for 
education? 

2. In former years, say witl1in the last 25 or 30 years, there wa3 a 
great deficiency in the supply of the means of instruction for the cl1ildren . 
of the poor, or the almost non-existence of school buildings. Now the 
lack of elementary instruction among them arises from the too great 
indifference on tlie part of the parents, and from finding them useful nt 
home, the boys in working, the girls in working, nursing, or househohl 
work, even at an early Dge, in order to liberate theit· mothers from 
these duties to enable them to work, particularly as regards nailers. 

3. If from a failure in the supply, are there too few schools or too 
few teachers? State any facts within your own knowlellge 
in illustration of the want of which you complain. 

3. This district is now very generally supplied with school accommo
dation, but school-rooms of' a smaller description than those which 
have been generally erected might be built with great nd,·antage to the 
poor in villages with considerable population too far distant from the 
central parochial schools; tM children to be taught the clements of 
cdueatioll, as reading, writing, a little arithmetic, hymns, &c., by n. 
young or middle-aged competent woman of the locality; these are self· 
supporting, except books, coals, and a small gratuity. · 

4. If from a failure in the demand, is the cause of that failure n. 
want of will or a want of power on the part of the parPnts to 
procure education for their children ? and is it usually a tot:ll 
failure in not sending children to school at all, or a partial 
one in not keeping them there long enough? 

4. There is a want of will, and too frequently a want of power, on the 
part of parents, especially of the latter, where there are many children 
and small waO'es. They cannot afford properly to clothe them, nor to 
pay for all tl~ey might send, although the charge be small. There is a 
partial failure in not keeping them at school long enough, as tho work 
of boys is valuable in the district, and girls are required to nurse, &c. 
e. g., I met a. troop of about half a dozen little girls but lately, an1l 
this is no uncommon case, who ran before me to drop their ''curtsey." 
Eacb of them had a child in its arms, which it was nursing, and us I 
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made this remark to them they set up a merry laugh, and ran away. 
These ou<rht ~::ach to have been at school. 

N. B.~I have observed the following fact, and hare pointed it 
out to others, as I have been walking through the most popul?us 
parts of the distril:.t inhabited by the poor, that at any pomt, 
wherever I mi<rht stand, at most parts of tl:e day, when the 
weather is fine, 

0

that thirty children may be seen within ken, from 
infancy to about ten years old. This I may say is the , c~se 
throu<rhout the district in thickly inhabited places, and under the ::Ir
cumst~nces, the number ranging from twenty-seven to thirty-three. I 
have counted this number even in a field near to a considerable knot of 
houses, the number consisting of inf~tnts and their nurses, the latter 
about seven or eight years old. · 

5. If it is want of will, what is the cause of that want ? 
5. Difficult to say. Probably in most instances this arises from 

io-norance in the parents, who do not value the instruction which they 
themselves have done without, and perhaps in consequence of this 
i<rnorance thinkin()' that education is slow work, and imagine all 
elements may be l~arnt in a very short time. It may be in sorue in
stances that the education the children receive does not raise them above 
their labouring condition, valuing little that training and improvement 
of the mind or elevation of character which makes man superior in 
his position to what he would otherwise have been. 

6. Do parents neglect to educate their children on the ground that 
the education within their reach is not adapted to their wants ? 
and, if so, are they right or wrong in that opinion, and what · 
is the proof that they are right or wrong? 

6. Not on this ground. The education they at all care about is read
ing, with spelling, writing, and arithmetic. Grammar and geography 
the parents care little about, provided the others are well taught. A 
clergyman in the neighbourhood in a locality containing many of the 
superior class of labourers, who was a great linguist and good mathe
matician, thinking that many young people might wish to advance 
themselves by a knowledge of these subjects, especially of m(lthematics, 
to help them in their engineering, put out circulars for evening classes, 
or individual instruction, on moderate terms ; he had not one applica
tion. 

7. Do they neglect it on the ground of the incompetence of the 
teacher? 

7. No; there is generally no incompetency f~ the teacher. If the 
teachers briug the children fairly forward, parents are satisfied. They 
remove their children if the teachers are severe or neglectful, and the 
parents nre frequently quick in di:;cerning, especially those who are 
anxious about the progress of their children. 

8. Do they neglect it on the ground of difference in religious belief 
from the managers of schools within their reach ? 

8. They care little about the reliO'iouil belief of the manao-ers of 
schools, provilled the children are well instructed, and not comp~lled to 
attend the place of worship with which the school is connectt>d, or 
to embrace the religious belief of the managers. In a nei.{)'hbourhood 
where all religious creed5 prevail, the people are, perhaps, to~ indifferent 
to what class of Christians they attach themselves, and remove from 
one to another on receiving any slight offence, or for convenience not 
discerning the distinction; but they will not submit to compulsion from 
managers of schools. Their masters too frequently use too much com
pulsory influence over them, when these masters are not enlightened 

VOL. II. U 
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men, and have risen from low circumstances and labour, to employ 
others. This often amounts t9 oppression, with regard to the place of 
worship those they employ shall attend, _or which they shall not attend. 

9. Do they neglect it on the groun(l that they cannot afford to 
forego wages earned by their children? 

9. This is a great cause of neglect after the age of nine or ten, as the 
labour of boys is much sought after. 

10. If unwillingness to lose wage's is the cause, what id the value 
of the labour of children under 15 in the district with which · 
you are acquainted ? Are there any, and what special circum
stances in the relations between employers and labourers 
which affect the attendance of children at school ? Doeg 
female labour prevail, and does this affect the education of 
girls? 

10. The wages they C'nrn i~, from ten years old to fifteen, from 2s. 6d. 
oy gradation to 12s. and upwards, according to age and nature of em· 
ployment. No special circumstances that I am aware of. Female 
labour prevails, especially in making nails, at which employment they 
commence early. 

11. How is the unwillingness of parents to send their children to 
school affected-

( a.) By prizes or certificates for attendance ? 
11. (a.) Prizes, if of considerable amount, have the effect of keeping 

children at school. Certificates please; but have no effect on their 
longer attendance. 

(b.) By the quality of the instruction given ? 
(b.) The quality has some effect. 

(c.) _By the character of the school and schoolmaster? 
(c.) Also the character of the school and master and mistress. 

(d.) By the particular systems of school management? 
(d.) This, perhaps, has little effect. 

(e.) By the demand of school pence? 
(e.) The demand of school pence has little effect, except in large 

families or children of widows. tiome wonld willingly give more for 
more special attention to their el1ildrcn, distinguished from others. 

(f.) By instruction given gratuitously? 
(f.) Gratuitous instruction might be attended with advantage with 

the pooi·er families, but being of a rngged school description, m:tny 
parents out of self-respect, and who wish to keep their childr~n distinct 
from the very lowest, might remove their children. 

(g.) By experience of the advantages of education in obt:tining 
employment, or otherwise ? 

(g.) Some parents hoping to raise their children to situations in some 
office, as writing clerk, might be induced to keep· their boys at school 

•longer. · 
12. If parents are unable to send their children to school, whut 

prevents them ? If poverty prevents them, how does it 
operate ? What is the evidence that they are really unabll', 
and not merely indifferent on the subject ? 

12. Poverty and large families in most instances. Nursing keeps 
girls at home, and frequently boys, who are often put to this employ
mC>nt until able to go to work. When wages nrc small and families are 
large, it is most ditficult for parents to manage. A father may gaiu 
but ]2&. or at most 14s, a week nt nailing and other employment, nud 
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the mother with six chi!Jt·en cannot in this case work much to help 
the father, and th;:; is the most difficult time of struggles in married 
pccplc. "'hen families are numerous and children young, house rent 
at the minimum is 2s., fire 2s., which leaves but 8s. or lOs. for 'food 
and clothing for a whole family, leaving out education. 

Dcing long accustome(l to the sountl of.a nailer's hammer ~n making 
nails about two and a l1alf inches or three Inches long, I once, m my own 
mind, counted the number of blows to each nail, and thought it amounted 
to about forty before the nail was completed. On passing the shop of a 
man who was making that description of nails, I stopped to count the 
blows he (}'ave, and found them from thirty-eight to forty-two iu number. 
I entered~ into conversation with him, and asked him how many he 
could make in a day, he said a thousanrl if he worked hard. I a5kecl 

· how many blows it took to a nail, he said about forty. I asked 
what he got for making the thousand, which is excluRive of iron, and 
he said Is. Std. So that besid('s shop rent, coal for hi:~ ·shop fire, and 
blowin,. the lire with his bellows bet1vecn each nail, he has to give 
forty tl~ousand blows a day to earn ls. Std. Think of thi!.l, ye pleasure 
seeking gentlemen of England ! think of their wives and children, ye 
non:lrcading ladies! and some of these have as noble blood in their 
veins, and are not far remo1·cd from nobility itself. Yen, :~ome a little 
higher in the scale can trace their orip;in to royalty itself. Think of 
their comfortle,;s chambers to rest in at night, with no stead, or if one, 
not so comfortable as the floor itself, with a thin mattrass of straw or 
flock, and nothing to <:over them sci ves with but a rag of a sheet or 
s.ome like covering and the clothes they wear in the day, even in the 
most inclement season of winter. Yet some families, as their children 
grow up, get considcraLle wages among them, and do very comfortably. 
I remember once having some charity money to dispose of, on goinll' . 
round I called at a hou5c and asked the woman if a little money woulJ 
be acceptaLle, sha said it wenld ; on reflection I remembered she had 
a strong y;orking husband and four or fi,-e lusty sous grown up who 
worked in the mines, or at some labour connected therewith, and I ~aid 
to her, "But you don't want help, as you must get a good deal of monev 
" into your house in the ceurse of a week." (She) "But I do want.''' 
" But you get 51. or 61. a week." (She) "Yes, I should think we "'Ot 
"that muclt.'' But this I fear is beside the que~tiou. 

0 

13. Ii' the supply of schools ana teachers proportioned to the want 
of them, or are there too few in some, and what nei,hbour
hoods, and too many in others; or how otherwise ? 

0 

13. The ~upply of Fchools arid teachers I should im~gine is Yery 
generally difi'uscd throughout the neighbourhood, except as above 
Htatcd ; smaller schools aro needed in some outs'tanJing localities. 
There i~ no case that occurs to me where the schools are too far distant 
for children of any size to attend. There i~ no place that I know of 

· 'l'lH:-re the schools are too numerous for the •population. The O'!'Cat 
need now is of makiMg tl1c schools as efficient as possible by a supl~Y of 
good and propt·r teacher~, and funds sufficient to carry on the school 0 
without rrippling tl!C efforts of the managers. 

II. 
Gorernmcnt aud Finance. of Schools. 

I. Are you acquainted with the working of any, and "'hat 
systems of central airl and inspertion, or of inspection alone ? 

l. I am inspector, as rural dean of Himley, of the schools belourrin•r 
to the Church of England within that rural deanery, but a ~lJst 

u ~ 
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inefficient one and neglectful, owing to the many demands on my time 
in an extensive parish. This, in connexion with the Diocesan School 
Society of Lichfield. I am also somewhat acquainted with the Govern
ment inspection. · 

2. What in your opinion is the result of the nriety of systems for 
these purposes now in operation ? Do they stimulate, or do 
they interfere with each other ? 

2. The results of these inspections I consider good, and that they 
(the Government and diocesan) do not interfere, but assist each otl1er. 
I consider some of the reports of the Government inspectors to ha \'e 
been v~ry injudicious and injurious. A clergyman iR always glad of 
the assistance of an inspector, but when the faults and defects of his 
school are made public, which he himself knows und endeavours to 
ame.nd. and cannot, it adds con~iderably to the pains of his labours and 
anxtehes to have these exposed to the whole nation. A stranrrer 
cannot know all circumstances. A school has been unfavourabl v 
reported when an inspector has come in unexpectedly at the opening ~f 
a school when that school had been broken up by a bad temporary 
master, and the master and mistress had just entered on their duties, 

, and had to organize it afresh. 
3. Does the prospect of assistance from the Committee of Council, 

or from a central society, or either, and which of them, tend 
to increase or to diminish local subscriptions and exertions? 

3. I do not think that assi~tance from the Committee of Council _ 
(Government), or other help, affects local subscriptions either way, 
except in the erections of school-houses, when it stimulates the clergy 
{managers) to exertion and the wealthy to give. 

4. Does the syste.m of Government or other central inspection 
affect the effidency of schools inspected, and how? 

4. I think the system of inspection, whether Government or other, 
affects the efficiency of the schools, by stimulating both masters and 
the clergy in their exertions. 

5. Do any and which of the terms upon which the Government 
grant is made affect in practice the ,independent management 
of the schools assisted ? 

5. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the terms on which the 
Government grant is made to answer this question fully. I have l1eard 
objections raised, and some h~ve .refused assistance, b.ecau;~e it took 
away their independency of action m the management ot their schools, 
and did not allow them full control. The gnmting as,istance only on 
the condition of havinrr boarded floors has been objected against on the 
ground that it would be difficult, and in some cnses impossible, to raise 
the required sum to re-floor the I'oorus wi~h boards, and when the go~d 
and substantial quarry floors were considereu more healthy, and m 
every respect better. 

6. Have private-adventure schools declined or. otherwis,e since the 

0 
establishment of the Government system of grants? 

6. Perhaps declined, in diminishing the number of dame schools . 
. 7. It has been said that the terms of the Gonrnment grant, nnd, 

particularly those which relate to the capitation gr~nt, are 
such that it is useless to the promoters of schools ~n poor 
places. Is this so in your opinion, and on what facts IS your 
opinion founded? 

7. I am not capable of giving my opinion on this subject, but cannot 
conceive how u, capitation grant can be useless to the promoters of 
ecboola in poor places, but the contrary. 
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R. ""hat is, generally speaking, the financial condition of the 
schools with which you are acquainted? Are they self· 
supporting, in debt, or supported by subscriptions? Where 
the resident population is principally poor, do non-resident 
proprietors usually subscribe? If not, who does ? How does 
the payment of school fees operate i' Is it popular with 
parents? Does it deprive those who are very poor of the use 
of the schools, and bring in children of a richer class ? 

8. Schools are generally in difficulties as to financial matters. It is 
a difficult matter to raise sufficient funds for masters, mistresses, repairs, 
and books and apparatus. They are supported by the pay of the chil· 
dren, aided by subscriptions and collections, but generally in debt. The 
non-resident proprietors subscribe, and a few of the more wealthy resi
dents. The parents do not object to pay school fees when Bmall. They 
perhaps value the school more, and when t!Je pay is not too low, as, so 
far as they can pay, they nlue a thing according to its price. In some 
cases payment uepri>es the poot· of tl1e use of the schools, but not to a 
great extent, but uoes not bring in the richer class. A clergyman or 
iubscriber might with advantage recommend children for free admission, 
and in some cases' payment is made by subscribers for the education of 
the poorest children . 

.... Yote.-By the increase of the number of schools, proprietors fre• 
quently withdraw their subscriptions from those already in existence 
for new ones that are en;cted, which they think have a greater claim 
on them, or divide their subscriptions; hence the greater difficulty of 
supporting the older established schoold, 

III. 

Efficiency of Schools and Schoolmasters. 

1. What is your experience as to the comparative efficiency of
( a.) Public and private schools? 

1. (a.) At public, that is parochial schools, the children are more 
correctly taught than at private ones. 

(b.) Endowed and unendowed schools? 
(b.) Endowed schools, when liberally endowed and under good super

Yision, with thoroughly competent masters, excel unendowed. 
(c.) Inspected and uninspected schools? 

(c.) Inspected schools are more efficient than uninspected, unless where 
·the clergyman gives his almost -undivided attention to his schools. 

2. What is your experience as to--
(a.) Eveniug schools? 

2. (a.) Evening schools I consider of the greatest advanta"'e, from 
my late experience of them, when a sufficient number of gr~tuitous 
teachers can be indueed to give their time to them. 

(b.) Industrial sciJOols ? ' 
(b.) I Lave no experience of industrial schools, but do not think they 

would succeed in this neighbourhood. 

(c.) Half-time systems, as means of keeping up what has 
been learned at ordinary school.e, or prolonging atten· 
dance there ? -

(c.) The half-time system I think might be introduced with great 
advantage, or a sy5tem allowing those above a certain age, who had 
begun to work, to come for instruction when they had leisure time. 
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(a. b.) These are means of keeping up previously gained knowledrre1 
and prolong their attendance at school. 

0 

,~.Yote.-In a case which came within rny own knowblg<•, in my own 
school, a boy, a nailer by tradr, who had Lecn educator.] in our school, 
and had left to work when he arrived at the age of fifteen or sixteen, 
wished to improve l1imself, anu attended the school regularly every 
day. I learned that his plan was to rise at six and work till half-past 
eight, then to clean himself and han! bio breakfast, and Le at 
school by nfne o'clock. He left at twelve, and had his dinner anu 
worked till two. Then he came to s~hool and remained till fh·e. He 
then went home, lwd his ten, and \rorkcd till ten. He thus worked 
eight hours in the day, anrl gained as much, probal.Jly, as he woulJ. 
l1ave don~ without going to school, and lw.ll six lwurs at school. 

3. "\Yhat is your experience ns to th0 mnsters and mistressc3 
trained at normal schools? lias their training adapted them, 
or has it failed to auapt tlwm in any, antl what, particulars, 
for their duties; and especially for the more elementary 
branches of education, particularly reading ? Do they show 
a tendency to bo dissatisfied with their position, and on what 
grounds? ' . 

3. The masters and mistresses trained at normnl schools are generally, 
so far as I have been able to .i ullge, wdl adapted for their work, am\ 
keep their schools in good order and under good control, seeing that 
the elementary branches, including reading, nrc well taught. Occa
sionally there are instances of a tendency to be dissatisfied, an<l they 
leave. In one instance a trainell mistress engaged to a school in one 
of our most desirable parisl1cs, but haYing then but a temporary school· 
room till tho3e of a better dcsci·iption were fi1iishcd, on coming ant! 
seeing the school, bade the carman who hatl uri,;en her to wait till she 
had inspected the rooms and accommodation, as sltc llid not think they 
would suit her; and, being dissatisfictl, haue him drive her hack to the 
station. In the case of the master of a school under my own inspec
tion who hatl been traincu at a normal school, I found him questioning 
little boys on the most abstruse parts of grammar, on which subject 
the boys were most profoundly ignorant. lie would scarcely allow me 
to inspect his school, though· I was extra civil and conciliatory in 
manner, and on leaving, he said, 'vith the greatest air, although one of 
the most inferior of his kind, and displaying a gold ring whilst he ran 
his fingers through his hair, "This place will not do for me," and he 
was much disappointed, ns he expected to find a school of a very 
snperior description, where a very superior education "·as required, 
but he could trach those children nothing. I endeavoured to persuade 
him to stay and uo good among the poor and ignomnt, but I heard 
that he left in a few days. 

4. Does the system adoptcu by the Committee of Council in refer
ence to teachers trained at normal schools make it difficult to 
obtain competent tcachcnJ for unin;:pcctcd schools ? 

4. Owing to the vast increase in the number of schools it woultl 
now be impossible to obtain a sufficient supply of competent school· 
masters and mistresses unless trained for their ofllcc. Competent teachers 
could scarcely be obtained for uninspecteL1 schools in sufficient numbers, • 
as in former years when schools were few. 

5. What is your experience of the working of the system of pupil· 
teachers ? Do the claims of the scholars and pupil-teachers 
on the master clash with each other; and if so, 1rhic:h nrc 
usually neglected ? Where there nro no pupil-teacherd1 how 
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is teachin(J' conducted? and what is the comparative efficiency 
of schools~'lt which they arc and are not found ? · 

5. I am not competent, from my present knowledge, to answet• the 
former part of this inquiry. Where there are no pupil-teachers the 
teachin(J' is conducted by the aid of monitors unpaid or slightly 
reward~ d. 

6. Is there any disproportion between the supply and demand of 
schoolmistresses, and to what cause is it to be attributed? 

7. What is your experience as to the efficiency of masters of en• 
dowed schools, and as to the purity of their appointments ? 

7. As far as my experiences goes, which is very limited, the masters 
arc efficient and their appointments just. 

8. What is your experience as to the efficiency of masters of pri· 
vate ad venture schools, and as to the nature of their previous 
occupations? 

9. What is your opinion of the subject matter of educ~tion in 
various classes of schools, in the district with which you are 
acquainted, in respect of-

(a.) Its tendency to develope the mental powers ? 
(a.) ~o far as it goes, with attention on the part of the tcael1ers and 

visitors to inspect and e;amine, it tends to develope the mental 
faculties. 

(b.) Its tendency to supply specific information of practical value ? 
(b.) Yes; so far as age will allow. 

(c.) Its tendency to fit the pupil fot· his future course oflife ? 
(c.) It better adapts him for his future course of life. 

10. Is it usual for parents to send their children to schools in 
connexion with other religious persuasions than their own ? 
and if so, upon what terms as to special provision for their 
religious instruction or attendance upon religious worship, 
and are such terms usually enforced in practice ? 

10. Yes; where they believe the teaching is good, with no stipula
tion for religious instruction, only not to be compelled to attend the 
place of worship if not of that creed. 

IV. 

Intellectual Results of Education. 

1. What is your experience as to the comparative value of edu
cated and uneducated workmen and workwomen as such ? 

1. Employers care but little_ whether their workmen or workwomen 
are educated or not, so they work to their advantage. The uneducated 
are but too frequently mere .machines, though there are often found 
among them very intelligent people of keen observation. 

2. What is your experience as to the value which poor people who 
have received a good school education set upon it in after life ? 

2. They value it, and the more as they grow older. In after life the 
• poor frequently regret the want of education, and that there were not 

the means afforded them when young that there are now. To be able 
to read, they say would help them so to while away many a weary 
hour that now hangs heavy upon them. They might now amuse and 
improve their mind, which now preys upon itself. They think of 
tl'oubles, whether real or imaginary. 
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3. How far do.they a:ail thei_Tiselves of such means of keeping up 
or extendmg the1r acqu1rements, as reading room~, lectures, 
evening schools, and the like ? 

3. They .do not avail themselves to the extent they might, though 
some are glad of evening schools to brush up what knowledcre they had 
obtai~d, and getting thence a little impul,;e, pursue subject: at home. 

4. Has your experience enabled you to trace any connexion be
tween the spread of popular education, and the spread of a 
taste for music, singing, drawing, and other similar accom
plishments amongst the poor ? 

4. Very little, except so far as singing learnt by the ear. 

Sedgeley, November 26, 1858. 
(Signed) W. LEWIS. 

I append also the information furnished to me 1y Lord Lyttelton, 
with relation to the neighbourhood of Stourbridge, which· place, al
though on the outer border of the district apportioned to me, resembles 
it in most of its economical and educational relations. 

G. C. 

What have been your opportunities of acquiring experience re
specting popular education and elementary instruction ? To 
what districts does your experience apply? 

Only from residence for about 30 years in, and general acquaintance 
with, the neighbourhood of Stourbridge; and having acted on the 
Diocesan Board of Education, practically confined to the Archdeaconry 
of Worcester. 

I. 
Supply and Demand of Education. 

I. Generally, speaking, have the poor people in the district with 
which you are acquainted received elementary instruction? 
If they have, have they forgotten, or do they still remember 
what they were taught ? 

1. I apprehend they almost aU received some when young; and 
that they remember it, but most often very imperfectly. 

2. If they have not received elementary instruction, does this arise 
from a failure in the supply or in the demand for education ? 

2. Of late, almost wholly from failure in the demand. · 
3. If from a failure in the supply are there too few school:> or too 

few teachers? State any facts within your own knowleage in 
illustration of the want of which you complain. 

3. Want of will almost entirely. -
4. If from a failure in the demand, is the cause of that failure a 

want of will or a want of power on the part of the parents to 
procure education for their children? and is it usually a total 
failure in not sending children to school at all, or a partial 

. one in not keeping them there long enough ? 
4. Both of these, but the latter much the worst. 

5. If it is want of will, what is the cause of that want ? 
5 • .Apathy and want of appreciation of the benefits of education ; 

and at all events preferring to make even a shilling or two a week by 
their children's labour as soon as they can. 

6. Do parents neglect to educate their children on the gr~und that 
the education within their reach is not adapted to tl.te1r wantii? 
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and, if so, are they right or wrong in that opinion, and what 
is the proof that they are right or wrong ? · 

6. I much doubt if this ground is felt by parents to any serious 
extent. I believe they are glad their children should have a simple 
elementary education ; and that they do not object to higher branches, 
but care very little about them. 

7. Do they neglect it on the ground of the incompetence of the 
teacher? 

7. Probably pretty often. 
8. Do they neglect it ou tile ground of difference in religious 

belief from the managers of schools within their reach ? 
8. I should think very seldom, at least in the case of Church · 

schools. 
9. Do they neglect it on the ground that they cannot afford t() 

forego wages earned by their children ? 
9. See question 6. 

10. If unwillingness to lose wages is the cause, what is the value of 
the labour of children under 15 in the district with which 
you are acquainted? Are there any, and what, special cir
cumstances in the relations between employers and labourers 
which affect the attendance of children at school ? Does 
female labour prevail, and does this affect the education of 
girls? 

10. Nailers' children will get Is. 6d. a week a man, from eight years 
of age, up to 5s. or 6s. at 15, when good workmen. Others will get 
a little in £eld-work, &c., not less than the above. Nailers' daughters 
will get, at the same age, rather less than boys. Other girls, not 
much before 15. 

11. How is the unwillingness of parents to send their children to 
school affected-

( a.) By prizes or certificates for attendance ? 
(b.) By the quality of the instruction given ? 
(c.) By the character of the school and schoolmaster ? 

11. All these have a perceptible effect in the number of children, and 
the length of their attendance ; industrial work particularly, as allot-
ments, and carpenters' shops. · 

(d.) By the particular ~ystems of school management? 
I do not suppose the poor care much for them apart from the former 

questions. 
(e.) By the demand of school pence? 
(f) By instruction given gratuitously? 

There is hardly any gratuitous education here. Parents can almost 
always pay 2d. or 3d. a. week, and often they get it from rich neighbours. 

(g.) By experience of the advantages of education in obtainin"' 
employment, or otherwise ? 0 

I do not know anything definite on this. 

12. If parents are unable to send their children to school, what 
r>revents them? If poverty prevents them, how does it 
operate? What is the evidence that they are really unable, 
and not merely indifferent on the subject ? 

12. See above. 

13. Is the supply of schools and teachers proportioned to the want 
of them, or are there too few in some, and what neighbour
hoods, and too many in others; or how otherwise? 

18. Very fairly. 
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II. 

Government and Finance of Scltools. 

1. Are you acquainted with the working of ~ny, and what, systems 
of central aid and inspection, or of inspection alone ? 

· I. The Government aid and inspection ; also diocesan inspection ; 
not very completely done. Aid in building from the Diocesan Board 
of Education. 

2. What in your opinion is the result of the variety of systems for 
these purposes now in operation ? Do they stimulate, or do 
they interfere with each other? 

2. The diocesan systems are not very efficient here, and probably do 
not much affect the Government measures. The National Society 
sometimes sends an organizing master, who does unmixed not very 
important good to the small schools, of which there arc many untouched 
by the Government system. 

3. Does the prospect of assistance from the Committee of Council, 
or from a central society, or either, and which of them, tend 
to increase or to diminish local subscriptions and exertions? · 

3. Increases them, certainly. 
4. Does the system of Government or other central inspection 

affect the efficiency of schools inspected, and how ? 
4. No doubt it considet·ably stimulates it, by the ordinary effect of 

publicity and rivalry. 
5. Do any and which of the terms upon wMch the Government 

grant is made affect in practice the independent management. 
of the schools assisted ! 

5. Not at all. The "manngement clauses," I think, have hardly 
any practieal effect here. 

6. Have private adventure schools declined or otherwise since the 
establishment of the Government system of grants ? 

6. I should say much declined. 
7. It has been. said that the terms of the Government grant, and 

particularly those which relate to the capitation grant, are 
such that it is useless to the promoters of schools in poor 
places. Is this so in your opinion, and on what facts ia your 
opinion founded ? 

7. There is no doubt that in t•ery poor and small places the condi
tions of the Government aid are quite out of the reach of the promoters 
(when there are any) of schools. But I should not think the capitation 
grant among the most difficult of these conditions, at least, as relates 
to the requisite number of days' attendance; 

8. What is, generally speaking, the financial condition of the 
schools with which you are acquainted? Are they self
supporting, in debt, or supported by subscriptions? Where 
the resident population is principally poor, do non-resident 
proprietors usually subscribe ? If not, who does ? Ho'v 
does the payment of school fees operate ? Is it popular with 
parents ? Does it deprive those who are very. poor of the 
use of the schools, and bring in children of a richer class? 

8. Hardly ever self-supporting. I believe they" rub on" by subscrip
tions and fees, sermons and collections, &c., with an .occasional extra 
effort. Non-resident proprietor5 often contribute. As to parents' pay· 
ments1 see above. 
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III. 

Efficiency of Schools and Schoolmasters. 

l. What is your experience as to the comparative cfnci;ncy ~
(a.) Public and private schools? 
(b.) Endowed and uncndowed schools ? 
(c.) InspcctcJ. and uninspected schools? 

1. (a.) Private schools for the poor are altogether insignificant 
here. 

(b.) EnJowed schools for the same class are mostly, with one 
or two great exceptions, less efficient than the ordinary unendowed 
ones. 

(c.) In.,pccted schools are undoubtedly the best. 
2. \'\hat is your experience as to (a) . evening schools, (b) in

dustrial schools, (c) half-time systems, as means of keeping 
up what has been learned, at ordinary schools, or prolonging 

. attendance there. 
2. (a.) Evening schools seem to me to make very little progress, but 

to do some good in the way of keeping up or reviving what has been 
learnt. 

(b.) lnduatrial schools hardly exist here; but a few com in on schools 
have some inJustrial adjuncts (see above), which seems to work very 
well. · 

(c.) Partial time has been tried at one school (Hagley) with very 
fair effect iu keeping some boys who certainly would otherwise have 
gone. 

3. What is· your experierree as to the masters and mistresses 
trained at normal schools ? Has their training adapted them, 
or has it fltiled to adapt them, in any, and what, particulars, 
for their duties ; and especially for the more elementary 
branches of education, particularly reading ? Do they show 
a tendency to be dissatisfied with their position, and on what · 
grounds? , 

3. The masters from Salltry Training School havtl almost all turned 
out well, and are mostly well satisfied. 

4. Does the system adopted by the Committee of Council in refe
rence to teachers trained at normal schools make it difficult 
to obtain competent teachers for uninspected schools ? 

~. I have no sufficient knowledge on this. 

5. Wbat is your experience of the working of the system of pupil· 
teachers? Do the claims of the scholars and pupil-teachers 
on the master clnsh with each other ; and if so, which are 
usually neglected ? Where there are no pupil-teachers how 
is teaching conducted? and what is the comparative efficiency 
of. schools at which they are and are not found? 

5. It works very well here, and I do not believe there is any such 
" clashing" to be found. There is no question the pupil-teacher 
schools are much more efficient than the old ones with monitors, &c. 

6. Is there any disproportion between the supply and demand of 
schoolmistresses, and to what cause is it to be attributed? 

6. I do not know this. · 

7. Wl1at is your experience as to the efficiency of masters of 
endowed schools, and as to the purity of their appointments ? 

7. See question 1. 
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8. What is your experience as to the efficiency of masters of pri
vate adventure schools, and as to the nature of their previous 
occupations ? , 

.8. I apprehend they are very seldom efficient. They are, I believe, 
mostly persons of some small education who take to it to eke out their 
livelihood ; lJUt seldom with any special aptitude, and never with any 
special training. 

9. What is your opinion of the subject-matter of education in 
various classes of schools, in the district with which you are 
acquainted, in respect of-

( a.) Its tendency to develope the mental powers ? · 
(b.) Its tendency to supply specific information of practical value? 
(c.) Its tendency to fit the pupil for his future course of life? 

9. I should say that, as far as it goes, its effect is rather of the 
first kind (a), together with the general effects of moral training, than 
of the two latter kinds. The education here is not much of the special 
or specific kind. 

10. Is it usual for parents to send their children to schools in con
nexion with other religious persuasions than their own ? and 
if so, upon what terms as to special provision for their religious 
instruction or attendance upon religious worship, .and are such 
terms usually enforced in practice ? · 

10. I apprehend that dissenters' children often come to the Church 
schools, but not 'dee versa. I do not believe in such cases they make 
any provision or conditions different from other children about their 
religious instruction. 

IV .• 

Intellectual Results of Education. 

I. What is your experience as to the comparative value of educated 
and uneducated workmen and workwomen as such? 

2. What is your experience as to the value which poor people who 
have received a good school education set upon it in after 
life? 

1, 2. I have no sufficient knowledge on these points. 
3. How far do they avail themselves of such means. of keeping up 

or extending their acquirements as reading rooms, lectures, 
evening schools, and the like ? 

8. They will attend lectures a good deal, but the others but little. 
4. Has vour experience eMbled you to trace any connection be

twe~n the spread of popular education, and the spread of a 
taste for music, singing, drawing, and other similar accom
plishments amongst the poor ? 

4. I should say that the general prevalence of teaching to sing had 
a considerable effect in improving congregational psalmody, and the 
formation of villag-e choirs. 

· 17th September 1858. LYTTELTON. 
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REPORT qf Ar-siSTANT CO)!l\IISSIONER A. F. FosTER, Esq., on 
t!te STATE of PoPULAR EDUCATION in tlte MINING DISTRIC'rB 
of DcnrrAil and At::CKLAND, WEARDALE, PENRITII, and 
~VIGTON, in the CouNTIES ofDtrRHAM and CmiBERLAND. 

MY I...oRn DuKE AND GENTLEMEN, 
· London, July 26, 1859. 

IN presenting tho following Report I beg to state th:1.t the 
materials upon which it is founded consist chiefly of 150' sheets of 
school statistics, condensed from above 3,000; 82 sheets of statis
tical returns from mines, colleries, iron and engine works ; 25 
sheets from mechanics' institutes and popular libraries; 24 sheets 

• from relieving officers ; 80 foolscap pages of evidence in manu
script from various parties; several hunclred letters, chiefly from 
school mana(fe1·s and teachers; my own journal and recollections 
of above fiv~ months' personal obsen-ation ; and my chief clerk's 
journal of his visit to nearly 400 schools. 

INTHODUCTORY REMARKS ON THE SOOIAIJ 
CONDITION OF THE DISTRICT. 

Those portions of the counties of Durham, and Cumberland, Three groups 
which were allotted to me as a mininO" district in which to ofpopulatiou. • 0 

prosecute an inquiry into the state of education, I found to 
afford specimens of at least three groups of population, quite 
distinct, and in some respects essentially different from each 
other in their social and educational position. The Unions of 
Durham and Auckland include the coal miners; those of Teesdale 
and W cardale the lead and iron miners; while Penrith, and 
Wigton, are occupied by a people almost wholly engaged in 
agriculture. 

Lowest in the social scale are the coal-miners--a recent hetero- Colliel's. 
geneous, fluctuating, and rapiuly-increasing population, earning 
high wages, which they know no way of spending but in the 
gratification of animal appetites. The full-grown men, who are 
employed as hewers, realize from 3s, to 5s. by their ei(J'ht hours 
daily work, besides a free dwelling and an unlimited ~upply of 
coal fur their own use; but their wages, which are paid once a 
fortnight, are too often spent in drinking and gambling several 
days before the next pay-day comes round. 

The colliers usually live quite as isolated communities, all the 
houses of each village being held by the coal owner, and appro. 
printed exclusively to his workpeople and the small shopkeepers 
who supply their immediate wants. A collier village presents for 
tl1e most part a miserable and repulsive aspect. It consists of 
parallel rows of low houses, without pavement, drainno·e, or enclo
sure, either in front or rear. Each house contaim; o~e, two, or 

YOI.. II. X 
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three, but seldom more apartments, and in some villages there are 
out-houses in the proportion of one to every half-dozen families ; 
in others there are none. If a house has three rooms one is 
used as kitchen and sitting room; the father and mother, 
with the younger children, sleep in one bedroom ; the grown· up 
sons, daughters, and lodgers occupy the other. A very low ~tate 
of morals and manner8 might be inferred from such arrangement~, 
in connexion with full feeding and excessive drinking; but the 
actual condition of the people in these respects may not br 
described. It has been said that it is of no use to educate the 
labouring classes till their dwellings are improved; it is equally 
true that it is usele~s attempting to improve their dwellings till 
they are in some measure prepared by education to appreciate the 
improvements. Till a comparatively recent period, every effort 
in this direction was viewed with jealousy, and met by the cry 
that it was nn attempt ';to enslave'' the workmen, that is, to 
attach them to the spot, and abridge the easy freedom with which 
they quit one employment for m•other; or, in case of a combina- • 
tion again8t their masters, turn out of their dwellings and bivouac 
in the open country. Even since the fear of a "take· in'' has in a 
great measure subsided, there remains the obstacle to domiciliary 
improvement arising from ignorance an<l evil habits. Only last 
year a philanthropic coal-owner built two more commodious houses 
for large families, and placed in one of them a household in which 
eleven had been accustomed to sleep in two rooms; it was pre
sently found that the enclosed yard of the new dwelling was nuule 
avanable for rearing pigs, and their foou was stored up in the 
apartment which the agent had designed for the girls to sleep in, 
apart from their grown-up brothers. I was informed by the . 
meuical men, who had known the district for upwards of 20 years, 
that atlultery is matter of mere jest; such a man is known as such 
a married woman's "fancy man,'' and he freely "chaff~" the 
husband on the privilege he enjoys. Incest is frightfully common, 
and seems to excite no disgust. The language heard in the collier 
villages, not only between the men, but among women, boys, and 
girls, is profane and filthy in the extreme. 

The demoralization of the colliers is in many cases aggravated 
by the truck system, under the slenuerly evasive form of the 
''tommy ticket." The colliers are paid by cheques on a certain 
publican or shopkeeper, who acts as the banker of the employer, 
and lays, or ought to lay down cash for the amount of each 
cheque. The receiver is expected to spend the greater part Lefore 
quitting the shop; if he dares to carry all, or nearly all away in 
money, he is certain of getting immediate notice to quit his 
employment: 

In the midst of prevailing immorality there nre, however, man.Y 
worthy characters; and it is one redeeming feature that there 1s 

no attempt to infrinO'e or evade the law which forbiLls female 
labour in these coalmft1es. It also bespeaks an improving con cli
tion that most of the recently built houses are more commodious 
than the old one~, and in many instances enclosed, or semi~ 
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detached, or both. Likewise, that many of the .miners cultivate 
a spot of garden ground, though at some distance from their 
dwellings. · 

The rreneral character of the lead-miners presents a striking Lead mio~ra. 
contrast' to that of the colliers. They consist of families who 
haYe lived for ages on the spot,-a steady, provident, orderly 
and industrious people, engaged from year to year by the lead-
owners, and generally, beside:3 their work underground, culti~ 
Yating a small farm, which in many cases is their own freehold. 
A high-minded people they are too, disdaining pauperism as the 
deepest degradation. They have been subjected to very little 
intermixture for ages past, as appears by their language, which 
differs considerably from that of the neighbouring country, approxi" 
mating more to the dialect of the Lowlands of Scotland. 

The mining work is performed by partnerships, generally of 
four, six, or eight men, who maintain the labour night and day, 
working by" shifts" (relays) of two or four at a time, for eight 

· hours. To each partnership a certain nnmber of fathoms are 
allotted, and the bargain is for so much a bing of eight cwt. of 
lead, ready for smelting. It is, therefore, the interest of the 
working miner to be well acquainted with the various appear
ances of strata anJ veins, that he may judge how much metal is 
likely to be had for so much labour. As there are several pro
cesses to be gone through before the quantity of pure metal can be 
ascertained, accounts are settled only once a. year, but a certain 
allowance, called subsistence money, is advanced monthly. There 
is in all this much to stimulate intelligence, and a good deal of the 
excitement which arises from gains depending partly on .industry, 
partly on chance. 

The lead miners are remarkably intelligent and generally well 
educated; but not, as I shall presently show, as the result either 
of the quantity or quality of their schooling as compared with 
that of the neighbouring districts. Theirs is a literacy due at 
present chiefly to home influences transmitted from past genera
tions. There are books in almost every house; attendance on 
public worship is the rule, not the exception; and profane lan
guage is scarcely ever heard. Here is one parish seven miles 
long without a public house, and without a pauper to put into the 
workhouse. 

The labour of the lead miners is by no means so well paid as 
that of the colliero3, and though liable to few accidents, it is 
deemed unfavourable to human life; but the kind solicitude of 
the leading employers provides timely medical aid, and has led 
to the formation of clubs or mutual benefit societies for further 
relief in cases of sickness and death: Boys are not employed 
under ground in the lead mines; but from twelve years of age and 
upwards they earn from 3s. 6d. to 6s. a week in washing the 
ore on the surface, during eight months of the year 

The Unions of Penrith, Wigton, Eastward, and Westward form .Agriculturists, 
a part, and afford a fair specimen of an agricultural population 

• • X 2 
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remarkable for the peculiarity of incruding a large numher of 
small proprietors called Hsta!esmen," reputedarough, sturdy, intelli
gent clas:>, extremely repulm·e to strangers, and averEe to govern
ment interference in any concernment of their social condition, 
:Many of those who have spent their whole lives as day labourer:~ 
for wages have ~:wed some hundreds of pounds, or acquired a 
small piece of land. The leading educational feature here is the 
number of endowed elementary 8chools transmitted from pa~t 
generations. 

I found this people much more accessible and much lm edu
cated than I expecte<l. Literature among them appears as the 
remains of an old ci,·ilization fast wearing out. The statesman 
class is rapidly dimini:;h1ng, anu their small holdings becoming 
absorbed iu the larger estates of the wealthy. The prejudices of 

·those that remain are giving way. That acquaintance with the 
rest of the world which has been brought about by travelliug 
facilities and cheap newspapers, has llone much to break <lown 
the ramparts of their isolation, and they may be pronounced to be 
in a transition state between their former habits of rude indepen
dence and those of an ordinary agricultural community. Here, 
ns in the lead mining districts adjoining, public crimes arc Yerr 
rare; the prevailing yice is the want of female llelicacy and 
reserve, not resulting, however, in general or open profiigncy. 
It nppeais that girls are not ofreu cle~erted when they h:lve been 
imprudent; and therefore the general result is said to be that the 
eldest child in most families is illegitimate. 

There is little abject poverty in the district allotted to me ; and 
the proportion of tho~e receiving pari~h relief is consiJernhly 
he low the average of the whole country. It is thus stated:- · 

Durham - 2 · 3 per cent. 
Auckland - • 3 · 3 , 
Weardale • 3 · 0 ~' 
Penrith 3 · 9 , 
Wigton - 4 · 0 , 

. ~laking a general average of 3 · 2 per cent., whereas 4 · 31 is the 
average for the whole or England and Wales. I shoulll aclLl, 
haYin!T personnllv visited a large number of tho~e receiring out
door ;elief, that, ·with a few exceptions, they appear to be li~ing as 
comfortably as most of their neighbours. 

Among all these populations I have met with the most cordial 
reception, and been accorded every possible facility for obtaining 
information. The Bishops of Durham and Carli8le received me 
with the utmost kindness, and expressed the lireliest intere5t 
in my mission. The clergyman of each parish facilitated the 
search for schools by supplying a list of all within his bounds, 
to the be~t of his knowledge; the relieving officers made me 
lists of all the out-door pauper3 having children of school age; 
nnd nearly all the employera of mining labour procured me 
full statistics of the e<lucational condition of the whole population 
connected with their works. Not one Prote5tan.t school, Sunday 

0 , 
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or weekday, public or pri\·ate, refused or neglected to furnish as 
full and correct rdurns as their generally imperfect records 
admitted; and where these are defective or untrustworthy, it is 
in almost every case to be attributed either to the want of intelli
gence on the part of the teacher to comprehend how the schedules 
should be filled, or the want of records from which to supply the 
particulars required. I have,- however, thoroughly worked only 
the five unions of Durham, Auckland, and "\Veardale, in the 
county of Durham ; and Penrith and Wigton in Cumberland. In 
these, every week-day school, public and private, has been vii:lited 
either by myself or my clerk, and private notes taken at least of 
the general impression they conveyed, ·with more minute records 
in particular cases. Besides, I conversed more or less at length 
with almost all the resident clergy and other ministers of religion, 
the principal employers of labour and their agents, as also with 
medical practitioners, relieving officers, govemment inspectors of 
various kinds, and other functionaries in constant intercoun:e with 
the lower orders. I have, moreover, paid several hundred domi~ 
ciliary Yisits among the labouring clnsses, and have converseJ with 
others collected in small companies for the purpose, through the 
courtesy of the employers. It was extremely gratifying to find 
that when eYer, even to the very lowest of the people, I explained 
that the Queen desired to know how her people in these parts 
were off for education, the response was ready and cordial-every 
heart open, and every tongue loosed, with expressions of loyal 
attachment to Her Majesty, and gratitude for her care over her 
subjects. 

In two instances, one Protestant, the other Roman Catholic, 
there was some ex po.~t facto displeasure expressed by the patrons 
of schools because I had obtained infom1ation in their absence, 
and therefore necessarily without their previous concurrence. 
With these exceptions my way was everywhere smooth. The 
Roman Catholics met'me with the greatest politeness, and ex" 
pressed their regret that the imperative orders of their superiors 
rendered it impossible for them to give me the required informa
tion. With respect to their schools I was able to optain very 
little except the number of children,-a numLer so small as not 
perceptibly to affect th~ general results. 

STATISTICAL FACTS ON THE SUPPLY AND 
DEMAND. 

The most inte1:csting and trustworthy facts which may be col
lected from the circular returns, appear to be the followin{)' : _ 

Within the boundaries of the five unions above me~tioned N h f 
. . f b t 860 'l d ' . um er o compnsmg an area o a ou sq~are m1 es, an a school popu- 1lchools. 

lation of 43,304, there arc 2:22 pubhe elementary day schools, or 
somew?at more than one to every four square miles and every 
196 clnldren between the ages of 3 and 15. The::;e are exclusive 
of 166 private elementary schools of the :::ame class, and 24 which 
may be called middle-class echools. 
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The public day schools are thus classified with respect to re~ 
ligious denomination :-

Total N urn b~r of AverAJte Number of 
Number Scholars belonging to Scholars in 

Denomination. of the Schools. daily Attendance. 
Schools. 

- 1\Ia\es. ·Females. Total. Males. Females. Total. ------
1 Church of E.ngland IUS 6,798 11,421 12,219 U,li2 4,017 9,189 
2 Wesleyanllrethodist • 6 3:Jl 184 5:35 288 ].~) 4:~, 

3 New Connexion Me-
thodist. 

5 2i6 aos 879 21a ~;!4 4.37 

4 Roman Catholic • s 191 1H6 3i7 147 m 304 

5 Friends' . 2 90 29 119 69 20 89 

6 Non-denomimitional· 36 1,303 1M7 2,370 1,o:n 821 1,872 

-------------------
Total 222 9,009 '7,190 16,199 6,94:0 5,385 12,325 

Of the public schools, 67 have owed their erection to the 
benevolence of single individuals or of firms employing childt·en's 
labour. The remainder, amounting to 146 which have premises 
expressly for school purposes, have been raised by more general 
contributions, aided in mo~t instances by educational societies, and 
in 38 cases by Government grants. The public schools afford 
accommodation for about 18,000 children, or 42 per cent. of all 
that are of school age. 

Howsupported. Thirty-three of the 222 public elementary schools receive an
nual assistance from Government, averaging nearly 381. each, in 
salaries and capitation grant:; ; 71 are returned as having per
manent endowments averaging about 301. each ; but this is below 
the true number, the endowments not being all returned.* A 
very few appear to be self-supporting, while most are assi~ted by 
local subscriptions averaging 301. 4s. to each school, or 7a. for 
each scholar. 

APPENDIX B. 

I am sorry that I cannot fully and precisely answer the question 
of the Commissioners as to ''what proportion of the subscriptions 
is derived from owners of land or tithes, what from occupiers, 
what from ministers of religion, and what from householders?'' 

But in the Appendix these proportions are given with respect 
to 49 of the schools whose fees are supplemented chiefly by 
voluntary contributions. The following is an average :-

In the In the Rural 

-- Coal Districts. and Lead Mining 
Districts. 

Landowners - - 27 • 0 per cent. 67 • 4 per cent. 
Occupiers . . . 1•6 

" 
0•7 " Own en or lessees of mines · 56'0 

" 
4·8 " Householders . - 0'7 " 
9'7 II 

Ministers of religion • 14•7 
" 

17'4 " -
-

• I have made a list of all the educational endowments in my district so far as I could 
A A ascertain them from various authorities b~sides the school returns, and insert in Margin, 

l'PRNDIX , as ehown, 
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It may be O'enerally stated on this suhject, thn.t schools attended 
chieflv by th~ children of colliers and miners are in most cases 
aided'by few except the owners or lessees of the mines, while in 
the rural districts the aid is derived either wholly from the land
owners, or from them and the clergy together, the latter con
tributing probably at least one third. The Lord Bishop of Durham 
and the ~Dean and Chapter subscribe handsomely to several of the 
schools; but the burden on the whole seems to fall very dispro
portionately on the incumbents; and it. is, perhaps, owing to their 
modesty that my information is so partial. 

The fees paid by children average about 2!rf. a week ; that is to 
say, 31 per cent. (omitting fractions) pay Jd. 31 pay 2d., 16 pay 
3d., 11 pay 4d., 5 pay 5d., 4 pay 6d., and 2 above 6d. The 
fees of the private schuols are on the whole considerably higher, 
but we have no figures to show what each pupil actually pays. 
It would seem that in my district about lO,OOOl. in round num
bers are rai~ed for popular education from the self-paying prin
ciple; 6,000!. from private benevolence, if the endowments are 
included; while 4,0001. are furnished by Government, including 
the expense of the training school, and a due allowi.mce for the 
cost of impection. 

Of the 43,304, which is the estimated number of children Proportion of 
between 3 and 15 years of age, 21,500 or almost 50 per cent. are scholars to 

on the books of the public and private elementary Echools, the :7hool popula· 
average attendance being returned as 16,000 daily. Forasmuch, 

10
n. 

however, as little account can be made of any schooling the!'e 
children receive before six years of age, and as it is a comparatively 
rare case that the children of labouring parents can be kept at 
!'Chool aftet· 13, I have estimated the numbers who are of this 
more limited school age, and compared it with the actual attendance. APPENDIX c. 
The conclusion is, that there are nearly 23,500 in these five unions . 
between 6 and 13 years old, and of these, above 13,000, or 55 per 
cent., were found act].lally in attendance in the public and private 
elementary schools at the time of making the returns. It seems 
not unimportant to remark, that the proportion between the 
numbers who are, and those who might be at school varies con~ 
siderably in the different unions. In Durham t.he per .. centage 
is about 48, in Auckland 66, in W eardale 50, in Penrith and 
Wigton 58. • 

It may be interesting also to note the difference that is found Proportiou 
in the attention given to boys and girls in the matter of education. betwe~n boys 
In every case the number of boys at the public schools exceeds and girls. 
that of the girls, while in the private schools the girls preponderate. 
Taking both public and private together, however, the relative 
numbers stand thus,- . 

Boys. Girls. 

Durham 2,954 3,111 
Auckland 3,357 2,990 
Weardale 1,149 1,072 
Penrith 1,771 1,468 
Wigton 1,984 1,605 
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From whicl~ it appears that in the agricultnral districts, where bovs 
are seldom turned to account till 13 or 14, and then very little 
Juring: the winter, theit· education is much more attended to than 
that ~f the girls; whereas the earlier boy labour of the minin()' 
districts lessens the ditference, and in the Durham Union, wher~ 
the pressure on boys for work is h::aviest, the Ecale is turned. A 
very sufficient reason for the withholding of girl:; from the public 

. schools appears on Table III. of each Circular l\L Ont of the 
129 mixed schools in my district, only 45 are supplied with 
mistresses. · 

One of Her l\Iajesty's inspectors has remarked thLtt in the 
agricultural districts of the north of England masters seem to be 
preferred for girls, and he attributes this to the want of proper 
qualifications in mistresses. The true explanation of this matte1· 
is, that most of the public schools, which, of course, were the only 
ones he saw, are obliged to be under a master in virtue of the 
enuowments connected with them, unu in few ca~cs i:; a mi1:trees 
added. But the account is mot·c than balanceu in the llrivate 
schools, where girls are crowded under ignorant mistresses to learn 
little but sewing and knitting; so that on the whole, if there are 
1,132 girl5 found in schools conducted exclu::!irely by masters in 
the two agt·iculturnl unions1 there arc 1,545 in those conducted 
exclusively by mistresses. 

Usual age for In the towns and collier villages children of both sexes go to 
leaving school. school at five or six years of age, aml remain "off and on" till 

about ten. In the agt·icultural districts they seldom go before 
seven or eight, and usually remain till 13. • 

Proportion 
between 
nominal and 
actual attend· 
ance. 

It is difficult to estimate from t11e printed returns what propor
tion the average attendt\nce bears to the number which, in a large 
sense, may be said to "belong to the school,'' that is, of those who 
attend "off and on,'' ns they themselves express it. Teachers 
complain of the desultory attendance even more than of the early 
removal of children; ami according to the it· returns the total 
average attendance is about three fourths of the numbers belong
ing to the school. Yet the numbers actually found in attendance 
on the day the returns were made amount to six sevenths; and 
this cannot be accounted for by supposing an unusual muster got 
up for the occasion; for throughout two entire unions and n large 
portion., of the rest, my clerk Yisited each school quite unexpectedly, 
and took the numbers and ages on the spot. The fact iil, that many 
children go one week and stay away another, in such wise that 
the teacher can reckon none as ''belonging to the school,'' but 
those who have paid for the current week, and therefore the total 
numbers returned as scholars may not be a fair representation of 
all who are receivinO' echoolin~r, tholwh in a more or less irregular 
manner. If the 8th ami 9th Tabl~s of Circular :M. hnd been 

·generally and faithfully filled up, they would lwse aflorcled 
valuable aid in estimatinO' the attendance. Very few, howevet·, 
except trained teachers, s~em to have understood these Tables, 
or to have kept the records necessary for filling them up; con· 
sequently thes<;~ returns are very few, nnd these few generally 
untrustworthy •. 
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In the 222 puLlic schools there arc 273 rna::;tcr~, mil'treoses, Proportion or 
and a~:sistanti;, Ol' about one for every 60 scholar;g, The private ~~rs to 

teachers are 202, or one for every 21 scholar~. Of the 273 sc 0 rs. 
public te:-~cher.;, 90 have been trained at normal institutions, 58 
holding certificates from the Privy Council. The latter, whose 
schools generally number from 100 to aborc 200 scholar11, are 
as~isteJ by 84 Government pupil-teacheri! and assistante. Five 
publig teachers are registered, and three private ones have been at 
training schools. · 

The progress making in the work of education is indicated by l'rogrc68 siuce 
tl•e fact that 54 of the public schools haYC been opened during 1851. 

the hst 10 years. Nothing on this. point can be gathered from 
the circumstance that 128, or 77 per cent., of all the private ones 
have been commenced during the same period; because many of 
tlteEe are very shortlived, and pos~ibly a larger number h:we been 
discontinued during the Eame lap~e of time. A comparison of 
the numbers now attending school with those returned in the 
census of 1851, shows the following results for the four nnion:3 
of Auckland, W cardale, Penrith, nnd \Vi!!ton. There are no 
means of comparing the progrei's of Dnrha;tl, beeause there i~:~ no 
return for it in th(! census of 18.51 apart from the neiahbourin" 
union of Lanchester :- o 

0 

I 
.Auc~lan•l i We~ruale ~~-- Peurith I Wi;rton Total. .S 

Ill I Ill in Ill <> ~ 
----' ~€ 

I
' Nl.lt$•.1·"'· '"'· ! '"'· '"'I NL ..... '"L "" ~~ 

PoJJtllat:---., SIJ,O'i-3 ~-37,4';1; U,:ib"7 ~8,i24 r:::--Z!l.260 ~~,001 ~3,8jo 1::: 103,318 12,700 

l'uiJlic day schooL; I 3l I 47 ! 1~ 25 ., 41 M ,~ 36 Sl m 177 50 

Private do. - I 33 M I 16 n I 37 2S 41 35 127 1S2 5 

D;y schol<~;S • ·13,)2.; i 0,7o2 ! 1,1367 2,2;;2 .

1 

2,~GG 3,330 I 3,122 3,74-J 11,39() 16,<!27 4,6:.17 

.hcraJl'eatteJ,dance, 3,22714,755 I 1,4(J~ 1,519 2,:m 2•no 1 2 ;:a 2 "4-3 9,905 11,727 1,822 

E:·:~:~ >clnols • i 21 26 i - 12 I - i ' 1 I ' 21 , 4 4 43 39 

:Eveuing scholars ·I 30 4ir2 : - 21!6 - 10 II 
9~ I 40 I G:;5 61S 

Sunday schools ·1· 43 74j 3a 37 4(1 53 ;2 :~ ' l:J8 i ·•o2 6' 

l:iund.ay ~cholm • 3,122 G,:M j2,108 3,012 2,210 2,7;;611,597 2,M 9J27114,~12 5,205 

Av~ragcattcudam·e I 2,:l'J7 4,9:l-3 I 1,727 2,218 i 1,793 2,10'~ I 1,275 1,9'!4 7,098 

1

11,2:37 4,139 
Of(b, • I I I i i 

There at·e no factory schools in my district. Tl1e ~Ies1irs. H., .Factory 
who are the only considerable manufacturers, decline cmployina schools. 
children under 1:3, rather than he subject to the school provision~ 
of the Factory Act. Since the periocl of my visit, they have 
opened an evening school for the gratuitous instruction of the 
men antl youth:3 in their employment, and finrl it largely attended. 
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The Statistical Returns of evening schools gtve the following 
results:-

I Xumher rnions. or 
Schools. 

Durham . I 21 

Auckland -I 26 

Weardale . 12 

Penrith 1 

Wigton 4 

Total 64 

Total X umber or 
"I I b I . t ...._c lO ars ?:' OtlC1ng o 

the School. 

Male. Female. I Total . 

-143 29 l 4i2 

346 56 4<iZ 

182 2-l 2fl6 

6 4 10 

Sl I 6 Si 
: 

lt.oos I 119 1.127 

I 

I 

Av~rnee Xumh···r 
tl m attf·ll ante erery 

Evening. ' 

I 

:llale. Female. Total. 

3,';0 23 373 

2.30 v• • 2>l7 

13S 18 15~ 

6 4 10 

2'l 3 31 

--
749 85 834 

They are chiefly private 8peculations, and !ieem to succeed but 
poorly. They are deemed unsuitable for the hours of colliery 
labour; while in the lead-mining and agricultural district~ the 
distances would be too great, owing to the thinnes:; of the popula
tion. They are confined therefore chiefly to the towns, where 
they suit tradesmen's hours. In one coal-mining parish, however, 
the curate gives gratuitous instmction nightly to 57 men and 
boys, and in another 56 attend the colliery evening school. In 
all cases the instruction appears to be quite elementary, not a 
continuation of early education but an attempt to remeJy its 
neglect; there is, however, a large evening attendance at the 
Government School of Art, which meets at the ~Iechanics' In~ti
tute, Durham. 

The Sunday schools are devoted exclusively to religious instruc
tion, and are thus distributed among the various denominations:-



----- ----------~----- -- ------ -~----

! Total Number of Average Number Number of paid Number of voluntary 
Number Scholars belonging to the of S<!holars in Sunday Superintendents and Superintendents 

I School. Attendance. Teachers. and Teachers. Religious Denominations. of 

i Schools. I 1\:I. F. Total. M. F. Total. 1\1. F. Total. M. F. Total. 

I !-----------
I 

I. Church of England - 110 3,442 3,298 6,740 2,637 2,560 5,197 43 26 69 
I 

239 259 498 

2. Wesleyan Methodist - 67 2,893 2,519 5,412 2,179 1,836 4,015 1 2 3 613 291 904 

3. r•imitive Methodist - 50 2,877 2,504 5,381 2,289 1,964 4,253 - - - 668 218 886 

4. New Connexion Metho-
dist - - - 9 507 437 944 422 352 774 - - - 86 48 134 

5. Independent - - 6 391 419 810 301 309 610 - - - 55 40 95 

6. United Free Church Me-
thodist - - 5 180 168 348 139 136 275 - - - 42 30 72 

7. Other - - -
I 

5 98 122 220 80 91 171 - - - 16 12 28 

8. Baptist - -
~ I 

3 102 81 183 83 61 144 - - - 16 15 31 

9. Roman Catholic - 3 88 • 102 191 72 79 151 ·- - - 3 - 3 

10. None - - - 3 143 136 279 108 105 213 - - - 26 17 43 

------------------------
15,8::1~~ 

----------------
Total - - - Z61 10,7Z1 9,786 Z0,507 8,310 7,!l93 7Z 1,764. 930 Z,694. 
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Ed~c~tional · Through the zeal and courtesy of the coal ownera I have been 
s~ti~ttcs ofth

1 
e put in possession of interesting educational statistics concerninll' 

mmrnrr popu a- l . l II' l . . o 
tion. " an exc ustve y co 1ery popu atwn numLermg about 34,600 Eouls 
APr:tNnu: D. in the Durham and Auckland Unions. These returns show the 

following distribution of 4,906 children between 3 and 15 years 
of age:-

Boys. Girls. 

At school 42 • 0 per cent. 48 • 0 per cent. 

At work in the pits · • 34•3 

At work at home 3•0 , 14·0 

I N•llh" ... ~. '"' """''" 21•0 32•0 

Unaccounted for - • 6'0 ,, 

The girls unaccounted for are probably out at service. 
From some more partial returns, including aLout 1,000 working 

boys, it appears that nearly all of them attend Sunday school, and 
14 per cent. go to week-evening school also.· 

The following is the eJucational state of the parent5 of these. 
children:-

Fathers. ~!others. -
Can read . - 78·0 per cent . 72·0 per cent. 

Can write also - . 64•0 
" 

47•0 .. 
Can neither read nor write - 22·0 

" 
28·0 

" 

The accomplishment of writing in a large number of these 
cases probably amounts only to the ability to inscribe their own 
name; but even this is a great advance upon the condition of 
matters 20 years ago, when very few of the pitmen signed 
their engacrements otherwise than by murk; and scarcely any 
even of th~ overmen could keep a journal of the pitmen's work. 
No other would now be employed. 

As the Shildon Engine ·works belonging to the Stockton and 
Darlington Railway Company lie within my district, I obtained 
statistics from the manager, who entered into the inquiry with 
much readiness. In the families connected with these works, 
there are 1,181 children between 3 and 15, who are thus partially 
ueiicribed :-

, Boys. Girls. Total. --
At school . . . 236 255 491 

Employed at the works 106 - 106 
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A large number more boys appear to be otherwise employed, 
for there is a return of 362 worldng boys attending Sunday 
school. The men nnd youths, with the wives of the former, nre 
thus described:-

--
Men and Youths. Women. 

1-
--

Can read - - - 94·9 pt>r cent. 90•0 per cent. I Can write also - - 90'0 
" 

82•0 
" 

I Can neither read nor wtite - 6'0 .. 10•0 , 

The returns with which I have been fa,•oured from the APPENDix E. 
proprietors of the lead and uon mines give the following 
results:-

-- ·Boys. Girls. Total. 

Total number between 3 and 15 years 
of age - - - - 1,518 ),481 2,999 

At day schollls - - - 665 624 1,289 
Occupied on the mines - . 465 - 465 
Attend both enning and Sunday 

school • · - - - 24 - 24 
Attend Sunday school only . - 421 - 421 
Attend evening school only . - 22 - 22 

The following is the educational state of the parents of these 
children:- · 

~-~~~ •. -__ ll_lo-th_e_rR_. _ 

Can read 95•7 per cent. 92 • 8 per cent. 

Can write also 90' 4 

1 Can neitherreJd nor write - 4 · 3 7•2 

By means of the relieving officers I have ascertained that there 
are 1,290 chilJren 1Jetween 3 and 15 receiving out-door relief in 
these five Unions, that is, 2·9 per cent. of all the children of 
Fchool age. Of these 1,290 children there are,-

At day schools - 58· 0 per cent. 
At work for wages or food - - 14 • 0 , 
Idle and vagrant • 28 ·O , 

Above 62 per cent. of these children attend Sunday school. .APPExm:r. F. 
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CHARACTER OF THE SUPPLY; OR, PERSONAL 
INQUIRY INTO THE CONDITION OF EDUCATION. 

I have said that 78 of the schools in my district are under 
Government inspection. The fact implies that a certain approved ' 
plan of operation is maintained, and almost certainly some satis
factory results may be reckoned upon, these varying considerably, 
of course, according to the efficiency of the teachers and the 
material they have to work upon. These schools are found 
chiefly in the towns, and in connexion with some of the 111ore 
extensive coal and iron works. Their condition may be fully 
known from the Inspectors' Reports; and it may, therefore, 
suffice for me to notice them only so far as they afford points of 

· peculiar interest illustrative of g-eneral principles. I should 
premise that I always, when possible, visited unexpectedly, and 
generally asked the teacher to go on with the lesson in hand, 
instead of myself examining the pupils. 

At the --· Coal and Iron Works the men are taxed 
to the amount of lid. a week; that is, 3d. is deducted out of 
each fortnight's wages for the support of the schools; and in con
sideration of this sum they may send as many children as they 
have. Here a master and mistress, both holding Privy Council 
certificates, and both, so far as I could judge, really clever 
teachers, are labouring, apparently to very little purpose, amono· 
above 300 children, 91 per cent. of them under lO years of ng:, 
attending school one day, kept at home another, and perhaps gone 
to another locality the next, and their places supplied Ly raw 
levies. The peculiar aggravation of the case of this lichool is its 
being in connexion with a tommy-ticket establishment, which 
always attracts an extremely fluctuating and immoral population ; 
and I adduce it as the most signal instance I met with of the 
labours of competent teachers being frustrated by the arrange
ments of the patrons. 

In the towns the population is steadier than in the collier 
villages. The Bluccoat, St. Oswald's, the Diocesan 1\Iodel, and 
the 'V esleyan Schools in Durham, those on the Barrington 
foundation in Bishop Auckland, and the Blaekboy Colliery School 
in its immediate neighbourhood, were among the very best I saw 
in the collier districts, affording pleasing examples of w·hat 
efficient teachers can accomplish even among the children of very 
illiterate parents, if those arrangements which are under the 
control of the employers of labour and the managers 0f the ~chooli! 
tend to secure a tolerably regular attendance. Then the highly 
respectable acquirements of the children of the workhouse schools 
show how much may be done by teachers of average, ur less than 

·: averacre ability, where· they can secure the constant presence of 
their ~cholars, and exercise entire control over them. The Pen
rith Wesleyan School, which is the largest in my district except 
the Witton Park, affords the best example among the Govern
ment schools of a combination of those elements which seem most 
es~ential to success. An efficient and highly popular master, in 
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the tenth year of his appointment; a committee of management 
perfectly at one with him; scholars generally the children of 
well-doing and f,\irly intelligent parents_; t~eir engagements 
quarterly; and fees proportioned to thetr ctrcumstances. I 
visited this school unexpectedly again and again, and always 
found both master and children fully occupied and apparently 
happy. The attainments of the pupils were highly satisfactory. 
I met with no such good reading as here; and had occasion to 
observe, as in other cases, how much a talent for music in the 
teacher contributes to the popularity and cheerfulnes~ of a school. 
The fees amount to above a hundred pounds annually. 

The reverse of all this is found in those schools where there is Uninspected 
no method, little or no practical superintendence, and no proper schools. 
upparatm:; for teaching. All these evils combine in a greater or. 
le~s degree in most o(fhe uninspected school:::, but chiefly in those 
attached to the collieries of the county of Durham, those having 
permanent endowments in Cumberland and Westmoreland, and in 
the low private adventure schools everywhere. 

The premises of the colliery schools are, for the most part, pro- Colliery 
vided by the coalowners. A few of them are recent and com- schoolds)(unin· 

d. d fi h S , f specte . mo wus structures erecte or t e purpose. orne constst o one 
or two collier cottages cleared of partition walls, while some 
schools are held, whether by right or permission, in the small rude 
chapels which are found in almost every village. 

The salaries of the teachers, which are from 151. to 501. a year, 
are secured by the coalowners, and the usual fee is ld. a week, 
from each child. Four fifths of the scholars are under 10 years 
of age throughout all the collier schools, the best of them showing 
no exception ; and the instruction is of the most rudimentary 
kind. One is forced to conclude that there must be either gross 
negligence, or ignorance of the proper methods of tuition, or both, 
where it is usual for children of five years old to be from 6 to 12 
months over the alphabet, and for those who have been twQ year~ 
at school to be only at words of two or three letters. The truth 
is, when teachers are left almo8t entirely to themselves, without 
previous training, without proper books and other apparatus, 
without counsel in difficulty, and without protection from insult, 
they almost inevitably become first disheartened, secondly idle, 
and thirdly, in too many cases, addicted to drink. In numerous 
instances we found the master of a collier school either smokinO', 
or sitting idle, or out among the neighbours. 

0 

Endowed schools, many of them dating from the middle of the Endowed 
eighttjenth century, and some from the seventeenth or even six- schools (un
teenth, form the leading educational feature in the Unions of inspected). 
"'\Veard~1Ie, Penrith, "'\Vigton, Eastward, and w· estward. That these 
in:;titutions were once valuable means of education is evinced by 
the fact that there lingers among the most illiterate of. the 
people a traditional feeling of belonging to an educat~d race, and 
they treasure in thcit· houses books which theit· ancestors under-
stood, if they do not. But now the halt, the maimed, the 
drunken, even the idiotic, are promoted to the enjoyment of tbe~e 
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funds for education, the tender charity of the trusteeil ueeming it 
prndcnt to appoint "lads'' of such infirmity that there was no 
other way of "keeping them off the parish." These ~eem to have 
no idea of a schoolmaster's duties except to hear certain lessons, 
and to bP.at tho:;;c who fail either in conduct or proficiency. In 
almost every case we found more than half the children idle, and 
all of them dirty, disorderly, and unhappy-looking. After lis
tening a while to the le~sons going on, I wondered whether any 
children could readily swallow or easily digest such meagre intel
lectual food, presented in so crude nnd unpalatable a form, and 
whether its being urged at the end of a cane, or shaken from a 
heavy pair of taws, would greatly facilitate its reception. Several 

·of these institutions are designated '' Grammar schools,'' hnving 
been originally designetl as such ; but they have, with scarcely an 
exception, sunk to the position of mixcll elementary ones. The 
moral infirmities of some of the teachers seems to be much le:-s 
deplored than the physical ami intellectual deficiencies of others. 
Drunkenness is the prevailing vice. I was credibly informed that 
in some schools it is quite usual, especially on Monday mornings, 
for the boys on their arrival to inquire what state the mnstct· is in, 
or to assemble in the schoolroom, and if he fails presently to 
appear, they return home throwing up their cnps anu shouting 
for joy, "The master is on, and there are holidays for the 
week !" Parents do but laugh at such an occurrence. It is quite 
obvious that the sooner the country is rid of such teachers the 
better. But it seems this cannot be without pnl'liamentary enact
ments to render them removable by vesting the endowments for 
the benefit of the school instead of the master. The Bishop of 
Carlisle did not scruple to say that "the endow ell schools are the 
curse of his diocese;'' the dean and several other clergymen 
agreeing. , 

Private adven- The low private-adventure schools are, for the most part, in a 
ture schools. deplorable state; the premises generally much more confined, the 

books, if pos~ible, more heterogeneous, and the methods less 
systrmatie, than in the generality of the uninspected public 
schools. Some of them are conducted by men of fair talents and 
attainments who, by moral obliquities, bare lost their position 
in other spheres of employment; others are taught by women 
whose ruain defect appears to be their ignorance. The best of 
the former are those which receive chiefly elder boys for writing 
and arithmetic; and of the latter, the best are those devoted 
almost exclusively to needlework, some of them exhibiting that 
aspect of cheerful industry in the presence of which some good 
must always be doing. The worst of them are' those in which 
30 or 4 0 children at·e crowded into the kitchen of a collier's 
dwelling, and the mistress divides her attention between teach
inrr them, nursing het· own baby, and cooking for het· lmt:· 
ba;d and sons. In one such school the collier and two 
lodgers, just from the pit, were at dinner, and, it is to Le feared, 
afterwards undressed and washed themselves in the ~arne apnrt· 
ment. 
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.1\fy district includes no l'flO'O'ed school~ marked by the charac- Ragged 
teristics of feeling and indu~h-y. The only ones bearing the Rchoois. 
name are at Durham and Penrith. The Durham Ragged School 
is an assemblnge of extremely poor children under the care of a, 
very young woman, who gives them some merely elementary 
instruction without fee, herself receiving a salary of 251. At the 
Penrith Ragged, which iil, I believe, entirely managed by a single 
lady, 30 of the children pay a penny a week, which the teacher 
receives, besides a salary of 8l. a year. Here the children have 
a dinner once a week. Tho same lady prosecutes another form 
of educational charity. She collects about a dozen very poor 
children, and sends them to the dwelling of one or other poor 
woman, whom she pays for teaching them reading, sewing, and 
knitting, nt the rate of 2d. a week for each. 

There is a numerous class of uninspected schools with teachero General cha· 
of fait· intelligence and moral conuct, but utterly unable to cope ra~teristics of 

' h h 1·~ 1 · f h · • • Th b un1nspected Wlt t e ( 11ncu t1es o t e1r po~:>Jtwn. ey ave no apparatu111 schools. 
for systematizinrr their labours, and no protection in maintaining 
their plans if they have formed any. Parents send whatever 
book or fragment of a book there happens to be in the house, 
and the teacher must ui!e it for the rt>qnired purpose. Hence it 
often occurs that no two children at the same stage of advance-
ment have books alike, and so there are ulmost as many classes as 
scholars. Sympathy is thus precluded, and those who are sitting 
idle are scarcely at all advantaged by hearing the lessons of 
others. The waste of the teacher's time, and the habits of 
listlessness inevitably contracted by the pupils, need scarcely be 
adverted to. A more serious consequence is, that the New 
Testament being the only uniform book that can generally be 
obtained, is used as a common lesson book long before it can be 
read with any degree of ease. It is not only thumbed, torn, ' 
thrown on the floor, and tossed from hand to hand in sport or 
anger, but its most solemn passages are spelled out with all the 
11sual accompaniments of scolding, beating, quarrelling, nnd 
crying which attend ordinary lessons. Where any maps are 
found they are generally Legrimed with dirt. Blackboards are 
very rarely found, and the whole apparatus belonging to the 
school i::~ often a few hacked lJadly-placed desks, tattered lesson
cards, and uroken slates. 

Teachers . suffer from want of protection ns well as apparatus. 
One parent insists on one kind of di:;cipline for his children, 
another prefers a different' one, and the teacher has too often to 
endure no small amount of bullying and abu~e, rendering him, if 
not a very energetic man, liable to be tossed to and fro, and 
changeable in his school discipline. 

Here I cannot forbear quoting from a very spirited letter from 
the master of school :-" I believe my predecessor shone 
more at well sinking than in school; and yet such men are 
and were far more thought of than duly qualified teachers. Their 
i(lcas were on a par with the parents' ideas ; they were metal that 
any one could work upon; were pliant to every whim-syco-

YOL. II. Y 
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phancy their virtue, hypocrisy their faith; could be snubbed and 
rebuked at pleasure, and gave way to every illiterate prejudice." 

Between schools that are thus without method, apparatus, or 
superviiion, and those which are conformed to the requirements 
of the Privy Council, there are many which are PlOre or 
less cared for by patrons and committees, and which exhibit 
various degrees of efficiency between the extremes I bn.re de
scribed. As a general remark, I would say that the degree of 
this efficiency depends much more on a good organization, assisted 
by proper books, slates, desks, and other apparatus, than on the 
personal attainments of the teacher. Some of the existing schools 
have been, and many more might be rai5ed into a condition of 
efficiency by the temporary introduction of an organizing master, 
with good superintendence afterwards. 

Sunday schools. It is Jifiicult to estimate too highly the work that has been 
APPExDrx G.· done by Sunday schools among this population. A very large 

proportion of the adult colliers who can read, including those 
occupying places of trust as overmen and deputies, had little or 
no week-day schooling, but, having obtained the key to knowled~c 
at the Sunday school, picked up further instruction as they could. 
Even now, these are in many ca5es the first school.s that children 
are sent to, and open the way for day-school instruction. They 
do not, however, keep up among elder children anything pre
viously learned in day schools, except Scripture reading :!nd the 
repetition of religious lessons. I have seen nowhere any tenuency 
to make the Sunday school either a substitute for the day school, 
or supplement to it, except so far as religious instruction is con
cerned. .Any attempt to introduce secular instruction has been 
and still would be generally disapproved. 

School I have seen nothing of that over-building which the Rev. Kash 
buildings. Stephenson has remarked as the result of "the new-born enthu-

. siasm on the subject of education."* Comparatively few of the 
uninspected schools are at all commodious. Lady Boyne's, how
ever, are models in this respect, Many of those in the colliery 
villages are crowded and inconvenient, while the old endowed 
schools of Cumberland are for the most part wretched, many of 
them unceiled, with deep ruts in the causewayed floor, the small 
and few windows having the broken panes pasted up with paper 
or stuffed with rags. · · 

Matter and I met with very few day schools indeed in which it seemcu that 
methods of the words read or repeated from a book, even with apparent 
instruction. ease, conveyed any idea to the mind of the pupil. For in~tance, 

a smart little boy read the first verse of the ninth chapter of St. 
l\Iatthew's Gospel, "And he entered into a ship, and passed o>er, 
and came into his own city." I asked, "What did he enter into? '' 
"Don't know, thank you, Sir," replied the boy politely. "Reau it 
again. Now what did he come into?" "Don't know, thank you, 
Sir." In another school, a girl of about 13 years of age was di-

, rected to "say her geography" to me, and after she had repeated 

• Social Science Transactions for 1858, p. 265. 
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the boundarie::~ of several countries, I asked, " What is a boun
d:u·y ?" "It's a year's wages." My question had suggested to 
her mind the terms on which the pitmen are in some collieries 
bound for a year to their employment. Doubtless she did not 
dream of its connexion with the lesson she had just repeated. 
These are fair specimens of the usual results of any effort to elicit
the children's apprehension of what they were learning-either 
total silence or an answer perfectly irrelevant, The truth which 
has been forced upon me in a way it never was before is, that the 
language of books is an unknown tongue to the children of the 
illiterate, especially in remote situations. It is utterly un.like 
their vernaculur dialect, both in its vocabulary and construction, 
and, perhaps, not less unintelligible than Latin generally was to 
the vulgar in the middle ages. The gulf between is the more 
impassable wherever, as in the collier villages, there is little or no 
intercourse with persons of the middle class. Only a very small 
proportion of the children seem to attain any adequate under~ 
standing of the language of books during their school life, and 
whether they do afterwards or not depends much upon the 
circumstances of their lot. A maidservant told me she could read 
aud write, adding, complacently, that she had been at a natural 
school for six yeurs, " at least,'' she added, apprehending she had 
made some mistake, "it was a kind of sort of natural school." 
That which schoolmasters proudly call intellectual training is 
nothing else than an attempt to familiurize the pupils with the 
use of literary language, and thus to supply them with a key to 
all the stores of knowledge contained in books. The other type 
of education would be realized if knowledge, secular and religious, 
were conveyed to the mind in such language as the children 
already understand. I cannot say that I have seen either of these 
systems carried out with any distinctness; that is, I have seen no 
systematic effort to put children in possession of the language of 
books apart from the immediate design of conveying the know~ 
ledge embodied in that language. The teaching is at best as 
though one put a Latin geography into a boy's hand and made 
him understand it, so that he was acquiring Latin and geography 
at the same time, but each, of course, less perfectly than if it had 
l!een the sole object of study for the time being. Still less have 
I observed any considerable effort to convey knowledge directly 
iu terms well understood, and apart from the literary language of 
a text book. The choice lies for the most part between knowledge 
embodied in formularies which are in an unknown tongue, and 
are committed to memory without an idea attached to them on 
the one hand; and, on the other, similar formularies interpreted 
with a view to effecting for the knowledge an entrance into the 
understanding. In other words, I have seen little of what is 
called intellectual training apart from the immediate object of 
imparting information; and still less of information really com
municated to the mind except through the process which is called 
intellectual training. Dut I believe the latter prevails to a great 
extent iu the Nonconformist Sunday schools, and probably the 
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chief secret of their superior popularity and success lies in the 
. fact that they thus attend to one thing at a time. In one of the 
best Sunday schooh I visited, where, besides the perfection of 
good order, there was an amount of Biblical knowledge truly 
surprising, the teachers conducted their earnest catechisin(J', and 
the pupils their eager and intelligent answering, in one ~f the 
most uncouth dialects it was ever my lot to hear. These teachers 
are plain earnest members of the co~gregation, very little, if at all 
above the children in social position, and using their own dialect 
for the inculcation of sacred truth. I know not whether it is 
from any deliberate recognition of this principle, but the fact is. 
so, that wherea:5 the Church Sunday school.:; are yery generally 
supplied with volunteers from the families of the clerO'yman or 
the squire, it is a thing very unusual among the Dissent~rs for the 
wealthy and educated, where there are such, to enO'a(J'e in this 
work; they leave it to the humbler members. To ·a ~~ibr cause 
may probably be attributed, at least in part, the superior success 
which has always heen deemed to attend Scotch education. The 
better classes in Scotland all understand the lingua of the people, 
and use it in theit· intercourse with them. A Scotch p:1rish 
schoolmaster employs an English text book just as, fifty years ago, 
" Ruddiman's Latin Gr,tmmar '' was committed and repeated in 
Latin; but if he attempt~ familiar explanation or extempore 
teaching of any kind, he speaks as broad Scotch as is necessary 
for being understood. It well accords with this to mention that, 
with a single exception, the most successful teachers I found in 
the north were Scotchmen by birth, or trained in Glasgow ; and 
for this I could assign no reason so probab!e as the fact, that there 
they must have learned the dialect of the people, and acquired. 
more or less the habit of us_ing it wh~n nece.ssary. By this they 
can gain an access to the mmds of chddren m the north of Eng
land which is impossible to a teacher of mere metropolitan educa
tion. I could myself have held no free or satisfactory inter
course with the labouring classes in my district, had I not been 
familiar with Lowland Scotch. 

Books. It is proper in this connexion to remark that, while all schoole 
haYC some elementary books or cards progressive 11s to the art of 
reading mechanically, there seem to be none framed with the 
express view of introducing the pupil gradually and systematically 
to an acquaintance with literary language. The First and Second 
Reading Books, which were published about twenty years ago under 
the sanction of the Privy Council, are perhaps the most perfect 
~pecimens extant of introduction to the art of putting letters 
together to form words; admirably adapted they have proved to 
be for teaching the art of reading to children who are familiar 
with a superior style of language, but utterly unsuitable for the 
yu]O"ar, and calculated to foster the disposition which every one 
mu~t have observed in popular schools, to aim at mastering with 
the toncrue such words 11s are quite beyond the reach of the under
standin~. The Third Irish Reading Book is, next to the New 
Testan1~nt, the one by far the most usually met with in Cumber· 
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land and Durham. But, however suitable it may be to children 
in Ireland, where the lower classes are much before ours in 
command of language, it is in style generally quite beyond the 
comprehension of the classes that use it in the north of England. 
Teachers complain especially of the length and complication of 
its sentences, requiring the thought to be sustained, and the mind 
carried forward: in a way of suspension which these poor children 
cannot manage. The text books which have been published by 
Eome of the English Educational Boards have a similar fault. 
They have been compiled with a view to afford correct informa-
tion or salutary instruction, but apparently with little reference 
to whether they can be apprehended, or little knowledge of the 
calibre of mind that has generally to apprehend them ; and, there-
fore, where the teachers are not very ~Skilful in interpretation, 
these books do not actually convey a single idea. They might as 
well have been iu Latin as far as their power of imparting infor-
mation is concerned. This may not be experienced, at least to 
the ~ame extent, in metropolitan schools; my ~emarks refer to my 
own sphere of inquiry. 

To supply this deficiency in school books, I fear there is very Orul instruc
little oral instruction. Perhaps few, except trained teacherf'l, give tion. 
object lessons or ·any equivalent for them, and it is to be feared 
they are but partially understood. Not many teachers, so 
young as . most of them are, know any better than to go over 
just what they learned at the· training school, and in words 
which the children do not comprehend. A teacher from one of 
the London Institutions told me she was giving an object lesson 
on bread, and supposed herself understood, till a pupil-teacher 
ventured to infor~ he1· that the children knew nothing about 
bran-cla'zzle was their name for it. It is here that oral as 
well as book lessons are, and must generally be at fault. 
The vulgar names of familiar objects and processes are almost 
always different from the literary ones; the teacher uses only 
the latter, and if the children pick them up, it may or may not 
be without the true idea. Few schools are supplied with appa-
ratus for bringing these objects and processes under the eye, 
so as to present the verbal signs in connexion with the thinO's 
signified. Just now some philanthropic individuals are anxious to 
see the scholastic routine of geography, history, &c. superseded 
by the familiar teaching of common things. The value of this 
course as a means of bringing over the chasm between the 
language of the educated and that of the vulgar, and thus pre-
paring children 'for the use of books has, however, scarcely been 
adverted to even by its most zealous advocates, and it is well 
worth taking into the account. I offer no opinion as to whether 
the Scotch practice of u~ing the vulgar tongue for reaching the 
understunding is better than that of Oberlin, who strictly prohi-
bited the use of the Swiss patois in his schools, and caused all the 
children to l.Je taught proper French and compelled to use it; I 
only note the fact, that neither of these principles is distinctly 
recognized or vigorously carried out in Cumberland and Durham 
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so far as I have seen. On the one bancl, the vulgar ton(l'ue is not 
freely and commonly used for interpretation aml oral in~truction · 
nor on the other is there any vigorous effort to suppress it, and tr: 
replace it by proper English as a conversational medium. The 
~ulf bet wee~ the lang~age of the lesson b.ook and that of ordinary 
mtercourse 1s left as w1de as ever. It m1ght be assumed that six 
or eight years of good schooling and constant familiarity with 
books would result in the total abandonment of the low vernacular 
even for common purposes; but this I have not found to be the 
fact. In Teesdale, where education has been so long and so well 
maintained that the adult population generally understand any 
ordinary English book, they still use the local dialect as their 
every-day medium; it would be deemed the height of affectation 
to do otherwise. Consequently each generation of children finds 
the language of books for a time strange, though with the ad
vantage of interpreters at hand. '' Mother kent t'wy an' gaid 
t'meenen," said an educated lad, referring to his own early diffi
culties in this respect. This youth interpreted his vernacular to 
me in good English when he supposed me not to understand 
him. 

I have dwelt the more on this point, because of its intimate 
connexion with the question of the length of time really required 
for schooli);)g, If there were not this difficulty of language to 
overcome, any child of ordinary intelligence might, between seven 
and ten years of nge, acquire a very fair amount of education for 
one of the labouring class. The arts of reading, writing, and 
common arithmetic may be attained in a very short time under 
good methods; and then there may be a difference of opinion ns 
to whether geography, history, and other branches of knowledge 
ought to be insisted on at school, or may be left to be acquired by 
subsequent reading. But there remains the question, how long 
does it ordinarily require a child to gain that familiarity with 
literary language which will enable him to understand an ordinary 
book, sermon, or newspaper? Language is readily acquired in 
childhood by mere ·usage, but it is otherwise in maturer years ; 
and if literary language is not learned in early youth, it will 
probab~y never be learned at all, at least never become familiar ; 
in which case the mere mechanical art of reading will profit little, 
and will easily fall into disuse. 

I have not a single public school, and very few private ones, in 
whose returns ''religious, instruction'' is not mentioned as one 
part of the business. The mode and amount varies considerably 
in different schools. In all the public ones, I believe it includes 
at least the daily use of the Holy Scriptures, and the committal 
to memory of the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and some popular 
hymns. In the ·few British schools of my district some general 
explanatory instruction is added ; and in some, at least, a cate
chism is used in which all the answers are in the words of Scrip-

-ture, and the doctrines thus taught are those generally received 
by all denominations of evangelical Protestants. In the National 
Schools, the Church catechism is taught to ~1e elder children on 
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weekdays as well as on Sundays; anll I have reason to believe 
that this, and other recitations from the Liturgy, occupy more 
time than is usually devoted to religious lessons in the othe1· 
echools. From this observation I except the Church schools under 
trained masters, most of whom furnished me with a copy of their 
time-tables, showing a judicious and very similar distribution of 
school hours. The 'Vesleyans teach their own catechisms and 
hymns, except where parents object to them; which, however, 
happens but seldom, Indeed, the learning of catechisms and 
other formularies of particular churches is, I believe, remitted in 
almost all schools, if the parents desire it. Where it is insisted 
upon, it is chiefly in schools under what is called High Church 
management, and here especially' it may be doubted whether the 
children attach a single idea to the words they repeat. .As far as 
I could gather, there is little attempt in any of the schools to 
render children familiar with religious theories, as is the case in 
Scotland, where intelligent teachers are wont to bestow so much 
labour in explaining the abstrusities of the .Assembly's Shorter 
Catechism. The efforts of the teachers I met with appeared 
directed chiefly to the facts of Scripture history, stimulated hereto 
by the usual tenor of the inspector's examination. .All the odd 
questions of a religious nature reported to me as having been 
asked by inspectors were historical. A Roman Catholic lady writ
ing about a school under her management which she wished me to 
see, and describing the religious instruction there given as devo
tional and practical, remarked, in passing, that it did not consist, 
as in the Protestant schools, of inculcating the exact number of 
kings that reigned in Israel, or the precise names of Jacob's sons. 
The animadversion was, I believe, strictly just. Whatever may 
be the repetition of forms, the real teaching is for the most part 
neither devotional, nor doctrinal, nor practical, but historical, em
l;racing chiefly the facts, and names, and numbers recorded in the 
sacred text. .An inspector explained to me, that his reason for 
asking minute questions of this sort was, that if he found the 
children acquainted with these minutire, he inferred a general 
knowledge of Scripture truth. Whether he is right or not, this 
practice in inspection gives the direction to the daily teaching of 
the schools. It need scarcely be added, that the inculcation of 
such facts imparts no sectarian bias. 

There are some educational phenomena that appear to be con- Local plteno
IlC~cted with local causes not easily ascertained. That schools of mena,
every kind, private as well as public, are in the .Auckland Union cler~tylantd 

. h f h d' , . d . il 1 cap! a Iss. very supenor to t 08e o t e a JOinmg an s1m ar y employed 
popul:1.tion of Durham : that the general intelligence and good 
morals of Weardale have not exercised any proportionate in-
fluence in raising the character of the schools, and that the inde-
jJCndent "statesmen" of Cumberland and 'Vestmoreland, glory-
ing in their ancient endowed schools, should have stronger 
prejudices against what they call "high larnin" than the most 
d<:gradcd colliers of Durham, are general facts, conspicuous aml 
undeniable, but of which I could find no satisfactory account. 
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Some offer a solution of all by alleging, that where canitalists 
employ labour, however unskilled, they sooner or later chscover 
the necessity of educating their workpeople, nnd of doing it in 
the best manner; that is, cultivating the general intelligence and 
moral feelings; whereas the views of the clergy are generally 
contracted and stereotyped, limiting education to the repetition 

_ of certain tasks and forms. They say that, wherever, as in the 
rural districts, there are no great aggregations of labourers, there 
things go on in the old-fashioned way, anu for want of stimulus 
even the existing institutions decline. Also, that where' the land 
is chiefly in the hands of the clergy, capitalists employiug labour 
under ground are thwarted and hindered in their exertions for 
progress; and that this accounts for the backward state of the 
schools in the mining parts of Weardnle ancl Durham U niong, 
while the greater freedom of Auckland in this ·respect combined 
with the enterprising phihnthropby of its leading coalowners is 
the rea'Son of the generally superior state of its schools. It iil 
quite true that the employers of mining labour are now generally 
solicitous for the education of their people, and in this respect 
there has come about a great revolution Juring the last twenty 
years. There are those who remember when it was their general 
opinion that if these pitmen had any education they woulJ not 
continue at such work, and that the only chance for retaining 
them in the employment was to keep them ignorant. Even now, 
there are some who contend that as lnbmm:rs they are no way 
advantaged by education; aml that ordinary intelligence and 
experience will carry a man as safely through his daily toil with
out book knowledge as with it. But it is universally conceded 
that the educated. men are the most manageable as ,\:ell as the 
most moral, the most steady at their work, and the least liable to 
be led awny by democratic agitators. l\Ioreover, that when it 
comes to a strike or the threatening of one, the educated men 
are always the first to come forward. as mediators and bring about 
a reconciliation. Almost all the coalowners, therefore, do some· 
thing towards the maintenance of schools, and' are anxious that 
education should be a true cultivation of the intellectual and 
moral p~wers of the children. I cannot see, however, that in 
this re:>pect the clergy are otherwise minded. Among all those 
with whom I conversed, I found generally enlarged and enlightened 
views, with great anxiety for progress and improvernent-·very 
few traces of the alleged disposition to keep the people ignoraut 
of all s~ve their Bibles, prayers, and catechisms. Yet it is un· 
deniable that they and the ~mployers of labour are not generally 
at one in the matter of education. The latter, ·with but one 
exception, and he a landed proprietor whose numerous labourers 
were exclusively agricultural, complained to meo that the cle1·gy 
were perpetual obstacles to progress. Several of them said, when 
they built schools years flO'O, they thouo·ht of nothing else than 
placing them under the ;ontrol of the 

0 

parish clergyman; but 
this they find to have been a mistake, and they are about to build 
new premises which they will commit to other management. 
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Without any per.;onal alienation from the Church, to which most 
of these gentlemen belong, or any desire to exclude religious 
teaching from the schools, they are anxious to see education wholly 
in the hands of laymen. Having met this on every hand in my 
intercourse with the employer.:; of mining labour, I feel bound to 
record it ; yet, on the other side to say that, except in the better 
towns, where religious rivalry has something to do with it, and 
about the mines, where self-interest combines with philanthropy 

. to promote education, there seems generally to be no one to care 
for the poor children except the resident clergyman, and there 
could be no schools if he did not collect the funds, and, to a great 
extent, supply them fi·om his own pocket. At Thornley Church, 
where the incumbent is al:so the squire, there may be seen one 
of the loveliest examples of a clergyman among the children of 
the poor, like a father in the micbt of his family, instructing them 
in nn easy conversational manner, and being answered in a 'vay 
by which one sees at once that he has got the key to their minds, 
and an almost unbounded influence over theit• hearts. Such 
another case I ha<l the pleasure of witnessing at Shnp in the 
Westward Union. . 

The instances are rare in which capitalists or their business The Beaumont 
agents can give personal !\ttention to their schools, or, indeed, s~bools. 
are competent to be useful in this way; but where it is the case 
they are eminently successful. The most signal example of this 
in my district is that of the Beaumont schools in 'Veardale and 
the adjoining di~trict of the Allendalcs. Mr. Beaumont's is said 
to be the brgest mining estate in· the world, comprising the 
greater part of the rich lead veins in Durham. and Northumber-
land. Besides contributing to existing schools where his la:bourers 
are more scattered, he has built seven new ones where the popula-
tion is chiefly composed of them. These schools are conducted on 
a uniform plan, and as one of them stands within my boundaries, 
I made myself fully acquainted with its organization, and visited 
the whole group, being accorded every facility by Mr. Beaumont 
and 1\lr. Sopwith, his chief agent, to whom he has committed the 
entire management. The rules of these schools, with the selection APPENDix H, 
of prayers from the Liturgy, which are used every morning, and 
the forms of report required from each schoolmaster, I be{)' to 
comlllend to the attention of the Commissioners, as affording 
valuable hints for the organization of a liberal, enlightened, and 
etrictly superintended system of education, as well as giving an 
insight into the principles and plans of a set of schools which the 
chilJren cordially love, and to which they daily repair with earnest 
delight. To the erection of the Newhouse School in vVeardale, 
the working miner!! subscribed 4001. without any stipulation for 
participating in the management, the only example of the kind 
that I have heard of in my district, but eYincing the readiness 
with which parents will hail the establishment of a school on a 
plan which they know to be good. Here, as at Pcnrith, may be 
remarked the charms of music for children, and the proficiency 
they may attain in it if early begun and well taught. To which 
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must be added dr~wing-a facility for sketching anything placed 
before them, whiCh I have nerer before seen carried to such 
perfection in elementary schools, and which must not only be 
very useful, but a source of perpetual pleasure of the best kind. 
As it regards the more usnal branches of education, I found these 
children at least equal to those of the Barrington (boys') School 
at Bishop Auckland, and the Wesleyan (mixed) at Penrith, to 
which I am accustomed to recur in my own mind as exhibitinrr 
the highest standard. In the Beaumont schools I witnessed what 
otherwise I should not have supposed possible-desks which h~ul 
been in use for nine years without exhibiting a single cut or other 
mark of ill usage ; school books well kept, though carried harne 
every day, and the ordinary copybooks without a blot. These 
schools are each conducted by an experienced master and mistress, 
more or less aided by monitors. . 

The discipline is entirely maintained by a system of tickets, some 
of which are given daily for punctual attendance and good con
duct, some weekly for proficiency in lessons, and some monthly 
for prompt payment of fees. The greatest number that any child 
can gain in a month is 110 ; 80 tickets a month for four con
secutive months pl51ces him in the first class or order of merit, 
50 in the second, and less than 50 in the third. Those of the 
first order receive their books, slates, &c. gratis, those of the 
second at half price, but those of the third must pay for them in 
full. The boy who has most tickets at the end of each month is 
appointed ticket clerk for the month following. Prizes of books, 
mathematical instruments, pictures, maps, &c. are annually awardecl 
by Mr. Beaumont or La<fy Margaret Beaumont in person to 
every one who has obtained 60 or more tickets in each of six or 
more lunar months; and each child who obtains 1,000 tickets in 
a year is entitled to a certificate called an office ticket, becansc 
issued at the district office of the ·mining works, ancl recorded 
there for the promotion of his interests when he is old enough to 
work. Breaches of rule are· visited with forfeitures of tickets, 
and such is the excitement maintained by this system that corporal 
punishment, though not forbidden, is never required and never 
resorted to. An eminent individual on visiting one of these schools 
begged a holiday for the children, and was surprised to find that 
his well-intended proposal elicited a general expression of dissatis
faction instead of a shout of applause. They dill not want n 
holiday, they would rather be at school. -

The general direction and management of these schools is 
vested in Mr. Beaumont as patron, and exercised on his behalf by 
Mr. Sopwith; but there are annually elected for each school six 
visitors, four of whom are miners or other workmen, and two m·e 
agents, to ·act in connexion with the district agent as a sort of 
committee, not to interfere with or dictate to the teachers, but 
to observe how the school is conducted, note their remarks in the 
visitors' book, and unitedly represent at head quarters anything 
requirinO' interference. This organization, for the full details of 
which {'must refer to the printed rules, is found to work ex-
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tremely well; and the time occupied in administering the ticket 
system is more than redeemed ip the punctuality and good order 
which it secures. 

These plans were orga~izeJ immediately after the last great 
Etrike among the wor1.."lllen, aud, as I understand, in consequence 
of the conviction which then forced itself, that their education was 
necessary as a means of safety for their employers. It waa at 
first denounced as a godless scheme, because managed entirely by 
laymen. But it has outlived this reproach.· 

Putting all these facts together, it must be obvious that the Educational 
direction and support of popular education is in a transition state, manag~f!lent in 
passing by more or less rapid steps, according to tbe locality, from a~~nstt!On 
the hands of those who haTe supported it as matter of mere 

5 
e. 

benevolence, to those who have discoTered it to be one deeply 
involving their own interests. l\1y district has been peculiarly 
calculated to suggest and illustrate this view, which had not 
occurred to me before. I have seen in the rural districts, the local 
l:'upport and management almost wholly in the bands of the clergy, 
conducted as a labour of love, with the pecuniary aid of the pro-
prietors of the soil On the Beaumont lead mining estate, I have 
seen education on a pretty extensive scale directed and maintained 
exclusively by the employers oflabour on a. system of their own 
devising, and with the efficiency and success which are likely to 
attend what men prosecute as part of their worldly business. In 
the colliery districts I have observed the struggle between these 
powers and influences; the anxiety of capitalists employing labour 
to get education administered with a view not to the church but 
the coal pit; and the difficulties they have to struggle with in thi.~ 
respect, not merely from vested interests, but from themselves being 
many, and haYing no rallying point or bond of union, without 
which single individuals can hardly adopt any very vigorous 
measures for fear of losing their workpeople. 

It were needless to speculate on the question whether this state 
of matters is to be hailed as a sign of progress, or feared as tending 
to infidel utilitarianism. The fact of the transition appears to be 
inevitable, whether desirable or not, and the part of wisdom is to 
give it the best possible direction. 

T liE DEMAND; OR POPULAR FEELINGS TOWARDS 
EDUCATION. 

Non-attendance generally arises from want of will and not Cause of non
from want of power on the part of the parents to send children to attendance not 
school and to keep them there. I have a complete list of all schools want of schools. 

of wh~tever kind in my district, a~ranged according to the parishes 
to whJCh t~ey belong, an.d from th1s catalogue it appears that out 
of 1~2 panshes 23 are w1thout schools of any kind; nererthelesil 
on the whole, few families are without some kind of school withi~ 
ca5y reach. . _ 

Still fewer, if any of those really in earnest for education are Cause not 
u<:barred by poverty, il). the sense of inability to pay fees. In some poverty. 
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cases the Poor Law Guardians supply the money, in others the 
private benevolence of individuals, and in most schools there is 
provision for receiving a limited number either free or on lower 
than the ordinary terms in case of poverty. I was surpri~ed to 
find so large a proportion of out-door paupers attending school 
(see page 333), and paying in most cases 2d. a week; especially 
as in three out of the five unions the relieving officers appeared 
to take no cognizance of whether they were receiving schooling 
or not. 

What is called the religious difficulty is unknown to this popu
lation, except in the case of Roman Catholic~, many of whom 
withhold their children from Protestant schools, but this avowedly 
in obedience to theit· priests and not of their own cl1oice. Parents 
will send their children to whichever they deem the best school, 
quite irrespective of religious peculiarities. The fact is uniyer5ally 
admitted, nnd not least by those who deplore it as evincing only 
the ignorance and apathy of the community. It would be fairer 
to say it shows the disposition of the lower classes to be guided 
more by facts than theories; for, notwithstandin~ th'.:l pertinacious 
zeal of the promoters of schools about having them conformed to 
this or that religious standard, I believe it is a thing unheard of 
among Protestant communities for children to depart from the 
religious profession of their parents through influences received at 
a day school. No single instance of it has ever come to my 
knowledge during my long acquaintance with schools and scholars, 
whether high or low. The only grievance wearing a religious 
aspect seems to be the power which the managers of National 
schools possess to compel Sunday attendance at scbool and church 
as a condition of weekday tuition. This power, however, I was 
informed is not 110w generally exercised in this part of the country. 
It was found that many parents would rather forego for their 
children the advantage of weekday education than be precluded 
from conducting them on Sunday to the place where they them
selves worshipped. That Sunday attendance is not very generally 
insisted on appears from the statistical fact, that while the Church 
day schools number 12,219 scholars, they command a Sunday 
attendance of only 6,74.0, or little more than 50 per cent, of their 
weekly scholars ; whereas the N onconformi:;t and nondenomi
national Sunday schools have 13,767, or above 350 per cent. as 
compared with their day scholars. 

It is right to add in connexion· with this subject, that there is 
very little thoroughgoing dissent ~n my district. Almost all those 
of the lower classes who go to any place of worship belong to some 
section of the followers of John 'Vesley, and have more or less 
friendly feeling towards the church by law established .• 'rhich 
many of them attend concurrently with their own chapels. . 

The claims of bbour keep a good many from school, e~pecwlly 
in the colliery districts, where, in defiance of law, boys. are sent , 
into the pits at 8, 7, and even 6 ·years old, and from tlus tender 
aO'e to 15 earn fron\ Is. to 2s. 6d. a-day, and· some even more. 
I~ the Auckland Union there are 15 per cent., and in Durham 
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15 per cent., of the collier boys under 10 years of age, according 
to the best calculation I can make by comparing the numbers 
admitted to be in the pits under 15 years of age with the numbers 
that, according to the usual estimates, can possibly be above 10 
years in proportion to those between 3 and 15. I saw in a school 
record the name and age of a boy who had been removed the 
week before, at six years and three months old, to go into the coal
pit; and in a collier dwelling I was shown the fly-leaf of the family 
Bible, in which the dates of the children's births had been mani
festly altered so as to add two years to the age of each, in order 
to enable a widow to get her boys employed. This unnatural 
pressure into labour proceeds from the collier families themsehe.s, 
rather than from the employers, who say they could to a much 
greater extent substitute machinery for boy labour, but that it 
would give dissatisfaction to parents. It need scarcely be added, 
that too soon, under these circumstances, the boys learn the reckless 
habits and graver vices of the adult colliers. 

As there is here no public Jemand for female labour, except in Claims.of 
the fields at certain seasons, there is no excuse of this kind for the ~::,u~. girl 
extent to which"'girls are taken from school at the same age as F. 

Loy s-in fa.ct, as soon a.~ they can carry a baby or make themselves 
otherwi"e useful in the house. But there is a great deal of dome:;tic 
labour in a collie1·'s dwelling-meals to cook against all the dif-
ferent hours at which men and boys return from work; a constant 
washing of garments, with the additional grievance in many ca;:es 
of having to c~rry from a distance the water necessary for this 
purpose, and for the ablutions of the person, which coal miners, 
it would appear, never omit before going to bed. In Cumberland 
and West moreland the girls go out to sen-ice very early. A 
pari5h clergyma1i said he was" often asked to assist the trousseau 
of a girl 11 years of age lea-ving school for a situation." 

Prize Bchemes present but a feeble barrier to this anxiety for In~uence of 
putting children to work. Some teachers ~:;ay they retain a few pme schemes 
children longer at school, and these only for a few months ; 
while others affirm, that though they afford conside1·able stimulus 
to thO$C who are and would at any' rate be at school, they have no 
effect whatever in retaining for a longer period those who can get 
to work. The general opinion is, that these schemes supply a false 
8timulus, and are not on the whole beneficial. One great evil 
attending them is, that they naturally and almost inE:Vitably induce 
the teachers to pay a disproportionate degree of attention to the 
candiJate:; for prizes, to the neglect of the general intere.,;ts of the 
~chool. Teachere themselves admit this. 

Still these claims of labour, reasonable and unreasonable, are ;Av~rsion and 
inwfficicnt to account for the discrepancy between the number Indifference. 
of children who ought to be at school and of those actually in 
attendance. I believe the main cause may be stated to be the APPF.xnu: C. 
a version of the children and the indifference of the parents, both 
the~c being in a great measure due to the character of the schooh. 
X (Jthing is so irk:Eome to a child as to sit quiet without anythin(l' 
to tl(), which in most of the schools I 1mve seen forms a lar"~ 
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part of each scholar's daily duty. Only ~'<econd to this in irhome
ncss is the repetition of tasks to which no single idea is attached; 
and then the only exercises remaining for boys are writincr and 
arithmetic, which are learned by only about two-thirds of them. 
Schooling under these circumstances comes to be recrarded by 
the children as mere punishment-often actually thr~atenecl as 
such-and by parents as a sort of necessary evil, in too many 
instances the only expedient for keeping unruly children out of 
mischief. This I believe, after most diligent inquiry, to be the 
true state of the case with a very large number of those 'vho semi 
their children to school only " now and then,'' or never send them 
at all But it would be gross. injustice to say that there is indif
ference to education or prejudice against it. A mono- the idle and 
the vicious there is doubtless much listlessness anl apathy; but 
among the well-doing of the lower classes, who, except round 
some of the " Tommy-ticket'' establishments, form by far the 
greater proportion in the district I have gone over, there is a 
strong desire to have their children educated ; and if this has not 
issued in sending them to school, it has been chiefly due to the 
inefficiency and repulsive character of the scho'bls within reach. 
Parents are discouraged when, after keeping a child 'four or five 
year~ in attendance, they find him unable to do more than 8pell his 
way, with' many a stumble, through a chapter of the New Testa
ment. No wonder if they say, "Let him go to work as soon as . 
possible; and when he comes to see the necessity of learning, he 
will pick it up somehow." Even where parents are alive to the 
importance of schooling, there is great want of firmness in keeping 
the children at it with constancy and regularity; and where they 
are themselves averse to going, they easily obtain leave to omit 
here a .week, and there two or three, in a way most injurious both 
to learning and moral discipline. Parents require motives more 
powerful than those which now exist; and the children's aversion 
needs to be overcome by making school employment much plea
ii'anter than it generally is at present, which ought to be a matter 
of no great difficulty. · 

Free education has very little place in my district, and is gene
rally held in contempt. So is that which is very cheap. It is ex
tremely ditlicult to get people to belie-re that that which costs little 
can possibly be as good as the more expensive article. " "\Ye pay 
but a penny, and of course we get but a pennyworth,'' was the 
frequent observation of parents with reference to the colliery 
schools about the neighbourhood of Durham, while they expressed 
their grief that they could not afford the higher price of the 
private-adventure schools, or send their children to some of the 
more distant public ones of high reputation. The master of the 
Roman Catholic School in Durham informed me that when the 
terms were raised from ld. to 4d. the numbers remained umli
minished, and the improved attendance entitled the Fchool to 
larger capitation grants. 

In the agricultural districts chiefly, but not exclu$ively, there 
is a strong feeling among parents that grammar, geography, his-
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tory, &c. are not of any value to children who will have to work 
with their hands for their bread. ''What is the use," they ask, 
" of teaching them about old kings, and battles fought long ago, 
and places far away that they are never likely to see? :Much 
better let them learn what will prepare them to get their living.'J 
For girl:; especially, the education given at the national schools is 
uisliked; and a dame-school, where little is taught but sewing 
and knitting, is generally preferred when within reach as to price 
and locality. Yet it by no means follows that a system of indus- Yet. no des!re 
trial trainincr in spade-husbandry or other manual labour in con- for mdustml 

• • 
0 

• 1 ul bl Th labour at nexwn w1th ordmary schoo s wo d be accepta e. ere would school. 
be a prejudice against it as a low thing, from itll having hitherto 
been confined to ragged and workhouse schools. It would not be 
felt-for, indeed, it would probably not be the case-that the 
gardening or other work in which boys were occupied was 
any part of the preparation for the .labour of their future life, 
but only a mode of passing the present. time. The only schools 
in which I found industrial occupation for boys were in the 
Durham and Penrith workhouses, and here the whole amount 
of it appeared t~ be as much gardening as to form a healthful 
recreation for children pent up in the dull routine of workhouse 
life. The fact that the plan succeeds extremely well in these 
establishments forms no precedent for the children of independent 
labourers, who have generally as much to do for their parents 
out of school hours as they are able for. Where a teacher has 
no power of keeping the whole school well employed for six hours, 
he would certainly be better to have half of them at a time, 
while the other half were employed elsewhere. But the super
intendence of this employment would require some one; and if 
there must be a second teacher, he might as well be one who 
could instruct the pupils in something less strictly manual. For 
the sake of banishing idleness, which is such a fruitful source 
of disgust and disorder, boys under 10 years of age might be 
kept busy at knitting, netting, straw-plaiting, or any other light 
fincrerwork which the schoolmistress could teach them; but after 
thi~ age whatever time could not be occupied between lessons, 
writing,. arithmetic, drawing, and such other matters as are usually 
deemed proper to schooling, their parents could probably turn to 
account at home, and would prefer it to their working at school. 

There can be no promotion in the collieries fro~ the position Demand is for 
of a mere pitman to that of a deputy, overman, or viewer, without an education 
some knowledge of writing and arithmetic as well a.c; reading; ~repara!~ry to 
and the general feeling is, that the more quickly these can be future hte. 

acquired the better. Time for school attendance is spared only 
with the view of its being a preparation for work. Parents have · 
no idea that there is any advantage in children spending so many 
years at school if the same amount of learning can be acquired in 
a shorter time. In t;hort, they regard schooling, not as a course of 
discipline, but only as a means of acquiring reading, writing, 
arithmetic, sewing, and knitting, as a preparation for the main 
Lusiness of life-earning a livelihood. 
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Religion also is universally deemed an essential part of cJuca~ 
tion-perhaps it ought not to be said for the same practical 
reason, because it does not seem to be adverted to as such. Never
the less it is true, that in connexion with almost every collierv 
there are men whose intelligence and good conduct, the results ~f 
religious feeling, have raised them from the lowest grades to situa~ 
tions of trust. The instances are extremely rare in which 
neglecters or despisers of religion attain snch promotion ; I 
inquired again and again for a single instance of it, but no one 
seemed able to recollect one. Be it that in that class nothin()' but 
religion can deliver a man from the life of brutish degrad~tion 
which seems to be the natural inheritance of the collier, and can 
render him the intelligent and faithful servant who alone is fit to 
be trusted with responsibilities involving the lives of his fellow· 
workmen; or be it merely that the employers have some super
stitious belief about religious men being the most tru~tworthy-the 
fact is the same, admitted on all hands, and becoming a reason 
that the most sceptical can appreciate on behalf of religious educa~ 
tion. Not that the religious instruction imparted at a weekday 
school often produces religious character, but the knowledge of 
sacred truth acquired, and the habits formed in early life, are 
found invaluable in imparting stability and consistency to the 
religious character acquired at a future period, under other 
impulse~:~. · 

To sum up what may be said on the supply and demand in the 
district I ha\'e surveyed, it may be stated that it is not necessary 
to make education cheaper, but better. Still, if parents are left 
wholly to themselves it cannot be predicted that a supply of good 
schools wonld induce them to keep their children longer in attend~ 
ance. :More probably they would keep them steadily at school till 
they were old enough to work; and then, £nding that a fair 
amount of reading, writing, and arithmetic had been acquired, 
they would judge that the sooner the main business of life was 
begun the better. It is the universal opinion, subscribed to by 
parents as well as teachers, employers of lauour, and managers of 
schools, that education, in order to be general and efficient, must 
be obligatory in some ~>hape or other; and the genernl feeling 
appears to be, that a ·certain amount beiug required before labour 
is begun at 10 or 12 years of age, there :;;hould be legal provision 
for continuing it afterwards by sparing for this purpo:;e a rea!1on
able portion of the child·s time.* The eoalowners are much in 
favour of this, but so long as there is nothing to render it equally 
binding upon all, none will venture to make it his own rule. 
Parents would be glad of legal enactments to strengthen their 
O\\'D hands, and uphold them practically in what they believe to be 
right, but have not £rmness to maintain, as it regards keeeping 

• 1\Ir. T. Greener, of the Etherly collieries, who is very extensively acquainted 
1\ith the collier population of the north, says on this subject:-" Do not be afraid to 
ur"e it. It is practicable ; and it is high ttme that any outcry to the contrary should 
be" put down. Twenty years hence the ·pitmen will bless the men who may be tlu~ 
means ot' bringing su~h a desirable arran~ement about.'' 
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their children at school. They say it would be well for them· 
selves if their parents had been obliged to give them education. 

In order to secure this, the law which forbids the employment Provisions. 
of boys under 10 ought to be strictly enforced throughout the No colliery 
collieries ; which it seems cannot be done unless there is some rule ~~r~:der 
for ascertaining the age, like that which, in the Factory Act, pro- • Y • 
vides that a surgeon shall certify to the appearance and strength 
of the child as indicating the age required. An inspector of 
mines told me he could do nothing in the present state of.matters. 
· He saw boys in the pits who he was sure were too young to be 

there, but they said they were "gan ten," their mothers had told 
them so. It might, moreover, be enacted, that no child should be 
admitted to labour even at that age, unless he could read fluently, Schooling 
write a fair copy, and work the first four rules of arithmetic in afterwards 
their simple forms. For continuing his education, the half-day tt1113

• 

system of the factories will not do, became of the labour that 
would be expended in lowering and raieing two sets of boys every 
day to depths often of from 50 to 200 fitthoms; besides that it 
would seldom be found possible to procure from an ordinary 
collier population two full sets of boys above 10, yet not too tall 
for the low-roofed passages through which the ponies are driven. 
Nor would the plan of the Printworks .Act be desirable, as there is 
no such irregularity in the collier work as to demand the liberty 
for the very desultory attendance which we are told operates so 
unfavourably in the schools connected with printworks, Evening 
schooling, again, is almost necessarily precluded by the colliery 
hours of labour. The boy who must rise at four or five, according 
to distance, in order to be at that part of the mine where his work 
lies at six, and who never rests for a moment, even to eat, from 
that till six in the evening, must be much fitter to go to bed than 
to school by the time he has got home, supped, and washed him-
self. . But two days in each week might be devoted to school, and 
such an arrangement, by which the body would have comparative 
re:ot while the mind was actively employed, would secure a relief 
which these poor lads greatly require. In many of the pits they 
have occasional days of rest, because where the sons of pitmen are 
so numerous that there is not constant work for all, the employers 
divide it among them. These days of rest, coming round irregu-
larly, are seldom turned to good account; whet"!as, if legally 
arranged for school purposes, they would be beneficial both to 
body and mind, and the lesson plans of collier schools would be 
settled accordingly. 

It would probably not be tolerated in this country that any- Certificates of 
thing beyond a very elementary education should be required as a attendance and 
condition of labour; but if upon a system of pass examination progress. 
there could be engrafted one of tickets and certificates, similar to 
those of the Beaumont schools, by which to mark those boys and 
girls who have steadily attended school and public worship, behaved 
well, and made satisfactory progress for a certain number olf' years, 
a most salutary effect would no doubt be produced. Rulers would 
appear to the lower classes not merely as "a terror to evil-doers," 
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but " a praise to them that do well ;" anu the assistance that 
would be afforded to the public in sefecting servants and appren
tices of both sexes, would be well worth the small sum it would 
cost, while it would doubtless exercise a stimulating influence 
which elementary schools greatly need. Some of the inspectoro 
complain that where certificates of school character have- been 
issued, employers of labour have not appreciated them. The 
reason probably is, that the thing has been as yet but a private 
and partial arrangement, consequently not generally unuerstood. 

It w;ould be otherwise if conducted under public authority, and 
especially if appointments in the Civil Service were made to 
depend on it. I have reason to believe that such arrangements 
would be generally acceptable, both to the employers and em
ployed ; and one third of time till 13 years of age, spared by 
childt·en who have been schooled till 10, seems at least equivalent 
to half-time from children who have gone to work at eight. 

In the lead and iron mines, where boys are seldom employed till 
12 years of age, and then only about eight months of the year, the 
remaining four months might be given to school for a year or two 
longer, if fair proficiency did not appear; so in the case of boys 
engaged in agriculture. In neither of these cases can evening 

· schools be very available, on account of the distances that must be 
walked; nor doe8 it seem necessary. A good degree of proficiency 
-much greater than that required of collier boys-ought to be 
demanded of these before they begin work, and then the Sunday
school in summer, and weekday school in winter, ought to supply 
whatever else is needed. It is quite usual in Cumberland and 
·westmoreland for lads to go to school in winter till 14 or 15. 

RESULTS OF EDUCATION. 

In general. The moral and intellectual condition of the people generally, so 
far as affected by education, may be gathered or inferred from 
what has already been stated. There is throughout this district 
very little demand for educated workmen or workwomen as such, 
and if there were more, I fear the supply would be found inade
quate. A few months ago the Messrs. Henderson, of Durham, 
required in one of their departments a young woman who could 
write and work the first three rules of arithmetic; the value of 
the situation was, I think, from l2s. to l5s. a week. Nine 
young women, of good conduct and respectable appearance, each 
already earning about 6s. 6d., presented themselves, but not one 
had the requisite education. 

Mechanics' The mere number of mechanics' institutes and popu!ar libra-
' institutes. ries affords but an uncertain criterion of the educational concli

tion of the adult population, because they are seldom got up 
by the people out of a taste for reading, but rather by their 
superiors to create such a taste. For the same reason, the 
character of the books they supply is no guide, whil~ we cannot 
learn what are actually read. The general report 1s, that they 
are little used among the colliers. I have statistics of 25 such. 
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institution5, which compri::le nearly the whole number in my Appendix I. 
"<1i::trict. From these it appears. that there are,-

:Mcmbers - 2,399 
Books of history - - 3,891 

, of biography 1,637 
, of belles lettres - 2,247 

Other books - 7,697 
Total number of books - - 15,4 72 
Periodicals taken in 191 

Thirteen of these 25 institutions do not prf'c .;s to have any 
1ccturcs ; those of five arc "occasional ;" the rest are chiefly 
montbly. The Penrith Farmers' Club, organized by the Rev. J. 
Simpson, of ~hap, appears to be one of the most flouri~hing, and 
the only one having for its special aim the instruction of the 
members in matters relatin()' to their calling. It includes 120 
members; has 140 book:;, all on subjects connected with agricul
ture ; and provides lectures twice a month. 

The \\'cardale 1\liners' Improvement Society, organized by Mr. 
Sopwith, about twelve years ago, seems happily to combine the 
princi1Jles of a temperance society and a night school with those of a 
mechanics' institute and publiclibrary. Its first and governing prin· 
ciple i~, that all the members pletlge themselves not to frequent any 
alehouse, or partake of any ale, spirits, or other intoxicating liquors, 
till they attain the age of 30. These members are formed into 
clas,:es not exceeding 20 in each, which meet on certain evenings 
in every week, to read, and practice writing, drawing, &c. The 
dasses are self~governed, ami deciJe for themselves what entrance 
money and what monthly contribution (usually 4d. or Gd.) each 
member shaH pay towanls purchasing materials and assisting 
the funds of the general library. There iii a meeting of all 
the cb:"::~es once a month, at the Miners' Lodge, Newhouse, and 
they have occasional lectures and addresses from eminent 1ndivi· 
tluab. J\lr. Sopwith says:-" The progress of improvement in 
'writing by a large number of the membcra has been very great, 
and several drawings of geometrical figures, and of strata and 
mineral veins, have been executed in a manner which reflect~ 
the highest credit on the authors of them." I can confirm this 
from personal observation. 

I saw no other traces of a taste for drawing, except at the Drawing and 
'Durham Mechanics' Institute, where, as has been mentioned, a music, 
large class meets every evening. There did not seem to be much 
cultivation of music in the collier districts. The only popular 
band I heard of there, was at the works of the 1\Ies::;rs. Pca~;e, who 
are among the ,·cry foremost of the coalowncrs in promoting the 
improvement of the people. Concerniug thi:-3 band, I wa:; informed 
that during a period. of agitation among the pitmen, Mr. Pease 
surrcntlereJ to them the manngemcnt of the fines, ·and the pur-
clmse of the musical instruments was one of' the results. There is 
~bo a l1and at the headquarters of each of the lead-mining dbtricts 
m W cardale and the Allen dales. · 
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WORKING OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL SYSTE:~I OF 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

With respect to the working of the present system of Govern
ment aid and inspection, everything I have seen goes to confirm 
the conviction that the combination of Government aid with 
voluntary agency_ is efficient and acceptable; also that this volun
tary agency is always most effective when denominational as 
regards religious persuasion. Wherever single individuals or 
firms undertake to establish and maintain schools for the families 
of their dependants, it is deemed best to make the basis broad 
enough to suit equally those of all evangelical Protestants,* as in 
the Beaumont schools, and at the collieries of the .Messrs. Pease. 
But wherever the funds have to be raised, and the counsels 
directed, by the combined exertions of several individuals, they 
work best when they belong to the same religious 9ommunion, and 
prosecute their work as in connexion with their own church. The 
only non-denominational school in my district conducted by a 
mixed committee has peen very unsuccessful. On the other hand, 
the fact of a school being connected with any particular church is 
no hindrance to its drawing children of all denominations, if there 
is tolerable liberality in the management. This is remarkably 
exemplified in the W esieyan schools of Durham, Penrith, and 
Bishop Au0kland, and more or less in all the National school:s that 
are liberally conducted. It may be confidently affirmed that these 
fundamental principles of Government aid and inspection are 
generally, indeed almost universally, approved. Even in the rural 
parts of Cumberland and Westmoreland, where the yeomen display 
the greatest aversion to state interference in social affairs, the 
prejudice against government superintendence of education is fast 
giving way. They confess that their endowed schools have fallen 
into decay and abuse for want of proper control, and would gladly 
see the whole matter administered by public authority within 
certain limits. 

The prospect of receiving Government aid appears greatly to 
stimulate private liberality, especially ~n the towns and collier 
districts; that is to say, persons now getting up schools, do, in 
order to qualify them for being taken under Government auspices, 
raise larger sums, both for the buildings and the salaries, than they 
would have done had there been no prospect of obtaining help in 
consequence of coming up to a certain standard. Several private 
teachers, especially some of the more deserving ones in the Auckland 
Union, expressed a strong desire to obtain Government recognition 
in some form or other. lam happy to add, that the present inquiry 
has been the means of stirring up those who are or ought to be 
promoters of education, and has led them to think as they did not 
before, whether they are doing their duty to the children around 
them in the kind and amount of education provided. 

• I use the expression "evangelical Protestants" to mark the limit of this liberality. 
There is no disposition to concede anythinn- to meet the Views of Roman Catholics 
em one hand, or Arians on the other. ., 
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It does not appear til me that other Eystems of_ aid, im:pection, Xo clashing of 
a.nd management practically interfere with those of the Privy systems. 
CounciL The inspectors of other boards nsit so seldom, and have 
so little Eubstantial good or enl in their power as the result of their 
appro"al or disapproval, that their influence Eeems to be very little 
felt, and I did not am·wbere hear of its operating as a disturbing 
element. As to lo~ manageri!, when they determine to place 
a school under Government inspection, they make up their minds 
that whatever will satisfy the in:ipector must be done; and as the 
schoolmaster is supposed to know best what the Go>ernment 
impecton require, be is generally left to meet it as he best can. 
If he had not freedom in this respect, he would not remain in 
charge of the school, because his own position and proq>ects 
depend so much on the inspector being Eatisfied. 

As yet the supply of schools has in no place within my district Competition 
become so great as to produce more than a very moderate and among schools. 

healthful rivalry between those of different denominations. The 
only epot on which I heard any complaint of a superfluous school 
hanng been established, was at Bishop Auckland, where the com-
modious and handsome one just opened by the W esleyans Wa.3 

in some quarters deemed a >exatious competition with the highly 
efficient Barrington school5 to which reference has already been 
made. But on further inquiry it appeared that the Barrington 
schools were placed on their present footing only when the ground 
for the rival one was purchased, and its plans announced to the 
public. It was then, and not till then, as I was informed, that 
the Barrington trustees pensioned off the endowed Echoolmaster, 
who could not othf.rwise be set aside, and engaged one with a 
Privy Council certi£cate, so that the result on the whole has been 
two schools of the highest character, drawing scholars from the 
surrounding villages, and each including as many as one master 
can well manage.* 

While the fundamental principles are thus admitted to be sound, 
there are several Jllatteri3 in the working of the Priry Council 
system that are generally complained of. 

The most obviously well-founded complaint is that the system Complaints. 
is not calculated to reach the whole population; and that as now '_''"hole popula

admini~tered, it ine>itably excludes those that need it most. In uonhned..ot 
h ,. · I h b h h ' · reac t e m~tnct ave een over, w ere t e pos1t10n of the labouring-

classes is much above the average of the whole country, only 35 
per cent. of the public Echool::, including 50 per cent. of the 
children actually attending, are even nominally under Government 
inspection; while only 15 per cent. schools with 27 per cent. 
e<;h.olars receive that an.nual aid which alone ensures regular super4 
·mwn.. The poorer ne1ghbourhoods cannot afford the salaries fur 
certi£cated teachers; and if they could, they would not be able 

• The printed return from the Bishop Auckland Wesleyan School bavina been 
made three weeks afu:r its opening in January last, shows only 3:l scholars, but the 
number has since risen to about 150, a large number of whom ne~er were at any 
other schooL The tenns are much higher than thooe of the Barrir.!!'ton, yet 74 of ilia 
ll!<:holars are children whose parents support themseh·es bJ manual ~r. 
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to obtain their sen-ices, as I shall presently show. There are no 
facts in my district, or perhaps in any other, to evince the re5ult· 
of last year's minute, by which it was proposed to overcome the 
pecuniary difficulty by allowing capitulation grants to schools con· 
ducted by young persons during the two years of their probation 
before receiving certificate.~, it being deemed likely that such would 
not. require a higher salary than most schools even in poor neigh-. 
bourhoods could afford. But I rather think that all who have 
had much to do with schools would prefer a teacher of mature 
years and experience, with the probability of retaining him 
steadily in the service, to a succession of striplings, however edu
cated, concerning each of whom the only prospect is, that he will 
remain two years, during which his principal anxieties and be5t. 
energies will be devoted to his own personal improvement. 
Scarcely anything is so injurious to a school as frequent changes 
of teachers. The Rev. G. E. Green, of Bishop Auckland, who5e 
large experience and remarkable Eucce~s in school management 
entitles his opinion to great weight, says that it takes a school 
from six to twelve months to recover the effects of a change of 
this sort. This opinion is fully corroborated by the declining state 
of several schools in which there has been a rapid succession of 
teachers within the last few years; while the converse appears in 
the flourishing condition of several in which the master (not being 
irremoyable through endowment) has been many years in charge. 

I was not prepared to find so general a disnpproval of the capi~ 
tation grants as a waste of public money. Several of the wealthy 
coalowners who bad placed their schools under the Privy Council 
chiefly with a view to the supervision nnd encouragement of the 
schoolmaster, remarked that these grants were but saving the 
pockets of themselves and others who were well able to support 
their own schools.* On the other hand, many deserving schools 
in poor neighbourhoods seem greatly to need help, and would· 
be thankful for it. As a stimulus to attendance, the moral influ
ence of capitation grants is not in all cases happy. Some patents· 
avow that they send their children to private schools because they 
do not choose to be pestered with the teachers and managers of 
the public ones hunting after them and imploring their regular· 
attendance, in order that the capitation grant may be secured. 
).lotives to re(J'ular attendance ought to bear directly on the 
parents and on° the children also; not through such a channel 
as to diminish their respect for the school. In many cases, the 
!ITants, whatever they may be, are promised to the teacher, and 
tend no doubt to stimulate his exertions ; but it has been hinted 
that where this is the case, and even where it is not, the principle 
of the capitation grants prese~ts too strong a temptation to. e~
a<r(J'erate the attendance, wluch can generally be done w1thm • 
c~ctain limits without detection. 

• Of the 27 schools in m\' dis•rict receirin(( capitation money, I cannot ;;~y that 
on!! has need of it. SeYeral of them hare an'ople endowments, ancl all arc supported 
by indi,·iduals or committees "'ell able to meet the expense;, 
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The pupil-teacher part of the system is another in whic~ the Pupil-teachers. 
expense is ohriously incommensurate with the advantages gamed. 
).Ia8ters and mi~trems would generally prefer one full-grown 
:mistant, who could be trusted to manage a class without super-
>ision, to almost any number of pupil-teachers, the care of watch-
ing whom is a perpetual source of distraction to the principal, if 
himself encr~wed in tuition at the same time. The element:; of 
reading for~~ perhaps, the only part' of the work in which much 
individual teaching is required; and this might be managed during 
one hour of the day by employing the elder scholars as monitors, 
while the master superintend~, as is done in some excellent Fchools 
of my di5trict. Writing, arithmetic, music, drawing, &c., can be 
bught to a. whole school by one man with an assistant, if the 
numbers are not unusually large; and if there were a system of 
reading books so contrived that the lessons of the junior classes 
should be only simplifications and abriJgments of those read by 
the elJer, but on the same subject, the chief master could conduct 
simultaneou::ly for the whole school the explanation of the reading 
lesson over which the pupils had been conducted by the monitors. 
It must be added that the parents have a decided preference 
for having their children taught by the master personally ; and 
the f<lct that this is almost always the case in private adventure 
schools is the most common reason for the preference given 
to them where the terms of tolerable ones are within reach. 
The arbitrary and constant division of the school into four or 
more classes is that which seems to necessitate the pupil-teacher 
system; but there are few schools in which it answers the end of 
s-.tpplying each class with a teacher, and masters complain tl1at 
the unsupplied classes and those supplied with pupil-teachers are 
almost equally a cause of distraction and interruption to their own 
tuition. ... 

The separate instruction of the pupil-teachers is a very" serious 
burden to the master. I have endeavoured to ascertain whether 
their tuition or that of the school is most likely to suffer from 
this complication of duties, and from the contradictory answers I 
l1ave received I am led to conclude that it depends much on the ' 
peculiar turn of mind of each teacher. Some take great interest 
and pleasure in the instruction of the pupil-teach_ers, especially if 
they meet with apt and diligent ones, and will scarcely teach at 
all in the school, but walk about and " superintend." Others 
will throw their whole energy into the school work, and cro 
through the lessons of the pupil-teachers in a listless and p:r
functory manner. Some there are of energy enough to O'ive due 
attention to both. In the collier villages it is extremely 

0
difEcult 

to find either boys or girls willing to enter on this apprenticeship, 
eren where qualified for it. 

The inspection of schools is pre-eminently a matter in which Inspection. 
the principle is universally appro>ecl, but the mode of carrying 
it out is scarcely less generally complained of. Not only the 
teachers, but the clergy and other manacrers of schools, complain 
bitterly of the mode in which the in::pection is too often-con-
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ducted; that the inspector has in many cases neither moral nor 
mental qualifications for the office ; and that however hasty or 
capricious his decisions, there is no appeal from them. No com
munications from teachers are received at the Privy Council 
Office, and even the patrons of schools, who may have witnessed 
the most flagrant injustice, cannot, without the utmost difficulty, 
obtain a hearing. Almost every one had some instance of these 
wrongs to relate to me, with anecdotes of the mode in which the 
children were confounded by trick questions. I must not be 
understood to refer chiefly to the inspectors at present in my 
district, for they appear to be among the most judicious and 
popular; but rather to those of former times and other localities. 
One teacher told me, that in the district where he served his 
apprenticeship, the indignant masters used to tum the inspector 
out of their schools, at whatever risk of losing their augmentation 
money. The principal of a training school informed me that there 
are some districts to which his teachers will not go on any terms, 
because of the character which they have heard of certain 
inspectors. Teachers say," w· e don't want men who have 'won 
their spurs at Oxford and Cambridge' as it was expressed in 
the House of Commons 1-tst session, but men who can appre
ciate the labours and sympathise with tl1e difficulties of him 
who undertakes to instruct the children of the poor and 
ignorant." 

Equally unanimous is the opinion as to the too elaborate edu
cation of teachers, and the unnecessary amount of mere scholastic 
learning that is requh·ed of them, in order to obtain certificates of 
merit. Managers of schools complain of it on various grounds; but 
I would rather lay before the Commissioners the substance of what 
I have elicited from the certificated teachers themselves, with most 
of whom I conversed during my itinerancy, and with all of whom 
I have corresponded since my return to London. The most 
strikina fact is their restlessness and dissatisfaction. From two 
to thrc~ years seems to be the most usual length of stay in any 
one situation after the certificate has been obtained, however long 
and steady may hare been the previous service. Out of 49 certi
ficated teachers there are-

In the ht year of their appointment - 15 
2d " " - 7 
3d " " 

. 8 
4th " " - 2 
5th " " - 4 
6th " " - 3 
7th " " - 4 
8th " " - 2 

11th " 
, - 1 

12th " " - 2 
20th " " - 1 

The average being three years. 
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The number of previous situations held by these teachers 
amounts to 38, in each of whic4-

9 spent less than 1 year. 
10 ,, 2 years. 
13 " 3 " 
2 " 4 ,. 
~ , 5 " 
3 ,, 6 " 
4 " 7 " 
1 8 " 
1 " 11 " 
2 " .]2 " 
1 " 13 " 

The average time spent in each of the previous situations having 
been 2 years and 10 months. 

One fruitful source of dissatisfaction arises upon matters of 
£nance. It is necessary for the managers of a school to guarantee 
a certificated· master a certain sum yearly. Suppose it is 40!., to 
be raised by school fees supplemented by subscriptions. The fees 
are paid to the master, and if at the end of the year it appears 
that he has received only 15!., and the remaining 251. is a larger 
sum than has been or can easily be raised, unpleasant feelings are 
apt to arise. The managers think, and seldom scruple to say, 
that the master might have rendered the school more productive; 
while the master thinks that the managers have not interested 
themselves sufficiently in the welfare of the school; or, perhaps, 
on the other hand, that they have interested themselves too much, 
taking upon them to frame regulations which have prevented its 
prosperity. 'Where the schoolmaster's education has given him 
that refinement and elevation of mind which is the usual re&ult of 
true cultivation, it is extremely painful for him to receive almost 
as alms to him~elf the money which has been subscribed to main
tain him in his situfttion. And where he knows, or thinks he 
knows, his business as a teacher, he feels more or less impatient 
of the control which is exercised over him,.whether by inspector1 

clergymen, or lay committee, who know very little comparatively 
about the matter, but who, because they are the channel of the 
money, and responsible for it, claim a right to dictate. Moreover, 
this mode of raising a guaranteed salary by supplementing the 
fees with subscriptions, instead of guaranteeing a certain fixed 
salary besides fees, precludes that healthful stimulus which the 
schoolmaster requires. Possessing, as every man does, the in
stincti,ve desire of b~ttering his position, he has no mode of doing 
so except by removmg to another school; because an increase of 
scholars and fees where he is results only in diminishing the 
necessity for subscriptions, but does nothing to improve his 
income. It is said with some truth, on the other hand, that if the 
master had much to gain or lose in proportion to the school pence, 
he would have strong temptations to humour the caprices of 
parents, and even the tempers of children, to the detriment of 
school discipline. This desire of pleasing parents would certainly 
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be an evil if there were no means of preventing its excess, but in 
moderation it seems to be greatly needed. A rude population 
would be much advantaged if the schoolmaster would condescend 
to make the acquaintance, and, within due limits, concilitate the 
goodwill of the heads of families in his neighbourhood. 

Another source of dissatisfaction among teachers is, that their 
vocation hold out no prospect of promotion. Doubtless few of 
those who have been trained and certificated intend this as their 
ultimate career. The bishops have begun to admit them to holy 
orders ; the dissenting bodies are talking of their admissibility to 
the work , of the ministry amongst them. l\Iost of them are 
young, and now, while their services are at a premium, are ~avinO' 
money against a favourable opportunity of entering on some othe~ 
course. As their numbers multiply, and those now in the field 
become less able. to make their own terms, they will find snch 
opportunities; and the result will be, that· after the large sums of 
public money which have been spent upon them, they will be lost 
to the cause of education just when they were best qualified to 
serve it. The truth is they now occupy a false position. Their 
superior education has rendered it necessary to attach high 
salaries to their situations; but the work to be done, and the 
social position it involves, are not in keeping with these condi
tions. That is to say, a man of such education, commanding an 
income of from one to two hundred a year, besides a free home, 
is out of place teaching a parcel of poor little children the very 
elements of knowledge, and comporting himself as the hurnl.Jle 
servant of those who collect from the charity of the public what 
he cannot realize from the weekly pence of his scholars. I do not 
deem it prudent to particularize the data on which these remarks 
are founded, but they are not mere speculations. 

Having obtained permission, I beg to subjoin extract::; from two 
letters which 1 have received from one of the teachers of my 
district, and which I have reason to believe embody the prevailing 
feelings of this class. 

"I have changed a good deal in a very few years, and should 
again follow the same course if there appeared a clear advan
ta<re in doing so. An elementary schoolmaster has very little 
ch~nce of advancement whatever his merits may be ;J and I should 
consider myself wanting in duty to myself and £lmily did I 
not eagerly seize any opportunity of bettering my position and 
circumstances.'' 

Having requested this correspondent to say what kind of 
advancement he thought suitable to the position of elementary 
teachers, I received the following reply:-
"Dear Sir, 

'' I have long been of opinion that the office of inspector of 
elementary schools, which is at present filled by gentlemen who 
have to learn its duties after their appointment, should be thrown 
open to schoolmasters, whose position on the class list is a guarantee 
that they possess in comp~ratively high degree a knowle:lge of the 
subjects usually taught m such schools, and whom mspectors 
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reports show to possess energy and skill in school management. 
No doubt the peculiar circumstances attending the first appoint
ment of inspecL01o rendered it impossible that schoolmasters 
should have been first chosen to the office ; but, in the present 
state of things, it seems exceedingly hard that men thoroughly up 
to their work should not only have the mortification of seeing 
others of a quite distinct profession raised to the highest posts in 
their own, but also that of feeling that they are frequently placed 
at the mercy of men who are sent to sit in judgment upon them with 
no knowledge of elementary schools other than may be acquired 
in a university. I believe it would hy schoolma!'lters generally be 
considered a satisfactory concession to fill up the assistant inspector
ships from those that may be looked upon as the most deserving of 
their own class. 

" Those with whom I have conversed on the subject of the 
'rension of certificates' are generally masters who hope to have 
their position improved, and, of course, such men are not at 
present disposed to complain. There must, however, be a peculiar 
hardship when circumstances are adverse to the prosperity of the 
school, and when the inspector may be a young inexperienced man 
incapable of judging otherwise than by absolute results.. Some 
time ago I met a schoolmaster who had just given up his certificate 
for revision. He had held it for six years, and was told by the 
inspector that the revision would be less favourable than if he 
had remained in one school the whole time. The man in question 
is still in his second school, and I think it a great hardship that 
because he happened to be able to improve his position, the Com
mittee of Council should impose a penalty upon him for availing 
himself of the opportunity." 

On the subject of the "revision of certificates," I have the 
following from another master :-

"I belieYe that the working of their Lordships' Minute respect
ing the revision of certificates will cause a wide-spread feeling of 
discontent, as teachers in town schools, owing to their local 
position, will obtain an undue advantage over those who are 
engaged in colliery and such like schools. * ~ * To 
one, sir, of your experience I need not point out the advantaO'es 
which town schools possess. I believe in the comparisons m~de 
between town and country schools these advantages are wei()'hed 
but lightly by some of Her Majesty's inspectors. I must askt>you 
to pardon me for this expression of my opinion on a most important 
l\Iinute, or rather, on its working; but I can assure you, sir, that 
I do not stand alone.'' 

From such communications as the above, it must be quite 
obvious that certificated teachers of merit will not be incluced 
to remain in the charge of rural and colliery schools. It may 
be added, that men who can use their pens like these, will not 
be long unheard; and the recent establishment in Durham of a 
monthly periodical, chiefly conducted by such, and devoted to their 
interests, evinces that they are resolved not to be so. 
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On the subject of the promotion of teachers, the Rev. 
G. E. Green, to whom I have already adverted, says :
"This is a matter I should very gladly see taken up. I often 
feel that good teachers want some less laborious position to 
look forward to after a term of years. I should also most 
willingly bear my testimony, if such be needed, to the want 
of so.me such provision, both as an encouragement to all for 
exertwn, and a reward to the really deserving.'' 

Registration. Registration is not likely to be much sought by teachers who 
have not passed through training schools, if my district is a fair 
specimen in this respect. They seem to regard the examina
tion with dread, from having little means of ascertaining how 
much knowledge is really necessary for passing; just as naturally 
as a student hesitates to present himself to the examiners of a 
university, without having passed under the hands of a grinder. 

Effects of There is no doubt that the line of demarcation which has been 
certification on drawn between a set of teachers recorrnized by Government as 
other teachers. l'fi d d h 1 d 0 

• h · qua 1 e to con uct sc oo s, an the rem:under w o contmue 
unrecognized, places the latter in a much worse position than they 
formerly occupied, and is tending to deter new ones from entering 
the field otherwise than through the training schools; consequently, 
renders it increasingly difficult for private individuals to obtain 
teachers for the schools they support. 

Want of mis· It seems peculiarly desirable that intelligent females, not mere 
tresses. girls, but women from 35 to 45 years of age, should be induced to 

come forward, both as chief mistresses and assistants in the public 
schools. The young women who now come out through the 
training schools marry fast, and leave the service. There ought 
to be no mixed school without a female teacher, and this not 
merely because sewing ought to be taught,, but because girls 
require to be instructed in the proprieties of female manners, and 
protected in the maintenance of a modest reserve towards the ruder 
sex. I have no doubt, and I am not alone in the opinion, that the 
imprudence of young females in W eardale, Cumberland, &c., to 
which I have alluded, may be attributed in a great degree to their 
mingling with boys at school till13, 14, or 15 years of age, with
out the superintendence of a female. It is impossible to describe 
the coarseness of manners that prevails in these schools. The 
builder of a uew schoolhouse smiles at any fastidious suggestions 
about necessary out-houses, and says, "They will never be used; 
no one understands the sense of them.'' A very young female 
teacher is not so fit to reform these manners as one of maturer 
years. 

It has been thought that if the pecuniary advantages held out 
by the Privy Council were more generally understood, they would 
draw into the service a higher class of females than those who DO\V 

offer themselves. I believe this will never to any great extent be 
realized, at least among; young females who have life before them, 
however it micrht suit those who have met with reverses, and 
whom an experience of the real evils of life bus taught not to be 
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over particular. The rough coarse work of these schools, the pub
licity, and the low associations, must render the office of a teacher 
extremely repulsive to those who have been brought up as ladies; 
and as for youncr females of good plain education, to whom these 
matters would n~t appear insuperable objections, there are in the 
walks of business plenty of openings for them of a much more 
inviting character. 

There can be no doubt it would be a great improvement if the Probation 
'1 h d d ·'- h 1 • b assistants. pup1 -teac er system were superse e , m w o e or m part, y an 

arrangement to oblige all young teachers to go out first as assis-
tants. It would scarcely do, however, to demand three probations 
of the same individual. It would probably be deemed a hardship 
too grievous to be borne that, after spending five years as a pupil
teacher, and two at a training school, there should be a further 
period of subordination required. 

Several inconveniences arise from the centralization of all admi- Inco~veniences 
nistration in Iondon. If it were somewhat localized, the claims of fro~ th.e cenf-

1 I 1 . I' • ld b · l . d tralization o sc 100 s app ymg 10r assistance cou e more JUSt y appreCiate ; administration. 
iieserving applications could be more readily acceded_ to; and some 
that now receive assistance would no doubt be refused, to the 
saving of the public money. In the absence of all local knowledge, 
the Lords of the Privy Council are obliged to administer the funds 
at their disposal inflexibly according to certain regulations, which,· 
however carefully framed, do most frequently result in assistance 
being granted to those who could well do without it, and withhold 
from the truly deserving and necessitous. In all cases the nego-
tiations are said to involve the managers in much labour and delay 
-often in much lGss and vexation aLso. Among other thinO's, I 
heard heavy complaints that the Privy Council refuse to reco~nize 
a ladies' committee organized for the establishment of a f:male 
school. The ladies must appoint a male committee as the ostensi-
ble managers, with a secretary as the medium of all their commu-
nications, eyen with the inspector. Considering the great want of 
female education, and the peculiar fitness of ladies to manaO'e it, 
this seems a pity. 

0 

The leading coal owners say, they would gladly do more for the 
education of their labourers if they knew how. They desire to 
have some authority on the spot-some one to direct their counsels 
in the establishment of schools, and to look after them when 
established. The inspectors, as at present occupied, are quite 
unavailable for this purpose. They are here, and there, and 
everywhere, and nowhere,-have already too much to do
and visit each neighbourhood but once a year ; which, if s;ffi_ 
cient to keep up to the mark those schools which have zealous 
clergymen or intelligent lay committees to watch over them, is 
quite inadequate for those that have no other care or superin-
tendence. · 

I was prepared to suggest to the Commission a mode of meet- Suggestioas 
ing these requirements by a local organization for carryin" out waived. 
the Government plans of aid and inspection, such as I have r~ason 
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to know would be cordially welcomed and co-operated with by the 
employers of labour in my di8trict, and generally by the friends of 
education, whether lay or clerical. 

Likewise,-considering the difficulty that there may be in 
obtaining from Parliament the two or three millions which it 
would require to extend education to the whole community on the 
present scale of public expense, and the length of time that must 
elapse before it can be so extencled, even if there be no pecuniary 
difficulty, I was prepared to suggest means which might be 
employed at least as an interim and experimental measure for 
obtaining a supply of efficient teachers _in a more spee_dy and 
economical manner than the present, and inducin~ them to remain 
at their posti! without extt·avagant salaries. In these views, aho, 
I have found the concurrence of those most deeply interested as 
teachers and manager:S of schooL'!. 

As it has, however, been intimated to me that the Commis
sioners de:lire no suggestions from the a~si5tants, but merely 
details of facts, I forbear offering any other than those wltich have 
already found place in these pages, and had done so before I un
derstood that they would be deemed undesirable. 

THE LONDO~ LEAD CO:\IPANY'S SYSTEM. 

Since the above pages were written, I have had an opportunity 
of becoming more particularly acquainted with the sy~tem of 
popular education maintained in Teesdale, Alston 'i\Ioor, &c., by 
the London Lead Mining Company, under the agency of R \V'. 
Bainbridge, Esq., who has taken great pains to put me in posse5· 
sion of their plans and regulations. 

The Company's mining estate consists of large patches here and 
there, extending over a Jistrict of country about 30 miles long 
and l 0 broad, which is annually inspected by a deputation from 
the court of directors in London. The miner:~ here, as in \fear
dale, work at their own risk. Their "bargains '' arc let to them 
quarterly, but the pecuniary settlements are annual, anJ here, as 
elsewhc;e, a monthly allowance, called subsistence money, is ad
vanced for the supply of their wants during the year. The 
balances due at the end of the year are of various amounts. The 
more fortunate miners invest them in land or house property, 
while small sums are committed to the savings bank. A neat 
row of cottages got up by miners for themselves stands at the 
entrance of l\IiJLlleton. The Company have likewi:Se built a 
number which they let at a low rent to their own people, and 
never allow to want repair,.,. These generally consist of four 
apartments, with proper outhouses, and a neat garden to each 
dwellinO', the fountain being the only thing useJ in common. 
There ~e premiums given at the annual inspection for the best 
kept houses and gardens. 

In the Company's educational system the respective duties and 
responsibilities of employers and parents are fully recognized, and 
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the reliO'ious views of the. parents meet with due regard. The 
Bible is 

0 

made the nTotmdwork of the teaching, and the several 
~atechisms and othe~ books in use have been ::;elected with the 
intention of avoidinO' sectarian peculiarities, while giving to the 
children a knowledg~ of the fundamental doctrines and principles 
of our common Christianity. The general organisation and 
management of the schools is much like what has been described 
in connexion with those of l\Ir. Beaumont, most of whose plans, 
it appearB, were formed after those of the Lead Company. 
But the distinO'uishing feature which has not been adopted on 
the Beaumont 

0 

estate is, that here schooling is strictly com~ 
pulsm·y. The Lead Con1pany, holding in their dependence a 
population of above 10,000, require that every boy be sent to 
school from the age of 6 to 12, and every girl from 6 to 14, 
if Ehe remain so long under the · paternal roof; the reason of 
the difference being, that boys of 12 are available for the lead 
washing, and may be supposed to have gained as much lite-
rary instruction at 12 as the girls at 14, because much of the 
girls' ~chooltime is occupied with needlework. Each school 
is conducted by a master and mistress, who employ the elder 
pupils as monitors, some of whom receive small payments. The 
girls are found extremely useful in this respect, being more apt, 
<:heerfttl, and kindly teachers than boys; and they derive from 
this occupation a valuable preparation for becoming mothers .. 
The parents pay ls. a quarter for each child, and those not in 
the Company's service, 2s. 6d. Children not sent to school till 
after six years of age, or . attending irregularly, or from any 
Qther cause not making: due proficiency, are not released at 
12 or H, but are obliged to attend till they have given satis-
faction ; and no boy is adrni~~ible to work for the Company 
unless he produces a certificate of having complied with all the 
regulations. 

~In case of any being detained from school, or permitted to Compulsory 
neglect it, the father is taken to task when he presents himself attendance at· 
for the next quarter's engagement, which would be refused if he day school; 
declined sending his children. This, however, never happens; 
but fines of 5s. have been sometimes imposed for the children's 
irregularity of attendance. If sickness is pleatled, one of the 
surgeons maintained at the expense of the Company must be 
sent for to examine the case, and certify the fact of inability to 
attend. 

The Company likewise require attendance at Sunday school also at Sunday 
and public worship ; and this to be continued on the part of boy!:! scbboli?1 andrshi 

k' 1' 1 'f' d .1 'll . pu c wo p. wor mg 10r t wm, even 1 e;~eu necessary, t1 e1ghteen years APPENDIX K. 
of a.ge, when they are aumJSSible to labour underground. No and L. 
partiCular place of worship, however, is enjoined; nor are children 
here, ns elsewhere, urged to church in droves. Pnrents take 
or sen~ them to whatever place they themselves prefer; and 
they mmgle muong the congregation, to the savinO' of all the 
disturbance which usually arises from large schoolt in places of 
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worship. At the door each child or young person receives 1\ 

ticket, which he presents at school next Sunday as the voucher 
for his attendance. Each ticket bears a text of Scripture ; but, 
in order to prevent any imputation of influence, the church or 
chapel at which it is issued is not indicated. I looked into four 
places of worship at the time of dismissal, and in the vestibule of 
each saw a respectable-looking man standing, like a Scotch elder, 
with his back to the partition wall, distributing these tokens of 
attendance. Any working lad who absents himself from Sunday 
school or public worship, or is guilty of any disorderly practice on 
the day of rest, subjects himself to dismissal from the Con1pany'e 
works. Such cases, however, very rarely occur. On finally leaving 
the Sunday school, each youth is presented with a quarto Bible, 
and each girl with an Oxford Reference 12mo, on the production 
of a certificate from the Company'~:~ school inspector that he or she 
has passed n satisfactory Bible examination; and no lad having 
attained the age of 18, is admitted to regular employment under
ground unless he has passed this examination, or can produce 
a certificate from the Sunday-school superintendent giving a 
sufficient reason for not having passe(l it, and stating that his 
conduct is correct, that he is industrious, and is making suitable 
progress. 

The Company's Sunday schools are supplied with voluntary 
teachers of different denominations, most of them plain religious 
men connected with the service of the Company. I met with no 
such exhibition of Bible knowledge as here; such readine5s to 
prove each point by a reference to Scripture testimony, and such 
complete familiarity with sacred geography. The hours of the 
Company'C~ Sunday schools are so arranged, that the pupils can 
likewise attend those connected with their own congregations, 
which most of them do, and the tf'achers likewise. 

In case of children residing at too great a distance from any 
of the Company's day schools, they may be sent to another, pro
vided the mn~ter furnishes quarterly to the agent a journal of 
their attendance, behaviour, and progress, with a certificate of 
their attendance at a place of worship. There is a similar provi-
sion in case parents declare in writing that they object on reli
gious grounds to their children being educated in the Company's 
schools, but no such declaration has ever been made. The Com
pany pay either an annual subscription or 3s. a head per quarter, 
and in some case~:~ both, to schools attended by their children in 
outlying districts. Such schools are visited twice a year by the 
Company's inspector, and children from them must pass an 
examination before leaving school for the washing floor. 

Registrations By" means of the various registries and returns of the agents,. 
of conduct and the Company are enabled to ascertain the whole of every chi~d's 
h~:;x K. career and conduct, and to this they can and do refer when. filhng 
n. and m. 'up the various situations of trust which are connected Wlth the 

works as well as in O'rantinO' the humble employments of mere 
l b 0 

labourers. 
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The returns with which I have been favoured by the chief 
ngent give the following results:-

Boys. Girls. Total 

----------------1--------
Children between 3 and 15 years of age 1,059 1,043 2,102 
Boys between 6 and 12, and girls between 6 and 14} 513 557 l,OiO 

(school age) • - - • -
483 423 906 Do. do. do. (at day school) 

Boys occupied on the mines • - • 4i3 413 
Working boys attending both evening and Sunday} 

schools - - - - -. -
70 70 

Do. do. Sunday school only . 364 36-l 
Do. do. enning school only - 3 3 

• Per-centage of those of school age at school . - 94•15 76·0 84•67 

· • It may be interesting to compare this per-centage with that in Appendi.."t C., 
-where it is shown that the proportion of those between 6 and 13 years of age actually 
at school is 59· 8, on an average of all the schools, both public and private, in the five 
unions. 

The following is the educational state of the adult population 
of 2,535, including the parents of these children:-

Can read 

Can write also w 

Can neither read nor write 
""~ 

Men. 

96' 0 per cent. 

88•0 " 

Women. 

91' 63 per cent. 

74'18 

" 

I found 180 scholars present in the Company's school at Mid- Middleton 
dleton, the ages ranging from 6 to 15, boys and girls mingled schooL 
together in seven classes. Out of 27 children into whose hands 
White's English History was put after being opened at random, 
21 read fluently, correctly, and with expression, though with 
strong local accent. The writing from dictation was perfectly 
accurate in every instance, so far as spelling was concerned, and 
remarkably neat as to penmanship. The arithmetical exercises 
were accurately performed with astonishing rapidity, and when I 
questioned the class on the reasons for the various modes in which 
they obtained the answer, it was still more gratifying to find that 
the operation was not merely mechanical, but perfectly understood. 
There were no thoughtless or irrelevant answers here, either on 
the history in hand, or any other incidental matter that arose. 
Mr. Hyslop, the master, said he bad fair play with these children, 
in having them uninterruptedly with him for such a lenoth of 
time ; and also in the fact that the mothers are now fo~ the 
most part educated, religious, and sensiLle women, orderly in 
their household arrangements, and ready as well as able to give 
assistance in the preparation of lessons at home. He also men~ 
tioned, .that during the 25 years he has taught here, he has 

~Lli AA 
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never had fc a back word'' from one of the children. I was no 
way surprised at this when I visited their homes, and observed 
the easy and yet on their part deferential intercourse between 
them and their parents. 

I prosecuted a pretty extensive house-to-house visitation, found 
everything clean, whole, and in its place; no trumpery little 
ornaments as in the collier cottages ; where there is a picture it 
is that of some favourite minister, such as V{ esley, or a copy of 
the "Cotter's Saturday Night." There are in almost every cot
tage some select Sunday books besides the Bible and Hymn Book, 
an occasional volume of poetry, as Cowper, 1\Iilton, Burns, or 
some favourite local author,· and not unfrequently some of the 
expensive illustrated books published by Fullarton, Black, or 
Blackie. I reckoned nineteen copies of the Imperial Dictionary. 
Here were no cheap periodicals or "people's edition:!;'' they 
are not reckoned at all "canny." The miners like .everything 
good of its kind. 1\Iany of them have cows, and not a few have 
a pony also to draw coals from the " 'y est country." The 
remarkable personal beauty of the children, as compared with 
those of the adjoining colliery districts, can, I presume, be at· 
tributed to nothing but the transmitted and reflected intelligence 
and refinement which has resulted to the parents through mental, 
moral, and religious cultivation. I saw nothing that had the 
appearance of a neglected brat, no dirty or undarncd stockings, 
no unblacked clogs, or unwashed faces. ~ 

At N enthead and el:;ewhere I found matters much the same as 
at Middleton. At the N enthead school 1 observed more direct 
effort to make the children familiar with the Pse of literary 
language by teaching them the construction of words and sen
tences than anything else. The practice of making them ques
tion each other on the subject of their les~ons is here carried to 
great perfection, and elicits much interest and intelligence. It 
is a distinguishing feature of the Scotch Sessional system of 
teachin(J', and is, I believe, little knowu in English schools. 
Comparlng the Lead Company's schools on the whole with those 
of Mr. Beaumont, I should say, that they were by no means 
equal in singing, drawing, and other matters of taste, but de
cidedly superior in those branches that may be reckoned more 
intellectual. Again, on a compnriaon of both these groups of 
schools with the best of those under Government inspection, 
one is struck with the fact that, while the latter exhibit great 
uniformity, indicating a routine which is in a certain sense mecha
nical, these schools-I mean those of Mr. Beaumont and the Lend 
Company-display an idiosyncrasy which indicates the mnste~'s 
character stamped on every part of the work. Perhaps m 
the Beaumont schools there appears more of the inde\atigable 
Mr. Sopwith, with its refined tastes and orderly Imlnts, but 
not to the exclusion of the peculiarities of the schoolma$ter. The 
only approach to this character of idiosyncrasy in the Government 
schools was at the Penrith W csleyan, owing, no doubt, to the 
length of time I\Ir. Hurworth has been orer it, and th~ degree 
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of freedom he er.joys. These facts suggeEt a question which is 
worthy of consideration,-whether it is better to insi~t on a certain 
organization and routine which is sure of producing some certain 
though limited results, in a great degree independent of indiriJual 
talent; or whether it is desirable to allow the masters much 
greater freedom to follow the bent of their own genius in the 
matter and methods of tuition, and to organize in the way they 
feel best able to manage with the assistance they can command. 

In and about ~Iiddleton I conversed with 37 men and women General feci
of the mining class, besides 13 joiners and masons, all of whom ~gs toward& 
had been brought up under the Ccmpany's rules. They were t e system. 
unanimous in approving of the strictness of the regulations about 
schooling, aJmitted they thought the di:;cip1ine hard themselves 
when they were under it, and confessed they would not have the 
heart to keep their children so very closely at school if it were 
left to themselves; but the stringency of the Company Ea>es 
them a world of trouble, and on the whole they are glad to see 
the young ones" gart deet" (obliged to do it). .An aged woman 
who had been brought up in W eardale eulogised the Company's 
schools as preparing the young people for any vocation in life, 
and alluded with contempt to those who "fash awa " their time 
at the Church schools. This testimony, in which other aged per-
sons concurred, appeared the more valuable, as it i3 natural for 
old people to be jealous of inno>ations, and to gi>e unreaeonable 
preference to the order of things which obtained in their youthful 
days. A man whom I found building a house for himself, and 
afterward:; recognized among the Sunday school teachers, expressed 
it as his opinion, that "in thez Dal t'oonedicated wull seen be 
" coosaithered looniteeks." 

I came upon a group of seven lads, from 13 to 17! years of 
age, playing quoits. They dropped their game, doffed their caps 
as I addressed them, and seemed pleased to enter into conver
eation. They were all under employment at the lead washing, 
-do not like it so well as school, but each has accesil to the 
reading-room. All attend Sunday school; would lose their 
employment if they did not ; are well aware that there is no 
chance of getting promotion without being good echolars. Four 
of them bad been all throngh the arithmetic ; three only as far 
as compound interest. All professed to be able to write a good 
running hand. I learned from. these boys that their fireside 
amusements consist of reading, singing, and tellinrr stories,-all 
kinds of stories about ghosts, warriors, and all the g~eat worthies, 
which they explained to mean saints. Some may be dhappointed 
to find objects of modern science anJ recent information make so 
poor a figure in this enumeration, while others who haYe studied 
the literary history of nations will recognize in these cbarac· 
teristics of popular taste an intellectun.l condition far above the 
barbarism of a community absorbed in the cares and pleasures 
of mere animal life, though below the level of those who have 
fully entered the arena of scientific knowledge. It may be 
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added, that the lead districts ·abound in traditional and rnytho· 
logical literature, which is of cour~;e circulaterl exclusin:ly in the 
vulgar tongue, and tends much to its perpetuity. The numerous 
hamlet libraries evince the existence of a desire for self-cultivation. 

As it is impossible that every one should be pleaseu, I found, 
on visiting the washing floors, mine shops, and reading rooms, 
that many of the people deem it unfair that boys should not have 
schooling till 14 years of age as well as girls. Out of the 14 to 
whom I spoke at .Manorgill, 17 at W yregill, and 23 at E!rgle!
hope, not one considered the time from 6 to 12 sufficientr -1'hey 
say the '' nipping time n with a workin<l' man is just when his 
eldest children come to be about 12 yea~s of age, and there is 
great temptation to hurry them to work instead of doing justice 
to their education. It is just, therefore, at that time that he 
needs some littl~ external pressure to do his duty by his child, 
instead of sacrificing future interests for present ease. There iii 
immense eagerness about promotion in the works, with the pre
vailing conviction that scholarship with good conduct is the highway 
to the coveted preferment. 

The sole policeman of Middleton has a beat of about 16 miles, 
and he considers hi:3 situation nearly a sinecure. He enys petty 
theft is almost unknown, unless committed by passing strangers ; 
and there have been only two serious prosecutions, both connected 
with poaching, during the 10 years he has held his appointment 
in this place. 

I had opportunities of conversing with several intelligent per· 
eons, of more or less consideration, beyond the sphere of the 
Company's influence; especially Mr. Scarth, the Duke of Cleve
land's agent, who has himself effected some valuable reforms in 
the resuscitation of decayed schools and the erection of new ones 
in the more remote and elevated parts of Teesdale. I fouwl he 
had taken great pains to investigate the working of the Company's 
system, and was most cordial in his approval of it. I spoke like
wise to some of his Grace's sub-agents, and numerous farmers and 
tradespeople unconnected with the Company, and they all agreed 
that an amazing change for the better in the mental, moral, and 
religious condition of the people had been the result of this some-

. what bold and anomalous method of rule. I was assured there 
was not on this point a sino·le dissenting voice, except that of two 
of the clergymen, whose re~sons therefore I was !anxious to bear, 
and visited them accordingly. The efficiency of the secular part 
of the education was a point conceded, after consultation of the 
parish register, to ascertain how many of the Company's people 
sign with a mark as compared with others. But there re!uained 
the obiection that reli<rious teachin(J' must necessarily mclude 

J 0 0 s ' 
the Church catechism, and cannot even, as regards the Cl'lptures, 
be duly exercised without a "medium " authorized by the 
Church; and this, being a matter of opinion, and not of fact, I 
was ohlicred to leave where I found it. The other five clergymen 
whom I 1:/met, and the dissenting ministers, all wanuly commended 
the Company's plans. 
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There is a very ~redita.ble brass band composed of 24 amateur 'Music. 
musicians among the lead miners of Teesdale. They mustered on 
Saturday evening in honour of my visit to :Middleton, and 
serenaded me at the hotel. 

.A.s some of the boys as well as men work at too great a dis- }!Iine-shopl. 
tance from their homes to allow of their returning to sleep, there 
is at each of the principal lead mines, washing floors, and smelt-
mills, a building called a mine-shop, which is no other than a lodg-. 
ing house, the ground floor being appropriated as cooking, dress-
ing, and eatin(J' apartments; the upper as dormitories. .A.s every 
one has to co~k for and wait on himself, there would be much 
disorder if there were not stringent regulations aboui;J cleanliness, 
ventilation, and a strict observance of the meum and tuum with 
respect to places and property. There is a library and reading-
rqom at each mine-shop, and it is one of the rules that a portion 
of Scripture be read, and prayer offered at the most convenient 
hour every evening. But some are of opinion that there ought 
to be more definite provision for the instruction or rational amuse-
ment of the boys, who at an age when they nre scarcely fit 
to govern themselves, are separated from the parental roof from 
l\Ionday till Friday or Saturday every week, and thrown into the 
society of promiscuous strangers. Under these circumstances, 
in connexion with hard work and constant exposure in the open 
air, boys are observed to fall off greatly in the intelligence and 
cheerfulness of their appearance for some time after leaving school 
for labour; but the mine-shop has hitherto appeared to be a neces-
sary evil, for which no one has been able to devise a remedy, 
though its actual tendency to undo much of the good effected by 
schooling is admitted on all hands. The continued attendance 
at school and public worship on Sunday, with the fact that 
many of the boys return to the day schools in winter for some 
years, are redeeming circumstances. 

On the whole it may,, perhaps, safely be said, that if any one 
desires to see the utmost contrast exhibited in the condition, 
methods, and results of education, he cannot better attain his 
object than by passing from the collier village of Willinoton to 
the lead mining parish of Middleton-on·Teesdale. 

0 

I have the honour to be, 
My Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 

To the Commissioners 

Your most obedient humble Servant, 
ALEXANDER FREDERIC FosTER, 

Assistant Commissioner. 

Appointed to inquire into the 
State of Pepular Education in England. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A. 

EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENTS in the Unions of DuRHAM, AucKLAND, 
WEARDALE1 PENRITH, and WIGTON, 

Annual 
Amount. 

I, a. d. 
1. • Anna Swyfte, 1604. King James' Free Grammar 

school, Bi~hop Auckland. Six boys on the founda-
tion. None are free scholars. - - - 70 0 0 

2. Lord Crewe, 1720. To clothe and educate SO poor 
boys. Now appropriated to the Barrington boys' 
school, Bishop Auckland - - - - 80 0 0 

S. John Walton, 1768. To educate 2~ poor children 
at Bishop Auckland and Shildon. Administered 
by the friends, for the maintenance of two schools - 59 0 0 

4. Bishop Barrington, 1819. " For the religious, 
moral, and usE:ful education of poor children in 
the diocese of Durham'' - 436 0 0 

5. John Cuthbert, 1783. For a school at Witton·le-
Wear. Now received by the postmaster, who 
likewise acts as village schoolmaster, &c. 8 0 0 

6. Elizabeth Donald. For Hubbock's school, West 
Auckland · 19 0 0 

7. Henry Wilson. To educate two poor boys at Tudhoe 
school 0 0 

S. William Hartwell, 1724. Hartwell School, Stanhope. 
The Dean and Chapter are Trustees 18 0 0 

9. Bishop Barrington, 1819, and others. To support 
10 schools in the parish of Stanhope. The 
rector of Stanhope trustee. (86l. of this sum 
belongs to No.4.) - 228 0 0 

10. *Cardinal Langley, Durham. To support plain song 
and elementary schools. Fallen into disuse after 
long misappropriation • - - - 20 13 4 

11. *Henry ~mith, 1598. That some good trade might 
be devised for setting the youth and other idle 
persons to work. This seems to have been an 
early idea of an industrial lilchool, but it has never 
been so carried out. About 3001. of the income 
is distributed annually among the poor - 46~ 6 0 

12. Finney and others. Bluecoat school, Durham, in the 
parish of St. Nicholas - - - - 23 0 0 

13. John Cock, 1701. For instructing 36 poor children 
in the parish of St. Oswald, Durham. Trustees, 
the vicar and churchwardens of this parish - Sl 10 0 

• These sums seem not to bu realizing the objects originally intended. · 
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14. l\Iaster of Sherburn Hospital, with the sanction of 
the trustees, about to devote to the education of 
the poor 

15. Lord Crewe, li02. For education, Brancepeth 
16. Dean an.d Chapter. Training school, Durham 
17. Parochial school, Crook 
18. Queen Elizabetll'S Grammar School, Penrith 

' 19. Robinson's free schools, W m. Robinson, 1661. For 
a free poor school in Penrith; churchwardens 
trustees -

20. Do. . do. ,Spim)ing and knitting school, 
Penrith 

21. Sir Philip Musgrave, Edenhall school 
22. *Howrigg school. On mortgages 
23. Skirwith school, 1829. Founded by subscriptions 
24. •Thomas Burbank, 1575. Great Blencow free 

grammar school. Not applied in accordance 
with the founder's will. The master alone reaps 
the benefit of the endowment. No free scholars -

25. Newbiggio school, parish of Dacre 
26. Threlkeld school, 1744. Towngate estate 
27. Scott and \Vilson, 17 58. Stain ton school, parish of 

Dacre 
28. Rev. Joseph Nelson, 1750 and 1815. Skelton 

school 
29. Wm. Elan, &c., 1743. Ainstable school 
SO. Armathwaite school, 1850. Endowed by subscrip· 

tion 
3l. John Scott, 1759. Saikeld Gate school 
32. Mingrisdale school - -
33. John Sowerby. Southernby school 
34. :tJavy Stock. Watermillock school • 
35. Joseph Hutchinson, 1726. The free school, Hun-

sonby Quarter 
S6. Mr. Magplett. Maughanby free school 
37. H. C. Howard, 1722. Two schools at :\fatterdale -
38. Endowment fund, J 810. Hutton Roof school 
39. Various gifts since 1745. Kirkoswald school 
40. Subscriptions vested in land, 1724. Fieluhead 

school 
41. Thomas Tallentine, 177 5. Renwick school 
42. John Sowerby. Castle Sowerby school 
43. Donor and date unknown. Hutton-Marr school • 
44. John Brown, 1763. High Hesket school • 
45. M. Scott and J. Wilson, 1758. Stainton school 
46. M. Caldbeck, 1 i49. Ireby parish school • 
47. M. Caldbeck and others, 1726. Uluale school 
48. John Jeffer$on, 1744. Church Hill school 
49. R. Brownrigge, 1688. Howbeck school. (Rest 

lost) 
50. Mrs. Thomlinson, 1753. Allonby school 
51. Subsr.ribed endowment, 1686. Bothe! school (Tor-

. penhow) • - • • 
• See Note on p. :374. 
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Annual 
Amount • 

.£ '· d. 

280 0 0 
5 0 0 

28 0 0 
8 0 0 

26 0 0 

25 0 0 

7 0 0 
25 0 0 
28 0 0 
25 0 0 

160 0 0 
3 0 0 
6 0 0 

10 0 0 

32 0 0 
10 0 0 

2 0 0 
3 0 0 

35 0 0 
3 0 0 

31 0 0 

52 0 0 
84 0 0 
28 0 0 
50 0 0 
17 0 0 

11 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 

21 0 0 
18 0 0 
5 0 0 
9 0 0 

33 0 0 
1 0 0 

3 0 0 
7 0 0 

54- 0 0 
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52. Thomas Richardson, 1840. Allonby Friends' 
schools 

53. Tl.os. Wm. Christie, 1850. Kilhow schools 
54. l\1 argaret Hodgson, 1792. Wiggonby school 
55. Joseph Thomlinson, 1798. Thursby school· 
56. Richard O'Smotherlaw and others, 1612. Brom· 

field free school 
51. John Jefferson, 1744. Craggs school (Westward 

parish) 
58. Various gifts, 1730 and since. Wigton grammar 

school 
59. Dean and Chapter, Henry VIII., and after the 

"Hestoration" again by the Dean aud Chapter, 
for teaching grammar to 18 poor boys (numerous 

Annual 
Amount. 

£ s. a. 
50 0 0 
44 0 0 

183 0 0 
14 0 0 

43 0 0 

11 0 0 

66 0 0 

sources) • 1,000 0 0 
60. *Thomas Pattenson, 1785. Easton school, in the 

parish of Bowness, has been closed upwards _of 
seven years 7 0 0 

Total - .!'4,01 0 9 4 

• See Note on p. 374. 
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APPENDIX B. 
SouRCES of VOLUNTARY CoNTRIBUTIONS proportionaJly cnlculated. 

Centesimal Proportion of Subscriptions 
paid by 

Uxwxs. Parishes and OJllieries. ol '"""' '"""' ol .... 
... 0 0 0 0 lo 0 d 
.\1 .,l!J "' "' ":1 ~·~ ~ -~ ; .Q ~ ~ ~ 0 
~ ~~c: 

~~~ 
,.<:l ~:.:l 

'"0 = "'d "' ·~~ "' § ~E:-l'"" = 
H 0 0 ~ ~ 

-------------
DuRHAll - Framwellgate - - 32•0 4•0 - - 64•0 

Shincliffe - - 40•0 - 50•0 2•0 s·o 
Brancepeth - - so·o - - - 50•0 
St. Nicholas (Durham) 40'0 - - - 60•0 
Belmont Colliery - - -· too·o - -
Londonderry Colliery, 1. - - 100·0 - -
Kellue Colliery . - - 100'0 - -
Londonderry Colliery, 2. - - IOo·o - -
Oakenshaw Colliery . - - 100·0 - -
Frankland Colliery ~ - - 100·0 -

A-rcKLA:-.-n- Byersgreen - - 29'0 - 35•0 - 36•0 
Whitworth - - 18•0 2·0 8o·o - -
Firtree - - 84•0 - - - 16•0 
Coundoo . - 100'0 - - - -
Old Shildon - - 44•0 - - - 56•0 
Lynesack - - 100•0 - - - -St. Ann's Auckland . 32·0 - 2s·o 16'0 24'0 
Witton-le-Wear - 25·0 42•0 - - 33•0 
Hunwick . - 10·0 - 57•7 - 33·0 
Blackboy Colliery - - - 100·0 - -
High Bitch burn Colliery - - 100•0 - -Roddymoor Colliery - - - 100·0 - -Etberly Colliery, 1. - - - 100·0 - -Ditto, 2. . - - 100·0 - -Ditto. 3. . - - 100'0 - -Rushyford ... . 100•0 - - - ---------------
Average on 26 returns 7•0 l•G S6·0 0•7 14•7 

--- --== ----
WEAnDALE Stanhope (10 schools) • 8o·o - (?). - 20•0 

W olsingham - - 60·0 - - 6•0 34•0 
Towlaw, Church . 54·0 - - 33•0 13•0 
Ditto Wesleyan . - - 100·0 - -Hunstonworth - 100•0 - - - -

PEXRITII - Fiienhall - . 100·0 - - - -Kirk oswald - - 88'0 - - - 12•0 
Penrith, 0. W. - 7·0 - - 93'0 --Greystoke . . 100·0 - - - -Hutton Marr . . 100·0 - - - -Ousby - . - 73·0 - - - 27•0 
Renwick - - 60•0 - - - 40'0 
Culgaith . . 100•0 - - - -.Ainstabl'l . - 67·0 - - - 33·0 WIGTON - Aspatria - .. 90·0 - - 10'0 -Bolton .. - .. 80·0 - - - 20•0 
Bromfield . . 60'0 15· 0 - s•o 20·0 
Ire by . . . 100•0 - - -Wigton . . 31·0 - - 66•0 3•0 
Holme Cultram . - - - - 100•0 
Allhallows . . 65•0 - - - 35•0 --------------Average on 21 returns 67·0 0•7 t:·a e·7 l7•f: 

th• FLoro':: other ~nurces I kno~ that~· B. Beaumont, Esqr., subscribes £100 per 11nnum and 
e nv.on Lead Company pa1d down m one Bum £500. ' 
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3 aud 15 Y <>ars of Age 6 and 10 YcnM! of Age 10 and 13 Y cars of Ago 6 and 12 Years of Ago 

of every kind in 18118. in 1t!aS. in li!5S. inlSiitl. inll!ll!l. 
1858. 
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~ ~ .: ~ :::I 
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~ ~g ;.s:l ~ ~ .... J~(_, 8 c ~;;j • ~. ::< 

~ 
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i·~ 
-.8 .,::::-g ::f 

t~ "~8 ~0 
d z 

"' ~~ 
~ ca z ~E"5 ~~_g ~ 

~~ ~ 
:5 ~ ~ Oii..C Oil 

{LIJ ~::I 3 ~ f"' yo-"' ~ > 0 .. tE-o 10 ~~ tZ 1;:iiw t.ZJ; ~.9 tZJl ~Gll 
<:> 

::f ·s:: 0 <-> 
I>< ... E-1 ""' ""' ... E-1 -ct ""' ""' -ct ... ""' -ct ""' ""' ... ~ ------------------------- ""' ~ ... 

Durham- 4.7 58 13,502 6,137 4.5'45 4.,2!!7 2,671 62'0 3,013 l,<H6 35'0 7,302 8,717 111'0 ~.748 13'13, 4.7'0 per Cf>llt. Of this 
~ or populat.ion are oc-

1 in 8. cupit.>U in coal and ~ irun tuiuing. <:> 
Auckland 4.7 114. 101 U,MO 6,~&1 57'88 3,1.38 3.o~ 88'11 2,415 1,284 113'0 11,853 4.,32>i 74'0 37.~ 17•62, w·o pt'rl't>nt. of this ... 

or population are oo .. :"'-

1 in6. t•upieU in coal ruiu- I 
Weard,.)e 2:> 4.0 '11,711 43·6 

in!(. 
~ 15 1,907 ·38·99 1,718 1,006 e~s·11 1,207 1127 2.9~11 1,633 62•0 18,7~8 10'19, 60·0 p .. r Ct•nt. of this 

or populn.t.ion are oc-
~ 1 in 10. cupit-d in h•ad.iron. 

and coal Jnining .. ;:; 

Pcnritl!. - 114. 28 82. 6,096 3,2+6 53·2z 2,134 1,341 63·o 1,o00 7SS 62•6 3,63 .. 2.1~9 68•6 23,200 13.95, 3t~·9 pt'r et•nt. of this >=>... 
or populntlon are oc- Fi' 

1 in 7, cuvied in ag1·icul-
turo. 

Wigton - 61 35 86 6,655 3,632 114.56 2,100 1,407 M·o 1,~38 902 69•2 3,728 2,309 o2·o 23,870 15.22, .f.t·s or this popu-
or latiou are t"ll· 

1 iu 7. f(H.J{t_•d in agricul-
ture. 

1-------------------------------------------~-----
Totals - 2.2.~ 190 ~1~ ~3,30~ 2.1,8~~ ~9·«51 13,7«59 9,~«59 «59·0 9,«573 ~.5~7 ~7·0 Z3,~~2. 1 .. ,108 59•8 105,065 

1 .. •32. 

or 

1 in 7. 



APPENDIX D. 

SUMMARY of CoLr.rERY RETURNS in DuRHAM UNION, prepared for the Education Commissioners' Inquiry into the State of Popular Education. 

TABLE L 

Number of Children between Sand 10 Years of Age Total 

Number of Children 

- Name of Colliery. 
At Day School. At Sunday School. Employed at Home. At Home Unemployed. 

between Sand 10. 

-
Males. I Females. l'tlales. I Females. lf&Jes. I Females. Males. I Females. Males. I Females. 

1 Hetton . . . . - - - 309 :a65 341 405 - 4o 131 123 44.0 492 
2 Seaton - - - - - 111 107 106 113 20 11 39 62 170 176 
3 Grange - ~ - - - 44. 40 44 60 - - 48 62 48 52 
4 Nort.h Hetton - - - - 77 75 85 102 - 17 21 27 9(1 11\1 
6 Keepier Grange - - - - - - 2(1 3tl 26 33 - - 81 62 31 52 
6 Cock en - - - - - - 25 22 25 ll - 2 9 13 40 3>:! 
7 Elvet - . - . - 10 9 6 7 - - s 3 lU 12 
8 Littletown - - - - 81 81 2(1 26 - 1 7 9 38 42 
9 Sherburn - - - - - - 124 139 109 128 1 1 40 Iii 179 208 

10 Sherburn House - - - 32 28 20 27 - - 11 13 4-'J 45 
11 Frankland - - - - - 19 27 17 22 - 1 6 4o 26 86 
12 Shildon Lodge - - - - 13 17 15 20 11 15 12 15 3(1 60 
111 Oakenshaw • - - - - lil 77 50 88 6 20 43 23 100 120 
l4o Whitwell - - - - - 43 38 63 48 - 1 - - 89 92 
15 Brandon - - - - 26 30 25 37 - - 7 7 3il 37 
16 Belmont - - - - - - - 26 33 21 37 7 8 20 26 74 ;I03 
17 Ea.'t Hetton - - - - - 90 41 Mo lU - - 71 100 160 140 
18 Keepier - - - - . - - 18 12 11 7 - s - - 18 15 
19 ~~~~~~;;;.o:d ~~ughall - - - 24S 2;;2 329 259 33 57 152 203 ~3 512* 
20' - - - 116 92 78 84 - - 13 26 140 136 
21 Brancepeth - - - - - 65 58 8\11 82 - - 8 10 102 lOll ----

Totals - - - - 1,505 1,5Z9 1,'!1:77 1,50Z 77 1'!1:1 66'!\l 808 Z,309 Z,577 

• 12 pits. 



APPENDIX D.-continued. 

Solii..MAUY o£ Cor.LIGRY. RETURNS in Dunu..ur UNION, prepared for the Education Commissioners' Inctuiry into the State of Popular Education. 

N amo or Colliery. 

1 n ... tton 
2 f-t1•aton 
3 (~rntlf(O 
t N. ll..tton 
& J<01'pit•r Gnutgtl 
6 CIH.~kt~U 
7 }:!vet 
8 Littl"towu 
D Klwrhurn 

10 Slwrhurn llouse 
ll l•'nmkland 
12 Hhihlon Lo<lgo 
13 Oak(•l\M}U'-\Y 
14 \VhilwPll 
15 Brantlon 
lll H(·lntoJtt 
17 J·:n•l llo•lton 
18 KPP)JiPr .. • 

19 w .. ,L Ho·tton, &.c. 
20 Khtueliltf"! .. 
Bl Ut·aucopcth 

At work In tho 
l\liucs. 

M. P. 

2fl.1 
llO 
11:1 
49 
26 
26 
6 

21 
M 
II>! 
]I) 

10 
li!l 
4~ 
10 
29 

1011 
ll! 

11!1 
75 
!Ill 

• 1,Z80 

At Work a.t 
llomo. 

llr. F. 

1 ]fl7 
8 37 
4 .. 
I 32 
7 1 

1 

.. 
12 

3 
1 

13 
H 

9 
6 

a 
80 4!! 

.. ~·· 
se a7z 

TAllLE H. 

Numu~l" of Chlldl"on uetwcon 13 and 13 Ycn.rs of Age. 

At Day School. 

:r.r. F. 

10 811 
-i 8 

12 !Ill 
6 II 

At Evonlng 
t;chool. 

JII. F. 

2!1 
D 

111 12 

10 .. 
13 8 

i 
8 

lll 

8 
67 

!l!l 111 
H 

II 

At Aundny 
t;ohoohl. 

M. F. 

11!6 ltH 
IH M 
27 11! 
4>1 31 
25 6 
16 111 

8 
\!11 II 
70 21! 
17 111 
111 . II 
lll 111 
80 lll 
oi-'4 !1:3 
ll 10 
~~~ 10 
67 Ill 
'I 3 

Ill! IH 
)1\ I) 

43 M 

At both Ev<'n• 
inl( n.ud 8un• 
d11y l>chool. 

lll. F. 

12 
D 6 

1!3 10 
Ill 

N"iLhorRt 
'\\'ork nor n.t 

!;chool. 

Jl[. l'. 

30 IIEI 
2 

H 

II 
3 

ltl 

" ll 

h M 

117 1:!3 
1 3 

411 711 

Total Numl>cr 
of Childron 

botwocn 
10 and 111. 

M. 1'. 

211·· 2~3 
]03 711 

4!! 2tl 
til 32 
8:1 6 
31 13 
'I 

27 1.1 
11:1 1\~ 
~I) 111 
1!1 10 
1l! 1:1 
M 2<1 
ll~ 4~ 
2H ]ij 
7>1 10 

1~0 71 
l:l 3 

27~ 2s:J 
.... 3:1 

lSll 110 

80 2.05 .... 833 53SJ 150 7So 155 357 1,651 1,085J 



APPENDIX D.-continued. 

Stnrlii.ARY of COLLIERY RETURNS in AucKLAND UNION, prepared for the Education Commissioners' Inquiry into the State of' Popular EJucntion. 

Numller of Working lloys wl1o Number or Parents who can 

Total Number of Number of Children between Children at Attend 
13 and 15 Day Schools, Are both Attend Attend 

lkad and Write. 
NcithPr RRad Name of the Colliery or Works. 

Years of Age. occu- Sunday Even- Read only. nor Write, 
pied and ~~~~~ ing 

in the Even- only. Scl1ool 

I I Total. I I Total. 
Pits. ing only. I I Total. I !Total. I ITo tal. M. F. M. F. School. l\I. F. M. F. M. F. 

s 8 11 2 2 4 3 - 1 - •g 2 4 - 1 1 8 2 6 1. Dovcfold. 
37 25 62 13 10 23 16 s 10 - 20 11 81 1 12 13 3 G 8 2. Job's Hill. 
13 19 3~ 4 13 17 3 - 3 - 9 10 19 '1 4 11 5 10 15 3. Job's Hill llank, 

6 5 11 1 - 1 - - - - '1 3 10 3 4 '1 - 8 3 ~: ~~g~Clo~~-9-i 82 176 2-i 28 52 35 - 22 1 66 36 92 13 20 42 26 32 53 
9 7 16 4 2 6 - - - - 12 9 21 1 1 2 1 s 4 6. Helmington Row. 

58 us 116 25 82 57 26 - 22 - ss 21 59 6 1'1 23 li 13 18 '1. North U.oodymoor. 
16 14 30 6 1 13 ] - 1 - 24 12 36 4 H 18 2 4 6 8. Woodhouses. 
10 13 23 2 4 6 1 - 1 - 12 9 21 1 li 6 4 6 10 9. Bill,vRow. 
61 55 116 so 83 63 22 - 19 - 26 17 43 IJ 17 26 13 15 28 10. llitchburn. 

151 149 800 'l·Jt 61 135 69 6 441 2 97 91 188 so 27 67 36 S6 72 11. Es<".omb. 
125 121 216 63 65 128 45 2 42 - 95 69 164 S2 35 67 29 S.Jo 63 12. Eth.,rl"y and Tort Hill. 

60 6:l 113 13 17 30 10 27 27 - 47 89 86 s '1 10 9 14 23 13. Shildon Lodge. 
69 74 143 29 44 73 17 4 67 4 60 42 102 9 16 2J 16 31 47 14. Evenwood. 
87 67 154 27 27 64 41 2 80 8 51 85 86 14 33 47 81 87 68 15. Rodrlvmoor. 
15 20 85 2 - 2 22 - 7 - 10 7 17 2 5 7 6 6 12 16. Brnnilon. No school within 3 miles. 
6-J. 49 113 25 27 52 41 2 20 s 82 82 64 2 9 11 29 83 62 17. Stanley Hill Top. 
62 59 110 27 29 56 S4 12 12 6 48 87 85 8 19 27 8 5 13 18. Sunnyside. 
26 25 51 13 21 34 2S - - - 15 8 2S 1 6 '1 II 2 '1 19. Dan's Castle. · --------- ------- ----------------------

99:6 91.Z 1,858 389: g..z.z 806 9:09 sa j 3.Za 19 661 9:90 1,151 19:6 .Z61 6.07 .Z.Z9 .Z93 s.z.z Total Colliery Returns in llp. Auckland. 

77 70 147 32 28 61 82 -=-,-=- 27 72 79 lUl 11 s 14 6 12 18 20. Towlaw Iron Works (in Wearda.le}. 
567 614. ],181 236 2:>5 491 106 - - 518 431 9cl.9 22 40 62 40 M 94 21. Shildon Engine 'Vorks. See Lead 

---=-1--;;z- Mine Returns, tabulated. 
69:9: 689: 1,3.Z8 .Z68 .Z83 ss.z 138 .Z7 590 510 1,100 33 6.3 76 6.6 66 11.Z Total ofTowlaw Iron Works and Shildon 

Engine Works, 



.APPENDIX E. 
SUMMARY of LEAD-MINING RETURNS f~r the Education Commissioners• Inquiry into the State of Popular Education. 

Educational State of the Lead-mining Districts of Durham. Northumberland. and Cumberland in 1858. 

Number of Working Boys who Number of Parents who can Unmarried Men 
Total Number of and Youths 
Children between Number of who can 

Sand 15 Children at Attend Names of Districts 
Yearaof Age. Day Schols. Are both Attend Attend Read and Write. Read only. Neither Read nor '"" 0<"-CU~ Sunday Sunday Even- Write. ~~ and Works. 

pil'd and School ing Read Read ·c 
in the Even- only. School and only. ~;::: 

I I Totru. I Mines. ing only. I I Total. I I Total. I ,.Total. 
Write. ..:: ... 

If. F. M. F. School. M. F 1\I. F. 1\I. F. ~g 
z 

276 300 576 107 133 153 5 9:} 9 2!4 2:!2 6Hl 11 2!l 40 13 21 3·' - - - East W eardale. 
401 368 '169 144 152 147 5 111 2 273 22·~ 4H7 12 17 29 17 Ho 31 - - - West do. 
214 233 447 124 125 41 - 41 - 129 lflfl 2:15 9 3~ 47 5 10 15 - - - "'est Allendale. 
447 415 862 221 160 61 5 42 - 330 :.?59 589 20 78 98 10 23 33 - - - East do. ---------------------------------------------------

1,338 1,316 2,654 500 570 405 15 293 11 1,016 82l 1,837 52 162 214 45 68 113 - - - Total of the W. B. 
districts. 

l,o:;o 1,043 3,102 483 423 473 70 364 I 763 629 1,392 61 H.S 209 42 71 11~ 720 73 28 Total of the London 
•(513) 657) (1,070) LPad Company's 

districts. 
180 165 345 69 54 60 9 128 11 91 'l'4 165 12 22 34 8 16 24 - - - Total of the Dcrwl'nt 

Company's dis-
trict. ---------------·----------------------------------

2.,577 z.SZIJ: '5,101 1,11J:8 1,0IJ:7 938 glj; 785 2.5 1,870 1,5ZIJ: 3,391J: 1:2.5 33:2. IJ:S7 95 155 2.50 7:2.0 73 :2.8 Total of all the Lmd· 
Juining Ueturns, 
which indie-atPs a. 
total population 

567 614 1,181 236 255 106 - 362 - 518 431 IH9 22 40 62 40 M M 354 15 19 
of 17,609. 

Shildon Engine 
\\'orks. ------------------------------------------------

77 70 147 32 28 32 - - 27 72 79 151 11 3 H 6 12 18 - - - Tow law Iron "'orks 
(Weardalc). 

• These 513 boys are those between 6 and 12 yean of age, and tho l'i57 girls are those h"twecn 6 and 14, still under parental care, 
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.ArrENDIX F. 

SuMMARY of the RETURNS of OuT-DOOR PAUPER CmLDREN between 3 and 15 YEARS of AGE in the UNIONS o(DunHAllr, AucKLAND, WEARDALE, PENRITH, 

and WIGTON, in the Year 1858. 

E .§t. c::o 
o-

·.:;::: 
Pan per Pauper Pauper 

~ 
c. t:§' Total Number Total Number 

~~~ Idle, or "' o.-
Children Chiltlr<'n Chiltlren "' 3-,:l.t . ofChihlrcn of l'aup<'r Children 

""' learning to beg ..... c ~5~ attending attending at Work for .!:! ~o-S:: Sto 15 8 to 15 
Unions. c 00 ~~~ in eneh Union. in cneh Union. -..~§ Sunday Day Wages or steal. 

:3 
.... s ::-z ~1""'4- ·~8£ ':;j ~- S<:hool. School. or Food. -3 ~~ ~~~ g. ,.., ~'0.£ 111 F. Total. 11'1. F. Total. M. F. Total. 11'1. F. Total. 1\I. F. I Total. 11-1. F. Total. ""' 0 0 u ------------------------------- -r-------

Durham· 4GAi3 1,092 2'8 6,7841 6,718 13,508 11J6 184 380 2'8 112 8:! 191 99 ~4 183 27 36 63 70 64. 131 

Ancklaml :li~46-il 1,238 3'3 5,698 5,642 11,3·W 19~ 222 416 3'7 113 181 274 110 127 237 29 37 66 55 58 113 

Wcardnlc 18,728 570 3·o 2J.870 2,s.n 11,711 87 99 186 3'3 48 60 108 52 57 109 9 13 22 26 29 55 

Pcnrith . 23,620 903 8'9 3,063 3,033 6,006 79 70 155 2'11 55 49 101 M 51 105 11 7 18 H 18 32 

Wigton - 2.1,870 962 4'0 3,361 3,2111 6,655 '11 '16 158 !!'S 6:1 151 114 119 56 115 5 4 9 13 16 29 

-------------------------- ---------------- -
178 ::::1363 Total- 150,065 9:,765 3•2, 2.1,779 2.1· 52.519:3,309: 633 657 1,2.90 Z·9 391 403 799: 379: 375 749 81 97 



APPENDIX G. 

DENOMINATIONAL SuMliiARY oF SuNDAY ScrrooLs. 

Religious Number 
Total Number of Average Number Number of paid Number of voluntary 

Scholars belonging to the of Scholars in Sunday Superintendents nnd Superintendents 
Denomi- Name of the Union. of School. Attendance. Teachers. and Teachers. 

nation.* Scl10ols. 

:Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Total. i\fales. Females. Total. 1\Iales. Females. Total. 
-------- -------------------------

c. Durham Union - - 22 800 825 1,625 582 639 1,221 11 11 22 41 62 103 
I. Ditto - . 2 213 181 39-l 151 114 272 - - - 24 11 35 

N.W. Ditto - - 7 377 331 708 315 266 581 - - - 65 39 104 
o.w Ditto . - 12 689 548 1,237 5-!5 39-l 939 - - - 15-l 83 2:37 
P.l\I. Ditto - - 1-l 982 813 1,705 800 651 1,451 - - - 220 82 302 
n.c. Ditto - - 2 52 64 116 46 56 102 1 1 2 2 - 2 ---------- -------- ------------- -------

Durham Union Total . 59 3,113 2,762 5,875 2,'.l'.l6 2,120 '.l,566 1Z 1Z 2'.l 506 277 783 
------------------------------- ----- --- --- --------

c. Auckland Union 21 675 627 1,302 520 503 1,023 15 9 24 59 44 103 
N.w.· Ditto . - 2 130 JOG 236 107 86 193 - - - 21 9 30 
o.w. Ditto - - 21 1,091 909 2,000 789 685 1,4 7-l - - - 235 97 332 
1'.1\L Ditto - - 23 1,242 1,060 2,302 999 860 1,859 - - - 301 91 392 
RC. Ditto - - 1 36 38 i-i 26 23 49 - - - 1 - ] 

U.M. Ditto - - 3 119 119 238 R7 94 181 - - - 29 20 49 
R llitto - - 2 46 42 88 33 31 6-l - - - 11 8 ]9 
N. ])itto - - 1 74 5:1 127 48 42 90 - - ~1 __ 1.::._ ___ 7_ 2.3 

Auc1dan1 Union Total - 7'.l 3,'.l13 ~~~ 6,367 j7&~ Z,3Z'.l '.l,933 15 g Z'.l I 6751 276 951 

• C. is for Church of England; 0. ,V. for 'Vcsleyan Old Connexion; N. '"· 'Vesl<•yuns New Connexion; U. 1\f. United :Methodists ; C. l\f. Cahinishc 
Methodists; P. M. I'rimitive Methodists; I. Independents; ll. ll>~I>tists; U. (,), Uoman Cutholic~ ; U. Unitarians; 0. Otht•r Denominations; and 
N. if the school is not connected with any Denomination. 



APPENDIX G.-continu£'d. 

Denominational Summary of Sunday Sr:hools-couliuul'd. 

;3 f I Total Number of Avcr:~gc Numbcl' Kumhel' of paid Number ofvolnnlary 
!:'"' 'l:l'ii;;ious l'~umber Scholars hdonging to the of ::Sdwlars in Sunday Superintendents and ::Slljl<'riHt< nde11ts 
;:. Denomi- Name of the 1Inion. , of School. Att~:nuance. Teachc•·s. a11d Tt.'achcrs. 

nation.* I Schools. I I I I 
--- _ ------------ ----!~~males. ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~1\fales. ~cmales. Total. l\Ialcs._IFcmalcs ___:~~ 

C. "'eardulc Union 13 363 314 677 245 230 4i;1 2 2 19 24 4:1 I 
O."r· llitto 12 566 515 1,081 442 345 78i 1:15 44 170 
1'.1\T. Ditto 10 5i8 561 1,139 4:36 400 8:J6 l:Jl 33 1G4 
U.?.L Ditto I 30 ~0 50 ~;, 1.'> 4l) - - - 2 G I 1.1 I 

R Ditto 1 561 39 95 50 30 80 - - - 5 7 1 12 

"\Yeardale Union Total - ----;;- ~593 1,9:9:; -;:;;;: -1,198 1,02.0 ~~ --2.-,-=--.--z- --;:;;-~~~-;-n~ 
===============--='==,==[ 

c. 
o.w. 
P,l\I. 

I. 
0. 

U.l\I. 

Summat-y of Durl1am 
Unions:-

1. l>urhum -
2, Auckland 
3. )\'cardale 

Total of Durlmm Unions 

Peurith Union -
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Pcnrith Union Total 

59 3,ll3 2,762 5,875 2,446 2,120 4,566 11 H 22 506 2i7 783 
74 3,413 2,95'! 6,367 2,609 2,324 4,93:3 15 !I 24 575 276 951 
37 1,59.3 1,449 3,042 1,198 1,020 2,218 2 2 29:! 114 413 

~ 8,11;- 7,16~ 15,Z8;- 6,2.5;- 5,9:69: ~;,717 ~~ --;-;-1--;s 1,9.80 --6--;;--1 2.,19:7 
===:=====·======== =====-~1 

30 719 775 1,4!)4 561 592 1,15:1 s 12 51 531 104 I 
16 437 400 837 310 288 598 72 46 liS , 

2 46 35 81 36 28 64 13 8 21 I 

• 80 100 180 65 85 150 ]3 12 1 25 
3 51 53 }04 44 39 83 7 4 11 

---~- ---8~ __ __:.:_ ___ 6_o_ --~ -~ _ _::_-=---=- --=_ ____ 4 ____ 4_1 ___ s_ 
53 1,369: 1,392. I .2.,756 1,0S3 1,059 l.Z,10Z 7 s 12. 160 1.2.7 I 2.87 

• See note on p. 384, 



Religious 

Denomi

nation.* 

----
c. 

o.w. 
P.M. 

I. 
0. 
N. 

Name of the Union. 

Wigton Union - -
Ditto - -
Ditto - -
Ditto - -
Ditto. - -
Ditto - -

'Vigton Union Total -
Summary ofCnmberland 

Unions, __ 

APPElmiX G.-continued. 

Denominational Summary of Sunday Scbools-coufilllled. 

Total Number of 
Number . Scholars belonging to the 

Average Number 
of Scholars in Sunday 

Attendance. 

Number of paid 
Superintendents and 

Teachers. 

Number of voluntary 
Superintendents 

and Teachers. of School. 

Schools.l-------.~-----.--------l------~------~-------l-----~------~----l---------------------1 

1bleo Fem..J~. Tolol. Moleo. Femole. Torol. Maleo. Femol". To'-l "''"·-I_Femoko~ To<al. 

24 
6 
1 
3 
2 
2 

885. 757 1,642 729 596 1,325 8 I 9 69 76 145 
110 147 257 93 124 217 I 2 3 17 21 38 
29 35 64 18 25 43 -- - - 3 4 7 
98 138 236 78 110 188 - -- - 18 17 35 
47 69 116 36 52 88 - -- - 9 8 17 
69 83 152 60 63 123 - - - 8 10 18 

1. Penrith - - n3 1,364 1,392 2,756 1,043 1,059 2,102 7 5 12 160 127 287 
2. 'Vigton - - 38 1,238 1,229 2,467 1,014 970 1,984 9 3 12 124 136 21;0 

Total_ of Cumberland} --.-9-; -;::: 2 62; ---;::; ~;-~ ~08; --;; ·--:--~ 2
8

'J:---2-;;;,~ 
U n1ons - - ' ' ' ' " , 

Total of Durham Unions --1-::--:::-~:- 15,2=- --::- -:6'J: 11,7-:-~ --2---:- --::- 1,'l:80 667~- 2,1'l:7 
Total of Cumberland} 2~3 5 n 7 Unions .. _ 91 2,602 2,621 5,223 2,057 2,029 'l:,OS6 16 8 24 284 ., "" 

Total of the Five Unions ~;-~10,721- -9,78;-

1
;,0,507- --;:;-;;-- 7,493 ~;-.~~---2-;- 72 1,76'l: ----;;~-~ 2,69~ 

* l:>ee note on p. 384. 
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APPENDIX H. 

I. 

REGULATIONS of the ScHOOLS connectecl with the ~lining Estlblish
ments of \VExrWORTH BLACKETT BEAmiONT, Esq., M.P., in East 
and West ALLENDALE and WEARDALE. 

I.-RELIGIOUS AXD :\loRAL TRAINING. 

1. These schools are open to the children of parents of all religious 
denominations. 

2. The religious instruction comprises att.endance at morning and 
evening prayers, regular practice in singing psalms and hymn~, and the 
d::lily reading of pa,sages in the Old and .New Testament. 

S. The portions of Scrijl!Ure selected for reading are such as admit 
of plain and practical explanations, having reference to general matters 
of faith and duty, as recognized !Jy all denominations of Christians in 
these di~tricts. 

4. The object of such instruction is to endeavour to promote feelings 
of reverence townrds GoLl, and a plain understanding of the ordinary 
duties of Chrh;tian life,, so fJr as they c:-~n be brought within the com· 
prehension of young children. 

5. From nine o'clock each morning until half-past nine is expressly 
occupied in religious instruction, as follows :- . 

6. From nine to a quarter-pa~t nine the children read the Scripture~, 
and those who ran do so commit two or more verses to memory each 
morning. 

7. At a quarter-past nine, and a quarter before four, morning and 
evening prayers are read by the master; preceded and followed. by two 
verses of a hymn and hy exerci,es in psalmody, with general rel1gious 
instruction and advice. 

8. The children are occasionally exercised in committing to memory 
poetry of a religious and moral character. 

9. General religious instruction is also, as much as possible, combined 
with the object and other lessons given to the scholars. 

10. A certificnte will be given by the master at the end of each 
year to those scholars who are uniformly att!'ntive to the preceding 
arrangements, and who acquire not only a recollection of passages of 
Scripture and of sacred. poetry, but can reasonably explain the practical 
applic.ltion d the same, and whose general good conduct is in con
formity with these regulations. 

On receivir1g such a certificate a second time, the scholar will be 
entitled to an office ticket (see Regulation No. 35), as also for every 
succeeding year when such certificate is obtained. 

II.-GEKERAL DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT. 

II. The general direction and management of the schools founded by 
:Mr·. Beaumont is reserved to himself, as patron, and to any one or more 
acting under his written authority. 

12. Two agents, and four miners or other workmen, are to be elected 
in each district on the tirst subsistenct' day* in each year, to act as 

* The subsi;tence da)' named it~ these Regulations is that on which the monthly 
advan.:cs of cash are made to the mmers. 

B B 2 
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visitors to the schools along with the resident agent of each di<trict, to 
promote, as far as possible, the obserrance of thrse re,!.!ulations, and 
to enter any remarks in a book, to be called the Vi,itors' Dook, kept in 
the school. 

13. Any two of the vi~itors, by a written notice signer! by them, and 
sent to the resident agent, may require a special meetin~ to cnnsidt:r 
any matters relating to the school; the subject to be con~ddercd hein::; 
expressly stated in 'Vl'iting, and a copy of sueh notice is to be sent to the 
chief agent at Allenheads, who shall thereupon appoint a meeting not 
later than one month from the time of recei1·inrr ~uch refjuisition. 

14. Any representation in writing, after b~i;~ discussed at ~uch meet· 
ing, shall be submitted to the consideration of the patron of the sc!10ols, 
if signed by any three or more of the seven visitors. 

III.-AnMrssro:s OF ScuoLAns. 

15. The clliluren, whether boys or girh, of miners or other workmen 
employed by M1·. Beaumont, are eli,gible to be arlmittPd a~ scholars on 
the l\londay morning next after each subsistence day, and at no other 
time, unless specially allowrd by the master. 

16. The children ot' other persons, who are not employed by 
1\Tr, Beaumont, may be received at the same time, provided an order in 
writing for such admission is first obtained from the resident a;;ent of 
the district in which the school is situated. 

17. All children are eligible as attendants only so long as they obey 
the regulations of the school, 

18. If on any account the master objects to the admission of any 
child, as being too young, or in ill-health, &c., he shall insert a state~ 
ment of his reasons for such rejection in the visitors' book. 

IV.-Trm: oF ATTENDANCE. 

19. The time of attendance in these ~chools is regulated hy lunat· 
months of four weeks, commencing en the l\Ionday afte1· each subsist· 
ence dav. 

20. The hours of attendance are from nine to twelve in the fo•·e· 
noon, and from half-past one to a qnnrter·p~st tour in the afternoon, on 
Monday to Friday (both days inclusive) in each week. But in the 
months of November, DecembEr, .January, and February, the scho"ls 
close Pt an earlier hour in the aftt:rnoon, to admit of the children getting 
home before dark. 

21. An exact register of attendance of sdwlars is to be kept by the 
master and mistress of each school, in a book provided for the purpose. 

22. A monthly report of the general attunuancf', with other particu· 
Iars as required in a printed form, is to be sent to the minin~ office in 
each district, not later than the Wednesday next after each subsistence 
dav. 

·23. A warning bell is rung (n. few strokes only) five minutes before 
the time of commencing school. At nine and at half-past one, the 
school bell is rung exacfl.IJ one minute. Punctual attendance of th.e 
scholars in their place in school b(fore the bell has ceased ringing, 1; 

especially desired, and is rewarued with a ticket. 
24. Particular attention is directe(l to the regulations as to ticket~, 

and to the forfeiture ef tickets for irregularity or absence; due. allow
ance will be maue in very wet or stormy we::ttl1er, especially m case 

. the children reside at a considerable distance from the school. 
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Parents m· ol her friends are desired to send a written notice when 
the children undet· theit• care me umwoidably detained by illness or 
other cause; and it is in the discretion of the mastet·, in sucl1 cases, tu 
remit the whole Ot' a portion of any forfeits incurred by absence. 

25. The following holidays are observed; viz.:
New Year's Day. 
The annual pay day in each district. 
Good Friday. 
J\Ionday and Tuc-sday in Easter week. 
l\londay aml Tut•sday in Whibun week. 
Five weeks about the time of hay harvest, commencing on the 

l\Ionday next befor<:: the subsi~tcnce day in July or August. 
From the 22d December to Sht December, botl1 inclusive. 

2G. In order that these holitlays mny not interfere with the regular 
monthly proportion of tickets, the following arrangement is to be 
observed:-

Three tickets to be given to each scholar 'on New Year's Day, the 
annual pay day, and on Good Friday. 

Six tickets to be given at Easter and Whitsun tide. 
Tiekets t.o be given for the first week of the holidays commencing in 

July or August corresponding to the numhcr gained by each 
scholar in the precedit1g week. 

27. No other holidays t<' be given unless by a written order signed by 
the resident agent, and a copy of which is to be inserted in the visitors' 
book by the master. 

V.-PAnJENTS. 
28. Each scholar is to pay 6d. in advance for four weeks on the 

Monday morning next aftt::r l'ach subsistence day. 
29. If payment is not made at the required time, the scholar in such 

default shall be liable to the same forfeiture of tickets as in the case of 
absence. 

30. School books, writing copies, and slates, &c. may be bought by 
the scholars, to be their own property, by applying to the master of' 
each school, and the price charged will in eve1·y case be le~s tlum the 
actual cost, the diift>rcnce or loss being paid by the patron of the school ; 
or they may have the requisite boolts, slates, and other materials by the 
payment of Is. in advance c:H.:h quarter, viz., on the first JJ!om(ay of' 
January, April, July, and October, or by one payment of 3s. on the first 
Monday after the aunual pay day in ~ach year, 

VI.-STUDIES. 

31. The course of education comprises, in addition to the subjects 
alrPady named, reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar, geo· 
graphy, natural history, mensuration, and drawing. 

Vll.-REwAHns AND PuNISHMENTS, 

32. Corporal punishment is disapproved of, but is not entirely pro
'ili',Jited. Every case of' its inflktion is to be specially reported in 
writing by the ma~tcr in the visitors' book, and also in the monthly 
repwt · 

33. Rewards are given daily, weekly, and monthly by means of 
tickets, and the punishments chiefly consist in the forfeiture of such 
tickets as described in the following regulations. 

34. Daily rewards are given for punctuality and general good 
conduct. 
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W eckly rewarJs are given t~1r attention to study. 
A monthly reward is given for prompt payment of schnol fees. 
35. Special rewards, called "Office tickets," are given frn1u time to 

time for great merit and attention in partindar dr·partlllcnts. The:;:! 
tickets are to be retained pcrmanelltly by thu sc.:holars, in order 
to produce the same in after-life as testinJOJJials of goou comhu.:t at 
school. 

36. Every ~cholar who has ohtainctl font· or mar~ office tickets is 
entitled to a Bible, on application at the minin·• o!lice of tlw uis~rict, on 
finally leaving school. " 

37. Every scholar who oblains 1,000 tichts in vne year, oret: and 
above payment of forfeit:.;, is entitled ttl an tlflicc ticket. 

VIII.-TICKETS. 
38. Ten tickets are given to each sc.:hohr, on punctual pa.) ment of 

the school fee of (jr/. on the ).Ionday morning nr;xt after the monthly 
subsi~tence day. 

39. One ticket is given in the mor11in.:!, an,J another in the afternoon, 
to each scholar \lll'l is in the s~hool before the bell h:1s cca,ed rinsing 
at nine or half-past one o'dock. 

40. One ticket may bt! given ns an extra daily ticket to Pvcry 
scholar whose neat a1:d clean :1ppcarancc, <llld gciH:nl :.;ou.l beha
viour during the day, is &nell as to be entirely ~atidaetory to the 
teachers. Any occasivn for repr,JOf during the day 11 ill di''iua:ify the 
seholar for receiving this extra ticket. 

41. On evet·y Friday aftemuon, at three o'clock, the tcael1ers ll'ill 
consider the progreso; of each scholar in l1is or her nspcctivc studies, 
and, if suti:;fuctory, reward tLe ~ame by a gift of one or more rickets, 
but on no account exceeding ten in numbt:l', thiJ hi0hc·:<t number being 
only given in extn'me cases of merit. 

42. The monthly account of ticl;cts cemmcnees on the ~Ionday 
morning when the school fee~ <Jre ]'aid. 

43. The followin;; tahle shows the brcate>t numbc·r of tickets tlmt 
can be obtained. ,\s tht•se nUlnbcrs are only ;.:iven in ca,t·s of the 
highe,t merit, and are moreover liable to dt•duciions by forfeiture, it 
may be ohserv<·d that Cl'ery scholar who l~:1s <•lie half ol' the total 
numbers here stated, may he COJJsiucrctl as makin;.; s~ltisliJctory progress, 
am! all tickets above one-half inuicatc uec.:itlt•d merit. 

The number of tickets whiclt ma.v be receivet! on each day (com
mencing with the school pay-day of e~1ch nwnth) is sholl'n by >mall 
figures; the larger figur~:s show the ld~he;;t tor~lnumber t•f tickets that 
can be in the possession of u scholar Juring the lunar month. 

1st W c,-k. 2<1 W rdc 3d IY cek. 4th We~k. 
Monday • - • 1:)-13 3-38 3-63 3-88 
Tues<l<{y • - 3""710 3 41 :1-66 ~-91 

Wednesday 3-19 ~l-44 3-69 :J-94 
Thurstby ~l-22 3--47 3-72 ~l-97 

Friday • - - 1 :l-35 13-60 1:1-85 1:~-110 

'file schoL1rs are liable to l'orft·it11re of ticht<, n~ follow.;:
For enterin;:; tl1e s"houl afcr the bdl h;IS e,·:t~etl 

ring-;n~~ 
F111' ab~encc one fnt't•noon 

o;1e afternoon 
a 1rhole day 

,, lii'O clays • - -
,, , tl;~ce or lli~Jre days i ,1 one week 

,, 

Onl' tickL't. 
'J'Il'o tit:kt'ts. 
Onr• tiL·kd. 

• Pour tic:kcts. 
Si:r tickets. 
Ten tickets. 
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4·3. If ~ati.faC;~vry reasons for absence be sent in writing, the master 
n1ay remit the whole or part of such forfeits. It is to be observed, 
that the ticket3 are intended to indicate progress in btudy as well as 
attcnrl:lntc, and this is interf~re(l with even when the cause of aLsen.ce 
is s.1ti~Lctory . 

.J:f). Special fo1 fcits may he made by the traehers fur any Jelin
CJUrncy, and extending to <lny numb('r of' tickets, but every such cuse of 
opecial liw!i:its is to be enterl'd in the visitors' book. 

H. The children are de~ired to keL'P their tickets in a case or bag, 
~nu to exchange ten single tichts fur a card of the value of ten tickets; 
lett such C~1rds for a card worth one lumdred tickets, and ten of these 
for a card of the value of one t!wusand tickets. This last card is to be 
kept by the scholar, and his u:u~1c, and the l:ate of its being obta1ned, is 
to be marked L1pon it by the master. 

-:l:S. :\II ticket.; ami c:H,!s, except in the case of" one thousand ticket 
c::ml::,'' are to be delircred on the la~t Friday of each school lunar 
month, nnJ the tot:.tl nu::1::er rrcordcd. Each ;c;holar is recommended 
to keep an account of the same. 

49. These rcgul,uions ns to tickets apply to any 10 lunar months of 
scho:,) attendance in ench year, co:lln:cncin:; on the ::\Iond..ty next after 
sub~i,.;tence '(:ay in January. 

:;o. l'rizes con~i,tin!:; of boob, matl,e!llatical instruments, pictures, 
mnp,;, &c., will be givcu in each~ cal' to c1·c·ry fCiiolar wh,> hns obtained 
60 ti,·kct.; i11 each of six or more lun~1r months. The best prizes are 
gil'en to those who have most tickds in 10 lunar months. 

T. SoPWITII, 
Cbid' A;.:cnt or ::\Ir. DeaumOIIt's ~lines in 

Ea,t and \Vest Allendale and \\' eardale. 

H. 

:\IORXIXG PRAYERS. 

Awake, my soul, and with the ~un 
Thy <hiily ~t:ge of Juty run: 
Shake off dull sl!!th, and early rj,e, 
To pay thy morning sacrifice. 

Redeem thy mi,-,pent n1oment' pa~t, 
And live t!Iis day a~ if tl1e last; 
Thy talents to improve tuke cm·c ; 
For the great day thyself prE>parc. 

0 Lord our Heavenly FntiH:r, Almi:;lJtv and EvL'rlasting God, who 
J:a:,t saf~:ly .~rougl:t u:• tu the beginning of this day; Del'end us in the 
s~me ''~1tlt ll,y l~ll;;bty pm.v~:r; and gru11t tlwt this day we fall into no 
sm, ne1ther ru·, mto any kllld of danger; but that all our doin 12 s may 
be ordL:red by Thy go,'·e~nancp, to do always that j,; righteous in Thy 
s;ght, through Jesus Clm:;t our Lord. Amen . 

. Our Fat}J(:>r, which .art in Heaven, liallowed be Thy NamE', Thy 
klllg<lum cow<·, Thy wdl be done in e.crth a,; it is in heaven. Give 
u~ tl1is day !:Ur daily b:·fad.' and forgive u~ our tre . .;passrs, a; ll'e for
gJve th.em that tresp~ss asam,~ us; and )eQd us not into temptation, 
but d~hrer us from t:vJ]; for Tl11ne is the Ungdom, the power, and t.be 
glory, for ever a11d ever. Amen. 
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0 Lord, shew Thy mercy upon us. 
And grant us Th!J salvation. 

0 Lord, save the Queen. 
And merc{fully !tear us wlten we call upon 1/tee, 

Endue Thy ministers with rightcOti~IH'~s. 
And malw Th!J cl10sen people joyjld. 

0 Lord save Thy people. 
And bless T!tine iuheritance. 

Give peace in our time, 0 Lord. 
Because t!tere is none otlwr tltcd figldctlt for us, !Jut onl!J Tl10u, 

0 God, 
0 God, make clean our hearts within us. 

And tahe not Tlt!J llol!J Spirit from us. 

The grace of our Lord Jews Christ, and the Jove of God, and the 
fellowship of the Holy Ghost, be with us evermore. Amen. 

0 happy is the man who hears 
Instruction's warning voice; 

.And who celest:al Wi-dom mJkes 
His l'arly, only choice. 

For ~he has treasures greater far 
Than East or 'Vest unfold, 

And her rewards more precious are 
Than all their stores of gold. 

III. 

TEACHEltS' REPOUT. 

ScHooLat. ______________ ~-
in the district 18 

REPORT for the ___ Lunar ~lonth of 18 , commencing ?IIonday 

------, ending Fl·iJay ..... ___ _ 

The master of this school is required to fill up the dates, nnd to 
answer the inquiries anncx{'d, on three copies of this form. One copy 
is to be kPpt in a book at the school, one to be sent to the Mining 
Office in the district where tl1e school is situated, and the t bird ropy 
to be specially directed to "Mr. Sopwith, Allen heads,'' with the words 
"School lteport" marked on the direction. Tl&cse two latter copies 
are to be bent off by post or otherwise uot Inter than the \VeJncsday 
next after each subsistence duy .-Any ()U~.cl'\'ations, li>t of books 
wanted, &c., to be written on the other side of this paper. 

Number of boys at present on the Itcgister 

" Girls 
Total 

Number of Boys present on the ___ day of ___ , 
being the first school day of this lliOIIth • 

·, Girls 
Total 
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Number of Boys present on the __ dny. of. , 
being the last school day ol this month • 

" 
Girls 

Total 

Total Number of Scholars who have paiu School Fees 
for 1 his i\Ionth 

Amount of School Fees received by the l\1aster for 
this 1\Ionth • £ 

How dbposed 
Amount receired from Scholars this Month for 

Dooks, &c. - £ 
How disposed 

Number of Scholars who pay 3s. yearly for use of books 
, ,, Js. quarterly , 

, for book$, &c. as wanted-
Bein" i~ all • t:> 
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Account of the General Attendance ___________ _ 

, ,, Conduct 

" " 
Progress in Study 

" l) Health 

Signature of l\Iaster 

" 
Mistress 

IV. 

CERTIFICATES. 

This is the ____ Certificate received by the Scholar herein-named. 

CERTJFCATE OF GooD CoNDUCT. 

I hereby certify that , who has attended 
at school upwards of lunar months, in the 
year 18_, has been uniformly attentive to the arrangements specified 
in the school rl'gulations Nos. 1 to 9, anu has acquired not only a 
recollection of passages of Scripture and of Sacred Poetry, but can 
reasonably explain the practical 11pplication of the same. The general 
good conduct of the said s('holar has been in conformity with the 
regulations of the school. 

Date of 18 
No. __ _ 

Signed ________ ___;Master. 
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v. 
OFFICE TICKET. 

In the ~everal Schools connected with the Lend Mine; and Smelting 
!dills of WENTWORTH BLACKETT BEAUMONT, Esq., M.P., special 
reward-; call<:d Office Tickets are given for Merit in particular 
departments, to be retained pertuanently by the Scholars who 
receive them, as testimonials of good conduct at School. Each 
Scholar who obtains four or more Oflice Tickets is eutitlcd to 
receive a Bible on finally leavin;; School. 

This OFFICE TicKET, 

No. was given on the day of ____ rc, 18_ 
--- a Scholar in School, as 

a ~--,...,-----------' being the __ _ 
Office Til:kct recdved by the said _______ _ 

(Signed) 



VI.-TREASURER'S SCHOOL ACCOUNT. 

TnEAsnnEn.'s AccotTNT for 

. Jtcm. t~f J<'nJid::.' ar.ti/,d,l .. ·.f.·i• the J:..'it)'poi•l (~f {,~~is f:Iclu•rJl. 

Endo\\'Hl<'nt - -
])nna.t ioll~ hy ,, ... It nenHllltHlt·. 1·::-..q.• 
Ot1wr dono1linns - -
~dwol f\•t•s dtu• fi'OHl sdwbt·s - -
1\luucy due frout ~eholar~ fot· lh..lPks attli s\..·houl Hl:l.tt•rials 

ToTAL .A!!.lOtTNT l>UE 

p_\l~TICllLAHS OF lt.ECEI.f"TS. 
Endownu·nt 

Donations by ,, ... 1~. lJea.ntuout, I:: sq .• vb;. :-
1------ --------- -------------

Otlwr Douatious 

R-t'ePin•£1 frmu nws{ Pr for schotJl ft"f's.-l''or J-':1;'\"UH.'Ht for bool-.s-
-or---- 1 1- I == ~:~ ==-=== II j= --ot----- -
--of----- 1_ : 

-of--- i= I --·-,- --,-~-Totals 

TOTAL A:\!OlT:I'\T Ht:CEIY.LD 

Sunoor- f(>r the IInlf Y('at' ending on tht• IK 

c d. 
A<'t'olutl '?I' Caslt ur·tuulf!l1' .. ·n ir,·d dtu•i;tg fltr· rlfi'J•{ uf ]Ja~f 1-ca~~ • 

. c 
l~t·mn Hatlowuwnt. • -

J>nualion"' h.v \\-. JL };t·auutnut.J J~:-:.q. 
{ H lwr d11l1:11 iuu~ - -
X··hnol fl't'"' :1..., :-.Ld;,·tl lwlnw -
::-;cholars ft,r h,H,J..!", .. \..e. as :-.l:tt(•tl h\'low 

tl • 

. ------

(Dales.) 

-- of ---- 'J'o 1uash•r for ~nJary 

-- of ----- 'J'o do. do. 
-- of ------ 'l\1 luistrt'ss for do. 
--of------ 'l,o tlo. tlo .. 
--of------ 'l'o assbtants 

--of------ '1\J tlo. 
-- of------- l·'or cleauing st·hool 
--of------ l·~or utlU.:l' pa_y1ucuts as follows:-

~ i 
I 

------------ --------------

------- --------·-------------

--of---- To Ct·neral :Sdwc,l 1-'tuHl hy payuu•ut 
to • 

'1\.JT.U. A\tor~"T r.:un 

' 
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APPENDIX I. 
SmtMARY of MECIIA:-1Ics' Ixsrrrt::TES and PoPt:L\R Lmn.\r.n:s in the 1..::-;ru:---s of 

· DuanA)!, AucKLANl>, WEAIWALE, 1'~:::-.:mTH, and WrcTox. 

Library . 

.... . 
0!11 ::, 

~· Name and Locality. !:o<fj 
to 

,!:: J,celurcs. 
~'§ ~ 

~ ~ '" ~· 
0 t;, Es :a "' .;; 

I z;;4 0 ,!:: 

::;:; ~ 0 0 
f:-' " 

1. Durham ~Iechanics' 200 2,000 zoo 500 500 a,;,oo Occasionally • 2S 
Institute. 

2. Durham Young ll!rn's 32 - - - - - )fontld.r. from X one. 
Chri~tir.m A~sociation. ~lay till )'o. 

VC!Uher. 

3. Durham Athcnreum 209 300 2:>0 1.JO 400 1,100 )[onthl~·. Xo- 14 
\'PllliH:f till 
)lay. 

4. West Auckland l\Ic· 78 48 36 86 4.)2 62~ Occasior.ally • 8 
chanics' institute. 

5. Etherly Mechanics' In· 71 
·stitute. 

32 4' 20 4:i7 3:!3 None 6 

6. New Shildon Me· 166 201 65 zo 6.)0 0\lG Weekly in win- 6 
chanics' Institute. tt•r, n11d occu~ 

>io11ally in 
bUUJiller. 

7. St. Helen's Colliery and 121 103 86 
Yillagc Library. 

1 2:l6 aw: 3 annually 2 

8. Stanhope Library 22 195 - - 782 9i7 None 1 

9. Stanhope l«:ading 40 - - - - None 10 
.Room. 

10. Towlaw Literary and 
Social Institution. 

53 66 50 99 I Sri 4<JO :X one 4 

11. Westgate tillage Li· 22 

~ r·:·r::l 1,387 :X one . 5 
brary. 

12. Stanhope Parochial 72 S5 lriO Nono None. 
Lendir.g Library. 

13. Pcnrith Farmers' Club 120 All special and appropriated 140 2monthly 12 

14. Penrith Young l\len's ,w 
Christian Association 

74 50 63 65 2:!G ~Ionthly 4 

and Library. 
15. Penrith . Workhouse 60 51 3~ 1G2 100 350 None 3 

Library. 
16. Kirko~wald Parochial 40 60 50 250 40 400 None 7 

Library. 
17. Hesket Library 30 20 22 - 98 J.JO None Kone. 

18. Watcnnillock District 102 35 41 53 2~ 151 None None. 
Library, . 

19. Lazonby 
brary. 

Yillaf.(e Li· so 48 35 H 203 soo Occasionally • H 

20. PenrithWorking:IIcn's 260 Of all kinds 1,500 Occasionally • 9 
I«:ading Room. 

21. A!lenh~nd's Library 
and News Room. 

102 10:i 71 2Sl v96 1,177 Occasiona.lly • 13 

22. CoalclPughLibrary and 
NewsRoom. 

107 168 52 385 339 0-l·l None 7 

23. Allen Smelt Mill Li· 112 5·1 liO 114 630 818 None 1 
brary. 

24. LcadCompany'sWork- 139 lOD lll - 909 1,189 Occnsicnnlly • H 
men's Library and 
Reading Room, Mid· 
dleton. 

25. Lead Compan~·'sWork· 116 82 81 - 77-11 937 Nono . . 23 
men's Reading Room, 
Nenthead. -------

---~--------
Tot a.! . . • 2,39913,6911,63712.,2';;;717,697 15,9:72. - ... .. . 1!)1 
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APPENDIX K. 

I. 
REGULATIONS of the LEAD Co~tPANY's ScHOOLS in operation 

since 1818. 

Week-day Scltools. 

397 

I. That the schoolroom be kept in order, and the fire, books, and 
stationery be provided at the expense of the Company. 

The parents of the Company'll workmen's children taught at the 
~chool shall contribute Is. per quarter for ~ach child; and other parties 
shall be charged after the rate of Zs. Gd. pel' quarter. 

2. That the sehool be opened with singing and praying, and the 
teaching be carried on not les3 than six hours each day, for five days 
in the week. 

3. That the Sacred Scriptures in the authorized version, or liXtracts 
thl'refrom, shall be read and taught in school. 

4:. That no catechism peculiar to any religious denomination sh:tll 
he used in the school, nor any peculiar tenets of any religious sect incul
cated on the scholars. 

5. All children belonging to the Lead Company's workmen, and the 
widows of deceased workmen, shall be required to enter the Com
pany's week-day school at six years of age (and earlie1· if the parents 
think fit). The boys to attend from 6 to 12 years of a~e, and the girls 
ti·om 6 to H years of age, if they so long remain under the paternal 
roof. 

6. Every parent is required on sending his or her child to school 
to furnish the teacher, in writing, with the date of the child's birth. 

7. If parents neglect to send their children to school at six years of 
age, or if, after entering school, the children are at any time absent 
therf\from, they shall not be at liberty to quit school at the period 
above named, nor until they have completed the required time of 
attendance, viz., six years in r.ase of a boy and eight years in case of a 
girl. 

8. That every child attending the Company's week-day school shall 
be required to attend twice every Sabbath such place of religious 
worship as his or her parents may thiuk proper. 

9. No child must be absent from school on any pretence whatevel', 
unless he or she be sick, or have obtabed ieave from the superintl'n
dent. If' a child be sick, the parent, with the child, are positi vt'ly 
required to apply to the Company's surgeon; who, having seen the 
<•hild, will certify whether he or ~he be unable to attend school; anu 
the like Ct'rtificate must be produced whenever afterwards the teachc1· 
may think proper. 

10. No boy will he admissible to the Company's works who cannot 
prcduce a certificate from the Company's teacher, stating that he ln1s 
complied with the above regulatious, and that he h<lS been of good 
behaviour, industrious, and has entered or is qualified to enter the 
Eabbath school. 

Saobatlt Sclwols. 

1. That every child attending the Company's week-day school shall, 
"hen required, attend the Sabbath school taught in the Company's 
schoolroom on the Sabbath morning, and twice on the Sabbath day 
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~uch place of religious worship as Ids or her parents may think 
proper. 

2. Every child must he present at the hour fixed for the opening of 
the school, and must. come prrpared wii h such portions of catechism, 
·Bible lesson, &c. as may have bern previously appointed by the super
intendent or teacher, and must conform to all the school regula
tions. 

3. That the Sacred ScripturPs iu the authorized version, or extracts 
therefrom, shall be read and taught in the school. 

4. That no catechism peculiar to any religious denomination shall be 
used in the school, nor any peculiar tenets of any religious sect incul· 
cated on the schoLm. · 

5. A certificate from the Sunday school superintend~nt must be 
produced by every boy applying to go to the mine or auy of the Com
pany's works, certifying that he has been reguh.r in his attendance at 
school ancl place of religious worship, and that he has been intlu•trious 
and of good behaviour. If the superintendent cannot give him the 
required certificate, such boy must attend the week-day school till the 
teacher thereof can give him a good character. 

6. Boys on attaining the age for wur king regularly underground 
will not be admitted unless they have passed their Bible examination, 
or can produce a certificate from the Sunday school superintendent, 
giving a sufficieut reason for their not having passed such examination, 
and stating that their conduct is correct, that they are industrious, and 
are making suitable progress. 

7. Any boy absenting himself from school or place of religious wor
ship, or not conforming to the !'chool re~ulations, or being guilty of 
any disorderly practices on the Sabbath, will subject himself to dismissal 
from the Company's works. 

8. Every child of the Company's workmen will be presented \lith a 
Bible, on the production of a certificate from the Comp~my's school 
in,pectur that such child has passed a satisfactory Bible examination 
prior to leaving the Sabb;:;th school at which such child may have 
received instruction. 

Exceptions applicable to hot!t Scltools. 
l. Jn ca~es wherf! the Company's workmen reside at such a distance 

from the Company's schools as may prevent the children attending 
thereat, in thi~ instance as re,pects the week-day school, the Company 
contribute 2s. per quarter towards the education of each child taught 
at such school, proviued the Company's school inspector on examination, 
ctrtify that the child i~ being efficiently taught. . 

2. In cases wherein any of the Company's workmen shall declare m 
writing that they object, upon religious principles, to their children 
being educated in the Company's schools. 

3. In either of said cases the workmen will be required to send 
their children to some other school fur the full period named in the rules 
of the Company's schools. . 

Provided, that a journal of the attendance, progress, and behnvwur 
of such thildren be furnished quarterly to the Company's agent; also 
a certificate of their regular attendance at some place of religious 
worship. .. . 

4•. Boys edu<:'ated as above, upon applying for work, will be reqmr~d 
to pr11duce c~rtificates similar to those required from boys educated In 

the Company's srhools; such certificates being counte~-signed by the 
Company's school inspector, as regards the secular att:.unments of the 
boy. 
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APPENlJIX 1\I. 

From the following gentlemen evidence has been received in writing 
in the form of answers to the questions issued by the Commis" 
bioners. · 

N.B.-The Arabic uumcral preceding each answer corresponds to that 
wllieh precelles cac.:h gentlclllan's name in this li•t. . . 

1. Hcv. JoliN CuNniLJ., B.D., Incumbent of Elt.l\Targaret's, Durham. 
z. Hev. J. 0. CnoM\\'ELL, Principal of the Diocesan· Training School, 

Durham. 
:l. He\', J. Tonn, Vicar, Sltinclilfc, Durham. 
4. 11cv. W. IIICK, B.D., Incumbent of Byer's Green. 
5. Hev. ALAN (iaEE:'\\\'ELL, Chaplain, County Gaol, Durham. 
(). Hcv. G. E. G flEES', Inrumlwnt, St. Andrew's, Auckland. 
7. Hcv. It. Daowx, \\\·slcyan 1\Iinist<•r, nishop Auckland. 
8. Hev. G. T. Fox, Juclliii)Jent, St. Nicholas, Durham. 
9. ~Ir. JosErll LAwsoN, 1\'Iahtcr, St. Oswalu's National School, 

Durl1am. 
10. Colond STonAnT, Coalowner, Ethedy, llishop Auckland. · 
11. Tuo~rAs SoPwnrr, E~q., Chief Agent of th'e W. B. Lead Mines. 
12. THoMAS CrtAWI'Otw, E~q., Ilead Viewer for the Earl of Durham. 
13. Wtr.LIA~I lhNDErtsoN, Esq., 1\lanufitcturer, Durham. 
H. Mr. IltciiAIID BAILEY, Teachct· and Village Stationer, Wil

lin0tun. 

I. 

SuPPLY A:so DEMAND oF EDUCATION, 

What have been your opportunities of acquiring experience respect• 
in;; popular education and elementary instruction ?-To what 
di:>triets docs your experience apply? 

1. The experience of a parish priest of a populous parish, of 16years' 
Rt,lllding. About 1 H years ago I inspected 8chools for the National 
~ocit:ty in thl) dioccs(~ of Dul'ltam; and I wus for several years Prin· 
cipal of tbe 1Jurhnm Diocesan Tntiniug School. For many years I have 
also rq;ularly attended the quarterly meetings of the Durham Dioce~an 
lloanl of Education; and I have al~o been on the committee of the l3lue· 
coat School, itt Durham, wltich has been a centt·al school (see Note A.) 
fut· the whole of the city of Durkuu, 

l'rincipally to tlw city of l>urham and its immediate neHtboudwot); 
partly also to the diocc~e of Durham. t) 

2. 1 have been li1r nine years a1Hl a half engaged as vice-principal 
and (now) principal of tlJC Dul'i~ttJn Training Sch<JUI for Masters, 

I have visited schools in aluwst all parttl of the Drith.h islands. 
;\lo~t f'rc·ci'IClilly have I Sl't'll ~cltoob in the manufacturin[.r uistricts of 
Cl.e~!Jite and Lanca~hir<', as well as the mining ui~triets of Durham. 

I am, moreover, ac<Juaiutcd with schoob in l 1rant:l', Delgium, and 
Pru~~ia. 

c c 2 
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3. The ordinary opportunities of a clergyman for Ujllrarch of ~0 
years, in the parish of Shincli{fe, in the county and dioce;e of Durham. 

4. Having been a parish priest in the parish of St. Andrew, Auck
land, for 20 yearf, I aloo havin;r made many inr1uirics when meeting 
clergy in other places, as I do very frequently, as organizing secretary 
for the Propagation of the Go~ pel Society. 

I refer in these answers inore particularly to pitmcn and th"se co:l
nected with them in labour. · 

5. I have been more than 10 years, being above four years rector of 
a rural manufacturing parish in Lanca-hire, and I have beln chaplai:1 
to the Durham County Gaol for the samr. time. Both situations have 
afforded me many opportunities of judging of the brnefit and the need 
of popular education and ele111entary in~truction. · 

6. I have been for 10 years incumbent of the pari~h of St. Andrew, 
Auckland, a large parish, which cuntains a variety of indu•trial poor, 
though they are chiefly of.the mining cla>s. 

7. For upwards of 2-t years I have bC'en acti1·ely eng:1,~e<l in the 
Wesleyan Methodist ministry, in HPrtfordshirr, Kent, Lanca>hire, 
Yorkshire, and for very nearly ~even years of the 2-t (five of them tl.e 
last past years) in the county of Durham and on the north bank of the 
Tyne. During these years I have lived in the closest intimacy and 
friemlship with pitmen and all gr:::de:l of official> employed in collieries. 
1\ly acquaintance has not in any extended scale r.:-ached t,J the coal
owners or the lcs:oce$ of collieries, but I have heen iutimate with a few 
of this class. I have been in the confidence of pitmeu in a very laro;e 
number of collieries, under almo5t all circumstances. i\Iy kn wledge 
emb1·aces their private life, thl'ir daily habits, their prejudices, their 
great excelll'ncies-their iofirmitiPs, their 1 ices. :\Iy wont h:1s been to 
ob>erve them when at work undPrground; to note Cl'en their style ofli1·ing, 
in respect of diet, sleep, &c. And this I have done from a fixed 
deten11ination to do my part in elevating a11d ble:osing so large and 
important a class of my fellow-men. Of course I bave seen tilem in 
pro~perity and trouble, i11 sickn.os>, and when suffering from accillent~ ; 
m.neorer, I lived among the north-country pitmcn ali through the ht>t 
great nnd drrad pit ~trike of 1853. 

~fy remarks in this paper will refer to the coal miners of Northum. 
berland and Durham, includir;g some results of observations made, 
during the last 18 months, upon the state of tw\l large iron works, 
Witton Park and Tudlioc. 

S. A general acquaintance with the social and religious COIHlitioil of 
the country, and as !Javing been connected with two principal parishes 
in the city of Dur:wm during 10 yt:ars P<~$t, 

9. (a) I hare been actively engaged in the work since 184-S. 
(b) As a trained teacher; having been, and having had, pupil. 

teachers. 
(c) :\Jy duties bring me DIRECTLY in contact with all the training 

students,. from whom I learned tl1e state of their schools and Jleighbour· 
hood. 

(d) As a member of the Northern As>ociation of Schoolmasters. \\'e 
all meet periodically at some member's school. 

(e) I I; ave walked or travelled over the whole of Cumberland, \\'est· 
moreland, and D11rham, &c. &c., particularly the valleys of the \\ear 
and Tees. 

10. A residence of 30 years amongst the clasH'S here alluded .to, in 
the coal mining district of Bishop Auckland ; also a• nn owner of coal 
mines in the northern part of this county. 
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II. Dy consultation with many actil·e and experienced friends of 
alh'<mce'l education. By f'rec1uent travt:lling, and ob~ervation of schools 
:1pd of mining populatio11 in different districts, and my experience. 
applits more e~pedully to the lead mine districts in Northumberland and 
Durl/(/m, 

12. From being viewer at tlle Earl of Durham's collieries, at Little
tmm, nc.li' DUI ham; and ulso as C!I<lirman of Guardbns of Durham , 
Union. 

H. I have had ubove 20 years' experience as a teacher; 18 years in 
the mo,t densely-populated colliery districts in the county of Durham, 
\'il., Hetton-le-Hole and Dud1am Union. 

}, (;enerally speaking, h:m: the poor pPople in the district with ll'hich 
you are acquainted received demcntar,v instruction ?-If they 
h:-~ve, have they lorgotten, or do they :.till remember what 
they were taught? 

l. (1.) Yeo, with the exception of pitmen, who are coptinually 
moving ti-Oin place t,l place, ~uHJ are many of them imperfectly in~tructed •. 
(See Kote A.) To some <xtrnt, aho, the girls lnve not been taught 
plain work. 

(2.) If by elenu:ntary instruction is meant reauing, writing, and 
aritlnlictic, they ~till remember what they were taught. 

2. :\o. 
3. All have had an opportunity of receiving, ancl with some exceptions 

have e:mbracetl it. It is impossible to ~tate with any degree of accuracy 
ho1r f~!r they have forgotter1 or remlmbercd, &c. 

4. As a ch1ss, no. At the same time many of the poor have 
receil'ell elementary instruction, but forgotten it, except in cases where 
there was a ntce~sity for keepin:~ it up. I mean, where the boy or ' 
girl went to trade, or to any bituation requiring it to be kept up. Still 
there is a diffen;nce in moral tone and bearing, though the reading, &c. 
is forgotten. 

5. The operatives of Lancashire generally remembered the little they· 
had learnt; I cannot say as much tor the Durham pitmen; but in each 
case the foundation was wretchedly imperfect. 

6. I think generally the pour in this parish have received elementary 
instruction, but, owing to tl1e very early remo\al of children from school, 
very many forget what they have bPen taught. 

7. Generally ~peaking they have been tanght only-in Sunday schools, 
until a comparativtly recent period. 

They remembe1· and profit by what they havr. been taught to a degree 
that none could have anticipated, and which is amazing to us who live 
in the mid~t of this population and witne&s the practical results of 
Sunday ~choo]s. 

8. A considerable portion of the children receive elementary educa
tion, but beyond the power to rcatl, seldom perhaps 1exereised, the 
mentul development id 1ery limited. 

9. A great majority of the poor have not. The few who have 
remember a good portion of the little which they did rec.eive, 

10. Gene1 ally speaking they have received elementary instruction, 
but, with a f~w exceptions, it is Jlt'<lCtically forgotten. 

II. Generally speaking they hare. 
12. They have not, only about one thir~ ; in many instances for· 

gotten. 
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13. Memorandum of 107 young persons working in the factory ol 
Messrs. Henderson and Co. in 1857. 

C'nn neither Can read and -- read nor 1nile, Can read only, write. 

Who have resided in Dur- 33 15 30 
ham since childhood. # 

'ho have come to Durham 16 4 9-
since 10 years of age. 

----·-
4·9 19 59 
19 
39 

107 

2 If they have not received elementary instruction, does this 
arise from a failure in the supply or in the demand for 
education? 

1. See above. On the whole I am of opinion that .the demand does 
not equal the supply. 

2. From both causes. 
3. The supply has been equal to the demand as far as was ever 

required at a small weekly payment. 
4. I should say from failure in "demand,'' because where there is a 

school not full of pul'ils, I consiuer it fails in demand. 
5. Both, in Durham, however, the last is more wanting than the first. 
6. The not having received instruction arises, I think, more from a 

failure in the demand than the supply. 
7. From a failure in the supply. 
8. I have not statistics correctly to answer this question, but bcliel'e 

there is a tolerable supply of means, and when children are not sent to 
school it is generally the ifluifference or extreme poverty of the paren:s 
which causes it. 

9. Perhaps equally from bot h. The number of schools were few and 
badly managed; and the poor were indif!'et·cnt whether they received 
i~truction or not. 

10. If the demand had been greater, the supply would have been 
better. 

12. The supply is increased, and at present sufficient. 

S. If ft·om a failure in the supply, are t]tere too few schools or too 
few teachers? State any filets within your own knowledge 
in illustration of the want of which you corn plain. 

1. If the demand were as gcneml as it ought to be, more schools would 
be required; and, as it is, I think existing schools are not in many 
cases sufficiently supplied with teachers. 

2. Public schools too few. 
E. g. In one parish in this city containing 5,000 inhabitants, there is 

only a ragged school for about 60, and a mixed school for about SO 
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children. In another parish with 2,500 inhabitants the1·e has been till 
this year no public school. 

S. If all the chi!.lren in the parish were sent to the schools in existence, 
or if those that are sent were to continue for a longer period, or even if 
they were more regular in their attendance, then the schoolrooms would 
not be sufficient. . 

4. If any failure in supply, it arises from too few teachers, especially 
in places where no Government gnmt is available. 

5. Want of good schools. 
6. This parish is, I should say, well suppli~d with schools for elenu:ntary 

instruction. 
7. The number of the day schools is sadly small in comparison with 

the necessities of the population. '1\I any of them have too few teachers. 
I have never known any scho11l in this district fail for want of scholars. 

Well-conducted anti inefficient schools alike are always crowded, with the 
exception of an occasional endowed school, in which an unworthy teacher 
is able to keep his stipend, however he may act. 

The above f.1cts are of the more value as I have known of and been 
officially connected with schools "hich have failed for warit of manage
ment or funus, but I have not known of any failures in public or private 
schools fot· want of' l'chulars. 

6. The great want used to be '' qualified teaclters.'' Since 1849 
"trained teaclters" have begun to labour in this dititrict. lf/any schools 
have been built, and the demand fur teachers is increasing. The 
demands exceed (and will for some years exceed) the supply. The 
population increases at the rate of 28 per cenL. in the coal-mining district 
lying to the north of a line d1·awn from Ilartlepooi to Bishop Auckland, 
and from thence to Stanhope in \V em·dale. There is no school for 
poor uf Old Hanlepool worthy of the name. TIJe collieries. are the 
wor$t off. Twice as many teachers as at present would not be too 
many. 

10. The room provided in exi;ting schools has not been all used. The 
teachers are sufficient in number for the present demand, but they fail in 
qualification for their work. 

11. Formerly, 10 years ago aml more, too few schools and too feiV 
teachers. These and distance operated as hindrances rather than as tot .. l 
p~eventives. 

I z. Generally sufficient ~chools, but masters in some cases require 
a~sistance, where one ma5ter has 100 scholars. · 

12. In Durham ·education has been too centralized, it is now being 
made more parochial, anu, by being brought nearer the residences of the 
poor, will materially increase the attendance at sdwols. 

• 
4. If from a failure in the demand, is the cau$e of that failure a want 

of will or a want of power on the part of the parents to pro~:ure 
~ducatiou f?l' the~r children? And is it usually a total failure 
m not senchng cluldren to school at all 1 or a partial one in not 
keeping them there long enough ? 

1. ~I.) The cause is more want of will than of JlOII'el', 
(-.!.) In some cases they do not send them at all, but much more gene

rally they do uot keep them long enough at school. 
2. Want of will in many cases. Children not kept at school Ion(l' 

enough; often removed before 10 years old. 
0 

3. (I.) Any failure in the demand is very rarely owing to the want 
of power on the part oft he par~.:nts in t!lis district, but very often to the 
want of will. 
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(2.) Not usually a total failure, but a partial one, in not keeping them 
long enough, or rather in not sending them regularlJJ, when nominally 
there. · 

4. From want of trill, though there are many ca~es of 'mnt of power 
as well, arising from extravagant habits, gambling, &c. of the parenb. 

Usually I should say not sending·them at all, but not keeping them 
long enough is a crying evil. 

5. Want ofwill. .Children are not kept long enough at school, and 
when there, parents do not enforce regular atteudance. Out of 2,739 
persons committed to the gaol in 1858, 1,850 had not been at school more 
than three years, and of these 1,141 not at a.ll. _ 
· 6. The failure in demand is owing more to a want of will than of power, 

for the education is offered on vr;;ry low terms, Ruch as the working poor 
are generally able to accept. 

7. I have only to remark that the lle:uanu for education is intet'$persed 
with, ami, speaking on the great scale, almost stopped (by the induce
ments lteld out to the parents to senll their boys to work) at the age at 
which boys can legally be employed in pits, or become strong enough to 
go to the iron works. 

8. I believe very few children ure wholly witho~1t school education, but 
many get a scrambling, irregular, and extremei~uefeetive education, and 
are taken away at a very early age to earn wages. 

9. If the poor desired it, the supply would be greater. Those 1\'ho are 
uneducated set no value upon education. They Like their children away 
too soou. The avP-rage amount of educ..1tbn which a child receives from 
his infancy to going to work is little over two years. In the best 1:\at:onal 
schooL; the average is seldom nwre thnn 10 or II years. lmgular 
attendimce is still a greater fault tlwn early 1'enwt·al. The most frivolous 
excuses l\l'e g:i\'en fo~: absence. 

10. The parents believe it i~ want of power, but generally it really 
resolves itself into a want of will. 

The t~dlure is partial, in not "keeping the c:1iillrcn at school a suffi
cient length oftime." 

l I. A fair attention on the part of parents to the opportunities affon.led, 
although chHuren are often removed too early. 

12. Little failure in demand; where it is, it arL>i:'S from a want of will 
in parents. Some children are much neglected Ly their parents in not 
sending them to school at all. 

' ' ' 

5. If it is want of will, what is 1he cause of that want? 
I 

I. Carelessness about educ•ltion, ancl a selfish wish to spend their wages · 
oft themselves, and to make profit by theit· children's earni11gs. 

2. Incapacity of parents to value education; and desire to make the 
children earn wages as soon as possible. 

The people in this district arc highly paid for thcil' labour. Poverty 
is not the cause why children are removed so early. 

3. Indilt'erence about education in some; in ot heJ'S ignorance of the 
advantages of education, or of the time really ner:es5ary fin· acquiring a 
good one. . 

·4. The parents 'themselves have never felt much the necessity of 
education in their own cases, being able to procure wot·k without it, 
and not able to get better. work or more with it. I do not think that 
P!towners generally recognize as worth more than otliers~ the edueated 
p1tmen to the non-educated-in fact the uneducated has fewer scruples, 
and therefore suits the overmen better as procuring more coal. If 
their children can get taught without trouble they would suffer it, but 
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as they see no present advantnge in learn:ng, an<l much in procuring 
monev for the t1>mily, therefore they ~ligi1t school for work. 

5. The wa;;es which their children art! able to earn. In the pit 
di,tricts of Durham, for inst~nce, a vuy puny b1•y can earn sufficient to 
maintain himselt: 

(l, The pa1 ents are induced by the _Jar14e demand to send their chi! 
dren very early to work, beini! anxious to gain so soon as possible by 
their labour, so that a very limitd time is ti10ught by many of them 
sufficient for the education of their children. 

10. The parents thems::lves noL bcit:g euucated are generaily eJ:tra
't:agant, (in eatin~, drinking, &c.,) anJ from this extravagance lose the 
pown; and a c.:ontinuation of this st:lte of things causes them to lose 
the u·i/1, or pre1ents them from entertaining the idea of educating their 
child!·en; and recently, since "Penny Saving~' Danks" have I een 
lldopted, the want of wdl in many cases is evinced, if not caused, by 

· the parents saving money and learing their children uneducated. 
ll. Not mud1 want of will, except as regards too early removal. 
12. Ignorance, selfishne~s, and indolence. 

6. Do parents nc·glcct to educ~te their c.:hildrcn on the ground that 
the education within their reach i~ :Jot adapted to their 
"·ants? And, if so, are they right or wrong in that opinion, 
and what is the proof that they are right or wrong? . 

1. :;\ o; I have hearJ of some insbnces of thi.; kind, but on the whole 
I should answer the question decidedly in the negative. 

2. I have never heard of any such objection from any parent. , 
3. :Many may neglect from not knowing what education really is; 

some fi·oni prejudice again&t the present •y~tem of pupil-teachers, &c. 
because tiH'Y were not so taught themsel ve:<. 

4. Ko; except as I ha1c ~oid in Answer '' 5." I certainly myself 
see no advantage to a pitman (as a pitman) learning rea,ling, writing, 
and arithmetic- what W01:hi render him more n:oral and a better sen ant· 
·would be educ~:tion. strictly so called-" moral training." This they 
do not mind . 

.5. Certainly not. I have nth·er found any of these reasons weigh 
with the poor, or come at all under consideration. 

6 I do not think that many parents neglect the educ.:ation of their 
childrrn on this ground. ' 

7. Generally speaking, parents arail themselres of whatever means 
of educat;on they have within t!H:ir reach up to the age referred to in 
my m:swer to Question 4. 

8. I think not. 
9. No, I nevc1· heard it mentioned .. 1 thiuk the. education given. is 

well adapted to their wants. 
10. This i~ not tl1e rtason generally. At the same tim~ they have a 

standard, whtch has refer~:nce more to seeing somet!Jin" c.:lever in their 
copy and ciphering books than to the improved behavi~ur and onlerly 
hahits induced by careful training. 

ll. X ot much neglect g(nerally. 
12. The education is quite sufficient. The majority send their chil~ 

dren to ~chool; the minority, who do not, are wrong. 

1. Do they neg lett it on the ground of the incompetence of the 
teacher? 

I. No. 
2. No. 
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S .. This feeling may have some effect; but it can arise only ft·om 
real1gnorance, not from truth, when the master, as here, has a certi-
ficate and is· under Government inspection. · 

4. No • 
. 5. No. I have never found any of these reasons weigh with the 

poor or come at all under their consideration. 
6. I am of opinion that they do not. 
7. As a rule, no. The exceptions are very rare. Even when the 

parents are strictly sober religiou!l people they send their children to 
a drunken schoolmaster rather than let them go entirely untaught 

8. I think not. 
9. Very rarely. 
10. An incompetent teacher always causes less or more neglect. 
11. No; any teacher, however inferior, pre_ferred to none. 
12. The neglect is occasionally ascribed to this cause. 

8. Do they neglect it on the ground of difference in religious 
belief from the manage1·s of schools within theil: reach? 

I. By no means. 
2. I have been the manager of schools for 4·00 children for 10 years, 

and I have never heard a whisper about the religious question. , 
3. There have been in this school the children of Homanists and 

val'ious Dissenters, but no objection was ever made to me on this 
ground. 

4. Not the day schools, Sunday schools Oissenters would not attend 
if the children had to go to church. I speak CJf the class of Dissenters: 
there are some who would not object. 

5. No; I have never found any of these reasons weigh with the 
poor, or come at all under their consideration. 

6. I have not found in my experience more than a few individual 
cases where the education provided has been neglected 611 this ground. 

7. No; excepting always the case of Protestant and Papist, and 
vice versa. 

8. No. 
9. No; they think it sufficient if they send it to a Sunday scl10ol ot' 

their own persuasion. 
10. No. 
11. Not much neglect on this ground, even when a large body cf 

Dissenters had only a Church school to send their children to. 
12. Do not know any instance. 

9. Do they neglect it on the ground that they cannot afford to 
' forego wages earned by their childn·n? 

I. Yes, to a very great extent. This operates most lamentably in 
causing children to be too soon removed from school. 

2. Frequently; but I do not admit the validity of the excuse in 
many cases. 

3. Many do, particularly when their children are of age to go to the 
pit to work. 

4. Sometimes; but then their excuse cannot apply to children under 
10 years, the legal age for going down the pit. Sometime3 there are 
instances in which they cannot afford. 

5. I have not heard them state this openly. 
6. Some instances there are where the wages earned by the chil

dren are really necessary to the parents, but I fear many more who 
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conld forego them value the wages above the education of the 
children. 

7. Only in the case of a dissipated father or mother, and then not 
always. 

8. Sometimes. 
9. Practically, they do. 
10. Yes. 
II. To a certain degree, but not greatly. This operates especially 

in hard times. 
12. In few instances can this be assigned. 
13. With many this is reaJly a good reason, but with the majority it 

is an excuse given to cover the improper conduct of the parents in 
drunkenness, idleness, &c. 

10. (1.) If unwillingness to iose wages is the cause, what is the 
value of the labour of children under 15 in the district with 
which you are. acquainted? (2.) Are there any, and what, 
special circumstances in the relations between employers and 
labourers which affect the attendance of children at school? 
(3.) Does female labour prevail, and does this affect the 
education of girls? 

l. (1.) Boys in the pit districts earn from ls. to Is. 6d. a day. 
(2.) None that I know of. 
(3.) No. . 
2. (I.) Wages of lads under 1.5, perhaps lOs. or 12s. a week. 
(2.) Pitowncrs want lads down the pits at an early age. 
( 3.) There is not much female labour, except in a carpet factory. 
3. (I.) The wages at the colliery of boys from 10 to 12 years of age 

are from lOd. to 15d., and as they approach 15 years of age they are 
from ls. 6d. to 2s. a day. 

(2.) The employers can command their labour when required. They 
also pay one half of the weekly pence for the children of the people 
employed at the colliery. 

(3.) Female labour does not prevail, except in agriculture; it 
scarcely affects the education of gil'is. · · 

4·. (1.) A boy earns from 10d. a day to 18d. 
(2.) T)lere is often a scarcity of boys to do the work down and 

about the pit, and therefore those above 10 years of age are usually 
taken to work; but I have heard owners aad men say, that if the age 
were restricted to 12 years they might manage. 

(:3.) No female labour; girls kept at home to do housework. 
5. ( 1.) In the neighbourhood of Durham from 6s. to 20s. per week. 
(3.) In Durham female labour does not prevail. 
6. Boys at the pit, from 10 to 15, will, I believe, earn wages beginning 

from 9d. or lOd. a day, and going on to Is. 6d., or even 2s. 
(3.) Female labour does not prevail much in this district. 
7. ( l.) The former part will be answered more satisfactorily by 

practical men than by me. 
(2.) There are no special ciri:umstanced affecting education in this 

district, except those mentioned under Nn, 4, unless it be that to an 
industrious competent lad promotion to the highest and most lucrative 
posts in the c0llieries and ironworks is open. This last consideration 
operates extensively upon the better class of parents and lads. It 
leads to the use of various means of impNving the education of young 
men by private instruction and evening schools; but I do not observe 
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that it keeps the boys even of the most consiJcrate parents nt scl10ol 
when they are old enough to work. · 

(3.) F~male idleness, and not female labour, prevails here. 
9. ( 1.) From 8 to l 0 ) ears of age (above ~;round) from 4s. to 

6s. per w.eek ; (under ground) boys between 10 and 12 years of age, 
from 6s. to 8s. per week; from 12 to 14 years, !ls. to lis. per week. 
Boys 14 and 15 years get from Irs. to 16s. per week. 

(2.) Lately, coalowners have built schools, and requested their youno
men to attend the eveni11g classes. Parent:<, to please their employer~ 
often send unemploJeJ children to sdwo 1

, 

(3.) Female labour dot:s not prevail. 
IG. (1.) From the age of 10 to 15 the wages are from ls: 4d. to Is. 6d., 

ls. Sd., Is. lOd., 2s., atHl up to 2s. 6d. per uay. . 
(2.) When they attend school there is no. circumstance in this rela

tion which afFects the attendance, but the general 1lemand for the labour 
of young boys is a great temptation to the parents for their early removal 
from school. 

(3.) Female labour does not prevail. 
11. (I.) From 6d. to ls. per diem; ~ay lOd. as an average . 

. ( 2.) The sole employer here is \\'. B. Beaumont, Esq., M.P. ; and he 
anxiously desires, but does not compel, atteN!an~e. 

(3.) No girls are employed in worl1s hm. 
12. ( 1.) Boys from 10 to 15 years of age earn from ..J:s. to 9s. per 

week. 
(2.) None. 
(3.) So little that its ~ff(•ct ougl:t not to be perceptible. 
13. (1.) The wages of tho;c under 15 may be take11 as from 2s. to 

Ss. 6d. per week. 
(3.) Female labour does not prerail here; boys are more needed. 

Henderson and Co. elllploy 58 boys anu ±9 girls. 

11. How is the unwillingness of parents to send theit· children to 
school alfected-

(a) By prize~ or certificates for attenJance? 
(I>) By the quality of the instruction gi..-en? 
(c) By the character of the school and schoolma~ter? 
(d) By the particular system of school management? 
(e) By the demand of school pence ? 
(f) By instruction given gratuitously ? 
(g) By experience of the advnnta~t·s of education in obtain

ing employment, or otherwise ? 

1. (a) So far as they have been tried, they seem' to decrease the 
unwillingness • 
. (b) Pt efer instruction well given; makes parents more willing. 

(c) This operates well, though not so much as it ought. 
(d) I do not think this produces much eff'ect. 
(e) My belief is, that generally the school pence are too low. 

What costs little parents value but littk. Hence carelessness about 
sending children, and want of regularity and punctuality 11 hen they 
are there. Children are often sent to private schools here. The 
charge is much higher than, and the instruction very inferior to, that 
of public schools. . 

(f) I do not think this produces much good effect, except, per?aps, 
where it is given as a prize. 

(g) This has some good €ffect, but by no means what it ought to 
have. 
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2. (a) Very slightly. 
(b) Ditto. 
(c) Rather more. 
(d) Not much, if at all. 
(e) Yery little. . 
(f) Attendance rather worse when gratu1tous. 

413 

(g) Education of 110 value in gaining employ~tent in a pit. , 
3. (a) The children of those who ~.re unwillmg to send them etthcr 

not at all, or fot' a short time, never gain certificates, and therefore are 
never affecte1l by the expectation. _ · 

(b), (c), (d). Parents may be affected, through ignorance ot· pre .. · 
judice, against (b), (c), (d), but without any just or sufficient 
reason. . 

(e). (f), (g). School pence in some cases may increase this unwilling
nes~, in~truction gratuitonsly may diminish it, but the advantages of 
education are really nppreciated by those cnly who desire them. 

4. (a) By prizes, because children have ~o much their own way that 
they will not come to school unless they like it. 

(b) If they see progt·ess-a good copy, reading, and ~pelling-they • 
are then read\' to send them. 

(c) Not m~ch. 
(d) Not no\\'; at first they did not like pupil-teachers or monitors. 

I think they now see the good. 
(e) This does not influence·them, if it is not too high; say from I). d. 

to 3d. per week. 
(f) No. 
(g) I do not think they get employment any bettet• for bPin~ edu

cated. I. think this would be one grand stimulus to the parents, if 
employers woulcl see that the children could read and write. 

5. Very little. These inducements are too trifling to counterbalance 
the value of money gained by labour. 

6. (a) Prize~, I think, induce regularity of attendance. 
(b) 1 have generally found that the good quality of the instruction 

given influences the parents to send their children to sehool. _. 
(c) Certainly the characters both of .the school and schoolmaster 

have had to do with the attendance oft he children. 
(d) I have had no expericnce of any other than than the National 

system of school management. 
(e) With the exception of a few cases of poverty or sickness, I h:we 

not found that the payment of school fees has operated against the 
attendance of the children at schoYI. 
. -(f) One evil of gratuitous instrut:tion is, that the parents are less 
careful to see to their children attending regularly; whereas, havin" 
paid, thry at·e anxious to have their money's worth. "' 

(g) I think that parents here are beginni11g to find the advantages 
of education in getting their children forward in life. · ' 

7. 1 think all the causes specified, except that under \f), operatp· 
powerfully and beneficially. Gratuitous instruction debase;; th~ 
families receiving it, except in the case of the children of poor wi(low,, 
It i;, moreO\'er, r;cnerally despised, or at least undervalued. This 
remark only bcl,)ngs to day·school~. It would be utterly false if 
applied to ::;unJay schools. · 

9. (a) A good etfect upon regular attenJcrs. Upon irregular o11e:> 
the good eff'ect is only for a short time. 

(b) Very little, I am afraid. 
(c) A good teacher, by visitit!g and persuasi~n, &c., im1:ro1cs lht' 

"attendance." 
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(d) They seluom inquire how His managed. 
(e) and (f). The higher the fees (generally) the better the att'3nd

ance. Glteap schools are lightly esteemed. If a child be detained ::tt 
home on Nonday, probably it will not be at school the remainder of 
the week. 

(g) The scheme is rarely tried, the demand for labour being so 
great. From my own school, I think the effect is deciJedly good. 

10. (a) These improve the attendance, but they are of little 
consequence. ~ 

(b) This affects the attendance at school greatly. 
(c) The parents generally look to a teacher who brings the children 

rapidly forward. 
(d) On this subject there are great prejudice~. The monito•ial 

system, for instance, is not popular. . 
(e) All other things being right, this does uot stand in the way, 

except in the ease of very large families. 
(f) Instruction given gratuitously is not at all valued. 
(g) This operates very strongly to induce parents to educate their 

children. 
11. Very little unwillingness. 
(a) These have an excellent effect in promoting regularity. 
(c) (d) Many parents are· unable to form an enlightened judgment 

on these. 
(e) No; many children sent to inferior schools at a higher price 

than improved schools. · 
(f) This operates injuriously, for they ·value at notlting what they 

pay notldng for. 
(g) Ye;;, · 
12. (a) False stimulants, and not adopted. 
(b) More willing for good instruction. 
(c) Considerably by the character of master. 
(d) Not much inquired into where master·is satisfactory. 
(e) The present scale of school pence not objected to. 
(f) Never thou~ht of except by willows, who, in many instanres, 

have the opportunity afforded them to have thei1· children educated 
gratuitously. 

(g) The majority do not attach sufficient importance to this 
advantage. 

12. (I.) If parents are una Lie ·to send their children to school, 
what prevents them? (2.) If poverty prevents them, how 
d)es it operate? (3.) What is the evidence that they are 
really unable, and not merely indifferent on the subject? 

J. (1.) Where parents are unabll', .it ari~es partly from keeping the 
elder children· at home to look after the younger, and partly fro:u 
povr.rty. 

(2.) They have not the means of paying for their children. 
(3.) As answered above, Question 4. I think the inability bears a 

very small proportion to the indifference. 
2. (a) Parents are not often unable. 
(b) Poverty is the exception. 
(c) I know of none. 
3. Sometimes sickness or want of regulm· employment; $Omctime; 

porerty arising from indolence or idle or dissipated habits. The cuust
proved by the general amount of wages. 
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4. The girls prevented by their having to do home work. Sometimes 
there are cases of poverty, of couN!. As to the evidence of inability, I 
myselt~ on htariug that they plead poverty, go to the pit office, and learn 
tlleir earnings; and I often find tl1at it arises from dissipated living, and 
such like. 

5. In (Teneral, I consider the education question among the labouring 
poor tnrt~s vc·ry much on the reason I have given-the 1.:alue of their 
chiiJren's work . 
• G. Poverty, as a preventing cause, is rather the exception than the 

rule in this district. 
i. This question (I think) can only be answered theoretically_ as to 

this district. The supply is so eagerly caught at, that if provision 
wc,-e made Jor all who can pay, I think the case of the really poor 
would be met by lucal exertion ; all, in fact, except a portion of the 
childt·en of parents kept by the parish, would most probably be pro· 
,·icled for. 

9. I think the want of the will is greater than the want of means. 
Porerty cannot prevent them ; for there are plenty of rich people who 
woulu employ them, and still keep thrm at school. 

10. In some cases it is poverty. The parents have domestic or other 
work to do which they cannot afford to pay for, and so the time of their 
children cannot be spared fer education. In cases of extreme po\·et·ty 
they cannot afford to pay the school pence. There is evidence of this 
when the income is absolutely (under the most rigorous economy) less 
than the outlay of the family. These cases are very rare in fhe colliery 
districts ; every man of ordinarily careful habits can afford to sp:1re 
something fot• the education of his children. 

11. lndiffereuce operates more than poverty. · 
12. All able except widows, and this does not apply in all cases. See 

(f) above. 

13. Is the supply of schools and teachers proportioned to the want 
of them, or are there too few in some, and what neighbour· 
hoods, and too many in others; or how otherwise? 

I. The supply of schools and teachers is prettv evenly dispersed. 
2. I know of no locality in Durham where· the schools are too 

numerous. 
3. The supply of schools and teachers equal to the want, at the pre5ent 

t·ate of attrndance; but not if the attendance were equal to the numbct· 
of children, or if it were more regulnr. 
· 4·. Of course there may be places around where schools ancl teachers 

are too few ; but, generally speaking, the labouring classes are, in the 
pit ''illagcs I know, fitirly supplied. Excl?pt, perhaps, it might be well 
to establish il!fcmt schools, as, in my own parish, it would be well to have 
t1ro. 

6. I am of opinion that in this district there are no places with too 
m:my schools, but a great number with too few. 

7. I knc.w of no instance in which the supply even equals the demallll, 
mueh less the want. 

9. No! I know of 110 district whtre there are too many school~. I 
<Ia know of en any places without schools; e. g., the parishes of St. Giles 
and St. :\Iargaret, in Durham, acc.l. many, very many other:;, I know vf 
many villages where the schools want re-orgc1nizing. 
~.B.-\rhere there are botlt good schools and proper teachers, it 

requires the greatest labour to induce parents to send them. Tltree clays 
per week is too often the atteudance for the year ; 500 days is often tile 
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extreme amount of'' schooling" a boy receives, and that scattered over 
a period of six years, viz., from four to ten years of Age. 

10. The proportion of schools m:d teachers is pretty fair as to number, 
but the quality of both is very unequal, some neighbourhoods being 
entirely without any eificient establishment. 

11. In the districts referred to schools are pretty evenly distributed. 
12. The supply of schools generally sufficient; the teachers n10re 

frequently require assistance. 
13. Hitherto the Rupply of schools l1as been very deficient,-this is 

now under course of n·medy; and the addition of a boys' school for 
St. Giles's pal'ish, and a mixed school for the east end of Framwellgate, 
would perft:ct the supply fur the whole of Durham. 

II. GovERN\tENT AND FINANCE OF ScHooLs. 

]. Are you acquai11ted with. the ·working of any, anu what, 
systems of central aiu and inspection, or of inspection 
alone? 

I. 1 am acquainted with the Durham Diocesan School Sor.iety's system 
of aitl. 

2. I know something of the Government system. 
3. With occasional aid fr<lll1 the Nation~1l School Society in sup

plying books, &c., and witl1 the ~ystem uf Government inspection in 
working. 

4·. I am acquainted with none but Government inspection. 
. 5. [have benefited in my several schools, both by aid anu in,;pecdon; 
aid from various societies, as the National Society, Dioce8an Education 
Society, as well as from the Committee of Counc'il Inspection, by H.l\I. 
Inspector. 

7. Practically, o11ly with the Government aid and in~pection of 
W c~leyan l\Iethodiot schools ; and the aid and inspection provi<ieu by 
the Wesleyan Methodists for their own schools. 

9 No. I have had more oriNs to do with the Government inspection 
since 18+8, but with no o:hcr system. 

10. I am not well acquainted with the various systems, none of my 
schuols being so connected. 

11. The only inspection I am intimately conversant with is that which 
I undertake in such schools as are immediately in the control or influence 
of W. 13. Beaumont, Esq., l\I.P., owner and lessee of mines under my 
mana:;-ement. 

14. With both ; but more "ith central aid aml inspection. 

2. \\'hat in your opinion is the result of !lie variety of ~ystems for 
these pm·poses now in operation ?-Do they stimulatr, or do 
they interfere with each other? 

1. They stimulate. 
2. I imagine they stiniulate each other. 
3. The National School aiu and Government inspection have ne\'er 

intt:rfercd with each other, and both have be€0 of great benefit. 
4. They stimulate. . • 
5. I am not able to give an opinion whether one system of inspection 

interferE:s with another, as we have only Government inspection in this 
district. 

7. I do not clearly unuerstanJ thi:; question. (I.) If it mean-Does 
the arrangement by which the schools now existing are recognized by 
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the Committce ol Council as belonging to particular religious bcdie:~ cr 
cd;;eutional socittiLs, op<.:rr.te so as to stimtJlate the managers and 
teacl1ers ?-I rcpl~·, It does, ant! in the long run mo~t favourably. 
(2.) If it mean-Does the Govtrnment ~y-tem in each school act 
fiwourably upon the management of that school, in connexion with 
]neal and cle.1o11linational arr.mgements aml administrations? -I reply, 
tl:c causes at presc·nt regulating the schools referred to work hap
piiy, anti act and react upon each otl1e1' bent:fit:ially. The withdrawal 
of the Go"ernmcnt influence wouiJ be a great lo:>s, and an evil to be 
deprecated. At the same time I tl1ink that bo~h the aid and inspection 
of the schools by Govcrnm€nt, if increased as to particular schools, 
would operate unhealthily, and ter.d to para!~ ze local effort, and to 
destroy the highe1· properties of the English character. In recording 
this ~entimeut, l wish it to be most distinctly understood not to assert 
or imply that the Government aid and in,;pection may not be admi
nistered more ber,eficially, both as to the extent of the aid, and to the 
number of schools nssisted, r.nd as to the c!J:Hacter of the inspection in 
each school. I think both aid and inspecti•m may be adv::mtngeously 
modified. 

9. The resu~t is very bentficial. 
10. Undoubtedly the efl~ct is to stimulate each other. 
II. The influence of local inspection is great, "hen conuucted by 

parties connectcJ with the general business of the di~trict. · 
H. Inspection generally stimulates, if carried properly out. Much 

depends on the experience of the teacher. 

3. Does the pro,;pect of a;;si,;tance from the Committee of Council, 
or from a ce:Jtral socit:t,·, or either, and which of them, tond 
to ir.crease or to dimini~h local subscriptions and exertions? 

1. To increase. 
2. It undoubtedly increasrs local exertions, and by consequence local 

subscriptions. 
3. The lwpe of ~id from one or more of tlu~ central socitties wi;J, I 

beLe,·e, greatly tenii to increase local subscription::, e>pet:iully when 
there is great dilliculty in building or carrying on a schcol without such 
aid. 

4, I should say that the prospect of help from the Committee of 
Council, or central socitties, rather increa::es local subscription~, because 
by it we have a pro•pect of really effecting an object, and so penple 
more readily pnt tht:ir shoulders to the whed. 

6. I tbiuk to inc1·ease local exertion~, Jor without such aid from 
other source; all exertions on the spot would be felt to be almClst in 
vain. 

7. :Most certain!\• to incrrase. 
9. I think Privy" Council a~~istance tends to increase local sub!"::rip· 

tions arul exertions. 
10. There is no doubt, to increase them. 
11. I should say, it would tend to increase loC'al exertions in th:s 

district. 
13. Tends to incrPase. As treasurer fot the Duilding Fund of the 

Female Training School, I have had FOlllC experience of this. 
14:. In some cases it has dimiuishetl, anu in others increased. It 

grl'atly depends with what religious denomination it is connected. 
\'OL. II, D D 
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4. Does the system of Government or other central inspe~tion affect 
the efficiency of schools in>prcted, ana how? 

1. It affects on the whole favourably. It has its disadvantages; but 
the advantages preponderate. 

2. It stimulates the teachers. A hope of p;·aise, and dread of loss, 
both of repute and money. . 

3. It tends, as far as I have seen, to' encourage a good m9.ster, as 
well as increase his exertions and his influence with the scholars. 

4. Decidedly beneficial. Stimulates master and pupils; but more 
time should b~ given by inspectors for examination. 

6. I think that inspection acts beneficially as a stimulus to managers, 
teachers, and children. -

7. It acts as a constant supervision upon managers and teachers, 
and it has produced in both a determination to do their best. To some 
extent this result is disturbed, and, if there be not a remedy provided, 
will (I fear) be destroyed, through want of an appeal, both on the part 
of teachers, and when an inspector's report is felt to be erroneous or 
unjust. • 

9. Yes; they are better attenJed, better conducted, and more 
efficient. 

10. Yes, undoubtedly, by stimulating both promoters and masters. 
11. The yearly inspection by British and Foreign school Inspectors 

has only been during two years, and that incideutally. I should say a 
beneficial influence is exercised in some cases, and in others discourage
ment is given. 

12. Where schools are inspected, the efficiency of the master or 
mistress is felt from their being of a better class. 

13. Yes. 
14. It stimulates both teachers and scholars, especially if there is 

any reward for industry. 

5. Do any and which of the terms up11n which the Government 
grant is made affect in practice the independent management 
of the schools assisted? 

1. I think they have rather too much tendency to lead the managers 
to be guideil by the views of the inspector of the district, without 
sufficient consideration of their wisdom, or the contrary. 

2. The pupil-teacher grant precludes night schools, which are much 
needed in this locality. 

S. The Government grant has never affected the management in this 
school. · 

4. In p1·actice I never found the independent management of the 
schools affected. 

6. I have not found the independent management of my school 
practically affected by the terms on which the Government grant is 
made . 
. 7. I think the grant acts only as a healthy stimulus. 

9. No. I have inquired of several teachers, who agree with me on 
this point, that we should manage our schools exactly as we do now if 
we were not inspected. 

10. 1 do not know that it does in any instance. 
14. Capitation, if it is a tax on the promoters or people who have no 

children ; hence it is evident it wiil afrec~ the management. 
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6. Have private-adventure schools declined, or otherwise, since 
the establishment of the Government system of grants? 

I. As f.1r as I know they have not. 
2. Declined, most certe.inlv. 
3. They bave not been affected ht>re. 
4. I should sny thf'y have decline<!, if anything, because the Govern

ment schools ought to be and generally are much better, and therefore 
more valued. ~ 

6. I think this class of schools has rather declined since the esta-
blishment of the Government system of grants. 

i. I think they have slightly increased. 
9. Yes; numbers of examples can be given. 
10. In this neighbourhood private-adventure schools have not 

dimini~hed, but it must be remembered the population has greatly 
increased. ' 

12. Yes ; declined. 
14. Private schools have not so much declined from, Government 

grants as from coalowners and other works establishing schools for their 
workmen. 

7. It has been said that the terms of the Government grant, and 
particularly those whid1 relate to tbe capitation grant, are 
such .that it is useless to the promoters of schools in poor 
places. Is this- so in your opinion, and on what facts is your 
opinion founded. 

2. I cannot recal a case in point at this moment; but it is easy to 
see that in very poor Jocalitie; the requisite amount of subscription 
cannot always be raised; and if the Government will not relax the 
rule in such cases these localities must remain unaided. 

3. The capitation grants have been of great service in the school 
here, and especially in making improvements which would not other
wise have been made. They also afford a strong reason for enforcing 
regular attendance, which is of the utmost importance to success in 
teaching. 

4. Under minute, April 2, 18.53, it is required that the master or 
mistress must hold a certificate ol' the school cannot have benefit of the 
capitation grant. Now there are schools that canuot afford sufficient 
stipend to incline certificated masters to take them, as in one of my 
own. Therefore we cannot avail ourselves of the capitation grant; 
and I should think there are many places where the income of the 
school will not rise to the average on each scholar so as to enable the 
school to claim the grant. 

6. There are, no doubt, some poor places where it is almost impos· 
sible to raise sufficient for the payment of a duly qualified teacher with 
a certificate of merit, and this excludes those schools from much of the 
benefit of Government aid. 

7. I feel cle~r that it is as has been 'said on these subjects. The 
really poor ch1ldren hardly can attend so as to obtain the capitation 
graut. 

The grants in aid of huildings are not available practically for the 
poorest neighbourhoods in scattered populations, because parties who 
should become promoters of schools for such neighbourhoods will not 
undertake even small buildings, such as would accommodate a few 
children, unless the Government will inspect their schools, and examine 
and give certificates to and aid teachers adequate to the necessities of 

D D 2 
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such schools. And I hold that such cases may be fully met by pro
viding a lower standard of teaching than is required in the ~chools at 
present inspected; and this moreover I feel sure may be done witlhmt 
interfering with 01' damaging or stopping the increase of schools such 
as now exist. 

9. If I understand this question aright, there is not any cause for 
objection to the ,, terms or capitatior,," 

'In this district I believe the "oljects"• which Government have itt 
view in making capitation grants are not attained, that is to say, the 
"attendance'' is not improved according to the expense. 

The direct effect in many cases has. been to abolish vacations alto
gether. Of.coursc ifli6 days arc made up in th;s way, the attendance 
cannot be said to be impro\'co. 

The attendance and its improvement depend upon two parties, the ' 
sclwlar and the teacher, and not on the managers. The scholar and 
the teacher are rarely affected directly or indirectly by "capitation," 
which is applied to the general fund of the school. 

If a fixed part were given to the scholar, say one fifth, either in 
money o1· prize~, and also a .fi:red part in money to the teacher, the 
attendance would be very muclt improved (s<.~y 25 or 30 per cer.t.), the 
rest of the money might be given to the general fund of the school. 

10. I am not able to speak to this from my own opinion. 
11. 1\Iy experience of this is small. Only one school here received 

capita'tion, and l do not think it was useful in any degree commen· 
surate with the amount given. 

8. (1.) What is, generally speaking, the financial condition of the 
schools with which you are acl)uainted ? (2.) Are they self
supporting, in tlebt, or supported by subscriptions? (3.) 
Where the re>ident populatiori is principally poor, clo non
resident proprietors usually subscribe ? ( 4·.) If not, who 
does? (5.) How does the payment of school fees operate? 
(6.) Is it populat· with parents? (i.) Does it deprive those 
who are very poor of the use of the schools, and bring in 
children of a richer class ? 

1. (I.) Generally spcak!ng it is not good. 
(2.) Supported by subscriptions. 
(3.) By no means so much as they ought to do. 
(4.) The deficiency is in very many cases made up by the clergym~n 

of the respective parishes. _ 
(5), (6), (7). See answers to I., (4), (5), (9), (11) (c): on the whole 

school fees operate well,. and ought to he fixed higher than they 
o1·dinarily are, with discretionary power of reduction in the case . of 
very poor people. -

2. Generally supported by subscriptions. 
Non-resident proprietors usually sub~cribe through an agent, who 

gives the merest pittance. Most unhappily many coal proprietors are 
non-resident. The clergyman is always expected to support the school, 
'lnd he almost always docs in proportion to !tis pecuniary means twice 
as much as any other person. 

The payment of school fees does not deter scholars. Parents under
value a very cheap or gratuitous education. I could produce several 
proofs of this assertion. · 

Our schools certainly do not contain many of the class aboYe the 
poorest. The "richer class" will not permit their children to associate 
\1 ith the vay lowest _class, nor is this surprising. 
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3. The two schools undr-r my superintendence are supported partly 
by fees or weekly pence (about ~tJ. or Sd. cacl1 ), and partly by 
subscriptions principally from the Dean and Chapter of Durham, and 
from a few residing in the parish. There is no debt, but a greater 
income would be of aJvuntage to the school. School fees can never 
be popular with the poor, but if kept low will not be complained of: 
In thnt case thcv will not bring in the chilLlren cf a richer cbss, and 
depril·e very fe11~, if any, of the use of the school, for in extreme cases 
assi~t.mce will be affort!cd if properly sought f<1r, 

4. I should ~a,· that no pari~h scho:>l in this district is self-support
ing, but they are· supported by subscriptions to about one third of the 
cost annually. Non-resident proprietors generally t:ubseribe. The pit
owners generally subscribe, though I should say rot in proportion to 
the number of their men that !Jave the benefit of school. I do not think 
that the payment of school fees does any harm-in fac~ too low a fee 
makes the peopie not \"alue the etlucation; it generally ought not to be 
more than 3d., and not a graduated sc.tle except for three or more 
children from one house. 

6. I do not kno1'1' much alJout the support of other schools than those 
in my own parish, but I believe that in most cases the clergyman is a 
large subscriber. The p.tymeut of school fees does uot in my opinion 
keep many ciJildren away; and the very poor are often assisteu in the 
schooling of their c!Jildren, or are ullowed to send them free. 

7. All the schools I have been acquainted with have been kept up 
principally (in most cases exclusively) by'religious bodies as a religious 
duty. I have not known any school self-supporting for any le!1gth 
of time. The que~tion of school fees is answered unde1· No. II, 
Paper I. 

8. The two Durham lnfa:Jt Schools for which I am treasurer are 
supported by subscriptions exc!usi1·ely, but they are barely adequate 
to the expenditure. There is no. complaint on score of the charge of 
ld. a week. 

9. Church and Kational schools generally, with the Government 
assistance, keep pace with the expenses; though I have heard the 
complaint '' u·ant of funds." Dissenting schools under Go1·ernnu:nt 
are often short of mouey. All require pri\'ate or public subscriptions, 
except where 6d. per week is paid. Non-resident proprietors do 
assist. Parents often erroneously value instruction given by the pence 
paid. Those who can afford it prefer a school with ltigh fees. Hence 
we find in towns an upper and a lou·er school, with middle class and 
poor children, and yet alike in every respect exceptfees. 

The very poor are not deprived of. means, because. there are in all 
schools a number of "free sclwlars." 

10. They are not entirely self-supporting-they are not in debt,
they are supported by private subscriptions. The coalowners and iron
masters generally subscribe. The parents do not object to school fees. 
The payment of school fees does not deprive the pom· of the us~ of the 
schools, this class are considered first and attended to before the children 
()fa richer class are received. 

11. Good; but that is owing to ~~ r. Benumont's great liberality in 
assisting the people in building schools and paying good teacher.i'. 

Noue self-supporting. 
None in debt. • · 
Nrarly all the population are poor. Children pay I~d. and ld.; Sd. 

would be better pel' week. The parents would (after a little grumbling 
at the change) prefer the advantages which would ensue. 
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Here I take occa>ion to show that in speaking of debt, all children 
in the schools here (Mr. Beaumont's) pay monthly in advance. 

No remission or even delay ia on any account permitted; this works 
so well that children cry for sincere regret if they accidentally come 
without their ~ixpence on pay-day. . 

12. Some few are self-supporting; generally the coalowners con
tribute largely, in some cases assisted by subscriptions from the more 
wealthy proprietors of property in the locality. School fees are little 
consideration. 

14. Some are supported by weekly pence from the parents of the 
children ; others from endowments and subscribers, resident and non
resident. 

School fees stimulate the pa•·ents to keep their children more rrgul~rly 
at school. If they go free it is considered no value by many. I can
not say it is unpopular with parents who have a desire to have 
their children taught; nor cloes it deprive the very poor, as they can 
always find by one source or other if they have a desire to have their 
children educated. 

III.-EniCIENCY OF ScHOOLS AND ScHooLMASTERs. 

1. What is your experience as to the comparative efficiency of
( a) Public and private schools? 
(I>) [ ndowed and unendowed schools ? 
(c) Inspected and uninspected schools ? 

1. Public schools are more efficient-very much more. 
Unendowed schools are more efficient than endowed. 
Inspected schools are more efficient than uninspected. 
2. (a) I know little about private schools ; but that little is not 

favourable to their repute. 
(b) No means of judging. 
(c) Inspected schools are much more efficient than uninspected 

ones. 
3. I have superintended both kinds in (a), (b), and (c), at least when 

a fixecl salary has supplied the place of an endowment; and I think 
public, endowed, and in~pected have in ordinary cases a decided ad\·an
tage over the others. 

4. (a) Public schools decidedly superior, except for teaching very 
young children. 

(c) Inspection i~ certainly must valuable. 
6. (a) Public schuols have, so far as my experience goes, great 

advantages over private schools in being better supplied with apparatus 
for teaching. 

(b) Small endowments I think do not tend to the greater efficiency 
of the school, because they do not compemate for the loss of Govern
ment grants which they involve. · 

(c) Inspected schools are in my opinion more efficient than the 
uninspectecJ. 

7. I answer this inquiry only in reference to popular education and 
elementary instruction as defined above. 

(a) Public schools incomparably ~uperior. 
(b) Unendowed schools are superior to endowed schools in gene;al. 

Sometimes a small endowment entirely under the control of a managmg 
committee cloes no harm. In all cases in which it goes directly to the 
teacher it il> a great evil. 

(c) Inspected schools without doubt. 
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9. (a) Public schools are better in every respect than private • 
schools. 

(b) There are good and bad endowed echools, and likewise good and 
bad unendowed schooh. But the latter requiring more exertion for 
their support, are frequently better. 

(c) Inspected schools are, as a rule, better. But there are many 
trained ma>ters in schools not under in~pection. These schools are 
conducted as if uuder in~pection, and therefore are in most respects as 
good as the former. 

10. (a) Public schools are the most efficient. 
(b) Endowed schools with careful management have the advantage. 
(c) Inspected schools are, without doubt, the most efficient. 
11. (a) Public schools more efficient than private generally. 
(b) Endowed schools to be preferred. 
(c) Depends on the nature and extent of inspection. Yearly in-

spection of little use as compared with local and frt'quent inspection. 
12. (a) So few public schcols, an opinion cannot be given. 
(b) None endowed so far as I know. 
(c) Very little inspection, but where it is, of advantagr. 

2. What is your experience as to (a) evening sehools, (b) indus
trial schools, (c) half-time systems, as meahs of keeping up 
what has been learned at 01·dinary schools, or prolonging 
attendance there ? 

2. (a) My experience is limited, that is, 1 know few evening schools; 
but my opinion is that they are much needed. I know they are popula1· 
and useful. 

3. Evening schools are attended more frequently tl) make up the 
want of learning than to keep up what l1as been already acquired~ 
although this is sometimes the object. 

4. Evening schools cannot be carried on except by masters specially 
for such schools, and I have seen great good derived by young men 
who have attended them. But for pit-boys (I have tried) they do not 
suit; the children are not fit for it after 12 hours down the pit. 

5. (a) Evening schools are valuable and appreciated. 
(c) The h(jlf-time system I feel confident will· be the great means by 

wltich general education v.:ill te obtained. · 
6. Evening schools have done something in my parish towards this 

object ; but not so much as I had hoped for. 
Of industrial schools and half-time systems I h~ve no experience. 
7. (a) I find in this neighbourhood that almost all the workmen who 

have risen to positions of responsibility and emolument in the great 
industrial establishments (both iron and coal), as aho many of the 
sh(Jpkeepcrs, have been greatly assisted bv evening schools. 

(b) (c) No experience. • 
9. (a) Evening schools are attended only by those whose education 

has been n!'glected in boyhood. 
(b.) (c) Not sufficient information. · 
10. (a) Evening schools are a great help to keeping up what has 

been learned; but I have not much experience in them, the working 
hours of the mining population not allowing them to take full advantage 
of such help. . 

(b) (c) I have no experience of these in this locality. ' 
11. (a) Evening scbouls of ~reat use; and wortlty of very great allen· 

tion and encouragement. I would urge this rery strongly. 
12. Evening schools are generally attended by a few in employment. 
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who are <.le~irous of being taught or wi~h to follow up their previous 
instruction; this could be done by all to the e:.:wnt of seven or eH1t 
hours per week; half-time wr.uid not suit the di:;positions of ·;he 
people, who do not wish to give up the time and earuings of their 
children. 

13. (c) As manufacturers we found the half-time system so incon
venient and expensiYe, that we 0:1ly employ chi!Jren who can work 
10-l hours per day. 

S. \Vhat is your experience as to the masters ancl mistresses trained 
at Normal schools? Has their training adapted them, or has 
it failed to arlapt them in any and wlJat particulars, for their 
dutirs ; nnd especially for the more elementary branches of 
education, particularly reaJing? Do they show a tendency 
to be <.lissati,fied with their P'lsition, and on what grounds? 

I. Without doubt trained masters and trained mistresses are much 
to be preferred to untrained. But I think there is much room 
for improvement in the mode of training. It is nut practical enough. 
Too many and too high subjects are taught. The intellectual element 
is too much attended to, the moral elc·mcnt too little. Hence a distaste 
for the drudgery of teaching, superficial acquirements, ~elf-conceit, and 
waywardness. 

2. I may be deemed an intere~tcd witness and shall say nothing. 
S. A person when trained will make a much better master or mis

tress than when not trained, although some untrained will be ~uperior 
to others who have been traineJ. I ha\·e never seen the tendency 
referred to. 

4·. • I do not know much on this head, bnt I haYe heard from clergy
men that trained teachers are apt to ~pend more time on the higher 
branche~, than on the common requirements. They naturally Yaluc 
themselves highly, and will not accept a school 11 here the salary is nQt 
good. 

6. I may ha\'e been particularly fortunate in my trained teachers, 
bJ!I certainly my experience goes to prove that theil· training has 
eminently fitted them for theit• work of elementary instruction. I bnYe 
never found those with whom I haYe been connected dissatisficJ 
with their position. 

7. l\Iy reply must be restricted to Wesleyan teachers. In every 
respect their training has improved them. They are, as a body, very 
courteous; they occupy their place with perfect propriety; they are 
quite satisfied, and an honour to them selves and to t1le community to 
which they belong. In penning this reply, I contrast the trained . 
teachers with the teachers I h(lve had under my direction in more than 
2U schools, which were worked by teacl,ers who had not had the privi-
lege of training in a Normal school. . 

9. I have heard them called "the right persons in the right places'' 
(pardon me for repeating it). I think their training is well calculated 
to fit them for their o.ffice. I am not aware that they are dissatisfied 
with their position. But let me remark, I have known cases of dis· 
satisfaction where teachers have mannger.s who do not fully understand 
the Privy Council Regulations, the former suffering under a peculiar 
jnconvenience, there is no ojfic.-:r to whom they can appeal, for they 
may not correspond with the Secretary of the Privy Council. 

10. Their training has ndapted them for their dutie.•, and no tendency 
to be dissatisfied with their position appears; indeed, the contrary 
effect is produced, their duties being more easily and satisfactorily 
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performed from the training they hare received. Their work becomes 
a pleasllre to them, an,l the results of their labours are generally more 
encouraging th?n in the case of untrained teachers. 

11. )Jy own expPl'ience has not led rue to prefer "trained masters 
and mistresses;" and I havr, in some cases, tl10ught that the more 
elementary branches are not sufficiently matured or attended to; ldglt, 
and ofte;1, to the parties concernetl, usel~s qualifications being 
encouraged with a view to advancement, on grounds more specious 
than solid. 

12. illuch superior to the teachers of ad"enture schools, and would 
prefer where the school is large to have assistance for the younger 
children. 

4. Dces the system adopted by the Committee of Council in re
ft:rencc to teache&s trained at Normal schools, make it difficult 
to obtain competent teachers for uninspected schools? 

1. I think it does. 
2. The system acts thus, all the more energetic teachers gain 

certificatts, the certificated teacher naturally prtfers an inspecte:d 
school; thus the unenterprising teacher is left for the uninspected 
school. 

3. I have had no opportunity of forming an opinion. 
4. Yes; because a certificated master will not (nor can we expect 

he should) accept. a school not under inspertion, else he would lose all 
benefit of !tis certificate. 

6. Uninspected schools not otrering such ad>antages, good teachers 
are naturally aver5e to taking charge of them if they can meet with 
schools under inspection. 

7. I think it diminishes the difficulty. Some of those trained at 
Normal scl10ols are still a little under the mark for in~pected schools, 
and yet superior to what used to be; these go into uninspected schools, 
a11d so raise the general :;tandard of teachers' qualifications. 

9. Yes ; except where managers are prepared to gil·e an extra salary 
equal to a trained master's Government grants. 

10. No difficulty arising from tit is cause is known in this locality. 
II. The difficulty of obtaining really good teachers is very great in 

all schools, but uninspected schools haYe less chance. 
12. In a slight degree . 

.5. (I.) 'What is your experience of the working of the system 
of pupil-teachers? (2.) Do the claims of the scholars and 
pupil-teachers on the master clash with each other; and if so, 
which are usually neglected? (3.) Where there are no pupil· 
teachers how is teacl1ing conducted? (4.) .And what is the 
comparative efficiency of schools at which they are and are 
not foun~? 

l. (1, 2.) I tltink, to some ex~ent, they do; and where this is the 
case the scholars arc more generally neglected than tl1e pupil-teachers. 

(3, 4.) By the master alone, or by the ma~ter aided by monitors. 
Schools in which pupil-teachers are found are much more efficient than 
those in which they are uot found. · 

2. I l1ave had 10 pupil-teachers under me at one time. Their claims 
do not clnsh. If there be any neglect I hare always found that the 
pupil-teachers are the sufferers. 
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Without pupil-teachers monitors are the mo~t usual resource. There 
cannot be a shadow of a doubt that pupil-teachers rr:ake a fchool much 
more dficient. 

3. Pupil-teachers under a good master are of great advantaue. 
Proper arrangements will always keep them sufficiently separ:te. 
Before there were pupil-teachers the children in the head clas; were 
employed to teach in rotation, and received extra in~truction afterwards, 
at least it was so here. 

4. Decidedly good. But I C011sider that too much is required of a 
pupil-teacher, FO that a master has to give more time to him than a 
n1an ought who has taught s~hool all day; but I do not corJsider 
the masters neglect either scholar!! or pupil-teachers. 

(3.) By assistance from some elder boys; schools in which they are 
not found (I mean, of course, large schools, i.e., abo,·e 50 children) are 
in much worse condition than where the pupil-teachers are. 

6. I think well of the system of pupil-teachers, and I do not find 
that their instruction interferes with that of the scholars. Where there 
are no pupil-teachers the children of the first class are generally brought 
out to teach in theit· turn, to their evident disadvantage as 11 ell as of 
those whom they are set over. · 

7. Practically I have not found the claims of scholars and pupil
teachers cla:oh. 

In my earlier schools we have had monitors paid and unpaid, upon 
whose efficiency that of pupil-teachers is a great advance in the right 
direction. 

9. I would not like to be without pupil-tear!liers. I never knew the 
claims of scholars and teachers to clash. In schools without pupil
teachers upper scholars teach the lower classes, or one class is idle 
while the master teaches another. 

Tile pupil-teacher schools are more efficient, as two to one. 
10 The claims of the Fcholars and pupil-teachers on the master do 

not clash with each other. Where there are no pupil-tf'achers the 
master is generally overburthened with a large number of scholars, and 
he is obliged to employ some of the eldtr scholars as monitors, which 
is often injurious to the school, being generally distasteful to the 
children and disliked by the parents. 

11. Pupil-teachers naturally have thfir own advancement in view. 
(3.) By active and intelligent mcnitors. 

6. Is there any disproportion between the supply and demand of 
schoolmi~tresses, and to what cause is it to be attributed? 

1. The demand is greater than the snpply. Want of female training 
schools. 

2. Schoolmistresses are very scarce. Perhaps they marry and leave 
off their calling. 

3. I have never known any; but good schoolmistresses are sometimes 
difficult to be met with. 

4. Schoolmistresses are not so much wanted as masters, because the 
girls are so often kept at home to do work. 

6. ~choolmistresses are not so plentiful as masters, perhaps owing 
to the fact that they often after marriage give up their occupation. 

7. I think the supply of mistresses for girls' schools is sufficie~t to 
the present demand. But it is clifficult to obtain a mistress fur a m1xed 
school. 

9. Yes; the clemanu is greater than the supply. A good seh_o?l· 
mistress seldom tt!a~.:hes more than five years. For tiJe s.1me qual1t1es 
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which constitutes a good sc!toolmistress constitutes a good wife. There
fore, bein"' well known, they ~oon get husbands. 

10. Th~ deP1and for efficient bchooimistresses is greater than the 
supply. One cause is, the strain upon their.ltealtlt; wl~en they apply the 
energy necessary to carry on the school m fulll'fficteucy, theu· health 
frequently fails. 

11. Good schoolmistresses very difficult to be had. Hence the demand 
may be con~idered great€r than the supply. 

12. Sufficient. 
13. There is a great demand and very inadequate supply. 

7. What is your opinion as to the efficiency of masters of endowed 
schools, and as to the purity of their appointments ? 

1. The difficulty of removing masters of endowed schools, whatever 
their character or inefficiency, i3 an e\'il ; the knowledge of this diffi· 
culty has a tendency in the way of temptation to indolence and 
indifference. 

2. I have a strong opinion that those masters- are often chosen with· 
out proper care. Briefly, there is not unfrequently much •' jobbery" in 
their appointment. An endowed master sometimes deteriorates after his 
appointment. He feels secure of his post. I have known several 
example; of gross drunkenness. , 

3. Where there is an endowment or a fixed salary to supp:lrt and keep 
low the school fees, but not to do away with them, the efficiency of the 
master, I should expect, will be the greatest. 

4. I have no knowledge. 
6. The only endowed school under me is Bishop Barrington's school, 

which, I believe, stands very high in the district as a National school ; 
but I have known several very inefficient masters of such schools, 
owing, I believe, in many cases to their feeling themselves in almost an 
irresponsible position. 

7. Repeating my answer under Question 3, Paper I., I say that endowed· 
schools for the working classes within my observation have been an evil. 
~uch a school is generally nothing but a resting place for a ruthless or 
useless person; and if the teacher be not so at his appointment, he 
ordinarily becomes so in a short time. 

9. The old masters of endowed schools were mostly men of moderate 
education. Teachers recently appointed are, I believe, more efficient. 
Trained teachers have received E.uch appointments. Thet·e have been, 
and sometimes (but, perhaps, rarely) are now, appointtnents not quite 
satisfactory. · . 

E. g. In the north of l'orkohire, a clergyman appointed his son, only 
tltirteen yea1'S of oge, to be second n:aster in a grammar school with a 
~alary of 70l. a year.· 

10. Very many of the nJasters of endowed schools are extremely ineffi
cient ; in the appointments private individual claims being frequently 
more consideted than public fitness for the duty. 

11. Cases vary so much as to admit of no concbe reply. 

8. What is your experience as to the efficieucy of masters of private
ad venture schools, and as to the nuture or their previous 
occupations? 

1 In general they are inefficient; and very often after failing in 
other occupations thty turn to teaching, thou·• h in every way 
unqualified. 

0 
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2. They are often broken down and drunken trac.lesmen. SJnJetimes 
I have known a pitman without a leg become a schoolmaster. 

3. I have had very little experience of these. Masters brought llP to 
other occupations cannot answer Wf:Jl unless properly trained. 

4. They are of very little use, such private-adventure schools as I 
kr.ow. I judge by the little the cllilc.lren know when they come from 
such schools to my own. 

6. Private-adventure schools are, I think, not of a very efficient 
cl1aracte1' in this district. 

7. :\lay nwy from full efficiency to entire uselessnes;;. Ordinarily they 
are broken down men. lf competent in knowledge and ability they 
generally nre di~sipated. If of thorough mural character, commonly 
they are aftlicted, or have been unfortunate in business. There are 
honourable exceptions; the above, however, is the rule. 

9. They are very modtrate indeed. Too many are drunken. They are, 
or have beeu, men too idle to toorl1,-broken-down tradesmen, cripp~es, 
meu who have met with accidents, &c. 

10. Generally speaking tlwy hare failed in making a li\elihood at any 
other trade or hanc.licraft; they have tried, and they rc>ort to teJching 
for a living, and are usuallv very ineflicicnt. 

II. These vary much,· but in tl1e humbler class of schools many 
undertake the task who are very unsuitable. 

12. Inefficient, and from any previous occupation in which they hall 
failed. 

9. What is your opinion of the subject-matter of education in various 
classes of schools in the district with which you are acqmintetl 
in respect of-

( a) Its tendency to develop the mental power~ ? 
(b) Its tendency to supply specific information of practical 

value ? 
(c) Its tendency to fit the pupil for his future course of 

lile? 

I. Children are in general too short a time at school, and too irre· 
gular in their attendance, to allow of the tendencies of their education 
to be properly developed, whatever they be. I fear, also, that baJ 
example at home deprives their education of much good effects it might 
otherwise have. 

2. All the subjects of education are here most elementary. 
(a) Our teachers strive to make the subjects a means of deYeloping 

the mental power. This is the main thing. 
(b) The subjects of most practical Yalue are, arithmetic, reading, 

writing. 
(c) Tendency good, but not continued long enough. 
3. The subjects of instruction in the Shinclill'e parochial school are 

well calculated to develop the mental powers, to supply specific infor· 
mation in scriptural knowledge, in grammar, history, and geography, 
and particularly in the most useful parts of arithmetic; and conse
quently, when sufficient time is allowed, to fit them for their future 
course of life. 

4. (a) The subject-matter may be good, but so mnch depenc.ls on 
the master; yery few masters are capable of de\'eloping mental 
power. 

(b) I think it will do this if well taught. 
(c) I should say, that to make a boy or girl a good member of 
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society, the masters nre not the sort of m~n that can gain moral 
influence over the children. As far ns reading and writing go it 
might do ; but, unless a man can train a child for after-life ia a 
moral, ChdstL111 point of view, l hold all education wot'se than 
useless. 

6. I belic\·e the education in all good National schools is well 
adapter! to dnnv out the mental powers of the children ; aho to 
supply information of practical value, wbich has a tendency to fit ~hem 
for their after course in life. 

7. I have no objection to make under any l1ead, unless this be one, 
that girls are encouraged by the work too commonly dlme in the 
sciJOo!s in a love of finery, wl1ich sadly disqualifies them for the futllre 
duties of sen ice and married life. 

9. In inspected schools, or where trained teachers are appointed, 
these three points are pa1'ticularly attended to, and also the rnanne1·s 
and momls. 

In private adventure-schools (a) is much neglected; (b) and (c) are 
only aimed at. 

In endoiVed schools also (a) is overlooked. 
10. (a) Its tendency is to devrlop the mental powers; but its 

practical effect is not half so great as it ought to be, in consequence of 
the short time given by the mining population to education. This 
remark applies to (b) and (c). 

11. (a) Good. 
(b) Good, 
(c) Good. 
12. Schools nuder inspection are the best, in all cases where under 

Government the assistance and suggestions of the owners and occu
piers of property would be of advantage, to the extent of visiting 
and recording the result as to the character of both master and his 
pupils. 

10. Is it usual for parents to send their· chi!Jren to school5 in 
conncxion with other religious persuasions than their own? 
and, if so, upon what terms as to special provision for their 
religious instruction or attendance upon religious worship, 
and are such terms usually enforced in practice ? 

1. In a large number of cases parents not belonging to the Church 
of England send their children to Church of England schools without 
making any tenus as to special provision, &c. 

2. Yes. 
:t\ot any terms are made. 
Parents are not half so suspicious and sensith·e on the religious 

qnestion as M.P.'s seem to fancy. In our schools we have children of 
all persuasion$, and they all receive the same lessons ; and I have ne1·er 
heard a murmur. · 

3. There have been in this school the children of Romanists aml 
various D(ssenters, but no special provision for their religious instruc
tion was ever made. 

4·. Ye$, for week-day lessons, but not for Sundays. No terms at all. 
No objection is made, as far as I know, to the Church's teaching on 
wctk days; bl!t they expect, and are generally allowed, to attend 
their own place of worship. This I consider a mistake in all educ:t· 
tion, and what a conscientious clergyman can hurdly uo. 

5." Indifference on these points seems to prevail. 
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6. In my own schools the understanding is that all the chiluren 
attend the religious instruction;:, and they are o:1ly excused from 
attendance at church when the parents ask for leave to take them with 
themselves to their own place of worship. 

7. Yes. I do not think they usually trouble themselves about what 
the second part of this question particularizt>s. Whrn, however, they 
have an opportunity, they prefer a decidedly pious master and mistress 
of any denomination. The question of Church or Methodism, or 
dissent, is as nothing in comparison with that of personal reliuion and 
rectitude. 

0 

9. Yes. \Yhat religious instruction is to be given is never men
tioned. Sunday attendance is not compulsory. Parents send thei1· 
children to Sunday schools of their own persuasion, though this practice 
is not g-eneral. 

IO. This is usual. The terms are seldom referred to, excepting- in 
the case of Romfl.n Catholics coming to Protestant schools. The 
teacher engages not to enforce the learning of auy catechism. In all 
other cases the rule is that the children are requeste1l to attend some 
place of worship, but not restricted to that connected with the school. 
There are a few exceptions to this. 

II. Dissrnters send their children to Church schools rather than 
none. 

The terms are not rigorously enforced in practice, but very much so 
in theory an~ in formal rules. 

I2.Itis. 

IV.-lNTELLECTUAL RESULTS OP EDUCATION. 

I. What is your experience as to the comparative value of educated 
and uneducated workmen an:l workwomen as such? 

2. Much in favour of the educated man. I ha\'e heard many inotances 
of his superiority. ' 

4. As far as concerns pitmeo an uneducated workm:~n does quite as 
well, but educated pitmen are rare. I think pitmen who can read ami 
write (this I do not call their education) are very frequently the leaders 
or abettors of strikes, 

i. The educated workmen alway~ get advanced. The best colliE>ries 
in this district are worked principally by men taken out of the rank>, 
whose training in childhood was chiefly in the Sunday school. It is 
the same in the iron works. · 

The children who ran wild are seldom in manhood other than 
degraded and drunken and inferior workmen. 

9. As a general rule, they (the former) are more trustworthy,
generally do better work,-give their masters less trouble,-and are 
more careful over their .master's property, e.g.,-

( a) I heard l\lr. l\Iatthews (vit>wer of two large collieries, witlt 
Bclwols) say: "I have no doubt good schools in collieries would PAY, 

because educated workmen are more careful than ignorant men.'' 
(b, Educated workmen nearly abcays take parts with their masters 

during strikes for wages. 
(c) Lady ( .\larchioness of) Londonderry bas goori schools established 

in all her collieries (and she has a great many). Her workpeople hare 
never struck for wages. 

(d) Coal an(l railway companies h:lVe owned that it is more profit
able to emplny as brakesmt-n, firemE'n, guards, porters, &c. &c. educated 
men, rather than uneducated men, even at higher wages. 
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10. The mechanical value of the two is t'f'Jual, but the advantage in 
the educated man is in his being aware of the value of his time, and 
therel(>re more to be depended upon for continuous labour. 

11. Educated very much preferred. • 
12. An educate1l man can be promoted if he has ability otherwise, 

and less likely to be led astray. 
13. That ellucated workmen and work1vomen are by far the best in a 

mechanical sense, and are the leaven by which the mass are kept civi(, 
obedient, and well-conducted. 

J.t.. I have been at Willington for eight years, but only occupied as 
" teacher" in an evening school since St·ptember, and I think the 
educated class are preferred in situations of resp.msibility. 

2. \\"hal is your experience as to the value which poor people, who 
have received a goorl school education, set upon it in after
life? 

1. They value it much. 
2. There i~ some diversity on this point. Generally, those fairly 

educated do value it. 
3. They profess to value it highly; but do not always use it to any 

great advantage, or try to obtain it for their children. 
4. They value it, and are grateful for it. 
.5. Very great. 
6. I believe that the poor think much of being, as they say, "good 

scholars;" but the date of their establishment does not enable me to 
speak with experience of the effect of the good schools on the after-life 
of the children. 

7. They prize it highly, if they become religious men; but generally, 
though there are exceptions, if they be not religious they do not care 
about it. Even the mischievous political and trades-union spouters 
among the working men are usually those who improved in their 
opening and early manhood the advantages of their boyhood, under the 
influence of religious principle. The fact is, that nothing but religion 
does (I speak as to what is the almost universal fact) raise the working 
men of this distriet above the position they attain at school, and nothing
but religion keeps them from abusing their attainments when raised. 
Educational advancement is a curse to the working man wirhout the 
controlling- and sustaining- power of religion. The dangerous talkers I 
was referring to arose intellectualiy under re!igiou~ guidance, and they 
have become what they are by losing or casting off religion. The mas-. 
of the people here are so conscious of the connexion of religion a!\d 
education to make the latter benefieial, that they have no idea of 
:;eparating them, and would resent any attempt to bring it about. 

~. (a) They call it a great blessing, and therefore wish to give it to 
their childrt'n ; hence, 

(b) It is the eJur.ated parent who is the most careful to send l:is 
children to school, and keep them there. 

10. They always prize it highly, and use their efforts to have their 
own children educated; and the- educated workman may al~o generally 
he known by his superior moral conduct, his domestic habits, and 
bral'ing. 

11. They general I 1'-1 should say, invariably-prize it much, and 
desire it for their children. 

12. Tho:>e who have rrtainf'd and irnprovrd upon the instruction 
received at ~chool are very proud of having done so, and always 
express themselves as though they were thankful in having been St) 
fortunate. 
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13. They appreciate it highly; it increases their sclf-rc~pcct, on 
which their whole conduct greatly depends. 

14. Look upon it as an inestimable blessing. 

a: How far d() they avail themselves of such means of keeping 
up Ol' extending their acquirements as reading·roolm, lcct•Jres, 
evening schoo!s, and the like? 

1. To n limited ext;nt only. 
2. As far as can fairly be expected. 
3. The reading room here not numerously attended ; lectures very 

generally fail ; evening schools have never succeeded well. 
4. It is with difficulty that we can get members for reading ro:>nJs 

and lectures. -
6. I cannot say that I have, in this district, observed any great 

anxiety to keep up or to exte-nd their acquirements by sul'h means, 
that is, speaking generally of the younl! mm nnd women, but I believe 
this may be partially accounted for by the indif!'erence of parents as to 
their improving themselves. . 

7. With the exception of evening schools, hardly at all ; and these 
are principally used by steady religious young men. 

!J, Reading rooms, lecture room>, and discussion classe~ are generally 
attended, if under proper management. Evening sella ds are m9sll!J 
attended by those whose education has been neglected in boyhood. 

10. Those of the workmen whn have been long enough at scl1o,Jl to 
realize any pleasure from the acquirement of knowledge nrc geuernlly 
found in connexion with reading-rooms, lectures, evening classe~, pu~Jiic 
meetings, week-uight preachings, &c., and so keep up and extend thcit• 
acquirements. 

l 1. A good attendance when lectures of a solid character are given. 
Libraries fairly encouraged. 

12. The most industrious and temperate are generally subscribers 
to libraries, attend lectures, and some avail themselves of evening 
schools. 

13. Not so much as they should or might do, but i11 this respect 
they are improving; we have just had an application from about 50 
of uur workmen to open a uigbt school, aml in consequence have cn
gnged a mastu who will open a school at the factory at Chrbtmas. 

14. The hours for labour generally prevent their attendance at such 
means, having so _litHe time for rest. Average days of labour H or 
J 5 hours. 

4. Has your experience enabled you to trace any connexion b::
t~~·een the ~pread of popular education, and the spread of a 
taste for music, singing, drawi11g, and other simi!ar accom· 
plishments amongst the poor? 

1. I have no experience on this point. 
2. I have not myself yet obsened any such connexion; but I bave 

met persons who have noticed it. . 
3. No concerts here, vocal or instrumental, have been well attended. 

Bands in connexion with the pubiic huu~et~ most popular. 
'!-. No; I hardly think education has ~u!ficiently atlvance<l to h:::ve 

that efl'ect; when it becomes more taught and in schools it may in
fluence people, but oflate years a taste for music hns ce1tainly increased 
rapidly. 

5. A most decided advance in all these re~pects. 
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6. I think I have noticed of late, along with the spread and improved 
character of popular education, a growing taste for music, &c. amongst 
the young people, as I find them ready to join classes which are formed 
for such object. 

2. Most certainly. The love of music, singing, drawing, &c. is 
.decidedly on the increase. 

10. The spread of a taste for music and singing may be traced in 
connexion with the spread of populat• education, but this has been 
accomplished more by Sunday schools than day schools in these dis
tricts. As to drawing, &c., the requirements of the poor connected 
with coal mines are not such as to call forth their talents in this direc
tion, and therefore the connexion iri these cannot be traced. 

11. Popular education, good singing, and skilful drawing are found 
to make gQlold progress together. 

12. Sume have a taste for music and singing; drawing and other 
accompli~hments are little thought ot: 

14. Wher·e popular education exists there is a taste for the accom· 
plishments named, especially music and singing. 

On&ERVATIONs, NorEs1 &c. 
Note A.-There are al:<o large quantities of Irish in the city of Dur· 

ham, who ~end their children out to beg, &c., instead of to school. 
Rev. JOliN CuNDILL, B.D., 

Perpetual Curate of St.l\Iargaret's, 
Durham. 

Note B.-Durhamd7th November 18.58.-1 am the ineumbentofthe 
parish of St. Nicholas in this city; population ~,000; largely poor. 
There is a large !'chool of old standing called the Bluecoat School, which 
will account for there being no parochial school; it is conducted by a 
committee, and I have no control over it; I am unable, therefore, to 
furnish as minute statistics as I otherwise might. To increase the 
supply of religious education I have some hold over my own people. 
I am at pr('sent building a Sunday school adjoining the church, also 
in course of erection : this will be in addition to the Bluecoat Sunday 
school already in existence. I would venture to express my conviction 
very strongly, as to the great source of moral evil amongst the working 
classes which impedes education and destroys the benefit that would 
otherwise arise from it: it is the drunkenness of the lower orders, 
S1•perinduced by a redundancy of liquor traffic. So long as my parish 
is drenched with liquor and overwhelmed with public houses, I can 
hope _for very little moral or educational progress. It is my deep 
conviction, that the Legislature will reap comparatively slender and 
unsatisfactory results frum its great efforts to educate the people until 
this great stumbling-block and temptation is removed out of the way; 
a large portion of our school children, under the present system, 
become drunkards before they are 30. 

VOL. II. 

Rev. G. T. Fox, 
Incumbent of St. Nicholas, 

Durham. 

E E 
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Note C.-A few months since Henderson and Co. required to appoint 
a young woman in one of their departments to a superior position, 
where a knowledge of writing and the three first rules of arithmetic 
were required; there were nine young women of respectable appear
ance and of fair good conduct, but not one of these had the requisite 
education. The weekly earnings of the nine young women would be 
about 6s. 6d. each .. 

WILLIAM HENDERSON, 

Manufacturer, Durham. 
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Note C.-A few months since Henderson and Co. required to appoint 
a young woman in one of their departments to a superior position, 
where a knowledge of writing and the three first rules of arithmetic 
were required; there were nine young women of respectable appear
ance and of fair good conduct, but not one of' these had the requisite 
education. The weekly earnings of the nine young women would be 
about 6s. 6d. each •. 

WILLIAM HENDERSON, 

Manufacturer, Durham. 
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REPORT of AssiSTANT CmmiSSIONER JoHN JENKINS, Esq., 
on the StATE of PoPCLAR EDCCATION in the WELSH SPECI
)IEN DISTRICTS in the PooR LAW UNIONS of CoRWEN", 
DoLGELLY, BALA, FFESTINIOG, NEATH, and l\IEBTHYR 

TYDFIL in NORTH and SouTH 'VALEs. 

Swam:ea, 4th J nne 1859. 
}.!Y Lo:an DcKE A.'\D GENTLE::\IEN, 

I HA"VE the honour to lay before you the following report 
on the state of popular education in the "Welsh Specimen 
District.'' 

This district comprises the seyeral parishes nnJ parochial divisions Limits, Area, 
of the four Poor Law Unions ofCorw·en, Dolgelley, Bala, and Ffes- and Pop~?on 

• • • l.T h ,,~I d h . h d h' 1 d' . 0 rofthe D!Stnct. tmwg m .~., ort a es, an t e pans es an paroc Ia I VISIOns o 
the Unions of Neath and J\Ierthyr Tydfil in South Wales. The 
North Wales Unions include the whole of the county of :llerioneth 
with the exception of the parishes of Penal and Towyn, a portion 
of South Carnarvonshire, the parish of 1\Iallwyd in Montgomery
shire, together with eight parishes or parochial divisions in the 
county of Den big h. The two South 'Vales Unions are in the 
county of Glamorgan, with the exception of the parish of Ystrad· 
>elite and the divisions of Upper and Lower Ystradgunlais in the 
Neath Union, and the parishes of Penderyn and Yainor in the 
Merthyr Union-all which are in the county of Brecon. The 
total number of parishes and parochial divisions in the four Unions 
of North Y\r ales is forty-eight, and in the two unions of South 
Wales thirty-nine, the area of the former being 1,159 square 
miles, and of the latter 431 square miles. The aggregate popula
tion of the North Wales Unions, according to the census of 1851, 
was 51,307, and of the Unions of Merthyr Tydfil and Neath 
123,711. 

For the purposes of this inquiry it has been deemed desirable The Unions 
that the l.Inion::: should have a classification founded on the classed under 
character of their principal industrial pursuits and occupations. three head.J. 
In tlill point of view the four North 'Vales Unions constitute 
the agricultural section or subdivision of the district; the Union 
of Neath a mixed mining or manufacturing and agricultural 
section; and that of Merthyr Tydfil a mining and manufacturing 
section. This arrangement of the Unions is recommended by the 
opportunities which it affords for observing educational and other 
institutions which are adverted to in this report under different 
eocial aspects, and of testing them under varied conditions. 

As many of the points to which I shall have occasion to advert 
hare a direct reference to the physicai character and resources 
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of the country and the economic condition of its population, I 
think it expedient, in this place, to give a description of the 
district as it respects these features. 

The North Wales sub-division of the district is, as has been 
above observed, for the most part purely agricultural, the excep
tions being the population of the ports alo~g the sea coast on the 
west, of the slate quarries of Ffestiniog and Corris, and of a fEm 
manufactures, principally of the native flannel, in the towns. 
The general aspect of this portion of the country is that of a 
barren, mountainous region, yielding little, beyond a scanty pas
turage, with narrow valleys between the mountain ranges. This 
determines the character of its agriculture-by far the greater pro
portion of its surface being occupied as sheep or cattle breeding 
farms, or small holdings in the valleys with large mountain districts 
attached to them. Many of these farm:; have an extensive acreage, 
but in a country so sterile this must not be interpreted as an in
variable index to the wealth or station of the holders. A large 
proportion of them are of the class of small tenant farmers, and in 
position are little superior to the labouring population by which 
they are surrounded. With the exception of the eastern portion 
of Merionethshire, attempts to raise cereal crops are few and on a 
very limited scale. Hence, as comparatively little of the land is 
under culture, the supply of labour from the natural increase of 
population is at least always equal to the' demand. There is, 
therefore, no immigration into the district, and the great mass of 
the population is as purely aboriginal as that of any district in the 
kingdom. The peasantry or labourers give evidence that they are 
no exception to the rule which recognises frugality and simple 
ta8tes as characteristics of the pastoml life. If they are not poor 
it is because they have fe\Y wants and are &paring in their habits. 
The average of their wages, though it bas risen considerably 
of late years, is lower than that of the more favoured districts 
which border on the great labour markets of the country. 
Their dwellings are thatched cottages without gardens, whose 
apparently half ruined condition gives note of a degree of poverty 
far exceeding the reality. Within, these cottages-really a single 
room with the slightest possible divisions for sleeping accom
modation, with an. earth floor, and the absence of a grate 
supplied by a fire kindled on a hearthstone, present an interior in 
keeping with their exterior aspect. Of late years, however, con
siderable improvements have been made in the building and ar
rangements of the dwellings of this portion of the population, 
particularly in the neighbourhood of towns and of the slate 
quarries. The rugged and mountainous character of the country 
renders communication between its different parts costly, if not 
difficult, while that between it and the great centres of population 

·and industry in England is limited to certain great lines of road 
which pnss through the valleys from west to east. The. trade of 
the towns principally consists in the supply of the inh~b1tants of 
the neio·hbourinrr districts with such articles of importatwn as they 
require~ The t~wns, together with the fairs of the country, con-. 
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stitute the only points of communication with England, I may say 
with the without world. In their aspect they reflect the quietude of 
the a.o-ricultural districts by which they are surrounded. The outline 
I ha,~ given may be deemed complete when I add that the ownership 
of these sterile mountain districts and of the richer valleys which lie 
bC'twcen them i~-1 distributed for the most part among a few great 
proprietors, in the extent of whose possessions, as well as in their 
influence, we may recognize the dim reflection in modern times of 
the power of the chieftains and princes in centuries long past, 
from whom many of them claim descent. 

The South Wales Unions present a marked contrast to the The South 
outline I have above given. Situated in the centre of a district Wales Unions. 
abounding in coal, iron ore, .and other minerals, with ports, 
whose convenient outlets for this wealth to the sea invite trade 
from every country in the world, the Unions of Neath and 
Merthyr Tydfil exhibit all the features of districts in a stage 
of transition or rather of rapid development in their physical 
and social condition. Towns and large villages are scattered 
over the whole area wherever the vast manufactures, which 
afford labour a market, attract to them a population. Railroads, 
canal;;, and highways offer facilities for intercommunication be-
tween the several towns and populous districts, as well as with the 
great centres of commerce and wealth in England. Consequent 
on a rapidly increasing demand for labour we :find a continuous 
influx into them of a new population, the great mass of which 
is contributed by the agricultural districts of Carmarthenshire, 
Cardiganshire, and th western and northern counties of South 
\Y ales, but with a very consiuerable admixture of immigrants from 
the neighbouring counties of Someri'et, Devon, and Gloucester, as 
well as from Ireland. These generally swell the ranks of unskilled 
labour. Ascending higher in the social scale we have a larger 
infusion of the English element in the skilled artisans, tradesmen, 
and capitalists who have become settlers in the district. This 
immigration is not limited to the towns, but is distributed over 
all parts of the district, over every neighbourhood where specu-
lation or enterprise have attempted to open up the mineral wealth 
or other resources of the country.-Inter8pcrsed with the manufac-
turing and mining is a considerable agricultural population which, 
however, unlike the former, is almost wholly composed of theW elsh 
or aboriginals of the district. A large extent of the surface in both 
Unions consists of highland or mountain lands, the soil of which is 
poor and, except for pasturage, unproductive, The farmers are 
generally small farmers, but in the valleys the holdinO"s are on a 
more extensive scale. The dwellin~s of the labouring population 
pr~Ee?t a marked ;ont:ast to those m North Wales as it respects 
bmldmg and the mtenor arrangements. The cottage garden is 
here the rule, and, generally speaking, the labouring population in 
the South give evidence of being in command of a greater amount 

· of domestic and social comfort than is posseesed bv the same class 
in i'\orth Wales. In the former the increase of we;lth haa brouO'ht 
with it a greater distribution of property and created a la~ge 
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intermediate class between the great landowners and yearly 
tenants. All the features of this district attest rapid change 
and progress, even agriculture, showing that it participates in 
the influences which close proximity to the neighbourhood of 
large manufacturing or commercial communities brings to bear 
upon it. 

MODE OF INQUIRY. 

Before giving the results elicited by this inquiry, I think it 
proper to describe the mode in which they have been obtained. 

With the aid of the clerks I uistributed to public and private 
day and evening schooh throughout the district the circulars 
(proper to each class of schools) issued by the Commissioners. As 
a general rule the educational provision in each parish or parochial 
division was inquired into before proceeding to the next, until 
all the parishes in the Union were exhausted, and returm 
were made of the schools visited according to a form which I 
prepared, specially adapted to peculiar features in the district. 
In all cases the clerks and myself were careful to explain the 
several points of information sought for by the circular, and, 
generally, '\ve rendered every aid in our power towards facilitating 
returns being made by the school teachers. As circulars M and N 
demanded, on the part of the masters, time for the preparation of 
the returnE, a printed form was delivered with the circular, by 
which, when filled up, it could be forwarded to me by post. In 
this department of the inquiry the wide extent of many of the 
parishes, and the little information which the people in one part 
of a parish could give us of the school provision in others, rendered 
it necessary for me or the assistants, in most cases, to traverse the 
parishes in several directions. In South 1Vales, through the kind
ness of H.l\I.lnspector of the Neath and Merthyr Poor Law Unions, 
and the recommendation of the Boards of Guardians of those 
Unions, we derived much valuable information as to the locality 
of schools from the rate collectors and other Union offici'lls. 

In the Sunday schools I encountered difficulties of another 
kind than those which occurred in the ca8e of day schools ; among 
these was the fact, that the managers and teachers of Sunday 
schools constitute a class who, although intelligent on religious 
subjects, were not generally competent to deal with statistical 
forms of im1 uiry without much preliminary explanation. To over
come this obstacle, in addition to the explanation given to the 
managers on the delivery of the circulars, whenever an opportunity 
occurred I selected a person in each neighbourhood, to whom 
reference could be made in the event of difficulties being expe
rienced in getting up the details required. There was also the 
more formidable obstacle, that out of the towns, both in North 
and South Wales, comparatively few only of the Sunday School 
officials had sufficient knowledge of the English language to be 
enabled to understand the circulars. This was obviated by pub
lishing in the Welsh language, a translation of the headings of the 
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!'everal columns in circular P, with a fe,v plain directions on the 
method of filling them up. I have the satisfaction of knowing 
that this facilitated the preparation of returns from the Sunday 
schools in country districts. In subsequently visiting a large 
number of schools for the purpose of inspecting their methods of 
instruction, I had frequent opportunities of testing the accuracy 
of the returns which had been forwarded to me, and as a result, I 
entertain a favourable opinion of the care and fidelity with which 
the more important columns of circular P have been filled up. 

In the Neath and Bala Unions, with a view to exclude so far us Enumerat?rs 
. b I l d employed m poss1bl~, all elements of dou t as to accuracy, emp oye a some- the Neath and 

what different machinery in collecting the statistics of Sunday Bala Unions. 
schools. Instead of relying on the circulurs being filled up by the 
officials of the schools, I enga:zed a number of persons who them-
selves made the enumeration of the particulars required in the seve-
ral columns. This method of taking the Sunday school statistics of 
these Unions involved some additional labour and delay, in securing 
an adequate staff of competent enumerators, which were, however, 
more than compensated for by obtaining results that may be relied 
upon, and which may be applied as tests of other methods, such as 
that of the census of 1851. 

Throughout Wales there is a large number of Sunday schools Separate Re
which, though connected with a place of worship, are held at some ;rns ~S~nday 
distance frotn the church or chapel to which they belong, and from s;:~~ls. 
which they take their designation. In a country where the congre-
gation is obtained from a population scattered over an area of 
several miles, and where intercommunication between localities is 
difficult, these branch schools constitute the machinery by which 
religious instruction has been canied to the remotest and least 
accessible districts of a mountainous region. In local and in some 
general returns of Sunday schools, which have recently been 
made in the Principality, I observe that the aggregate numbers 
only of the branch and parent schools are given. This practice, 
more particularly where, as in this district, it has not been uni-
formly adhered to, leads to confusion and apparent discrepancy in 
statements which are given of the provision made for this feature 
in the religious instruction of Wales. Throughout this inquiry 
I have uniformly adopted the rule of treating every branch school 
as a separate and independent school ; and in issuing circulars to 
the managers of such schools, I have urged the importance of 
their adherence to the same principle. The recognition of branch 
as separate schools has the obvious advantage of showing the dis4 

tribution of Sunday school instruction over the area of inquiry, 
and places in a striking point of view the facility with which this 
institution adapts itself to peculiarities in the physical character of 
the country, and the distribution of its population,-features which 
aggregate returns, in which branch are merged in the parent 
schools, cannot so fully bring out. 

In conformity with the instructions of the Commissioners, I Examination 
visited and examined a large number of day schools, public and of Schools. 
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private, for the purpose of determining their comparative efficiency 
and the character of the instruction given in them. As time 
would not admit of my examining each school so minutely as to 
be in a position to pronounce upon these points, I grouped the 
schools into classes, e.,c;., public, private, dames' schools, and selected 
such a number of each as might enable me to judge of the quality of 
the instruction which they professed to give. The t::cholars in these 
schools were carefully examined in the variouil branche:; of learnin(r 
taught in them.· Other schools to which I had not the opportunity 
of devoting so much time were examined on special branches 
selected from the more prominent subjects of the school cours(), 
while the remaining schools were visited with a view to determine 
the adequacy and character of the school accommodation, and 
points relative to their order, discipline, or management. 

I alstJ visited a large number of Sunday schools of nil denomina
tions in rural ~istricts a:1d in towns throughout each union. ill which 
the inquiry was conducted. On tl.ese occasions I gave ~pecial atten
tion to the schools in which instruction is imparted through the 
medium of the Welsh language, as they pre~ent peculiar features 
in the religious training of the population, to wl1ich reference ii! 
made in a subser1uent portion of this Report. From the notes 
which I took of the examinations (which were uniformly conducted 
by the class teacher~) and from interviews with the managers, I 
obtained valuable infurmation as to the methods and subject-matter 
of the instruction afforded by the 1Velsh Sunday schools as well 
as their general efficiency and the extent of their influence over 
the people. 

A highly important feature in this inquiry was thllt of elieiting 
from competent persons in the several localities of my district 
information on the educational condition of their re~pective 
neighbourhoods. In this branch of the inquiry it will be seen 
from the Appendix that, in addition to that class of questions which 
are properly comprised under the head of euucation, the inquiry 
was extended to points in the social and mural condition of the 
population, their wages, habits, 11ature of employment, and other 
features which, as retarding or accelerating influences. all determine 
the actual condition of education among a people so circumstanced 
as the population of Wale5. This department of the inquiry was 
carried out in part by personal interviews with influential parties, 
including magistrates, the clergy of different denominations, land
owners, manufacturers, and employers of large bouies of men, who, 
from the interest they took in or the experience they had accumu
lated on educational suhjcct5, might be expected to give me such in
formation as I required. With a view to rendering the information 
thus collected as correct a reflection of public opinion as po3sible, 
I also availed myself of the opinions of tradesmen, farmers, and 
workinO' men, and their evidence constitutes not the least valuable 
portion° of that which is found in the Appendix. In tl_1e ngr~cul-; 
tural districts, the prosecution of the inquiry by personal mterv1ews 
was a work of some difficulty from the necessity, in thinly popu+ 
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lated localities, of passing over nn extenilive area in order ~o 
obt:lin a comparatively inaJequate amount of information. I en
derwoured to remeJy this inconvenience by the di:;;tribntion of 
printed series of questions, which, however, I found I could 
successfully nvailmy~elf of only to a limited extent. In the case 
of farmers and the labouring population who were conversant with 
Welsh only, I translated into Engli::)h at the time the information 
that was supplied to 1ne. 

MouAt A.XD SocrA.L CoxmnoN oF THE PoPULATIOX. 

The moral and S'lcial con<lition of a people has such immediate 
bearings on their educational state, 1 hat it becomes an antecedent 
n::cc~sary to be taken into account, in order to determine many of 
the questions implied in an education inquiry. In the district 
to which this report refers, where difference of race has given to 
the character of the people highly di:Stinctire qualities, a p.rdiminary 
sketch of their peculiarities becomes the more necessary. I therefore 
propose at this stage to advert to those features in the character 
of the population of \Vales which illustrate its present condition 
a~ it respects education, and the means to be adopted for its 
furtherance in the future. A fuller comprehension of the subject 
will be obtained by a preliminary retrospect of the circumstances 
by which these features have been influenced and determined. 

Up to a comparatively recent date \Vales constituted one Past.s?cial 
great and almost exclusively agricultural district. With a po· ;n~tion of 
pulatiou depeuJent on the soil, a:1cl tl1at soil a poor one, with a es. 
no manufactories, no commerce to stimulate its energies, no com
munication so far as the 111as:~ of the people was concerned with 
the great centres of activity and of progress in England, its 
condition was stationary, and this by the advance of districts 
more within the circle of influence:3 which stimulate improve· 
ment became comparative retro;2:rad:ltion. The customs, habits, 
and general tone of thought as well as the social arran(J'ements 
of a past age were, among a people thus circumstan~ed, re-
taine<l long after they had disappeared in more favoured districts. 
The country was divided into two classes, smnll farmers and larve 
landowners, without any intermediate class to fill up the gre~t 
di5tance between them, and by becoming the medium of commu-
nication becoming abo the instrument;; of improvement in the 
manners and tastes of the population. 

It was not u?til. the midule of the .l:•st cent\:ry that two great The Religious 
elements of socJalimproycn:ent aad hfe broke m upon this quies- Movement 
cent-almost stagnant state of the \Velsh mind. These were the ahcause of 

l. . . .l l d 1 f h . c ange. re 1gwus movement anu t 1e eve opment o t e mmeral resources 
of the country. As to the first, I may briefly sum up its features 
by saying that a class of men arose in \Vales who emulated the zeal 
which gaYe rise to the Itt bours of Whitfield and \Vesley in England. 
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In a comparatively brief period they produced a revolution in the 
habits and whole tone of thought of the Welsh people, they achieved 
changes w h.ich are unsurpasl:1ed in the history of social changes amono
any other people. Under these influences the place of worship ba~ 
become the school of the population of Wales, the religious 1'pirit 
has funned and kept alive whatever intellectual influence prevails 
among them, and religious instruction has permeated the remotest 
recesses of the Principality. Throughout the whole country 
Sunday schools, and institutions of an analogous character, are 
established which afford the means of religious instruction 11ot onlv 
to children but to the adult portion of the population. • 

The develop- Almost contemporaneou:sly with the religious movement came 
mentofmineral another element of change, which, though in its more immediate 
resotuhrces results affecting the southern portion of the Princi1)ality only, 
ano er cause, • d f l • fl b · 1 1 d' · f exerClse a power u m uence over t e agr1eu tura 1str1Cts o 

Wales generally. I refer to the discovery of the mineral resources 
of the country, and the introduction of manufacturing indu~try into 
South Wales. It would be difficult, by the aid of mere description, 

. to picture in their reality the effects which, within a comparatively 
brief period, have been brought about by an agency the first foun
dations of which were laid scarcely a century since. Within some 
sixty or seventy years a change has taken place scarcely less mar
vellous for its rapidity than what we read of in the new states of 
America or our own Australia. Single habitations scattered over 
secluded districts have multiplied into villages; villages swollen into 
towns; power has been embodied in all the complications of ma· 
cbinery, while smelting and other processes of manufacture, deve
loping enterprise, some amount of skill, ingenuity, and mind, are 
carried on upon a scale so vast as to convert extensive di~tricts of 
the. country into one grand laboratory-centres of human labour, 
activity, and enterprise. 

The popular This review will explain general features in the existing state 
literature of of popular literature in Wales, and the means of the in tel
Wales. lectual improvement of the people which are referred to in the 

course of this Report. As to its natural capacity, the Welsh 
mind has been rightly described as exhibiting great intellec
tual activity in combination with reasoning and imaginative 
powers of a high order; but it will be seen from what has 
been above said that, up to a very recent period, the people 
have been placed in circumstances and subject to influences 
unfavourable to the direction of these powers to practical results 
and useful ends. This is illustrated in the literature of the country, 
which has been, nearly up to the present time, almost exclusively 
theological, the only exceptions being the poetry of the national 
bards, and contributions to the antiquities and history of the 
country. For the vVelsh speaking portion of the population there 
were (and unfortunately the remark is to a great extent applicable 
to the present time) no books for general reading, or by which 
information on any branch of modern knowledge could be acquired, 
nor does the vVelsh language at the present hour contain a nomen-
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clature adequate to the requirements of modern science or art. 
The only resources for popular reading were the periodicals, 
and they too were theological. Their character was essentially 
controversial, and in this respect they accommodated themselves to 
the peculiar tendencies of the Welsh mind, which, in the absence 
of knowledge of a more po.:;itive kind, sought a sphere for its 
innate actiYity in dialectic disquisitions and exercises, conducted 
in a spirit in which asperity and even personality were called in 
to aid the force of argument. A love of discussion carried to the 
verge of subtle distinctions is a characteristic of the 'Velsh mind, 
equally in politics, morals, and theology. A class ofliterature thus 
consulting features ingrafted in the national character could not 
Jess than be successful in its appeals to a religious people like 
the w· elsh, and we accordingly find that the religious periodical 
has an almost universal circulation among the monoglot portion of 
the population, and a great amount of influence in directing public 
opinion. 

I speak of this branch of Welsh literature in the past time, as 
my remarks would have to be received with some qualifications 
as to its present state. Within the past ten years there has 
been a great improvement in its character and t:pirit, though I 
am assured that there remains ample room for still further 
amendment. 

The increase of skilled labour and mechanical appliances, with Welsh news· 
other cause~, has of late originated a demand in Wales for papers. 
general and useful knowledge, which has been responded to by 
efforts for the extension of popular literature among the 'Velsh 
speaking portion of the population. These efforts have been 
attended with varied success. The increasing number and ex-
tending circulation of newspapers attest that the value of that 
important branch of a people's literature is appreciated by the 
Welsh. They hold forth prospects of rivallin~ the religioui! pe-
riodicals in the universality of their distribution throucrhout 
the country. Since the abolition of the compulsory staii'p on 
newspapers their number has been more than quadrupled, some 
of them having a circulation of several thousands on each issue. 
The information embodied in them is much of the same cha-
racter as that which is found in the English newspaper, and, so 
far as literary merit and political di8cussion are concerned, may be 
advantageously contrasted with the provincial new~paper press 
in Englan.d. . The extension of the Welsh newspaper would 
appear to md1cate the taste of the people for rreneral as well as 
for that theological knowledge to which alone they hare hitherto 
had access. 

The ~ttempt t~ diffuse a knowledge of popular science through Failure of 
the medium of 1\ ehh has, I am assured, proved a failure. Apart translations of 
from the fact, that a large proportion of the population of the 7oks on 
country are extremely deficient in the preliminary traininrr :ci:~~~ 
necessary to impart a taste for scientific reallin~"~", the nomenclatur~ 
employed in com·eying scientific notionil i~ s~ remote from the 
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vernacular that it presents obstacles fully as formidable to the 
ordinary 'Velsh reauer as the acquisition of another lanrruarre,* 

The tastes of a people are in nothing more clearly reff'cct~d th:.m 
in their recreations. Those of the Welsh partake more of an in
tellectual than a physical character. Music, poetry, elocution, or 
subjects in which mind is more or less implied, being their favourite 
amusements. This is strikingly illustrateJ in the Eistcddfodau,t
originally assemblages ofWehh literati and bards for promoting the 
cultivation of the national music, language, and literature, which 
were subsequently adopted by the people, with an extension of their 
o~jects to adapt them to modern wants. As at present constituted 
the popular Eisteddfodau award prizes to successful competitors in 
music, poetry, and con1positions on subjects in history, popular 
science, and the applications of science to practical objects. These 
gathering::! exhibit the rare spectacle of a pea5ant and labouring 
population, not only spontaneously establishing for themselYes 
intellectual gymnasia, and contributing largely the pecuniary 
means of their support, but entering themselves into the lists as 
competitors, and frequently with success. Of a people whose 
tastes and aspirations thus tend to the intellectual, we may antici
pate important results when the advantages of a sound education 
are fairly brought within their reach. 

I turn to the moral condition of the population. The people in 
the northern portion of my district may be described as a sober, 
frugal, and well-regulated people, ectually observant of personal 
morality and of those more general duties on which the peace and 
wellbeing of a community so much depend. They are deeply im
bued with the religious spirit. When the general poverty of the 
country is taken into consideration, the number of institutions of a 
religious and philanthropic character which they Sl!pport-surprises 
us; and the zeal and activity with which movements of various 
kinds, having for their object the amelioration of existing social 
defect::! are promoted, attest the existence of a wider sympathy than 
that which emanates from the spirit of proselytism or party. We 
have proof of their provident and careful character, in the number 
of benefit clubs and other depositories established throughout the 
country for the investment of the gains of the labouring classes. 
The absence of crimes of the grave class has become almost pro
verbial of the Welsh character, while the infrequency of minor 
offences in theN orth Wales Unions, and the regular attendance of so 
large a mass of the population at the place of worship and Sunday 
schools are points indicated by the evidence found in the Appendix, 
and fully bear out the description I here give of the leading 
features in the moral condition of the population of theN orth Wales 
Unions to which this inquiry extended. . 

In the manufacturincr districts in South Wales this descriptiOn 
does not apply witho~t con::;iderable modification. The rapid 

* The first volume of" Cham hers' Information for the People" was translated into 
Welsh some ten years since. It gives proofs of great ability on the part ot the trans
lators, but as a commercial speculation has, I am informed, been unsuccessful. 

t Literally a sitting or se&sion, 
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iuflu..~ of populn-tion, from the simple hnbits and unvarying quie
tude of the agricultural co~nties to the increased temptations 
attendant on the congregatwn of large masses on one 8pot, the 
sudden transfer from low to high-money wages, and the intermix
ture of races, have brought whh them a large amount of the various 
forms of immorality usually found in towns and populous districts. 
There is, however, a marked difference between the mining popu
lations in different localities of tbe South ·wales Unions. In the 
south or Neath sub-district, where the demand for labour is more 
regular, the immigration not only more gradual, but composed of a 
greater variety of classes, the masses are, in point both of morality 
and intelligence, superior to those of the more northern manufac
turing and mining sub-district, where the influx of population has 
been sudden, and the labour is almost wholly of the unskilled kind. 
Intemperance is the great evil complained of, and there is no doubt 
that it prevails to a very considerable extent in the north or 
Merthyr portion of the South Wales district, more_especially in 
localities where new works have recently sprung up and suddenly 
summoned a mixed population to supply the demand which they 
have created for labour. The manners and habits of the people 
in these localities are of a coarser order than in those the settle
ment of which is of older date. This remark, however, applies 
only to particular neighbourhoods, and cannot strictly be said to 
indicate the character of the general population of the district. On 
the contrary, looking to the statements given in the evidence-to 
the large proportion of the population everywhere in attendance 
in the Sunday school, and the extent to which religious and other 
·agencies of improvement are supported by the working people~ 
we may conclude that intemperance or other excesses are charac-

. teristic of " special classes," not of the great bulk of the labouring 
population. As in the agricultural sub-district of North "\Vales, 
the Welsh colliers and other labourers in the south are religious, 
and generally associated with and subject to the discipline of some 
one or other denomination, and in their general conduct are peace
able, orderly, and well conducted. .As one fact which gives 
evidence of the moral condition of the population, I may observe 
that the cottages of the labouring classes throughout the South 
"\Vales Unions generally indicate a regard for personal comfort 
and domestic order which is so manifestly wanting in the peasantry 
of North W ~les. Those erected of late years are well arranged, 
and the vanous rooms are properly · separated, so as to secure 
·privacy. They are well furni~hed and clean, and in the rural 
districts have attached to them gardens, which not unfrequently 
are fully stocked and cultivated .. In the Neath Union a larO"e pro
portion of the labouring people erect their own cotta()'es on°leases 
for a term varying from fifty to ninety years at s~all ground 
rents. This laudable ambition of becominO' "their own landlords·~ 
is rapidly spreading among the industriou~ classes throu()'hout the 
manufacturing and mining districts of the two unions 

0

of Neath 
·and Merthyr, and is attended with very marked and beneficial 
l'esults in the promotion of habits. of ecor,omy, forethought, and 
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sobriety. Provident societies, in the shape of sick clubs, benefit 
building societies, and similar organisations, have been established 
throughout country districts as well as in the towns. The caution 
and calculation which are such prominent features in the Wehh 
character are strongly exemplified in the extent to which the 
people avail themselves of institutions of this kind. The payments 
to the Swansea Benefit Building Societies in the year 1858, I 
am informed on good authority, amounted to 30,0001., while the 
deposits in the Swansea Savings Bank for the same year were 
31,868.l. J2s .. IOd.,-the total representing the savings principally 
of the mdustrtal clusses of the town and neighbourhood. Swansea 
is immeJintely contiguous to theN eath Union, and the institutions 
to which I have referred are available to a population of about 
100,000, according to the census of 1851. The improvement in 
the social and moral aspect of the whole district has been very 
marked within the past ten years. 

The evidence, however, indicates the existence of practices 
among the population of W" ales, which exhibit its moral condition 
in an aspect anomalous, if not inconsistent, with those features 
in the character of the people which I have above described. I 
refer to the extensive prevalence of illegitimacy, more particu
larly in the rural and agricultural districts. This evil has been 
very strongly brought before me. 

Looking, however, to the features which mark its preva
lence, I think that we cannot legitimately regard it as a 
consequence of general dissoluteness in the community, but as one 
of those exceptional features which are sometimes found to exist 
in n people's character, arising from causes proper to a past con
dition, but which have been maintained up to the present time, 
despite the better influences which have subsequently beon con
ducing to social improvement In part, these causes are common 
to the agricultural districts both of Wales and England, but many 
of them at least are peculiar to a country where, as in Wales, the 
poverty of the soil has given a distinct character to the relations 

· of its ngricultural population, and to their domestic and social 
habits. Side by side, as it lwere, with illegitimacy, we find the 
absence of what have been so happily termed the "physical 
a(l'encies of civili~ation." We have, for example, in the cottage of 
tl~e Merionethshire peasant and the dwellings of small farmers. 
approaching the level of the hovel, an absence of the provi:;ions 
which delicacy suggests for securing privacy and the separation of 
the sexP.s; and we have other features in the condition of this popula
tion which, whatever may be its virtues, has not added to them that 
refinement of feeling as it respects the intercourse of young persons 
durincr the period of courtship-those resthetic qualities which, 
when °they assume the fixity and force of long-established habit in 
a community, elevate the standard of taste and morality, and 
become the outworks by which virtue in woman is defended. The 
evidence indicates that, by the joint agencies of the progress of 
general intelligence, and of the improvement of the physical con
dition of the population, the practices which were so powerfully 
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promoted by these cames are rapidly disappearing. • Pregnancy 
before marriage is a case in illustration of this. In past years 
examples of this breach of chastity were frequent among young 
women, the daughters of small farmers, and others of the same 
station. It is now almost unknown among that class. In so1ne 
di~tricts t,oo, where I am informed it ·was prevalent in past yeare, 
it has disappeared with the improvements of the dwellings of the 
poor, and of their social condition generally. 'y e thus connect the 
existence of the evil with a ~pccial class of conditions within which 
it appears to be limited, and infer that it does not justify the con
clusion of the general clemoralisation of the population. From 
the great improvement which has already taken place as. regards 
this practice we have ground::; for anticipating that the time is not 
far distant when education, concurrently with other agencies of 
~ocial progress now in operation throughout this district, will 
cause this relic of barbarous times to be numbered with the things 
that have been. 

At the very threshold of the difficulties in the way of edu.cation The Welsh 
extension among the Welsh people is the fact that the great bulk labnfual~et an 
of the population are ignorant of the English language, and speak ~d~caa~i~n~ 
another language-the Welsh or old language of the country.....:... than diffusion. 
that which must be to them the medium, not only of education, 
but of that general know ledge which is necessary to fit them for 
the ordinary business of life. The \Y elsh language, as I have else" 
where observed, contains no materials to supply, nor is its literature 
adequate to meet, the requirements of knowledge in modern times; 
it is the language of the past and nat of the present.. But even 
if this were not the case to the extent that it is, it is in English 
that the Welshman must ultimately be instructed, in order to 
enter on the competition of life, on anything like fltir terms, or 
with anything like cr1mtl chances of success. The disadvautacres 
to which the Welsh people arc subject in consequence of this 
difference in language are indeed immense, and the importance 
of diffusing among them a lmowledge of English is proportion-
ally great. It is in the English language that the laws are admi-
nistered, that all extensive cvmmercial tr;msnctions, and a larrre 
proportion of the minor operations of trade, must neces3arily 
Le carried on, and that all the intercourses by which civilisation 
and progress are sustained, are recorded. '' Cut off from the 
English language, the Welshman is," in the words of a writer on 
this sulljcct, "virtually cut off from accw1 to sources in which 
tile many improvements and great discoveries in arts and in the 
sciences lll) to the present time, in which, in short, all that has 
he en accon)plished by society moving onward towards improvement 
for the past three lnmdt·ed years are laid up, as it were, in a grand 
rq1ository." This writer, in a lecture on education in ·wales, thus 

• The proportion of illegitimate children in Korth "·ales in the 'year 1842 showed 
an ~xc0>s of 12·3 per cent. above the average of all England and Wales for the same 
yc:ar, Ju 1838 the excess above the general ncrage was only 1 · 3 per cent. 
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sets forth the disadvantages to which a monoglot 1r ehbmau of 
the working order is subject. After an allu~ion to the paucity of 
books containing records of modern improvements in practical 
science, he proceeds to say:-

"If a Wel:shman wished to be acquainted wi~h any department 
of art or of practical science, if he would know even the simple 
principles of any branch of physical knowledge, he has not even 
an elementary work on the subject in his own languac;e. He 
must learn English as a first step to his improYement. The great, 

'the incalculable disadvantnge which results from a whole.. people 
being in this state can only be fully perceireJ or felt, by supposin()' 
an indiviJual case and applying that case generally. Take that 
of a working engineer who knows only the \\"ebb language. He 
possesses native talent which qualifie:; him for the highe~t depart· 
ments of his vocation, but has not even the chance of learning the 
principles of his calling, nor the means of knowing what improve
ments are being made in it with his T1

{ tbh only, for he bas 
neither books nor periodicals on mechanics to read. \Yithout 
English there is not a pos5ibility of his attaining any knowledge 
beyond what his own observation within the narrow boumlaries 
of his own country can supply him with. * * * Dut howeyer 
great may be his talent, or whatenr the amount cf his acquire
ments, he is limited in employing them to '\Yale~, unless he h:1s a 
knowledge of English. "ithout this a trip acro~s the Severn 
reduces him to a mere cypher, for his langunge cuts him oil:' from 
communication with England." 

Disadvantage The disadvantages resulting from ignorance of the Eng1i5h 
of the Welsh lan(Tmwe are, however, by no means confined to those enrraO'Ed in 
1 !!llllge in the 0 0 

• 
0 

::-a~. traf n mechanical labour, but affect the whole population in many of the 
~f law~5 

10 
most important relations of social life. I refer, in illustration, to 
the administration of the law in W alee. J.s the busine~s of all 
courts of law and justice must necessarily be· conducted in the 
Engli5h language, eYidence in the case of those who do not 
understand English-and they constitute a vast majority of the 
population-is obtained through the medium of interpretation. I 
scarcely need observe that, even with the best arrangement~, 
interpretation, as it respects evidence, is only a necessary e1il; in 
translating from one language into :mother, particularly from an 
old language like the :w ehh into Engli~h, there is always a less 
in form of expre~sion, or in some other feature which gives a 
force to one lan()'uage that cannot always be conveyed in the other. 
But in Wales~ the provision for interpretation in the courts 
of law is. -very imperfect, there is not in the method of 
aprJointment to the office even in the higher courts-;my official 
or ndequate security for the qualifications of the interpreters for 
the duties they have to render, and in such inferior courts as 
Petty Sessions the matter is very much left to chance. The 
re~ult is, that the evidence of Webh witnwes is obtained nnc1cr 
great di~advantages, and with equal liabilities to error. \Yhen 
we add to this, that the juries are at lea~t to the extent of two-
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thirds not sufficiently versed in English to follow a chain of 
evidence or a sustained conversation in that language--that counsel 
mldt·ess those juries in a language which they do not understand, 
anJ that the chairman at the Quarter Sessions, or the judge at the 
.. A.ssizes sums up in the same language-we may form some estimate 
of the di~advantages to which ignorance of the English tongue 
subjects the Welsh people, in the administration of law. 1Ve may 
nl:m find in these features some explanation of the unenviable 
distinction which verdicts from 'Yehh juries have attained, and 
perhaps may admit that the character of the evidence given in law 
courts in \V nles may at least often have a more charitable 
explanation than that which implies perjury on the part of Welsh 
witnesses. 

No data have hitherto been afforded us for determining with Proportion .of 
l . l . . l . f l l the population any approac 1 to numenca preCisiOn t 1e proportion o t 1e popu a- of Wales 

tion of \Vales using and acquainted with Welsh only to that by ignorant of the 
'vhich the English language has been adopted as the vernacular. English Ian· 
Xnmerir.al returns on this subject would indeed be highly valuable, guage. 
but in their application to many subjects connected with education 
it wonlu be necessary to receive them with the qualification that 
H speaking English'' does not invariably indicate the capacity of 
understanding English in an educational point of view. In such 
towns as l\Ietthyr, Abenlare, and others, where the different races 
converge, large numLers speak English for the purpose of neces-
sary intercourse. with their neighbours, who, beyond the very 
scanty nomenclature used for this end, are entirely ignorant of 
that language. Welsh is their vernacular for the fire side, for 
general conversation, and for all the ordinary purposes of life. 
They, and in most cases their children, must be treated as 
epeaking \Velsh in looking at them as subjects for scl10ol instruc-
tion, the latter having to contend with all the difficulties that beset 
education imparted through 'one language to children usinO' 
another. This would constitute a separate class, probably not 
a large one in comparison with the whole population, and woulcl 
principally be composed of recent emigrants from the anTicultural 
and western districts of the country. There is, howev~r, a much. 
larger class, in which the children are, as to their knowled(J"e of 
Engli~h, in advance of the adult population. In these inst;nces 
the parents have been longer located in the district. The children 
are natives of it, or brought there very young, and from intercourse 
with companions of their own age and other sources they not only 
are habituated to English in their earliest years, but acquire and 
make more use of English abroad than they do of Welsh at home. 
It is here that we may discern the inroads of the dominant lanO"UaO'e 
on the grou~d occupied by the old vernacular tongue of the 
country, trace the law of progress by which, slowly and im-
perceptibly, yet inevitably, English must ultimately supersede 
"'\Velsh, to the extinction of the latter as a spoken lanr1uaO'e, 
English is the vernacular tongue of the class to which 

0

l ~m · 
referring. They may speak "'\V elsh in the home of their cbilUhood. 

F F 2 
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but it is only there that they use it; and when they have left that 
home, and gone forth to the world, it is to English they have re
course for all the great uses of life, it is in Eng1i8h books they read~ 
it is in English they speak to their children, it is the language of 
home ; ·welsh is used only on exceptional occasions. The next 
generation know English only, unless the Welsh is obtained fro:n 
other sources than its use within the domestic circle. In the 
agricultural unions of North "\Vales, on the contrary, the verna
cular or fireside use of the "Welsh tonrrue cannot be rerrarded as 

'1 'd h 
0 0 

a stnct y accurate m ex to t e extent to which a knowleu(re of 
the English language prevails among the population gene~ally. 
Throughout this district the "\Velsh language is in general use 
among all classes as the medium of ordinary communication. 
It is the language of the market place, of the shop, and of do
mestic life, not only among the labouring but the middle class, 
though, in a large portion of the latter, a knowledge and ready 
use of English are very general. Beyond it, however, the \Yhole 
population may be considered as knowing ""\Velsh only, and 
the juvenile portion of it as ignorant of English for all purposes 
of education. 

Estimate of I make these observations, as they serve. to show the reservations 
numbers in tl:e with which calculations on this subject are to be received, and the 
S~ecimen ills- wide margin that mu~t, after all, be left for errors. · The proportion 
tnct. of the Welsh to the English-speaking portion of the population 

for all "\Vales has been variously estimated at two-thirds, 8even
tenths, and three-fourths of the whole population~ In the North 
vVales or agricultural portion of my district, of the estimated 
population in the year 1858 (52,0G7), there are probauly from 
46,000 to 47,000 who may be said to speak and know Wel~h only, 
while of the remaining 5,000 a large proportion, amounting to at 
least two-thirds, though conversant to a greater or lc~s extent 
with English, use Welsh as their vernacular language. In the 
South Wales Unions the elements of calculation on this subject 
become· more complicated. In many of the towns in this part of 
my district the Welsh language holds a kind of divided reign with 
the English, while in the country districts around, and immediately 
adjacent to them, the ""\Vel:>h language is almost exclusirely the 
vernacular tongue. Such is the case in :Merthyr, in Aberdare, and 
in Neath, in all which theW elsh language prevails in one p:trt of the 
town and English in the other. Indeed, the case of the use of both 
languages in the same street by different sections of the population 
is by no means an unfrequent occurrence. Taking the estimated 
population of the Merthyr Union in 1858 at 99,7 38, the proportion 
speakin(J' Wel:sh, and of whieh that lano·uao·e is the vernacular 
tongue,

0 

would probably amount to fron~ '/.l,ooo to 77,000. In 
the Neath Union, which partakes to a greater extent of an agricul
tural character, the estimated population in 1858 was 59,52i, of 
:yhich the proportion which may be regarded as" Welsh spc:tl~ing" 
1s from 42,000 to 45,000. The proportions are somewhat chftere~t 
in the two unions ; but this is determined by the different compos1-
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tion of their respective populations, the proportion of skilled to 
umkilled labour, the less sudden influx of the immigration into one 
of the two unions, and other features which have been sufficiently 
indicated in the de~criptiou which has been given of the character 
of these districts. I must, however, again observe that these and all 
other estimates relatiTe to this point must be received with great 
reservations as to their accuracy. Until statistics are applied to 
the subject all attempts at calculation can have results only 
approximatively true. 

N otll'ithstanding the strong opinions expressed by some Welsh Grl!dua_l 
· f h · h' h li · · th · extmction of wnters, many o t em occupymg a 1g terary position among e1r the Welsh 

countrymen, in favour of the maintenance of their language, and language. 
their undoubting belief in its perpetuity, I must, without entering 
into the details of a controversv-, assume the fact of the continual 
and neces~ary progre~s of the English language among the popu4 

lation of \Vales, and, as a consequence, the final extinction of 
the old language of the country. .An extended induction of all 
the facts of the case confirms this ,-iew. In the instance to which 
I ha>e before adverted, in towns where both 'Welsh and English 
are Epoken, where W ebh is the v-ernacular of one part of the 
population and English of the other, the gain is on the side of 
the Engli5h, before which the \Yelsh gradually gh·es way; the 
proceEs seeming to be that the >crnacular 'y elsh of tl1e parents is 
exchang-ed for English in the next generation, while the ""\Velsh is 
gradually abandoned, and in the third generation is not found. 
"\Yhat takes place in the towns is only a reflection of the change 
which, under influences of the ~arne kind, but more gradual, and 
theref0re less perceptible in their opP.ration, occurs throughout the 
country at large. Parishes, and ev-en extensive districts, may be 
pointed out in which the W el~h language was formerly spoken, 

. but where it has now become extinct.* In others, the change 
frC>nl one language to another is now in proceEs of going on, and 
where it is stimulated by the presence of manufactures or com
merce, going on with great rapidity, attended by the eame charac
teri~tic feature, that while "'"" elsh is the vernacular of the parent, 
EngliEh is the language of the child portion of the population. 
::iuch facts show not only the direction but the process of the 
ch:mge, and incontestibly indicate its final issue as it respects the 
'\Y elsh language. '\f e can respect the feeling in favour of the 
ancient language of their forefathers, which has prompted even 
intelligent and educated ""\Yelshmen to put forth, as a last 
rewuree to secure the perpetuity of the Welsh hngmwe, their 
" bilingual theory;" but such a theory, that a whole p~pulation 
will for all future time keep up two lanO'UaO"es where one 

1 • 0 "' only 1s necessary, will be regarded only as a proof of the 
extent· to which national predilections may pervert the judg
ment. It is neither desirable nor possible, inasmuch as it is in 

* The enst<:rn pari.<hes of nearly all1he border counties of Wales furnish proofs of 
the r~rt, and illustrations of the proct66 by which it takes place. St!e also pp. 45i, 458, 
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opposition to tl1e condition~ which determine and govern the use 
of language by man. I have noticed the sub.' cct, as it -is 
an index to a state of feeling extensively participatecl in by some 
classes in the Principality,-a feeling which, though rapidly dyinrr 
out, may be presumed to be not without its influence on educatio~ 
in "\Vales, some traces of which may be found in public schoolt:, 
which virtually limit their instruction to reading in the \Y ehh 
language. · 

A.gen~ies con-. It is of importance, in an educational as well as in a more genernl 
trhtbutingfto thts point of view, to assign to the various causes that brinci about 
c ange o • h' h 1 . 1 f • fl . o • language. t 1s c ange, t 1c1r proper s mre o. m uence m the work; as 1t 

respects the latter, it enables us correctly to estimate the value 
of the agencies that are employed in effecting the change, to 
distinguish those that are really promotive of their object from 
those which are only seemingly so, and, if necessar;', to reject 
such as are useless; and as it regards erlucation, it will assist in 
determining, in addition to other subjects, the proper means of 

. combating the obstacles to educational progress arising from 
difference of language. All the facts connected with the change 
indicate that the primary agencies in the spread of the Engli:h 
language, or rather in its permanent establishment, as a substi
tute for 1Velsh, are those which, in various forms, commerce 
and manufacturing industry, have brought into activity. The 
requirements of business, in promoting an intercourse with England 
and Englishmen, the development of the mineral resources of 
large portions of South Wales, the establishment of manufactures, 
which have induced Englii<hmcn to settle in their neighbour
hood, and more recently the opening of railways, with their 
increased facilities of communication, are a general enumeration 
oT these agencies. In the cases to which I h:lYe above referred, 
where a substitution of the English for the Welsh language has 
taken place, as in districts more immediately contiguous to 
England, the operation of'intercourse arising from the necessities 
of the business of life bringing about the change may be clearly 
traced. In the manufacturing districts we everywhere meet, not 
only evidences of the spread of English as a l~nguage used by 
the population, but that English is becoming the vernacular 
language in the severallocalitie~, in proportion to the extent to 
which the mass of their respectiYe populations have, from the 
nature of the tl'ade of the locality and other circumstances, inter
course with the great seats of comm~rcial activity in England. ·In 
Monmouthshire, in the districts which lie low and which have long 
had facilities of communication with England, the Welsh language 
has disnppeared; while in the hill districts of the north and north
west, Welsh still retains its predominance as the vernacular, 
though with the more recent introduction of railways into the 
district, its maintenance as a spoken language promises to be of 
comparatively brief durution. In the towns along the sea-coast 
in Glamorganshire, the English language in some has become, 
and in others is becoming the vernacular, where formerly \Vehh 
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principally prevailed. In Cardiff, Engli8h has become the ver· 
nacular tongue of the great mass of the population; in the town 
of X eath, where I am infurmcd, on competent authority, ·welsh 
was the ordinary medium of communication forty years since, 
English is uow the spoken language of the middle, and of a 
considerable proportion of the working classes of the town; while 
in Swansea, the Welsh as a vernacular of any portion of the 
inhabitants has so far fallen into disuse, that hundreds of the 
natives of that town are totaliy ignorant of the old language of 
the country. The same observation applies to the railway system, 
which, though of comparati,·ely recent introduction on an extcnsire 
scale into \Vales, has already achieYed changes in the relations 
of the two languages, wldch indicate that the railway will· take 
the foremost position among the agencies by which the diffusion of 
the English language among the whole population of 1\r ales will 
be accelerated. In the wake ·of these physical agencies follow 
the social influences, and among them, in their foremost rank, the 

·school. Its proper position in this work of changing the language 
of a people, is that of an adjunct, and n. most powerful one, to 
the physical agencies to which I have referred. But we mistake, 
and over-estimate its influence, if, as is often done, we look at 
the school as the sole or even the principal agency in the change 
of a population from the nse of one bnguage to that of another; 
and the error is not without its practical consequences. \V' e have 
before us, in confirmation of this view, the fact to which I 
referred above, that the English language establishes itself in 
those localities in \Y ales as a ~equence of and in proportion to 
the influences exercised by the material agencies .. In many of 
the parishes of North \Vales some of the endowed school:;, esta
bli:shed in country districts, have been in operation for a long 
series of years, and yet \Vehh is still not less the vernacular 
language of those districts, not less, perhaps, than it was when 
these scho()ls were first established. In South Wales there are 
di5trict:S to which a similar observation applies, districts in which 
schools established 11mong other objects for English instruction 
have been established for many years, where no adequate result is 
apparent, so far as the extension of the English language is 
r.oncerncd,-where Welsh is the vernacular tongue, the language 
in every-day use, and where the 'Velsh periodical or the Welsh 
newspaper is still the medium of information and knowledge. 
In fact, the school in this c:1se is secondary to and dependent on 
those ngencies which, taking their rise in the more pressing, 
because physical necessities of the C()mmunity, stimulate and 
govern social force~, nnd determine their operation in changing 
the institutions of a people, nncl among them that of language. 

This conclusion i3 not without its practical de::luctions, for while, Importanc~ o! 
on the one hand, it shows the futility of all efforts to maintain the the. conclusiOn 

perpetuity of the \Velsh language, it has not less its lesson of :~:~~~~~~n 
instruction for the very numerous class in \\r ales who, from of education. 
laudable motiYes, but with superficial Yiews of the conditions 
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on which language is dependent, think they are aiJinO' the 
dissemination of English by repressing the use of Welsh~ who 
forbid its use in schools, where its introduction would aid the 
acquirement of English, and who discountenance all attempts for 
the educational and social improvement of the population throu()'h 
the Welsh language. Thus, education in Wales, has to conte~d 
with the obstacles arising from extreme views, both equally con
ceived in ignorance of the laws which determine the growth and 
progress of language. : 

This sketch of In the preceding observations on the social and moral condition 
the character of the district to which the Report refers, I do not profess to 
~ft~f~~ furnish a description of the general character of the population, 
thennatur: ol but simply to indicate those features in it which have a bearing 
this inquiry. on its present educational state, and its educational prospects in 

the future-the accelerating or retarding forces, which we may 
look for, either as obstacle::~ or aids in the work of education 
extension in the Principality. The inquiry into the general cha
racter of a people, legitimately comes within the province of the 
social or moral philosopher-it is at least one for which an edu
cation inquiry does not afford sufficient data in order to determine 
the many and complicated questions which it involves. Thus, as 
to a feature to which frequent reference is made in the evidence 
-of the alleged propensity to falsehood among the labouring 
population, and the prevalence of petjury in courts of justice 
in W ales,-it would be necessary to take into consideration, if) 
order to arrive at a truthful conclusion on the point, many 
elements which are beyond the limits of this inquiry. Difference 
of language, and the character of that spoken by the people, their 
natural qualities, the influence of a position till recently almost 
isolated, and other featureB, constitute elements of such an inquiry 
which it would be consistent neither with the limits nor object of 
this report to enter into in detail. 

The general conclusion which I draw from this outline of the 
social condition of the "\Velsh Specimen district, and it may be said 
to reflect that of "\Vales, is, that while the features that mark the 
character of the population are highly favourable to the prospects 
of education extension throughout the country, they are at the 
same time such as to lead me to infer that, in its transition from a 
simple, to a more complicated social state, in the changes whi(:h 
the development of its resources is bringing with it, the dete· 
l'ioration or elevation of that character will depend on the bsue 
whether, with the increased temptations which higher and more 
complicated social relations imply, education diffused throughout 
the whole population will be present to supply those co,m
teracting agencies which make change a real advance towards a 
higher civilisation. 
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St:PPLY .AND DElii.AND OF EDUCATION. 

Statistics of Day Sclzools. 

The followin()' Table shows the number of public and private Contents 
dav schools fr~m which returns have been obtained~ in the Tablet 

se{-cral Poor Law Unions in my district; the number of scholars 
between 3 and 15 years of age belonging to those schools; the 
Hc(Yistrnr General's estimate of the population between 3 and 15 
yen~·s of age in the seyernl Unions in th.e middle of 18?8; and the 
proportion per cent. of scholars to the est1mated populatwn, between 
those ages, at the period referred to. 

'('~;roxs. 

Dcl:=elley • 

Ffrstiniog-

'Bah· 

Corwen 

fXeath 

prrrthyr} 
1'ytllil • 

Schools enumc
ratctl in 1858. 

22 2 24 

26 3 20 

7 0 7 

19 10 29 

5:J 18 j3 

4{) ~1 m 

TABLE I. 

65~ 508 11G2 18 

€02 730 1622 53 

232 168 400 -
6SO 535 1215 125 

2ii6 2!93 5260 lSi 

3315 3213 6528 1009 

-- -------
30 48 1210 3552 34'0 

17 70 1G92 4956 34'1 

- - 400 1843 21'7 

162 287 1502 44i2 33'6 

20~ 301 5660 18,005 31'3 

1052 2061 S5S9 26,607 

In the He port prefixed to the Education Census ( 1851) p. 28, 
the proportion of scholars between 3 and 15 years of aO'e to the 
total population between those years is given as one to 21~ In the 
above table we have the following 11roportions for the several 
Unions in the district:-

Dolgelley I to 2-fo 
f'fe8tiniog 1 to 2-flu-
Dab. 1 to 4f 
Cm·wen 1 to 2 fa 
Keath 1 to 3} 
.Merthyr Tyd:fil 1 to 3-h; 

'I his leaves a <le£ciency in the 'y elsh Unions as compared with 
the genernl proportion of, for Dolgelley ·54 ; FfestinioO' ·53 · 
Dala 2 ·2; Corwen ·7; Neath ·8; Mertbyr Tydfil ·7. . 0 

' 

• In the ll;~la T.:'nion, one public school was in abeyance for want of a master 
(number of ~cbolars estimated at 57), and two schools had recently become defunct 
-cause assigned, want of support. These schools were in rnral districts. 

t In a few instances, infants and girls schools have been returned as one school in 
the manufacturing districts, principally in schools connected with works. 

t The Catholic schools throughout the district made no returns. 
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Fluctuating 
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Table II. shows the per-centage of scholars of all ao·es (in 18.51 
and 1858 severally) in day schools, public and pri~ate to the 
population in each of those years. ' 

TABLE II. 

ScHoLARs in WEEK-DAY ScnoOT.s, Public and Private, compared with 
Population. 

Scholars ?f I Population 
., 

Scholars I Population Per-renta!!c i Per-centaue 
aliAtrcsm 

e~;~~~c~:;:d cstimutcd 
of Scholars j of Scholar~ 

UNIONS, 1S51. inl851. to to 
(Education (Census.) in 1€:i8. in 1S5g, Population Population 

Census.) in 1851. in 1&5S. 
------------

Dolgelley 1,0~ 12,9il 1,28G 12,9il s·~ 0'9 

Ffestiniog 1,055 16,1~2 1,775 16,i0i 6'5 10'7 

BaJa 4.58 6,736 423 6,i36 6'8 6'3 

Corwen 1,103 15,418 1,514 15,653 7'1 9'8 

Neath 4,445 46,-171 5,9S7 59,527 o·o 10' 

:!\Ierthyr Tydfil 4,422 76,80' 8,9G5 09,758 6'7 9' 

In forming an estimate of the condition of education from 
tables like the above, one circumstance should be taken into con
sideration, that in North Wales the figures denoting the number 
of schools by no means indicate a permanent provi:;;ion for the 
educational requirements of the districts in which they are located. 
Nothing can, in fact, be more fluctuating or uncertain than. the 
class of public schools, which in the course of this Report I have 
distinguished as "Subscription Schools.'' These subscription 
schools are set on foot by the farmers and labourers in the poorer 
ngricultural districts of North Wales, by small contributions amoncr 
themselves, of sums varying from 5s. to lOs. a year, according 
to the circumstances of the subscriber. 'Yith the amount thus 
raised, which rarely exceeds from 1 OZ. to 151. a year, a school
master is obtained, the school promoters guaranteeing a portion 
of the teacher's salary, the remainder being made up by chance 
scholars, or by additional subscriptions if they can be obtained. 
The class of teachers thus obtained are described in tl1e obserra
tions I have made on the "condition of schoolmasters in the rurnl 
districts of North Wales." The vocation of schoolmaster 'vith 
them is merely temporary, and this, added to the uncertainty of 
support consequent on the poverty· of the subscribers, gives the 
schools of this class a tenure of the most precarious kind. In the 
small Union of Bala alone, as will he seen from the note at the 
foot of Table I., I founu one school in abeyance and t1YO defunct. 
In the case of one of the defunct schools, held in a chapel, I was 
inf,>rmed that the last master had " left for college." The }WO

moters had another master in view, who was also looking forward 
to college, and who would be engaged only for some six mor,ths. 
I found a few months subsequently, that the school was still closed, 
the expectant master not having been able to come. In the other 
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case, the sd1ool went down after some tweh-e months from w.ant of 
support. In another Union, a school enumerated at the end of 
November, was found by me on the 18th of December to have 
yanisbed, the explanation given being that the master at the 
er.d of the quarter had a situation as collector of local rates· 
offered to him, which woulJ give l1im 247. a year, and, therefore, 
c;ave up his vocation of school-teacher) where he could only calculate 
~n 13l. a year. In fact, it may be said of schools not supported by 
Government aiel or endowments in these districts, that their dura
tion from year to year hangs on the chance of a successful struggle 
with difficulties. Resuscitated as they sometimes are at uncertain 
intervals, their educational value to the neighbourhood in which they 
are situated is next to nothing. Some of these ecbools are called into 
existence by a ·neighbouring school exacting the Church Catechism, 
but a much larger number by the inability of the district to 
comply with the terms of the Government grant. 

This Table shows that an increase, which under the. circum- Education 
stances of the Principality, must be regarded as very considerable, overtakes the 
has taken place in- the proportion of scholars to the population, progrulaes~ of 
· 11 h U · · h · f d' ' I · I pop tJOn, 111 a t e mons, Wit one exceptiOn, o my Istnct. t 1s t m~ 
far a testimony to the activity of the agencies whicl1 are at work 
in the extension of education in Wales, and corroborates statements 
to that effect made i,n the evidence. The following tabular 
arrangement of the proportion of scholars to the population in 
the years 1851 and 1858 re3pectively, together with the difference 
of increase or decrease, will probably be a convenient form of 
exhibiting the features which mark the progress that has been 
made in this respect, both in the North and South Wales di·risions 
of the district :-

Per-centage 
Per-centage Difference of t'NIO:SS. of Scholars 

in 1851. in 1858. Per-centage. 

Dolgelley . . 8·4 9·9 I• 5 (inc.) 

Ffestiniog . - 6·5 10·7 4•2 

BaJa . . 6•8 6·3 . ·5 (dec.) 
C<lrwen - . 7·2 9·8 2· 6 (inc.) 
Keath . . 9·0 10· 1•0 

l\Ierthyr Tyd£.1 . 6·7 9· 2•3 

The greatest progress made towards overtakin(}' increase of 
11opulation by education is in the Ffestinio(}' U~ion a dis
trict not wholly agricultural, but having ~n its 'northern 
1JomHJaries extensiYe Elate quarries, for the population of which 
n:n.ch has of late years. been done in the way of educational pro
TI~wn, by the cstabh~hmcnt of new schools, as well as the 
improvement and exten8ion of those which previously existed. 
Viewing the whole of the Epecimen district as divided into a(l'ri~ 

0 
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cultural and manufacturing, we find that the rate of increase in 
the former exceeds (though very slightly) that of the latter, for 
while the mean increase for the four Unions of North Wales, 
taking into account the decrease in Bala Union, is 1· 9 per cent., 
that of the Manufacturing and Mixed Unions in South "\Vales 
is 1 · 6 per cent.. In the case of th~ Bala Union, the school 
in abeyance for want of a master would have raised its proportion 
to 7 ·1, and thus have shown an increase, though a very slight 
one. It is the most purely agricultural Union in my district, and 
perhaps, in Wales. The schools in this district are, without an 
exception, found within a narrow area borderinO' the Bala Lake, the 
most populous portion of the Union, while th~ other parts of the 
Union are inhabited by a population so widely scattered, as to be 
unable to provide itself with schools at all. The more densely inha
bited section of the Union is, however, not ill provided with schools ; 
but the scattered population bears so large a proportion to the 'vhole 
that what is gained in the one is more than lost by the deficiency in 
the other. The incre·ase in the centesimal proportion of scholars in 
the Merthyr Tydfil Union is, when the circumstances of the district 
are taken into consideration, one of the most pleasing and remark
able features exhibited by the numbers in the tables. I refer to 
the description I have given of the social features of the manu~ 
facturing districts of ~outh "\Vales. In no Union in the Princi
pality, in few throughout the kingdom, has there been so rapid 
an increase of population ; and this takes place, not by a regular 
influx, hut by sudden starts, at intervals when the discovery of 
mineral resources on new spots opens fresh fields for enterprise 
and speculation, which give rise to equally sudden demands for 
labour, and invite large masses of the unskilled labouring popula
tion from the agricultural districts of West "\Vales, the bordering 
English counties, and Ireland, to settle in these regions. Under 
social conditions, so adverse to educational progress as must result 
from this aggregation of Welsh, English, and Irish labourers, 
much must have been done to maintain the educational status of 
the district, but so far to have improved on it as to raise the 
proportion of the population under education from, in round 
numbers, one in 15 to one in 11, is a fact which bears honourable 
testimony to the activity of the agencies that have been engaged 
in education extension. Among these then I am compelled in 
justice to notice, as second to none, the aid rendered by the Sunday 
Schools of the district. As a preparatory influence, the agency 
of the Sunday School in this work has been second to no other 
in importance and value. It has kept within the, circle of its 
action the large section of the population which is Welsh, and 
saved it from the contaminating influences which arise from the 
sudden transfer of men from the simplicity of the agricultural 
life to a populous district, and its accompanying temptations; 
it has instilled into this portion of the community a taste for read
ing, and other intellectual habits most favourable, as preparatories 
to the diffusion of education. I have, indeed, little hesitation 
in expressing my conviction that the education of the day school 
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in this district would not have been able to show its present 
results had it not been for the labours of the Sunday· School 
teacher in preparing the soil for its reception. The pr?vision 
may have been made, but ~here ~oul? have bee.n w~ntmg .an 
appreciation of the value of mstruct10n m the pubhc mmd whiCh 
would have deprived it of many of its fruits. 

The number of scholars at school compared with the whole popu- Comparison. 
. . d . l C 28) b · h of results With latwn 1s stated (Report, E ucat10na ~nsus, p. , to e m ~ e Sk of the popu-

proportion of one to 8-}. In the followmg table, the proportion lation. 
of scholars to the estimated population (1858), in the Beveral 
Unions is, compared with the general proportion, 1 to St, and the 
difference shown in another column. 

Proportion of Difference between Scholars in each Proportion in 
UNIONS. Union to esti-

mated Population each Union, a01.l 

in 1858. 1 in 8'3. 

Dolgelley - - 1 in 10• 1•7 

Ffestiniog .. - " 
9•4 1•1 

BaJa . . " 15•9 7·6 

Corwen - - " 10'1 1•8 

Neath . . 
" 

9•9 1•6 

Merthyr Tydfil . " ll•l 2·8 

The centesimal proportion of the population under education, 
seems from Table II. to be nearly equal in the agricultural 
and in the manufacturing and mixed Unions, the trifling difference 
being in favour of the latter. The ayemge proportion per cent. 
of scholars for the North Wales Unions is 9 · 2, and for the South 
Wales Unions 9·5. This fact is important, as it corrects, so far 
as "Wales is concerned, a very prevalent impression, that education 
in the manufacturing is much better provided for than in the 
agricultural districts. In the latter, the educational provision is 
deficient not so much in amount, as in the equality of its distribu
tion. 

The following Tables show the average daily attendance of Tables of per
scholars respectively in public ancl private schools, tocrether with centagc ?f • 
h f d 'l d . 0 scholars m t e per-centage o a1 y atten ance as compared With the number avera""e daily 

of scholars belonging to the ~chool. The public schools arc o·iven attendance. 
in each Union of the district, but as there are comparatively few 
private schools in North Wales, it will sufficiently show the dis-
tinctive features of attendance to classify these schools under the 
more general heads" agricultural and manufacturing Unions." 
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· PuBLIC WEEK-DAY ScnooLs. 

Number of 
Number of Scb ools that 
Scholars Number of Per-centage of 

UNIONS. 
made Returns belonging to Scholars in Scholars in 
of Avei"age Average Daily Average Daily 

Daily the foregoing Attendance. Attmdance. 
Attendance. Schools. 

BaJa· - . 6 370 279 75•4 

Ffestiniog . . 22 1,501 1,161 77 •3 

Dolgelley . . 17 9il 720 74'1 

Corwen . 13 892 635 71•2 

Neath• - . . 35 2,884 2,046 70•9 

Merthyr Tydfil . 28 4,956 3,684 74·3 

The common per-centage of average daily attendance for the agri
cultural portion of the district is 7 4 · 5. The difference in the per
centages of these unions does not seem to be attributable to any 
general cause, unless it be features more or less favoumble to regular 
attendance in the location of the schools in the several Unions. In 
the Ffestiniog Union, the schools are very generally situated in 
villages to which a considerable population have easy acce~s-us at 
the quarries, at the village of Ffestiniog-, Bedugelert, and 1\laen
twrog. The local features of the dit>trict in which the principal 
schools in the Bala Union are found, are also favourable to regular 
attendance. As compared with the two South 'Vales Unions, 
those of North Wales present tt favourable contra~t, the latter 
being represented by the per-centage above given, of 7 4 ·5, and the 
former 72 ·2. 

Comparison of Comparing the nu~bers in the above table with the general 
table with per-centage of attendance for the whole country, we have the 
general average £ 11 • 1 · h U · ' · h' tendance o owmg resu ts, as 1t respects t e mons constltutmg t lil 

· district :--

Difference as 
Per-centage of compared with the 

UNIONS. Avernge general Average 
Attendance. of Public Schools, 

or 79 pel' cent. 

Dolgelley . . 75•4 3•6 

Ffestiniog . . 77•3 1•7 

Bala . . 74•1 4•9 

Corwen . . 71•2 7·8 

Neath . - 70•9 8 ·I 

Merthyr Tydfil . 74•3 4•7 

Or, compared with the common average for the Agricultural 
Unions, it would be a difference, less than the general average 
of 4·2, and in the southern Unions of 6·4 per cent. 
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This per-centUO'P. of' average attendance, which really represents Deficient . 
'ff' b o I f 1 1 'ld . 1 t' attendance lU the ell erence etween t 1e amount o t 1e c 11 ren m a popu a wn th bli 

l 'b' d b I e pu 0 
tm<ler eclucation, and the apparent amount as ex 11 1te y t 1e schools of. the 
school books, is one of the dark phases in the question of edu- district. 
cation. \Vhat is it iu point of fact tantamount to? That out of 
every one hundred children on the school books, a number is 
always absent, which is indicated by the difference between the 
number in the per-centage of attendance column and 100, e.g., in 
the Neath Union 29, in the Dolgelley Union about 26 children, 
out of every 100 who belong to those schools are absent. This 
absence may arise either from the withdrawal of the children from 
school fur a continuous period of greater or less duration, or 
from irregular attendance carried over the year or throughout 
the whole school period. The former is most generally the •case 
in North Wales, where children are withdrawn from school at 
the most pressing seasons for agricultural operations, and the 
latter in the manufacturing and mixed districts. In an educationnl 
point of view there is a great uifference in these two forms of 
deficient attendance; and there can be no doubt that the irregular 
attendance of the South Wnlei! Unions is a greater impediment to 
the progress of education, than the more systematic withdrawal 
which is the practice in the agricultural Unions of North ·wales. 
The withdrawal of a child from school for a stated period of two 
or three months in the year, when be returns and attends regu-
larly, is a fur less evil than a defective and uncertain attendance 
continually kept up, which not only interferes with the child's 
progress, but is attended with a dissipation of mind most unfavot1r-
able to its reception of learning, while it is in school. It appears 
too, that the average resulting from irregular attendance is con-
l:iiderably greater than from temporary withdrawal; the avera ere 
per-centage for the North 'Wales Unions being 74·5 to 72·2 in 
t;outh Wales, and this too, notwithstanding the greater area from 
which a school in the agricultural districts draws its supply of 
scholars, and the obstacles which the mountainous chnracter of the 
country offers to easy access at particular seasons of the year. In 
the manufacturing di~tricts irregular attendance is, next to early 
withdrawal, the greatest obstacle which education has to encounter; 
it exists to a greater extent in schools contiguou~ to or connected 
with large works, especially in country distriet11, than in towns. 
Its more immediate cause is, the employment of children in aidin(f 
in such domestic duties as carrying food to the father or othe~ 
members of the family in the works, and the superintendence of 
younger children at home during the absence of the mother. But 
this employment is less the result of neceEsitv than of the want 
~f appreciation by th~ parents, and the mother particularly, of the 
Importance of regulanty of attendance at school to the educational 
progre~s of the cbilu. Throughout the manufacturin(l' districts 
irregul~rity ?f attendauce was the ~ubject of deep and constant 
complamt w1th the masters of public and private schools, more 
part1cul~rly of schools ~onnected with or in the vicinity of works. 
1 here gtve extracts to 11lustrate the character of the irregularity 
referred to. The master of n National School connected with on~ 
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of the most extensive works in the N enth Union portion of my 
district observes:-" In addition to early withdt·awal, education 
" is most injuriously affected by the irregular attendance of the 
" children in schooL They are not only frequently absent, but 
" they come in in the morning long after the hour for com~ 
" mencing; and I am obliged to let numbers of them out half an 
" hour before the close of the school, to carry their fathers' dinners 
" to. the works.'' Another school teacher in a country schpol 
contiguous to works says:-" The scholars attend very irrerrularly, 
" and the most trifling circumstance is made an occas!on\y the 
" mothers to keep the chihlren from school.'' The master of a 
British school in the same neighbourhood says:~" lrrerrular atten
" dance, which is so much the practice here, intcrfe~es greatly 
" with the progress of the scholars, and renders valueless a great 
" portion of our labours.'' To the same effect is the observation 
of the mistress of a girls' school, of the mixed class, at Merthyr 
Tydfil :-"The slightest convenience to .themselves is sufficient to 
" induce parents to keep their ehiluren at home. They seem to 
" have no notion of the loss from ab~ence to the child, nor the 
" inconvenience it occasions to the school teacher. So far is this 
" from being the case, that any attempt on the part of the teacher 
" to enforce more reguhr attendance would, I think, be attended 
" with the withdrawal from the school of many of the scholars.'' 
Statements to the e:ame effect might be multiplied to a great ex
tent, were it necessary. The evil is, as may be seen from the 
extracts given above, equally the subject of complaint among teachers 
of Works schools where the school fee must be paid whether the 
children attend or not, and of schools where a week's nbsence may 
obtain exemption from the school fee for that period ; proving that 
the saving of the fee or inability is not the cause of absence, so 
far, at least, as this class of schools is concerned. 

This important subject of school attendance may be exhibiteJ 
under a somewhat different aspect by the following t::tble, which 
shows the per~centage of scholars in public schools that attendeJ 
school for the several periods, indicates by the columns denoting 
the number of days of attendance:-

~cL5 J'S I:.OM Proportion (per cent.) of the foregoing Scholars c c 
]~2 Li *i:'JJ"O who have attended School the nnrler-mentioued 
Jj~~ ilJ~ Number of Days during the past Year . 

UNIONS. 
.. :a~. §J5.S 
~~..c::d1z~~ 50 Days 1100 and 
il ~ "'.51 0 '5 'Less than 150 to Above and less 

200 Davs s o E $1-;; "5 j50 Days. than 100 l~ss than 200 

::1<1;:;; oiO:I.l o Days. l1a0 Days. inclnsi~e. Days. z ..., ,f:-1 ... 

Dolgelley . 15 908 9'i 8•7 18• 6 27'1 27 

Ffeotinio; - 15 1147 19•2 2i•7 19'9 19 .s 17· 7 

Corwen - 6 f>G1 23•6 23•7 23'6 25'1 l:l'l 

Neath . 20 1910 25•0 21• 6 23'2 20•3 10•1 

1.Ierthyr Tydfil 22 4153 35•1 15' 8 15•5 23•4 16•9 
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'I he efi'ectual remedy for this educational evil is, like that of ~eniedies for 
earlr withdrawal from school, to be found in the gradual progress trregular 

f .I h' 1 . 11' h' 1 '11 k b t attendance, o t 1at 1g 1er mte 1gence, w 1c 1 w1 rna -e parents et er ac-
quainted with the conditions necessary to be complied with, in 
order to secure for their children the advantages of sound educa-
tion, as well as lead them to a better appreciation of the Talue 
of that education. .All other means are valuable only so far as 
they promote this end by their influence in producing among 
parents a sense of the importance of education, and that of regular 
a\tendance, as a condition to securing it. Among these means I 
value none more highly than Prize Associations. Of their efficacy 
in checking early withdrawal, as will be seen from a subsequent 
portion of this Report, I have no opinion; but the promotion of a 
more regular attendance in public schools is, I think, within their 
legitimate pro\ince; and if they were to concentrate their energies 
on this point, they would, no doubt, with other adjuncts to some 
of which I refer, contribute much to the prevention of this evil; 
and from indications at a meeting of the Prize A8sociation in the 
western district ofGlamorganshire, I believe such will eventually be 
the case. In some public schools an excellent plan has been adopted, 
of distributing prizes for the most regul:ir attendance over short 
periods, e. g., quarterly. .A distribution of prizes on this system 
to the scholars in the National School at Y stradgunlais came 
under my obsermtion ; and I had opportunities, from being 
present, of observing its beneficial influence ou both pupils and 
parents. If Prize Associations were to recommend such an 
arrangement, as an additional feature to their own general or 
annual distribution of rewards, in all the schools connected with 
them, there can be no doubt that its adoption would be attended 
with highly satisfactory results. 

PmvATE WEEK·D.A.Y ScnooLs .. 

Number of Number of Average Per-centage 
Schools that Srholars Kumber of of Scholars - made Heturns belonging to Scholars in in Average 
of Average the fcregoing Daily Daily 

Attendance. Schools. Attendance. Attendance. 

Agricultural 'C'nions -I 
----

17 3G7 328 89'4 
lllixed Agricultural} i 

and Manufacturing ! 17 425 354 85' 6 
(Neath) • • I 

Manufacturing } I n 1906 1GG9 87•5 (:\lerthyr) • 

Compared with the general per-centacre of scholars in avera<re Comparison 
daily attendance, the Table above shows~ difference (less) of 1C:6 with general 
for the agricultural Unions of North 'Vales; 5 •4 'for the Neath ptetr·cdentage.of 

( • 1) U · d a en ance m m1xer mon ; ::m 3 · 5 pet· cent. for the Merthyr Tydfil priTate 1chools 
(manufacturing) Union.* 

per-centages in the table ere probably somev.-hat higher than they would be 
fo~ the schools whicl~ are atte~ded sol~ly by children of the working classes, as in the 
rutted schools there 1s a considerable nU'usion of the middle class el~ment. 
~~n GG 
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School accom- The following Table shows the rer-centa()'e of excess of 
~odation in h l d · • o public schools. sc. oo accommo atwn m public. week-day schools as compared 

w1th the average attendance, m the several Unions of the 
district. 

PunLrc WEEK·DAY ScrrooLs. 

Number of Number of Per-centage of 
~umber of Children for Schools that Children in whom School Excess of School 

UNIONS. 
made Returns 

Average Accommodatiou Accommodation 
as to School as comJ:lared with 
Accommo- Daily is provided at 

dation. Attendance. 8 square feet Average 

for each Scholar. Attendance. 

BaJa . - 5 268 463 42'12 

Ffestiniog - 14 848 15i0 46 

Dolgelley 15 643 1188 45'87 

Corwen . 10 461 830 44'45 

N~ath - 29 2124 2522 15' 78 

Merthyr Tyd£.1 21 2849 3883 26' 64 

This Table exhibits the extraordinary result, that in the a()'ri~ 
cultural Unions, where the increase of population is so slow

0 

as 
in some cases to be inappreciable, the school accommodation is 
considerably in excess of the average attendance ; while in the 
manufacturing and mixed Unions of South Wales, where the 
increase of population is unusually great, the per-centage of 
exce~s is not only considerably less, but is not equal to the 
increase of population. The mean per-centnge of (excess) ac~ 
commodation in the agricultural unions is 44 · 6 per cent.; in 
the manufacturing unions it is about 21·2 per cent.; the increase 
of the population over the decennial period 1841-51, in the 
former being only 1·17 per cent., while in the latter it is, over the 
same period, 34 · 8 per cent.* In the Neath Union the per-centaO'e 
of excess of accommodation is only 15 · 8, while the uecennEi!. 
increase of population is 42 · 7 per cent. As it relates to· the North 
Wales Unions, the results in this Table illu~trate the remarks I 
shall have occasion to offer on the subject of school buildings 
erected with the aid of Government grants. They, at least, 
show that, in North Wales, public schools are .erected on a scale 
beyond any requirements arising from the increase of the popula
tion. In fact, schools in that district are established and school~ 
rooms built on a principle altogether erroneous; the school pro
moters aim at making the schools centre points of education to 
extensive districts, whereas the physical character of the country, 
and the distribution of the population over its area, point to a 
greater number of schools of, perhaps, humbler preten~ions, as the 
desideratum for supplying what is the great de£cicncy in the 
condition of education in North W ales,-the more equnl distri-

* i.e. In rcgistratiori\counties; in the county "proper" of :Merioneth there is a 
decrease of population in the period 1841-51. · 
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bution of schooli! over the country. The remarks which I shall 
offer on the state of school buildings in the manufacturing portion 
of my district will be found to have their refl.exion in the results 
given in the above Table. · 

The following Table shows the denominational character, or 
otherwise, of the Public Schools that made returns under- the head 
" Religious Denomination, if any, with which the school is 
connected." 

Number of Church Schools that Non-denomi- Denomi--- made Returns on or national. national. 
this head. National 

--
North Wales Unions . 46 35 7 4 

South Wales U n.ions . 60 29 26 5 

A considerable number of schools which have elsewhere been 
incidentally described as" Church," or" Non-denominational," &c. 
schools, have omitted making returns under the head to which 
these figures refer. 

The following Tables show respectively the number of schools 
established, and the number of school buildings erected, before and 
subsequently to 1851, with the total number of schools, severally 
in the North and South Wales Unions, that made returns on this 
head. 

EsTABLISHllENT OF ScHOOLs. 

Number of Schools Established Established that made Returns of 
Date of Establishment. before 1851. since 1851. 

North Wales Unions - 4i 30 17 

South Wales Unions - 45 17 28 

ERECTIO~ OF SCHOOL B{;]LDL\'GS. 

Number of Schools Erected Erected -- that made Returns on 
this head. before 1851. since 1851. 

North Wales Unions . 37 9 8 

South Wales Unions . 3S 17 21 

G G 2 

Religious 
Denomination 
of Public 
Schools. 

Establishment 
of Schools and 
erection of 
School 
Buildings. 



Teachers. 

Poor Law 
Union and 
Factory 
Schools. 

Early with· 
drawal from 
School. 
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The following Table shows the number of trained and un· 
trained teachers-of certificated, registered, pupil, and assistant 
teachers,-a~d of paid and un~aid monitors, distinguishing males 
and females, m t~e schools whiCh have made returns to this head 
of inquiry. 

1 llfn~ters and ~~~~~~ Nu:;rberl Number of 
.. . Number of llhstrcsso~. Certill· Number Govern· ~louitors. 
~ ~ Scholars cates of of Re)!"is· ment 
::1 belongin!(to Merit tered Pu]nl· 
!l ~ the fore)!"oing from Tc:tehers teacllcrs1----,-_--
g ~ Schools. . Un- Privy anti As 
-5 o Tramed. trninecl. Council. ;istauts: Paid. Unpaid. 
XI."' 
:...,. :11-..,......--:--1---:-- ------------

~~ rl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~ ~ 1 ~ ~ j ~ I i ~ I I ~ i ~ ~ ~ I 
z :<l>:<E-<:<'l::o!:<l:.i:.!::o!~~~ ... ::<1;';;~ ... 

North Wales 
Unions 54 1821 lGO:l ~484 23 1 18 22 12 - 1 - 26 3 1 4 75 32 

South Wales 
Unions 59 s.oa7

1

3;so
1
7oi3j 2' 10 11 21 17 6 - - 38 35 4 2 86 52 

I have every reason to think that in the North Wales Schools, 
under the head "U nt.rained Mistresses" are included the sewing 
mistresses, who attend the schools at stated periods, such as one 
or two afternoons a week, for the special purpose of teaching 
needlework, as described in another part of the Report. 

The 1V elsh training institutions for schoolmasters are noticed 
elsewhere in this Report (p. 536). There is no provision for the 
training of schoolmistresses in the Principality. 

In this district I found two Poor Law Union Schools only. In 
theN orth Wales Unions, the pauper children in the Union 1Vork
houses were sent to public schools in the several neighbourhoods 
of the workhouses, and this arrangement was said, by parties 
competent to give an opinion on the subject, to work satisfactorily. 
There was only one school in the district coming under the 
Factory regulations. 

The only Reformatory school in the district was opened at 
Neath at. the time that this inquiry was going on. 

The following Tables show the centesimal proportions of 
scholars in the several periods of age indicated at the heads of 
the columns respectively to the total number of scholars " belong
ing to the schools," and to the "total number of" scholars pre
sent in the school at the time of the returns being made. In the 
first Table the Neath. and l\ferthyr Tydfil Unions are shown 
distinctively, but in the second table they are given as one. 
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Consequences These proportions are in another form, a stn,tement of the case 
of early with- of "early withdrawal from school." They embody facts which, 
drawal exem-
plified in the when maturely considered, tend to check any congratulation on 
stat<>" of educa- our part on the progress of education in this country, for they 
tion: exhibit the spectacle of results insignificant in comparison with 

the vast education machinery employed in their production,-of 
energy wasted and of labour robbed of half its fruits. That this 
description is not too highly coloured will be apparent to any one 
who considers what a large proportion of the children represented 
as being in school are there at an age only when the- mind is 
exclusively occupied in gathering the preliminary materials to 
its training,. when mental impressions are obliterated almost 
concurrently with the cession of their repetition; while at the 
period at which the work of education really begins, from ten 
to twelve years of age, we have in the school only the small 
proportion of 6 · 8 per cent., and above that age, from twelve to 
fourteen, the proportion is still lower. The foundation is laid 
with much cost and labour, but the superstructure is not raised; 
the ground is prepared and the seed sown, but the fruits are not 
gathered in. 

In schools. 

But it is not so much within my province to discuss the general 
features of this question as to point out its results on the state of 

-:'education in the district to which this inquiry extends. In some 
of the Inanufacturing districts of South Wales early withdrawal 
from school is so rapidly on the increase that it threatens to render 
abortive all efforts for imparting the benefits of education to the 
labouring classes. This is particularly the case in neighbour
hoods in which tin works hare been much on the increa5e of late 
years; there child labour is more in demand than it i.s in iron or 
other smelting works, and employment for children can be found 
as early as nine or even eight years of age. In localities in which 
new works have been opened, in consequence of the demand for 
labour tending as it often does to exceed the supply, the ~1bour 
of children of very tender age is called into requi:'3ition. In one 
locality in the Neath Union where there were five schools, with 
an aggregate number of scholars amounting to 280, I found eleven 
children only n,bo1e twelve years of age, and of these three were 
girls learning to read, and two boys, the children of farmers and 
shopkeepers, who had come to the schools for the purpose of 
instruction with the view of qualifying themselves for situations 
of which they were in expectation. Most of these schools had 
been long established, and I was at some pains to ascertain the 
amount of information possessed by the young men of the district 
from eighteen to twenty-two years of age. I could scarcely 
trace a vestige of their having been once in a school beyond the 
mere recollection of the fact, and that ·after one or two years 
insb:uction they had, to use their own phraseology, "left school 
" for the works." A clumsy handwritinO' in which every letter 

0 ~ • 1 attested that the penman had to tax his memory 10r 1ts s 1.ape 
before forming it, reading accomplished by the aid ?f spelbng, 
were all, even in the most favoumble cases, that remamed of the 
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school instruction they had received. Wherever there was any 
amount of information beyond this I found it had been obtained 
in the Sunday school, and had therefore more or less reference to 
relirrious knowledge. A highly intelligent man in the district, who 
him~elf was a schoolmaster, said '.'Education in this neighbourhood 
" is in a very low state, the children are taken from school so 
" very young that they have no time to digest anything they 
" learn, and during the time they are in school they attend very 
'' irrerrularly." In another district in the same Union, in the Insuf?cient 
neighbourhood of extensive iron and tin works, I found schools teachingpowet 

numbering from seventy to a hundred scholars each with only 
one or two children above ten years of age, the great mass being 
under ten. In some of these schools the school work was almost 
brought to a standstill from a deficiency of pupil-teachers, a 
master often teaching or endeavouring to teach 80 or 100 scholars 
either with no aid or only with such aid as could be rendered by 
an elder pupil in hearing a less advanced class read. On inquiring 
into the cause of this inadequacy in the teaching power, I was 
informed by the masters that they could not persuade the parents 
to allow their chitdren to remain in school up to the required age 
for pupil-teachers, as their salaries were not equal to the wages 
which they could earn in the "works" by manual labour. In 
seven large and important schools instances were furnished to me 
of this deficiency. The masters, who were meritorious and 
faithful teachers, dwelt strongly on the expedients they were com-
pelled to have recour$e to in order to obtain such aid as to enable 
them to conduct their schools with any approximation to efficiency. 
One master informed . me that he had on two occasions been 
disappointed after devoting much time and labour to the prepara. 
tion of two scholars, by their being taken away from school just as 
they were qualified by age to become pupil-teachers. In one 
instance the master had persuaded a youth, fourteen years of age, 
to :Assist him on condition of his giving him private instruction in 
mensuration. In another case the master of a school of some 
seventy scholars had called in the aid of a sister to assist him in 
teaching. It is due to· these men to say that they were actuated 
in doing this solely by a sense of duty, for pecuniary benefit they· 
had none. 

To other features, consequent on early withdrawal, we must De~ciency of 
then add the frequent want of adequate teacbinO' power in public puptl-tea?hers 

1 1 · tl f: • d' · f S h lfv I Th' d and momtors. sc 100 s m 1e manu acturmg 1stncts o out f a es. 1s e-
ficiency is painfully apparent in schools in the immediate neiO'h
bom·hood of tin works and collieries in country districts. It foll~vs 
from this, that to the short duration and early age of the school 
period of children must be added the evils of imperfect instruction 
while in the school. It is almost superfluous to remark, that the 
attempt by a single master or mistress, however competent, to 
teach seventy or eighty scholars without aid must be a failure, and 
not the less so even where an inexperienced and unprepared elder 
scholar, as is sometimes the case, is called upon to improvisate the 
office of monitor without a single qualification for its duties. Y ct 
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this is of frequent occurrence in schools in the vicinity of the 
works. In inspected and uninspected schools the masters had the 
assistance of mere children only, from ten to twelve years of age, 
who, under the name of monitors, served simply to perpetuate 
their own imperfections by transmitting them to others. In a few 
instances in which the schools did not avail themselves of grants 
to pupil-teachers, monitors were paid by the proprietors or com
pany, but they were generally young, and were removed when 
their earnings out of school exceeded their salaries as monitors. 
As they dif not pass the ordeal of an examination, their qualifica
tions were often inadequate as they were not unfrequently selected 
by the masters on no other ground than that they were the "best 
assistance they could get under the circumstances.'' The result 
generally stated is the tendency of early withdrawal to keep the 
teaching power within its influence at the lowest ebb. In schools 
under inspection not only is there a deficiency of pupil-teachers, 
but those that are found in them are generally in the first or 
second year of their apprenticeship only. As soon as they begin 
to overcome the difficulties of their noviciateship, and to acquire 
experience in the practice of teaching, they exchange the school for 
the works. Under these circumstances the pupil-teacher system 
has all the objectionable features urged against the teaching of 
children by children, without the counterbalancing admntages 
which are afforded by the continuance of the teachers oter their 
full term, while the labours of the masters in their special 
instruction and the "gratuities'' in compensation are to a consi
derable extent wasted. As it regards quality, I found that the 
teaching aid in these schools was almost invariably below the 
average standard. 

Defe~tive This feature in the educational machinery of public schools has 
teaching a con- a lar(!'e share of influence :in contributin~'~' to the very defective 
sequence of the o o 
early age of Etate of the elementary branches of the school course throughout 
school assist- the South Wales Unions. One of the general conclusions 

which I arrived at from my examination of schools, was 
that they were deficient in such mechanical branches as read
ing, spelling, and the elementary rules of arithmetic, in the 
meaning of words, and of English generally. I attribute this 
principally, if not solely, to the fact, that the assisting staff, 
whether pupil-teachers or monitors, are too young. In Wales, 
instruction in these brunches of education is beset with gre~ter 
difHculties than in schools in England, inasmuch as in by far the 
gt·eater proportion of cases the scholar has to learn in a language 
which is not his vernacular tongue. 'Vords have to be translated, 
meanings have to be construed into 'YelEh by explanation or c1e
scription, and other processes have to be gone through in order 
to impart a sufficient knowledge of English +.o enable the pupil 
to proceed with the work of the school. Yet this, which I 
submit is one of the most difficult and most delicate duties which 
a teacher r-an fulfil, demanding an amount of judgment and dk>
crimination which considerable experience can alone give, is 
.assigned to as8istants, who are themselves children, as the duties 
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of teachinO' the elementary classes is usually assigned to the pupil
teacher or ~onitor. Without entering here into the general ques
tion of the adaptation of the pupil-teacher system to the particular 
cour~e of instruction which ought to be pursued in schools in 
"'\V elsh-speaking districts, I think, from the · difficulties thrown 
around elementary teaching by difference of language, that a class 
of instructors of more mature age and experience than pupil
teachers would aid much towards the improvement of the elemen
tary branches in the schools of Wales. I refer, in confirmation of 
these views, to the boys' ~chool at Dowlais, where assistant 
masters have been substituted for pupil-teachers, one of the 
features to which I attribute the successful educational results 
which that institution exhibits. 

Great differences of opinion exist in this district, as elsewhere, Di!f~rence of 
on the remedial measures that should be adopted with a view to oplrudialo?s as to 
1 1 f h. d ' d il Th b 'd reme mea-t 1e remova o t IS a m1tte ev • ey may e sa1 to range sures. 

from the advocacy of prevention by direct legislative action to 
abandoning all efforts, and leaving its cure to the, progress of 
public opinion and the spread of general intelligence. In con
sidering how far the various suggestions put forth for doing away 
with early withdrawal are applicable to this district, it is, I think, 
necessary to determine its cause-whether it is to be traced to the 
poverty, to the improvidence, or to the indifference of the classes 
among which it prevails. As to the two former causes, I refer to 
the de~cription I have given of the moral and social condition of 
the population of the manufacturing districts of South Wales, and 
cite a corroboratory passage from a Paper-descriptive of the 
moral and social condition of this district,-read at the Birming-
ham meeting of the Association for the Promotion of Social 
Science (1857), on "Early "Withdrawal":~ 

"There is one feature in connexion with the wages of this dis· 
trict to which I would call special attention, as it bears intimately 
on this inquiry. I refer to the regularity of wages. In the 
copper works, which are the great staple manufactures of the 
district, the rate of wages is almost uniform. For fifteen or twenty 
years together there has scarcely been a fluctuation. The de
manu for labour is regular but progressive, and the WaO"eS have a 
stea~inees which causes the copperman's weekly earnings to ap
proxnnatc to the character of a fixed salary. In a social and 
moral point of yiew the features that mark the character of the 
popul.ation are highly favo;n:able. As a general rule they are in· 
d~1strwus, so}:ler, and pr?v1dent. A. very considerable ~roportion 
ot the workmg populatiOn are their own landlords mhabitin()' 
cottages built by themselves on leases of lives and y:ars at small 
ground rents. These cottages are neat, clean, and in almost every 
case fnrni~hed with a regard to ·comfort, which is by no means 
perceptible, so generally at least, in the manufacturing districts of 
England. In the town of Swansea, with a population in 1851 of 
31,000, there are fourteen benefit building societies, principally 
supported by the working classes .• the monthly subscriptions in 
which amount to 1,500!. One society alone, since 1845, has ad-
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vanced for building purposes 13,000!. As means of reli(l'ious 
instruction, there are attached to the numerous 'dissenting ch~pels 
with which the district abound, Sunday schools. The churches 
have also their Sunday schools. In the~e schools religious in
struction, out of the towns, is given in the "'Velsh hncruaO'e, They 
are attended by the great bulk of the population, not orJy by the 
juveniles, but by persons from eighteen to twenty-five years of 
age. The instruction given in the Bible and upper classes is on 
the mutual principle, each class being led by some elderly man 
who has had opportunities of reading on Scripture subjects. The 
instruction is carried out to an extent beyond what is gi,'en in 
the ordinary Sunday schools in England. I call particular atten
tion to the fact that young persons avail themselves extensively 
of the advantages of Sunday school instruction, and after they 
have ceased to attend the day school both they and the parents 
seem to think it a breach of duty to omit punctual attendance at 
the school on Sunday." 

C~uses of early It would therefore appear that, so far as this district is con
'\Vlthdrawal. cerned, early withdrawal from schools is not to be attributed to 

the poverty of the parents; nor to their being under the necessity, 
from low wages, to obtain the aid of their children in providing 
subsistence for their families; nor to improvidence, or other causes 
of inability in the population. I do not say that such causes may 
not exist, but they are partial in their operation ; and however 
much they may aggravate the result they do not account for the 
phenomenon. There remains then but one general cause,-the 
want of appreciation by the parents of the importance to the 
future welfare of their children,-of education being carried out 
beyond the time at which they are at present withJrawn from 
school. I think it important, with a view to estimate the value of 
-efforts which are at present being put forth in South Wales for 
counteracting early withdrawal, to ascertain the actual state of 
feeling of the classes among 'vhich it is found. It appears to be 
not so much a simple want of appreciation of the value of educa
tion as a low estimate of what education consists in, combined 
with a notion always much strengthened by the prospect of 
immediate pecuniary advantages resulting from the children's 
labour, that as much additional learning as may be required can be 
obtained hereafter as occasion for it may arise. It is not correct, 
so far as the South "\Vales districts are concerned, to speak of early 
withdrawal as originating in the parents' disregard or neglect of 
their children's welfare. It is not a vice or moral delinquency that . 
we have to deal with, but a state of opinion. The parents think 
that they are discharging a duty to themselves and families in with
drawing their children from school at an early age when their labour 
becomes remuneratiw. In the course of this inquiry I have 
visited colliery districts in which I found the population strictly 
moral,-the heads of families serious, thinking, and even reading 
men, almost every individual having associated himself to some 
religious denomination in the neighbourhood, yet in these dis
tricts, where sobriety and general good conduct were character-
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i.stics of the population, where the cottage was well furnished, the 
children clad with an evident regard to their comfort, and a well
ch·es5ed population on Sundays frequented their respective places 
of worship,-early withdrawal is a practice so prevalent that I 
found in a neighbouring day school of se>enty scholars only three 
children in school above ten years of age. In the course of further 
inquiry I ascertained, that the parents entertain honestly the 
con>iction that in adopting this couri'e they were discharging 
a duty to their children. Their reasoning was in effect that after 
giving them as much schooling as was required for their sphere of 
life, they ought to lose no time in "putting them in a way of 
earninO' a livelihood.'' 

Str:nuous efforts have been made in the South Wales sub-dis- Efforts for 
tricts for counteracting the evils of early withdrawal In advert- counte~chting 
• tr I l 11 fi . h . h . . early Wit -mg to those euorts, s 1a rst not1ce t e pnze-sc erne associatiOns drawaL 
established by the proprietors and other persons connected with -
mines, iron, and other smelting works. Their object is to present" Prize , 
. d d I . d f I l . . b schemes. m ucements to parents to exten t 1e perw o sc 100 trammg y 
prizes offered to scholars who ha1e attained a certain age after 
submitting to competitory examination. Two associations of this 
kind are in operation in this district, one for the Western division 
of Glamorgan and a portion of Carmarthenshire, and the other for 
the Eastern division of Glamorgan and the adjacent mininC)' 
districts of J\Ionmouthshire. Both were established in 1857~ 
From the recent date of these institutions I am precluded from 
other means of judging of their success than general obser1ations 
on their adaptation to the removal of the evii against which they 
are directed. The association relies upon the influence of prizes 
varying in value from 5s. to 41. or 51. in inducing parents to 
permit their children to remain in school over a period of one or 
two additional years. The prize must influence the parents, 
either simply by its pecuniary >alue or by the influence of the 
-opinion of a higher on a subordinate class, as to the importance of 
extending the school period of the children of the latter. But the 
pecuniary value of a prize even of 41. or 51. can have little influ-
ence when put in the balance against the child's earninrr at least 
3s. or 4s. per week. Nor can the other assumption be r~asonably 
expected to have much weight with the labouring portion of the 
population whose notions of supposed duty to their families are so 
strongly backed up by the prospect of immediate gain in the shape 
of an increase of income amounting in the aggregate to at least 
from 71. to lOl. a year. It is not with admitted parental nerrlect, 
with an acknowledged dereliction of duty that the associatio~ has 
to deal, but with a state of opinion which leads indeed to mis-
taken duty, where conviction, not the influence of authority or 
station, can alone produce any results. I believe one of the 
great mistakes, i~to 'Yhich ~hose who hope so much from prize 
schemes fall, conmts m lookmg upon the case too much as one of 
parental apathy and neglect of children's welfare-not of a mis-
taken notion of duty, as an affair of the heart,-to cure which it 
is only neceEmry to oppose the influence of example,-whereas it 
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is an affair in which the judgment must be convinced in order to 
perceive that duty lies in the path which the labouring classes are 
recommended to take. 

Looking at the prize scheme in the most favourable point of 
view, it seems probable that its influence will not extend beyond 
that more reflective section of the industrial classes who look 
forward to fitting their children for higher positions in life 
than they themselves occupy. But it is evident that in 
this case it acts upon the class least in need of artificial in
ducements to keep their children in school. The great- mass of 
the unskilled-labour class are still untouched by its influence, and 
it is from it that early withdrawal swells its ranks- this is the class 
which gives to the social body its character of enlightenment or 
of ignorance. 

Opinions of The remarks which I have offered on this subject, ll:1sed on 
School-teachers evidence, and my personal observation of the social condition of 
on" Pri~e the district to which it is proposed to apply the prize scheme, are 
schemes. also confirmed by the experience of a class of men whose opinions, 

from their position and opportunities of gathering the feelings of 
the working classes, are, above all others, the most competent to 
judge of the practical operation of the scheme as a check on early 
withdrawal, and must therefore carry with them great weight. I 
refer to the masters of the public schools of the district. After two 
years' experience of its working, the masters of the schools of the 
Swansea and Neath districts, at a meeting held in April last, 
generally concurred in a resolution-embodied in their minutes, and 
directed to be forwarded to the Secretary of the "\Vest Glamorgan 
Prize Scheme Association, to the effect that-while the prize scheme 
was unjust in its operation, as it concerned the masters of schools, 
it did not accomplish its professed object of early withdrawal. 
Appended to the resolution was an expression of opinion that the 
money raised for the support of the Prize Association might, by a 
different application of it, subserve more useful educational pur
poses. 

T d t . Another objection urged by practical teachers in Glarnorgan-
en ency o h' . h' l . h . l . h ld induce teachers s 1re agamst t IS sc 1eme, lS t e strong me ucement 1t o s 

to giv~ undue forth to masters of public school,;; to devote greater attention to 
a~tentJOn to the elder scholars to the neglect of the younger. No opportunity 
:ch~~ars. has .been afforded to me, during my inquiry, of ascertaining how 

far this objection is borne out by facts, but I may obEerve that it 
has in its nature so much force as to be entitled to the most serious 
consideration. I give it, with an objection of a similar character, 
in the words of an experienced mnster, whose scholars have been 
successful competitors for prizes given by a prize scheme nssocin.
tion. ''It (the prize scheme) has a tendency to make the school
masters attend to the candidates and to neglect the other parts of 
the school. The teachers also dislike it, as it subjects their schoola 
to invidious comparisons, founded on accident. I mny haYe one 
boy to go in for a 3[. prize, but he in the meantime gets a situation, 
while a boy belonging to another school may be retnincd in ·school, 
from no situation offering itself. He gets the prize, ancl the 
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master the glory. In this case the prize is not founded on any 
educational considerations by which the school would be properly 
tested, but on accident." 

In some of the Works schools in South Wales, an admirable Promotion as a. 

Practice has been adopted of appointing the scholars who have c~ebckd on el.arly 
· h h 1 h' h d f Wit rawa made the greatest progress m t e .rw oo s to a .1g e: or er. o 

employments, such as office clerksh1ps, or other s1tuat10ns whiCh 
open up a career of promotion. There can be no doubt that 
this practice has a beneficial tendency. It conveys to the popular 
mind an idea of necessary connection between the long~r retention 
of the child in school, and its advancement in future life. No 
motive can more powerfully induce parents to retain their children 
in school than examples thus brought before them of the children of 
their neighbours being appointed to situations of trust, respect, or 
emolument, on the ground of superior acquirements attained by a 
few years "additional schooling." It is an appeal to the self-
interest of the parent in a practical, matter of fact shape that comes 
home to e>ery understanding. It shows that longer retention in 
the school, leads somewhere-that it is necessary to obtain a posi-
tion higher than that of the oruinary workman. At Dowlais and 
Cwmavon, where this plan is, with some difference in detail, in 
operation, I could trace very distinctly its beneficial results, in the 
greater proportion of children above ten years of age in those 
schools than in the schools of the surrounding districts, and not 
less, I think, in the general intelligence of the portion of the popu-
lation ranging from sixteen to twenty-six years. There may be 
concurrent causes to produce this result, but there is no doubt 
that frec1uently recurring examples of children who have received 
n superior education filling offices of responsibility are not without 
their influence upon parents. At the same time it must be admitted 
that such influences for good can only be partial; the positions of 
trust and profit are few in comparison with the vast numbers of 
men employed in these great establishments, and. in proportion as 
the chances become more remote, the prize it8elf becomes less an 
object for the attainment of which sacrifices will be made, espe-
cially when, as in this case, it is opposed to immeuiate and certain 
pecuniary advantage. The fact, at all events, that the results are 
partial, is apparent from the evidence given 011 the subject, amonO' 
which I may be permitted to call attention to that of 1\Ir. Gil~ 
bertson, of the Cwmavon Works, a gentleman who for many years 
p~st has been unremitting in his efforts to check this evil of early 
mthdrawal, and whose experience entitles his opinions to the 
weight of au authority. 

In s?me of the Works in this district the employers, with a view The educa· 
• to placmg a check on ''early withdrawal," have established an edu-·tion test as a 

t• t ·t · d't' f tl 1 f h'ld · check on early ca wn es a::; a con 1 wn o 1e emp oyment o c 1 ren rano-m(J' 'thdra 1. 
f , o ow1 wa 
rom 10 to 12 years of age. 1he test usually adopted is ability 
~o rea~ and write. ~t does n?t appear that any very marked result 
1s o?tamed from .th1s practiCe. The sta~dard proposed is easily 
~ttamed by the ~~1ld at ten. years of age, w1th scarcely the slightest 
mtellectual trammg, and m a year or two after the withdrawal 
the power both of reading and writing is, from disuse, often entirely 
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lost. This is particularly the case in the Works in South Wales 
where the children of the great body of the working cla8ses turn 
to their native tongue for all uses of language, both in readinO' 
and speaking. It is evident, too, that employers who insist o~ 
these "certificates of merit'' must enter into unequal competition 
with those who do not, and in a district where labour is in such 
demand as often to exceed the supply, the general adoption of 
such a practice is almost beyond the limits of rational expectation. 

The law for The e,~dence on the operation of the law for preventing juvenile 
!~fbo labour in collieries under ten years of age, indicates th~t legis· 
J~"colli:ri:s. ur lative interference up to thi10 point has been generally effective 

for its proposed objects, and in its results beneficial. It is, 
however, necessary so far to qualify this statement, as to say, that 
breaches of it are by no means unfrequent, and in some of the 
colliery districts yery general. But its extension, so as to bring 
within its operation children of a more mature age, is open to 
objections that at least demand mature deliberation. Among 
these, it is urged that the increased value of the child'o labour at 
a more advanced age would lead to such continual eva5i0ns of the 
law as would render its provisions practically inoperative. The 
general feeling seems to be, that, in the prevention of the employ
ment of children under ten years of age, the law goes as far as 
it safely can go. 

Extension of To the extension of the provisions of the Collieries Act, 
the law to to iron, tin, and other w· orks, it is objected that where the de-
other branches mand for labour is so crreat and competition EO EtronO' there 
Of IllAllU 0 ' Ol 

factures: will always be a danger that any enactment which inter-
feres with the general labour markEt will operate injuriously 
on commercial interests by becoming a tax on the cost of pro
duction. Nor does this suggestion derive sanction from the fact 
that, in the Collieries Act, we have an example of legislative 
:-tction for the prevention of early labour, which has been at
tended with beneficial results, for no legitimate conclusion 
can be drawn from the application of law to a special form of 
labour, such as that of collieries, to warrant its application to 
labour generally. In the one case, all the conrlitions are known, 
and the result may be determined with something like certainty; 
in the other, it is impossible to ascertain all the circumstances, or 
to previse the consequences of the extension of the law to such a 
vast variety of complicated interests. \\bile I withhold any 
expression of opinion on the merit of these objections, I deem it 
my duty to state them as embodying the views of influential classes 
with which I have come into contact in the course of this inquiry. 
The spirit of these objections will, perhaps, be further illustrated 
by the following statement, in connection with early with~ 
drawal in the slate quarries of :North Wales :-" The work
" men take their children to the quarries with them from nine 
'' to ten and eleven years of age, as it is found by experience 
" that the earlier they begin the better workmen do they become. 
'' Unless a boy begins to practise at quarrying the slate by the 
" time he is twelve years of age at furthest, there is little chance 
" of his hereafter becoming u good workman in that department 
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" It is a 'knack,' a:::.cl must be begun early, in orJer to become 
" perfect in it. A boy left until he is fourteen years old would 
" have little chance of becoming a good workman.'' 

But, whatever opinion may be entertained on the theoretical Practical re-

question, it would seem that in the present state of public feeling, medi
1
'es ~ohr 

· ' · f · k 1 d · 1 ha esr Y Wlt -It IS m the class o agencies nown as mora an SOCia , t t we drawa.l. 
are to look for the only practical remedies for early withdrawaL 
The progres:s of general intelligence, the increase of appliances 
for economising labour, are the forces which have in the past 
raised the standard of education, and extended the school period 
of the class occupying the intermediate station between the 
middle class and labouring population-that of the skilled artisans. 
Even in middle class school" there has been from similar causes 
an extension of the period o>er which children are retained in 
school, and there is every reason to anticipate that, etimulated by 
these influences, a growing appreciation by parents of the value 
of education, and its closer adaptation to the bu5iness and duties 
of life, will eventually be attended with the same results to the 
classes among which early withdrawal is now most prevalent. 
There is, however, no class of men who can more effectually 
contribute to this better appreciation of an extended education 
than Echool teachers themselves. On none do the consequences 
of early withdrawal fall more heavily, to none do they come 
more home than to schoolmasters; by it they are deprived of the 
fruits of their labours, are often dispirited by the insignificant 
result5, which they are able to show in return for the zeal 
they display, or the difficulties they have to contend with. Yet 
they seem, themselves, to have made little effort to coun-
teract the evil ; they appear to have been relying too much 
on aid from without. Hence the same routine is adopted in the 
educational treatment of children who are withdrawn from school 
at ten years of age, as in schools where they are retained till 
twelve or thirteen years. Instead of accepting early withdrawal 
as a fact, in subordination to which the education should be 
modelled, their courses of instruction are little better than 
attempts to compress within the space of some two or three years 
all that would fairly imply school attendance over a period of 
four or fire years, and the result too frequently is an a(l'(l'ravation 
of the evils o·f early withdrawal by superficial knowledae. effhereas 
the great object should be the attainment of the hi~hest amount 
of mental development possible under the circumst~nces by the 
concentrati_on of ~he energies of the child on a few ~ubJects, 
selected With a v1ew, not only to furnish a certain amount of 
atta~nments, but to develope taste and sympathies which after 
leanng the school would become aerms of intellectual activity-
or in other word~, a thirst for kno~rledge. 

There are two features in our educational system which, Improvement 
as they may be conyerted into powerful adjuncts to counter- of Infant Edu
ac.ting the ev~ls of early withdrawal, ought not to be passed over cation. 
w1thout :pw:ll rE:ference to the:n-they are Infant Schools, 
and Etenmg School:5. The tables gi>en above show a proportion of 
nearly 21 per cent. mnles and 23 per cent. females in the manufac-
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turing subdistrict, nn<l 10 per cent. males and 13 per cent. fzmales 
in the agricultural subdistrict, to be in school between three and 
six years of age. These proportions are, or ought to be, the subjects 
of Infant School treatment, and mpch might be done by improvinO' 
the character of the preparative instruction in schools of this clas~ 
towards carrying the education of children by ten yetm of a()'e to a 
higher point than is attained at present. Speaking generally, ;either 
as to system, still less as to subject-matter of instruction, does the 
Infant School come up to its "original conception/' In iti! external 
organisation, in promoting habits of order and in discipline, it is 
excellent, but in all that pertains to the intellectual it is wantinO', 
One fact may be mentioned illustrative of the erroneous vie\~S 
taken of Infant School instruction. In most of the schools that I 
visited to which a distinct Infant School was attached, the mistress 
of that school was an assistant teacher, generally from 18 to 20 
years of age. The theory of education represents that a high 
order of teaching capacity and experience is particularly de~ 
manded for the instruction of the young. The above fact shows 
in what estimation the Infant School is held in practice in the 
district to which this Report applies. 

The Evening School, taking up the education of the child from 
the time he leaves the school, and following him until he has 
arrived at manhood, is a more direct agency for counteracting 
this evil of early withdrawal. Whether its influence can be 
brought to bear on the unskilled labouring class, universally, or 
even very generally, may be the subject of a doubt which is 
adverted to elsewhere in this Report. .But I have little hesitation 
in saying that it may, short of this point, Le the means of sup
plying much of that which is left undone through early with~ 
drawal-enough to make it of importance that every school in the 
neighbourhood of, or in connection with, large \Yorki should 
have added to it, as indispemable to the completeness of its 
provision for education-an Evening or Night School. 

EvENING ScHooLs. 

Deficiency of Eveninrr schools constitute a comparatively insignificant feature 
~ven!ng.sc~ools in the ed:Cational provision for this district; the total number of 
10 this distnct. schools from which returns have been obtained being 41, with 1,196 

scholars "belono·inrr" to them. In this number are included not 
only evening s~o~ls or classes connected with Mechanics and 
similar institutions, but private night schools, and those organisa
tions which, under the designation of Literary societies, Mutual 
Improvement societies, an.d other titles, have . arrangements for 
tea chinO' one or more speCial branches of eclucatwn, e .. r;., grammar, 
EnO'lish or Welsh composition or arithmetic. Of the whole 
nn~ber of schools, 16, containing 522 scholars, are in the agricul
tural portion of the district, and 25, containing 674 scholars, in the 
two South Wales Unions. 

Evenin~ In the manufacturing districts public evening scl~ools were ~ad 
sch~~ m ~e recourse to hv a very small proportion of the workmg populatiOn 
man\14\ctunng, • k' 1 1 t d and the schools, or more properly spea ~mg, t 1e c asse;,; connec e 
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with Mechanics and similar institutions, were very generally in a &c. t'nions, not 
state of decadence; some, after a trial of a greater or longer well attended. 

pcrioll, fallina away from want of attendance, others given up for 
want of tea~hers, the former being most frequently the cause. 
In these instances, the so-called " institution'' had shrunk into the 
proportions of a newspaper reading room, often with a library 
attached, but not much used. The clasa of persons who availed 
themselves of the advantages of these cheap reading rooms were 
generally small trn.desmen and their apprentices. Even where 
established in connexion 1dth iron, copper, or other works, it 
was to a very inconsiderable extent that the workmen· availed 
thcrmelves of the advantages of evening schools, although no 
charge was made for attendance, or, more correctly speaking, they 
hau already paid for it in the deductions from their wages towards 
the general education fund, which they were compelled to con-
tribute to, as stated in a subsequent portion of this Report. Those 
who resorted to the schools were generally a special class, skilled 
artisans-young men in the "fitting or engine making depart
ment,"--who wisheu to obtain a knowledge of some special brunch 
of instruction connected with their caUing. The subjects of 
instruction in the public· evening schools were reading and writing, 
sometimes grammar, but principally arithmetic and mensuration; 
and in the schools connected with works, mechanical (lrawing. 
The private evening schools were generally resorted to by young 
men (or in some cases, women,) whose early education had been 
neglected, or by those who wished to revive their knowledge of 
some forgotten branch of their earlier learning. In almost all cases 
theit· object in coming to the e\'ening school was to "get up'' 
some special branch of learning, ancl for some such special purpose 
as qualifying themoelves for a situation, &c. · 

For this low state of eveninG' schools in the manufacturinO' Nature of the 
portion of this district there is 

0 

one main cause-the exhaustiv~ tehmplo~mentsis 
I I . h' h - e mam cau e. c 1aracter of the emp oyments m w 1c the great mass of the-

working popubtion are engaged. The energies of labouring men in 
such works as collieries, copper, iron, or tin works are so exhausted bv 
the time their daily toil is over, that they are not only indisposed fo;., 
Lut unequal to any continuous mental exertion, such as is implied 
in attending a clas;; in an evening school. I refet· to statements in 
illustration of the nature of this labour which are given in the Ap-
pendix. In fact, this difficulty is felt in n.ferenee tn other St1bjects 
()f instruction than tho~e of the evening school. A Dissenting mi~ 
ni.ster who had had considerable exp2rience among the population 
of the manufacturing districts informed me that he had fotind that 
"it was of little use to attempt any religious instruction to adults 
on weck-.day evenings, which required much continuous thought. 
He had organisecl on one occasion a kinu of class for the instruction 
of adult teachers in Sunday schools, in the geography and natural 
history of the Bible; but he found that his cla~s, were, at least 
mentally, half asleep while he was instructing them. He had 
known other instances of the same kind. In fact, the men in 
these works were 50 completely tired that they were unequal when 
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the evening came to any greater mental labour than hearing a very 
plain sermon or an address on some subject that did not require 
very continuous attention.'' The religious bodies recognise the fact., 
and in their machinery for religious instruction make arrangements 
for meeting it.-Imay here observe that the portion of the working 
classes who have recourse to evening schools in the manufacturing 
districts of South "\Vales is generally composed of skilled artisans, 
and of these principally those the· nature of whose employment 
during the day least tasks the physical energies. I think the main 
source pf hope of bringing the advantages of, evening schools to 
bear on the unskilled labour classes lies in such an arrangement of 
these schools as will combine recreation with conveying general 
information. The means of doing this I shall presently advert to, 

In the North Wales Unions, I found a kind of spontaneous orga· 
nisatiori of the agricultura.l labourers and farmers for evening 
meetings at certain periods of the year, for mutual instruction. 
I may hel,'e remark generally that one of the most pleasing 
features that presented themselves in the course of my inquiry 
was the strong desire manifested, particularly by young men, in 
the rural districts of North Wales, to avail themsel\'es of oppor
tunities of self-improvement. The 8acrifices they made to secure 
this end were in many instances worthy of the highest admiration. 
In connection with the societies to which I refer, meetings were 
held once or oftener in the course of the week, when a paper was 
read, and the subject treated of in it discussed, and in many 
instances classes were formed for stated evenings, for teaching \YelBh 
or English grammar, or composition. In reference to the agri
cultural portion of the district generally, I think that the character 
of the labour and other features in the condition of the working 
population are highly favourable to the success of evening schools, 
if ·they were generally established throughout this part of the 
country; at least no difficulties which may not easily be overcome 
present themselves. Indeed the principal difficulty would be that 
of the deficiency of teachers, and that could only be overcome by 
Government aid. With nssistance from this source public schools 
in connection with the Committee of Council have an opportunity 
of availing them::elves of evening schools by the suhstitution of a 
" scheduled tencher" for the equivalent number of pupil-teachers. 
The benefits that must result from the establishment of evening 
schools in the towns, as well as in the rural districts of North 
Wales, would make it a subject of deep regret if this means of 
diffusing education among the adolescent population were not 
extensively had recourse to by the promoters of schools in that 
part of the country. . 

In connection with evening schools, one fact bas been pressed on 
my observation in the course of thi:; inquiry which, I think, is 
important as an indication of the character, as to organisation and 
mode of instruction, which these schools should assume, in order, 
by meeting the requirements of the f!:eneral labouring population 
to bring them within the sphere of educational influences. In 
this district two cla~ses of the organisations which come \mder 
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the desicrnation of evening schools seem to secure the widest and 
most re~ular support of the public :-1. Private evening schools 
for specf.'ll branches of instruction. 2. The organisations which 
under the name of Literary, l\Iutnal Improvement, and other 
societies hare very yaried elements of instruction, all, however 
popular in their nature, partaking as they do in part of the 
character of a debating society, a society for providing lectures, 
and cla5ses. I think that the two different features in the cha
racter of these organisations might be taken as the basis of the 
organisation of evening schools in the manufacturing districts, and 
they sbouH steadily aim at being the means of blending intellec
tual and even physical recreation with imparting knowledge. An 
orO'ani~ation of this kind would comprise classes for instruction in 
sp~cial branches for such as should choose to avail themselves of 
them,-lectures of a light descriptive kind, bearing on elementary 
science or general information,-discu8sion and conversation meet
ings. The general aim of such organisations should. be to give 
to the dissemination of knowledge that variety of interest which 
would meet the intellectual condition and tastes of as wide a 
circle of the population as posEible. · 

The conditions of the grants of the Committee of Council in qovernme~t 
aid of evening schools are such as to render them unavailable in aldhtolevenmg 
I . a· . . I f.'. • Th l' . . f 'd sc oo s. t ns rstrwt, wrt 1 a 1ew rare exceptiOns. e Imitation o a1 

to evening schools in connection with day schools under cer· 
tificated mnsters would alone go far towards excluding a large· 
portion of the agricultural districts from participation in the aid 
proffered, while the condition of the amount being contingent on 
sub5criptionR from the school still more tends to defeat the object 
of the grant. 

SuNDAY ScnooLP• 

The \Y elsh Sunday .school has its origin in the reli()'ious move- .Origin of the 
ment in \Y nles1 referred to in a previous portion of this Report. W:ls~ Sunday 
In date it claims priority to the English Sunday school, and differs sc 00 

• · 

in many important features in its organisation, and indeed in 
, general scope and object, from that institution. The leaders of the 
religious movement in Wales had to deal not only with a people 
who were ignorant, but who ~poke a language in which there were 
no books adapted to the purposes of diffusinG' reli()'ious knowleda"e 
-even the Bible being at that period a rar~ book in the hands ~f 
the \V elshman. The Sunday school sou()'ht to supply this defi-· 
ciency bv conveying reli()'ious knowled()'~ throu()'h the Sunday 
~chool t~aeher. In Wales, therefore, the Sunday school con
templated not only the instruction 'of children but the O'eneral en
lightenment of its whole population, adults as well ati bthe youncr, 
in the doctrines and duties of religion. In these circumstances ;e 
have the explanation of many of the peculiar features of the \Y elsh 
Sunday sehool, such as the character of its instruction, and the 
importance which is attached to it as a part of the public institu
~ions of religion. 

H H 2 
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Organisation The organisation of the Sunday school in 1\? ales is simp1e in its 
ofthe Welsh character. In its more essential features it is nothin()' more than 
Stmday school. the meeting of persons of the same religious denomination together 

for the purpose of mutual instruction in religious matters, and of 
teaching children. A secretary and superintendent complete the 
organisation of the school, which then becomes affiliated with the 
place of worship with which the founders of the school are con~ 
nected. This simplicity of organisation has powerfully contri
buted to the universality of the 'Welsh Sunday school, and the 
extension of religious knowledge to the remotest recesses of the 
country. The management and direction of the schools is in the 
hands of the superintendent, secretary, and body of teachers. 
Among the various dissenting denominations the direction is 
essentially of a lay and popular character, a feature which, no 
doubt, largely contributes to the interest which is generally felt in 
the institution by the people. In schools connected with the 
Church of England, the clergy have generally the larger share in 
the management. The cost of supporting the school, which is 
generally very small, is made by collections in the school and 
occasionally in the congregation with which it is connected. 

Beyond the individual school, organisation for united action is 
carried out to a greater 'or less extent by different denominations, 
but the only general feature of this kind is an aggregate meeting 
of the schools of a denomination within certain districts for the 
recital of chapters of the Bible, a catechism, singing, or the 
delivery of addresses, and other compositions, on subjects of a 
religious nature. These meetings, iu which the proceedings are 
of a competitory character, exercise a powerful influence in an 
educational point of view on the mass of the population. 

STATISTics oF The following Table shows the number of Sunday Schools 
~UNDAY from which returns were obtained, the total number of Scholars 

· CIIO~ belonging to the schools: the estimated Population in the middle of 
Per-centage or 1858, and the proportion per cent. of scl10lars to the population:-
scholars to . ~ 
population. 

Number of Total Number Estimated Proportion Sunday Schools of Scholars Population at per Cent. of 
UruoNs. from which belonging to the Middle of Scholars Returns have the foregoing 1858. to Population. been obtained. Schools. 

------
Dolgelley . . 68 5,510 12,971 42•9 

Ffestiniog • . 78 1,251 16,707 43•4 

Bala . . 39 3,553 6,736 52•7 

Corwen . .. 61 6,197 15,653 39' 6 

Neath . . lOS 12,754 59,527 21•4 

Merthyr Tydfil . 133 19,834 99,758 19•9 

This table establishes one i~nportant fact-the wiJe extension of 
the Sunday school institution throughout the district (anl there ill 
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every reason to conclude the remark applies toW ales generally) nnd 
the ln.ro·e proportion of the population brought through its agency 
under ~·eli()'ious instruction. The highest proportion per cent. of 
Sunday scholars to population in England (exclusive of Wales) is 
19·8 (Education Censm~, 1851: Hep. p. 76, Table 23.). The com
mon centesimal pr0portion for the North Wales Unions is about 
43 · 2, and for the South Wales Unions 20 • 6; being in. the former an 
excess of 23·4, and in the latter of ·8 over the highest per-centage 
of an En()'lish county. The total number of scholars, in fact, con
siderabl/excecds that of the population between three and fifteen 
years of a"e in the agricultural districts, and in the South Wales 
Unions fo~ms a large proporiion of it, as will be seen from the 
following table of the " Number (estimated) of persons of the ages 
3-15 years at the middle of 1858, and the total number of scholars 
belonging to the Sunday Schools in the several Unions":-

Population Proportion per 
Scholar& of all Cent. of Scholars 

U~IO:XS, between 3 and Ages. to Population, between 15 years. 3 and 15 years. 

Dolgelley .. . 3,552 5,510 155'1 

Ffcstiniog . . 4,956 7,251 150· 3 

Bala ~ . . 1,843 3,553 192'8 

Corwen .. . 4,472 6,197 138'6 

Neath • . .. 18,095 12,754 70' 5 

Merthyr Tydfil . 26,697 19,834 74' 3 

It will be seen from an inspection of the centesimal proportions 
to the estimated population that the higher per-centages are in 
the agricultural unions; in thoEe unions, it is important to remark, 
in which the equal distribution of day schools over their areas is 
one of the great difficulties of education as it at present exists. 
As a considerable proportion of the . .Sunday schools are bt·anch 

. schools, estaLlished in districts more or less remote from the places 
of worship with which they are connected, it is fair to conclude 
that the Sund:ty school has accomplished what is yet a desideratum 
with respect to day schools, by penetrating the remote and thinly 
populated districts of this part of the country. And such we find 
to be the fact. The Sunday school, with its religious instruction, 
may be found in recesses where no day school, nor even the house 
of worship, has a place; in fact, it has scarcely left a few houses 
in the most alpine regions of North '"ales without its branch, 
and may be said to have brought within its influence the whole 
population. 

In the agricultural unions 22,511 scholars are divided amonO' Average num· 
246 schools, giving an average to each school of scholars belonO'~ her of scholars 
ing to the schools of 91· 5 ; in the Unions of Neath and Merthyr to schools, 

Tydfil, ~2,588 scholars and 241 schools give an avernge per school 
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of 135 · 2 scholars. The difference in the average amount of 
scholars to the school is accounted for by the fact that the branch 
schools are more nearly equal in numbers and in importance to 
the parent schools in North than in South Wales, the central 
schools in the latter being large and the branche:3 comparatively 
few in number, and altogether held as being less important. In 
North Wales the number of schools in proportion to that of the 
scholars is greater, but the schools themselves are not so large. 
There is, in fact, a greater distribution of schools over the whole 
population in North, than in South Wales. 

Average The Table given beneath shows the per-centage of Scholars in 
attendancehin

1 
average attendance in the Sunday Schools of this district:

.Sundaysc oo s. 

Indication of 
this table. 

TABLE II. 

Number of 
Number of Per-centage of Schools 

' UNIONS, that made Scholars Average Scholars 

Returns as to belonging to Attendance. in average 

Attendance. the Schools. Attendance. 

Dolgelley . - 68 5,510 4,~71 77•5 

Ffestiniog - - 73 7,068 5,625 79 6 

Bala - . 39 3,553 !!,~27 i'l•1 

Corwen . - 58 5,903 4,~09 76•3 

Neath - - 101 11,847 9,864 83' 3 

Merthyr Tyd1il . 127 19,001 15,972 84' 

These per-centages grouped in more general forms show that 
the per-centage of scholars in average attendance in the agricul
tural portion of the " Specimen District" is 7 6 · 1 per cent. ; in the 
manufacturing and mixed divisions, 83·6 per cent. The per~ 
centages are higher than the per-centages of average attendance 
at public day schools for the same districts, exceeding in the one 
case by a difference of per-·centage of I· 6, and in the other by a dif
ference of 11. The South Wales Unions, it will be seeu, give the 
higher per-centages of attendance, a f.'lct which seems inconsistent 
vrith the deeper importance attached to the Sunday school, and 
its closer incorporation with the other institutions of religious 
worship in North Wales; but it is accounted for by thtl physical 
character of the country, which iu the winter season, no doubt, 
prevents a considerable portion of the population in agricultural 
districts from regular attendance at the school during one part o 
the Sunday or the other. 

No fa'ct can more forcibly depict the character or attest the 
extent of the influence which the Sunday school in Wales has 
obtained over the mind of its population than these figures. They 
show that out of a body of 55,099 persons who are found on the 
books o£ the Sunday schools of the "Specimen District,'' the 
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proportion of 76 ·8 per cent. (nearly), or above three-fourths of the 
whole numGer, are brought together t:iunday after Sunday for the 
purpose of religious instruction. And this, too, is effected without 
puni~hments to deter or compel, solely by the class of influences 
which are called "moral," by a power the fundamental notion of 
which is duty, and the machinery employed in the development of 
which is opinion alone. Our estimate of the character of this 
influence is raised still higher when it is considered that the great 
mass of those who thus congregate at the place of learning, often 
from a considerable distance, have spent the six days of the week 
in unremitting toil. It is the small farmer, the farm labourer, the 
collier, or miner, who has spent his six working days in the depths 
of the earth, and the smelter whose labours are so exhaustive, and 
such as these, most of them down to the age of ten years engaged 
in labour, that are induced to devote a large and the best 
portion of their only day of rest to the acquisition of religious 
knowledge. An institution which by such means can accomplish 
such great ends, which can, in a whole population, in opposition to 
all counteracting tendencies, develop such active energies for 
good, shows that it has attained a moral power which is the best 
evidence of the adaptation of its machinery to accomplish its ends. 

The following Table shows the proportion per cent. of scholars Proportionbof 
b 1 f . scholars a ove a ove 5 years o age, to the average number of scholars m 15 years of age 

Sunday school attendance in schools that have made returns to this to average 
head of inquiry:- attendance. 

U:>IO)'S. 

Dolgelley 

Ffestiniog 

Bala-

C01·wen 

Keath 

Merthyr Tydfil 

'fABLE ITL 

Average Number 
of Scholars in 

Sunday School 
Attendance. 

4,271 

5,625 

2,527 

4,509 

9,864 

15,9i2 

Number of Proportion above 
Scholars above 15 years of Age to 
15 years of age. average Attendance. 

1,784 41'S 

2,901 51' 6 

1,854 73'4 

2,415 53' 5 

3,846 39'0 

5,715 35' 81 

This Table exhibits one of the great features in which the 
\V elsh is distinguished from the English Sunday school. It indi
cates the wider scope which the Sunday school in Wales proposes 
to itself as an institution, not simply to impart to the youncr ele
mentary and religious instruction, but to follow up the work

0 
thus 

begun, by carrying forward the work of inculcating religiou_s 
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knowledge up to the period of mnnhoo<l, and on men of mature ~rte, 
It thus takes under its care not only the inculcation of knowlecl~e, 
but through this the formation of habits of thought, of mo~al 
feeling, and thus seeks to guide moral action. It in fact regards as 
its sphere not merely the instruction of the child, but the religious 
training of the whole man; nor is this view of its object an exten
sion of its first conception, an improvement on its original pur
pose, but, as will be seen from observations made elsewhere in 
adverting to this subject, it was interwoven with the original con
ception of the institution and its object. It is important to bear 
this in miucl in considering, as in the course of these remarks 
we shall have occasion, the subject matter of instruction in the 
Sunday school in 'Vales. The early labourer::; who at different 
periods of the last century entered on the field of religions 
instruction in the Principality, with that deep insight into the 
principles of human nature, which enabled them to derive wisdom 
!rom the social conditions by which they were surrounded, 
took broader Tiews of, and g:n·e a wider Ecope to the action 
of the Sunday school institution than those wl1ich contem· 
plated the instruction of children. They knew that imtruction 
in the clements of religion carried up to 14 or 15 years of age, and 
then dropped, would be evanescent-that it would be laying the 
foundation and neglecting to raise the superstructure-they, from 
the first, practically embodied in their Sunday school [system, a 
truth since well expressed in reference to the Sunday schools of 
England, that 11 without some means cf continuing instruction and 
"maintaining influence when the scholar enters the most critical 

· "period of life, the chances are that what hrrs been already ilone will 
"prove to have been clone in vain." (Education Censu~, Report, 
p. 7 5). We have, in fact, in the p:mage I haye cited, a recogni
tion of the distinctive principle of the Welsh Sunday school
that to obtain fruits from early instruction-to establish th'3 influ
ence of its teachin(! over the mind-that teaching mmt he carried 
onward from yontli to manhood, in fact through-life. The ·welsh 
Sunday school thus realises the grand conception of an institution 
which seeks not simply to impart. religious knowledge, but through 
this as a means to genera.te habits of thought and feeling, which 
will be well-sprin()'s of action throuo·hout life-and. to its origi
nators must be aw~riled the merit ol'having nnticipated, in refer
ence to religious teaching, a principle which is now recognised as 
common to every department of education, that juvenile instruc
tion, to secure its fruits, must be carried forward to adult nge. 
The Sunday school in 'Vales is, in fact, a great lay agency, which 
seeks its aiel by a special machinery- that enil being not religious 
instruction, but through instruction religious education . 

.Age to which In one respect, indeed, the returns, in giving simply the number 
inst~c~on is of scholars aboye 15 years of nge, do not adequately reflect the 
Wetst &nday composition of a Welsh Sunday school. To bring into full relief 
schoo.'s. its character as an institution for ulterior instruction one or more 

further subdivisions would be n~cessary, as the "number above 15 
years" comprises n. very large proportion of scholars of vnryinz ages, 
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from 15 to 50, anJ eren to 60 and 70 years of age.* On entering a 
Sunday schooi ( \Y clsh) in Wales, any associations we may have 
formed in connection with such an institution as the pb.ce where the 
young only arc taught are entirely dissipated, for we see around us 
dusscs of mcm ancl women, not merely of adult, Lut of middle and 
advanced a::;e; fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, meet on this 
spot, equally to learu, to receive common instruction, varied in 
degree and character according to age and previous opportunities of 
acquiring religious knowledge. The original conception of ~vhich 
this feature in the Welsh Sunday school is a consequence-that 
the Sunday school, l!ike public wonhip, is a part and 1)arcel of 
the institutions of religion, has its fullest development in North 
'Vales, where not only all ages, but a variety of social grades, 
may be found in the classes of a Sunday school. With some 
modification, such is also the case in the rural districts in South 
'Vales; but in the towns there is an evident falling off in the 
number of persons of more advanced ages, as well as of variety of 
grades. In fact, it would seem that, in proportion as the English 
element has infused itself into the schools or population, there is 
a relaxation of the practice of adult attendance in the Sunday 
schools. In the Sunday schools in Wales in which English is 
the bnguage of instruction there are few, if any, adults ; in fact, 
the whole of the scholars are, unless under special circum
stances, under 15 years of age. In many of the ~unday schools 
connected with the Church, the teaching in the schools is in the 
English language; where such is the case, the school consists 
almost solely of young persons under 16 years of age. In fact, 
adult instruction as an essential element in the organisation of 
the Sunday school nppears to be a distinctive feature of the Welsh 
speaking portion of the population; with the adoption of English 
customs and habits of thought the practice becomes more relaxed, 
and in. the English Sunday school (in Wales) it altogether "dies 
out." 'l'he English conception of the Sunday school, that its 
province is to give instruction in the elementary principles of 
religion to the children of the poorer classes, is fallen into and 
becomes the model on which the practice is based. 

To adult instruction as a systematic feature in theW elsh Sunday Resul~s or 
school must be mainly ascribed the power which that institution a.dul~ msstrudc-
h . 1 d I 1 • h l . h , . h tion m un ay as attamec, an t 1e resu ts 1t as to s lOW m t e cnanges m t e schools. 
moral and social condition of the population of ·wales which it 
has produced. As I 8hall have occasion to notice those changes 
elsewhere, it is here sufficient to observe, that more than 70 years 
experience of the working of adult instruction in the Sunday schools 
of Wales may be pointed to as fully justifying its description 
(Report, Education Census, p. 75), in reference to Enrrlish Sunday 
schools, as "the grand desideratum to the pe1·fect w;rking of the 
Sunday school system." 

• As education bas become more general of late years, this f~ature in the Welsh 
Sunday school should be taken into cd!:tsideration in forming couclw.ions from 
cols. 3, 4, and 5, Table II., in the Sunday school circular. 
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. The following Table shows the proportion of scholars to teachers 
in the "'\Velsh district :-

Number of Total Number of Toto I Number Number of 
UNIONS. Schools making Scholars belonging of Voluntary Scholars to each 

Returns. to the Schools. Teachers. Teacher. 

Dolgelley . - 68 5,510 627 . 8·8 

Ffestiniog - 78 7,251 96i 7•j 

BaJa - . 39 3,553 663 6•4 

Corwen - . 61 6,197 719 8' 6 

Neath . . lOS 12,754 1,616 i• 9 

Merthyr Tyd£1 - 133 19,834 2,570 7•i 

· The general proportion in the agricultural Unions is the same 
as that of the South Wales Unions, both giving 7 · 8 scholars to 
each teacher. Throughout the whole Table there is, indeed, com
paratively little difference in the proportions, the greatest being 
between Dolgelly, which gives 8·8, and Bala 6·4 scholars to each 
teacher. There are good grounds for concluding that this uni
formity is not acciJental, but that it is due to a systematic supply. 
of the teaching power to the demand created by the method of 
instruction and the nature of the subject matter. In the Welsh 
Sunday school the method of teaching is collective to a certain 
extent, but with this is combined the most minute individual ex
amination. Every member or a class is heard singly ; there is no 
simultaneous repetition of lessons. The general proportion for 
all England is stated (Report, Education Census, p. 77), to be 7 ·6 
scholars to one teacher; but this, it is added, must be taken subject 
to a custom prevailing in some parts of the country of alternate 
teaching. As this observation does not apply to the Welsh 
Sunday schools, it is probable that the number of scholars to 
each teaoher is somewhat more in the English Sunday schools 
than in the Welsh. It would, however, appear, by a comparison 
of the proportions in the Table given above, w!th a statement in 
the Report, Education Census, p. 77-8, that there is not the same 
variation in the number of scholars to teachers in the Sunday 
schools in Wales as in the English Sunday school in particular 
parts of the country. . 

In this district the teaching power may be said to be wholly 
supplied by voluntary agency, there. being only four paid teachers 
in the returns from both North and South \Y ales. U nclcr the 
head "voluntary teachers" are incluJed a considerable number of 
masters and mistresses of the Church of England day schools, 
whose attendance at the Sunday school is not compulsory. 
The circumstances in which the Sunday school institution in ·wales 
originated, sufficiently explain why its agency for teaching should 
be so exclusively of a voluntar~ character. 

In the Sunday schools of Wale~, as may be expected fmm 
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the difference in the age of those who resort to them, the 
bodi of teachers is composed of very varied elements, according 
to the subject matter and method of instruction necessary to 
render the teaching suitaLle to the variety in ages and attainments 
of the learners. For the younger scholars, the teachers are 
generally selected by the promoters or heads of the school, from 
those among the more adranced cla~ses who evince inclination or 
aptitude for teaching. If the teacher justifies the expectations 
entertained of him, and his inclination for the duties continue, he 
gradually rises to the charge of more advanceri classes, and 
ultimately becomes a teacher of adults. As there is no definite 
test of qualifications for the office, it might be expected that 
the influx of candidates, for what to many young persons must be 
an object of ambition, would be attended with a com:iderable 
amount of incompetency to the duties unuertaken. But in practice 
this, I am informed, is not generally found to be the case. The 
voluntary character of the office to a great extent precludes this. 
It is rarely that any are selected who do not show an inclination 
for the duties, and the inclination to teach in such a case may 
generally be taken as an index to the power of teaching. There 
i.3 an adJitional guarantee for competency in the fact that regard 
is always had in the selection to good conduct, and gener
ally those who deyote themselves to the duties are the mmsl 
reading and reflective, as well as serious minded portion of the 
scholars. There are no doubt incompetent teachers, especially in 
the younger classes of a Welsh Sunday school. But the sur
veillance exercised over them by the heads of the school, and still 
more the feeling that want of success would lower them in the 
estimate of those by whom they are surrounded, would lead the 
great mass of the incompetent to withdraw, more especially as 
they would find that promotion to more advanced stages woulJ 
demand fipecial qualifications in teaching, without which, as in 
the adult sections the taught have a voice in the selection of 
the teacher, they could not hope to aspire to the con<.lucting of a 
clas~. 

The teachers of adults are generally taken from the most Teachers of 
intelligent and reauing men (on scriptural and religious subjects) adult classes. 
connected with the school, or the church or congregation to which 
the school i8 attached. In the schools belonging to dis:Sentin()' 
denominations the deacons, elders, or other officials connected 
:vith a congregation frequently occupy the pos1tion of teachers 
m the more auvanced adult cla8se8. The office of a teacher in 
an adult cla~s is for the most part elective and the suffracres of 
1 1 . ' 0 t 1e .c ass are VIrtually appealed to in his appointment. .As the 

Scnptures form the common basis of the subject-matter of instruc· 
tion in all the adult classes, and the member 9f one class can pass 
over to another, there is a competition naturally excited between 
the teachers, which stimulates every teacher, by readincr and 
other means, to extend his Ecriptural and reli(J'ious kno;Ied()'e 
generally. An inefficient or ignorant teacher ;ould be desert~d 
by his scholars, and as a rule which hold.; good with respect to 
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Sunday Schools gcnerally,-the best teacher has the larrre~t class. 
Here we hare one of the beneficial influences of th~ Sunday 
school in \Vales on general enlightenment-one of its tendencies 
to accelerate the diffusion of knowledge and the spread of e<luea
tion. Some two or three thousand men distributed at jntervah over 
the portion of 'Vales which constitutes the "Bpeeimen District,'' 
amid its agricultural as well as manuf.wtnring population, must 
lu1ve a vast influence by example, in reading as well as by com
munication of knowledge, in forming the tastes, and ju giving a 
direction to the energies of the population in favour of the 
acquirement of knowledge. The knowledge they acquire it may 
be true is religious knowledge only, biblical or doctrinal. Dut 
the exercise of mind on this department of thought cannot be 
without its educational results in intellectual training, and the 
amount of acnmen,-minute attention to verbal distinctions,- the 
array of texts and facts which these Sunday school teachers 
bring to bc:-~r on, the instruction they give, is often very con
siderable. But powers thus called into activity, and tastes thus 
generated by the direction of mind to one department of thought 
are not often restricted to their original limits, and thus 
in the Sunday school teachers of \Vales as a body (and they 
are principally compo~ed of the industrial and labouring cLmes ), a 
large amount of genet'al information beyond the knowledge 
required for Sunday school instruction is found. Among them 
are found the great proportion of the contributors to the periodical 
literature of the Principality, the successful competitors in the 
literary associations of the country (the Eisteddfodau ), many of 
the most popular preachers and eminent ministers in the Dissenting 
denominations, and several in the Church. Everywhere they are 
found the intelligent and active supporters, and very generally 
the promoters of literary societies, libraries, and other organisa
tions for the dissemination of popular knowledge, as well as of 
every institution which has for its object the moral improvement 
and social elevation of those by whom they are surrounded. 

Su?ject-m~tter In the \Velsh Sunday schools the acquirement of what are 
?f~nstru.ctton ordinarily regarded as the main branches of juvenile instruction, 
m JUVemle a· d 11' . f h 1' I f h -,:'r 1 h classes. rea mg nn Epe mg, 1s, rom t e pecu w.r c 1nracter o t e 1 · e s 

language, very easily accomplished. In that language e>ery 
letter is pronounced, every vowel and consonant present in a word 
are there for a purpose,-to be sounded. There are neither 
silent consonants nor unpronounced vowels. The distinction of a 
few long and short vowels constitutes the principal variety in the 
sounds of the letters. In a language thus inartificial in the rela
tion of its sounds to the letters by which they are designated, 
there is properly no room for what we call spelling-a knowledge 
of the powers of the letters and the mechanical facility of putting 
them together are, in fact, the easy conditions of learning to "read 
Welsh," and the attainment is one which, under ordinary circum
Etances, is very rapidly made. The class system is adopted in 
this, as indeell it is in every other department of the Sunday 
school; but it is combined with individual instruction as before 
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observed. Deyond rending, the principal subject of instruction is 
getting up passages of Scripture, or of hymns and other composi~ 
tions of a religious character by rote, for recitation in public·-often 
in the place of IYOr.3hip. The power of memory, _which is often 
developed by these exercises, is extraordinary. Looking, however, 
to the juvenile department of the '\Vehh Sunday school as a whole, 
I am induced to conclude that it is the "weak point" in that institu
tion, so far at least that it does not produce proportional results to its 
adnmtan·es, nor to those which are obtained in the more advanced 
stages of its teaching. I do not mean to imply that what i:~ taught 
is imperfectly taught; but that, considering the facility with 
which the principal branch of elementary instruction,-reacling 
--can be acquired, the amount of knowledge imparted during 
the juvenile period, from eight to twelve or thirteen yean 
of age, is not so great as it ought to be. I attribute this prin
cipally to a deficiency of books adapted to the purposes of the 
instruction of the young. Nothing can be more meagre than the 
books generally in use for teaching reading. In number they are, 
indeed, a host, but they are singulady wanting in variety of sub
ject matter, of language, and of illustration. In the schools con
nected with the various classes of Di~senters, the elementary books 
seem to be all drawn.up on the same model, and under the influ
ence of one idea-the alphabet, long columns of words for spelling, 
and a collection of Scripture texts for reading, constituting 
almost their sole contents. There are a few small books of a 
somewhat improved character. In a few Church Sunday schools 
I olJserved the I~lustrated Scripture Lessons published by the 
National Society. The instances in which I found these excellent 
aids to elementary instruction were surprisingly rare. The 
Sunday School Union has also recently publi~hed a series of 
improved school books in W clsh, but they leave ample room for 
future labours in the same directioi1. The publication of a series 
of lesson books for junior classes, with readings in Scripture, 
geography, natural history, and biography, and ofjllustrated lesson 
boards, is as yet a. desideratum in the elementary religious instruc-
tion of\Velsh Sunday schools. · 

Adult instruction 'in the Welsh Sunday school is carried on by In adult 
classes and teachers; but the method generally closely approaches classes. 
that of mutual instruction, the teacher being, in fact, the leader. 
The text book invariably is the Scriptures, each book beinO' 
generally gone through chapter by chapter. The verses are rend 
in succession by the members of the class, and as each reader con~ 
cludcE, questio1!s, if the passage suggests any, on the meaning, 
are addressed mthcr by the teacher to the reader, or, as frequently 
put by some member of the class, to the other membert~. When 
the views of the class have been given, the teacher sums up the 
various opinions, and gives his own conclusion.~, with the reasons 
on which they are founded. It will be seen from this description, 
that the teaching partakes more of a discussional than of a precep-
tive character, and that tha duty of the teacher is rather to 
.evoke knowledge by eliciting opinion than by imparting it in a 
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didactic form. This mode of instruction, in addition to the interest 
which it nece~sarily creates in the work of the class, has the 
undoubted advantage of developing acuteness in thouaht, and 
inJependence in the formation of opinion. o 

In all the Sunday schools throughout this district there are dis
tinct classes for males and females of all ages. The observations 
I have made with re:!pect to the former, as to the method ancl 
subject matter of instruction and teachers, apply equally to the 
latter. In a large proportion of instances the adult female clams 
are taught by women, but very frequently also by men, while in 
the· junior department the girls are more generally, but by no 
means invariably, taught by one of their own sex. Females have 
also occasionaliy charge of the younger boys' classes. 

The general character of the subject-matter of instruction lw.s 
been already explained. But there is one feature in connection 
with it which demands notice here. I refer to the large and (as 
it is said) disproportionate extent to which religious instruction in 
the Sunday schools in Wales partakes of a doctrinal character, 
dealing as it does not only with the historical and other facts 
recorded in the Bible, and the explanation of its text, but entering 
largely and minutely into its doctrine~, and into the agreement or 
otherwise of the conclusions deduced from the Scriptures, with 
the attributes of the Divine Being, and general principles of theo
logy. The implication is, that i~st~uction _in the moral duties is 
neglected. Independently of th1s nnpresEJon, very prevalent in 
some circles, the notion has such internal bearings on the educa
tional condition of the 1\r elsh population, that I do not feel myself 
justified in passing it over in silence. So far as my opportunities 
of observation extended, I believe that in forming the views to 
which I have referred, the objects and constitution of the Welsh 
Sunday school ha>e not been sufficiently taken into consideration. 
That there is some amount of doctrine inculcated in all Sunday 
schools, both in Wales and in England, is, I presume, implied in 
the fact that the ·object of all Sunday schools is to give religious 
instruction. That this will form a prominent feature in the 
Sunday school of 'Vales naturally follows, fl'om the fact that a. 
larO'e proportion of its scholars are adults-that it is not children, 
or ~ven the greater proportion of them that are under instruction, 
but men and women, most of them arrived at the age of maturity, 
and that with them doctrines put forth, or opinions deduced from 
what is read, must ha-re their grounds assigned conclusions 
arrived at must be accompanied by rea:;ons-and this implies 
comment, disquisition, and discussion of what is read. There is 
no doubt, that, fur this rea3on, the inculcation of doctrine in the 
sense in which I have explninecl it forms a much more prominent 
feature in comparison with the whole subject matter of instruction 
in a \Y elsh, than in an English Sunday school; but this is due to 
the adult element in its composition, and not to the deficiency of 
moral instruction. And as it re~pects the adult mind, this is the 
form of teachinrr best calculated to excite interest, and to impart 
knowledge, wh~tever the subject matter of instruction. I cannot 
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le~s than think, that this impression as to the disproportionate 
amount of doctrinal instruction has arisen from looking at the 
W ehh, too much with an eye to the jm·enile character of the 
Engli:;h Sun<.lay school-from making the latter the model in esti
matinrr the character of the instruction in the former. As to moral 
dutie:3~ my obser-mtion leads me to conclude that it is not less ur
~ently or less frequently inculcated than in English Sunday schools; 
~nd that the impression to the contrary is founded rather on the form 
in which it is inculcated, than the fact of its omission. In teaching 
adult~, instruction necessarily partakes less of the precepth·e than 
reasoning character-the duty is taught in connection with the 
principles which enforce it-and this is the form particularly suitable 
to the inquiring tendencies of the W ehh mind. In the juvenile 
branches of the Sunday schools in 'y ales, the inculcation of duty is 
not less a feature of instruction than in those of England, and the 
formation in connection with them of organisation::, having for thfir 
object the promotion of virtues equally important to the social 
welfare as to that of the individual, amon~ which I may cite, as an 
example, the rapid extension of "Band5 of Hope,'' attests the zeal 
and wund discretion exercised by the promoters of Welsh Sunday 
schools, in the incubation of practical morality. The deficiency in 
this department of the \\elsh Sunday school is that to which refe
rence bas before been made--rariety of books for juvenile instruc
tion, and that deficiency applies to moral instruction as well as to 
other branches. From an attentive comideration of the facts, I 
come to the conclusion that this impression as to the deficiency of 
moral instruction in theW ehh Sunday schools is erroneous, and in 
fact, ari~es from not taking sufficiently into consideration the spirit 
and character of the institution as one whose object is not simply 
religious instruction, but through this the training which constitutes 
religious education. This f:pirit pervades it throughout, and gives 
a tone to the character and epirit in which its teaching is con
veyed. Hence, it places more reliance on the exercise of thoucrht 
on the great ~ubjects of religion than on mere precept, or in other 
words, it seeks by a machinery "Which develops reflection, habits, 
and tastes in the mind, to form within the man principles which will 
make him equal to, and govern him in the dhchnrge of, the active 
duties of life. 

.1tof' 
n-

;h 
&c. 

But the Welsh Sunday school can well allow itself to he tested R;;sults ace< 
by the resnlts it has achieved. In little more than half a centu11, it pl~shed by 
h b l • · lY' • h h . · '' elsh Sunck as. · een t ~e. mam agency m e';ectmg t at c ange m the moral and schools. 
social cond1t10n of the popubt10n of the country, to which I have · 
b~fore referred as one to which a parnllel can scarcely be found in 
history. Throughout the whole of Wales the peas!lntn-, and in 
the manuf,lcturing districts their vast population, with "very rare 
exception~, are not only able to read in their native lanzunrre 
but are familiar with, and most of them well versed in, a kno~led:~ 
of the Scrir1tnres, while the puLlic virtues of peacefulness, ord;r 

, :mJ sobriety uistinguish their conduct as a people. And, it attest~ 
itB maintenance of power by the influence which it exercises 
''~r tl1e intellectual and social state of the people in their pro. 
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gressive attachment to sobriety, order, and the pu1Jlic virtues 
generally. There can be no mistake here as to the cause,-we 
have here to deal with no complications in the social condition 
of the population of the Principality,-it is traceable as it were, 
step by step to the Sunday school, as the main social agency. 
In disseminating among a whole population religious knowledge, 
the Sunday school has fulfilled its mission. The provision for 
religious instruction, is in point of extent-of universality, complete, 
and it now waits only for the diffusion of general education 
throughout the Principality to enable it to take a higher position, 
and fulfil more important functions in the promotion of human 
improvement, while on the other hand the population of Wales, 
furnisheu with the means of religious instruction, require only the 
establishment of the day school throughout the country, in order, 
by adding useful to religious knowledge, to render perfect what at 
present ,is limited to one department of human thought. 

We have in the Sunday school of 'Vales the great fact that it 
has succeeded in bringing within its influences, and in communi
cating religious knowledge to a whole population by an organisation 
which has had for its sole object religious instruction. WhateYer 
other causes may have favoured this result, it is certain that 
it would not have been so effectually accomplished if the 
energies of Sunday school promoters had not been concentrated 
on a sole end,-religious education. The inference suggested is, 
as it respects the moral and religious instruction of the people, 
that a distinct organisation for a single end is best £ttcd to pro
duce the maximum of results, and there is no reason why this 
conclusion should not be applicable to all education, w hateve1· its 
subject matter. 

:MODE OF EDUCATION. 

·ernment·of The government of public schools throughout this district, 
lie Schools. where they are supported by subscriptions, is tlstmlly Yested in 

committees elected from the body of subscribers or school sup· 
porters-in the National schools, the parochial clergy being asso
ciated with the Committee· in the management. The exceptions 
to this more popular form are National schools in small rural 
parishes where the officiating minister is unde1· certain conditions 
the sole manager, and the important schools in South \Vales, 
connected with collieries, iron, or other smelting Y\'" orks, the 
direction of which is usually uuder the sole control of the com* 
panics or proprietors of the '\Yorks to which the ~:chools are at
tached. In the North '\Vales portion of the district, the control 
of the minor charity schools is exe1>ciscd by the trmtces, who, 
however; in many cases, do not appear to interfere in the go-rern
ment or discipline of the schools l)cyond the election of the 
master, the payment of his salary, or other disbursements of the 
funds of the charity. In a few cases in which the school partakes/ 
of the natme of a parocllial charity, or whe1·o it h::~s been 7 
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modelled with the ,·iew of adapting it to modern requirements, 
the trustees have admitted a more popular form of direction by 
calling- in the aid of a committee to take an active part in the 
superintendence of its educational machinery. 

The constitution of the governing body is the principal feature Const~tution of 
in the mana(l'cment of public schools, either wholly or in part sup- t.!ommJ~tees .and 

<:;:> • • • managmg 
ported by subswptwns. As the comm1ttees are Eelected from bodies. 
the subscribers who n-enerally belong to the middle class, it is 
eviJent that the par~nts of the scholars take no part in the 
control of the business, or in the superintendence of the educa-
tional departments of the schools. This fact, ·coupled with the 
general absence of interest on the part of parents in all that 
pertains to the education of their children, seems to indicate a 
defect in the organisation of the management, for which the 
remedy is the association of parents in the government of schools. 
This would have the beneficial tendency of exciting among them 
a deeper interest in the working of the schools and the education 
of their children, and, as an ultimate result, of creating more wide-
epread sympathies with educn.tional progress in the population 
generally. In the remote rural districts of North and South 
\r ale~, where the labouring population as well as the farmers con· 
tribute small sums of money towards establishing schools, and the 
committees are consequently composed of a large proportion of 
parent~, I hare had occasion to observe that the interest taken by 
the parents in the school and in education has been of a more 
nctire character than that evinced in towns and populous districts, 
where the school management has been entrusted to a more ex
clusively con~tituted body. It ii!· not within my province to offer 
any suggestion as to the mode in which arrangementa for this 
purpose should be carried out; but its desirability as a means of 
exciting a more general interest in ellucation justifies this reference 
to it as one of the features presented to me in the course of my 
inquiry. 

In a class of schools in South \Vales to which I have already 1\Iana~ement of 
adverted, tho~e connected with collieries, iron, tin, and copper Schools ~on
\Y orks, the management prcEents the somewhat exceptional feature ncelclt.ed_ With& 

1 I I 'b I . f h o Jenes, c. -t 1at t wsc w 10 contn ute a arge proportion o t e revenue have 
no part in the control of the schools. 'The school buildinn-s in such 
instances arc proriclcu by the proprietors or company~ but the 
gr.eater lJortion of the funds by which the school is supported is 
r:med hy an a~sessment on the weekly wages of the workmen. The 
control of these schools is almost excln8ively in the hands of the 
proprietors. They determine whether the school shall be conducted 
on the Xationn.l or Non-denominational principle; they appoint the 
lllasters anu prescribe the snb.iects of instruction j in fact, it is to 
them that every question relating to the conductinrr of the school 
i~ referred, and their decision determines the rcsufi. Generally 
I hdievc, this management is exercised with deference to th~ 
fvdings and opinions of the workmen; but this is not. uniformly 
the cn~r, as in :<ome imtances I found that diRsatisfaction had been 
created among the employed by the introduction of more exclusive 
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forms of religious instruction than were consistent with their 
opinions and views. These, however, are exceptional cases. For 
the most part, when the school in connection with a Works has 
been established on the National system, the course adopted in 
reference to a subject so delicate in a district in which Dissent 
so overwhelmingly preponderates among the working classes is, 
that the portions only of the Church catechism which embrace 
common principles are taught in the school, or otherwise the children 
of such parents as object to the inculcation of the peculiar forms of 
the Established Church, are exempted from learning the catechism; 
their religious instruction being limited to instruction in the 
Holy Scriptures. To the, constitution of the administrative de· 
partment of these schools the remarks I have made above on the 
educational expediency of exclusively constituted school govern~ 
ment apply, but with ·this additional feature- that the workmen 
are in this case properly in the position of tax-payers, without any 
share in the management of the establishments to the support of. 
which they contribute. In saying this, I do not wish to imply that 
the question should be entertained so much on what may be termed 
theoretical grounds, such as the rights of the taxed to have control in 
the expenditure of their money-though this must be allowed its due 
weight in looking at the subject. I refer here to the more practical, 
and, in reference to education, more easy question-what, looking to 
the present state of the intelligence of the unskilled labour class, 
would be the operation of their participation in the management, 
on the character and efficiency of the schools themselves. This 
must, to a considerable extent, be a matter of experiment, but one 
of which I should augur hopefully from the examples we have 
before us of the management of Mechanics and other analogous 
institutions by committees, which are at least largely composed of 
working men. To these I may add the numerous sick and pro· 
vident societies, in which there are always found a sufficient num
ber of persons of the same order and average of intelligence with 
those employed in the Works to superintend (and, altogether, 
they do so very judiciously) the affairs of such societies. I do 
not see why the same discretion and capacity should not equally 
fit them for sharing in the control of a school. The subject has, 
I admit, its complications, but with the increased interest in 
education, which active participation in the management of schools 
could not fail to promote amon(J' the masses, I think the sense of 
injustice which I have founl' to exist among workmen on the 
subject of this exclusion, and with it a feeling akin to suspicion of 
the objects of education itself, would be renwved. A judicious 
share of control in the government of the schools to which they 
contribute is at least an: experiment worthy of being tried . 

.As a general observation on school management, I may a?d, 
that throughout my district I found a large amount of act~ve 
interest evinced by committees in the public schools with whiCh 
they were connected. I was informed, that a great improvement 
had taken place in this respect on the character of the manage
ment in past yea1·s. There can be no doubt, as .regards Church 
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8chools, that this is to be ascribed to the system of Diocesan and 
X ational school inspection, as well as to tl1e increa~ed activity of 
the promoters of education in connection with the Church, one 
very marked and b..::neficial result of which is the e5tablishment of 
Archdiaconical Associations for giving aid to schools, and other· 
wise promoting education in their respective dioceses. These 
Associations and the inspection by Diocesan and National school 
agents have a widely beneficial influence on the smaller schools 
which do not a1ail themselves of Government aid or inspection. 
This remark applies equally. to the inspection of N on-denomina
tional schools by the inspectors and agents of the British and 
Foreign School Society. I found evidences of the salutary influence 
of their active exertions in every part of the district which I 
visited. 

l1 p to a recent period, public feeling in South Wales, so far as State of opini
the Nonconformist portion of it, constituting the great mass of the ::n~na~~~:n~; 
population, is concerned, was hostile to the acceptance of Govern- and interfer
ment aiJ, and, indeed, to legislative interference with education in ence. 
any form. In no district in the Kingdom were such vigorous and 
well-combined efforts made for education extension by voluntary 
means as in the manufacturing and agricultural districts of South 
\1 ales some twelve years since. Circumstances to which reference 
has already been made in noticing the history of the religious move-
ment in Wales enable us to account for the strong feeling enter-
tained by the Welsh people on this subject. In the early efforts 
for the religious regeneration of the Principality, Dissenters 
from the Established Church took the lead, and the voluntary 
agenci0s which they put forth have accompli~hed so much, the 
success attendant on them has, as exemplified in their Sunday 
school, been so signal and great, despite the obstacles they had 
to surmount, and the formidable opposition they had to contend 
with-that confidence in the adequacy of inJependent efforts to 
educate a population, and suspicion of interference with freedom of 
religious opinion, were feelings very naturally engendered under 
such influences as they had been subjected to. Their objection 
to State education stated fully was, that inasmuch as in education 
religious should be combined with secular instruction, legislative 
interference with education implied a Yiolation of the principle of Efforts made 

u
1 
o~-int;rf'erefn1c8e~2ith redligio~.kThbd, f~eling,e.v11oked bytheat~e~pted ~!~e~!othe eg1~ atwn o '± , an qm.c ·ene. mto st1 g~eater ~ctrnty by voluntary prin· 

subsequent measures and dtscussions on them m Parhament, led ciple. 
to the attempt at securing for the population education by purely 
voluntary effort on n. very extensive Ecale, contemplating the esta-
blishment not only of a Normal College, but the provision of addi-
tional school facilities throughout the various counties of South 
\Vales. Tl1ese antiripations were, howeyer, not realised. TheN ormal 
College was opened for the training of teachers, and for i'ome years 
appears to have been supported by public subscriptions; but, not
withstanding that it was initiated under circum~tances in every 
way fayourable to its success, that it was sanctioned by all the 
influence which the Dissenting ministus of South Wales could 
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brin~ to its support, its early prospects and promises of pecuniary 
t:mpport were equally doomed to disappointment. The present 
position of the college is thus ·described in a report on the 
state of the schcol, presented to the Department of Science and 
Art by Dr. Lyon Playfair and Captain Fowke, who impcctecl the 
school in December, 1857 :--"The Normal College was commenced 
at Brecon as a training college only; it was remoYed to Swansea 
in 1848, three years after its foundation; and in 1851, owing to 
the pecuniary failure of the committee, the Principal began the 
system of taking fir5t private pupils, then boarders," &c. - The' 
College is now therefore conducted on the individual re8ponsibility 
of the Principal 

The efforts to establish self-supporting schools throughout the 
country were characterised by similar zeal and energy to those 
put forth on behalf of the training institution, and for the mo8t 
part were attended with similar results. Many of the schooh 
which were either originated on the principle of voluntary support, 
or the committees of which opposed the acceptance of Government 
grants, subsequently availed themEelves of their aid; among them 
were the Non-denominational schools in Neath, Hirwain, and Heol~ 
yfelin (.Aberdare ). A few of the schools still maintain the character 
of public schools, but considerable numbers have merged into 
private schools. The great body of Nonconformists in North 
Wales do not appear to have entertained theae scruples against 
public grants in aid of education, but from the first availed them
selves of the conditions of the Committee of Council on Education, 
wherever they were in a position to comply with them. 

Change in. Subsequently to these events, it appears that an extensive 
public feeling chano-e in public feelino- hall taken place in reference to Govern~ 
on Government 

0 'd 1:' d · " · II f: 1 · h · d aid. ment a1 wr e ucatton extensiOn. - ow ar t 11s c ange 1s ue 
to the experience gained in the past, as well as to a more intimate 
appreciation of the inadequacy of the unaided resources of this 
country to the education of its population, will be best inferred from 
the evidence. Its tenor undoubtedly indicates, as a matter of 
fact, a general opinion .of the insufficiency of voluntary effort, 
and, consequent on this, a feeling in favout· of accepting Govern
ment aid from the Committee of Council on Education, as 
being, under existing circumstances, the only available means of 
meeting that deficiency in the supply of education to the Welsh 
l)eople, which seems to be a fact admitted in all quarters. One 
feature may be added as characterising the information given on 
this head-that it embodies the opinions of men of various reli
gious denominations, and occupying uiffercnt positions in life, and 
among them many who some years since were not only zealous 
advocates of voluntary education, but who took an active }Jart in 
the movement against State aid anu interference. 

Present "Views I should, however, be doing injustice to the views of a large 
on Government body of the Nonconformists of South \Vales, if I did not state 
interference. that the admission of the general principle of State aid implies 

neither unanimous nor unqualified approval on their part of the 
existing mechanism for dispensing it. On the contrary, I believe 
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that the reception of grants may be taken as a submission to 
existin"' arran(J"ements rather than an unhesitating concurrence 
with them. Out of the ranks of voluntaryism there seems to be 
a great variety of opinions on this head of State aid and interfe
rence. )!any, indeed, wholly arprove of the existing administration 
of public aid by the Committee of Privy Council, but the 
general feelin"' is opposed to it on the ground either of its inade
quacy to the ~ork of educating a whole people, or of its implying 
legislative interference with religious instruction. I found that 
considerable numbers, even of the X onconformists who accepted the 
grant, admitted the illogical position in which they stood in receiving 
aid on conditions which, it is alleged by their voluntary brethre~ 
imply compulsory religious instruction, though it is irrespective 
of doctrinal distinctions. The separation of religious from secular 
instruction has also its advocates, though, numerically speaking, 
they constitute a small proportion to the great mass of the public, 
who may be said to be so far favourable to religious instruc
tion in day schools, as to give a preference to the Scriptures being 
read in the schools. I am, howerer, only correctly representing the 
general feeling throughout the unions I have visited, in saying 
that it so far inclines to separate religious instruction from the 
ordinary routine of the day school, as to hold the Sunday school and 
place of worship the first in importance-so far as public teaching 
goes-its principal source of reliance as a means of religious training. 

The views of the "'\V elsh clergy, and of the great bulk of the Opinions on 
portion of the population connected with the Established Church, State aid in the 

. h b d . I.' f G ·a d Esta~lished were, as m1g t e expecte , m 1avour o overnment :u ; an Church. 
I beliere I am correctly representing their opinions in adding, 
although many among them may entertain objections to special 
provisions in the Minutes of the Committee of Council, such as 
their adaptation to the peculiar features of the country, they are, on 
the general principle, favourable to the existing machinery for the 
furtherance of education in connection with the Privy Council. 

Ko feature elicited in the course of this inquiry has been more Sn~e.essfulcom· 
marked ihan the tendency of the Government grants to enable pet~non of. 

schools to which aid is extended successfully to compete with un- =~~P:~c 
assisted public, and not le5s with private-adventure schools. In schools. 
J\Ierionethshire, more especially, prirate schools for the education 
of the labouring cla~ses may be said to have entirely disappeared 
from most of its towns, as well as from extensive rural districts. 
In the whole Union of Bala there is not a private school. In the 
town of Dolgellcy I found one private school with twenty pupils 
only; it was a girls' schooL In Corwen and other towns the 
rapid diminution or entire disappearance of these schools was 
pointed out to me as one of the results of the establishment of 
public school~, either British or Xational, with Government aid. 
K or is this competition limited to schools in which the labourin"' 
classes receive instruction; it is equally fatal in its influence o~ 
middle-class school::;, both for males and females. In the public 
Echools in towns throughout the N" orth "Wales Unions the sons 
and daughters of tradesmen and other sections of the middle c~s 
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are found in large proportions to those of the labouring and work
ing classes. The5e schools, in point of fact, assume much of the 
character of" Common schools," in which all distinction of social 
gradation is merged in an education common to all. As it respects 
female education, this fusion of the private in the public school is in 
North \Vales, where the schools are "mixed," attended with one 
marked result-the absence of special instruction for girh, both of 
the middle and working classes. The schools in this district 
generally-almost universally-are supe1intended by masters, and 
the only special branch of female instruction given in -them is 
"sewing," for which a mistress is generally engaged, who attends 
the school twice or thrice a week. I need not point out how 
serious a defect this is in the educational system of Xorth 
Wales. Its influence on the character of mothers or wives of the 
coming generation must he such that no mere attainments can com
pensate for it. The girl from these schools enters life without the 
knowledge proper to woman's sphere of duty; and, what is more 
important, without the development or culture of those sensi
bilities of her nature, by which she is enabled, as sister, wife, or 
mother, to diffuse happiness over the circle in which she moves, 
or to render home a sacred refuge from the cares of the world by 
making it the abode of comfort and of affection. The extent to 
which this social evil, for such I deem it, prevails in this part of my 
district may be estimated from the following facts, communicated to 
me by persons well qualified by observation to give an opinion on the 
subject. A leading tradesman in one of the towns of Merioneth
sbire informed me that there was not one girls' l!chool in the town 
in which he resided; and that he and others who were in a po
sition to do so were obliged to send their daughters "to England'' 
to obtain such an education as would be suitable to girls. Those, 
he added, who had not the means were compelled to put up with 
the ordinary instruction of the public schools of the town. The 
establishment of the public schools had broken up the pri>ate 
schools, and, so far as the special education of girls was concerned, 
had left them worse off than they were formerly. This informa
tion was confirmed by that of the master of a British School in 
the same town, who said that in coneequence of the e5tablish
ment of his school the private schools had been closed, and there 
was no special provision for the education of girls. He himself 
was 'so deeply impressed with the inadequacy of his own school 
to meet the requirements of female education that he contemplated 
establishing a girls' school under the supelintendence of his wife
the education in common branches to be given in the public school. 

In the agricultural districts of South Wales there is the same 
deficiency in the means of special education for females. In the 
manufacturing di~tricts it is not found to w great an extent, but 
still it is a deficiency. It is, in fact, a general feature of the 
whole of the -Welsh Specimen District, ami it is one which de
mands the most mature deliberation on the remedy to be applied 
to it. If the question were one of mere supply and demand, the 
suggestion of that remedy would be at hand, but such is not the case. 
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In the great m.njo~·ity of instances it is inability, from the poverty 
of the country, to provide the additional machinery implied in 

. the separate education of the sexes, which compels the adoption 
of " mixed education." The additional Echoolroom, teacher, and 
other requisites invoh·e an additional outlay, which the people b 
poor districts where voluntary effort, even assisted by public grant!':, 
has already taxed its utmost energies in providing a "mixed school" 
-are unable to comply with. But, while I think inability to com
ply with t.he demand for the increased expenditure is the general 
obstacle to the separate education of the sexes, I must observe that, 

· where, as I found in some instances, needlessly extensive build
ings have been erected for mixed schools, a more judicious outlay 
might have secured for the female portion of the population the 
advantages of special instruction. I ha>e no hesitation in saying 
that the erection of schoolrooms on a scale needlessly in excess of 
the average attendance is not only a great oversight on the part 
of the promoters, but at once an unjustifiable expenditure of the 
public money where a grant is made, and a waste of voluntary 
energies which miO'ht be employed for more useful ends. ~<\n 
excess of school a~commodation, as compared with the average 
attendance of about 42 or 43 per cent. in districts in which the 
census returns in past years do not justify the anticipation of any 
corresponding increase of population, is a proceeding for which, 
in my opinion, no defence can be offered; as it is one which 
demands the interposition of authority in cases in which a portion 
of the outlay is made from the public money. 

In South Wales the competition of public schools, aided by Resultuf com
" grants," with private adventure schools for the working classes, pe~ition on 
has been attended with similar results to those which I have had ~a~had~n
occasion to notice in the case of the schools of North Wales, but in South0~aies. 
the superior schools of this class do not appear to have been 
affected by the competition. In some instances, however, this com-
petition has told with marked effect on the inferior middle-class 
schools. In the notes made of the schools visited there are con-
tinuous entries, of which the following are specimens:-'-

In the Neath Union :-Girls' day school, "ruined by National 
" and British Schools. A school (Girls') in Furnace Row, given up 
" on account of competition of public schools and bad pay."
Girls' School, " diminished on account of National School ; " 
another, "reduced by National SchooL'' At Aberavon, "lan
" guishing because of the public schools." 

In the Merthyr Union:-" All schools in Penywaun languish
" ing because of the Company's school." " Three Dame Echools 
" closed on account of the Works schools at Cefncoed-y
" cymmer." "All schools in Dowlais languishin"', and two 
'' at Penwaun-fawr given up on account of the D~wlais Com
" pany's schools." 

The following is a general entry made by the clerk after visit
. ing the densely populated districts in the neighbourhoo:l of 

Aberdare, in the :Merthyr L'" nion: -" I have found fewer echools 
" than I expected; several have been given _up. l\Irs. - ha8 
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" given up her school at Cwmdare ; Mrs. - and :Mr. --in Mill 
" Street; and Miss-- in Robertstown. The general reason 
" alleged is 'that they do not pay.' There are two causes for 
" this :-1st, they could not maintain their ground in competing, 
" with the public schools; 2nd, the strike of colliers along th;;/ 
" :valley obliged them to contract pecuniary obligations, which if1e 
" parents could not meet. Penywaun had once a school, ar4 has 
" still a schoolhouse. The giving up of the former I attrZ'l:ttte to 
" the public schools.'' 

This catalogue of schools defunct, or languishing, migb , if space 
permitted it, be considerably extended. The schools r ferred to 
are not merely Dame schools, but that order of sci- ols which 
occupy an intermediate position between the middle- lass school 
and the school to which the working and labouring lasses send 
their children; they are situated in thriving and 1 opulous dis
tricts, and have therefore a wider area for maintai. ing compe
tition than if they were located in thinly populated neighbour
hoods. 

The competition between unaided public schools and those 
which accept the grant appear to be attended, to tilt former, 
with the same results as in private schools. In N ort}\ Wales, 
the establishment of a superior school in a neighbourhooL\ with 
Government aid, has in some cases had an attendant disadn<l;tnge 
of a minor degree, in closing the subscription schools in the 10€s 
densely populated <'Onntry districts around it. The decadenc~ 
of the country schools in these instances is brought about by the 
transfer of a portion of the elder scholars to the superior school at a 
distance. In the case of a defunct school in the Union of Bala, one 
of its principal supporters informed me that he and his neighbours 
had made strenuous efforts to establish a school in the village, in 
order to give their children the advantages of education without 
being under the necessity of sending them from home. It was 
the only school aYailable to a population scattered over an area of 
from three to four miles. The school for a time was l:lucce~sful, 
but the establishment of another school with Government aid, about 
three miles distant, had drawn off the older scholars, anu, with them, 
the support which many of the parents had given to the school. 

In this case I may observe, that the children of the district, who 
were too young to be sent to a school at the distance of some three 
miles, must have been left without any means of education till 
they arrived at eight or nine years of age. I very frequently, in 
North ·wales, found this absence of educational provision for 
younger children in neighbourhoods at a distance from the locality 
where a large public school had been established. Its practical 
effect is to defer the comm{'ncement of the work of education up to 
the age of eight and nine years-a serious loss, 'vhen it is considered 
that the whole school period, even in the agricultural districts, does 
not extend over four years, without deducting its fi:equent inter
ruptions; and that in this case the children have, in addition to the 
ordinary difficulties of learning, to surmount those also which a~ise 
from their ignorance of the Engli~h language. In fact, we hate 
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here a feature characterising the workings of the existing conditions 
of dispensincr Government [rants for the promotion of education. 
It aids the e~tablishment o(schools and the support of education 
in towns and populous districts, but it leaves the poor, remote, 
and thinly populated neighbourhoods in their primitive ignorance. 
We may point to bright spots where, under the present adminis
tration of public grants, beneficial and even signal results have 
been attained; but we cannot forget, nor is it safe so to do, that 
around them are many dreary wastes, in an educational point of 
Yiew-neighbourhoods in which the school is unknown, or other
wise, where, from the distance of the school, a lal'ge portion of the 
population ha"fe the school period stinted to a term wholly in
adequate to ena.ble tho~e who are sent to it to attain any, really 
useful learning. I do not here discuss the question whether these 
defects are inherent iri the system of "supplementing voluntary 
efl:'ort by public grants;'' I simply call attention to the fact of 
the unequal distribution of educational provision. If any change 
in the conditions on which assistance is given can meet this 
state of things it ought undoubtedly to be attempted; and, if 
succes5ful, it would not only remove a great social evil, but one 
of the objections urged agaimt the principle of· the present 
system-that it is inadequate to the work of educating the whole 
population. 

The facts which have fallen under my observation in the course How far 
of this inquiry appear to indicate that Government aid has G?vernment aid 
stimulated voluntary effort for the promotion of education-so far ~tlmtulatesffivrto· 

1 'd h 1 · 1 · h' h ) unary e 0 • at east as to WI en t e sp 1ere w1t 1m w 1c vo untary agency 
for this ol1ject was previously limited. In this district the 
result is shown not only in the building or establishment of 
new ~;chools, but in the substitution of better schools for thol'le 
which previom:ly existed in the same neighbourhoods, and to which 
the contributions had previously been comparatively trifling. I give 
one case communicated to me, out of many which I could cite in 
illustration of the stimulating ~ffect of the prospect of a good school 
on Toluntary contribution. In a remote parish of :Merionethshire, 
the subscriptions to a school which had been established for 
Eome years amounted to ll. per annum, the salary of the teacher 
was low, and the quality of the education which the school 
afforded, was on a leYel with the remuneration of the master. It 
was 8uggested that the resources of the neighbourhood were 
equal to raising a fund which, with the assistance of a, rrrant from 
the Committee of Council on Education, would be adequate to 
the erection cf suitable school building~, and that annual subscrip-
tions might be calculated upon, which, with the augmentation grant, 
would be equal to providing a salary for a competent master. 
Efforts accordingly were made, and in the pro8pect of securing 
a good school for the neighbourhoou, an amount was raised with 
'rhich, aided by the grant from GoYernmemt, excellent school 
buildings were erected. The ~choql is now highly efficient, and the 
annual contributions at prc~ent are 20[. a year. In this case, 
the prospect of haYing a good ::chool iudnced parties to contribute 
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to the building fund, who probably would not have given sub
scriptions for such an object had the school been of the same 
inferior order as that which had previously existed. The experience 
by the public of the benefits which the school, since its establi~hment, 
had conferred on the neighbourhood may fairly be presumed to 
have had its influence in increasing the amount of annual sub
scriptions, or at least in maintaining it. It is one of the advantages 
of Government grant~:~ that they enable a school to pass through the 
difficulties which are attendant on its first establishment-the pe~iod 
of want of confidence in or appreciation of its benefits, and to arrive 
at that stage when its results secure for it a more extended and 
less fluctuating voluntary support from the public. Many of the 
most flourishing schools in North Wales, and some in South 
Wales, owe their present status to the gradual e:'\tension of public 
support, consequent upon experience of the beneficial results of 
the education they give. It must, in looking at this subject, be 
recollected that public schools are mainly supported by subscrip
tions from the middle class; and where a school proves by its 
results that it confers benefits on the neighbourhood, as much 
support from that class as is necessary to its maintenance may in all 
cases be calculated upon. It becomes an established imtitution, 
which tl1ey will make efforts not to lose. It is further to be con
sidered that the prospect of securing grants either in aid of building 
or for the augmentation of masters' salaries, leads to Yoluntary efforts 
for the establishment of new schools in districts in which without 
aid no efforts would be made. ·when the amount necessary with 
aid to provide education for a neighbourhood is reasonably within 
its resources efforts will naturally be made to raise it so as to 
meet the grant; but without the expectancy of aid, the merely 
voluntary resources in many localities are unequal to the attain
ment of the object, so that the effort is looked uoon as hopeless; 
the attempt is therefore never made. In both North and South 
Wales there were localities where the great mass of the population 
were labourers, and the proportion of the classes who could 
contribute to the establishment and maintenance of a school was 
comparatively so small that an attempt to raise a school equal to the 
requirements of the population was out of the question, and there
fore was not attempted. But the prospect of obtaining the grant 
subsequently stimulated efforts which have resulted in the 
establishment of an efficient school. In one instance I was in
formed by a clergyman in South 1Y ales that he bad established 
a school in a portion of his parish in which the attempt would not 
have been made had they, an<l those who co-operated with him, 
not had a prospect of aid from the Committee of Council on 
Education. From facts which came to my knowledge in the 
course of this inquiry, I have no <loubt that a very considerable 
number of districts, both in North and South Wales, which at 
present have no school provision, would make efforts to establish 
schools if the conditions of the public grant were such that 
their resources would enable them to avail them:::elves of its 
assistance. 
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The influence of Government aid, then, on volunt:1ry effort 
appears to have been ~o far beneficial as to secure for education a 
more extended ~upport from the public in those neighbourhood~ 
in which schools have been established or maintained by public 
£:rant~, as well as in leading to efforts being put forth for the 
~stabli~hment of schools in di~tricts where, without as::istance, no 

v.•tempts of the kind woulJ ha•e been maue. But, while from the 
· auk-..tl,at ha1e come under mv obser1ation in the course of this 
[acts~ c •. r_ think grants thus sti~ulate 1oluntary exertions for the 
m~m;y, l· schools and the support of ma~ters, I mnst admit the 
bUlldmg- of ··1ne feature in the existing Eptem, if not to supersede, 
tendency of l,erate prejudicially on >oluntary effort. I refer to 
at least to OJ.·ants." In towns and populous di.5tricts, where 
" capitation . &~es for reguhr attend:mce, and the capitation grant 
there are fac1lbrms a large item in the receipts of public schools, 
consequently to be eome d:11wer of committees or other mJnacrers 
h 0 0 

. t _,e!'flgi'pea..o.uch on this resource for making up the common fund 
of the sch\().SL If the accuracy of the returns to Table 9, Circular .:\1, 
are to be at all relied upon, I mu5t conclude that there are 
remarkable uiscrepancies between the amount of voluntary sub
scriptions raised in different district~, looking at their compr.rati1e 
population, wealth, and other circumstances. In one instance-a 
town in Xorth Wales,-the amount of 2.nnual subscriptions to 
a large public school appears to be about 18/. a year, while in a 
country school in its immediate nei~hbourhood, the subscription:; 
are 24l. In the case of another town school the voluntary contri
butions are returned at 207. a year; in a rural district in its imme
diate neighbourhood they are represented as amounting to 301. a 
year. Such facts-which seem to indicate a relaxation of •oluntary 
effort-at least suggest an inquiry into the operation of "capita
tion grants" on •oluntary contributions for the support of schools. 

In the course of this inquiry objections were made on nrious Objections to 
gounds, to the administration of the Go•ernment grant by the the ;Acl.minis-f' • 

C . f C 'l Ed . tratlon o omm1ttee o ounc1 on ucat10n. GoYernment 
Among these, the required anrage attendance of one hundred grants. 

and Eeventy-six days as a condition of sharing in the Capitation Tru; C.um
Grant is c,bjected to as being unmited to country districts, r10:s G~•. 
particularly to thinly populated . localities, where the scholars Objections to 
attending schools are generally drafted from a population which is the 176 days 
scattered over an area extending to a distance of fi:om two to three aYerage attend· 
miles from the schoolhome. In the agricultural districts, both of ance . 
.Korth and South \\ales, .the principal school Eeason is winter; in 
summer the elder chiluren, both of farmers and of the ]abourin(J' 
population, are taken from school to assist their parents on the fa~ 
or in other work. In Eome localities this temporary withdrawal 
pre nils to such an extent that it is the practice to clo;;e the 8chools 
altogether for some three or four months, till the han·est and other 
leading a;rricultural operations of the year have been brouaht to 
a termination. Even in winter, from the mountainoru cha~acter 
of a large portion of the country, attendance in the school is, 
especially during the severer portion of the season, subject to 
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to the building fund, who probably would not have given sub
scriptions for such an object had the school been of the same 
inferior order as that which had previously existed. The experience 
by the public of the benefits which the school, since its establishment, 
had conferred on the neighbourhood may fairly be presumed to 
have had its· influence in increasing the amount of annual sub
scriptions, or at least in maintaining it. It is one of the advantages 
of Government grants that they enable a school to pass through the 
difficulties which are attendant on its first establishment-the period 
of want of confidence in or appreciation of its benefits, and to arrive 
at that stage when its results secure for it a more extended and 
less fluctuating voluntary support from the public. Many of the 
most flourishing schools in North Wales, and some in South 
Wales, owe their present status to the gradual extension of public 
support, consequent upon experience of the beneficial results of 
the education they give. It must, in looking at this subject, be 
recollected that public schools are mainly supported by subscrip
tions from the middle class ; and where a school proves by its 
results that it confers benefits on the neighbourhood, as much 
support from that class as is necessary to its maintenance may in all 
cases be calculated upon. It becomes an established institution, 
which tl)ey will make efforts not to lose. It is further to be con
sidered that the prospect of securing grants either in aid of building 
or for the augmentation of masters' salaries, leads to voluntary efforts 
for the establishment of new schools in districts in which without 
aid no efforts would be made. "When the amount necessary with 
aid to provide education for a neighbourhood is reasonably within 
its resources efforts will naturally be made to raise it so as to 
meet the grant; but without the expectancy of aid, the merely 
voluntary resources in many localities are unequal to the attain
ment of the object, so that the effort. is looked upon as hopeless; 
the attempt is therefore never made. In both North and South 
Wales there were localities where the great mass of the population 
were labourers, and the proportion of the classes who could 
contribute to the establishment and maintenance of a school was 
comparatively so small that an attempt to raise a school equal to the 
requirements of the popubtion was out of the question, and there
fore was not attempted. But the prospect of obtaining the grant 
subsequently stimulated efforts which have resulted in the 
establishment of an efficient school. In one instance I was in
formed by a clergyman in South Wales that he had established 
a school in a portion of his parish in which the attempt would not 
have been made had they, and those who co-operated with him, 
not had a prospect of aid from the Committee of Council on 
Education. From facts which came to my knowledge in the 
course of this inquiry, I have no d.oubt that a very considerable 
number of districts, both in North and South Wales, which at 
present have no school provision, would make efforts to establish 
schools if the conditions of the public grant were such that 
their resources would enable them to avail themselves of its 
assistance. 
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The influence of Government aid, then, on voluntary effort 
appears to have been so far beneficial as to secure for education a 
more extended support from the public in those neighbourhoods 
in which schools have been established or maintained by public 
grants, as well as in leading to efforts being put forth for the 
establi~hment of schools in dibtricts where, without assistance, no 
attempts of the kind woulJ. have been made. But, while from the 
facti>· ·tbat have come under my observation in the course of this 
inquiry, r :hink grants thus stimulate voluntary exertions f~r the 
building ot schools and the support of masters, I mnst admit the 
tenden~v of one feature in the existing system, if not to supersede, 
at least' to operate prejudicially on voluntary effort. I refer to 
" capitation g1·ants." In towns and populous districts, where 
there are facilities for reguhr attendance, and the capitation grant 
consequently forms a large item in the receipts of public ~chools, 
therr.r,~)pe::rs to be some danger of committees or other managers 

· .rerying o:tof much on this resource for making up the common fund 
of the school. If the accuracy of the returns to Table 9, Circular .M, 
are to be at all relied upon, I must conclude that there are 
remarkable discrepancies between the amount of voluntary sub
scriptions raised in different district:'!, looking at their comparative 
population, wealth, and other circumstances. In one instance-a 
town in North Wales,-the amount of a,nnual subscriptions to 
a large public school appears to be about 181. a year, while in a 
country school in its immediate neighbourhood, the subscriptions 
are 241. In the case of another town school the voluntary contri
butions are returned at 201. a year ; in a rural district in its imme
diate neighbourhood they are represented as amounting to 301. a 
year. Such facts-which seem to indicate a relaxation of voluntary 
effort-at least suggest an inquiry into the operation of "capita
tion grants" on voluntary contributions for the support of schools. 

In the course of this inquiry objections were made on various Objections to 
gounds, to the administration of the Government grant by the the :Admif'nis-
c . f C 'l Ed . tratlOn o omm1ttee o ounc1 on ucatwn. Government 

Among these, the required average attendance of one hundred grants. 
and seventy-six days as a condition of sharing in the Capitation THJJ: CAPITA· 

Grant is c.bjected to as being unsuited to country districts, rxox GRAxr. 

particularly to thinly populated . localities, where the scholars Objections to 
attending schools are generally drafted from a population which is the 176 days 
scattered over an area extending to a distance of from two to three average attend 
miles from the schoolhouse. In the agricultural districts, both of ance. 
North and South Wales, .the principal school season is winter; in 
summer the elder chiluren, both of farmers and of the labourincr 
population, .are taken from school to assist their parents on the far;, 
or in other work. In some localities this temporary withdrawal 
prevails to such an extent that it is the practice to close the schools 
altogether for some three or four months, till the harvest and other 
leading agricultural operations of the year have been broucrht to 
a termination. Even in winter, from the mountainous cha~acter 
of a large portion of the country, attendance in the school is, 
especially during the severer portion of the season, subject to 
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continual interruptions from weather, and other causes which are 
beyond control. From the opportunities ot' observation which I 
have had, I believe this objection to be well founded, and that the 
practical result of the existing requirements as to number of days 
is, that, while the capitation grant finds its way to towns and popu
lous places where it is least wanted, the country or rural districts 
which need it most are deprived of the aid which it was contel'i\,. 
plated it should afford them; and this arises from insisting-r ~h · 
uniformity of a rule which seems to have been suggest on ~he 
facility with which children can be sent regularly to a sr' fY1 e 
the well-paved streets of a town, and where the greaf.l.l00 a ~~g 
scholars is contributed by a few streets in the imm,Docly .0~ 't e 

. of the school building. It is indeed evident, that, jli.ate "1 c1m Y 
considered a fair average attendance for a town scho176 days are 
for country districts should be taken at a lower numb~the avera~e 
admit this would be to imply that the facilities for attlor, ~1~~ ? 
equal in both cases ; or, to put the matter in another t6~~' if the 
176 days' attendance is not more than a fair demand for a school 
in the rural districts~ a greater number of days should be required 
in towns and other localities where obstructing causes of the un
avoidable class are by no means so numerous. 

A less number The remedy for a requirement which deprives poor districts of 
obfdays .shod~d this aid from the public funds appropriated to the encouragement 

e reqwre 10r f' d · · 1 · h · h b f d schools in rural o e ucat10n 1s to essen m t Cll' case t e num er o ays oyer 
districts. which the average attendance is made to extend. In point of 

fact, we have a precedent for such a reduction in the modification 
of the average attendance in schools to which children employed 
in factories are sent, where 80 only, instead of 176, whole days are 
required from boys above 10 years of age. If this judicious 
regard to the circumstances of the scholars is to be recommended 
in the one case why not in the other, where the circumstances are 
equally imperative, aml "·here the object ~:ought-the exten~Sion of 
educational advantages to those who are presumed to be most in 
need of them-is precisely the same. The proportion of population 
to the square mile, would furnish the basis of the distinction 
between the districts to which the requirement of the greater or 
less number of davs should be applied. I think it would be 
expedient also to n;eet the circumstances under which a thinner 
attendance in country schools takes . place in summer, so far as to 
divide the capitation grant into two parts-appropriating one to a 
summer and the other to a winter half year. The present dis
tribution of the 176 days over the whole year, deprives country 
schools of the advantages of the regular attendance of that large 
portion of elder scholars who are almost invariably withdrawn in 
·the beginning of the summer, to be employed in agricultural 
labour, They, too, are the scholars "·ho are found to attend most 
rco-ularly durinO' their scl1ool term, as well from othet' cau:;:es as 

0 0 • l that they are not so subject to interruptwns as t 1e younger 
children in country schools are from weather ancl other causes, 
more especially in mountainous and other districts, in which the 
means of passing from one place to another are difficult. 
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Obiections have also been taken to other conditions of the Objectionds.to • . h l . h other con l· 
capitation grant-:uch as the mcome ?~ the sc oo ~n .t e. pre- tions of the 
ceding year, reqmr~d by .the first comht10n, an? the limitatiOn ~f capitation 

-the O'rant to schools m wh1ch the master:; or mistresses are certl- gr~nt. 
£cat~d. The first objection is founded on the alleged unfitness of 
the condition to the circumsU1nces of poor districts, in the schools 
of which the income from all sources often does not amount to 14s. 
per head for boys, nor 12s. for girls. The result is, in practice, the 
exclusion of schools in rural districts, where the population are 
either labourers or small farmers, from any participation in the aid 
derived from capitation grants. This applies especially to the 
" subscriptiqn schools " which are established by the co-operation 
of labourers and small farmers, independently of support from 
landowners or the gentry. , 

The limitation of the capitation grant to schools in which the Li~ita!ion of 
masters or mistresses must be either certificated or registered is capitation h 1 
b. d 1 d f . l d' I 1 f . grant to sc oo s o ~ecte to on t 1e groun o 1ts exc U' mg a ~rge c ass o men- with certificated 

torious schools, which are unable to comply with this condition- or registered 
as well as on the more general principle that the limitation is so m~ters and 
far from being called for by the objects of the grant, that it leaves mlStresses. 

education without assistance in those districts to which it is most 
important that aid ~hould be afforderl.. The observations I have 
made in the cour~e of this inquiry lead me to the conclusion that an 
extension of the capitation grant so as to include all schools in part 
or wholly supported by subscriptions, on the condition of sub-
mitting to inspection, would tend to the promotion of education, 
and to the improvement of its quality in rural districts, where 
the population is too poor to provide the salary necessary 
to secure the services of a certificated or registered teacher. 
In many of them nothing is required but the pecuniary means 
to secure for them a good educ::ttion; and I entertain no doubt 
that the aid which the capitation grant would afford, would be de-
voted to the improvement of it:3 character, either by the appoint-
ment of more competent teachers, or by increasing the efficiency 
of the educational machinery of the school in some form or other. 
The responsibility on the part of the teacher, which is implied in 
the surveillance of inspection and the examination, would have 
a highly favourable influence in the improvement of the teacher 
as well as of the education given in these school5. It is, I think 
of the highest importance that some portion of the Go,ernment 
grant should find its way to such districts as I refer to, in order 
to stimulate educational effort; and an easy mode presents itself 
of effectin~ .this de~irable object through the capitation grant, if 
such cond1t10ns as I haYe alluded to-and which are not essential 
t:) its success-were di~pensed with. By the extension of capita-
tion grants to "subscription" and schools of a similar cla~s in the 
rural districts of Wales-on the simple conditions of inspection 
and of their being maintained O'\"'er the year to which the grant 
extt:nded, the promoters would be able to secure the services of 
a more competent class of masters; and, there i:3 little doubt 
that the recent Minute of the Commi·~tee of Council, by which 
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probationary teachers are, in certain cases, rendered eligible to take 
the charge of schools, would, with this aid, be extensively had 
recourse to in the schools throughout the poorer aO'ricultural 
districts of this country. 

0 

But, to no objection to the administration of the Government 
grant was my attention more frequently directed, in the course of 
this inquiry, than to the requirements of the Committee of Council 
in the erection of school buildings and masters' residences. The 
complaints made on this head may be briefly summed up by 
saying, that the requirements are neither consistent with the 
condition of the country-the poverty of many of its agricultural 
districts, nor demanded by the habits and wants of its population. 
In the more remote agricultural districts of both North and South 
Wales, where the population is not only thinly scattered over the 
surface of the country, but poor, these conditions amount to a 
practical denial of all aid ; and even in the more wealthy manu
facturing districts, are considered to be serious obstacles to the 
diffusion of education among the masses. .As examples of these 
objections, I refer to the requirement of materials, e. g., timber of 
a certain kind, as well as other details of buildings,*-concerning 
which it is said, that, though they may with consistency be de
manded under certain circumstances and in certain localities, 
such as those to which I refer, in others they are not required, 
and involve an additional outlay, which the promoters of country 
schools, more especially in poor districts, are unable to comply 
with. Similar objections have been made to the requirements 
for masters' dwelling houses. Details are too much insisted 
upon, and converted into general rules, without regard to the 
peculiar circumstances of localities, or the habits and usages of the 
people. This, in many cases, adds very considerably to the 
cost at which suitable buildings could be erected, for persons 
occupying the same position in life as the school teacher. In one 
case, I was informed by a landowner in South Wales, who is an 
active and liberal promoter of education in the parishes with which 
he is connected by property ties-that some of the requirements 
as to materials for the erection of a residence for the master of a 
school of which he is the pri~cipal supporter, were such as he 
should consider to be necessary only in a large mansion. As it 
respects school buildings, the observation has been made to me, on 
more than one occasion, that the compliance with the conditions 
involved fl. greater outlay on the part of the promoters than if they 
had not availed themselves of the Government grant. In one 
instance, which is referred to in the evidence, it appears that 
the promoters of a public school in a village in North Wales found 
that the requirements of the Committee of Council added so much 
to the cost of erecting a schoolhouse that they determined on 
providin()' a suitable buildin()' without aid. A commodious school
house, i; every respect adequate to the educational want:s of the 

" "Regulations as to Buildings to be erected with the aid of a Grant," pp. 6 and 7 
of Consolidated Minutes. 
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locality, was, in consequence of this determination, erected by 
subscription~ raised in the neighbourhood. 

The objections to which I have referred appear to indicate one Want offlexi-

d " ' h · f h C · f C '1 bility in the common e1ect m t e reqwrements o t e omnuttee o ounc1 adaptation of 
as to grants in aid of building-a want of flexibility in their the require
adaptation to local features and conditions. On examining them ~ents to local 
they evidently are too much matters of detail to be made general cll'cumstances. 
rules, applicable to all districts of the ki11gdom-whether rich 
or poor-whether densely or thinly populated. As long as the 
voluntary principle forms one essential element in the existing 
system of promoting education-the conditions and requirements 
on which Government aid to that element is dispensed, should be 
adapted to the circumstances, usages, and, above all, to the capacity 
of Yoluntary effort which the different districts of the country 
are capable of making. It is e\ident that the requirements for the 
grant in aid of building do not fuJfil this condition.. Take one 
example-the requirement of boarded floors for school--rooms. There 
are districts, such as those near the sea coast-and others in which 
timber can be procured cheaply-where such a requirement is not 
only reasonable but proper, inasmuch as the classes who send their 
children to the public school have so far progressed in domestic 
comfort as to use boarded floors in their houses or cottages, and 
there is no reason why the school should be less comfortable than 
home-it should be equally so j but there are other districts where, 
from the cost of conveyance and other circumstances, a board-floor is 
never seen in the cottages of the poorer classes, and VP.ry frequently 
not in the houses of classes above them ; but where this requirement 
is, nevertheless, stringently insisted upon by the Committee of 
Council, and the children of the working classes who have never 
trodden, and probably never will, after their school days, tread any 
other than a flagged, brick, or mortared floor, in the school find 
themselves for the first time on boarded floors, and display as 
much awkwardness, and give evidence of as mu~~ discomfort, 
as novices usuallydo. In such cases the only result of insistin(J' 
on board floors, beyond conferring on the scholars an unappre~ 
ciated luxury, is too often to place a school of any kind beyond 
the reach of a poor district by the additional· outlay which the 
requirement involves. A condition so special in its characte1', when 
unaccompanied by any modification, is calculated to strenotben 
that dissatisfaction w~i~b, in some quarters, has been so l~udly 
expressed at the cond1t10ns of the Government O'rant as defective 
in their adaptation to the condition of the agricultural districts 
of Wales. 
. Similar .objections ~a!e been ~rged against the costly character Costly charac
of the des1gns for bmldmgs whwh have been passed by the Privy te~ o~school 
C 'I h . . d I . f d . buildings ounc1 aut ontles, an t 1e1r want o a aptatwn, after a larO'e · 
outlay expended in their erection, to the educational requirements 
of the localities in which they are situated. In some instances 
the expenditure is complained of as being unnecessary, as in the 
case of spacious school buildings, which, I was informed were 
erected at a cost of 1,200l., in a locality where a buildma of 
from 700!. to 8001. would have been fully equal to the w~nts 
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of the neighbourhood. The· plans were objected to upon minor 
details, but not upon the expensive nature of the general desiQ'Il, 
I have reason to know that objections of this kind have

0 

a 
strong and prejudicial influence on the views of the general 
public as to Government aid to, or interference with education. 
·when a large and costly school building, more perhaps than 
adequate to the educational demands of the neighbourhood, ii! 
pointed out to them in contrast with the deficiency of school 
accommodation in oth~r districts, the conclusion is almost necessary 
that there must be in the administration of this department of 
the public monies some defect; and the 'further inference is, 
whether well or ill founded, easily made-that it is inherent 
in the system of Government interference with education, and 
not a merely incidental evil. But, apart from inferences of this 
kind, the objections to which I have been alluding, as well as those 
to the requirements for grants in aid of school buildings, seem to 
point to the necessity of a change in the method by which the 
local information, on which the Committee of Council entertains 
or rejects applications for grants in aid of buildings, is at present 
obtained. The existing arrangements provide no intervening 
authority to check the information supplied by loct1l promoters 
of schools to the Committee of Council, and the machinery 
for obtaining the information on which a grant is conceded or 
withheld, is extremely imperfect-leading, on the one hand, to 
that want of adaptation in school buildings which is the ground
work of so much dissatisfaction, and, on the other, leaving the 
central authorities to rely solely on the representations of local 
promoters of schools, or of their architects, for the information on 
which their decision is founded. "\Vhile conceding to school 
committees and prop1ot~rs as much integrity and honourable 
feeling as I would to any other class of men, we must not 
forget that they not unfrequently stand in the position of repre
sentatives of other parties or of a cause ; and that, where the 
responsibility of the individual is under such circumstances divided 
amonO' many, opinions may be formed under the influence of 
prepo~sessions-more especially where there is a keen competition 
between rival systems_.-where the Church is anxious to see 

. itself represented by .the Kational School, and the Noncon· 
formist is equally zealous for a British, or Non-denominational, 
School. So far, indeed, as designs and specifications are con
cerned, virtually the central authorities have to deal not with 
committees and promoters, but with local architects, or builders, and 
the direction which their interests and professional bias lead them 
to take is obviomly that of costly structures. The whole matter,, 
therefore, so far as designs, plans, and other particulars relating to 
the buildino- are concerned, lies between the locnl architect and the · 
Governme;t authorities, and, it may be presumed, of their architect. 
The one prepares an. elaborate design, in which, .to br_ing ~t 
within the outlny t=peClfied by the promoter$, every Item Is esti
mated at the lowest possible cost-the other introdu.ces changes 
or modifications better accommodated to a metropolitan scale of 
requirements than to those of a school in a small town or country 
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villaO"C ; and thus, while the outlav fur the Echoolhouse is found 
to e:ceed the original calculation of the promoters, the building 
it~elf is either in excess of, or otherwi~e ill adapted to, the educa
tionul requirements of the locality. There is here evidently a link to 
be supplied in order to establish a more perfect connection in trans
mitting information from the promoters to the Committee of CounciL 
The appointment of an officer, whose duty it should be, after 
visiting the locality, to examine into and report on the designs, plans, 
and other detailil relating to school buildings, and generally to 
check, and, if necessar~·, to correct, the information supplied to 
the Government authorities by the promoters, would supply 
what at present is a very marked deficiency. Such an authority, 
to whom opportunities would be afforded of obtaining a thorough 
knowledge of such features and circumstances as would enable the 
Committee of Council to adapt their requirements to local con· 
ditions, appears indeed to be one of the essentials in making the 
existing system of di.5pensing Government aid through the Com
mittee of Council more widely available to the country at large. 

There are, howe>er, two features in the condition of my district Distrib~on of 
by which Government aid, at least under the existing regulations IK>f.~tlon~d 
for di~peming it, is rendered ineffecth·e in the diffusion of edu- £:~~=two. 
cation among a large proportion of the population. I refer to ~eatures ~ect
the fact of a poor population bemg thinly distributed onr large mg educat:J.on. 
portions of the area of the country, and to the want of united action 
in the educational movement, arising from denominational or rather 
religious difference~. These features apply so extensi>ely, not only 
to the " Specimen District," but to \Y ales, and affect so intimately 
sections of the community which are mpre immediately con-
t~mplatea as objects of any scheme of popular education, that 
they may be said to constitute the primary difficulties in dealing 
with the subject of education in the Principality. Till they are 
wrmounted, the existing ~;ystem of Government aid stands forth 
as inadequate to the task of the education of the whole popu-· 
lation of the country. Though these points may ha>e been in-
cident<>.lly referred to in other portions of the Report, their im-
portance demands that they should be Epecially, and somewhat 
more in detail, noticed here. 

The description given, in a former part of this Report, of the l'roport!oo of 
general features of the country indicates that larcre portions of its ~pulan~o to 

agricultural districts are occupied by a poor population, thinly x~:W~es. 
Ecattered over their area. . Thi.> deEcription, which applies partially 
only to the South Wales C nions comprised in this inquiry, iB the 
general characteristic of those of North \\ales. Wbile the num-
ber of the population to the square mile is in Encrland 336, and 
in Wales 13 7 persons, in the four Unions in X ;rth Wales, we 
have the following low ranges:-· 

YOL. II. 

tnions. 
Dolgelley 
Festiniog 
Bala 
Corwen -

Population tQ square mile. 
- 57'2 
- 77'1 
- u 
- 80'9 

KK 
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But even these figures do not give us a full insight into the 
distribution of population in this part of the country. On goinrr 
somewhat more into detail on the matter, we find, that in the Poo~ 
Law Union sub·district of Talyllyn, the number of persons to 
the square mile is about 44·3, in that of Gwyddelwern 51 persons. 
Even from these sub-districts we have to deduct the population of 
villages, and in some cases of towns, in order to determine the 
actual capacity in reference to educational provision of extensive 
districts throughout which the inhabitants are still more sparingly 
distributed. 

The population in these thinly inhabited districts is composed 
of agricultural labourers, and of small farmers, generally speaking, 
little better off than the labourers themselves. Among these are 
thinly interspersed a few farmers of a higher or somewhat more 
affluent class; a few small tradesmen or shopkeepers generally found 
in the village of the district, and the clergy man of the parish or other 
ministers of religion. This constitutes the total population which 
can in any way contribute to a provision for education; and when 
it is considered that in these mountainous and rugged districts 

. a school-house is accessible to the population extending to a 
radius of from two and a half to three miles only, it will be seen 
how totally unequal such a district is to making an adequate pro
vision for the educational requirements of its population. What 
can be expected iu the way of subscriptions for school buildings 
from such a scattered population, composed principally of agricul
tural labourers and farmers almost on a level with them in a 
pecuniary point of view? It is, I am informed, only with 
O'reat difficulty that the 151. or 201. a year, necessary to make up 
~ teacher's salary in the ';subscription schools," can be got 
together; and as for raising 801. or 1 001., to erect a school building, 
it is out of the question-unless by the chance aid of a few sub
scriptions from parties not resident in the locality. As a general 
rule, neither the clergy of the Established Church, nor other 
ministers of religion in these districts, are in a position to give 
pecuniary aid for the support of education, while the middle 
class are too small in number, and often too limited in means, 
adequately to supply the deficiency arising from the poverty and 
thinness of the other portion of the population. The only re
maining sources from which aid in making educational provision 
for such di8tricts can be expected are the landowners of the 
country, and the owners of tithes. In a large proportion of cases 
the latter are either non-residents, and feel little interest in such 
local features as those which relate to the education of a parish 
or nei(J'hbourhood, or otherwise they are themselves the landowners. 
With 

0

a few exceptions, as has been observed before, landed pro
perty in the North Wales portion of this district has been little 
Jivided, and is held by a few great proprietors, whose estates in 
point of extent are small territories, and to large portions of 
which the proprietors may therefore be said to stand pretty 
much in the relation of non-residents-comparati.-e strangers to 
the details of the social condition and requirements of particular 
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localities of their extensive possessions. As a class, the landowners 
in this district have neither evinced a strong sympathy with, nor 
largely aided the furtherance of, education in the localities with 
which they are connected by property ties. In a few cases, schools 
hare been established, or are principally supported by them; · 
but these schools are generally of a very inferior order, the 
education given in thetn is of the least possible value, and the 
spirit in which they seem to have been conceived is that of 
antiquated prejudices and narrow exclusiveism. I have else
where referred to these schools, and need not, therefore, here 
give a repetition of examples to illustrate my description. Beyond 
this, the contributions to education from this source, are a subscrip· 
tion for the school building, with perhaps a site on which to erect 
it, and the additional annual contribution of a few pounds towards 
the support of the school. There is nothing that I am aware of 
in the amount of money contributed by these landlords generally 
for' the support of education, to distinguish their contributions from 
those of any other class of wealthy men, not in the position of 
landlords, on occasions of public subscriptions in a neighbourhood; 
nor is the aid which they render to education such as to compensate 
for the inability of poor and thinly populated districts to provide 
education for themselves. As a matter of fact, the voluntary 
principle seems to be ineffective in its appeals to the great 
landowners of the district, so far as to enable their neighbourhoods 
to supply themselves with education. It is from the resident 
population that the. means of supporting or extending education in 
the agricultural portion of this district are derived; hence it is 
in the towns and more populous districts where there exists a 
large middle class to contribute to educational objects, that we 
find not only the greatest proportion of schools to the population, 
but the best schools. 

Such is the position of large portions of the agricultural section Inadequau; to 
of this district as to its ability to make adequate provision for the thfeheducatiulou 
d . f h ul . d h . . o t e pop a· e ucatlon o t e pop atwn scattere over t e1r respective areas. tion. 

The difficulties that attend education extension in these extensive 
but thinly populated localities, leave little room for hesitation in 
coming to the conclusion that any voluntary efforts of the resident 
population are unequal, under the existing regulations of Govern-
ment aid, to supply their educational wants. The aid from other 
sources, such as contributions from those connected with a locality 
by property ties, and from others I have already described, and 
from that description may be inferred how little may be calculated 
upon in the way of voluntary contributions from them. How far 
under these circumstances relaxations ·in the conditions of grants 
in aid of school builuings, augmentation of masters' salaries, and 
other changes in dispensing the public money for education ex-
tension may remedy these deficiencies, is a question for the 
definite solution of which we have not sufficient data. It is in 
fact an experiment which has to be tried, and by which the 
present system of Government aid, conditional on local voluntary 

K K 2 
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effort, must be pronounced equal or inadequate to the work of 
giving education to the whole people. But, short of this ultimate 
question., much· may no doubt be rlone by such changes in the 
regulations of the public grants as I have ·adverted to, and the 
adoption of suggestions that have been made to meet the dift:icul· 
ties of this case-to mitigate if not wholly to remove the evil. 
~mong t~ese suggestions, that of Her :Majesty's Inspector of Church 
Schools m 'Wales (the Rev. H. L .• Tones) for the appointment of 
circuit teachers to hold schools in different localities of a thinly popu
lated district, is entitled to the most attentive consideration. There 
is a class of districts which may be said to occupy an intermediate 
position between these thinly inhabited districts and those which 
are more populous, where the resident population are poor. In 
these, relaxations in the conditions of grants in aid of building,. 
and especially of masters' salaries, would contribute very mate· 
rially to the more equal distribution of education throughout the 
agricultural Unions. 

The case of education as it respects, these thinly populateu 
districts, is, in a social point of view, of great importance; that im
portance has, perhaps, been somewhat overlooked. Thinly inhabited 
though they are, it must be recollected that in the nggregate they 
make up a large amount of population, and as long as they remain 
without the means of education they will be recesses from which 
society will suffer in having continuously thrown into it masses of 
men who are unequal to all the duties which more complicated 
and advanced social conditions impose upon them. 

These remarks In the two South ·w nles Unions the purely agricultural 
d
8

o nohtWapp
1
Iyto localities form so small a proportion of the district, and even 

out a es. h . d' l . h . bb h d f l {' t ese are so 1mme mte y m t e ne1g our oo o arge centres o 
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population, that the remarks I have made on this subject in refe
rence to North Wales cannot be said to apply to them. So far as 
the landlords of the small portions of these Unions which are 
agricultural, are concerned, there seems in the south to lle a higher 
appreciation of the value of sound education, and a more thorough 
disposition to aid its progress. But a large extent of the moun· 
tainous and less densely populated portions of these Unions borders 
on lands let on long leases to the workers of coal and other mining 
products of the district, who, in this case, stand in the place of the 
owners of the soil, and generally take upon themselves the duty 
of making educational provi~ion for the va.st masses whom their 
enterprise has collected on the areas, as described in the portion 
of the Report referring to Works school g. In the~few localities 
where this facility of access to neighbouring schools does not 
exist, something, but still comparatively little, has been done 
towards the establishment of school;;. 

The division and often antagonism of· effort originating in the 
distinction between Church and Dissent-though a feature in the 
social condition of Wales-raises a barrier to the extension of educa
tion in this district more insuperable, and presents obstacles to the 
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educational progr~ss of tl;e country more formidable, t?a~ th?se 
which arise from 1ts phys1cal character, or from the d1stnbut10n 
of population over its area. The mode in which this great re
tardino· influence operates in checkinO' the extension of education 
in the 

0
Principality may be easily und~rstood from a brief ~escrip

tion of the condition of the country ns to the denominatiOnal or 
religious relations of' its population. 

The great preponderance of' Dissent throughout Wales has been Educational 
I d. · · 1 1 · h a1 resources of before referred to. n country 1strwts, pnrtwu ar y m t e rur Ch h d 

districts of North Wales, the numerical superiority of the Dis- Di~:~t.an 
senters is literally overpowering, nearly the whole of the labouring 
classes and a vast majority of the farmers belonging to some one 
or other of its denominations. On the other hand, the landowners 
and gentry, and some, but not a large, proportion of the middle 
class, adhere to the Established Church. The great proportion of 
power to aid education extension in these districts is therefore 
found in the Church; the vast majority, whose conscientious opinions 
or feelings have to be consulted in order to render the educa-
tion given available to them, are of other denominations. Hence, 
as the landlords and gentry generally support schools conducted 
on Church principles in preference to those in which the religious 
instruction is non-denominational, there is an element of conflict 
between the numerical preponderance and the wealthier classes 
wherever an effort is made in a country district for education exten-
sion. A school on the open principle is projected in a country 
parish; it secures the support of the mass of the population, but as 
it has neither countenance nor aid from those who have the' pecuniary 
re8ources, the small subscriptions of the farmers and farm labourers 
are insufficient to carry out the scheme, and it either turns out a 
failure, or otherwise merges into one of those very inefficient sub-
scription schools which I have elsewhere described. On the other 
hand, it is not unfrequently the case that the school is initiated 
by the clergyman or other parties connected with ihe Church; 
the money may in this case be raised, but often not without 
difficulty, as the absence of support from the general population 
renders heavier the pecuniary demand •on the few. The site is 
secured, probably given, the building raised, but if the Catechism 
is insisted upon the school is generally only half attended. Where 
the resources of the population are not equal to raisin()' another 
school the Catechism is sometimes reluctantly submitted to, but as 
fre~1ue?tly a s~hool .more i~ uniso.n with. the.feelings of the popu-
latiOn 1s established m the Immediate neighbourhood, to the detri-
ment of the efficiency of both schools in districts in which one is 
adequate to meet the educational requirements of the whole popu~ 
lation. In many instances the result of this antagonism has been 
to keep all education in a neighbourhood in abeyance, and not 
unfrequently to leave it for years without any educational pro~ 
vision, each party singly being unable, for the reasons above 
given, to establish a school without the co-operation of the other· 
and this takes place in localities in which the united efforts ot' 
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all would be not more than adequate to provide the means of 
education for the poor or thinly distributed population which 
inhabits them. Under these circumstances the relio·ious phase 
which Government aid to education assumes under the present 
system, by its recognition of the distinction between the " Church'' 
and the " Congregation," tends to render stronger or more active 
this antagonism of effort, and thus to defeat its own object. It 
is at least certain that no direct opposition to Go1ernment aid 
or interference has so much impeded education extension in 
Wales, and particularly in North Wales, where there is amouO' all 
parties a strong feeling in favour of accepting Government 

0

aid, 
as this division of effort, which the basis on which aid i~ O'iven 
tends to countenance and indirectly to foster. ;::, 

To one fact illustrative of the operation of the Government 
grant, under its present regulations, Oil this divided educational 
action I call particular attention, inasmuch as it tends to produce 
results highly prejudicial to education in thinly populated rural 
districts. I refer to the establishment of two schools where one 
is amply sufficient to meet the educational requirements of the 
locality. In towns and populous districts the rivalry of National 
and British Schools within certain limits may be only a healthy 
stimulant to competition, but in such districts as I refer to the 
necessary result is not only to divide the pecuniary support, but to 
spoil two schools where one would be efficient. The consequences 
are to be lamented from whatever source the opposition may 
proceed, nor is there any justification for the attempt in such 
districts to establish a second school, National or other, where one 
already exists, except such an imposition on all who enter the 
Pchool of forms of religious teaching which cannot conscien
tiously be conformed with; and however fully the conditions of 
public grants may be complied with, their concession to such 
schools proves that there is a radical error in the principle 
which by recognising keeps alive influences hostile to the social 
welfare. This is illustrated in the case of Beddgelert, where 
two public schools, a British and a National School, have been 
erected on immediately contiguous spots, both schools being avail
able only to a. populati0n of from 400 to 500 persons, in a 
parish containing a population by the last census returns of 
1,200, leaving a population of from 600 to iOO without any 
adequate provision for education. Assuming, as I must, that 
the information is correct on which the concession of the Govern
ment grant is made, the objection lies against a mode of adminis
tering the grant which permits such anomalies to arise . in 
dispensing it. There can be no doubt as to the manner in wh1ch 
the funds for the second or surplus school were got together ; that 
its promoters raised the required voluntary contributions from t>;o 
sources, indicated in the Minutes of the Committee of Counc1l, 
(Consolidated Minutes, p. 5,) " the contributio~s of persons 
interested in property in the district, whether res1de.nt or not," 
and ''contributions collected by the promoters from pnvate funds, 
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or other charitable persons at a distan('e.'' The conditions of the 
:Minute are by this means complied with, so far as the raising of a 
certain amount by voluntary contribution is concerned, but the 
Minute itself, as it appears in the official publication, seems defecw 
tive in not requirinO' other elements to be taken into consideration 
in dispensinO' the gr~nt, e. g., the physical features of the district in 
which the ~chool is to be established, the population to which 
it will be available, the existing provision for education, and 
the statistics of reliO'ious worship. If satisfactory information on 
the~e several points 

0

were made indispensable to a grant in aid of 
buildino· beincr conceded, svme at least of the evils to which I have 
referred would be avoided. I make this remark with the reRerva
tion, that such information is not implied in the portion of the 
:Minute which sets forth that the Committee of Council require "to 
Le satisfied with the urgency of the case." 

In the Beddgelert case one would naturally be curious to 
ascertain how the urgency is in this instance made out. • 

The only feasible remedy that can be suggested for tins oppo- Remedies. 
sition of effort for education extension in the poorer and less 
populous districts of this country, is to be sought in the adoption 
of some one common principle, with a view to unite, without 
recognition of any distinction! Church and Dissent. The 
adoption, e. ,q., of a scheme in which, in addition to the practice
common to both National and British Schools, of reading a portion 
of the Scriptures daily, general religious instruction should be 
embodied in some special course of reading, such as the books 
of the Irish Commissioners, would probably, so far as the mere 
religious instruction is concerned, meet the requirements of the 
case, more especially when carried out by a constitution of the 
managing body, which should fairly represent all parties, and be a 
guarantee for strict impartiality in carrying out the administration 
of the scheme. A committee elected by the body of school sup-
porters and parents-of which all ministers of religion should 
be ex officio members-and the officiating clergyman of the parish 
chairman, would probably supply such a constitution. 

Looking to the state of opinion, and at the actual practice in re- Probable suc
ference to religious instruction in Wales, it appears to me that some ce~s of the 
such scheme as I have adverted to has the fairest chance of l'lecurinO' sc erne. 
the united action of all parties in the work of education in th~ 
agricultural districts. On the part of the Dissenters, it would re· 
move the objections which they entertain to the instruction of their 
children in the Church Catechism. As it respects the Church, 
we may form some estimate of the state of feelinO' among sup-
porters of schools connected with it, from a fact else~ here alluded 
to, that by far the largest proportion of Church or National schools 
in practice, either make instruction in the Catechism voluntary t~ 
the children of Dissenters, or otherwise teach only those portions 
of it which embody views common to all denominations ; and 
this is done under the eye and witJ1 the direct sanction of the 
clergy. In reference to the feelings of this body, whose co-opera-
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tion in any scheme for combined effort is of the greatest importance, 
I believe that I am justly representing the tendency of opinion 
among the clergy in saying, that it is in favour of di~pensin(l' in 
schooll:i with the special points of instruction which interfere ~itb 
a common euucation. The very fact of the relaxation in the 
use of the Church Catechism to which I have just referred, is a 
proof of the existence of this feeling. In South Wales the 
practice is almost universal, and in the large schools of X orth 
"\Vales it is not only a general but an increasing practice. I do 
not, therefore, see what would be lost to the supporters ofChurch 
schools by their acquiescence in such a scheme as I have adverted 
to, and which in practice they substantially adopt in by far the 
greater proportion of their own National Schools. It meets a 
feeling which I have heard urged in favour of X ational or Church 
schools by their supporters,-the necessity of religious instruction 
being definite in its character; anti I can scarcely conceive that 
where this feeling is comulted, opposition would be offered to any 
echeme calculated to heal divisions which are attended with such 
prejudicial results to education extension in Wales. 

But whatever may be the particular mode adopted with a -view 
to combined action for the extension of education in the agricul
tural districts of the Principality, I have no hesitation in saying, 
that so far as public grants are concerned, the Committee of Council 
should take the initiative by laying down as one of the essential 
conditions of grants in thinly populated locolities, that any religious 
instruction given in the schooL should not interfere with the admis
sion to it of the children of parents of any denomination. It should 
be recollected, that in these districts, the establishment of a 
public school so far creates a monopoly, that with the aid of the 
grant it excludes other schools from being established in the same 
neighbourhood. It is simply therefore a ruea:mre of justice in 
dispen:;infl' grants of public money, that a condition of this nature 
should be

0

insisted on; otherwise, those who conscientiously dissent 
from the denominational instruction of the school, are left without 
redress-in fact, left in a worse position than if the grant had not 
been made. 

I have ventured to call attention at some length to this subject, 
as it is of the highest importance to the promotion of education 
in the rural districts of the Principality. · If combined action 
on the subject of religious instruction cannot be effected, large 
portions of Wales must either be left without the means of 
efficient education, or the only other alternative must be had 
recourse to, a school system of which religious instruction s!Jall 
form no part. 

In concluding the observations I have had occasion to make 
on this subject of Government aid, I feel that I should not 
fully discharge my duty if I did not point out ~ fea~ure indicated 
throughout the evidence,-the very· general satJsfactwn expres~ed 
at the results of school inspection under the authority of the Com• 
mittee of Council on Education. Whate,·er objections may have 
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been urged against the system, or p:esent administ~ation ~f G?vern
ment aid, the testimony of all partles, however w1dely dlffermg on 
other points, seems to be concurrent on the salutary influence 
exercised, not only on schoolmasters, but even on committees, by 
the visits and examination of schools by Her :Majesty's In~pectors. 
In more than one instance, even the Principals of private schools, 
in adverting to the subject, have expressed to me their regret that 
no machinery of the kind has been devised, which would enable 
them to avail themselves of the advantages which a system of 
impartial inspection would confer equally on themselves and on 
the public. l\Iy own experit:mce in this inquiry confirms the 
f:lVourable impression made on others of the beneficial character of 
this inspection. In the inspected schools which I visited, I uniformly 
found an activity on the part of the teachers, and an interest on 
that of the scholars which showed how deeply the sense of respon~ 
sibility which is implied in inspection pervaded the whole of the 
educational machinery. Facts were communicated to me by 
masters which proved how much they were indebted to the sug
gestions resulting from the visits of the inspectors for improve~ 
ments which they had effected in the methods and subject-matter of 
instruction, and in the general conduct of their schools. Nor is it 
to school teachers only that these salutary influences of impection 
extend; they are equally apparent in their operation on school 
committees and promoters ; for impection has for them its re~ponsi
bilities, and creates for them an interest in the welfare of the school 
and the progress of the scholars, secondary only to that which it has 
for teachers. As it respects the general public, the tendency of 
the system is to induce confidence that an adec1uate return is 
made for their contributions, in the effective education of which the 
approval of the impector if~ received as a g-uarantee, and hence to 
lead to a wider and a better regulated, because more constant, 
support of the institutions from which sound and beneficial results 
are anticipated. 

Iu South Wales a prominent feature in the finance of schools is Support of 
the asl:iessment levied on the workmen employed in colleries, iron, colliery and 
copper, and other 'Vorks for the support of the schools established ~tter ~orks 
in connection with them. Reference has already been made c 

00 
• 

to this mode of raising a revenue for educational objects, and 
it is therefore only necessary here to add that the schools in 
this case are not supported by voluntary contributions, but by a 
charge on the earnings of the workmen in the form of a poundaO'e, 
or by the deduction of a sum, amounting to from a penny to th~ee 
halfpence per head, from their weekly wages. This assessment 
is Ievie~ from all who are empl?ye~ in the works, even young and 
unmarned men and boys contnbutmg towards the school fund; 
though, in some works, not in the sa1ne proportion as those who 
are married. The money is "stopped'' at the time of the pay~ 
ment of wages. In some im;tances, a consideration for their 
contributions is given to the unmarried portion of those employed 
in the works by the e~tablishment of an evening school, to which 
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those engaged. in labour during the day have access. The school 
buildings are erected by the proprietors, or, as is more frec1uently the 
case, a building which the proprietors or company have at disposal is 
appropriated to the purposes of a school-house, and the cost of:fittinrrs 
and furniture is usually defrayed by them. In works, where the 
number of men employed does not suffice to raise contributions 
for the support of separate Echools, the assessment is paid over to 
a school in the neighbourhood, for the education of the children 
of parents connected with the works. In some instances, too, 
contributions from this fund are made, by the proprietors, to schools 
for the convenience of workmen who reside at too great a distance 
for their children to attend the school connected with the works. 

Imper~ection of Such are the broad outlines of this mode of supporting edu
financlafl\Vre-k cational establishments in the manufacturing districts of South 
turns o or s W l I h · f · f 1 ffi · schools. a es. t as 111 many o 1ts eatures so c ose an a mty to 

taxation for the ::;upport of education, that it becomes an inquiry of 
some interest how far it is, in a financial point of view, successful 
in accomplishing the object which it contemplates. It is much 
to be regretted that the tables which exhibit the financial 
condition of public schools are, so far as the Works schools are 
concerned, so defectively and obscurely returned. In a consider
able number of cases the return is a mere blank, and in other 
instances the revenue obtained by the assessment of the workmen 
is so mixed 1~p with other sources of income, that it cannot be 
relied upon for statistical purpo8es. Any attem11t to deduce conclu
sions from such data would only mislead us. In the absence there
fore of the more direct information furnished by figures, we must 
have recourse to such isolated facts and indications as will as:Sist us 
to make a general inferen(le on .the subject. We have one example 
of a school returning an income arising from this taxation of the 
workmen, of 1571. a year against an expenditure of 1471. over 
the same period ; another, of 561. income against 43/. expen
diture ; and another of 1721. against 1371. In these instances 
the revenue obtained by means of the assessment appeari! to be 
equal to defraying the ordinary cost of maintaining the schools. 
In connection with these statements, we have another fact which 
indicates the adequacy of this mode of obtaining a revenue to 
the support of education,-that a considerable proportion of the 
schools connected with 'Yorks do not accept Government grants; 
out of 35 public schools of this class in the two South Wales 
Unions, 14 do not avail themselves of the aid of the public 
money. Apart from the advantages resulting from in~pection, 
and the superiority of the pupil-teacher to the monitorial 
system, these schools generally are superior to the ordinary 
self-supporting schools of the country ; the masters are, taken 
altogether, more competent and better remunerated. It may at 
)east be said that, whatever deficiencies they may exhibit, they 
do not arise from financial cause1;:, but from a want of appre
ciation of what constitutes, rather than a want of means of 
providing, a sound and effective education. In the case of many 
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of the schools which accepted grants, I was informed that the 
proprietors had been induced to connect the schools with the 
Committee of Council on Education, not from financial considera
tions, but with a view to secure the advantages of pupil-teachers, 
and to place the masters under efficient responsibility for the 
discbar(l'e of their educational duties. 'In some inetances which 
have fallen under my observation, I have grounds for stating that 
the public money received for the remuneration of pupil-teachers 
and capitation grants is not applied to supply deficiencies in the 
ordinary revenue of the echools; but that it, or an equivalent 
amount, is expended in giving increased educational efficiency to 
the school by the supply of apparatus, the appointment of addi
tional masters, or other means of raising the character of its 
education. In one school, equally distinguished for its excellence 
and for the munificence in all matters pertaining to education of 
the company which established it, the teaching power is wholly 
supplied by a staff of able assistant ma~ters at a· scale of re
muneration, of cour~c greatly exceeding that which would be 
incurred by the employment of pupil·teachers, but securing at 
the same time for the scholars incomparably superior advantages 
1 o those which it would be possible to obtain with pupil-teachers . 
• \s, in no single case that fell under my notice, did I find tl1at any 
objection to the principle of receiving Government aid influenced 
the proprietors of works, I think it is a fair presumption that the 
revenue raised by assessment on the wages of the workmen was 
Enfficient to defray the costs of the schools; and· this view is 
confirmed by the simple calculation, that, if in a vYorks 600 per
Eons subscribed 1 d. a week each, it would amount in the year to 
130!. Deducting the young men and boys from those employed, 
the number of children supplied to the school may be assumed as 
not exceeding 120; the salary of the master would be about 70!. 
a year, and the payment of monitors or assistants about 301. This 
would, exclusive of rent of premises, leave about 30[. a year for 
the provision of school furniture, books, and other ordinary 
expense~. This estimate will, I think, fairly apply to the '\Vorks 
schools in country districts, in which the education is of a medium 
quality. At all events, I feel some confidence, from my know
ledge of these schools, that I haye not under-estimated any 
clement in the calculation. 

Without affirming, then, that in all cases this method of obtain in()' Inference, 
a revenue for the support of schools is equal to the cost of thei~ 
maintenance, I think we have sufficient data in the facts above 
referred to, to illustrate the advantages of a support of education 
by the distribution over large numbers of small payments, and, in 
a financial point of view, to indicate a conclusion favourable to 
general taxation for educational purposes. And if, turning from 
this to another view of the subject, we look at the condition of 
the population among which these schools are established, and the 
many unfavourable obstacles to its educational progress from conti-
nuous immigration and other circumstanc~s alluded to in a former 
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part of this Report, we must admit that they have effected much 
for the education of the masses whose condition they are intended 
to ameliorate, although, from the recent period to which their esta~ 
blishment dates, they as yet require time to develop all that they 
are capable of accomplishing. I may even go further, and say, that 
-valuable as Government aid may be as an additional element to 
this method of supporting education, it would not have been 
possible to produce equal results by the existing system of voluntary 
agency supplemented by Government assistance, which this mode 
of raising a school revenue has effected. I may here incidentally 
remark that it is to be borne in mind, in looking at the educational 
capacity of the two South Wales Unions, that the Works schools 
remove a vast burden of educational claims which would otherwise 
press on the voluntary agencies, aided or unaided by Government, 
of the population of these manufacturing districts. 

Scpool fees in In the district of my inquiry public schools afford the only data 
private sebools. on which we can ground general conclusions as to the operation 

of school fees on popular etlucation. In North Wales printe 
schools are not only so few in number, but so restricted to the 
middle classes, that any observations on the system of school fees 
adopted bv them would be irrelevant to the object of this Report. 
In the South Wales portion of the district by far the greatest pro
portion of private schools are those either for the education of the 
middle classes or otherwise contain an intermixed class of scholars, 
composed of the children of tradesmen and of the higher order of 
the industrial clas~, e. g., the children of skilled artisans. After de
ducting these, we have remaining, with a few exceptions, only schools 
for younO' children, most of them of the order of dame schools, 
but a fe\~ of them holding an intermediate position between the 
dame and the ordinary juvenile schools; both classes of schools, I 
may observe, are in process of rapid disappearance under the 
advance which public schools are making throughout the country. 
In the mixed schools to which I have referred the school fees. 
which are often paid quarterly, are at a rate varying from 2d: 
to 6d., and even 8d., a week. In addition, the scholars usually 
provide their own books. In the dame schools the general 
school fee is I d. a week, but occasionally the fees paid by a more 
advanced order were '2d. a week for each child. In the schools 
occupying a class above these-intermediate :schools--principally 
for <Yirls, the fees ranged from I d. to 3d. and 4d. a week; the higher 
cha~<Ye appearing to be in consideration of special attention being 
crive~ to the pupil, who was generally of the middle class. This 
~utline exhibits as correct a statement of the case of fees in private 
schools as it is possible to approximate to ou a subject on which 
variety was almost infinite. 

The table given beneath shows the per-centage of 2, ?7 5 scholars 
in public week-day schools in the North Wales Umom;, and of 
4,860 scholars in the South Wales Unions, who pnid the under
mentioned school fees :-
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These per-centaO'es, in point of fact, exhibit the proportions of 
the several (J'rades that compose the constituency of these 15Choola, 
massed toO'ether under the general designation of the working or 
industriat classes, and of the varied ability of these grades to 
contribute to the education of their children. In public schools, 
in towns, I found that where the school fee was not under 2d. 
a week, a very large proportion of the scholars were the 
children of eitLer skilled artisans or of small shopkeepers; those 
of the labouring class being comparatively few in number. In 
several towns, in British and in some N ationnl Schools this was 
the lowest school fee, the children of parents who could not afford 
to pay the two, being admitted as special cases, e.g., the children 
of widows, either on payment of a lower fee or free. The 2d. 
and higher charges seem to preponderate as a practice with 
British and Non-denominational schools, and there is in connec
tion with this feature a general fact, borne out by the testimony 
of masters, both of Non-denominational and National Schools-t/wt 
the former are generally attended by children of a more respectable 
or higher grade of the working classes, than the latter. In one 
instance, in a town in the South Wales portion of the district, a 
British School had adopted the 2d. fee, while the National School 
had charged 1 d. The British School was described to me as 
being attended by a more respectable class of children, i.e. of the 
children of the higher order of the industrial classes and of 
small tradesmen. The managers of the National School seeina
that their neighbours had a large school at the higher fee, unde~ 
pecuniary pressure, determined on raising their price to 2d. 
a week. The experiment had been acted upon for the first time in 
the week in which I visited the school-too early for me to ascer
tain the result. lt may possibly succeed so far as to be attended 
with no diminution in mere numbers, for there mav be a sufficient 
number of that class of the working population '~ho can pay the 
advanced fee to E:upply both schools. But mere number::~ do not 
Eettle the question. We have further to inquire whether this 
advance in the school fee wm not be attended with a chanO'e in 
the composition of the school, so far a.s the grade of schol;rs is 
concerned? Will it not recruit diminished numbers in a lower by 
draft:; from a higher order of the industrious class-by the su bsti
tution of the children of the ani~an or the shopkeeper for those 
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of the unskilled labourer? Both schools, I may observe, were in 
receipt of the Government grants in augmentation of masters' 
salaries, capitation, and for remuneration of pupil-teachers; and 
both had received liberal grants in aid of building, while the 
National School enjoyed in addition the support of an endowment. 

The fees im- It is due to the managers and promoters of public schools to 
pede the diffu· state that I believe the higher fee is with them a necessity conse-
sion of educa- th · d f h · · · h · h ] tion quent on e ma equacy o t e1r resources to mamtam t e1r sc oo s 

' except by advanced charges. It is a necessity, however, which 
suggests the consideration whether the existing system of mixed 
voluntary agency and Government aid ip. proportion to it, is equal to 
the work of educating those who constitute, properly speaking, the 
labouring classes of the community. In the case of the two schools 
to which I have referred, one ha::1 a considerable building debt 
remaining unpaid, and the other, though backed by an endowment, 
is equally unfortunate in its monetary position. But this docs not 

"lessen· the force of the fact that a school, the lowest weekly 
payment for each scholar in which is 2d., does not offer an edu
cational provision which will, under present circumstances, be hall 
recourse to to any extent by the great body of the working classes 
-by those most needing education-by those who, unhappily, 
will make the slightest sacrifices to procure it for their children. 
The fact is, that a large proportion of our public schools for the 
professed education of ''the poor'' are really schools only for 
sections of the working classes, and those the better-off sections. 
They are not available to the vast mass of unskilled labourers 
found equally in our town and country districts; or if in some 
sense available, it is under circumstances which, on minute in
quiry, will be found to throw obstacles in the way of that general 
diffusion of education which, it is desirable, should be found among 
us. Take the case of a common labourer, earning at most some 
16s. or 18s. a week. He has probably three children of school
going aaes. At 2d. a week the amount of school fees he 
would h~ve to pay would be 6d. a week, or, admitting that 
the second and third of the children are taken at a penny fee, 
it would be 4d. What is the actual practice in such a case? 
The older children are sent to school, and the youngest kept nt 
home, and when a certain age has been attained the eldest is with
drawn and the youngest substituted for it. Thus the high fee 
leads to the abridgment of the term of education, and to the per
petuation among the unskilled labour class of an educational 
inferiority to the social duties which even their station imposes 
upon them. 

Canthe 5caleof To the question whether the scale of fees can be raised safely for 
fees bs raised? the interests of the school, in proportion to the character of the 

education given, there can, so far as this district is concerned, be 
no hesitation in replying in the negative. The cases in which an 
experiment of the kind would be successful, would imply, on the 
part of the great bulk of the population, either a pecuniary 
ability, or an appreciation of the comparative value of education, 
which assuredly is not to be found among them at present. A 
correspondent advance in the price, with improvement in the cha-
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meter, of education might be appreciated by particular sections of 
the crreat industrial body, but it would have a deteriorating result 
in the promotion of its spread among the masses, either from 
actual pecuniary inability, or from want of appreciation of its 
value to their otf:<prinrr. I refer in thus speaking more particu
larly to the state otfeeling on the subject as it exists in the 
manufacturing districts. The case of the higher as contrasted 
with the lower school fee, is in fact analogous, I may say, precisely 
similar, to that vf the high priced newspaper and its penny contem
porary. The former has its constituency, but it is evident that 
the latter finds a cla:5s of readers among those to whom the higher 
price of the other renders it inaccessible. 

"With respect to the popularity of the system of school fees, the Are school fees 
facts which I have been able to glean present no data. on which to popular? 
base any very definite conclusion. With the exception of the 
'Yorks school::! in South 'Vales, the mode of payment in which 
I have previously described, six cases only of schools without fees 
presented themselves to me in the course of my inquiry. Of 
these, four were schools in remote districts, where the population 
had no alternative to that of leaving the children uneducated, but 
to send them to the free schools. In one of the two remaining 
schools the people of a large village in North 'Vales had to 
choose between a British School, in which a penny fee was paid, 
and another in which education Wail given without any school 
fee. The number of scholars in the British School was one 
hundred and eighty-five, and in the other school one hundred 
and fifty·one. The master of the latter himself informed me 
that the poorer children in the neighbourhood were sent to his 
school, and that in the other, or British School, there were 
many children of the better class of workmen, as well as those 
of tradesmen, i.e., of shopkeepers. \\'ith the exception of a 
subscription society for clothing in the free school there was not, 
so far as I could trace it, any feature to account for this difl\:rence 
except the fees. In the other instance referred to, the same dif· 
ference of grade marked the schulars attending the free and the 
pay school. \\bile data of thi:s kind are too few to admit of a 
conclu:::ion being founded on them, other considerations induce 
me to infer that, with a large mass of the labouring class the 
penny fee is an obstacle to their sending their children to school. 
There is a large sect1on of this class, who are indisposed to make 
the slightest sacrifice, either pecuniary or otherwise, for the edu-
cation of their children; and it is upon this class that any fee 
operates as a restrictive influence on the diffusion of education 
among the masses. As to other sections of the industrious classes 
they seem so far to appreciate the advantages of education as t~ 
acquiesce in the penny fee. It is by no means, however, so 
evident to me tha.t fees are so popular with them af! it is that 
an increase on that amount would have an unfavourable influence 
on the spread of education among them. The maximum school 
fee that should be demanded from any one household, whatevet· 
the number of children sent from it to the school, should not 
exceed 2d. a week, and even this would, I fear, be very exten.,ively 
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a check on large masses of the labouring classes nvailincr them
selves of the atlvnntages of school provision for their child~n. 

In the general discussion on this subject, much I believe that 
has been ~aid of the influence of 8cliool fees _in inducing parents 
to set a h1gher Yalue upon, and take greater mterest in the edu
cation of their children, has been taken for granted. So far as 
the experience I have obtained in the course of this inquirv croes 
I have been able to . collect no facts which clearly establish in~ 
creased interest in euucation on the part of the industrious classes 
with money payments. On the contrary, looking to the facts 
connected with our National and British Schools- payment of fees, 
and the constitution of their committees, I am disposed to attribute 
any want of interest on the part of parents to a cause to which 
I have already adverted,-their having no part in the management 
of the schools; and I am confirmed in this view of the matter 
by what I have observed in the Welsh Sunday School8, in which 
participation in the management by all of adult years is the pre
vailing feature, and where interest in its religious eclucation is 
almost universal. 

:My idea of a good school building is, that it should be a 
substantial plain house, sufficiently capacious to afford ample, 
accommodation for the children in its neighbourhood who might 
be expected to attend, well supplied with light, containing the 
requisites of good ventilation, dryness, and "·armth, and furnished 
in every instance with benches and desks; for these last appear 
to me to be as neces:>ary to the comfort and health of the scholarii 
a!! to the right performance of educational functions. 

Public Schools. In these simple requi~Jitcs many of the Public Schools which 
I visited in South Wales, nre deficient. Some are without desks, 
aml in many other:5, where these have been provided, they are 
placed only along the walls of the schools, and set. apart exclusively 
for writing and arithmetic. They cannot, therefore, be of the 
slightest advantage to the younger portion of the pupils, who, 
naturally, most require their aid, and who, in consequence of the 
weariness produced without them, are thoroughly unfitted for 
exerting the vigorous attention necess:n'Y for succes:,:ful learning. 
This arrangement of having forms without desks I regard as ex
tremely defective as it affects the comfort of all, and reprehen-
sible also, as it relates to the health of the younger scholars. 

Private 
Schools. 

In PriYate Schools, the defect on which I have animadverted 
is strikingly apparent. The great majority of them are wanting in 
those school requisites which are absolutely essential; this state
ment holds gooJ even in regaru to the more respectable class of 
pri-vate schools. It would be difficult to say what amount of ill health 
in young persons of weak constitu~ions origin.a~es in the neglect_ 
of' conductors of schools to make smtable prov1s10n for the ease ot 
children forced to sit many hours daily at their lessons. 

Other School$. In Dame Schools, and Private Schools of an inferior grade,. 
the defect to which I have referred is of universal occurrence. 
These are all (or very nenrly ali) held in houses of very humble pre
tensions. and frequently in the kitchen3. The better class of Dame 
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schools are generally well at~ended-much beyond their means of 
accommodation, so that the a1r breathed by the scholars must be of 
a tainted description. Insufficient room and bad ventilation lead 
to the generation and consumption of poison by the pupils, which 
must produce deleterious results, mental and physical; and this I 
uo not hesitate to affirm is the case with- regard to the schools now 
under consideration. In most cases adverse circumstances have 
driven their conductors to the work of teaching to enable them to 
make, or eke out, a scanty livelihood. Of course, in such cases, their 
pecuniary resources do not enable them, even if they had the taste, 
to provide suitable accommodation for children, and the consequence 
is, that the schoolroom is often a nest of squalor, and its atmo
sphere so foul as to be absolutely repulsive. This being the case
it cannot be reasonably doubted that a vast amount of mischief is 
done in these human cages, many of which arc without proper 
seats, all without proper desks, and a sufficient supply of light 
and pure air. Of course, ordinary school requisites are not 
possessed, and could not be used in such places. Education 
cannot advance beyond the simple::;t rudiments. The climate is 
too ungenial for the " young idea to shoot ;'' and the apartment, 
misnamed a "school," might with greater propriety be designated 
"a nursery of disease." There is a large number of such schools in 
Merthyr Tydfil and its neighbourhood. The reason of this pro
bably is, that well-attended and, r.s in Dowlais, splendid and 
successful IY orks schools, have been established there. These are, 
to a large extent, if' not altogether, of an exclusive character. 
They generally admit only the children of those employed by the 
company to which they belong; and the result is, that the chil
Jren of working men not in the t>ervice of a company are 
obliged to accept whatever scanty and imperfect education may be 
offered to them, or receive none at all. A large constituency in 
such a locality woulll be necessary to support a properly qualified 
teacher, but this, under. the circumstances, it would be impos
sible to obtain. In manufacturing districts, Works Schools are 
giving important assistance in the work of popular education. 
The buildings of this class in the district traversed in South 
\Vales present a great variety. The Dowlais Company's school 
is splendid, maintained in excellent order, and conducted with 
praiseworthy efficiency. :Many others are very good, commodious, 
und substantial structures, and they may justly be regarded as a 
great advance on the way to provide comfortable school accommoda
tion for instructing the children of the working population. Some, 
however, are merely old store or lumber rooms; in one instance 
the schoolroom had been a stable loft, through the floor of which 
vmmonia was rising unchecked from the manure beneath; while 
another had its privie~ in such a filthy condition, and so close to the 
schoolroom, that the stench penetrated into it. A Public Health 
officer would unquestionably have reported it as a nuisance. 
, In North Wales, n?twithstandi1;g tha~ considerable improve- ~cho?l b~ild
~ 'ent has been macle m the ercctwns of late years, there is a ;'t1 ~n North 
large proportion of the school buildings of the country not only a es. 
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ineffective for educational purposes, but devoid even of ordinary 
comfort. In many of the rural schoolt~ a damp earth floor is 
added to the inconveniences of roofs-very often thatched roofs
not always impermeable by either rain or wind. This remark 
is especially applicable to the smaller charity or endowed schools, 
the endowment being either too small, or the trustees having 
no power to apply any portion of it to the building or repa
ration of the school-house. The " subscription schools" got up by 
the farmers and agricultural labourers have buildings of the same 
kind, where they are not, as is often the .case, held in chapels, the 
use of which is given for the purpose-both churches and chapels 
being frequently appropriated to the holding of schools in this 
part of the country. In some instances I found schools, which 
were represented to me as being supported by a neighbouring land
owner or other resident gentry, held in private rooms, in comfortless 
cottages approaching the level of hovels, where the children were 
crowded in numbers utterly disproportionate to the space that 
ought to be allotted to them. 

School fittings The fittings and furnishing of this class of schools were on a 
and furniture. level with the school buildings. Beyond benches, and occasionally 

, a few desks, but more frequently without desks, these schools 
were literally devoid of anything deserving the name of either 
fittings or furniture. 'Vhere the schools were held in a chapel 
or church, the "pews " generally supplied the place of benches 
and desks; but in some instances separate benches were placed, 
on which the scholars sat, in some portion of the building which 
afforded vacant space sufficient to accommodate them. With 
regard to the arrangement of the fittings, with a view to classifi
cation and other features of convenience in conducting the schools, 
there was none ; and, looking to the fact that classification, even of 
the rudest kind, is seldom thought of in these schools, I could not 
expect that any provision for it should have been contemplated. 

School build· In· the towns and more populous rural di8tricts, there is an 
ings in towns evident disposition to improvement both in the suitability of school 
~~:s ~~;:tpu· buildings to the purposes of education, and the health and comfort 
districts. of the scholars. Such is the case in the slate quarries, both in the 
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North and South of Merionethshire, as well as in the neighbour
hoods of the several towns. The school buildings erected with 
Government aid were generally of the higher order, amply capa
cious, and furnished with the fittings necessary to comfort and 
efficiency in the conduct of the schools. In a few instances, 
defects in the plans of the buildings, and of the arrangements of 
fittings to meet local requirements, were pointed out to me, wh~ch 
appear to confirm an opinion, elsewhere referred to, of the neces~1ty 
of some superintending authority conversant with the locality, be~ng 
appointed to report on the designs and specifications accom~an.ymg 
applications for grants, from the public money, in uid of bmlchng. 

With regard to the adaptation of the internal arrangement~ of 
schools to that of classes, I observe, as a general remark, apphca~ 
ble to the best public schools of both North and Santi! \Vales, that 
my inquiries on this point have resulted in a conclusiOn, that the 
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particular svstem adopted is of less importance than the com
petency of Jthe master to the work of organising a school. The 
arranrrements approved of by the Committee of Council, and 
other ~vstems that have been suO'crested as to the classification of J eo 
scbooh, have their several recommendations, but there is not one 
of them in which defects may not be pointed out, and inconveni
ences suggested as to their adaptation to the special circumstances of 
localities. As suggestions from which teachers may borrow useful 
hints they are important; but, where one system is held forth as 
being absolutely superior to all others, whether it is British, 
K ational, or Government system, it is the application to education 
of tLe Procrustrean principle, and its tendency is, to induce masters 
to attach more importance to the means than the end, to cover 
over intellectual deficiency with the immunities which an imagi
nary superiority of system gives them. 'Vhere the arrangements 
of a public school are such as secure the least possible interference 
of the concurrent operations which are going on within its walls, 
the greatest amount of quiet in their conduct, and where its 
whole work is as much as possible brought under the eye of the 
master-the great ends of school organisation are attained, whatever 
may be the particular system adopted. 

The public schools in the district of my inquiry were organised Organizati?n 
in the spirit of these remarks, which, I may also add, represent the ~~ 5~~l~:U 
,·iews of the great body of the more experienced school teachers e · 
with whom I came into contact. The various arrangements with 
a view to classification were not so far restricted to any one 
system as to preclude masters borrowing features from other 
systems which might suit their special requirement:;, and there 
was probably no school which I visited of which more could be 
said than that it adopted one or two features of one system 
with others taken from other systems, and very generally with 
modifications suggested by the masters' indiYidual experience 
of the requirements of their respective schools. In some of the 
earlier establi::;hed Non-denominational schools in North and South 
'fales the arrangement was that of a series of desks in the middle 
of the school, the classes, with a Yiew to hearing lessons, being 
drafted to the sides through the whole length of the schoolroom, 
on what is usually denominated the old British svstem. This 
arrangement, by which a large amount of mechanical ~ork was got 
through, was attended with the inconvenience of a continued din and 
noi:::e throughout the schoolroom, most unfavourable to those who 
bad to study and not simply to repeat a lesson. In the British Schools 
more recently established most of the modern arrangements, by 
which thia objectionable feature in the old system is got rid of, have 
been adopted. In the X ational Schools I found the org:anisation 
very perfect, both as it respected insuring the amount of work to 
be done, and the quiet and general order with which the business 
of the school \'las c,mJucted. The arr~mgements approved of by 
the Committee of Council \'\ere in many schools, both British and 
Xatioaal, adopted, but in nearly all casea with modifications sug-
gested by the special rcq uiremcnts of the school. I fvund galleries 
or seplrate class ro::Jms iu most of the more recently built public 
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schools-more generally the former. The value of" galleries" has, 
I think, been much over-rated. In schoolrooms of moderate dimen
sions only they are objectionable, on the score of the noise and 
interruption which they occasion to the general work of the school. 
I pve a decided preference to a separate class room whenever, as 
indeed I think it generally can be obtained without much additional 
outlay. At the same time I regard galleries and class rooms great 
aids-not essentials, especially in small schools. 

I close this subject with the general remark, that, wherever the 
main conditions which I have stated to be necessary to educational 
efficiency, and the comfort of the scholars, have been complied 
with, I have, with scarcely an exception, found a master, fully 
competent for his duties, who could not, by judicious contrivance, 
obviate minor defects and inconveniences, which are too often 
allowed to remain as such by those who have less skill or perse
verance in devising means for their removal. 

Many of the points relative to the condition of schoolmaste:rs 
are referred to under other heads in this Report; I shall here, 
therefore, limit my observations to such features as have not 
elsewhere been adverted to. 

In the rural districts of North '\Vales incompetency was a rule 
applicable to the masters of schools not under inspection, to which 
there were few exceptions. In the "subscription schools" got up 
by the farmers and agricultural labourers in order to avoid the 
inconvenience or expense of sending their children to schools at a 
great distance, the masters were in some cases broken down 
mechanics or small tradesmen, but principally young men who 
were themselvr.s engaged in elementary studies, with a view to 
qualify themselves for some ulterior calling-most frequently to 
become ministers of religion. It must be understood, howev·er, that 
they were only in the first stage of preparation for entering a 
college ; in fact, they were mere farm lads, with a taste for rending, 
which past opportunities had permitted them to gratify to a very 
limited extent only. Their acquirements were of the most slender 
kind,-alimited knowledge of Engli'.5h and of the elementary rules 
of arithmetic constituting the sole intellectual capital with which 
they entered on their duties. But, whatever may have been their 
attainment1;1 in other respects, they hnd received no special pre
paration for the duties of teaching, while their !nking the cha:ge 
of a school :merely as a temporary occupation till an opportumty 
occurred of advancement to some other calling appeared to divest 

· them of that interest and energy which are necessary to the suc
cessful prosecution of the 'york of education, and produced a 
greater listlessness in the school than might hare been expected 
from masters who, however scanty their acquirements, had taste 
and a literary spirit, some portion of which it might have heen 
expected they would have infuscJ into the ntm?~P~lere. of the 
schoolroom. Such, however, was not the case. CrittcJsm 1s, how
ever disarmed in lookin.,. at 8Chools and schoolmasters in this case, 

, .,., 'fi f as we can only regard them as indicative of the sacn ces. o . a 
poor and scattered population to secure the be~t e~ucat10n m 
their power,-an evidence of their inability to obtmn a better 
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provision in the absence of aid which they are not in a position to 
a>ail themselves of. 

In the public schools in the rural districts, supported by the Other public 
gentry, and in some cases landowners, the masters were found schools. 
equally, if not more, incompetent than i,n the case to which I have 
above referred. . J\Iany of them seem to have had no other recom
mendation for their appointment than their inability from age to 
follow the avocations to which they had been accustomed in earlier 
life. In one school which assumed the position of a parish school, 
provided by a proprietor of the soil of that and several other 
adjoining parishes, the master had not sufficie~t knowledge ?f the 
English language to comprehend the meanmg of the crrcular 
delirered to him. In earlier life he had been engaged in working 
in mines, and was placed in the situation he then occupied through 
the influence of his brother, who was in the employ of the sup-
porter of the school. In another case I found, in a_ school con· 
nectcd with a district church, as master, a young man about 
eighteen years of age, who, up to a very recent period, had been 
engaged in agricultural labour. Three months schooling was 
deemed mfficient preparation for his being intrusted with the 
charge of the only school anilable to a district of some three 
miles in extent. In many instances I found, on inquiry, that 
masters returned themselves as "trained" when they had been 
three months in an ordinary public day school, particularly if 
under a certificated master. In a few instances, schools were con-
ducted by mistresses, who, generally speaking, were superior in 
proficiency to the masters of the same class of schools; but they 
were able to teach little beyond sewing and reading-the latter 
wry ill)perfectly. As to competency, they may be placed in the 
class with the teachers of the superior order of dames' schools 
found in other parts of this district. ' 

The general scale of remuneration of schoolmasters in these Remuneration 
schools scarcely amounts to 12s. a week. Many of them are as ofmasters. 
low as 8s. or 9s. a week; in a few exceptional cases they rise to 
15s. The average, however, does not exceed that of the wages 
of the agricultural labourers of the districts in which the schools 
are located. 

To tlus outline of the condition of the schoolmasters in the 
country districts of North 'Vales I found a few exceptions in 
masters of schools unsupported by endowment or by Government 
grants, who were not only fully equal to their duties, but who had, 
to long experience, brought all the resources of well-trained minds 
to bear upon the practical departmentil of education, with equal 
credit to themselves and advantage to those whose education was 
intrusted to their direction. They were, however, exceptions so , 
rare that they scarcely afford a shade of relief to the general 
description I ha-ve above giren. 

In the same clasil of s<.:hools in the rural aistricts of the South School> m 
w· nics unions the a~pccts of education, so far as they refer to the ~~~ d~st~ctsl 

d• ' d f r h • 111 ..:OUtil \\a es, con 1t10n an competency o masters, were o a more c eermg 
character, though leaving much to be wished for in the way of 
improvement. Such cases of incompetency as I have referreJ to 
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in the North ·wales Unions, where the masters had a knowledO'e 
of English so imperfect as to closely approximate to complete 
ignorance, I met in a few instances, but they were exceptions to a 
general rule. From inquiries which I was led to make on this 
point I find that a considerable improvement bas taken place in 
this class of masters during the past ten years, and that it is seldom 
that a teacher has a school intrusted to his care on no other ground 
than that he is a disabled workman. But, while these teachers had 
generally some notion of school organisation, I found that they 
had been, in many instances, only partially trained or instructed, 
and that they relied principally on proficiency in one branch
generally arithmetic, for educational development. It must, how
ever, be reco1lected that I am referring to the rural portions of a 
district which is essentially manufacturing, and that this repre
sentation should not be taken as applying to the condition of 
teachers in the agricultural districts of South Wales generally. 
In fact, in the two South 'Vales Unions which I visited, the public 
schools, established in connection with the large works and those 
found in the more populous country neighbourhoods, have, to a 
considerable extent, absorbed the schools once found in rural 
districts. The remuneration of the masters in these schools was 
low-from 12s. to 16s. a week, relatively lower to the average 
wages of the district than the scale of salaries in the North Wales 
schools. One subject of continuous complaint in connexion with 
schools of this class was the frequent change of masters. They 
were, it was said, continually leaving, after a stay of a year or two 
at most, either to take situations as clerks or overlookers in some 
neighbouring works, or otherwise migrating to the towns or more 
populous districts, where. their prospects of remuneration were 
better. 

l\Iasters in Of the Works schools (exclusive of those accepting the Go· 
Works schools. vernment grant) in the country districts, the masters exhibited n. 

· great variety of grades of competency. In the schools connected 
principally with the smaller 'Vorks, the teachers were in some 
instances deficient in a knowledge of English and general at
tainments, arithmetic being the branch in which they were most 
proficient, and of which they made most use in the schools. In 
general, however, they were respectable in point of acquirements, 
and, although many of them were deficient in modern school 
organisation and methods of teaching, the fact that they had for the 
most part held their situations for many years had given them an 
amount of experience which went far towards remedying disadvan
taO'eS from this source. A few among them were highly efficient 
m~sters; and the order which prevailed in their schools, and the 
O'eneral intelligence of the scholars, attested their value as teachers 
to be not second to that of any masters in the schools which I visite?. 

:Masters of Of the large and yearly increasing class of masters of pubhc 
~chools receiv· schools which receive Government aid, it is only necessary for me 
mg Govern- here to speak very cursorily, as the questions bearing on their 
ment grants. · • h t · t tl t competency relate less to mere attawments t an o pom .s · 1a 

will be more conveniently treated of under other heads, It lS due, 
however, to them, and to the system in eoD.De.xion with which 
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they ~tand, to state, that as a class, they constitute the most 
efficient teachers of popular education in this district. In saying 
thi:;, I would be understood as stating a fact, without referenc~ 
to cames, and irrespective of defects in the adaptation of their 
trainin;, in certain cases, to local requirements. 

Private schools, throughout the district of my inquiry, form a Masters of pri
comparati>ely small element in the provision for the education orvate schools. 
the industrious classes. In North Wales, as has been already 
stated, they ha>e almost wholly disappeared. In the South Wales 
Unions a large proportion of the schools in which the children of 
the working classes receive education are actually mi:~ed schools, 
in which the children of tradesmen and other sections of the 
middle class are founJ intermixed with those of artisans and la-
bourers. The number of private schools, which are exclusively or 
principally appropriated to popular education are comparatively 
few. Referring only to this class of schools, and to the mixed 
schools, the masters of the former have generally received no 
Epecial training as teachers. They are properly teachers of 
special branches rather than general educators, and in most cases 
have previous to their taking up "school keeping" been engaged 
in other callings. In one of these schools the master was also 
a blacksmith, and actually carried on the school simultaneously 
with working at his trade. At the time that I visited the school 
he was welding a piece of iron, and explaining to a scholar in an 
adjoining room, between which and that in which the teacher 
worked was an open doorway, a question in the "Rule of Three in 
Decimals." ln another school of this class the master had been 
trained in a private school, but his acquirements, in addition to 
arithmetic, did not appear to be very extensive. In this branch, 
he, however, appeared to be a skilful teacher; and it is somewhat 
remarkable, that, although in the midst of a district in which early 
withdrawal from school is most pre>alent, above 12 per cent. of the 
scholars were of ages ranging from 12 to 15 years. They were, in 
fact, sent to the school with a view to special preparation in arith~ 
me tic for their future occupations. The masters of the mixed schools 
were in some cases distinguished from those I have noticed by some 
amount of additional acquirements; in a few cases their attainments 
were of a very respectable order, but they were often deficient 
in a knowledge of school management and methods of teachinO', 

Dame schools in the manufacturing districts of South 1\~les Teachers in 
form a large element in the provision for education, by private dameschools. 
schools. They are, for the most part, found in the towns and 
other centres of a large population. The reason is obvious,-in 
the populous districts the public schools do not absorb the whole 
of the school-going portion of the population, but leave a sufficient 
nucleus to afford as much support as will induce women, whose 
time is not otherwise occupied, to devote a greater or less portion 
of it to the duties of a school of this class. Of the competeney 
of this order of so~called teachers it is unnecessary to make any other 
observation, than that they are, with Ecarce1y an exception, utterh· 
unqualified for the duties of teaching. Out of 52 schools of this 
kind there were 22 which might be considered as more nurseriea for 
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receiy~ children for the convenience of parents, and in the 
remammg 30 nothing worthy of the name of eclucr1tion, beyond a 
little imperfect reading and spelling, was attempted. The only 
feature of relief afforded in looking at these schools was, that they 
are rapidly falling away, as the superior education given by the 
public schools around them is becominiJ' appreciated by the indus· 
trious classes. Of this decline I had ~ssurance from the teachers 
themselves, who generally complained of the "injury" done to 
them by the public schools. Some were about to give up duties 
which they ought never to have undertaken, and others repre
sented the remuneration as being so small that they would be glad 
to avail themselves of an opportunity of exchanging school keeping 
for some other vocation. 

There are three training institutions in Wales, receiving Govern
ment aid, for preparing masters for the duties of superintendence 
of public schools, and one, which is unassisted by a public grant, 
conducted on private responsibility. Prior to the establishment 
of these schools, such masters of public schools in Wales as 
obtained preparatory training were under the necessity of repair
ing to one of the Metropolitan K ormal Institutions for such pre
liminary instruction as was necessary to £t them for taking the 
charge of a school, at a cost which was attempted to be curtailed 
by the abridgment of the period of training i this conseq aently 
led to a very superficial preparation, and very defective qualifica
tions, on the part of the masters, for the duties of their office. 

Number of Of the training institutions, accepting grants in aid, those at 
masters fur- Carnarvon in North 'y ales, and at Carmarthen in South Wales, are 
f;:~~:t::hese under the National Society, while the recently e5tablishcd college 

· for schoolmasters in Bangor, in X orth ·wales, is the only training 
institution in the principaiity, receiving Government aid, for 
masters of K on-denominational or British School~. 

Public school 
teachers. 

The establishment of training colleges in the Principality lms 
been attended with marked improvement in the general character 
and competency of school teachers as a cla5s. Prior to their insti
tution, the expense of sending a nu1ster to England to be trained 
was so considerable a8 to render qualified masters available only 
to towns and the more populous and wealthy districts-the great 
mass of country schools being compelled by narrowne~s of me~n~ to 
put up with teachers who had received no vreparatory trammg. 
The local institutions have rendered accessible the means of train· 
ing to numbers who, under other circumstance~, must have foregone 
these advantages, :mel have thus done much towards substituting
a class of musters who have received at least some amount of 
teaching qualification for tho~e who had none. 

A fair index to the supply of masters which these colleges are 
capable of furnishing is, I think, given in the number of studen:s 
belonging to them, severally, ·who have annually "passed exann
nation.'' In the Curmurthen Training Institution, the average 
number of stucbnts who pas5ecl cx:tmination for th~ fo~n· years 
1855-8, was 20 · 5 per vcar, antl in the Carnarvon InstitutiOn 18 · 2 
per year. The return'" of the l.lall''·or Institution, whic~1 was only 
opened in 1858, nnd the arrange~ents of which are not yet sufli. 
ciently adrancecl to permit it::; receiving a full complc:uent of 
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students, o·ives 9 students who have passed examination for last 
year; but~ as it is sflid to be intended to afford accommodation to 
40 students, we may fairly estimate its contribution to the teaching 
force of the country at 20 masters each year. Of the Normal 
Colleo-e at Swansea, I have no data on which to found an estimate, 
but f am informed that it may send out 18 masters every year. 
The total supply of masters from all the '\Velsh training institutions 
would, therefore, be 76 per year. 

Any attempt to form a precise estimate of the relation of this Proportion of 
supply to the probable increase of demand for trained teachers in ~upply t the 
Wales, would be futile. In the present case it would particularly eman 
be so, as the district to which this inquiry extends, forms too small 
a portion of the Principality to enable me to deduce any con-
clusion on the educational requirements of the whole country. 
There are, too, so many elements of complication entering into 
any attempted calculation on this head, and so many contin-
gent circumstances on which the future progress -of educational 
demand in the manufacturing of the district depends, that, if the 
statistical portion of this inquiry had been on a more extended 
base than it is, no very satisfactory conclusion could be arrived at. 
All that I shall venture here to give is, a very rough estimate 
founded on the returns which have been made from the Unions 
which constitute the "Welsh Specimen District." Assuming that 
the same proportion of schools to the population found in the 
district of this inquiry would apply to all Wales, we may approxi-
matively calculate that the numuer of trained ma£ters required 
to furnish every public day school in the Principality with one 
such master would be, exclusive of existing masters who have 
received training, not less than 450. "Without allowing for any 
losses in the number of masters under training, or for any in-
crease in the demand for education, the present supply from '\Vehh 
Normal Institutions would not therefore give a trained master to 
every public school in Wales in less than six years. But, takinO' 
another view of the subject, 32 schoolmasters would be required 
every year to supply the annual loss in the present number of public 
masters by death, change of profession, and casualties. This would 
considerably extend the period of making up the supply, for it 
would leave an annual surplus of not more than 44 teachers to 
form the ,body of masters which would be required to furnish 
each of the schools of Wales with a qualified or trained teacher. 
In this attempted approximation at an estimate, I have assumed • 
the educational provision of the country to be simply maintained 
in the proportion to the population shown in Table II., and I 
have therefore not taken into account the c::tablishment of ad-
ditional school::; which, especially in the manufa0turin(l' districts 
of South Wales, are so rapidly multiplying, as a nece~sary con-
fiequencc, both of the development of the natural resources of 
the country, and of the inroads of the public school on the lower 
order of private Echools. Taking into the account these elements 
of a progressively incrcnEing demanu, we ma,r conclude that the 
exieting resomces for the supply of trained sehoolmasters are 
inadequate to the requirements of the Principality, aud the c:lefi-
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ciency can therefore only be made up by having recourse to 
the training institutions of England. But it is only in exceptional 
cases, and those cases are few, in which the English trained master 
can advantageously superintend a school in Wales. Apart from 
the difficulties which difference of language throws around him, 
the habits, conventional uses, and the mode of dealing with the 
people, render it on every ground desirable that, at least as a 
general rule, the schools of \Vales should be supplied with Welsh 
trained teachers. There can be, therefore, I think, no doubt of 
the desirability of increasing the resources for normal instruction 
in '\Vales, particularly in South Wales, as it respects the demand 
consequent on the increase both of National and Non-denomi
national schools. ·whether this is best done by the extension 
of the capabilities of existing, or by the establishment of new 
institutions, is a question of detail; the great fact being, that 
the training institutions, with their existing means of accommo
dation, are unequal to meet the educational wants of the country. 

In immediate connection with this subject I mmt, however, 
observe, that there is a difficulty in adjusting the existing order of 
trained schoolmasters to the condition of the poor and thinly popu
lated districts of '\Vales, and they form a large proportion of the 
whole of the Principality. The masters educated in these Normal 
Institutions look for a higher remuneration for their services than 
the schools, in the district:> to which I refer, can give, and the result 
is, practically, that a very inconsiderable portion of the advantages 
derived from training institutions falls to the lot of the poorer 
schools in agricultural localities. The education given in these 
institutions opens to the student callings more remunerati>e 
than that of a country schoolmaster ; and he, consequently, 
either leaves the profession for which he has received preparatory 
training, if he is not fortunate enough to secure an appointment 
in a school in a populous district where the professional emolument 
answers his expectations. Under these circumstances it becomes a 
question of great importance, whether a change in the standard of 
attainments for masters of schools in agricultural districts is not 
necessary, in order to secure for them the benefits of an impro-ved 
order of masters. There can be no doubt that this would increase 
the supply of that class of masters who are required for country 
schools; and would thus, I think, be attended generally with bene
ficial results to education in poor and remote districts of the 

·country. I may add to this the additional consideration, that it is 
doubtful whether the inducements to enter the scholastic profes
sion in connection with the public schools in this country are 
mfficient to maintain a supply of schoolmasters of the class 
from which they are at present principally derived, the sons 
of small farmers and tradesmen in the agricultural districts, and 
of mechanics or artisans in the manufacturing districts. The 
demand for trained masters at present tends to exceed the supply, 
while I am informed, that a small proportion of pupil-teachers is 
contributed by the schools in the manufacturing districts of South 
"\Vales, to the training institutions of the country. It is, there· 
fore, de8irable to extend the aren. of supply for masters; and this 
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can only effectually be done by falling back .on the pea~ant and 
labourinO' classes of the countrv. But, lookmg at the disadvan-
tages u:uer which the educati~n of these classes is commenced 
in ordinary country schools, at the difficulties they would have 
to surmount in order to come up to the ecale of requirements 
for a "pass examination,'' the substitution of a lower scale is indis-
pensably necessary to secure this very important object. The 
facts which fell under my observation during my inquiry lead 
me to the conclusion that, with the present system of voluntary 
agency at least, the remote districts of '\Vales cannot be fully 
supplied with trained masters of schools but by reducing the 
standard of requirements; and I have strong doubts whether it may 
not be necessary to go still further, by making the "pass examina-
tion" before Her :Majesty's Inspectors, the only preliminary neces-
sary to the student being recognised as a school teacher, without 
compulsory attendance at a normal institution. In this case, he 
would obtain the necessary qualifications, either within the walls 
of a normal college, or from :my other sources that may be more 
available to him. 

Ten schools have been returned as endowed schools, of which Endowed 
eight are in North, and two in South 'Vales,-the number of ~~~~ols for the 
charities for general purposes, as well as those for education spe- ' 
cially, being more numerous in proportion to population in t.he 
northern than in the south portion of my district. The endow
ments are, however, with the exception of those of two grammar 
schools in X orth Wales, generally small,-ranging from ll. 1 Os. 
to lOl. annual value. In some instances, the trustees of these 
schools have taken advantnge of the changes which have of late 
years been made in the law regulating charities, by remodelling 
the school so as to enable the children of the poorer classes in the 
town or neighbourhood in which they are located, to avail theme:elves 
lllOre extemively of the advantages of education. Such has been 
the case with Alderman Davies', Gwyn's, and Cross's charities for 
educational purposes at Neath, where the trustees, with the assist
ance of voluntary contributions and Government aid, have erected 
very capacious school buildings. Similar changes have been made 
in endowed schools at Llwyngwril and Barmoutb inN orth Wales ; 
and, it is only fair to add that, in all cases, this has been done with 
sut~h marked advantages to the interests of popular education that 
it is much to be regretted that the example has not beE>n more exten
sively followed by the authorities connected with endowed schools, 
in a similar position. 

With a very few such exceptions, the endowed schools for the State of the 
poor in this district are in so inefficient a state that it is scarcely schools. 
too strong to apply to it the term disgraceful. They are so 
many examples of neglect of trust, and often of perversion of 
object. The masters are appointed with no regard to qualifica-
tions for the duties they have to render, and, as a general rule, were 
found to be unfitted in every sense of the term for the situations 
they held. Among the most incompetent masters whose schools 
I had occasion to visit in North 'Vales, none were more incom-
petent than some of those I met at the head of endowed schools. 
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In one school, I found the master surrounded by from fifteen to 
twenty boye, in a school-hou:;e with an earth floor, and a thatched 
roof which, in 'ret weather, freely admitted rain. A few benches 
and a desk composed the "·hole of the school furniture. The only 
lesson book was the BiLle, from which the cl:ildren read or essayed 
to read in English a chapter in Proverbs, but on being questioned 
did not understand one rrincipal word in the seyeral verses which 
each scholar hacl read. The maste1· was old, and he informed me 
that, with the aid of the endowment of 101. a year, he could, with 
great difficulty, only realise 7 s. a week by the "pay scholars" and 
those on the foundation. 

Among the ~y eL::h charities, that of Mrs. or Madame Be>an, 
from its peculiar features-illustrative of the educational contlition 
of ~f ales a century ago, claims a notice to which its services in 
the promotion of education, at least in the present day, do not 
entitle it. The object of the donor wus to diffuse religious 
instruction on Church principles among the Welsh people ..... The 
marked feature in the arrangements of the charity is, that the 
schools are circulating or ambulatory; the schools (or properly 
~.<peaking the schoolma:;ters ), after being located in one parish for 
periods varying, at the discretion of the tru&tces, from six months 
to two or three years, being remo"\"ed to ~ome other parish, often 
in a distant p~rt of the country. The parishes are eelected by the 
trustees, their decision being principally guided by reports from 
the -visitors. The number of these school:; is between thirtv and 
forty (in 1836 the number was twenty-four), and the a;erage 
amount of ~alaries paid to the masters is from 251. to 301. a 
year each. I ha>e heard but one opinion expressed as to this clm·ity, 
that it is in every "·ay ineffective in the promotion of education. 

The tenor of the e>idence on the ~encral charities indicates 
that a. large proportion of them are~ giYen for objects which, 
with the lapse of time, or changes in the condition and circum· 
stances of soeiet1. ha>e fallen into desuetude. Charities to the 
poorest and olde~t ·persons, for repeating the Catechism, or reading 
the BiLle or Catechi:m1 in \Y el::;h, cannot certainly be looked 
upon as subserdng any useful end in a cot~ntry where the reading 
of the Bible, :md among the Churchpgoing portion of the popu· 
lation the knowledge of the Catechism, is literally almost universal. 
These benevolent donations evidently apply to a. -very different 
condition of the population to that which is now found in the 
rural districts of Wales. Under the changed state of circum· 
stances it is to be feared that they have too frequently a tendency 
only to encourage dissimulation on subjects of a sacred character. 
Equally useless iu their mod~ of application is a numerous class of 
beneJi1ctions in bmnll sunE, ranging from 3d. to 2s. Gel. or 5s., and 
gifts of a. similar nature, to be dist;ibuted among the poor or nged 
on certnin d~t\S or i't'n5ons of the yenr. \\ith the change that has 
t::l.ken place i; the Poor Law, th~se charities have in some cases 
become mere "rates in aid of relief," and are positively inj;uious 
in their influences on the ebracter of the popubtion among 
whom they are ai:;tributecl ..-\11 their tendencies are hostile to 
fostering a. sp:rit of self-dependence :\ntl proviuence among the 
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labouring chsses. The evidence also indicn.tes the important ends 
which these charities, by a. different direction of their resources, 
might sub5erve in the education of the poor. Their application 
to the purposes of education, bas, in fact, in many cases been 
already effected under the recommendation of the Commi;;sioneri! 
for inquiring concerning Charities, but in many instances it is to 
be regretted that, as in the case of Hugh Jones's charity at Llan
drillo, these recommendations have not for some unexplained 
reasons been carried out. (Further Report, :Merioneth, p. 549.) 
But there still remains a. large number of charities, both in North 
and South Wales, not comprised in the recommendations of the 
Commissioners, which, on the principle which they adopted in 
directing changes in their application, may be devoted to the 
purposes of education. The existing legal machinery is, however, 
complained of as being singularly ineffective for thi5 object. The 
extension of the jurisdiction of County Courts to cases of charities 
not exceeding 30!. annual income is; indeed, recognised as an 
important step towards facilitating their conversion to useful pur
poses; but the County Court has no initiative power in such cases; 
while tLe trustees of an abused or neglected charity are, for 
evident reasons, not the parties likely to make a movement for its 
reformation or change, nor can the parish Yestry be expected to 
be very zealous in presenting the accounts of a charity, when it is 
considered what an opportunity a disused charity often affords for 
relieving a pressure on the parochial rates. As :m illustration of 
the utter worthlessnesa of leaving the duty of presenting charities 
to vestries, I may mention the fact that in one County Court 
circuit, out of 300 charities coming within the requirement from 
vestries, three informations only were filed in a year. The appoint
ment of an officer for each district or county whose special duty it 
should be to investigate the accounts of these minor charities 
periodically, and to report upon them, with authority, under certain 
regulations, to take initiative proceedings for their application to 
the purposes of education where the charity has become inusitative, 
seems one of the steps urgently demanded by the existin(J' state 
of these benevolently intended but much abused benefactions to 
the poor. 

As the annual income of manv of these charities is so small 
in amount, a suggestion malle in ti1e e'i·idencc appears to me well 
worthy of consideration,-th·tt of throwing the smaller benefac· 
tiom into a common fund for the support of schooh in the poor 
and remote districts of the counties, or other divisions in which 
they are located. Looking at the number of these obsolete 
charities scattered over the countrv, there can be no doubt that 
with the aid of Government f!rants, a hrge proportion of th~ 
thin1 y populated, and poorer and remote districts of Wales could 
thus be provided with the means of educati0n. By their exi~tin(J' 
regulation:", inclr.ed, the C0mmittee of Council on Education d~ 
not rrr0gni5c the incomes ari5ing out of cnllowments in fulfillin..,. 
cJnditions of grants ; but it is a qnestion whether this rul~ 
i3 one which might not be departed from in the case of Emall 
emlowme~t~, say from 10!. to 15!. a year, for building or in 
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augmentation of salaries, with great advantage to the improvement 
of education in the agricultural districts. At present, an endowment 
to the amount of 10!. or 15l. a year in these districts, is generally, 
even with aid from pay scholars, just sufficient to g·ive the means 
of a bare subsistence to an inefficient master, and to keep open 
an equally inefficient school, where the addition of the grant would 
secure a master, at least sufficiently competent to obtain for the 
school better support from pay scholars, and thus raise the character 
ofthe education given in it. A consequent beneficial effect which 
the extension of Government aid to these ~chools would be attended 
with, is the inducement it would offer to those entrusted with their 
management to substitute, for the present, an improved order of 
teachers, with a view to securing a grant. I confess that-looking 
to the great advantages which this extension of public grants 
would confer on districts which mo&t need education, I am at a 
loss to conceive why the income of an endo,ved school should not 
be treated on the principle of a continuous annual subscription, 
or why "voluntary subscription'' should be so stringently adhered 
to when, as in this case, a departure from routine would secure 
beneficial results of no ordinary kind. 

SuBJECT MATTER OF EDuCATION.-QuALITY.-l\lETHODS OF 
INSTRUCTION. 

THE character of education, both in North and South 
Wales, appears from the inquiries I have made, to have under
gone considerable improvement within the past ten or a dozen 
years. During that period, public schools on a large scale have 
in considerable numbers been substituted for small, and in 
many cases pri\'ate schools, which offered so many and such divided 
claims to the education of the population, that each often only 
secured sufficient support to insure incompetency in the ill-paid 
teacher, and worthlessness in the school. From this change has 
resulted a better paid and higher order of schoolmasters, who, 
unlike their predecessors, have received more or less preparatory 
training for their occupation, and hence, improved organisation, 
methods of instruction, and quality of education, which, if not 
always coming up to the standard of the requirements of the 
present times denote considerable advance on the period when 
orcranisation and methods were scarcely recognised by the teacher, 
and the general character of the education given was narrow in 
range and inferior in quality. Even in private adventure schools, 
I find this improvement reflected in better, though yet inferior, 
organisation, in methods of instruction, and to some extent, in 
breadth of subject matter. 

But to this sketch there are many drawbacks. It is to towns 
anu the more populous districts that the above remarks principally, 
though not altog<'thcr, apply, and to them with large reservations. 
In the rural districts of North Wales, the large proportion of schools 
are wanting in all the conditions necessary to good and useful 
education ; and in the same class of localities in South \Vales, 
although not to the sa1ne extent, there are still to be founu many 
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schools of what is called the old-fashioned order. Even in the 
great manufacturing centres of population, in the midst o~ ~he 
large public schools, there are considerable numbers of the rtsl.ng 
O'eneration who do not avail themselves of the advantages whiCh 
they proffer, but who either from ignorance on the part of parents, 
or other causes, afford sufficient material for the maintenance of 
numbers of schools, which, in an educational point of view, are 
alto()'ether valueless. Even in the class of schools, public and private, 
to ;hich I have referred, as improvements on their predecessors, 
the character of education is so varied, that the term improvement 
must be received with the qualification of being used in a com-
parative sense. 

The more detailed remarks I have to offer on the character of 
education in my district, will be comprised under the heads :-
1. Subject-matter of education. 2. Quality of education, and 
methods of instruction. 

The public schools, in North and South '\Vales; which come Subject matter 
under the category efficient or medium, in addition to the staple ?f educ~tion 
branches of instruction-reading, writing, arithmetic, and religious ~~~~~:c 
knowledge, include in their course in nearly every instance, s • 
geography and English grammar, and more rarely, English 
history, with, in North Wales, music and drawing, both which, in 
South Wales, seem to form such inconsiderable elements in the 
proportions given below, that they may be said to be inappreciable. 
In the public schools in the rural districts of North Wales, with 
two or three exceptions, nothing is even professed to be taught 
beyond English reading, writing, and arithmetic, with sewing in 
the case of girls ; and, in a large proportion of the same class of 
schools in South Wales, the remark holds equally good if we 
except an occasional wretched pretext of teaching geography or 
grammar-the former, consisting in a child picking out of a book 
and committing to memory a string of the hardest and most un
pronounceable names in the pages of a text book on the subject; 
and the latter, in learning the definitions of the article, noun, 
adjective, and, what is considered a vast step in progress, of the 
pronoun and verb. In two schools in North Wales I found the 
education limited to learning to read in the Welsh lanO"UaO'e--in 
one, English was not permitted to be taught till a serie~ of some 
six catechisms and a perfect knowledge of Welsh readin()' were 
grafted firmly in the youthful mind ; and, in a fourth, ~n en
dowment for teaching the children the Scriptures in "\V elsh 
was set aside by an ingenious "contrivance" of the master, with 
the connivance, I presume, of those intrusted with the manaO'e-
ment of the charity. The scholars repeated by rote a verse e~ch 
per week, and were taught the usual branches of a school course in 
English. The three former schools, I should observe, are schools 
established and supported by large landowners in North Wales. 

The following table shows the centesimal proportions of scholars Centesimal 
'f belonging to the school," respectively learning the subject indi- proportions of 
cated at the head of each column given below, distin()'uishin()' between s~holars in 
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This table exhibits the range of education in nearly three fourths Obserrations 
Qf the public schools enumerated by me. Of the columns for reli· ~n t~e propor• 
gious instruction and reading, I may observe, that~in a few schools on ' 
these subjects were made special branches of instruction, and that 
scholars who had passed through them were not enumerated as 
learning them. These proportions, although high, would probably 
haye been somewhat higher but for this reason. As it might have 
been expected, the higher proportions are found in the ordinary 
branches,-reading, writing, and arithmetic, which constituted the 
range of education under the old school system; it is when we 
come to geography and grammar that we find the falling off in 
the numbers under instruction. The proportions in these branches 
do not, however, necessarily indicate that the subjects are not 
taught in the schools; but that both geography and grammar are 
introduced only in the more ad-vanced stages of the school course, 
and are, ·therefore, studied only by the higher scholars; while 
reading, writing, and arithmetic, being carried over nearly the whole 
school period, comprise a larger proportion of scholars under 
instruction. It will be observed that the difference in the propor-
tions of males under the head geography, for the North Wales and 
South 1Vales Unions, is 2 ·9 per cent. only in favour of the former, 
but in grammar it is 9 ·I per cent. ; the difference in the· propor-
tions learning geography and learning grammar being, in North 
Wales, only 4 • 6 per cent., but in South 1Vales 10 · 9 per cent.• 
It appears, therefore, that while geography is a more general 
subject matter of instruction than grammar in South 'Vales, 
grammar is more generally taught in the public schools of the 
northern than in those of the two South Welsh Unions. Personal 
observation enables me to substantiate the indications given in these 
figures. In South ·wales I found geography taught in schools, 
in which grammar formed no feature in the cmTiculum of in-
struction, and in the North WrJes schools I found that grammar 

· was taught to a larger proportion of scholars than in those of South 
'Vales. This is a presumptive proof of what experience enables me 
to state as a fact-that the study of "words,'' or of English, is 
more attended to, and better taught in the North than in the 
South 1Vales school::. A comparison of the male and female 
columns, shows .that the difference in their respective centesimal 
proportion's increases in favour of males, as we progress from the 
rudimentary to the more advanced branches of school instruction
proving that, from whatever cause, the education of girls is 
not carried out to the same extent as that of male Echolars. 
But a more significant feature, illustrative of the glarin()' defi
ciency in the provision for the special education of fem~les in 
public schools in 'Vales, is im1icated by the fact that in North 
lfales only 50·5, or one lwlf, and in South \Vales 57·6, not three 
fifths of the number of girls "belonging to the schools," are 
returned as receiving instruction in a branch which is considered 
indispensn ble for females in domestic life- needlework. Comment 

• These numbers to refer the columns for "l\Ialcs." 
~Ln MM 
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on this fact would be superfluous, beyond a passing remark on 
the stringent necessity which exists for means being taken to 
supply what is a great and most serious defect in the machinery 
of education in the schools of Wales. At least, the presence of 
a sewing mistress once or twice a week, to teach girls in a mixed 
school, should be made a condition of receiving grants of public 
monies, :particularly in towns and populous districts where such 
aid can be secured at a trifling cost. 

Diminution of In other branches than those which I have mentioned, the 
!heJro~o~ions proportions undergo a consideraule and sudden reduction. Entrlish 
~~an:hes~ er history, indeed, shows the proportions 16 · 4 males and 12 · 4 fe~ales 

in North, and 12 · 0 males and 7 · 7 females in South Wales; but 
I found that in many cases learning history signified nothing more 
than reading and examination in the occasional historical lessons 
which occurred in the class books in use in schools; as the defi
nitions of music and drawing implied-as to the first, nothing 
more than a .knowledge of a scale of notes sufficient to enable 
the scholars to take up one of the ordinary airs sung in public 
schools; and, as to the second, the delineation, on the slate or 
board, of the figure of a proulem in mensuration. In the North 
Wales schools, the proportions learning music are returned, for 
males and females respectively, 8 ·4 and 5' 3; in South Wales I· 7 
and 1· 2. The great mass of scholars in the schools of Wales, 
in consequence of difficulties arising from difference of language, 
have virtually more to do, in ?rder to obtain an average amount 
of instruction than the same class of boys in an English school; 
and it may, therefore, be doubted whether the teachers in the 
public schools of South ""\Vales have not exercised a judicious 
discretion in their omission of music as a branch of th~ school 
course, where so much that is necessary has to be done-and 
in so short of time. At least, in South Wales, its introduction 
as a distinct feature- beyond what may be required for such school 
purposes as the preservation of order-seems likely to be super• 
seded by the opportunities which are offered for acquiring a know
ledge of vocal music throu~h the rapid spread, in connection 'vith 
churches and chapels, of" singing schools;" and in connexion with 
the various Works of similar organisations for the purpose of 
instruction in instmmental music. I am informed on good autho
rity that the cultivation of music in all its forms has made most 
rapid progres_s in the manufacturing districts of South Wales, 
within the past ten years. 

Objection to The proportions in the table given above show that the range 
?ver·e~ucating of education in public schools in Wales is in practice limited to 
m public I' · · · d' · · · h · 1 d schools, consi· re 1g10us mstructlon, rea mg, wntmg, ar1t metic, geograp 1y, an 
de:ed. grammar. Even history, though as I have before observed, so 

often ta'ugbt injol·mally, returns only one scholar in six ; a pro
portion so inconsiderable, that it cannot be said to constitute ~n 
important feature in the educational scheme of the schools, w~1le 
the several branches, algebra,-Enclid, and the elements of physiCal 
science, €xhibit proportions so insignificant that they may be 
r;garded as inappreciable elements in the course of instruction. 
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But of the six branches referred to, two,--:-reading and writing, are 
merely mechanical acquirements, and in a well-digested system 
of euucation ought only, to a very limited extent, to constitute 
special or separate branches, inasmuch as' they might be taught 
concurrently with other subjects of a' school course. The range 
of subject matter, so far as ellucation in the sense of training the 
mind i:; concerned, is thus cut down to four branches. There are, 
therefore, no grounds for an objection that is frequently urged 
against public schooh of this order, that they over-educate, or, in 
other words, give an education beyond the requirements of the 
clas~es who usually resort to them. A certain amount of in
tellectual training, it is admitted, is one of the objects proposed in 
popular education, and it is not therefore easy to perceive how, 
if we educate at all, we can restrict the range of subject-matter 
within narrower limits than these four branches. Nor are they 
other than well adapteJ to the requirements of after-life, however 
humble may be the social position of the individual to whom they 
are taught. But, I believe that this objection is urged by those -
who have looked at the workings of education in our public 
schools only fcom a distance, and that errors in the distribution 
and relative proportions of the subjects of education have been 
mistaken for over-education. It is, however, certain, that, so far 
as range of subject-matter goes, there is no tendency to aim at 
over-educating in the existing systems of public schools. Instead 
of a course of instruction embracing too many subjects, I regard 
it as an evidence of the want of subordination ami arrangement of 
the subjects of education, in the schools of Wales, that the returns 
indicate neglect, if not an almost total omission of the "Elements 
of Physical Science " as a branch of their course. A know ledge 
of the agencies by which roan is surrounded has so intimate a 
bearing on his well-being in every sense of the word, that it is of 
the highest importance that it should have a place in every system 
of education, without regard to distinctions of social grade. I make 
these remarks with due consideration of the disadvantaO"es to
which popular education is subject, in parts of my district~ from 
the limited period over which the school term extends, irregular 
attendance, and other obstacles to the full accomplishment of its . 
objects. ' 

'In private schools I found little difference from public schools Subject-matter 
in the pmfessed range of subject-matter. In most of them instruc- of. education in 
tion in grammar and geography was said to be given; but in the pmate schools. 

class of 1~rivate schoo~s which mi~ht be looked upon as bond fide 
~?hools for. the workmg clnss~s these branch.es, with a few excep-
tions, constituted such subordmate features m the school course 
that the education would properly be considered, as it really wa~ 
in some of them, as being re~tricted to readincr, writitw, and 
arithmetic ; religious instruction, beyond the use ;f the Scriptures 
as a mere reading book, being altogether ignored by them. 

In the mixed schools-those in which the children of sections of In mixed 
the midJle class are intermingled with the children of artisans and schools. 
unskilled workmen. the staple subjects of instruction 'vere reading, 

11! M 2 
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writing, and arithmetic; but geography, anJ more particularly 
grammar, were elements in the school course. So far as the number 
of lesson books was concerned, I should infer that religious instruc
tion was attended to, more particularly in girl's schools; but 
beyond the books I had no proof that such was the case. I found, 
from many of the masters of this order of schools, that there was 
a very commonly prevailing prejudice amonrr parents acrainst 
their children's instruction in grammar ari.d geogr~phy. Gem~~·ally, 
the masters were obliged to use some caution in dealinO' with the 
difficulty arising from this source. In some instances" the time 
occupied in teaching these unpopular branches was reduced to the 
very narrowest limits, and in a few cases a division was made in 
the school of those learning and not learning grammar. This 
feeling was by no means exclusively entertained by working 
people, as cases were mentioned to me in which objections had 
been made by parents of the class of small tradesmen to their · 
"children's time being occupied with grammar and geography, 
and neglecting accounts and a good handwriting.'' I found the 
same feeling prevailing with respect to instruction in these 

-branches of learning in public schools in country uistricts adjncent 
to the large works in South Wales, and that it "·as entertained 
principally by a class composed of um1cr-ngents in works, small 
tradesmen, or small farmers who were partially engaged in com
mercial pursuits. These men who, from want of early opportunities 
of education, were themselves gener~tlly -rery ignorant, were no 
doubt taught by experience what they themselves were most 
deficient in, and were thus lccl to look upon writing and accounts 
as the only ends of the school. There was, however, a marked 
difference in the expansion of views on educational topics in this 
intermediate cla8s in the manufacturing districts and the same 
class in the agricultural districts of North \Y ale5, and my experience 
leads me to conclude that the difference is in favour of the 
latter. 

A still higher class of private schools are fSSentially middle~ 
class schools, for though the children of those who come under the 
general designation of industrious. classes are occa~ionally found in 
them, they are not in such numbers as enable us to draw any 
conclusion, from the education given in them, affecting the 
general question of popular education. In addition to grammar 
nnd geography, these schools include in the subject-matter of their 
course geometry, algebra, and occasionally the classics; but, 
as far as the classes who are comprehended in the objects of this 
inquiry are concerned, these branches are not available to them, 
either from their school period being too short to permit their 
attending to them, or from the parents not recognising their 
utility in the education of their children. The number of this 
class of schools throughout my district is inconsidcral>le. 

In dames On the subject-matter of education in dames' schools and boys' 
schools and school;; of the ~arne order a l)a~sinO' remark will ,.uffirc ln the bovs schools of " ~· , ' ~ • o • ' c ' • 

the same ord~r. lower class of dames lichools nothmg IS. attempted to be taught 
Leyond rudimentary reading and spelling. ·Jn the higher order of 
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Echools which, howerer, properly come under this designation, 
these branches are better, but still nry defectirely taught, and in 
addition sewing (in girls' schools), geography, and grammar. Of 
the two latter branches I should say that they were attempted to 
be taught rather than that they 1~·ere taught. These schools were 
mixed school::;. There were a few schools aho of the mixed class of 
a stili higher order, in which grammar, geography, and religious 
knowledcre constituted hrrrer elements in the course of instruc
tion. I ~nay ob~erre gene~·ally, however, of the private schools 
for girls, of whatever class, that, in my district, with very. few 
exceptions, the cJucatiou gi1en in them was so defective that an 
outline of its subject-matter would be of little ·mlue as an index 
to the amount of intellectual culture which was imparted to the 
scholar. 

The returns from private schools throughout this district are Private .schools 
complicateu by the fact that nearly the whole of them are of a return

1
smclude 

. d 1 d h ffi!!' l . f h I'd two c asses. m1xe c utracter, an t e uerent c asses m most o t em g 1 e 
so imperceptibly into each other th11t nothing less than a special 
enumeration of the scholars according to their social grade, would 
enable us to determine how far th~ £gures which the returns 
exhibit, bear on the education of the industrial or that of classes 
abo1e them. This remark applies to the returns from this class 
of school8 on the mbject of which I am now treating. With six 
or eight exceptiom, the private schools in my district, exclusive 
of the lower dame schools, were composed of children of the 
middle as well as of those of the working classes, and the returns 
of the Eubject-matter of education cannot, therefore, be received 
as tests by which to decide any question relating to the condition 
of popular education, in the proper sense of the terms. I have, 
therefore, in the remarks I have offered on this order of schools, 
confined myself to statements which are the results of inquiry, and 
of the observation for which opportunities were presented to me 
in the course of my examination of schools. 

. I shall limit my obsernttions on the quality of education to Quality of 
a summary of the lea:1ing features which carne under my notice education. 
in the cour:;e of my examination of school~. · 

In schools in 1\ ales "rending" has a more extended menninfl' Readin,., 
thau that which the term conveys to an English ear. In a~ e 

Engli:;h school it simply implies the putting together accordinrr to 
the letters which indicate them, of souuch so n.s to form words, ~nd 
a know ledge of the meaning of such words as may not hare been pre
viously familiar to the reader. In the great majority of schools in my 
district the scholar, on the contrary, has not merely to acquire the 
meaning of a few exceptional words, but the sounds of the whole 
language in which he or !!he reads. This is the great obstacle 
which the prentlence of the'' el5h, as a li1ing langun.ge, throws 
in the way of the 'Velshman in the work of education. At present, 
however, I refer to reading only in its ordinary meaning, and 
reserve the additional difficulties imposeu on the Welsh scholar 
by difference of language for separate consideration. 
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How: taught in · As a rule, I found the art of mere reading, ·or the putting 
public schools. together of sounds so as to form words, to be very defective in the 

public schools in my district, particularly in South Wales. There, 
it was comparatively in few cases that scholars in a middle class, 
or equally removed from the highest and lowest class in the 
school, could read the lessons in which they were examined with 
tolerable fluency. Apart from Welsh accent and intonation, there 
was a mis-pronunciation, arising from the confusion of the powers 
of sounds in words, which often renderecl the plainest words unin
telligible, or at least left the hearer to collect the meaning from 
the context. In some cases a more familiar word, having a 
totally different meaning, was given for the word in the book. 
It would seem that there is some peculiar difficulty attached to 
achieving correctness in this branch in South Wales. The highly 
intelligent master (an Englishman) of a National School, in a 
town in which•English was in use as the vernacular more ex
tensively than Welsh, observed to me,-'' There is a difficulty in 
" getting the boys here to read well, which I cannot account for. 
" I have used every means in my power to get the scholars to 
" read fluently and conectly, and the class you have heard is a 
" specimen of the result. If you go to a higher class you will 
" flnJ the same imperfections, though perhaps not so strongly 
'' marked." In the public schools in North Wales, with the 
exception of the smaller schools in the rural districts, the 
general character of the reading was better, and in the inter
mediate schools (for girls) in South Wales I found the reading, 
in point of fluency, emphasis, and pronunciation, frequently better 
t}lan in the public schools; but a large proportion of the scholars 
in these schools were children of tradesmen, or of others of the 
middle class, not unfrequently of English artisans who had 
recently become settlers in South Wales. 

'Spelling. 

Meanings of' 
Yords not suf
ficiently ex
plained. 

To spelling, ·the same general remarks which I have made on 
the defectiveness of reading apply. In the private 'schools this 
branch was generally taught by rote. In public schools I found 
a very indiscriminate and injudicious application of dictation to 
the purpose of teaching spelling to lower classes, in which the 
scholars had necessarily a very imperfect knowledge of English 
sounds, or, at least, of their modification in syllables. I fully 
admit the value of dictation where correct spelling has been 
attained, but it only tends to consolidate error~ where this is 
not the case. The simple correction of the spelling on the 
"bciarJ," or otherwise, by the teacher, is not sufficient to oblite
rate the impression made on the mind of the pupil by "writing" 
the wrong letters. Dictation is evidently, by some mistake, in 
such instances, confounded with writing the lessons, and tends to 
foster "bad spelling,'' instead of correcting it. 

But one· of the principal defects in reading which I met in most 
of the schools that I visited was want of knowledge of the 
meanings of words in the lessons on :which the scholars were 
examined. The higher class of public scho.ols in North W lUes, 
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I must, however, observe, were exceptions to this statement. In 
these this very important feature of education was on the whole 
welf attended to, and the results obtained by examination 
were generally nry Eatisfactory. In the South '\Vales Schools ' 
it was, with a few exceptions much neglected. In the country 
districts, where, from the imperfect knowledge of the English 
language, attention to this point was most necessary, it was 
most ne<Tlected. That neglect is, however, by no means charge·· 
able on °country schools only. In a town school of high repu· 

. tation, on examining the second class from the highest in the 
school, in a book placed in my hands by the master as one which 
the class "had read,'' the scholars were unable to give the meaning 
of many of the principal words in the lesson, and on the know· 
ledge of which the understanding of the whole subject-matter 
of which the chapter treated, depended. To Welsh scholars 
especially, nothing is more necessary than explpnation of the 
meanings of the terms which they meet in reading English books, 
as in the most simple lessons the majority of the principal words 
are unknown to them, and yet, in both public and private schools, 
particularly in South 'Vales, no department of school teaching is 
more ill-di~charged or more frequently omitted than this. 

In the larger public school::; in North Wales I found this Grru;nmar in 
branch, so far as classification and syntactical construction were publk schools. 
concerned, very efficiently taught. In some cases it was taught 
on the analytical principle; but I think its practical application 
by identification with composition was not sufficiently insisted 
upon. In the smaller schools in the rural districts (under the old 
system and uncertificated masters) grammar was generally either 
not taught at aU, or so badly taught that it might quite as well 
ha,·e been omitted altogether. In the public schools in South 
Wales there was almost every possible variety, both as to quality 
and extent of grammar instruction. In a few schools only, not 
altogether numbering half a dozen, was it taught in its highest 
form. In the great majority of the schools, particularly in the 
country districts, it either found no place in the course of instruc-
tion, or otherwise was only carried so far as to enable the scholars 
to point out the .leading pints of Epeech in a reading lesson; yet 
in many of the schools which I visited this was done badly. 
Even in several of the large schools in towns nothinoo was 
attempted beyond par~ing; the analysis of the sentence, ~r any 
in(1uiry-beyonJ what related to the technicalities of its grammatical 
arraogements, was entirely beyond the comprehension of the 
scholars. In some of the schools under Government inspection 
the masteri3 informed me that, in consequence of the short time 
over which the scl1ool period of the scholars extended, it was 
deemed advisable not to teach grammar, beyond a knowledge of the 
parts of speech in a reading le~son. The general inference which I 
draw from my examination of schools in South Wales is, that 
grammatical knowled6e is at a low ebb in them; an inference which 
may indeed, with some slight qualification, be extended to all the 
branches of instruction which deal with language cultivation. _ 
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In the private schools I found a knowledge of grammar still 
more defective than in public schools. In by far the larc:test 
proportion of the schools of this class, including even mi~e<l 
schools, all that was usually attempted in the way of learninO' 
grammarwastoget up" 1\Iurray,'' "Lennie,'' or some other text 
book on the subject by rote, with occasional exercises in parsin(J'. 
In the majority of these schools no other explanation of the parts 
of speech could be given than by repetition of the worch of the 
definitions laid down in 1he grammars, and in that of the verb 
to attempt to ascertain what was meant by the scholastic jargon, 
" to be, to do, or to suffer," was a hopeless effort. In the lower 
private.schools, those '\:hich were almost exclusively resorted t<> 
by children of the working classes, grammar was seldom pro
fessed to be taught, and in the intermediate and mixed schools 
(for boys and girls) instruction in it merely signified the committing 
to memory of the definitions of the parts of speech, unaccompanied 
in many cases by even an attempt at parsing. The rationale of this 
practice it would be difficult to assign, unle~s it wn::; with a view 
to laying up a reserve of definitions of the parts of speech for use1 

when occasion should call for them. 

In reference to this branch I may oLscrve, that in estimating 
its quality I have thought it right to take into consideration the 
different character of the instruction given in schools connected 
with the E:;taLlished Church :mel Non-denominational schools, and 
to apply to each system its proper test, according as the subject
matter was of a special or general nature. Whenever I could 
secure their presence, the examinations in this branch in Church 
Schools were conducted by the clergyman, and in Non-denomi
national schools by some minister of religion ; my part in the 
matter being limited to suggesting such additional questions as 
might be necessary to determine how far the instruction given 
was efficient in its character. 
· In the rural districts in North Wales religious in'struction was 

defective in both National and Non-denominational Schools, if 
we may judge by the fact that in the former it often consisted of 
a mere repetition of the Catechism, or reading portions of the 
Scriptures, or other religious text books, unaccompanied by any 
explanation, and inN on-denominational schools in a simple reading 
oft he text of the Scriptures, without any knowledge of the meaning 
of the words. In one instance, in a Church School, the 2nd 
Chapter of St. Matthew was read. The children did not know 
what" wise men" meant, nor" seen his star,'' nor" east." In some 
cases the 8cholars, although ignorant of what they read or repeated 
in Eno·lish, would make satisfactory replies on the questions being 
addres~ed to them in Welsh. They evidently in this case owed A 

their_ religious knowledge more to what they learned in the Sunday 
than in the Day School. In the larger and more recent!~ ~sta
blished Church Schools in this part of the district the rehgwus 
instruction was O'iven on a more extended and efficient scale; a 
result to which the introduction of modern class books, illustrating 
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religions subjects, appears .to have very much contf.C,~,-;-the 
books of the Irish Board, as well as those of the Natwnn1 Soc1ety, 
being in Yery general use in .the schools. In .the pn?lic ;choo!s 
connecteJ. with the Church m South '\Vales mstruct10n m thiS 
branch; thouO'h varied in character, , seems generally to have 
been well attended to. In some instances (principally in girls' 
schools) questions on the events of Scripture history, on its 
geography all(} ot~1er points, were answer:d ~er~ re~dil:f and 
intclliaently ; but m others there were defictenmes m thts kmd of 
gener;l knowledge which indicated that the instruction had been 
limited to reading the text of the Catechism or Scriptures without 
even verbal explanation. 

In the schools connected. with the Church in South "Wales the The Church 
portions of the Catechism which embody the peculiar doctrines or ~a~echism not 
forms of the Church were very generally omitted, the instruction ~~s~~~~hupon 
bein()' limited to the Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and, ;Vales. 
in so~ue cases, the Apostles' Creed. This was done, I was informed, 
in deference to the feelings of the Dissenters in the neighbourhood 
of the schools, who generally formed a largely preponderating 
portion of the working population. In other Church Schools 
instruction in the Catechism was voluntary, and the scholnrs, 
in cases in which the parents objected to the Catechism, received 
general scriptural instruction only. Iu South '\Vales this relaxa-
tion in one form or the other was almost universal. In the Church 
Schools in North Wales, though not so generally, it has been in 
many cases adopted, nnd from the inquiries I have made it appears 
to be extending. The reason given for it by clergymen and others 
was-" If we did not do this our schools ~·ould be nearly empty." 

In the Non-denominational and British Schools there was, as in Religious in-
. the case of Church Schools, almost every shade of variety in the struction in 
quality of instruction given. In the superior order of schools ~on-1enh~a
both in North and South Wales, the events of Scripture history; twna. sc 00 s. 
its geography, and often points connected with the natural history 
of the Bible, as well as practical duties, were well attended to, 
and the answers obtained in examination were generally good ; but 
it was freq ucntly found in schools in rural di.stricts that questions 
which coul:l not be answered in English were very intelli()'ently 
replied to in Welsh. In a large number of the s~hools c~minN" 
u~dc.r the gen~ral ~csignation '' N on-den~minational," in country 
dtstnc~s, espeeullly m North \Vales, th~ Btble was used merely as 
a readmg book_; and, beyond the meanmgs of words no _questions 
were asked whiCh would properly come under the head of reli(J'ious 
iustruction. Like the National, the N on~denominational Schools 
have availed themselves extensively of the advantaO'es of improved 
class books bearing on religious subjects, and ;ith advantaae, 
In fact, it was eviJcnt that much of the general information, in b~th 
Church and Non-denominational Schools, which was shown by the 
scholars in examination, was due to their reading, rather than to 
more direct instruction in the way of exrlanation or comment by 
the teachers. 
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Religious In the great majority of private schools for boys (those for the 
in~truction in children of the working and mixed claflses), it could not properly 
pmate schools. be said that religious instruction was given at all, at least formally. 

A chapter in the Bible was read daily in most of them, but it was 
treated as a reading lesson, and not as the basis of any religiou~ in· 
struction that may have been founJed upon it. In the higher private . 
schools I found occasionally lessons given on Scripture geography, 
or questions on its historical events, with the answers appended. 
In conversing with the masters on the subject, they almost in
variably expressed an opinion to the effect that they considered 
religious instruction, beyond the limits I have described, as out of 
their province. In girls' schools the Bible was very generally 
used as a reading book ; and, in addition, in those of the mixed 
and higher order, catechetical or other books were in use, which 
were got up by rote. As far as I had an opportunity of ascer
taining, the instruction given was of little value. In the one or 
two cases in which I witnessed an examination, the knowledge of 
the scholars seemed to me to be a mere collection of crude dates 
and unconnected events, having little bearing on conduct or the 
duties of life. 

Public feeling I should not be doing justice to the schools of Wales in the 
in ~e~ere~ce to remarks I have made if I did not add, that the character and extent 
::~ti: m- of the religious instruction given in them are influenced by the 

· general tone of feeling among the 'Velsh people, which points to 
the Sunday school and religious organisation generally as the proper 
machinery for religious instruction. I have endeavoured carefully 
to ascertain the public sentiment on this subject, ancl the result is, 
a conviction that the great mass of the people look upon religious 
instruction as being out of its proper place in the schoolroom, as 
they think it can be much more efficiently imparted elsewhere. 
In saying this I do not mean to imply that this feeling takes the 
form of an objection to the reading of the Bible in the day school, 
to instructi()n in its history, geography, or in the broad moral 
duties inculcated in it. On the contrary, I think that the great 
mass of the people acquiesce in instruction within these limits as 
supplying tLe young with materials for the higher, or at least more 
dire·ct, religious teaching which is given through the Sunday 
School and other religious agencies; but beyond them they 
regard religious instruction in duties and doctrines as properly 
pertaining to the religious organisation rather than to the school
room. This feeling may be stronger, or at least inore prominently 
put forth, among the Dissenters, who constitute the great bulk of 
the population, but it is participated by a considerable portion, 
at least of the laity, in the Church. Of the general tone of opinion 
on this point we have illustrations in the evidence. The school
master is not looked upon, so far as his relations in that capacity are 
concerned, as the proper party on whom the duty of religious instruc
tion should devolve; and the observation has frequently been made 
to me by parties who themselves are connected with religious deno
minations, that they did not see why religion should be introduced 
into the school at all, or why the school should be made the arena 
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for bringing up ~elig.ious ~ifferences. In fac.t, the s~ntiment. t~at' 
relio-ious instructiOn, 1mplymg not only the mculcation of duties 
anl' doctt·ines, but earnestness, fervour, and sincerity, should be 
left to reli()'ious men, harmonises with the religious spirit which 
pervades tl~e population. There is littl,e doubt that a conviction 
so creneral as this appears to be has its influence, not only on 
the 

0 

Non-denominational, but the Church and private schools 
throughout the country, and the direction which it takes is that 
of limitin(T instruction in the day school to giving what we 
may term 

0 

the rnate1·ials of religious knowledge, and beyond 
this to check the occupation of time (which has its appropriate 
duties) in the inculcation of a branch of instruction for the 
effective instillation of which into the minds of the young, it is 
contended that .seasons more fitting and opportunities more eligible 
are presented when it is as:>igned to the agencies which religion 
has evoked for the purpose. This sentiment, though it may 
not have received its full development, points to ri. division of 
labour in the work of education by which it recognises their re
spective spheres for religious and ordinary school instruction. For 
the causes whi<'h have led to this state of general feeling among 
the people of Wales, I need only refer to that portion of the 
Report which shows what has been effected in the way of religious 
instruction of the population, through the agency of the ~unday 
School in 'y ales. 

In a large proportion of the public schools in Wales religious V: alue. ofreli
instruction i8 given in the English language, of which the great fou~ 1~truJsh 
mass of the scholars are either totally ignorant, or which they only t~o~:lshng 
very imperfectly comprehend. Whatever opinion may be entertained scholars. 
on the general question of the expediency of religious instruction 
as an element in a school cour,e, I think its value in this case is 
reduced to a nullity. Conveyed in a language which ceases to be 
the ordinary medium of religious thought and feeling as soon as the 
scholar leaYes the school, and nurtured bv no associations derived 
from the teachings of home, or oftbe plac~ of worship, that jnstruc-
tion leaves no impression, and exercises no influence on him, when 
he goes into the world; he throws it by as that for which he has 
no use, and seeks, in his vernacular tongue, for forms in which to 
clothe his religious thought, and by which, as it appeals to early 
associations and feelings, his sentiments of duty and of reverence 
are cherished. If we suppose an Englieh child to have its relio·ious 
instruction imparted to it in French or some other lano-ua(Teof;hich 
i! knows next to nothing: and then ~u.ddenly to be P.l~ced in a posi-
tiOn where the only medwm of rehgwus thought ts the English 
la~guagc, ;r~ ha~e an ~n~logo.us case ~o t~at of theW elsh-speaking 
cluld recemng Its rehgious mstructwn m English. In point of 
fact, the traces of the English religious instruction received in 
the school are soon entirely obliterated. A Dis5eutincr minister of 
some eminence in w· ales, in referring to the course of instruction 
~urs.ued ~n National Sc~o~ls, observed to m~, "I object to the 

Cateclusm on broad prmc1ples; not because It proselytises to the 
" Church i I do not think it does so. My experience leads me 
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" to conclude that it has no influence on the minds of the cl1ilJren 
"who go to church or chapel quite independently of any re:lirriou~ 
"instruction they may have received in the clay school.'' 

0

This 
feature in the reli6ious instruction of the"~ chh-~peakin(f child was 
recognised in some of the ~chools in~ orth Wales, so far ~'ls transla
tion into "\Vehh was concerned, of such principal words in a le320!l 
as the scholars did not understand. But as this was '{enerally limited 
to giving the meaning of a few of the longest anl'Ieast frequently 
used worcl:S, a large proportion of what was read was frequently 
found to be little understood and the meaning of the passage very 
1·aguely comprehended; not so well apprehended at least as to 
enable children to enter into it.s !ipirit. One fact in connection · 
with this subject stands forth prominent-that the religious spirit 
and intelligence which are such marked characteristics of the 
"'\Y el:;h people are clearly traceable to the Sunday Schools which, 
in the YMt majority of instances, adopt the Yernacular tongue 
as the medium cf religious in~truction, and not to the Day 
echools. . 

My inspection of specimens of writing induced me to conclude 
that thi:! mechanical department of an educational course is 
generally well attended to in' public and private schooh, par
ticularly in South Wales. l\fany of the private schools, which in 
other respects ranked only with dame:;' schools, prided themselves, 
and not without cause, on turning out "good penmen." In girls' 
schools I found the general character of the penmanship to be good. 
The North ,y ales schools, taken altogether, were not equal to 
those of South w· ales in writing. As a general remark, I may 
observe, that I think it n defect in the methods of school instruction 
that this branch is not made more subserrient to the uses \vhich 
may ~e made of it as an aid in acquiring other branches of a school 
course. It may, e. g., be used with adrantage in teaching reading, 
if the scholars as soon as they begin to read, were to write down the 
lesson, and read from what they haye written. This is at present 
for the most part done only very partially in what are called 
"dictation lessons." This practice of writing whatever has to be 
learned is a powerful aid to the acquirement of correct spelling. 
It has also other advantages, as to the retentio'n of what is learned 
in the memory, and as to subject-mrttter in encouraging mature 
thought, which render its adoption as a general adjunct to other 
branches of instruction of great importance. The objection usually 
urrred to it is that as the writing is often done from under the 
ey~ of the master, it would be done negligently, and consequently 
its adoption would tend to habit:; of bad writing. But there ia n() 
reason to suppose that a proper system of inspection would not sec~re 
attention to writing being equally well executed in this case as With 
its present restricted use. .An objection has also been taken to 
the use of the slate, which it is asserted woulcl be a consequence of 
the adoption of this practice. It is saicl that. t}1e daily an~ almost 
hourly use of the slate for the purpose of wntmg, would mterfere 
with the acquirement of good penmanship. I believe, howc1er, 
that this objection has no foundation, aud that the "good penman-
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ship" contemplated by it is a comention:U term npplicable to 
~howt, rather than plain useful handwriting; nor does the exclu
sive "or eyen principal me of the slate follow from the general 

·application of 'niting to other branches of a course of education. 
In f,\ct, the continuous practice which . the adoption of this plan 
implies would lead to the formation of a style of writing more 
natural, nnd in every respect more useful than that which is at 
present so ft·equently attained. 

Arithmetic may be looked upon as the staple branch for intel- Arithmetic. 
lectual detelopment in the great majority of the schools of my 
district. In a large prt~portion of the prh·ate schools it is the 
principal, if not the only subject of instruction which is so far 
taught as to hate au appreciable effect in training the mind, and 
in public schools in country districts it often constitutes the whole, 
whateter other branches may be professed to Le given. To . 
the ·wehh ~cholar, who is ignorant of English, arithmetic offers. 
the advantage of a narrow nomenclature only being necessary 
to understanding its principles and practical operations. It is here, 
therefore, where he is lca~t subject to the disadvantages arising 
from difference of language, that we can best appreciate the 
powers of the Wehh mind. This is the field in which alone his 
educational progress can fairly be contrasted with that of others. 
Hence proficiency in this branch was more generally found in the 
schools of this district than in any other Lranch of a school course. 
It was perhaps the only department in which the private could be 
8aid succes"fully to compete with public schools; for, although 
the latter, in point of methods of teaching arithmetic, were generally 
superior to the former, the instruction in the 1n·irate schools was 
often carried to a further point, and greater mechanical skill 
in dealing with practical opemtions was erinced by the scholars 
than in public schools. This "·as due to mere time, from the 
nlmost exclusive teuching of arithmetic in the private schools. 
For Tariety in the forms of dealing with number~, the public 
schools were incomparably ::;uperior. Collecth-e lessons O'iten on 
the leswn board, questions worked simultaneously, anJ in some 
instances a judicious course of mental arithmetic, had their value in 
preparing the mind to cld1.! with the operations of numbers. In the 
private .school:> t.he. method of ~mtructio_n had little or no variety; 
1t was, m fact, hunted to working que~twns from n text book, aided 
by oral explanations from the master when reference was made to 
him bY the scholar. In both public and private schools one of the 
marked defects i~ teac~1ing this. branch was the non-practical 
character of the antlunet!cal exel'Clee~. In a rery large proportion 
of even the public schools quc~tions for workinrr were o-iveu in 
a furru which hall not the slightest analogy to, anJ"' could ~ot form 
the lea~t possible preparation for the application of arithmetic to 
the business of practical life; e. g., in ''Addition of Money'' I found 
that the finishing exercises generally given were c~mposcd of 
eight, or at most ten lines, of such amounts as 540,9i6l., in:::tead of 
being, as they undoubtedly ought to be, Ion~ columns of t\renty or 
thirty numbers of two or three flgure5 each only. The absurdity 
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of the present practice is apparent, if it is considered how few of 
the boys in the public schools will have to deal in life with hun
dreds of thousands of pounds, and to how many the accurate 
casting up of long columns of £ s. d. would be of the hiahcs.t 
value in the every-day work of their future callinga. As an 
additional illustration of this want of practical direction beinO' 
given to arithmetical exercises, I may mention that in the greate~ 
number of both private and public schools, I failed to get correct 
answers to very simple questions as to the amount of purchases of 
several articles at a shop at-per lb. or per yard, although proposed 
to scholars or classes which had passed through the money rules, 
and many of whom described themselves as being in " Practice.'' 
As a general remark, I should say that in private schools the 
defect was, that want of variety in the treatment of arithmetic 
to which I have adverted; in public schools, while the explanatory 
instruction was full and good, there was a great deficiency in 
practical working. · 

In a large, I may say by far the greater, proportion of schools 
which I visited, I found one very serious defect in teaching arith
metic-the imperfect character of the attainments of the ~cholars 
in the elementary rules of that branch of a school course. In 
numerous instances scholars who reported themselves as working 
proportion, fractions, or decimals, were found unequal to mani
pulating, with any approach either to facility or correctnes~, 
exercises in the simple or compound rules of addition, &c. In 
some cases I could trace this defect to a want of sufficient 
practical exercise in the fundamental rules, arising from a desire 
on the part of the teachers to "push their scholars on;" but I am 
induced to conclude that in at least many instances this neglect of 
what may be called the mechanical department of arithmetic bas 
its 011gin in under-estimating the importance, as it relates to this 
branch particularly, of J acotot's great principle- rrfprftez sans 
cesse. At least I did not find in the great majority of school~, 
either public or private, any systematic arrangements for a con
tinuous recurrence of the scholars to the fundamental processes of 
numbers. But, whatever may be the cause, there can be no doubt 
as to the prejudicial consequences that result from this defect. 
In arithmetic a complete mastery over the preceding is the only 
condition of the learner's successful progress to the next higher 
stage. There are ample grounds, which I need not detail here, 
for concluding, that this want of readily dealing with the funch~ 
mental rules of number is one of the great obstacles to the more 
general cultivation of arithmetic in after-life, inasmuch as the 
imperfect knowledge is thrown aside with distaste, from the 
difficulties which always beset every effort to apply it to more 
advanced rules, or to the practical purposes of life. In this point 
of view, this defect in the teaching of arithmetic is attended with 
results that afl'ect the educational condition of the industrious 
classes (J'enerally, more particularly as it relates to the ulterior 
educati~n of the adult portion of the population. These remarks 
ou deficiencies in elementary learning apply, with some modi£ca-
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tions, to other branches of the school course, particularly to reading, 
and generally to the study oflanguage. 

I found that in the public schools instruction in geography was Geography. 
generally limited to the topography of cities and countries on the 
map, their relative positions to and distances from each other, and 
the principal productions or historical features of each country. 
Within the~e limits few branches in the educational course were 
more successfully taught. In the examination of both town and 
country schools the answers were not only readily but correctly 
giHn. It may be observed, as of arithmetic, of map instruction, 
that as to the description of the position and distances of places 
the difference of language does not throw such obstacles in the 
way of acquiring this branch of knowledge as in the case of grammar 
and other departments of a school course. The pictorial aid of the 
map, too, contributes largely to the removal of difficulties arising 
from a deficient know ledge of language. One of the _great defects 
which I found in teaching geography was, that the nature of the 
map was seldom sufficiently explained to the scholars. An ex~ 
ccllent mode of giving this explanation, so as to bring it within 
the comprehension of the youngest pupils, would be by instructing 
the child in the geography of the street, town, or parish in which 
it lived, showing how the distances and relative positions of familiar 
objects were ascertained, and how they were represented on the 
map. By thus proceeding, by steps, to the map of the county, of 
England, and other countries on the surface of the globe, a clear 
and intelligible Tiew of the nature of mavs would be obtained, 
which is at present often found wanting even in those who can 
point out the positions and distances of the countries and cities of 
the world. At present, indeed, children may often be found, 
particularly in country scho0ls, who know far more of tl1e rreo
graphical position and other details of foreign countries tha~ of 
their own localities; readier and more accurate replies can often 
be obtained to questions on the geography of America than to 
those on the geography of\\ ales. In the schools of South .Wales 
familiar descriptions of the products of different countries, and 
easy explanations of the more elementary notions of mathematical 
geography, might with advantage be introduced more Iaruely into 
the course of instruction in geography, especially in th~ hiuher 
classes. In the X orth Wales schools I found these points b~tter 
attended to. 

In the great majority of the private ·schools in my district Ill tauoht in 
geography was taught with £u less efficiency than in the public privat:schools . 

.::chouls. In a considerable proportion of the former the ordinary 
method of instruction was by getting up lessons in "Gold-
smith" or some other text book by rote, often without any 
reference to the maps in the book. In many even of the hiuher 
order of girls' schools it was taught by the aid of Pinn;ck's 
Catechism, or eome book of about the same grade of merit. 
In -the inferior order of boys' schools, there was po~itively n6 
instruction giren in this branch, and in Dtany others of the same 
and even of a higher class not a map could be found on the walla 
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.of the schoolrooms. It was only in the private schools that pro
perly come in under the designation of middle-class Echools that 
any approach to an improved and rational method of teaching this 
important department of education could be traced, and in many 

. evert of these schools the method was extremely defective. For 
this state of education as it respects geography an apology, or. at 
least explanation, might be found in the fact that it is one of those 
branches the value of which is not appreciated by the parents of the 
children who are sent, especially to the lower class private schools. 
I found a similar sentiment prevailing among parents as to teaching 
geography in public schools, and even participated in by parties 
of a higher order; who thought geography an "unnecessary branch" 
for the children of workmen. I mention the last fact as an illus
tration that crude and imper(ect notions of the character and 
limits of popular education are to be found, not only among the 
industrious classes themselves, but among those who occupy far 
higher positions. in life, positions of public trust anc1 of honour, 
and who are therefore looked up to as being in advance of ordinary 
views on a subject that has so intimate a bearing on the welfare 
of the community as that of education. 

Needlework. The industrial branch of sewing (in girls' schools) is the only 
remaining branch demanding notice. In the schools of North \Y ales 
it was witha few exceptions badly taught, and circumstances to 
which I hav.e previously alluJed sufficiently explain why this 
should be the case. In schools conducted by males, anu in which 
the temporary aid only of a sewing mistress was called in, this 
branch, though the only special branch of female eflncation, 
natura1ly would assume a very subordinate position in the estimate 
of its importance as a portion of a school course. In the public 
schools in South ·wales sewing was more efficiently taught, 
especially when the school was superintended by a schoolmistress, 
either conjointly with or independently of the master; but even 
in South "\Vales, in the great majority of schools where there was 
no coastant superintendence by a mi3tre:os, sewing had not that 
attention paid to it which its importance as an indispensable to 
qualifying girls for their future <luties demanded. In the private 
schools greater attention was given to thi~ branch, and in· some 
cases it was an exclusive feature, so far at least as to occupy so 

. much time in artificial needlework as to leave little opportunity 
for acquiring elementary learning of a character not less necessary. 

Books used iu The use ot' ~mproved books in the schools of my district is one 
public schools. of the most cheering and hopeful proofs of educational progress in 

- tl1is country. In remote localities, where modern schools hacl not 
been established, and better methods of instruction or other educa
tional improvements were unknown, improved school books had 
found their way. In many of the humblest subscription schools 
in the remote districts of North Wales I found, either as text 
books in the hands of the master, or as class books in use by the 
scholars, school publications of the Natiunal Society, Driti~h and 
Foreign Society, or of the Iri:>h Board, and throughout South 
Wales this was yet. more generally. the case. The better class of 
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public school~, in Loth town and country, generally used the 
:<chool works i~~ued by the several societies on whose principles 
they were conducted, according as they were Church or N ~n
denorninational Sdwols; hut in both clas~es I found the partial 
a,Joption of the lri~h sclwol books on tlw increase. A very general 
defect in the schools which I ,·isited was the absence of method 
and order in the selection of scl10ol hooks. To some extent this 
may be due to the great variety of valuable school works issued 
by sociE:ties or others, all having claims to adoption on the ground 
of peculiar merit;;. But thi~ Yariety affords no reason why a 
proper d.i.~cretion should not be used by the ma~ters or managers 
by olJserving fiome method in their selection. I found, however, 
in a very considerable proportion of the schools that were not of 
the inferior order, a variety of books in me, that was almost dis
tracting-one heterogeneous collection without regard to grada
tion of subject-matter or order. I refer to clas6 books fnr reading 
~;~pecially. In some of the schools an Iri~h Lesson book for a 
llli,lulc lorm was followed by a Briti~h and Foreign or National 
clas., brJcJk, the hnguage of which was such as those only who 
were considerabl.Y advanced could appreciate with any ease. In 
one country school which I visited the third class from the lowest 
brr1kc down in an examination on the meanings of words in a 
bor1k which the cla~s were r~ading. The master informed me, 
th~t he had no intermediate clas~ books between Xo. 3 of 
the "Irish'' boob and that which had been placed in my hands; 
a book, the lan::,nJ.1ge of which was quite equal to what a boy of 
fourteen ye1rs of n~e in a cla·.~ical ~chool, could be expected to be 
convcwmt with. The ~election of the books in thi::~ case re.~ted 
with the manager.~. Much cannot, I think, be said of the arrange
m~nt, generally, of our ~chool books for r!:'ading, so far as their 
gradation in language iR concerned; but the masters or managers 
of schods render the matter still worse by a selection, if such it can 
Le called, in utter disregard (Jf the adaptation of style and language 
to the mind and!'ta~e of progre~s of the children. 

In the private schooh I found a more general adherence to the In private 
" old F.chool booh '' th!tn in public schools, though in many ufschools. 
them tltere was a con~iucrable admixture of books of an improved 
character. In. girls' echoolB I found a very large proportion of 
text books winch are, or ought to he, obsolete. Hliitory and 
grammar were taught by catc:chi~mi!, '' words of meanin~" (J'()t up 
by rote, with the certainty of both words and meanin;rs 'bei~g for-
gotten in a day or two, and correct Bf~Pllinrs of our Enrr]i~h lan-
guage was vainly e~saye1l to be attaint'! by burdeninfl' th~ memory 
with long C(J]umns of W(JJ'd~ (Jf wltieh ".\.bcdnego,'' "A~ys,inia," and 
"Nebuclwdnezzar" eon~titute ~rccimen.;;. In some of the inferior 
!JrJys' and in the darnes' schor;]., " V y.<r/' still maintains its position 
by tl1e side of the ''Tieauing made Ea~y" and the "~!other's Cate-
clti6m." In few of the private sr:hoo)g in w hic:h young chilJren 
were tau;,;ltt dirl I find. lenni lJ{nrd.;; fur reading; in not 
one, &pecitMnR for giving instructiun (Jll the "properties of 
Objects." 

VOL. II. :S :S 
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Maps; dia- In imme~iate connexion wit~ boo~s,·-maps, diagrams, and speci
grams; .lesson mens of ObJeCts come t.o be noticed, Inasmuch as, properly speaking, 
~oar<i; 1f pub· when used for educatiOnal purposes, they are but text books in 
lie sc 

00 
s. another form. In the public schools throughout both North and South 

In private 
schools. 

'Vales geographical maps were in general use, few of this clas~ 
of schools being without them, with the exception of the schools 
in the more remote country districts of North Wales, such as the 
subscription and endowed schools. But in a few cnses only did I 
meet with diagrams illustrative of physical science, geological 
maps, or those illustrative of natural history, or the distribution of 
animals over the surface of the globe. In a ,·ery few cases too, 
I believe in four or five schools, did I find any systematic arrange
ment of specimens for calling in the aid of Objects in instruction. 
The method of instruction by Objects, indeed, which is capable of 
being made the medium of conveying such a fund of Yaried 
knowledge to the young mind, id singularly neglected in the great 
majority of public schools which I visited both inN orth and South 
Wales. Its only recognised province seems to be the infant 
~chool, or the youngest children in a mixed school, and even in 
these, as a general rule, "Objects" are taught in a form by no 
means calculated to secure the educational advantages which they 
might be made to subserve. 

In all these requisites, private schools were generally nry 
deficient. In the greater number of these schools whieh may strictly 
be regarded as educating the children of the workin~ classes, 
even a geographical map could not be seen on the walls of the 
schoolroom ; and even in a large proportion of the mixed schooL:, 
although a map of the world on a small scale might be found 
within the precincts of the school, it apparently was suspended on 
the walls quite as much for ornament as for use. A similar remark 
applies to girls' schooli!. In some of the superior order of the 
latter, properly middle class schools, I occasionally found an atlas 
in use, which the scholars referred to in preparing their geogra
phical lessons; but this was a step in advance of the ordinary 
practice of these schools which was as above described. In the 
middle-class private schools it would, however, appear that the use 
of maps is becoming more general. In the private schools in this 
district for the children of the working classes, diagrams, specimens 
of Objects, or illustrations of natural history were not known, nor 
does it appear that the necessity of introducing them was in the 
remotest degree recognised by the masters. 

Methods or With respect to methods of instruction, the most obvious dis· 
instruction in tinction which fell under my observation in the schools of this 
public 11cbools. district was that of the application of the class, or collective (as 

opposed to individual) system of teaching to the several branchrs 
of education comprised in the school courses. This may indeed 
be said to be the characteristic difference between the systems of 
teaching nJopted in the public, and in private school5 which came 
within the limits of my inquiry. In the former, collective teaching 
prevailed generally, ancl was acted upon systematically in every 
branch of instruction, while the great majority of private schools 
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either uid not a<.lopt it at all, or otherwise took up what was only 
its resemblance, with a view to convenience more than the educa
tional purposes which it subserves. But even in the public scho.ols 
the extent to which collective teaching was carried out vaned 
very considerably. In some, and they we1:c generally the superior 
schools, it was made the means, either in the lesson gallery or the 
class, of communicatinO' orally a nst amount of instruction in 
general knowledge and ~n topics collateral with that which was the 
immediate subject-matter of teaching,-which could not have been 
imparted without the facilities which it offered. In a very large 
proportion of country schools, however, collective teaching was 
little more than a name, and signified only that the lessons were 
repeated in classes, with an occasional explanation or question on the 
part of the teacher. Of oral instruction in the shape ofprelections, 
with a view to the explanation of principles or the introduction of 
general remarks, there was not even the semblance. ·In South 
Wales, where I found this defect most prevalent, I was informed 
by the masters that the scholars' knowledge of English was so 
meagre that prelections or systematic explanations would not be 
understood hv them. But the fact that such uses are made of 
collective tea~hing to a much greater extent in the public 11chools 
of North Wales, where English is less understood, shows that 
this i:3 an imaginary rather than a real difficulty, and corroborates 
my impression, that want of capacity on the part of the masters 
themselves is the principal cause of the very imperfect and limited 
use made in the schools to which I refer, ofthi:; kind of collective 
in::;tniction. In the method and application of this important aid to 
education, I unhesitatingly award the superiority, with one or two 
exceptions, to the public schools of North over those of South Wales. 
In alluding to the North Wales schools I refer to those more 
recently established, and principally to those superintended by 
certificated masters. In these the use made of collective teaching, 
more e8pecially in some branches, e. g., the English language and 
geography, showed a great amount of educational ability on the 
part of the teachers. In two or three also of the comparatively few 
public schools in South Yvales in which this method of instruc
tion was carried out, there was the highest educational merit 
evinced by the masters in applying the collective method so as to 
produce important results, as it respected the general intelligence 
of the scholars. 

Collective teaching, ns I have observed, is not a method which In private 
has obtained any sanction by its adoption in the private schools schools. 
~n this district. In ~ome of ther;t, indeed, the scholars were grouped 
mto classes for readmg or spelhng ; but there was no oral instruc-
tion, no systematic questioning, and little or no explanatiou.. · 
Every scholar prepared his or her lesson independently, without 
any previous prelection or common explanation, and in the class 
repeated it in turn, the only point of affinity between the mem-
l1crs of the class being that the lesson referred to the same 
subject, and was found in the same text book. In some of the 
bett(~r order of girls' schools there was an impt•oyement on this 
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Wales geographical maps were in general use, few of this clas::~ 
of schools being without them, with the exception of the schools 
in the more remote country districts of North Wales, such as the 
subscription and endowed schools. But in a few cases only did I 
meet with diagrams illustrative of physical science, geological 
maps, or those illustrative of natural history, or the distribution of 
animals over the surface of the globe. In a very few cases too, 
I believe in four or five schools, did I find any systematic arrange
ment of specimens for calling in the aid of Objects in instruction. 
The method of instruction by Objects, indeed, which is capable of 
being made the medium of conveying such a fund of varied 
knowledge to the young mind, is singularly neglected in the great 
majority of public schools which I visited both inN orth and South 
Wales. Its only recognised province seems to be the infant 
school, or the youngest children in a mixed school, and even in 
these, as a general rule, "Objects" are taught in a form by no 
means calculated to secure the educational advantages which they 
might be made to subserve. 

In all these requisites, private schools were generally very 
deficient. In the greater number of these schools which may strictly 
be regarded as educating the children of the working classes, 
even a geographical map could not be seen on the walls of the 
schoolroom; and even in a large proportion of the mixed schools, 
although a map of the world on a small scale might be found 
within the precincts of the school, it apparently W&B suspended on 
the walls quite as much for ornament as for use. A similar remark 
applies to girls' schools. In some of the superior order of the 
latter, properly middle class schools, I occasionally found an atlas 
in use, which the scholars referred to in preparing their geogra
phical lessons; but this was a step in advance of the ordinary 
practice of these schools which was as above described. In the 
middle-class private schools it would, however, appear that the use 
of maps is becoming more general. In the private schools in this 
district for the children of the working classes, diagrams, specimens 
of Objects, or illustrations of natural history were not known, nor 
does it appear that the necessity of introducing them was in the 
remotest degree recognised by the masters. 

Methods of' With respect to methods of instruction, the most obvious dis
instruction in tinction which fell under my observation in the schools of this 
public schools. district was that of the application of the class, or collective (as 

opposed to individual) system of teaching to the several branches 
of education comprised in the school courses. This may indeed 
be said to be the cha •acteristic difference between the systems of 
teaching adopted in th public, and in private schools which ca.me 
within the limits of my i quiry. In the former, collective teachmg 
prevailed generally, and vas acted upon systematically in every 
branch of instruction, whi e the great majority of private schools 
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either <lid not adopt it at all, or otherwise took up what was only 
its resemblance, with a view to convenience more than the educa
tional purposes which it subserves. But even in the public schools 
the extent to which collective teaching was carried out varied 
very considerably. In some, and they were generally the superior 
schools, it was made the means, either in the lesson gallery or the 
cla~s, of communicatin()' orally a vast amount of instruction in 
general knowledge and ~n topi.cs collateral with that which was the 
immediate subject-matter of teaching,-which could not have been 
iruparted without the facilities which it offered. In a very large 
proportion of country schools, however, collective teaching was 
little more than a name, and signified only that the lessons were 
repeated in classes, with an occasional explanation or question on the 
part of the teacher. Of oral instruction in the shape ofprelections, 
with a view to the explanation of principles or the introduction of 
general remarks, there was not even the semblance. In South 
Wales, where I found this defect most prevalent, I was informed 
by the masters that the· scholars' knowledge of English was so 
meagre that prelections or systematic explanations would not be 
understood bv them. But the fact that such uses are made of 
collective tea~hing to a much greater extent in the public schools 
of North "\Yales, where English is less understood, shows that 
this is :m imaginary rather than a real difficulty, and corroborates 
my impression, that want of capacity on the part of the masters 
tbemse}yes is the principal cause of the very imperfect and limited 
use made in the schools to which I refer, ofthi::l kind of collective 
instniction. In the method and application of this important aid to 
education, I unhesitatingly award the superiority, with one or two 
exceptions, to the public schools of North over those of South Wales. 
In alluding to the North '"'"ales schools I refer to those more 
recently established, and principally to those superintended by 
certificated masters. In these the use made of collective teaching, 
more especially in some branches, e. g., the English language and 
geography, showed a great amount of educational ability on the 
part of the teachers. In two or three also of the comparatively few 
public schools in South "\Vales in which this method of instruc
tion was carried out, there was the highest educational merit 
evinced by the masters in applying the collective method so as to 
produce important results,' as it respected the general intelligence 
of the scholars. 

Collective teaching, as I have observed, is not a method which In private 
has obtained any sanction by its adoption in the private schools schools. 
!n this district. In ~orne of thei?, indeed, the scholars were grouped 
mto classes for readmg or spellmg; but there was no oral instruc· 
tion, no systematic questioning, and little or no explanation, · 
Every scholar prepared his or her lesson independently, without 
any previous prelection or common explanation, and in the class 
repeateu it in turn, the only point of affinity between the mem-
ber:; of the class being that the lesson referred to the same 
subject, and was found in the same text book. In some of the 
bett\:r order of girls' schools there was an impt·o;-cment ou this 
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practice, so far as a more regular system of questioninoo on the 
meanings of words or the subject·matter of the less~n were 
concerned, but still leaving much to be done in the way of ex
planatory prelections1 and in other respects to realise the advantages 
of collective instruction.. All that was gained was some amount 
of stimulus from the competition of the memberil of the class. 
Wit~ these very partial exceptions, the only mode of teaching in 
vogue in private schools was . that of the separate instruction of 
each scholar. ·where, as was frequently the case, some twenty to 
thirty scholars had thus to be attended to by one master or mistress, 
and without any assistance, it may be easily imagined how imper
fectly the duties proper to the teacher were rendered. In fact, the 
scholaro may be said to have to grope their own way, aided only 
by the occasional explanation or solution of a difficulty which the 
teacher could give them when other demands upon his or her time 
permitted this to be done. 

On the comparative merits of the two method., of instruction 
I deem it unnecessary to offer any comments, as I think they 
ought not to be looked upon as separate, but as agencies that 
ought always to be combined in the work of the school. I may 
here, however, state, in confirmation of what has been advanced in 
favour of collective teaching, that, apart from the educational 
advantages resulting from young minds being brought into contact 
with each other, anJ the stimulus given by competition, a:> a 
matter of fact, I found that wherever collective teaching wa-s 
carried out a greater range of subjects was better taught, a greater 
amount of work was done, more effectual and sounder progres11 
was made, and a far greater amount of intellectual activity and 
higher intelligence were evinced by the taught, than in those 
schools in which collective teaching was not adopted. But I am, 
at the same time, compelled to add, that collective teaching is not 
without its attendant evils or abuses, of which I found some 
examples in the public schools of my district. In some even of 
the superior public schools the assistants (either pupil-teachers or 
monitors) had what I consider far too large a share of the collective 
teaching, either in the gallery or tJw class, allotted to them, while 

-the masters limited their work to teaching a few of the higher 
classes only. I have no hesitation in pronouncing this to be an 
abme of the collective method, and a perversion of the aid which 
it was contemplated should be rendered by pupil-teachers and 
monitors. 'Yhatever merits they may have in point of acquire
ments, their age precludes the idea of their possessing those reflective 
powers which are necessary to the formation of general views, 
and consequently, as a rule, incapacitates them for prelections and 
the explanation of general principles. In our public schools tl1cre 
is generally, I think, a want of" proper division of labour'' in the 
work respectively assirrned to the master· anJ his assistants. The 
latter should be emplo)·ed as far as possible in superintcn~1ing tl;at 
individual instruction the judicious combination of \i hiCh Wlth 
collecti,-e teachinO' is essential to renclerinrr the education given 
in the school complete. The boy teacher 7nny deal with notion~ 
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in the concrete, but he is scarcely equal to the task of treating 
of the abstract or generalised thought. In many instances I have 
found that no such distinction of the work proper to each is 
recognised; the ast:istant has to discharge duties which belong to 
the master, while, as I found it to be the case, the separate 
teaching of the scholars is imperfectly 'attended to. The results 
are perceptible, in the examination of schools, in the want of a 
facility in dealing with the practical details of the subjects of exami
nation. Of this want I have pointed out illustrations in referring 
to the quality of instruction in arithmetic. . . , 

The methods of teaching pursued with respect to each particular Gen~ral eon· 
b• f ll 1 'h J ffi' ' 1 • a· d • ClUSIOD as to su ~ect o a sc oo course ave >een su Cient y m 1cate m methods of . 

describing the quality of education to render unnecessary any instruction. 
further reference to them here. As a gemiral remark on the subject, 
I may observe, that the methods were those adopted in public schools 
for popular education throughout England generally, and that the 
masters, more particularly where they were certificated, exhibited 
an average amount of skill in working out the details; they were in 
this respect taken altogether quite on a level with the public school 
teachers in the provincial districts of England. But methods ·of 
instruction are thus far mere matters of imitation,-of routine ; 
the majority of masters imitate methods which they have seen 
in practice, and apply them without much regard to, or dis~ 
crimination of, the difference of circumstances. In some instances 
which fell under: my observation in this district, e8pecia1ly in 
North Wales, the masters evinced an originality in applying or 
devising methods of instruction to meet peculiar circumstances 
which gave evidence of clear and well-matured thought on 
methods of teaching. But the great body of the masters, even of 
the higher class schools, in their methods, were men of routine, 
and often in their application showed that they appreciated 
neither their spirit nor their object. Thus I found that what is 
tec?nically called "elliptic questioning" was applied in a form 
winch rendered it altogether worthless. In the course of my 
examination of schools, when a scholar or class was unable to 
answer, or gave a wrong reply to a question, it has often occurred 
that the teacher would rush to the rescue with a question which 
ill disguised that it was the suggestion of the reply. In a few 
cases only did the teacher show himself equal to enabling the 
scholar, by leading him from one step to another, to draw his own 
conclusions. I do not intend in making these remarks to hold 
out the Welsh teacher£~ in unfavourable comparison with other 

·teachers ; on the contrary, I think they have, in difference of 
language and otLer features in the population, peculiar difficulties 
to contend with, and success with them, if only moderate, has 
in it a proportionately higher merit. The facts to which I 
allude, however, suggest a more general question in reference 
to trained masters, namely, whether the training of the }!or
mal Ccllrgc, with the brief period of two years conduct of a 
E:hool, is an adequate test of the qualifications of the master for 
h1s future office ; whether, in fact, the r.ame of education would 
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not be promoted, and a class of better fitted teachers would not 
be provided for our schools, if, without interference with existinrr 
regulations for the admission of certificated teachers, a hi()'he~ 
order of examination were instituted, for which masters sh~uld 
be eligible at, say the end of five or seven years, and the successful 
competitor have proportionate advantages to the higher position 
which he thus attains in the profession of teaching. It is for others 
to determine how far such a suggestion is feasible; it is at all events 
desirable to elevate the work of education above mere routine, 
and to make the teacher something more than a copyist. 

In connection with methods of instruction, there is one feature 
in the schools in my district, and I believe it is found throughout 
the schools of Wales, which from its great importance dcmandil 
special notice; it is the f:tet that in teaching the English language 
to Welsh-speaking children no plan is observed,-no definite 
provision by way either of books or systematic translation is 
made."' In by far the largest proportion of the public schools in 
South 'V nleil such a provision as I have referred to does not 
seem to be even thought of. In the large schools to which I have 
before adverted as establi~hed by the proprietors of works, I found 
schoolmasters and mistresses in charge of schools in which the 
great mass of the scholars were unable to !!peak English, while 
they themselves could not understand Welsh, although the schools 
are generally situated in country districts. and the Yernacular 
language in use around them is Welsh. Thus the language and 
the books through which the great mass of the children in a 
school in 1\r ales have to be educated are, to all intents and purposes, 
foreign to the learner~. This is the formidable obstacle which 
the 'V elsh language presents to the spread of ~du.cation in ~Yales, 
and it is scarcely possible by any general deswption to reahse the 
difficulties which this difference of language throws in the way of 
the progress of the Welsh 8Cholar. It is a difficulty which attaches 
itself to every branch of the school course, not less to the more . 
mechanical departments, e. g., reading :mel spelling, than to those 
in which the comprehension of subject-matter and the acquisition 
of knowledge are more directly implied. In reading and spelling, 
not onlv the words but the wry sounds of the letters are strange 
to the scholar ; there is neither the aid of the understanding of 
the meaning which the one, nor of the familiarity and analogy of 
sounds which the other gives to ruemory. So striking an anomaly 
in an educational point of view has not even been attempted to 
be grappled with, at least 8ystematically, in the efforts which have 
been made with a view to the extension of education nmong the 
Welsh people. In the schools in North Wales greater attention 
was paid by the teachers to the interpretation of Engli.sh into 
'Velsh, and, in a few cases, translation from one language mto the 
other, was systematically carried out; but these ca;;;rs were 
suggestions that occurred to particular masters, and. altogether 
were too rare to justify me in making them an exceptiOn to my 
remark; and in South Wales I could not discover the remotest 
approach to systematic aid to the scholars in public schools, in 
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overcomin(!' this difficulty resulting from the scholars being 
ignorant of the language through which t}ley received ~nstruc~ion. 
The knowledge of English under these Circumstances IS obtamed 
as the Welsh speaking children best can, from associating with other 
children in the school who may know somewhat more of the 
lanrtuaO'e than themselves, from such occasionalintercourse as they rna; h~ve with the teacher during school hours, .and so fhx as 
rehites to school matters. But this mode of attaining the language 
in which the children are to receive instruction is marked by 
two objectionable features-the range of nomenclature is neces~ 
~arily very limited, not extending beyond the necessities of the 
schoolroom, and it is a· process which occupies a considerable 
portion of the school period before the scholar has made sufficient 
proficiency to use it as a medium of receiving information or 
conveying his thoughts. In the meantime there iii the choice of 
one of two alternatives, either to leave him without the subject~ 
matter of instruction, or, otherwise, to attempt to give it through 
a language which he does not understand. The latter is the 
practice in point of fact. Its patent absurdity scarcely merits 
confutation. "Without a knowledge of English the child may, 
indeed, learn to put sounds together, but he evidently can have 
no understanding of the things they represent. ·what would 
be th0ught of the attempt to teach even an adult through the 
medium of a language of which he is entirely ignorant 1 Yet 
this is the practice generally adopted in schools in the districts 
of Wales, where Welsh is the language in use by the scholars 
beyond the walls of the schoolroom, in which they speak to and 
are addressed by their parents at home, which they use for all 
the ordinary purposes of life. One of the objections to thus 
leaving the acquirement of a knowledge of the English language 
to chance, is, that at every stage of the scholar's progress-in 
entering on each ' new branch of learning, till he becomes 
acquainted with English, he has two difficulties to encounter, 
where one is amply sufficient. In addition to the difficulty of com
prehending the subject-matter of .instruction, he has to overcome 
that of translation from the language which he either does not at 
all understand, or very imperfectly, into his own vernacular. 
tongue. He has imposed upon him alabour, scarcely less irksome 
than that of Sisyphus, of continuously transferring the forms of 
thought peculiar to one language into those of another. And this 
too for :\ mere child .. Under the circ~ms~ances it is surprising that 
many of the schools m the country d1stncts of Wales accomplish 
as much as they do, confessedly inadequate as the amount of 
education they are able to give is to the present standard of require. 
ments. These difficulties are exhibited in a striking point of 
view by looking at the relative amount of time, to the whole 
school period, which is occupied with the existing system in 
introducing a Welsh~speaking chiid to such a knowledge of the 
English language as will enable him to avail himself of it for 
educational purposes. In the Appendix I have given the oFinions 
on this subject of schoolmasters of considerable experience. The 
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estimate on such a subject is necessarily approximative only; but 
it is sufficiently near to show what a large pr6portion of the 
school time of a Welsh scholar is occupied in acquiring what in 
the majority of cases proves to be an imperfect knowledcre of 
the language, through which instruction is conveyed to hi~. I 
believe that with the adoption of the method which I have given 
below, and the niore methodic system of learninO' EnO"lish, which 
is a feature in that method, the English languag~ would be 
acquired in a shorter time, while a real progress would be made 
in knowledge of the subject-matter of education. 

Valueot'inter· Some more systematic method of dealing with the relations 
linear transla· of the monoglot Welsh scholar to the language in which educa
tion. tion is imparted, is thus forcibly suggested ; and, for such a state 
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of things as I have adverted to, I think the remedy i:3 obviou~t. 
In districts where '\Velsh is the vernacular tongue, the school
masters and other teachers in a public school, whether assistants, 
pupil-teachers, or monitol's, ohould have a ~ound knowledge of 
both English and '\Velsh, and should give at least the substance 
of the lessons in the various branches of' the school course, in the 
language in general use. Further, to facilitate the object, books 
in the principal elementary branches of education should be 
prepared, with an interlined translation, to enable the· scholar to 
obtain a knowledge of the subject-matter of learning in his own 
language, and to translate it into English. The~e translations 

· should be so arranged, as gradually to give the scholar the 
command of a copious vocabulary of the English tongue, a& least, 
sufficiently copious to enable him to use English with ense for 
the purposes of education, and for the ordinary business of life. 
By a systematic selection of works, comparatively few books would 
suffice for this purpose, and they would for the most part be of 
an elementary character. The leading features of a meful 
education would thus, without sacrifice of time, be placed within 
the reach of the Welsh-speaking portion of the population 
resorting to the public schools in this country. There would, at 
least, be no stumbling block at the very threshold of learning, to 
cause them to waste years in efforts to secure education, and their 
further progress would, as far as language is concerned, be easy. 
I believe that the adoption of this method would, in comparatively 
few years, produce an important and beneficinl change in the 
results of the public education of this country; and that instruc
tionin subject-matter through Welsh, in schools in country dis
tricts, would accelerate the progress of the English language . 
among the people. 

The objection urged against the adoption of a method by which 
the Welsh language would be so largely used as the medium of 
conveying the subject-matter of instruction is, that the use of 
Welsh for the purposes to which I have referred, would be an 
obstacle to the acquirement of a knowledge of the English 
language hy children in the country schools of Wales. The present 
unsystematic practice of the use, in the schools of Wales, of a 
lauguage which the learneril do not understanrl, as the medium of 
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instruction, derives its sanction from a notion prevailing among 
teachers, and acquiesced in by the general public, that it aids the 
acquirement of a knowledge of the English language by 'Welsh· 
speaking children. If such were the case, I think that the end 
attained would he so important, that _it would counterbalance some 
of the obvious disadvantages which a Welsh child labours under, 
in having to obtain knowledge through another language than its 
own. But I believe that the object is not attained, and that 
while the use of English, as the exclusive vehicle of instruction, 
has proved a serious obstacle to the Welsh child's progress in the 
subject-matter of education, it has done nothing, or next to 
nothing, for the extension of the English language into districts 
where it has not been introduced by commerce, the influx of 
English settler.,, or other causes tending to stimulate the population 
to acquire a knowledge of English, by" the necessity of using it 
for the common purposes of life. Not only has a strbstantial 
advantage thus been lost in the pursuit of a shadow, but the 
practice to which I refer has been attended with another conse
quence--the neglect of system in introducing the W ehh child to 
a knowledge of English; not a single book in use in the schools 
has a translation by which the learner is enabled to turn English 
into \Velsh, or vice vers1f, nor are there any means for proceeding 
by those gradual stages in the acquirement of English, which are 
necessary to obtaining a thorough knowledge of the langunge. In 
no other case of teaching languages is there an absence of all means 
of acquiring the knmvledge of a foreign tongue, analogous to what 
we find in the books which are placed in the hands of children in 
the schools of the Principality. The result is, that after being, per
haps, for some two,. three, or even four years in a school in a 
country district, the pupil is launched into life, not only with a very 
imperfe'ct knowledge of the subject-matter of education, but with 
n knowledge of the English language limited to a comprehension 
more or less confused of the rules in the H Tutor's Assistant," or 
some elementary lesson book, which bas been placed in his bands. 
In after-life it will be found that the greater portion of the 
amount of English thus attained, without system or conne:xion, 
has been lost-has been, with the exception of a few stray words 
or sentences, wholly obliterated. It is seldom that a Welshman 
derives from the country school which he attends such a know~ 
ledge of English as will enable him in after-life, unless be has 
opportunities of ulterior cultivation of the lan!ffiacre, to read 
English works with that pleasure which arises f~om

0 

a power of 
fully appreciating the language in which they are written. We 
thus find that in Welsh districts, where schools givin(J' instruction 
through English have been estflblished for year8, ~o adequate 
result bas been obtained, so far as the extension of the En(l'lish 
language among the population is concerned. Welsh is 

0
still 

the vernacular tongue, the language in every~day use; the ·welsh · 
periodical is read, the \Velsh newspaper is taken in, and Welsh 
sen·ices are resorted to for the purpos0s of religious instruction or 
worship. 
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I cannot help thinking that there is in this objection to the 
use of the Welsh language as a medium of elementary instruction, 
a confusion of thought which strongly sugO'ests that the subject 

. has received little attention from the teache~s of Wales, and from 
others who take an interest in the education of the Welsh people. 
The objection evidently proceeds upon the notion that the acquiring 
of subject-matter through the English langu:vre is a savin(J' of 
time. The time, it i:~ said, occupied in readi~g Welsh, with a 
view to understanding the subject-matter, would be more pro
fitably employed in acquiring a knowledge of subject-matter 
through English, and thus learning both at once, or, to use the 
homely illustration of a schoolmaster in justification of the 
existing practice, it would be ''killing two birds with one stone." 
It requires, however, no very profound analysis to percei.fe that 
this notion is founded on an entire misapprehension of the thought 
process involved in the whole case. It is evident, e.:;., that in 
reading an English book, the child that knows Welsh only, must 
render into his own language what he reads, in order to under
stand it; it is a process of continuous translation, mental or 
vivr1 voce, of English into Welsh. It may be observed that there 
is quite as much use of "~ elsh in giving instmction through the 
English direct, as in giving the subject-matter through the medium 
of the 'Velsh, and translating that into English ; the sole 
difference being, that in the former case Welsh is used mentally, 
in the latter orally, or viva voce. In point of fact, the only dis
tinction between the two methods is that of an inversion of 
the thought processes, the processes themselves being identical. 
In the one case the child finds the notion through the medium 
of his own language, and then finds the corre~ponding EngliEh 
word; in the other, he begins with the English word, trans
lates it into the 'Velsh, and obtains the notion in this caEe al~o 
through his vernacular. What he does gain by the first proce~s 
is, that he secures the subject-matter without translation; while 
by the latter, translation, or two sets of signs instead of one, must 
be gone through in order to obtain the sense of what be reads or 
learns. The alleged economy of time, by the direct employment 
of English in communicating instruction, is more in seeming than 
in reality, for, in addition to what has been above urged as to the 
processes in both methods being the same, it may be observed, 
that what is gained in point of acquisition of English, is lost in 
subject-matter. The fact is, there is no gain with the present 
practice, for with the subject-matter well nmlerstood beforehand, 
the language to be attained is acquired more readily. 

This reasoning is borne out by facts. In the public schools in 
South Wales, where no systematic interpretation, or special 
instruction, in the English language is found, where, in fact, the 
difference in language is not recognised in the schoolroom, English 
is neither so well nor so extensively taught as in the schools of 
North 'Vales, where more attention is given to interpretation, 
and the teaching of the English language ip. many cases con
stitutes a special branch of instruction. Yet the South Wales 
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scholars have advantages for progress in ~nglish, which those of 
North Wales do not enjoy. I found also m the schools throughout 
my district, that wherever interpretation and special instruction in 
the English language were even very partially adopted, the 
progress of the scholars in that lrmguage was greater than in 
tho;e schools where the general practice prevaileo. The facts 
confirm the theory, and leave no doubt in my mind, that the 

'adoption of the \V" elsh language as the medium of elementary in· 
struction in country schools in \Vales would, though the assertion 
may seem a paradox, accelerate the progress of English through
out the country. 

Such, my !Jord Duke and Gentlemen, are the leading features 
in the condition of education in my district-a district marked by 
great peculiarities, aa it re:o:pects both its physical character and 
the social condition of its population. These peculiarities con
stitute my apology, if such be needed, for the extent. to which 
this Report has been carried out, and the ,·ariety of topics which 
it embraces. To the general conclusions that may be deduced 
from the c'•idence and my personal observation, it is not within 
my province to advert. But without trespassing on the limits 
assigned to me, I may say, that in no part of the United King
dom does the subject of general education assume a more in
teresting, important, nnd evan urgent aspect than in this district; 
for it has to do with a population which, under the rapiJ develop· 
tnent of the resources of the Principality, is in a state (If transition 
from old and long established to new influences. 1Yhether in its 
future it will take its place high among civilised communities, or 
the reverse, will among other conditions be dependent on the 
solution which this great question of education will receive. 

I have the honour to-be, 

To the Commissioners 

:My Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 
Your most obedient servant, 

Jxo. JENKINS. 

Appointed to inquire into the 
State cf Popular Education in England. 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A. 

Appendix A. contains the evidence on the social and more genero.l 
feaiures in the educational condition of the population of the Welsh 
Specimen District. In all cases the information under this head was 
obtained by personal interviews with the parties who furnished it, and 
from full notes taken at the time. As the subjects taken up in the 
agricultural and manufacturing portions of the district are widely 
tlifferent, I have divided the information into two parts, as it relates to 
the North Wales (Agricultural), or South Wales (Manufacturing, &c.) 
Unions. At the head of the information supplied to me by each party, 
I have given an outline of the subjects referred to in his evidence. J 

EviDENCE oN THE SociAL A.ND GENERAL EDUCATIONAL CoNDITION or 
THE POPULATION IN THE NORTH WALES UNIONS. 

The Rev. RoBT, ELLIS, Brithdir, near Dolgelley. 

[Feeling, in the· rural districts, of the importance of instruction in 
English.-Obstacles to education from the scattered character and 
poverty of the population.-Mode of support of the school at Rhiw
~pardin.J 

The Rev. Robert Ellis, Independent Minister, Brithdir, observes:

There is a great desire for instruction among farmers and the 
working people in this district.. They feel the importance of havinO' 
English instruction, as they know they must send their children int~ 
the world, and schooling is necessary to their getting on in it. The 
population is so scattered in this district, and the nature of the country 
such as, with the poverty of the general population, to present great 
J.itliculties in the way of establishing schools within convenient 
distances, and generally one district is unable to supply n school of 
itself. The districts of Brithdir, Rhiw-spardin, and Tabor (or Tythen
y-ganeg), are unable severally to support a school, but they can do so 
jointly, and they are now looking out for ground to build a schoolroom 
on. The school at Rhiw-sparuin is supported by a number of farmers 
and farm labourers, making up between them a certain amount. They 
calculate on 60 scholars, of which 40 children of small farmers can 
pay 2d. a week, 20 children of labourers and other poor persons ld. a 
week. They then go to the neighbouring gentry to get them to 
promise to " contribute" a child or more to the school. This means 
to promise to pay for a child. The school at Rhiw-spardin C'hano-es 
the place of holding the school, to meet the convenience of the distri~ts 
that contribute to it. One year it is held at Brithdir, another a( 
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Quaker's Chapel, and another at Rhiw·spardin. There is generally a 
less attendance from the part of the district which is furthest from 
where the school is. Miss Richards, of Caerynwch, has established a 
school at Brithdir, for teaching sewing to girls,-it is held every day 
in summer, and on alternate days in winter, I think on MondayR, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays~ The wagefl of farm servants are from 
8{. to 15/. a year, depending on what they can do. Farm labourers 
earn about ls. 6d. a day with meat, taking the ~·ear round ; about 2.v. a 
day in the hay se:tson, and Is. with meat in winter. ' 

Mr. MoRRIS JoNEs, Farmer, Talyllyn. 

[Want of educational provision at Talyllyn.-Corris (Aberllyfenni) 
school-circumstances connected with its e~tablishment.-Wages and 
moral condition of the labouring population.] 

Mr. Morris Jones, who has an extensive sheep farm, which prin
cipally consists of a portion of the Cader Idris "mountain," 
observes:-

There is no school at Talyllyn; the nearest school is at Corris, 
about four and a half miles hence, called Aberllyfenni. It was esta
blished by Mr .• Tones, of' Trefri, a gentleman who holds quarries in the 
neighbourhood. He pays 41. a year in aid of the support of the master. 
Mr. Jones wished a National schoolmaster, but the people were 
opposed to having the Catechism taught, and their children sent to 
Church on Sundays. The school was afterwards conducted on the open 
(non-denominational) system. The present master, who was formerly a 
quarry clerk, is a Calvinistic :Methodist. The workmen and others 
make a subscription to support the master. There is a small chapel at 
Ty'nyfi·ydd, where a school is occasionally kept. The farmers and 
labourers n.re anxious to gi~e education to their children as far as they 
can. They subscribe more to the school at Ty'nyfrydd than they would 
have to pay at l\Ir. Jones' school, because it is more convenient, the 
distance not being so great. I think the people iu this district are 
willing to make any rea~onable sacrifice to get their children educated; 
but they are poor ; the farmers are small farmers, principally of sheep 
farms. Mrs. Jones, Llwynywern, has a school at Gwargeiliog. The 
wages of farm servants vary from 16!. to 181. a year; female servants 
from 41. toil. The morals of the people in this neighbourhood are 
generally good. There are cases of bastardy, but they are excep· 
tions to the rule. They are not given to drinking in this neighbourhood, 
they are sober and orderly. The whole population go to the Sunday 
schoo~ the old as well as the young. Bryncrug (two miles from 
Towyn) is the next school in that direction (westerly). Bryncrug is 
about six miles distant from Talyllyn. 

:Mr. JoHN EvA...~s, Aberganolwyn. 

[Absence of pro~ision for education at Aberganolwyn.-AUortive 
eflort to establish a school.-Reasons of failure.-Illustrations of desire 
for education.-Inadequate resources of the resident population to pro
vide schools.] 

Mr. John Evans, who keeps a small grocer's shop at Abergnnolwyn 
(Par. Talyllyn) about tw·o miles from Talyllyn village, and also a 
workman, said:-

There is no day school in this neighbourhood, but great necessity of 
it. Children from 10 to 12 yellJ's old are sent from here to Bryncrug 
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school. There a1·e 50 children in this village and its immediate neigh· 
bonrhooll, who are of school age. Nearly the whole of these have 
11ever had a day's school, because there is no school near enough for 
them to return home from at night. This number is from a return got 
up with a Yiew to getticg a day school established in the parish. About 
12 months since, a number, principally of workmen, quarrymen, several 
small farmers, and farm labourers, attempted to get up a day schooll1ere. 
The parties subscribing gave different amounts according to their 
ability, some 5s. a year, some lOs., some ll. and one Il. IO's. We calculated 
on making from 201. to 251. a year secure for the teacher, and he in 
addition to get ld. a head for each child. The amount subscribed by the 
parties we hoped to make from lOs. to 12s. a week. This object failed, 
becau~e we could not get from the neighbourhood enough to make up 
the amount we wished to guarantee the master. There are young · 
men around here, working on farms, who have saved a little money, 
who go to the school at Bryncrug in winter to get learning. Many of 
them are above 20 years of age ; they want to learn reading (English), 
writing, and cyphering. In the Sunday school in which I am one of 
the teachers, there are old people above 60 years of age, who have 
learned to read the (Weloh) Bible well. I know as a fact parties who 
have done this. The small farmer~>' l'ltildrPn are quite as badly off for 
education in this neighbourhood as those of the workmen. The land
owners here are l\fr. Wynne, M.P., Mr. Nanney, Mr. Scott, and Mr. 
Geo. Jonathan. We did not apply to them. The school might have 
been carried out, but the clergyman so far did not second it, by rep1·e· 
senting it as impossible to get it. If he had actively aided it, we could 
have gone on, as we might then have had the aid of the gentry and 
landowners. The people of this neighbourhood are in favour of a school 
free from any particular sect or religious party, such as the Church 
or any other. :Froml2l. to 15l. a year is the amount the neighbourhood 
could make up for the support of a schoolmaster. I think nothing 
would be of so much adYantage to the population of this part as a 
good ~chool. We see many who have a little learning leaye for 
England or go abroad. A man ·who goes abroad from here goes to 
school for a short time to get schooling. I hold promises from work· 
men of subscriptious towards a school, altogether amountinO" to 81. 
We wished that three persons should superintend the school, to ..,see that 
nothing sectarian was introduced, nor Church, nor Calvinistic Methodist 
nor anything else. The workmen here earn from 13s. to 14s. a week. ' 

l\Ir. HuMPHREY DAVIEs, Abercorris. 

[General desire for instruction in English, &c. on the part of the 
population.-The Aberllyfenni school.-.Moral character of the popu· 
lation.J ' 

Mr. Humphrey DaYies, Abercorris, said :-

The people in this district (the immediate neiO"hbourhood of the 
Corris mines) are very desirous of having instr~ctiou in En()'lish 
nccounts, and other useful learning. The school at Abercorris (Aber~ 
llyfenni) is raised by subscription. I am in favour of Government 
grants. The schoolhouse was built by Mr. Jones, Trefri, with the view 
of being conducted on the National system. Mr. Jones's agent was a 
~troug churchman. It was not supported by the people, and they did 
not send their childreu. The teacher was a. young man. 1\Ir .• Jones, 
when the school fell o~ formed n committee, to which the management 
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of the school was confided. He invited the clergyman of the parish of 
Talyllyn to co-operate with it, but he aid not come. He took men of 
every name for the committee. There are ott it three or four Calvin· 
istic Methodists, one Independent, and one Churchman, Mr. ,Jones 
himse.lf. .The neighbourhood, although the quarries employ 300 
rnen, 1s qmte peaceable and moral ; nine out of ten are teetotallers 
'~here are three benefit clubs, one at Talyllyn and two here. Th~ 
farmers are generally small farmers, but some rent large sheep farms. 
The people very generally speak English in this plaee. • 

[Difficulties in the way of education extension.-Early withdrawal of 
children.-Church and Dissenters.-The public school at Aberllyfenni; 
particulars of its establishment.-"Jiorals of the working population.
Absence of landed proprietors.-Welsh lauguage.-Illegitimacy.-Pro
pensity to falsehood. J 
R. D. PRYCE (late Jones), E$q., Trefri, a ~Iagistrate 'of the county of 

· Merioneth, says-

The people of this district generally appreciate education, but still 
children are taken away from school early, and parents ket•p them at 
home because they are useful. The farmers in this part of the country 
are a very poor class, they would almost on an average be renters of 
from 40!. to SOl. a year. There are no private school:> iu the neigh
bourhood of the quarriea ; they withdraw children generally nt from 
12 to 13 years of age. There are great difficulties as to education in 
this neighbourhood. The lower orders. or working classes, are dissen
ters-the rich belong to the Church-and hence the'diHiculty of uniting 
them in the support of schools. The school at the Corris quarries was 
established on the National system b·i me. A master was obtained from 
the Carmarthen Training ln;titutiori, and a grant from the National 
Society. There were at first from 80 to 90 children on the books ; in less 
than 12 months the number was only 1.5. The master was a bigotted and 
indiscreet churchman, aud had no tact iu dealing with those around 
him. He wanted the children to go to church. A repre~entation wa$ 
made to me by the school committee, nod it was suggested that the 
schools should be placed on the open (non-uenominational) system. I 
acceded to it. At present there are above I 00 children, lJut half of 
them ought to be in an infant ~~hool. The people of thi~ country 
would be content with secular instruction. There wa~ a difficultr in 
the case of the Aberdovey public ~l'hool. The committee consisted of 
an equal number of Dissenters and Churchmen, lmt they did not go on 
~mootl1ly. The question at issue was whether the school should be a 
church school, or one to which the Dissenters could be admitted. A 
school (on the British principle) was ultimately established. In reference 
to the cltaracter of the population, I consider them honest ; the worst 
feature in this district is bastardy. The labouring classes marry 
youne1, Their cottarres are not what they ought to be. The quarry
men ~arn better wag~s than the agricultural labourers. I believe ~he 
former can rret ll. Is. a week. It is chiefly a work that any nble-boJ1ed 
man can pe;form but slate dressill()' and slate splittina: require skilled 

, " y 1 . . 
labour; indeed, unless a man begin~ "lnte making when te 1s qu1te 
young, he rarely becomes a gootl hanJ. They. are nearly all teetotall:rs, 
and very well conducted. A policeman in tlJ!S part of the country JS a 
farce, so far as the preservation of public order goes. Nearly all the 
cases thQ.t come before u:>, ns magistrates, are bt.t~tn.rdy cnscs, a.ud such 
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offences n3 rillinrr on carts without reins. They scarcely ever get 
drunk. The me~ns of education are defective on the sea coast. This 
nei(.:hbourhoocl sutlers much from absentee landlords. The landlords 
ge1;crally speaking know very little of the~r tenantry, e_specially the 
larger proprietors. They know nothing ot the populatwn, and the 
people know nothing of them. In the bastardy cases brought before 
the magistrates the parties often pe1jure themselves most awfully. I 
consider the Welsh language a ''ery great drawback on the improvement 
of the populntion, and on the prosperity e1eu of the working population. 
It preYcnts intercourse with Englishmen, and it is difficult, with its 
prevalence, to have communication with the people of the country. I am 
often at sea in communicating with my people, without my agent. 
Few of the landlords of the .:-ountry can speak Welsh. In schools there 
8hould be both languages. Wages at Aberdovey, which is a sea port, are 
good, and there is no distress among the people. As a maritime popu
lation they are a well conducted good people. They are religious and 
even i'uperstitious ; one very seldom hears them swear. The bane of 
the dist1·ict in my opinion i:; that Welsh is almost universally spoken, 
comequently there is li ttlc or uo communication between the lower 
clas~es and the proprietors, especially the large ones: The clergy, as a 
rule, arc inefficient. · 

[Defecti,·e school provision at Towyn.-Alleged influence of this 
on the Church.-State of Towyn charity school house.-Sunday schools 
prineipally in the hands of Dissenters.] 

The Reverend DHID DAVIES, Perpetual Curate of Pennal, said
The state of education at Towyn is bad, the means of proceeding 

with respect to it are dissatisfactory. When I first came here, nearly 
40 years since, there were above iOO communicants at Towyn Church, 
at tl1e great Ea5ter Festival. It took Good Friday, Saturday, and 
Easter ~unday to give the communion. There are very few communi
cants in Towyn Church now-not half a dozen sometimes. I ascribe 
this to the want of a Church school. (~Ir. Daries here gave particulars 
oft he present state of Lady l\Ioyre's and Corbet's Charities for the school 
at Towyn, and of the Abergroes Charity for the township of Is-yr-Afon, 
in tlw parish of Penna!, which wc·re substantially the same as those given 
elsrwhere by 1\rr. Parry.) The school house under Lady 1\royrc's 
Charit,v, has fallen in fur waut uf repairs, and there is no school held 
here (Towyn) now. The public day schools at Aberdovey and Pennal 
are on the open principle. There are no Church Sunday schools in 
Towyn and Pennal parishe~. These schools are all connected with 
Dissenters. 

[Provision for education in the district (West Merioneth).-Diiferent 
cl1aracter of the "' ebh and English peasantry.-Illegitimacy and its 
attl'ntlant features. - Absence of landed proprietors and su•1erior 
cl~r~y ; rcsult.s on the cha~actcr _of the P?pulation.- Popularity of 
n~~~cnt, and 1ts causes.- Educatwn unsmtaLle to the class which 
J'rcei ves it.- Provision for religious instruction in the parish of 
Lhn-gelynin.] 

:J[At:l:ICE TE)IPLDIAX Prran, Esq., a 1\Iagistrate of the County of 
l\Ierioneth, says-

I do not think this country is altogether badly off for education. 
There is hardly a. large parish in which there was not sufficient left in 

VOL. II. 0 0 
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former days for education, according to the circumstances of the place. 
There is in the parish of Celynin, in which I reside, an endowed school 
which was reported upon by the Charity Commissioners. There are 
also Sunday schools, and some small schools to which a child brincrs a 
candle or a penny by way of remuneration. The pauper children° are 
also provided with education. I believe that the great defect in the 
education of the Welsh population is not inculcating a feeling of moral 
duty-that feeling is much wanting among the people. The medical 
men say they cannot get them to keep their dwellings clean. I am 
myself a native of Dorsetshire and have therefore had the opportunity 
of forming a comparison between the Welsh and English peasantry. 
There was a pride among the latter (when I lived in that country) 
taken in their cottages and gardens. In this country the cottages are 
not tidy-the peasantry have no gardens, trusting to the potato farmers 
allowing portions of fields to those who have families, thus doino- away 
with an interest in the place. This, I think, shows a low s~nse of 
obligation. There is a movement now to induce a better feeling in the 
cottagers by holding floral and agricultural meetings ; one at :Machyn· 
lleth, patronised by the Right Hon. Earl Vane and his Countess. It is 
but due to the noble earl to say that he was the first in this part of 
Wales in introducing this laudable custom, and no doubt if persevered 
in, will give them more interest in their homes. I think the common 
people in this part of Wales are given to a want of veracity often in 
trifling circumstances; but I have in the cases of affiliation brought 
before the magistrates never known the woman to take n false oath. 
The cases of bastardy formerly brought before the justices were those 
taking place among parties " courting;'' but it is not so now. Young 
men deceive women and then emigrate. The great evil in the domestic 
arrangement of farm servants in this country is that they sleep in out
buildings, and hence have opportunities of getting out at night, and of 
going poaching, courting, &c. I think there have been more cases of 
dark fornication lately than formerly in this part of the country. Of 
four such cases two were those of respectable farmers. There are no 

. resident gentry in this part of the country. :Most of the large estates 
have not their proprietors residing on them. I consider the Welsh 
language, in some respects, a nuisance. It is a poetic language, and 
the preachers using it in that way takes with the great body of the 
people, who are more excitable, and induces them to go to the chapel 
in preference to church ; the chapel holding out more inducement, it 
being a more lively religion, with frequent large gatherings, and many 
grades of offices held out to the ambitious, (See Reports of '46 and '47), 
and also more on an equality one with another, so dear to a people 
whose individuality was scarcely perceptible half a century ago ; recent 
wealth and large farms, and larger estates, will in time have its effect 
in another way. The people are generally dissenters. There are a 
great many lay impropriators throughout this part of the country. The 
Bishop of Lichfield has the large tithes of several parishes. There 
is no rector between this place, Towyn, and Dolgelley. I consider the 
absence of rectors anJ landed proprietors a great drawback on the 
moral condition of the population. Where there is neither a clergyman 
nor squire in a position to maintain an establishment, the population 
lose much in having no model of conduct before them-no ladies to 
encourage and advise them as to little domestic arrangements and com
forts, and to attend to their wants. The Welsh people, farmers and 
others, in this part of the country, wish to acquire the English language 
because it promotes their own interests. Generally speaking I consider 
the Reports of the Commissioners for Inquiry into Education in Wales, 
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184G-7, correct. There are no dame schools in this county, and I con· 
sider this is a want, as the instruction given in them, though of a very 
humble character, is still useful, especially where there are n.o other 
resources for instruction ; they give a certain amount of moral mstruc
tion to fit the scholars for the duties of their station. In the modern 
schools instruction in book learning is carried too far, as it leads those 
who receive it to look down upon such employments as those of domestic 
servants. At Aberdovey you could with difficulty get a girl 16 years ' 
of nge for a servant of all work, because they are too highly educated, 
and they hope to get to London or some other large place. One cause 
of the great prevalence of Dissent in this district is the want of churches 
at a reasonable distance. The parish in which I reside is about 15 miles 
in length, but on an average little more than a mile broad, I have 
myself to go to the parish church six miles. There are eight dissenting 
chapels in this parish. There is an endowed school at Llwyngwril 
[Par. Lanegryn.] 

[Sn"'"'Cstions as to local statistics of education.-Condition of the 
populatlon of Penrhyn-deu-draeth. Education of pauper children, 
and children of poor parents. Suggestions ns to conditions of grants 
in aid of building schools by the Committee of Council-necessity 
of preliminary inquiries. Social and moral condition of the population 
in Merionethshire-absence of crime. Illegitimacy. Charities-their 
unfavourable influence on the poorer classes. State of dwellings (of 
farmers and cottagers) in Merionethshire.J 

DAVID WILLIAMS, Esq., of Castle-deudraeth, a Magistrate of the 
Counties of Merioneth and Carnarvon, said-

! formerly and for 18 years acted as Clerk of the Peace for the connty 
of :Merionetb. Sometime since I procured. a statistical return of the 
population of Port-madoc, the nearest town to my residence, and I found 
that the number of children between 4 and 15 years old at that place 
were about 600. I am of opinion that similar statistics should be taken 
at every place by the collector of poor rates every year, and that he 
should be paid from the parish funds. It is impossible that the educa
tional provision of a parish or neighbourhood can be ascertained in any 
other way. A partially compulsory system might do ; and is not 
without sanction in our practice. The people of Wales are generally 
very anxious for education, but a great bar is their inability to clothe • 
their children. I have known such a reason given for not ~ending 
children to school. They could pay a penny or twopence a week but 
were too poor to clothe their: children. There are.some 50 or 60 of this 
kind in Penrhyn. I some time since made a motion in the Ffestinio"' 
Boa~d of Guardians to pay for the children of paupers who could 
be 1nuuced to attend the school at that place ; it was adopted. 
Some were sent, but some do not avail themselves on that account 
(:v~nt of clothing). So far as pauper children are concerned, the pro
VISIOns of the Act authorising them to have their schoolina paid for 
might be extended to compel the parent::~ or guardians of children 
dependent on the parish to be sent to school. This should be tried 
firtit in applying any compulsory power. It would, perhaps, act like 
the " thin end of the wedge." Thi:~ might also be extemled to all 
orphans, children of labouring poor, not receivinrr parish relief. This 
principle is already recognised by our laws, and

0

is found in the Loru 
Chnncellor's power over minors. Convenient and commodious school
room& induce parents to send their children to school. In the case of 

0 0 2 
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Penrhyn the number in attendance was doubled by the erection of a n0w 
schoolroom. The clergy commit fi·cqucnt mistakes in building schools 
llcar the church, which is often inconveniently situated. The school at 
Dan-frothcn, for instance, the next parish to this, ought to be at Garreg. 
The Privy Council should, in my opinion, institute inquiries into the 
position of every site, and as to the wants of each neighbourhood, and 
:Jlso that there was no previous provision before they make any grants 
of the public money. At Penrhyn, for instance, the prcEent British 
school is quite sufficient for the requirements of the place, and as the 
Council made a grant for building it, I think tlmt in case an application 
be mady for another grant for a national school, which I understand is 
in contemplation, it ought to be refused, and I would suggest the 
adoption of this us a rule in all cases by the Privy Council; for very 
frequently we see two schools in the same place where only one is 
wanted, and you often see one of the buildings empty and getting into 
ruin. 'Yhere this iB not the case, and where the place is not large 
enough for two schools, they injure each other and ere ate party feeling. 
The Privy Council wouhl, therefore, do well to take a little trouble to 
ascertain this fact in each instance before making a grant. I also think 
they would do well to inquire a little riwre carefully into the validity of 
titles. I have known instances in which titles on which grants were 
given, were not worth twopence; they might not be disturbed, but they 
could scarcely be called safe. The title to the land granted by me for 
schools was good. When I made this grant I answered the questions 
addressed to me, but those questions might in many cases have been 
consistently answered, and yet leave the title insecure, without more 
mir vtfl inquiry. The means of education in North Wales are generally 
gol)d, but school houses are indifferent. In the mountainous districts 
there are places without schools, National or British. The Privy 
Council ought, I think, to call for a return, statistical and otherwise, 
of the educational wants of each district before they make any grants. 
The funds of the charity schools I belien3 to be generally very much 
misapplied. Some of these funds are taken to pay the Guardians for 
attending the Boards and for other purposes. The Guardians are gene
rally paid at some such rate as 2s. 6d. per meeting, and as they cannot 
be paid out of the poor rate, they appropriate charities or church rates, 
or a private rate for that purpose. The amount of crime in this county 
(Merioneth) is very small: we hardly ever hear of anything beyond 
pilferinrr, stealing clothes off d1·ying grounds or fences, ot• potatoes or 
turnips ~ut of the fields, and generally this is done by trampers, and 
almost all the cases at Quarter Sessions are against tramps. In our 
Petty Sessions stealing wood out of plantations for firing is often an 
offence brought before us. I do not know but of one case in 15 years of 
stealinrr from a house in Merionethshire. There is a large population 
in the quarries ; they are all Welsh. There is no crime there. If an 
Eno·lishman or nn Irishman come among them, the.Welsh make it too 
hot"' for him to remain there long. The county police is of no great use 
in this county, and I do not think the:· have been successful in dis
covering crime anywhere in Wales. I have always held that an 
expensive police force is not neces~ary in rural districts in Wales; but 
I have always advocated their introduction into towns. Bastardy cases 
are not so many now as they were 20 years ago. When these cases are 
brourrht before the magistrate they often present some grossly immoral 
featu~·es : for example, the evidence occasionally shows that a sister has 
been in bed with a sister when intercourse takes place, and also that 
fathers and mothert deep in the same room but in another bed ; and in 
giving evidence the witnesses speak of such transactions without 
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any appearance of shame, and appear to consider it as a comparatively 
light atfhir. )Iany marry after this sort of immoral intcrcom·se has 
taken place, sometimes before and sowetimes after the birth of the 
child, but very seldom after. r 'l'his practice does not prevail as it 
formerly did among the middle class of farmers and small tradesmen. 
It nen·r prevailed to any extent amongst the better class of farme!·s 
and tradespeople. It is now confined almo~t entirely to the lower class m 
the rural districts. There are now about three or four women in the 
Ffestiniog Union Workhouse who have had bastard children, and eight 
or ten illegitimate children. Most of these women, if it is shown they 
are f;educed, and they do not trip a second time, will regain thllir 
social position among their neighbours; but if they trip a second time 
they lo8e caste, and are not afterwards employed by farmers and others 
who require domestic servants of that grade. I think that the corro
boratiye evidence in bastardy cases gives too much impunity to the 
man, who takes as much care as he can that there shall be none such. 
Some men have been known to boast of this. I do not find much 
wilful false swearing on the part of witnesses generally, but I am afraid 
that there is not so much regard paid to the sanctity of truth in this 
country among the labouring population as there is in English counties. 
Here parties will prc.>\aricate for friends, in some instances most im
properly, which is a-feature not often witnessed in England. In Ireland 
there is still more of it. The bastardy cases are not, however, greater 
in this country than in some of the rural districts of England, nor so 
great as in Cumberland and 'Yestmoreland, as is shown by the returns 
made to Parliament some time ago. There are no professed prostitutes, 
no street walking, no solicitations, in the towns immediately surrounding 
this neighbourhood, viz., Portmadoc, Baln, Dolgelloy, or Pwllheli. 
Though Portmadoc is a sea-port town, there is very little drinking 
there and no disorder. Charities p;iven in small sums, or loaves of 
bread given to the poor, are of no good at all. Alms-giving may have 
been necessary in past times, but it is not necessary now, and, in fact, 
is detrimental. Many give charities in sums of money and in clothing, 
and occasionally in weekly pensions. Families who depend principally 
on these charities are often the mo,;t worthless ; where it exists it is so 
marked that the Guardians of Unions complain of it, and it is always 
the case that where any of these pensioners apply fat· relief it is refused 
them, or only given to them to make up the pension to the sums that 
would otherwise be allow~d, so that the pensions go, in fact, 
in aid of the poor-rate, and they encourage the poor people to 
be illle and not self-reliant. The best of all charities to the poor 
is to give them ronstant employment, and pay them liberally for 
what they can do, though that might not be worth the money 
paid them. If charitable people did this instead of gidng them 
money as a reward for, or encouragement to idleness, it would be 
a real blessing, and much more appreciated by the poor themselves. 
Every decrepit old man and old woman can do sometlu'ng andthat 
something can be found out in e\·ery neighbourhood. Let the chari
table employ the helpless poor in this something, and give each a 
shilling a day more m·less for \\'hat they do. These alms thcrefo1·e 
cease to be a beneftlction. The cottage buildings in the country 
districts in this neighbourhood are generally very ill col!structcd. 
The-y have earth floors and no lofts or division of rooms; but in those 
built by working men of late ycnr3 there is some improvement. In 
farmhouses buiit within the last 20 or 30 years there were no 
drains. You will see dung heaps in front of the door, and other 
objectionable a.rrangemeuts. The farmers' resideuces are still very 
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·defective, and they have made less improvement than the working 
classes, as far as this neighbourhood is concerned. The average wages 
of agricultural workmen in this neighbourhood aro 12s. a week, 
some earn l5s., but the journeymen can earn at an average 25s. per 
week. 

[Moral and Social condition of the population. The Portmadoc 
National School has no compulsory Church regulations.] 

I 

Mr. J NO. THOMAS, Agent, Portmadoc, and Secretary of the Port· 
madoc National School, said :-

The population of Portmadoc is principally composed of people who 
come from a distance--from Carnarvonshire and .Merionethshire, and of 
t1ailors. I have been settled here six years. The general character of 
the population as to morality is fair. I am Secretary of the National 
Schools in this place. The parents are not anxious to send their 
children to school. In the hours in which school is held there are 
quite as many children playing in tl1e streets as there are children in 
the two schools. There is not so much dispooition among the sailors to 
get learning as there ought to be. The National School here was 
opened in January last (18.38). The proprietors of the business esta· 
blishments here, the Rector of the Parish and others, thought that the 
British School was. not adequat0 to furnishing education to the numb<.:r 
of children who were in the parish. The grant in aid from the Privy 
Council was 6241.; the voluntary contributions 800l., the gift of the 
site being received as a subscription. There is no compulsory use of 
the Catechism in this school, and no compulsion to go to Church. This 
is a rule embodied in the form of a resolution by the promoters. Dis
senters send their children to the school. The great majority of the 
children are of dissenting parents ; they could not be otherwise, as 
there are few of the population belonging to the Church. There is no 
grog allowance to sailors on sea in vessels belonging to this port, but 
there is an allowance to sailors and hobblers in loading. 

[Abuses of Charities in North Wales. Small (General) charities 
should be applied to educational purposes. J 

JAMES REES, Esq., High Bailiff of the County Court of Carnarvon, 
Pwllheli, and Portmadoc, and Proprietor of the " Carnarvon and 
Denbigh Herald," and" Herald Cymraeg" Newspapers, says:-

1 think that the charities in North Wales are much abused. The 
Charity Commissioners, at the time of their inquiry, should have had 
power to compel parties to give information respecting them. The 
small charities given to the poor, in loaves of bread or small sums of 
money, ought to be amalgamated into one or more sums to be appro
priated to education. The charity benefactions, given for the pur
pose of alms, are of no good-they imply, in point of fact, that the 
Poor Law is inoperative. They should go towards education in poor 
districts-and the schools should be under inspection. In the populous 
districts in this part of the com~ try, the provision for education is fair,
but remote parts of the country arc ill-proYided. I would amalgamate 
the funds, arising from the charities referred to, specially for the 
establishment of schools in central localities where there is a scattered 
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population. I think this point of great importance-it is an opinion I 
have held and advocated for many years. 

[Condition of the population. Llanfachreth School. Relative 
amount of Church and Dissent.] 

The Reverend OsnoR..~E WILLIAlls, Perpetual Curate of Llanfachreth, 
says:-

Labour is in good demand here; wages are from 12s. to l3s. a·week. 
The population in this parish is very scattered ; the parish is about 
ten miles by five in extent. The farmers are small farmers; the farms 
are principally sher.p farms. There was a day school in the parish till 
last October. It was a private school, principally supported by volun
tary contributions, and by the late L~dy Vaughan of Rug. Sir Robert 
Vaughan subsequently to Lady Vaughan's death, declined to continue 
the subscription; but he has more recently promised to renew it. The 
children of the poor paid ld. per week, if superior farmers they paid 
more. The school fees amounted to 81. or lOl. a-year. 

The farmers supported the school well till latterly, when the master, 
who was there at the time, did not give complete satisfaction. Sir Robert 
Vaughan, in consideration of 151. a-year, placed a certain number of 
clJilclren in thfl school-and these scholars [the Rug scholars] were taught 
to read Welsh and learn the Catechism in that language ; then they were 
instructed in English. Welsh, to some extent, would be decidedly neces
sary in the schools in this part of the country, as the people do not know 
a word of English. The great mass of the population are Noncon
formists. Collectively, they are far more numerous than the Church, 
but the Church would be probably as strong as any of them singly. 
The Calvinistic Methodists are the prevailing denomination in this part 
of the country, particularly among the working orders and the small 
farmers. This is to be attributed to their zeal, especially. in preaching. 
In the Church the clergy are generally Oxford or Cambndge men, and 
they cannot compete with the others in speaking on a level with the minds 
of the people. The people did not object to the teaching of the Church 
Catechism in the school-but their children were not compelled to go 
to church. The people are generally sober and moral. I do not know 
that there is more illegitimacy among them than among the English. 
The women never turn out harlots ; they are remarkable for that. 
Llanfachreth is a perpetual curacy, value lOOl. a-year. The lay im
propriator is Sir R. Vaughan. The large tithes of the parish amount to 
about 3001. a-year. 

Mr. D.A. viD llOBERTs, Corwen, said :-

Those who most want education in this clistrict are farmers' childreu. 
They are scattered up and down the country where there are often:;:;.;; 
schools within a reasonable distance, whereas the children, even of 
paupers in a village, can be sent to a &chool. I do not think tl:e cha
rities, which are numerous here, lessen exertion or depress the energies 
of the population, because they arc too small ; but they are of little 
good. They do not lessen rates. The pauper children in the Union 
are sent to one of the public schools in the town. This arranrrement 
so far as I have heard, is a. satisfactory one. 

0 
' 
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Mr. Enw.A~Ds, ~ostmaster, Corwen, saiu:-There are several bequests 
here for g1vmg different sums to poor people, from lOs. to ls., at 
Christmas or other seasons. I think charities of this kincl arc injurious 
in th.eir operation. Many m~ke themselves poor in order to get the 
char1ty. They depend upon 1t and do not exert themselves. There is a 
great want of schools for girls here. Since the establishment of the 
public schools so many girls, daughters of tradesmen, go to those schools 
that they are worse off than formerly for schools, for the particular 
branches of .female education. Those who can afford it are obli~red 
to send their daughters to schools in England, or at least at a distan~e. 

The following information, so far as it is local, relates to n. portion of 
l\Ierionethshire out of, but in the immediate neighbourhood of, the 
Specimen District. It is given as it relates to an educational charity; 
and, in its mor.e general features, illustrates the school provision in 
the Western parts of 1\ferionethshire. 

[Deficiency of educational provision at Towyn. Attempts to re
establish an endowed school. Causes of failure. State of feeling in 
1·eference to education.] 

:Mr. PARRY, Hotel Keeper at Towyn, said:-

That there was no public day-school at Towyn, although it contained 
900 inhabitant$. The endowed school here was given up about two 
years since. The school-house was too small for the number of children 
(about 40). There ought to be a school here for 200 children. There 
are a great many in the seafaring line in the place who want to learn 
navigation, and who complain that they have no means of so doing. The 
roof of the old school-house has now fallen in, in fact it is in ruins. 

J\Ir. Parry then referred to the sources of endowment, which, ns 
full details of them are given in the Further Heport of the Commis
sioners for Inquiry concerning Charities (l\Ierioneth, pp. 573-5) it is 
unnecessary to give here. 

Mr. Parry added, that a difference arose between the Trustees of the 
Ynisymnengwyn Estate and those of Lady Moyre's Charity, which 
had deferred steps being taken for the building of a new school 
house, and the re-opening of the s~hool. Pluns of the intended school 
were made out, and the people of Towyn offered to contribute 
in money or materials, 1001., if a site were given by the Ynisy· 
maengwyn trustees. Twenty-one of the children, those on the 
foundation, would have (by Lady Moyrc's will) to go to church-but it 
was agreed that the additional scholars should be free. The Dissenters 
agreed to support the school on these conditions. ·There is a strong 
feeling in favour of giving freedom to ull who are not on the foundation. 
There has been a great advance in this part of the country of late yeurs 
in establishing schools to which farmers' children can have access, but 
they are still badly provided for. There is a great difficulty in rais,I1g 
sufficient subscriptions to pay for a good master. The farmers think the 
master is getting a good deal if he hus a salary of 201. a year. If this 
school with the endowment cannot be procured, there must shortly be 
a British school established here. In the committee of inhabitants that 
was formed for promoting the re-establishment of the Towyn school it 

· was proposed that the school managers or committee should consbt of 
the vicar of Towyn, the two churchwardens, und twelve ratepayers. 
They were selected on the ground that they would be permanently 
settled here. No definite reply has been had ou this subject from tha 
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Trustees of the Ynisymaengwyn estate. There is no place worse pr<V 
vided with the means of education than this. Those who can affor{it 
are oblio-cd to send their children from home, to Liverpool or elsewhere. 
There i; 110 school-house to be had here. The school which the public 
would wish to have is a good English school. · 

lfr. WM. WJLLLUIS JoNES, Draper, Towyn, in reference to the same 
subject, said :-

"There are only two private schools in this town, each for girls and 
" boys. They are both kept by ladies. Their charges are from 4s. to 8s. 
" a quarter. They are too high for the generality of the people of this 
" district to avail themselves of them. The people are poor. The en
" do wed school here has gone down for the last five years. The school
" house was suffered to go to decay because of the neglect of the agent 
'' of the Ynisymaengwyn estate, and the vicar. When it was proposed 
'' to re-establish the school a committee was formed of the towns 
" people. The Dissenters and Church people agreed that 21 children 
" only, in compliance with Lady Moyre's injunction, should be under 
" obligation to attend church on Sunday, but that there should be 
" perfect freedom for all other children, who would have to pay some
" thing for their schooling. This arrangement, as well as the re-esta· 
" blishment of the school has not been carried out as the Trustees of 
" the Y nisymaengwyn estate proposed · to give land for building a 
" school-house, on condition that they, or a portion of them, were made 
" co-trustees of Lady Moyre's Charity; but as this was refused they 
" would not give the eite.""' 

The Venerable Archdeacon White, the Rev. D. Edwards, Rector of 
Ffestiniog, the Rev. J. Phillips, Rector, of Yniscynhaiarn and 
the Rev. Dr. Edwards, Bala, with whom I had interviews, althouo-h 
they gave no formal evidence, bore testimony in general terms to the 
educational improvement of this part of the country, and spoke favour
ably of the existing system of aiding education through the Committee 
of Council. 

EVIDENCE oN TnE SociAL AND.GENE:RAL EDUCATIONAL CONDITION o:v 

THE PoPULATION IN THE SouTH \VALES UNIONS. 

HowEL GwYN, Esq., of Dyffryn. 

[School provision in the mining districts in which Mr. Gwyn's 
property is situated.-Social and moral character of the working popu
tation.-Requirements of Committee of Council for school buildings, 
&c., unsuitable to the condition of the district.-Cost of erectina 
and supporting public schools in rural districts fall on a few.] e. 

Howel Gwyn, Esq., of Dyffryn, a magistrate of the counties of 
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, and Brecon, and late :M.P. for Falmouth, 
said: 

• For connection of the Ynis-y-macn-gwyn estate with another educational 
charity at Towyn, (Corbet's), see" :Further Heport" Charity Commissioners, p. 573. 
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In this neighbourhood (Dyffryn Clydach) we are peculiarly situated 
as it respects the school (Bryncoch ), as the workmen belon<rin" to 
the colliery near the school subscribe to the Neath Abbey 

0

scl~ool, 
which belongs to the colliery proprietors, and some of the children are 
sent there. The average attendance at the Bryncoch school is about 
80. In another school, which I have erected at Killybebyll, we are 
similarly situated to Bryncoch, as there are other schools in the neigh· 
bourhood. The remarks I make extend only to the manufacturin•' 
districts with which I am connected as a landowner. I am also ~ 
landowner in the agri<'ultural districts of Carmarthenshire, but I do 
not know sufficient of the provision for education there to be enabled 
to speak with much certainty of it. In the Swansea Valley where I 
have property, they are generally very well off for schools, some 
()f which are on a large scale. As to the character of the 
population of this district, so far as order goes, we have not much 
reason to find fault with it, and on the whole they have improved 
latterly in respect of habits of sobriety. The population con· 
nected with the works, are rather improvident in their habits. The 
<mtside of their cottages are clean, but within they are often not so 
heat and orderly as they ought to be. I do not think the parents 
appreciate the value of education for their children, more particularly 
in the working districts. Some time since )Irs. Gwyn introduced 
needlework into the school, for the purpose of enaLling the girls to be 
more useful at home, in making up linen and other clothes for the 
family. At first some difficulty was found in introducing it, and still 
more in keeping it up. EVfm the master did not sufficiently see the 
necessity of it for girls who had to go out to work in tho fields. It 
has now become a regular feature in the school sy~tem, and at present 
roome of the parents appreciate it, at least so far as they see the 
immediate uses of it to themselves. Young girls in this neighbourhood 
do not care for domestic life, they prefer working out as they think 
they are more independent. The great drawback on educational im· 
provement in this district. is, that the parents care for nothing so much as 
the immediate reward of money. As soon therefore as a boy can make 
lOd. or ls. :t day, he is removed from the school. The same remark 
applies to girls who can earn lOd. a day by working on the laud. 
This withdrawal of the children does not proceed from the necessities 
()f poverty, as the wages of colliers avernge not less than l6s. a week, 
and of agricultural labourers about 14s. a week. Very few in this 
neighbourhood have money in the Savings bank, but a great many 
belong to clubs. From my experience as a magistrate, I am afraid 
that the mass of the population are not a truth-loving people. This 
appears from the difficulty in getting the truth out of them as witnesses, 
particularly if their friends or relations are implicated. As far as 
servants go, Welsh and English are much the same ; but I think on 
the whole the English of the same grade are more open. I think that 
the religious instruction, which in this part of the counlry ~ 
principally conducted by the Dissenters, does not sufficiently impress 
the importance of truth upon those who are the subjects of instruction. 
Cases of illegitimacy are very frequent. As chairman of this (Neath) 
Union, I should say it is one of the great evils. I may take the 
opportunity here of saying that we seldom meet in Petty Sessions in 
Ne,ath without having cases of drunkenness arising from beer-shops, 
.as well as cases of illegitimacy brought before us. These two are, _I 
am sorry to say, on the increase. I think that in their results on pubhc 
morals, beer-shops are worse thnn licensed public-houses. Looking to 
the existing machinery for education, I am of opinion that it is charge· 
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alJle with a tendency to over-educate, that is, to cram too many 
~ubjects within too narrow a space of time. I consider many of the 
re<rulations of the Committee of Council on Education most inappli· 
catJle to the condition of country districts. The specifications from the 
Committee of Council for the master's Louse at the Bryncoch ·schoo~ 
in CtJnsequence of the conditions insisted upon, would make the cost 
of the building about 2601., whereas a dwelling in every way equal 
to his requirements may have been raised for 160/. Joists of four inches 
in thickness were required and other unnecessary things, except for a 
large aPd expensive house. I altogether condemn the Privy Council 
Eptem as it respects this and many other features; it is a wasteful 
expenditure of public money. I have also to remark that in this and 
other small rural districts, it is impossible to get money enough 
mbscribed to defray the cost of buildings, and keep up the salary of 
a regular certificated master and mistress, as the farmers rarely con· 
tribute, so that the greater part of the expense falls upon one or two 
indivirlual5 who may reside in the parish. 

J.AJIES KE.~WAY, Esq., :Mayor of Neath. 

(Past and prl?sent provision for education in Neath.-Neath :Me
chanics Institution ; causes of its want of' success.-Early withdrawal 
an obstacle to the progress of education.-lts cause.-Future prospects 
of education.] 

James Kenway, Esq., ::\Iayor of Neath, says: 
W'ith the exception of a. very elementary school at the ~Ierra there 

was not up to the last two years any means of popular education in Neath. 
The state of education among the adult portion of the working popu~ 
lation is very lo"·· The moral state of the population has much 
improved within the last few years. They are orderly and well
behaved, breaches of the peace are few, and drunkenness does not 
prevail to a great extent. The Sunday schools, I think, have had a. 
great influence in Lringing about this improvement. The general 
wages in ~eath and its immediate neighbourhood are paid weekly, 
and they are not generally Epeaking subject to much fluctuation. 
There was a ).!echanics Institution in Neath, but it l1as declined, 
principally because there is no one competent and havin"' time to 
supe:rinte:nd it. At one time there was a gentleman well q~alified to 
take its man~gement who attended to it. It succeeded well then. It 
is in exi,:tence now, but it is not appreciated. It is nothin" more now 
than a simple reading room. There are no classes. The

0
active pro

moters of this institution were Unitarians, and althou<rh I think it 
abwrd, I believe this caused a feeling of coolness on the part of a 
large section of the population against it. At present the means of 
e;J.ucation in Xeath -are abundant. The two public schools, British 
and National, profess to provide education for 1,000 children. One 
of the unfavourable influences operating upon education, are the 
temptations offered in wages for parents to withdraw children from 
schor1l early. They are employed in the tin and iron works, and in 
collieries. The population are in fact as yet only be<rinnin"' to 
appreciate the value of education, and this is attributable t~ the 

0
faet 

that two good schools have recently br:en established here. There are 
few of the population here who cannot afford to pay 2d. a week for 
sd10oling. It is not from the pre•sure of poverty that children are 
taken early from school, but from a desire on the part of the parents 
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to make something out of them. The population cannot be said to be 
provident. There are no Savings Banks here, but the people rro to 
Swansea. There are Benefit Building Societies, which get on °very 
well.; a large proportion of the members are of the working class order. 
I thmk, now that a good education is to be had in the schools that 
have recently been established here, parents will be induced to leave 
their children longer in school. The parents of the children who 
attend the .school of which I am one of the committee, the British, 
take more mterest in the education of their children since the intro
duction of cards for regular attendance. It is suprising how ea~rer 
th.e parents ~re to see their children's cards. I do not think that ea~·ly 
~thdra.walis to be reached by law, but by gradually producing an 
Im.presswn on the parents' minds. In 8 or 10 years I anticipate for 
this town great educational improvement ; the experiment has so f<tr 
been encouraging, beyond what I ever anticipated. 

THOMAS STEPnENS, Esq., Merthyr Tydfil. 

[.Agencies affecting the moral condition of the working population ; 
Public houses ; Sunday schools ; cheap literature. "Grants in aid," 
preferable to rates, for the promotion of education.-:Merthyr ~Ie
chanics Institution.] 

Thomas Stephens, Esq., High Constable of ~Ierthyr Tydfil, .Author 
of the" Literature of the Kymry," &c., says: 

There are in :Merthyr four great works and centres of population, 
Cyfarthfa, Dowlais, Penyuarren, and Plymouth. Of Dowlais I can 
say nothing. In Plymouth works Mr. Rill the proprietor discourages 
public-houses, and allows none to be kept on his property. .As one of 
the managers of the :Merthyr Sayings Bank, I can bear testimony to the 
beneficial effects of this by the fact that a larger proportion of the 
depositors in the Merthyr SaYings Bank come from the Plymouth works 
than from any other part of the town. )!r. Crawshay also discourages 
public-houses, but has not done this for so long a period, At Plymouth 
and Dowlais no man keeping a public·house is employed in the works, 
but this rule is not so rigidly enforced at Cyfarthfa. .At Penydarren 
many of the underground agents keep public-houses,' and the men 
feel themselves under a kind of obligation to go there anrl drink. 
The Penydarren workmen, more especially the firemen, are inferior 
in general character to the men employed in the other works. As 
a body the great mass of the working men are naturally intelli
gent, but uneducated, so far as secular learning is concerned. The 
education given to them is principally through the medium of the 
Sunday schoo~ and is therefore for the most part of n religious character. 
I consider the Sunday school a great agency in promoting the morality 
of the working classes. It operates on that large portion of the 
people who move within the religious circle, which is full one half 
of the population ; but I scarcely think it can be said to extend beyond 
those limits. Beyond, the masses are influenced by cheap literature, 
the tendency of which on the whole is, I think, good. They are 
beneficial as to their subject matter, and by the taste they cultivate 
for reading, afford a counter power to the temptations of the public
house. The Sunday school I consider to be sufficient as n. means of 
religious instruction. The deficiency on the part of the population 
in this neighbourhood is of secular knowledge. The great impedi
ment to the 6pread of education at present is, that children at 10 years 
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of age cnn cnrn money both in the coal and iron works, and hence are 
taken away from school. I think this arises from greed on the part 
of the parents, and an inadequate appreciation of the value of educa
tion. I am of opinion that the p1·esent method of aiding education by 
Government g1:ants, is a less cumbrous and more certnin way of pro
pngating education than if left to a rate which must be dependent on 
the majority, say of a parish. There is a_ very large number of public
houses in Merthyr and Dowlais, and I am sorry to add a great deal 
of drunkenness. But there is an improvement in this respect within 
the last 10 ye;"~rs ; yet not so great as one could expect from the 
various efforts made to elevate the character of the working classes. 
There is a large number of clubs in this district, such as Benefit clubs 
for support in sickness, and Odd Fellows, Alfre,d, and I vorite societies. 
There is a Savings Bank here, but we have no Benefit Building Socie
ties. The Mechanics Institution here has 120 members. There are not 
lllany working men among them. The subscription is Is. 6d. a quarter. 
There is also a public library here, well supplied with books on science 
and literature of all descriptions. It is open for three hours every 
evening, except on Sundt>ys. A very small proportion out of the 
great population of this place attend it, or avail themselves of its 
advantages. Classes have been tried in the :Mechanics Institution, but 
have failed. 

Tnos. STEPHE!{S. 

JA:IIES RoGERs, Esq., Ystalyfera. 

[Occupations of the working population.-Their morals.-Early 
withdrawal.- Circumstances under which it prevails; consideration 
of remedies.-Extension of provision of Collieries Prevention Act. 
Legislative aid for secular education.-Religious knowledge of the 
population traced to the l:;unday school, and not to what is taught of 
religion in day schools.] 

James Rogers, Esq., Surgeon, Ystalyfera, said:-

I have been some time established here as surgeon to a large works 
in this neighbourhood, the number of persons under my medical care 
amounting altogether to from 4,000 to 5,000, men, women and children. 
They are colliers, miners, labourers, blast-furnace men, forge and nail 
men, aucl tin-plate workmen. The character of the population generally 
for sobriety is good; there are exceptions, but they are of classes. 
The puddlers for example, whose occupation exposes them to great 
heat, as high as 80° Fahrenheit,* which tends to produce drinkinll' 
habits, might be pointed out in illustration. They are the skilled 
labourers of the iron di3tricts. I would observe that the population in 

* I ~ave taken the temperature in .front of the puddling furnace, where the puddler 
st.mds, m the summer of 1848 when 1t rose to 118" Fah. In one place in the tin miJ!i 
it rose to 120? Fah., this .of course was exceptional ; ordinarily the rang-e would be 
from 80" to 90°. Add to tins the fact that the puddler ha~ to underrro powerful mu.;cular 
exercise during one half his" turn" of 12 hours, and hi; assistant the other half durin"' 
th~ five or six charges of his furnace in that time, and it will not be wondered at tb~t 
he !>hou!d, mistakc?ly, have recourse to beer to sustai~ his flaggin~ energies, and that. 
the habit of dr1nkmg would gradually become established : such 1s the fact in many 
cas,s. Others again having more power of resistance, or being •obstinate' teetotallere 
resist the inclination to drink to excess even of water, and follow out thl.ir occupatiu~ 
with far greaterre!Jularity, and enjoy much better health than the beer drinkers, 
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this district are under peculiar circumstances, from the fact that a 
large portion of the demand for labour in the neighbourhood is of 
eight or ten years growth, and that they have rapidly collected on this 
spot from all quarters, Welsh, English, and though exceedingly few, 
the Irish. They are in a transition state. There is a strong effor1. 
perceptible among the working population here in the direction of 
getting good dwellings and neat furniture. Advantage is also taken 
of building societies to a very great extent for the purpose of building 
cottages for themselves. The domestic character is good, tending to 
comfort. The wages of the colliers as a class are low, and tend to the 
early employment of the children, they are however generally of 
provident habits and well conducted, many of them employ their 
leisure hours in literary pursuits, and are contributors to the Welsh 
periodicals, and are frequently the successful competitors at the 
"Eisteddfodau" for poetical compositions and essays. Children are 
taken into the collieries as near ten years of age as the law permits, 
the father being anxious to get his son into the works as early us he 
can, partly from the desire of gain, and partly to train the boy up 
under his own eye. It is no obj0ct of greater skill or efficiency in 
after life which induces this early employment in collieries. In other 
departments, the forge and tin works for example, children are em· 
ployed at even an earlier age; girls come in at from nine to ten years, 
they are engaged in polishing tin plates. This early withdrawal I 
think arises from povel'ty, where there are large families and the father 
is not a skilled labourer. Boys of 16 and 17 years in tin works often 
earn more than their fathers where the latter are unskilled labourers. 
In this place the rise of the forge and tin-plate works has been so rapid 
that there has been a larger demand than supply of skilled labour, 
I refer to washmen .and tinmen, and hence the system of apprenticing 
has been adopted from 15 years or upwards. Boys in the tin works at 
nine or ten years of age will get from 4s. 6d. to 5s. a week. I think 
that a boy of the labouring classes generally, who is not set to work at 
from 10 to 14 years of age is very likely to turn out from want of skill 
and power of application a failure ; in after life, indisposition to 
labour, making him what is here called a" lazy fellow." I would say 
there should certainly not be any extension of the Act for preventing 
juvenile labour in collieries, nor should its provisions I think be applie.f 
to iron and tin works. I am of opinion from looking at the circum
stances under which these (the Y stalyfera) works have grown up, that 
if a law were to pass to keep children in school tilll2 years of age, 
by preventing them being employed in the works, the cost of production 
would be so much increased that the producers would not be able to 
enter into general competition. I know of no case in which the ten 
years law in collieries has been evaded ; but I do know that as soon as 
children have arrived at ten years they are taken off by their parents 
to the works, and it requires much looking after on the part of the 
colliery overseers to prevent their being deceived by the parents. Any 
extension of a law of this kind would produce a strong feeling as an 
undue interference with parental rights. Generally speaking I think 
the people appreciate the value of education. I think this feeling is 
consistent with early withdrawal, inasmuch as their circumstances 
require the aid of the child's labour towards furnishing themselves and 
their families with comforts (and in very many instances with neces
saries.) I thinkJegislative aid es~ential to a good secular educatio~ of 
the population ; but the teaching institutions of the various denomma
tions of christians are in my opinion quite adequate to proYidi1:g for 
their religious instruction. I do not think the religious instruct1on of 
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the people is accomplished by the mere reading of the ScripturPs or 
other books of a reliaious character in a day school. I may state as a 
matter of fact that 

0 

the religious knowledge of the principality is 
entirely due to the agency of the religious denominations through the 
Sunday school. 

JAs. RoGERs. 

There is an evening school in connectio.n with the Ystalyfera.. 
works, which is tolerably well attended. Evemng schools are calculated . 
to do away with the evils reaulting from early withdrawal, and they 
ought to be connected with each works under the management of a. 
separate waster. 

J.R. 

W.1tLIA:M GILBERTSON, Esq., Cwmavon Works. 

[Educational condition of the working population.-Inducements to 
parents to extend the school period of their children.-Prize Association .. 
-Efforts to check early withdrawal have accomplished comparatively 
little.-Arrangements for promoting education at Cwmavon.-Evening 
schools.-Reading room.-Privileges to pattern makers.-Clerks in 
the Cwmavon office educated in the schools.-Extent to which these 
inducements to educational improvement influence the mass of the 
working population.] 

William Gilbertson, Esq., Cwmavon Works, Managing Director of the 
Governor and Company of Copper Miners in England, a Magistrate of 
the county of Glamorgan, one of the committee of the West Glamorgan 
and Carmarthenshire Prize Association, and who has taken a prominent 
part in the promotion of education in the district with which he 
has been connected for many years; says : 

The working population up to middle age have pretty generally had 
the advantage of day school instruction. It is a practice in connection 
with these works, that when the children evince a disposition to learn, 
or' make good progress in schoo~ and are of good character, they are 
drafted out and made agents, weighers, clerks, or obtain some other 
appointment, superior to the condition of the common workmen. I am 
constrained to say that this system though good so far as it goes, does 
not induce a general keeping of the boys in school over a lengthened 
period. In a place like this where work is always to be had and 
labour is well remunerated, the parents both father and mother are 
always anxious to take them away to get money. In some of our 
schools the children are very young and the teachers lament it. I 
think the Prize Association does good, it induces parents in some cases 
to let their children stop half a year longer in school in order to get 
the prize, but it does not influence the working population generally. 
All thes~ e~orts ~n .our part do not re~ch the mass of the people, but 
are partial m thetr mflucnce. My feelma from the experience of 20 
years is that little has been done in the ~ay of checking early with
drawal from school ; legislation cannot check it, and any interferenc0 
often docs more harm than good. Looking to th!:l character of the 
population of this neighbourhood and taking into ~onsidcration the 
nature of their e~plo~ment, . I believe good has b~cn done by the 
efforts made, especially m draftmg the boys fnm the s-chools for superior 
employment. There is a good deal of drunkenness here, but this is not 
the general character of the population. There are in addition to the 
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Church large Dissenting chapels, which are well attended; it has beC'n 
remarked that there are more chapels and churches on the Comoam·';; 
property than public houses. There are evening schools con~cctcrl 
with the Cwmavon Works; they are not >cry largely attended, the 
girls better than the boys. There are reading rooms connected with 
the work~, and a library containing a collection of useful books ; daily 
and weekly newspapers and other periodicals are taken in the reading 
room. The class who avail themsel-res of it are principally the clerks 
and skilled mechanics, but it is not appreciated by the great mas3 of 
the labouring population. The day schools connected with the works 
do not receive Government aid, nor are they under Government 
inspection. We do not wish to be interfered with in the arrangc
m,ents made for these schools, and there are some points which if 
we accepted aid would be insisted upon, that would be unnecessary 
here. The schools are -risited at our request by the diocesan 
inspector, and are noticed in his report. (Report here put in, 
which was highly satisfactory.) The Church catechism is taught 
in the schools, but it is not compulsory on children whose parents 
object to their learning it. There is no compulsory attendance of the 
scholars at church on Sundays. There are five Sunday schools held in 
the rooms of the day schools. In the pattern making and fitting 
departments, the apprentices are given one hour on two days in each 
week from their work to learn drawing on condition that they give a. 
corresponding number of evenings in the week for evening lessons. 
(The drawings of several of these apprentices were produced, and as spe
cimens of mechanical drawing displayed great merit, ns well as care in 
the execution.) Mr. Gilbertson in continuation observed :-I may state 
generally that I do not think that the concession of two hours is a loss 
in a commercial point of view, as we get the advantage of the superior 
skill and intelligence of the workmen. The same remark applies to the 
system pursued here in making the appointment of clerks and others 
from the schools. You will see what kind of men we get in this way 
by my bringing some of the clerks before you. (~Ir. Gilbl.'rtson then 
introduced 1\Ir. Jenkins, who he said could describe the system pursned 
in admitting the (:hildren of workmen into the works, a department 
with which he was specially entrusted.) 1\Ir. Jenkins in reply t<1 
questions addressed by me, said :-I was educated in the Cwmavon 
Works school. I think that the system of taking boys into the otli.ce 
from the school prompts parents to keep them in ~chool us long as they 
can ; they are otherwise generally taken from school at from eight to 
ten years of age. The practice here in admittin~ children ioto the 
works is to register them. When a child comes to be registered before 
he goes to the works, I ascertain by examination, if he can read and 
write; if not, I report him to Mr. Gilbertson, who admits him or not, 
as all the circumstances of the child and his family may rentler desirable, 
almost alwavs on the con:lition that the child goes to the night f'choo1. 
In keeping "'the books in the office it is necessary to be expert nnd 
accurate in the use of decimals ; this is not gained in the school, but 
by practice in the office ; but there is a foundation laid for this in whn.t 
is tau()'ht in the school. 1\Ir. Jenkin Rees, another clerk, saiJ in answer 
to que~tion~ :-"The system adopted in the works of appointing boys to 
be overlookers, &c., induces parents to keep the children in schnol 
longer in order to bring them up to something besides laLour."-:.\Ir. 
Gilbertson obsen·ed,-" these are only prtrtial cases; I am sorry to s:1y 
that such is not O'enerally the case. We make a bargain th:-tt the 
children shall atte~d a ni"'ht school if unable to read, and admil t('d 
early to the works ; the parents constantly neglect to enforce this, 
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and the children do not attend. \\ e are constantly obliged to threaten 
them with di~miss~l for this neglect.''-With a view further to illustrate 
the operation of the system of appointments to higher situations of 
those who remained in school, :t\Ir. Gilbertson >ery kindly had in and 
introduced to me the junioL' clerks; I was much pleased with thci:
general appearance, addre5~, and the language in which they sustained 
conversation. Of these one harl been in school till past 15 years of age, 
a second till 16 years, a third till 14 years, and a fourth tilll4 years. 

l\Ir. Gilbertson in the course of the communication with which he 
favoured me, stated several facts which showed the moral interest 
evinced by the Governor and Company of Copper Miners in England, 
of' which he is the managing and resident director, in the social im
provement of the nst body of tne working population there emp1oycd. 
The individual shareholders of the company had recently erected a. 
church, a spacious and handsome edifice. In addition to this a Bible 
and Church Missionary Society, and other organisations of a strictly 
religious character have been established by ::\lr. Gilbertson, and much 
bas otherwise been done by him towards the improvement of the tastes 
and domestic habits of the population by the establishment of an annual 
horticultural show, in which a large proportion of the prizes were 
a warded to the productions of the cottage gardens of the working men. 
The organisation and rules of this society, as well as a printed list of 
the prizes won at the exhibition of the previous year, were placed in 
my hands by :Mr. Gilbertson. In this list the greater portion of 
the prizes were awarded to working men. There can be no doubt that 
an institution of this kind must ha,·e a most salutary influence on the 
tastes and morals of the vast population enclosed within this most 
interesting hive of industry, and of commercial enterprise. 

[Character and Habits of the Welsh Colliers.] 

l\Ir. Dum REES, ~Iineral Surveyor, Xeath, who has had considerable 
experience among the colliers of the Western District of Glamor
ganshire, said :-

The colliers in the works with which I am acquainted are, with a 
few rare exci?ptions, a ~ober and well-conducted body of men. They 
f:eldom lose a day's work, and, in this respect, are different from the 
Lancashire and Aberdare district collier~, who very generally keep two 
or three days a month holidays, which are employed in drinkin"'. 
TI1ere is no such practice in the Swansea and Neath district. They 
often meet in company for a couple of hours on Saturday, and in cominn
horneward drink a pint or two together, but not to excess. They almost 
invariably attend a place o£ worship on Sunday. The colliers are gene
rally pure Welsh except the Gaffers, or managers, who are mostly north
countrymen, and who occupy this station because they have had more 
experience in sinking deep shafts and workinrr coal on a larcrer scale than 
the generality of Welsh colliers. The \\ el~h colliers ar~ under great 
di:'advantages for the want of books. In moral habits the Welsh are 
decidedly ~uperior to the Lancashire colliers. I have been among both. 
The amusement5 of the Lancashire collier are very brutal ; in Wales, 
the collier after his work goes home, or to his J\Ieeting-house, or spends 
a part of his time in setting Lis garden ; and, if he has any amusement, 
it would be music or dancing. Their cottages are clean-whitewashed, 
and h9.ve generally a garden with potatoes and other useful vegetables, 
together with a few 13owers. The Welsh collier invariably washes 

. hilllielf on his daily return from work-geLerally before he sits do\vn 
VOL. IL P P 
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to a meal. In past years this was done in the kitchen, in the presence 
of the wife and often of other females. There is now more delicacy 
shown on this head, as they have generally a little room or back kitchen 
to which they retire for this purpose. The Welsh colliers are naturally 
intelligent and quick ; but they want schooling. They make excellent 
engine-drivers or breaksmen- better than the Lancashire colliers 
according to their opportunity. 

[Causes of deficiency of education.] 
The Rev. BEN JAM~ THO)IAS, Independent Minister, Y stalyfera, 

said:-
The deficiency of education in these parts arises partly from the 

deficiency of provision, and partly from want of solicitude in parents 
for the schooling of their children. I think the country is capable of 
educating itself. There was a school here about 12 years ago, before 
the works school was established ; the master was paid by the com· 
mittee of Panteg Chapel. The teacher was from the Brecon Normal 
College. It was fluctuating before the the works school was established, 
and it was then gh·en up. I have myself kept a school for the last two 
years. There were about 40 scholars in it. I ga>e it up, as the parents 
were unwilling to pay when they were already paying in the works. 
There i:3 a great increase in the facilities for education now as compared 
with formerly. 

· [Government ald.-Constitution of Committees for Works Schools. J 
The Rev. REES EvANS, Baptist Minister, Ystalyfera, said:-. 
The general feeling of the Baptist denomination in South Wales is 

against go>ernment aid, on the ground that Government has notlting to do 
with religion. Personally, I should have no objection to the grant to a 
school which teaches simply writing, cyphering, and other secular know· 
ledge. As a Dissenter I object to the compulsory requirement by Go>ern
ment of religious instruction as a condition of the grant. My own children 
go to the National School. I object to much that is taught there, but 
I submit to it as the least of two evils. The schools at Y stalyfera are 
supported by a poundage from the workmen. The workmen say 
"it is too bud that we should pay to the school and have no voice in 
what is taught to our children, nor in the choice of the teachers." 
They do not object to the payment towards the school, but to their 
having no management of their own money. The general state of 
education in this neighbourhood has much impro>ed. We find in 
Sunday schools young persons who can read and spell well, which we 
could not 15 years ago. It is easier to get good Sunday school teachers. 
There is an improvement in the parents; they cared less for the educa
tion of their children seven or eight years ago than now. I think if' 
in Works schools a mixed committee of masters and men had the 
management it would be more satisfactory. It would, no doubt, create 
more interest in the cause of education. From what I know of the 
workmen, I think they would be competent to aid on such a school 
committee. I think Sunday schools, with other religious institutions, 
fully adequate to the religious instruction of the community. I do not 
think Government aid necessary to the education of the people. 

Comniunication from G. T. CLARK, Esq., Manager of the Dowlais 
Iron Works. 

[Provision for education in the Iron Works of Wales, of recent origin. 
State of education among, and social condition of the working popu-
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htion in Dowlais. Education not a demand, but acquiesced in by the 
workmen. Earl'l" withdrawal-Prize A~~oriations. Employment in 
w0r1,s continzent on suecess iu the school. Combination of religious 
-with st>cular i;~truction, an imaginary rather than a real difficulty.] 

Dowlais House, :Merthyr Tydvil, 
Sm, 22nd August 1859. 

I HA>E already trammitted to you very full statistical informa
tion eoncerning the schools under my control in this district, and to 
this I now add~ the enclosed answers to the further paper of questions 
which accompanied your circular of the 15th of April.* To these 
answers I will append a few remarks upon the subjects of "popular 
€ducation" and "elementary instruction" among the large and im
portant chss of the iuhabitants of the districts who labour mth their 
hands f~)r their daily bread. 

These are either such as ha'e been born and bred in this neighbour
hood. or such as have migrated hither from North or '\lest '\\ales and 
from Ireland. Strangers of this class from England and Scotland are 
but few in number. 

I believe that i>chooh, and I am very sure that efficient schools, are 
ofreeent introduction among the Welsh iron works. ThoseofDowlais 
in some form or other, were among the earliest. In other works they 
ha'e existed from 5 to 10 yf'ars, and in some few instances thf'y are 
f''en now unknown. It is, therefore, only the rising generation who 
haw, speaking generally, received a. tolerable education. 

Among the native inhabitants of this district below the age, say of 
25, reading, writing, arithmetic, and a moderate acquaintance with the 
E1'glish tongue, are not unusual acquisitions. Above that age they are 
unusual, and the language ordinarily spoken is Welsh. The younger 
penons often forget much of what they were imperfectly taught, but 
the old persons have received little or no education at all. 

There is a large annual inflow from rural Wales. These immigrants 
speak but little English, and are commonly ill taugM, but they are, I 
think, on the whole, superior in moral conduct to those of the risen 
generation who have grown up in the district. Nevertheless, their 
pre"ence by strengthening the '\\ elsh element materially counteracts 
our elflwts iu education, and tends to maintain the double language, 
which is the great drawback to intellectual improvement in this border 
country. 

The Irish are almost all Roman Catholics, and they seldom rise to 
the r~,uk of skilled or l1ighly paid labourers. They are, on the whole, 
d(•cile and peaceable, and a few send their children to the schools pro
viJ..:d for them ; but their habits are unthrifty, their wages low, and 
they lin' much together in the dirtiest and least healthy parts of the 
~o~•m .. Still, .as school~ are brought within their reach, they show an 
1ncre15lllg des1re to profit by them, and that the <reneral character of 
the body i~ impro,ing is shown by the impronme;t in their dubs and 
Lc·:::efi t ~ocieties. 

Having regard to the whole of this mixed population, I should say 
that fully two-thirds can neither read nor write with any sort of ease, 
and that very few c,f the womtn cnn do "plain work" neatly. 

The demand for education in this district does not precede the 
supply, but is found to follow pretty steadily and closely upon it. The 
wc,rkmen do not est~blish efficient day schools for themselves, or 
suri'crt such voluntanly, but they submit, in some of the Works, to a 

• ~lr. Clark allSwered the Questions issued by the Commissioners. (See Ap· 
peniix B.) 

p p 2 
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small deduction from their wages for the school, and when to this their 
employers add con>enient schoolrooms and enough to support trained 
teachers, there is no indisposition whatever to profit by the means 
afforded. 

That there is no very active demand for education is evident from 
the fact that the absence of schools has seldom, if ever, formed a topic 
of complaint against the masters. The men, and those who employ 
themselves in s~tting forth their grieYances, are in some slight degree 
awake to the ev1ls of the truck and shop systems, and fully so to many 
other abuses, real or alleged, but in those Works, now indeed happily 
but few, in which no schools are provided, this is not urged against the 
masters, and I have only known one case in which the men expressed 
an opinion in their favour. 

Still, where the means are at hand, the people are very far indeed 
from being indifferent to education,. They willingly pay the weekly 
penny, form their own opinions upon the system of teaching pursued, 
and take very great interest in the pro~ress of their children. Some, 
and the number is increasing, will forego the wages which their c!Jil· 
dren could earn for the sake of keeping them at school until their 
eleventh or twelfth year. 

This increased interest is however due to the stimulus applied by the 
formation of good schools by the masters, and does not to any great 
extent originate with the men. 

The subjects taught in the schools are reading, writing grammatically 
and from dictation, and arithmetic, in which latter the Welsh children 
are great proficients. Geography and history are also taught ; and for 
the girls, needlework. Physical science has been suggested for the 
boys, and for the girls the practice of cookery ; but in my own case, 
valuable as this knowledge would undoubtedly be, I am not yet sati~fied 
with our proficiency in the three subjects first named and in needle
work. 

As to religious teacl1ing, the parents would no doubt prefer a school 
in which their own distinctive tenets were taught, but the absence of 
this seldom prevents them from sending their children to a decidedly 
superior school. Of course it will be the duty of any master who 
expends his workmen's money on education to take care that his schools, 
as far as practicable, reflect the religious opinions of the parents ; and 
this, in practice, in almost every case, will be fulfilled by the use of the 
Bible as a text book. 

It is almost as difficult and quite as important as drawing the children 
to school to induce them to attend regularly, and to remain until they 
reach the highest class, and here it is that capitation grants, prizes, 
prize schemes, tea drinkings, and similar rewards, are found >aluable. 
A judicious, and above all, an impartial distribution of prizes has a. 
powerful tendency to raise the numbers of a school, and what is of 
more consequence, of those attending regularly. The prizes should be 
books, work boxes, drawing instruments, maps and globes, and generally 
durable and useful articles. They should be given to a certain number, 
not too many, in each class, and to no child who has not attended a 
sufficient number of days to earn the capitation grant. There must be 
no partiality, no regard to the religion or circum~tances of the parents, 
nor to anythin(J' but the progress of the child in school, regular attcn· 
dance bein(J' a~sumed. The prizes should be distributed before the 
whole scho;l, and as mnny of the parents ns can be induced to nttenJ, 
and the manager should distribute them himself. 

As a rule rerrular attendance should not be regarded as a merit but 
as 11. neces~ity. 

0 
In the case of infants1 however, a small picture book 
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given to all who ha>e complied with the capitation attendances will be 
found to produce a very beneficial effect upon the parents, upon whom 
depends the attendance of all >ery young children. 

In our local schools sufficient attention has not been paid to the 
acquirements of the teachers. They have often been employed from 
motives of pity, or be~ause having a claim upon the manager, he knew 
not how ebe to provide for them. They, must be regularly tmined and 
certificated ; their pay must be sufficient to make them comfortable ; 
they should be controlled by the manager himself and not by his agents 
or subordinates ; and if the school or a class does not improve under 
their teaching they should be replaced. Liberal treatment and a rigid 
rule are equally necessary. 

The Prize Association in tlus district has worked extremely well. 
Its object is to promote regular and prolonged attendance beyond ten 
years of age. The prizes, in money or books, are publicly given, and 
are accompanied by a handsome certificate of merit. The sums given 
range from 5s. up to 3l. and 4l., and no doubt produce their effect ; but 
much of the stimulus is due to the public meeting, the holiday, the 
preEence of persons of name and influence in the district, and to the 
possession of the certificate, which is often framed and hung up by the 
parents. 

It appears to me that the Committee of Council act unwisely and 
inconsistently in refusing to encourage prize schemes. They are the 
best result of the system of Government grants, and should be so 
regarded. They not only, by inducing greater regularity and prolonged 
attendance, render elem~ntary education more efficient, but they afford 
the only machinery for trying one school against another, and so 
publicly testing the education of' a district. Success at a prize scheme 
examination should not only be rewarded in the boys, but be placed by 
the Government to the credit of their certificated teacher. 

No doubt to render this practicable, the examination must be con
ducted by a Government officer, professionally an examiner, and 
acquainted with the schools of the district. By this means all suspicion 
of favouritism will be removed, something of an uniform standard will 
be maintained, and the progress in each year will be recorded. The 
Associations do BOt ask for money ; they seek only an official exnminer, 
such as tht:-y cannot themselves supply, and that the work of each 
school should be placed to the account of the master with the Committee 
of Council. 

A far higher stimulus than any school prize is that of a promise that 
success at school shall be considered as giving a claim to employment in 
the Works. This it is as much the interest of the master to offer as of 
the boy to obtain, and it is surprising that it should have been so 
seldom had recourse to. 

Night schools are chiefly valuable to those who have had an education 
in the day school and wish to keep up their learnin"'. It is seldom 
praeticable to hold them more than three nights weekly durin"' the six 
winter months. 

0 

I entertain a very strong opinion of the advantages of moderate 
Government assistance if combined with strict inspection. The allow
ances to teachers, the arrangements for apprenticing pupil-teachers, and 
the capitation grants, all produce corresponding exertions in the school 
and district wltich could scarcely, in the present state of our work · 
people, be called forth by any other means. As to inspection, there 
may be particular schools in which some active and intelligent manager 
may give up his time to a school and render inspection needless, but 
such cases are rare. I have never seen a school which was not the 
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·oetter for inspection, and I have never met with a really good teacher 
who was not strongly in favour of it. So far as my experience goes, 
and it is not inconsiderable, of the Government machinery, it is well 
devised and judiciously worked. The only fault I have to find is that 
in certain districts there are too few inspectors for the work to be 
performed. 

1\Iuch has been said of the impracticability of combining religious 
with secular instruction in a school intendei for the people at large. I 
belieYe this difficulty to be rather imaginary' than real, or wher? it 
exists to be due to the over-zeal or want of honesty of the manager or 
master. Of course Roman Catholics will not attend a Protestant 
school, but there are rery fe\v Protestants, whether Churchmen or 
Dissenters, who would object to the use of the Bible as a school book, 
or to the teaching of the leading precepts of the Go~pel. If the school 
be avowedly a Church school, and a good one, Dissenters will often use 
it, taking their children to their own home or to the Chapel school on 
the Sunday, but if the school be professedly intended for all, and as 
regards religion be simply a Bible school, the manager and teachers 
should consider themselves bound in common honesty to exercise no 
undue influence over the peculiar tenets of the children. Neglect of 
this obvious duty is immediately observed, and givl:s, as it ought to do, 
great offence. This dishonesty, for it deoerves no better name, I l.ave 
myself witnessed. I believe it to be in a greater or less degree not 
uncommon, even in high quarters, and I have always found it to destroy 
the efficiency of a school. . 

In the iron· districts of Glamorgan and Monmouth, each Parlia· 
mentary election elicits a general and most natural cry for an extension 
of political power. Those who advocate this extension, no less than 
those who are alarmed at it, ought equally to promote education. That 
the working classes ought to possess furthe1· political power few will 
venture to deny, that they will obtain it is believed by all ; but it is to 
education, and to education alone, that we must look to render these 
classes capable of so employing their power as to elevate instead of 
destroying our common country. 

I remain, &c. 
GEo. T. CLARK. 

J. Jenkins, Esq., &c., &c. 

[The Rev. Thos. Walters, Rector of Ystradgunlajs, and theRe,·. J. 
Griffiths, Rector of Neath, gave evidence, the ~IS. copies of which, 
forwarded at their request to them for revision, had not been returned up 
to the time of this Report being sent to press. .Mr. Walters describes 
the moral and educational condition of his neighbourhood as being" on 
the whole "Ood ; the chief deviations from morality being drunkenness, 
common a~aults thence resulting, and bastardy. There is a higher 
order of intelli"ence than there was twelve years ago-the schools 
(thou"h much has been done for education) not so etficient as they 
ou"ht to be, for want of funds." The principal points in Mr. Griffiths' 
evidence are embodied in his replies to the questions in .Appendix B. ; 
but in addition he suggests the establishment of ilistrict schools in 
large and poo~ a~ricultural pari~h~s,. and the u~ion ~f several small 
parishes into d1stncts for school:; wtthm an accessible distance.] 
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APPENDIX B. 

[Appendix B. contains the replies obtained to a series of questions, 
issued by the Commissioners, which are given below. In accordance 
with my instructions, I distributed printed copies of these que-stions to 
magistrates, gentlemen, ministers of religion, and others-wbere'l""er I 
thought persons had opportunities of obtaining the experience which 
would enable them to answer them. Of the whole number of copies 
distributerl, seventy-six, I receiYed replies only from the eight g!:'ntl~
men whose communications are given below. To the causes of th1s 
disproportion in the number of returns, I have alluded elsewhere. I 
refer, also, in connection with the subject, to a note appended by 
Mr. Marryat to his replies, p. 615.-With a view to bringing together 
the opinions, on the same class of questions, of the several gentlemen 
who have furnished me with information, I have arranged each gentle
man's answers so as immediately to follow the series of que.5tions to 
which they relate. The questions and answers are indicated by corre
sponding numbers ; and where a question di·ddes itself into two or more 
members, they and the replies to them, are, where required, denoted by 
corresponding numbers, thus (1), (2), &c.] 

The Education Commissioners have been commandEd by Her 
Majesty to inquire into the state of Popular Education in England, 
and to consider and report what measures, if any, are required for the 
extension of sound and cheap elementary instruction to all clas~es of 
the people, 

By "Popular Education" the Commissioners understand the educa~ 
tion of the families of day labourers, mechanics, and the poorer classes 
of farmers and shopkeepers. 

By "Elementary Instruction," they understand instruction in which 
reading, writing, and arithmetic for boys, with the addition of plain 
work for girls, form the staple. 

You are requested to anmer the following questions bearing upon 
their inquiry :-

( 1) What have been your opportunities of acquiring experience 
respecting popular education and elementary instruction? (2) To what 
districts does your experience apply ? 

Su""PPLY and DEll!..'ID of ED"t;CATION. 

1. (I) Generally speaking, have the poor people in the district with 
which you are acquainted received elementary instruction ? (2) If they 
have, have they forgotten, or do they still remember what they were 
taught? 

2. If they have not received elementary instruction, does this arise 
from a failure in the supply or in the demand for education ? 

3. ( 1) If from a failure in the supply, are there too few schools or too 
few teachers ? (2) State any facts within your own knowledge in illus
tration of the wapt of which you complain. 

4. (I) If from a failure in the demand, is the cause of that failure a. 
want of will or a want of power on the part of the parents to procure 
education for their children ? (2) and is it usually a total failure in not 
sending children to school at all, or a partial one in not keeping them 
there long enough ? 

5. If it is want of will what is the cause of that want? 
6. ( 1) Do parents neglect to educate their children on the ground that 
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the education within their reach is not adapted to th~ir 'rants? (2) and 
if so, are they right or wrong in that opinion, aud what is the proof that 
they are right or wrong? 

7. Do they neglect it on the ground of the incompetence of the 
teacher? 

8. Do they neglect it on the ground of difference in religious belief 
from the managers of schools within their reach ? 

9. Do they neglect it on the ground that they cannot afford to forego 
wnges earned by their children ? 

10. (1) If unwillingness to lose wages is the cause, what is the value 
of the labour of children under 1.5 in the district with which you are 
acquainted? (2) Are there any and what special circumstances in the 
relc1tions between employers and labourers which affect the attendance 
of children at school? (3) Does female labour prevail, and does this 
.affect the education of girls ? 

11. How is the unwillingness of parents to send their children to 
school affected-

( a) By prizes or certificates for attendance? 
(b) By the quality of the instruction given ? 
{c) By the character of the school and schoolmaster ? 
(d) By the particular systems of school management ? 
(e) By the demand of school pence ? 
(f) By instruction given gratuitously? 
(g) By experience of the advantages of education in obtaining 

employment, or otherwise ? 
12. If parents are unable to send their children to school, what pre· 

vents them? If poverty prevents them, how does it operate? What 
is the evidence that they are really unable, and not merely indifferent 
on the subject? 

13. Is the supply of schools and teachers proportioned to the want 
of them, or are there too few in some, and what neighbourhoods, and 
too many in others ; or how otherwise. 

Answers to tlte foregoing Questions. 

JosEPH :MARRYAT, Esq., Yniscedwyn Ironworks, Ystradgynlai~, 
Breconshire . 

.As resident proprietor for 10 years at the Yniscedwyn Iron Works, 
in the parish of Y stradgynlais, South Wales, where 1,200 to 1,500 
Ininers, colliers, and others are employed, a school being attached to the 
't\·orks, to which the workmen subscribe a portion out of their wages. 
There are also other schools in the parish, chiefly Welsh. 

I. The older people have not received elementary education, or ha1e 
entirely forgotten it, being sadly ignorant. .All ·welsh. 

2. No schools formerly in this district. 
3. Schools have only been established within 16 years, and 1tre not 

,-alued by the parents, and of' course badly attended. The teachers 
are as good as are required. . 

4. English is a new language to the children, anrl ne-ver heard 
except in the school. Their progress is slow, and they are taken :1way 
for anv trifling cause, and never remain long enough to be grounded in 
any o~e branch of education, or e.en in the English lauguage. 

5. There are of course exceptions, where the child is quick, and 
mast<>rs the English language ; he then learns well, and makes good 
progress. 
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6. No reason is given for ·the neglect of education by the parents 
but that their children can earn money without it. 

7. The master is very competent, and liked by the children, knowing 
both English and Welsh. 

8. Not on this ground. 
9. The wages which can be earned by the children are the induce· • 

ment for the parents keeping their children from school. 
10. Children can earn, at an early age, by helping their parents at 

piece work, 4s. per week. This system is discouraged by the manager, 
but cannot be prevented, as it would be considered as an interference 
between parent and child. Boys are not entered till 15 years of age, 
and no girls are employed in the Works but they are taken from the 
school to assist their parents in household duties. 

11. (a) Has no effect here. 
(b) Never objected to. 
(c) Are generally liked and respected. 
(d) Never inquired into by the parents. 
(e) Never required. 
(f) None given excepting at school. 
(g) Boys are not employed in theW orks, unless they have learnt 

English, and to read and write. This has a good effect. 
12. Ignorance and indisposition prevent them, not poverty, as· they 

pay nothing. They are not unable, but indifferent. 
13. The supply is quite equal to the demand. None are well 

attended. 

GEo. T. CLARK, Esq., Dowlais Iron Works, Merthyr Tydfil, 
a :Magistrate of the county of Glamorgan. 

(1) Very various. (2) More recently the manufacturing districts of 
South Wales. 

1. (1) Above, say 25 years, no ; below that age, yes, more or less im· 
perfect. (2) Something is clone by Night schools to keep up knowledO'e, 

2. From failure in the supply. Ignorant people seldom or e;er 
demand education. 

3. Too few schools, and teachers not regularly trained. Benevolent 
people do much mischief in excluding trained teachers, and substitutino
their own voluntary, and often irregular, efforts. 

0 

4. There is no want of power. All. can pay ld. weekly. There is 
much want of will, Loth in sending children at all, in making them 
attend regularly, and in keeping them long enouO'h, 

5. Ignorance in the parents, and consequen°L want of value for 
education for their chililren. 

6. Sometimes this is alleged, but very seldom with truth, in these 
districts. 

7. Yes; and oftt>n, in uninspected schools, with great reason. 
8. 1\Ioderate difference in religious belief seldom keeps children away 

from a really good school. . 
9. Seldom, when the child is under 10 years ; very generally 

afterwards. 
10. (1) Five shillings to ten shillings a week. Employment under 10 

years is discouraged. (3) It does prevail, and has a very bad effect on 
the girls. 

11. (a) These, if judiciously and impartially given, produce a great 
efiec~ . 
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(b) No doubt this is considered. 
(c) Very much; but the parents often judge amiss of the 

teacher's merits. 
(d) Not much here. 
(e) Not much here. 
(f) Seldom valued. 
(g) Very much. At Dowlais the school has recently been made 

the passport to employment. 
12. Indifference to education, and that only. 
13. On the whole, good schools are much too few for the wants of 

the district, and the masters or employers, as a body, take very little 
interest in education. 

M. MoGGRIDGE, Esq., Swansea, a Magistrate of the county of 
Glamorgan. 

(1) Subscribing to many schools, and acting on school committees for 
more than 20 years. (2) Swansea and the West of Glamorgan. 

1. (1) Yes, to a considerable extent, as regards reading and :>rith· 
ruetic. (2) They remember. 

2. More would have benefited had the supply been greater; but 
many parents are totally indifferent. 

3. (1) Both. In some of the country parishes children go far for 
schooling. (2) In the borough of Swansea the children of the above 
classes, who are in day schools, do not, I believe, exceed fs of the 
entire population. 

4. Both. 
5. Children earn good wages at an early age. 
6~ (1) Not generally. (2) Some think the education tendered abo>e 

the wants of their station. 
7. No. 
8. No. 
9. Yes ; i.e., children leave school too soon. 
10. (1) From 3s. to lOs. weekly. (2) No. (3) Yes; they go very 

young into service as nurses, &c. 
11. (a) They excite emulation. 

(b) See 6. 
(c) Schools improve in numbers with better masters; and this 

improvement is very marked when under the inspection 
system. 

(d) No. 
(e) Effect good, except with the very poor, whom we take in as 

free pupils. 
(f) Is not so much prized. 
(g) Yes. 

12. Poverty in some instances ; indifference in many more. 
13. Too few schools, especially in the country parishes. 

SAMUEL HOLLAND, Esq., Plas-y-Penrhyn, J.P., :Merionethshire. 

To the district comprised in the Festiniog Union, in which I htwil 
resided for more than 30 years, and have paid atteuticn to the state of 
41ducation in it. 
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. 1. Since schools were esta1lished thq ha>e receired an educati(;n, 
and generally they retain what they learn, and seem deeirous of im-
proving themsd>es more. . . 

2. From both, but more from fa1lure m the supply •. 
3. ( 1) Both; but more particularly for want of more r;chools. f~) 

Llanfair and parts of Llanfihangel-y-Trattbau and Llan-frothen ( m 
~IerionethEhire) and Peumorfa an1l LlanfiLangel-y-Pennant (in Carnur
vonshire). 

4. (I) Want of will and power are }Joth cau5es, but lem·ning as schovls 
become established. (2) The children are stldom lt:ft in r;chool long 
enough. 

5. Ignorance. 
6. No. 
7. No. 
8. Very seldom, or indeed scarcely ever. 
9. Seldom. Gentrally plead their own poverty. 
10. ( 1) Children's earnings under 15 years of age vary, according to 

their employruent, from 6d. to Is. a day. (2, 3) No special circum
stances, and no ftmale labour, except as domestic servants. 

II. .All the.~e circumstances may operate a little. Parents who ha;e 
been educated are nry desirous of ha;ing their children so too. Tbooe 
who ba>e not, begin to see the ;alue of education as schools become 
establiehed. 

12. Answered above. 
13. Answered before. 

JomH Rrcaumso~, Esq., C. E., Xeath. 

(1) I was one of the promoters of the establishment of 13ritish Schools 
at .Keath, and bare been one of the managers and secretaries of these 
schools for .fh-e yearF, having previously given much att~ntion t<> tLe 
subject of educating the children of the pr1or. (2) South WaleB, hut 
especially N~:ath and it& neighbourhood. 

I. The adult population of the industrial class are generally t(!tally 
uneducated, and until recently the majr;rity uf the children were &l:;o 
uneducated. 

2. From a failure in the supply. 
3. As regards Xeath, there were too few ~chools. In 185-l the wbr;le 

school accommodation at Xeath for the poor was one schoolhouse, caf!able 
of containing 200 children, which was on an old and mvst inefficient 
system. Briti;;h and X ational Schools hare br:en sinr;e estahlisLul, an1l 
were opened la.~t year. They can accommodate 1,000 children, and 
with tLe old school are attended l;v from 800 to 900 chihlren. Grc:at 
destitution of the means of educatiO'n pre raiL; in Yillage;,. 

4. The parents generally gladly a-.ail themsehe~ of the means offere1} 
f(JJ' the education vf their cLilrlren, aiJd in tlus district the H:hool pr:nr:e 
are readily aud cheufully paid. 

6. ( 1) There are no such objecti(JD5 made at Xtath. (2) The int':In· 
perate habits of the parents is the chief cause now of the neglr;ct vi 
education. 

7. N(). 
8. No. We have the chilrlrE'n of Church (;f England men and uf 

Jews, as well as of all the Dio;,entiug denominations, in our Briti.,.h 
Schools. 

9. l'o; exceps in cases mentivned in No.6. 
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10. (I) In collieries children from 10 to !5 years of age may earn 
from 8d. to Is. 6d. per day. (2) No. (3) No. 

11 (a) We have devoted the capitation grant to prizes for re,.ular 
attendance, advancement in learning, and good conduct, with the 

0

most 
beneficial results. 

(b) The quality of the instruction given greatly influences the 
parents. 

( c, d) The same may be said of the character of the teachers, 
particularly of that of the mistress, as well as of the system of manage· 
ment. 

(e) We do not find this an obstacle. 
(f) We do not give instruction gratuitously. In cases of great 

poverty we reduce the charge from 2d. to !d. per week, which, we find, 
induces better attendance. 

(g) This doubtless operates beneficially. Two of our boys were 
engaged last week as clerks in the telegraph office, and another was 
engaged in the railway office, which is a great advancement of their 
social positions. ' 

12. Wages are good here, and sober persons are not in poverty, 
except in sickness. The widows are the most destitute, and we take 
their children at ~d. per week. Strict inquiry is made into such cases 
by one of the committee. 

13. In Neath the supply of schools and teachers is at present rather 
above the demand, but the town is rapidly increasing in the number of 
houses and in population. 

The Rev. JoHN GRIFFITHS, Rector of Neath, Glamorganshire. 
(1) A residence of many years in manufacturing districts. (2) My 

answers have reference chiefly to Neath and its neighbourhood. 
1. Most of them have received elementary instruction, but, generally 

speaking, it has been of an inferior character, such as might easily be 
forgotten, which in many instances is the case. There are, however, 
but very few who cannot read. 

2. The deficiency has been occasioned by a contracted. supply of 
means of education, especially in the country districts, from which a 
large portion of the working classes migrate to the manufacturing 
towns. 

3. The answers above given apply to the adult population. The 
educational wants of the towns at present are well supplied, and in the 
country districts schools are very generally provided. 

4. (I) The failure is that of demand ; its cause a want of will rather 
than of power. (2) In very few instances is there a total failure ; the 
work is chiefly hindered by the irregular and short attendance of the 
children. 

5. One cause is the inferior education of the parent, who con· 
sequently places little value on the education of the child. Another 
cause is the too general absence of provident habits amongst the 
working classes. To assist in supporting the family, children are 
employed at an early age. Another very great cause, aud certainly 
the greatest, in fact the great obstacle in the way of educntion,-the 
moral, social, and religious good of the people,-is the drinking habits and 
customs of the working classes. This habit reigns amongst them to a 
fearful extent, especially in manufacturing towns. It absorbs a large 
proportion of their wages. The consequence is, wretchedness at home, 
and a neglect of all moral and social improvement. 
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6. I have met with few such cases. 
7. Very seldom. 
8. I do not think so. Some children of churchmen attend the 

British schools in •this place, while a large number of children whose 
parents are dissenters attend the :National Schools. 

9. This is one and the chief reason why the education of the child is 
neglected by an improvident parent. 

10. ( 1) The value dep~nds on the nature of the employment. Many 
children are here employed under ground, where the parents, who are 
colliers and miners, work. The value varies from four to ten shillings 
per week. ( 3) If by labour out-door work is to be understood, very little 
exists in this parish. Girls are kept at horne at an early age to assist 
in the work of the house, and to mind the younger children. 

12. Poverty is in this town relieved by supplying gratuitous instruc· 
tion. Intimate acquaintance with the people enables me to state that 
indifference is the chief hindrance in the way of the education of the 
rising generation. 

13. In large places the supply is well nigh proportioned to the wants. 
I know of no places where they are too numerous ; of many places 
where they are insufficient. As the value of education becomes more 
extensively recognised in all places increased accommodation will be 
required. 

The Rev. THOMAS PnrcE, Baptist Minister, Aberdare, 
Glamorganshire. 

(1) I have for the last thirteen years taken an active part in the 
promotion of education among the working class of this district. 
(2) I live in the parish of Aberdare, containing about 25,000 inhabitants, 
being an iron and coal mining district. 

I. (1) Only partially. (2) Some have remembered and improved upon 
what they learned when young; others have entirely forgotten it. 

2. From both. Had there been schools I believe a demand to a 
certain extent would. have been created. 

3. There are "too few" elementary schools available to the poorer 
classes. I have known children coming three miles to our British 
School. 

4. ( 1) As a general rule, more from a want of will than the want of 
means, except where families are large. (2) Most children go to school, 
but are not kept there long enough. 

5. Not putting a proper value upon education; but there is a manifest 
improvement in this respect, as education is more valued than of late 
years. 

6. I think not. 
i. When the parents have no faith in the competence of the teacher

7 
they become more careless about sending their children. 

8. Not to any great extent in this district, but is partially so. 
9. To a large extent. This is the chief cause of removing children 

from school at an early age. 
10. (1) From 2s. 6d. to lOs. per week. (2) Boys at 10 years old 

readily get employed in the coal and iron works. (3) Yes, to a certain 
extent, and this materially affects the education of girls. 

11. (a) It induces them to leave the children in the school for u. 
longer pel'iod. 
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(b) This has a good effect upon the parents. 
(c) Very much depends upon this. 
(d) The parents generally leave this to the managers. I have 

never heard them complain. • 
(e) No objection raised to the payment of pence. 
(f) They have no faith in this. 
(g) This has much influence upon parent;~ to induce them to 

leave their children longer at school. 
12. In some cases poverty may stand in the way, but generally the 

want of appreciating the value of education to their children. 
13. In this parish we have many public and private schools, but 

still I think they are too few to meet the requirements of the population 
of the district. They are also fairly distributed, though there are large 
dusters of house;; at a great distance from any of them. 

PENDARVES VmAN, Esq., 1\:Iargam Copper Works, Taibach. 

1. Most of the workmen in this district have received elementary 
Education, and retain the same. 

6. (1) No. 
7. No. 
8. No. 
9. No. 
10. (1) A boy from 12 to 15 years of age earns about 5s. per week. 

(3) No. 
11 (a). Certificates for attendance. 
12. They are not affected by poverty. 

GoVER~'1IENT AND FINANCE oF ScHooLs. 

1. Are you acquainted with the working of any, and what, systems 
<>f central aid and inspection, or of inspection alone ? 

2. (I) What in your opinion is the result ofthe variety of systems for 
these purposes now in operation ? (2) Do they stimulate, or do they 
interfere with each other ? 

3. Does the prospect of assistance from the Committee of Council, 
or from a central society, or either, and which of them, tend to increase 
or to diminish local subscriptions and exertions ? 

4. Does the system of Government or other central inspection affect 
the efficiency of schools inspected, and how ? 

5. Do any and which of the terms upon which the Government 
grant is made affect in practice the independent management of the 
schools assisted ? 

6. Ha>e prh·ate-adventure schools declined or otherwise since the 
establishment of the Government system of grants? 

7. It has been said that the terms of the Go>ernment grant, and 
particularly those which relate to the capitation grant, are such that it 
is useless to the promoters of schools in poor places. Is this so in your 
opinion, and on what facts is your opinion founded ? 

8. (1) What is generally speaking the financial condition of !he schools 
with which you are acquainted ( Are they self-supporting, 1n debt, or 
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supported by subscriptions? (2) Where the resident population is 
principally poor, do non-resident proprietors usually subscribe? If not, 
who does? (3) How does the payment of school f~es operate? Is 
it popular with parents? (4) Does it deprive those who are very poor 
of the use of the schools, and bring in children of a richer class ? 

Answers to the foregoing Questions. 

JosEPH MARRYA.T, Esq. 

1. Inspection will always do good, though the schools here do not 
come up to the standard required by the inspector. 

2. Education in Wales must be considered as an exceptionable system, 
and not to be put in cnmparison with that in England. 

3. Exertions are being generally made to educate the people, irre
spective of Government grants, which are not to be obtained but upon 
conditions involving useless expenses, such as, among others, boarded 
floors, concrete being generally used as better adapted for use in a coal 
district. 

4. The standard of· education is so low as scarcely to require Govern-. 
ment inspectors. 

5. Inapplicable here. 
6. Not as far as can be ascertained. 
7. Useless, here, for reasons above stated. 
8. The schools are supported by workmen's subscriptions and liberal 

donations from the gentry, and generally are not in debt. 

GEo. T. CLARK, Esq. 

1. Central aid, as administered by the Committee of Privy Council, 
produces an immense activity elsewhere, and does muoh good; but 
inspection, such as I have found it in the Government inspectors, is 
absolutely essential to the success of our schools. 

2. They rather interfere. . 
3. To increase powerfully. 
4. Adds wonderfully to their efficiency ; provides an impartial ex

amination; affords a means of comparison with other schools; gives 
the teachers an appeal from a prejudiced manager or committee. 

5. I only work the Privy Council scheme of secular inspection, and 
I feel no check on my independence. 

6. I cannot say, but these are usually very poor affairs indeed. 
7. I believe this to be in some degree the case, but I have no per

sonal experience in the matter. 
8. (1) In the iron works the masters arbitrarily withhold a small part of 

the men's wages for the schools. (3) Non-resident proprietors give very 
little indeed, and consequenily in such cases there is no school unle~:; 
the clergyman be more than usually acti,·e. ( 4) The district must be poor 
indeed from which the usual school fee excludes. A moderate infusion 
of the children of the richer classes does good. It raises the characte1• 

of the school, and makes the manager and master more attentive. 
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1\f. MoGGRIDGE, Esq. 

I. Yes; aid and inspection. 
2. (I) AL. are doing more or less good. (2) Neither. 
3. To increase, as regards assistance from Committee of Council. 
4. Yes, greatly, and in every respect advantageously. 
5. Not in schools under the British and Foreirrn system. 
6. Have rather increased. "' 
7. Yes, because those schools cannot come up to the minimum of the 

Government requirements. 
8. (1) Where prudently managed in boys' schools, the two ends can be 

made to meet, but hardly so with girls. This is oa the assumption 
that, in addition to the Government grants, &c., and the school pence, 
there is a considerable subscription, ver!J little of which comes from 
non-residents, but almost entirely f1·om those who also support the ocher 
charities of the neighbourhood, while some who are amon.,. the richest 
subscribe to none. 

0 

SAllUEL HoLLAND, Esq. 

I. Not. 
2. Inspection always does good. 
3. ( 1) All tends to increase. 
4. It does ; stimulates both masters and children to work and try 

to improve themselves. 
5. Not. 
6. Not in this district. 
7. Certainly not. The grants are great aids to the promoters. 
8. (1) Very few are self-supporting. All or nearly so depend upon 

subscriptions. (2) Non-resident proprietors seldom or ever subscribe ; 
they plead having their own di§tricts to attend to. ( 4) There are no rich 
class in this district to avail themselves of the schools. The school 
fees are so moderate, none object to them. The children of all who are 
in receipt of parochial relief are admitted, and paid for by their 

, respective parishes. 

JosHUA. RICHARDSON, Esq., C.E. 

I. Yes ; with that of the Committee of Privy Council on Education 
and of the British and Foreign School Society. 

2. I think they operate most beneficially ; nor does the one interfere 
with the other. 

3. The assistance of the Committee of Council most materially tended 
to stimulate our local energies and increa;;e our subscriptions. Without 
the prospect of such assistance we should never have attempted to build 
our large houses or be able to support the schools. 

4. It has a most beneficial tendency in every respect. It stimulates 
the committee and teachers to persevering exertion, and keeps alive a. 
watchful interest in the management of the schools and in the children's 
progress and conduct. Both the children and their parents highly 
estimate the inspector's visits. 

5. I do not find that they do in the slightest degree. . 
6. With the exception of dame schools and others of a low descrip

tion, I think they have not. 
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i. :Neath may be considered as comprtratively a pom· town.' and I .am 
sure the Government grants have been of the most essenttal serv1ce. 
The capitation grant is also most useful as it enables us to give prizes, 
1vhich without it we could not afford to give. 

8. (I) I can only speak with certainty of our o'vn schools. They arc 
not ~elf-supporting, and are about 501. in debt, but whi.ch.will be ~11 
paid on the receipt of a year and a hairs. annual subscnptwns due m 
April next, and which amounts to from 40[. to 501. per year. (2) No 
non-resident proprietor subscribes, but the bnnker, merchants, and 
tradesmen, with others of the michlle class. (3) The payment of school 
fees induces good attenda,nce. The schools are generally very popular 
with the parents, who do not object to the payment. The national 
school charges only ld., but we <io not find that this is of prejudice to 
us. In no instance have we refuscn admittance to a poor child, and I 
do not think such will be ever excluded by the payment of a moderato 
fee being insisted on. 

The Rev. JoB~ GmFFITHS. 

1. Diocesan Board. 
2. "'hen judiciously managed they stimulate rather than interfere 

with each other. 
3. It tends to increase. 
4. Favourably. 
5. I ha1e not found the terms on which the Government aid is 

made, interfere with the independent management of the schools. 
6. Very much declined. 
7. The terms are difficult to be met in places where the population 

i$ small and scattered, and where there is an absence of the more 
educated classes. 

8. ( 1) Few are self-supporting ; most of them work with circumscribed 
mcnns, and all get supptrt from subscriptions. (2) There is a growing 
willingness on the part ot non-resident proprietors to subscribe. (2) 
School fees operate favourably ; they are not unpopular with parents. 
( 4) The scale of fees generally adopted enables the very poor as well as 
children of a richer class to attend. 

The R-ev. THos. PRICE. 

I. I have had more to do with the inspection alone. 
2. They rather stimulate each other. 
3. Assistance from the Committee of Council has with us tended to 

increase local subscriptions and exertions. 
4. Yes, very JllUch, and without exception to the benefit of the 

schools. 
5. It docs not in any way, as far as my experience goes. The 

management is as independent as we could wish. . 
6. They ha-re not declined in this neighbourhood; but I should 

state that the population here increases very fast indeed. 
7. I do not see how this can be. My opinion is that it docs much 

good, and is of great use. 
8. (1) The schools in this neighbourhood are not self-supportinrr, but 

are assi~ted by subscriptions. (2) Proprietors generally subsclbc, as 
also a number of the middle cla~ses who tal;.e an interest in popular 

YOL. II. Q Q 
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education. (3) I have not beard parents complain of the school fees, and 
I do not think they act as a bar agnin5t the poorer children, and admit 
the children of the richer classes. 

PE~DA.RYES Ynux, Esq. 

8. The schools attached to these \\ orks are self-supporting. 

EFFrcrExcy OF ScuooLs A..'\D Scrroouu.sTERs. 

1. -nnat is your experience as to the comparati>e efficiency of-
( a) Public and private. schools ? . 
(b) Endowed and uncndowed schools? 
(c) Inspected and uninspected schools ? 

2. What is your experience as to (a) evening schools, (b) industrial 
schools, (c) half-time systems, as means of keeping up what has been 
learnecl at ordinary schools, or prolonging attendance there ? 

3. (1) What is your experience as to the masters and mistresses trained 
at normal school!! ? (2) Has their training adapted them, or has it failed 
to adapt them in any, and what, particulars, for their duties ; and 
especially for the more elementary branches of education, particularly 
reading ? (3) Do they show a tendency to be dissatisfied with their 
position, and on what grounds ? 

4. Does the system adopted by the Committee of Council in reference 
to teachers trained at normal schools make it difficult to obtain com· 
petent teachers for uninspected schools ? 
. 5. (I) What is your experience of the working of the system of pupil

teachers? (2) Do the claims of the 8cholars and pupil-teachers on the 
roaster clash with each other; and if so, which are usually neglected? 
(3) Where there are no pupil-teachers how is teaching conducted? and 
what is the comparative efficiency of schools at which they are and are 
not found? · 

6. Is there any disproportion between the supply and demand of 
schoolmistresses, and to what cause is it to be attributed? 

7. What is your experience as to the efficiency of roasters of endowed 
tchools, and as to the purity of their appointments ? _ 

8. 'That is your experience as to the efficiency of masters of private 
adventure schools, and as to the nature of their previous occupations? 

9. What is your opinion of the subject-matter of education in various 
classes of schools, in the district with which you are acquainted, in 
respect of-

( a) Its tendency to develope the mental powers? 
(b) Its tendency to supply specific information of practicn.l 

value? · 
(c) Its tendency to fit the pupil for his future course of life ? 

10. Is it usual for parents to send their children to schools in con
nexion with other religious persuasions than their own ? and if so, 
upon what terms as to special provision for their religious instruction 
or attendance upon religious worship, and are such terms usually 
l'Uforced in practice? 
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Answers to the foregoing Questions. 

JosEPII 1\IA.RRYAT, Esq. 

1. (a) Public schools are best conducted, but private are required 
also. 

(b) No experience. 
(c) Inspection is \ery important, but not by higlt clas& in· 

• spectors. 
2. All very useful, but not 1!-ttenc!ed. 
3. Highly trained roasters would be thrown away here, ~nd become 

dissatisfied, and not knowing the Welsh language would be mcoropetent 
to teach. 

4. It does. 
5. Not sufficiently advanced for pupil-teachers. 
6. Not here. · 
7. No experience. . 
8. No experience. 
9. There can be no doubt that the development of the mental powers 

llnd the acquisition of information from education fit the pupil for moving 
in a higher sphere of life. 

10. Little interest is taken by the parents on this subject. 

GEo. T. CLARK, Esq. 

1. I prefer public to private, and as a rule private to endowed 
schools. In a general way, the small endowments are an evil. I prefer 
inspected schools. 

2. (a) These certainly do enable industrious workmen who have passed 
through a day school to keep up their learning ; they do little for those 
who have had no previous education. 

3. On the whole the training is good; in some especially so. I hear 
complaints in Wales that the schoolmaster knows more than the curate, 
and is aware of it; but however this may be, I have found the teachers 
as a body very well conducted. · 

4. I never find any serious difficulty. 
5. (1) In its favour. (2) Not where the manager does his duty. 
6: A good mistress, like any other good servant, is difficult to find; 

and the higher their qualifications, having due regard to good looks, 
the more likely are they to marry early and well. 

7. They are often inefficient, and their appointment is usually a job. 
8. They are seldom trained, and often men who have failed in trade. 
9. (b) I doubt the practicability of supplying much specific information 

under lO years of age. The great thing is to teach the child to read, 
write, and cypher, and with these a little geography and history. 

10. I know little of sectarian schools. If the Bible be used as a 
text book in the school, and the leading doctrines and precepts of 
Christianity be taught in a schoo~ in other respects efficient, very few 
parents will object to send their children to it. The distinctive doc· 
trines may be added at home or at the Suqday school. 

:M. :MoGGRIDGE, Esq. 

I. (a) Public are the best, having the great advantage of inspection. 
(b) We have no endowed. 

· (c) See (a). 

Q Q 2 
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2. (a) Much good done and et·il prerented. 
(b). Have none. I hope to see a District Industrial School. 
(c) Have none. 

3. (1) Favourable. Some think themselves above their position. 
4. Yes. 
5. (1) To it:~ decided advantage. (2) No. (3) By monitors. ( 4) The 

system of pupil-teachers is by far the most efficient. 
6. Yes, chiefly from the pupil-teachers generally marrying, being 

cultivated so much aboYe their chw, and partly from really efficient 
women feeling diffidc·nt about passing the required examination. 

7. None. 
8. Can gi>e no opinion. 
9. (a) Good. 

(b) (c) Same; but the" future course oflife" docs not require so 
high a standard as that adopted by the Committee of Council. 

10. Yes. Considerable indiffereuce is manifested, except it be at 
public meetings. 

8A~tuEL HoLLAND, EsQ. 

1. There are no endowed ones here. All the others are generally 
good. 

2. EYening and industrial schools do good where established during 
the winter months. Would scarcely be attended in summer. 

3. (I) 'Favourable. The trained ones are decidedly the best, and their 
b·aining has adapted them to their duties. (3) They appear to be 
generally satisfied with their position. 

4. Not very; a little so. 
5. ( 1) Favourn ble. (2) They do not clash. (3) \\here no pupil-teacher, 

by monitors. Where pupil-teachers, much more efficient. 
6. There is rather a want of good trained schoolmistresses. 

Hitherto demand. 
7. No endowed schools here. 
8. Favourable here. 
9. Very good. 
10. Yes. No terms are made or thotJght of;. all is left to the 

master. 

JosHUA RICHARDSON, Esq., C.E. 

I. (a) When public schools are efficiently conducted, I think they 
are far superior to private ones for the poor ; the latter are 
generally deficient in pecuniary means to obtain teaching 
talent, and the requisite books, maps, &c. 

(b) As possessing more means, the endowed schools are to be 
preferred, if efficiently conducted. 

f c) As far as my experience goes, the inspected schools are in 
' every respect b~tter than the uninspected. 

2. (a) My experience as to evening and Sunday adult schools is 
discouraging, as all I have been connected with failed as~ 
soon as the novelty was extinct. 

(b, c) I have had no experience in either of these. 
3. I think the normal school training invaluable. In our school~, as 

well as in others of the neighbourhood, the masters and mistresses ~o 
trained have given very great satisfaction, and are admirably adapted 
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for teachincr the elementary branches, to which their labours are chiefly 
directed. l'hcy appear to be well satisfied with their position and 
prospects. 

4. 'Vhen our school was uningpected we found no difficulty. 
5. I think it works well; nor do I find that the instruction of the 

pupil-teachers at all interferes with the master and mistress's duties to 
the scholars. "l1ere there are no pupil-teachers, their position is 
occupied by monitors, who are necessarily less efficient. Large schools 
cannot, in my opionion, be well conducted without pupil or assistant 
teachers, and fc~w schools can afford to pay for the latter. In very 
large schools both may be needed. 

6. In this district, uncertificated mistresses exceed the demand, 
which I think arises from the unwillingness of females to undergo the 
requisite examination. 

7. I have had nothing to do with endowed schools. 
8. They are generally unfit for their occupation, and in this and 

adjoinincr districts are frequently disabled colliers and other workmen. 
I speak ~f schools for the poor, many of which I have visited, but have 
never seen a good and really efficient one. _ 

9. (a) In the Go,'ernmcnt schools is good. (b) Ditto. (c) Ditto. 
10. Yes (vide p. 8., Supply ancl Demand of Education.) Upon the 

terms of our third rule, viz. :-''That the Holy Scriptures in the 
" authorised Yersion shall be read by the scholars daily. That no 
" formulary peculiar to any religious denomination shall be introduced 
" or taught ; and that the children atteuding the schools of this society 
'' shall attend such places of worship and Sabbath schools as their 
" parents or guardians may prefer." This rule has been strictly en4 

forced, and with very satisfactory results. ' 

The Rev. JoHN GRIFFITHS. 

1. (a) l\Iy experience convinces me of the great superiority of public 
over private schools. . 

(b) I have but slight acquaintance with the comparative efficiency 
of endowed and unendowed schools. 

(c) I am strongly in favour of inspected schools. 
2. (a) That they are most valufl.ble and truly popular; they sirrnally 

answer the purpose of theh· establishment, being the means of k;epino
up what has been learned, and promoting the morality of youno- me~ 
and women. (b) I have had no experience in industrial schools o~ half
time systems. 

3. The training at normal schools gives great· efficiency to the 
teachers. When there has been a want of power to perform their duties 
it has arisen more from individual incompetency than from bad,trainino-: 
This is less applicable to mistr~sses than to mast;rs. The training of the 
former, so as to be made practtcal, ought to be 1mproYed. 

4. It does. 
5. ( 1) My experience is strongly in favour of the system of pupil

teachers. (2) In every well-managed school there need be no clashing 
for pupil-teachers have no direct instruction during school hours. (3) 
lrhere tl1ere are no pupil-teachers, the work is done by the master and 
mistress alone, or with the assistance of the elder children who act as 
monitors. 

6. For some time lack of supply has been severely felt. One cause 
is the great demand for schoolmistresses ill village schools, where the 
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means of support are limited, and one school only is kept opim. Another 
their early marriage, either to the master or a person unconnected with 
education. In either case their services are generally lost. 

7. Favourable as to the efficiency and the purity of the appoint· 
ments. 

8. On the whole very inefficient. 
9. (a) Favourable. 

(b, c) The tendency of the education given here and its aim is to 
supply information of a general character. 

10. There is in this neighbourhood very little feeling shown on the 
subject. Where exemption is allowed to the children of Dissenters in 
catechetical instruction and attendance upon religious worship, no 
objections are made to National schools, in which alone, of all Protestant 
schools, a distinct religious education is given. The special provisions 
have reference to the Church Catechism and attendance upon relicrious 
worship at the Established Church. 

0 

The Rev. THOlL\.S PrucE. 

1. (a) There are in this district several very efficient public and 
private schools. 

(b} I have no experience of endowed schools. 
(c) Inspection decidedly improves the schools ; it is in my opinion 

of great value. 
2. (a) They are of very great value, and have done much good in 

this district. 
(b) Industrial schools we ba ve none. 
(c) I am sorry we have no hall'-time system; but I have observed 

elsewhere that it has a beneficial tendency. 
3. (1) In my opinion the normal schools have given us a greatly 

improved class of teachers. (3) As a body I think they are much 
attached to their work. 

4. No case of the kind has come under my own observation. 
5. I think that the system of the pupil-teachers has worked well 

with us, and I have not known their claims and those of the scholars 
clash. I do not think we could do well without pupil-teachers. 

6. I have not observed any. 
7. I have no experience on this point. 
8. In this district we have several very efficient private school

masters und mistresses, who have had a very good education, and who 
have for years followed the profession of teachers. 

9. (a) Good, upon the whole. 
(b) Very fair. 
(c) I think it is well adapted for this purpose. 

10. In this district the religious element is not much insisted upon in 
our public schools ; hence we find the children of :Qissenters in~ many 
cases attending National Schools, but this would not be the case were 
the Church Catechism pressed upon their notice. 

PENDARns VIVI.A.N, Esq. 

2. In this parish the evening school is, as a rule, ba~ly att~nded, 
owing partly to the work people, after their day's work, bemg fa~1gued, 
and partly to Dissenting meetings and schools going on nearly mghtly. 
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INTELLECTUAL RESULTS' OF EDUCATIOY. 

1. 1\nat is your experienc~ as to the comparative value of educated 
and uneducated workmen and workwomen as such ? 

2. What is your experience as to the value which poor people who 
have received a good school education set upon it in after-life? 

3. How far do they avail themselves of such means of keeping up or 
extending their acquirements as reading rooms, lectures, evening schools, 
and the like ? 

4. Has your experience enabled you tu trace any eonnexion between 
the spread of popular education and the spread of a taste for music, 
singing, drawing, and other similar accomplishments amongst the 
poor? · 

Answers to the foregoing Questions. 

JosEPH 11URRY.A.T, Esq. 

1. The comparative value betw~en skilled and un~killed workmen is 
evident in the rate of wages as well as intellectual pursuits. 

2. They are sensible of the advantages of a good school education, 
though they are careless about obtaining it for their children .. 

3. Very little. Reading-rooms have been established but, after the 
novelty was over, shut up-no one attending them. The same with the 
evening school. 

4. The Welsh have a natural taste for singing, irrespective of educa
tion; the other accomplishments are not cultivated. 

[In conclusion, I would impress upon the Education Commission to 
consider the propriety of publishing the names. of the parties who give 
them information. Al:.o>e ten years ago similar inquiries were made of 
and replies given to the Commissioners of Education by Mr. 1\Ioir 
Crane, of this place, • which reflected severely upon the moral and religious 
character of the inhabitants, of which he was a competent judge, having 
been many years manager of these works. Upon his observations 
being published in their Report it created the greatest anger and indig
nation, so much so that his personal safety· was endangered. This 
unfortunate publication produced a coolness on the part of the Welsh 
population towards the English, of whom 1\Ir. Crane was considered 
the representative, and which in some measure exists to the present 
time. The Commissioners are right in applying to other parties than 
clergymen and schoolmasters for information, but they should be 
cautious in not compromising them. J 

GEo. T. CLARK, Esq. 

l. How can there be two opinions! An ignorant workman is a mere 
brute, and can be and is led into all sorts of folly and mischief. An 
educated man knows that masters do not fix wages, and that the general 
result of destroying machinery or of " striking" is injurious to the men. • 

2. They value it most highly. 
3. They do so a>ail themselves. 

• Reports on Wales, 1847, (Committee of Council ou Education,) p. 417. 
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'1:. It has not. I have been far too much engaged in securing a really 
sound popular education for my workmen to attempt to go further, a~ 
yet. 

M. MoGGRIDGE, Esq •. 

1. The educated are worth more than the uneducated. 
2. Can give no opinion. 
3. To a small extent. 
4. No. 

SA~lUEL HoLLAND, Esq. 

I. Educat~d workmen are decidedly better both as workmen anJ 
a& to steadiness in their habits, and more desirous of improving 
themselves. 

2. They value it highly, 
3. 'Yherever there are reading-rooms, or where lectures are given, 

the educated avail themselves of them, and are the best attendants. 
4. Music and singing are much cultivated. 

JOSHUA RxcrrARDSON, Esq., C.E. 

1. As a civil engineer, I have been brought muc:h in contact with 
"navvies" and colliers. Where .of sober habits, educated men make 
the best workmen. 

2. I believe it is highly pl'ized by them. 
3. Not to the extent that is desirable.· 
4. With the exception of music and singing-no. 

The Rev. JoHN Gmnnas. 

I. There can be no doubt of' the superior value of educated workmen 
and workwomen. 

2. They set upon it very great value, whieh may be witnessed in 
the anxiety of educated parents to secure suitable instruction for their 
children. 

3. My experience is almost entirely confined to night schools, 
which have been most successfully established and carried on in this 
parish. 

4. The connexion is gradually making itself apparent. 

The Rev. Tno~rAs PRICE. 

1. Education decidedly improves both tho workman and workwoman, 
as such. 
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2. As a general rule, they greatly ~alue it in after-life, and it is 
often llighly prized. . . 

3. Only partially ; not to the extent I coul~ w1sh. Here, there IS 

room for great improvement. 
4. Most decidedly ; this is ;ery certainly the case to a large extent. 

APPENDIX C. 

[Appendix C. comprises the answers recei~ed to the series of ques· 
tions given below. These questions were drawn up with special 
reference to the condition of education as affected by the peculiar 
features, social or other, of Wales-with the view in fact of eliciting 
opinion on the Welsh phases of the Education question. They were, 
for the most part, circulated, accompanied by the explanatory note 
which rrecedes them, among those who were known to have taken an 
acti>e part in the management of schools within the "Specimen Dis· 
trict."] 

Sm, 
I HAVE the honour of forwarding to you the following series of 

questions, and shall feel obliged by your fayouring me with replies to 
them, or as many of them as fall within the range of your observation, 
at your earliest convenience. If any statements, in addition to those 
implied in the questions subjoined, bearing on the moral and educa· 
tional condition of Wales, suggest themselYes to you, I shall be most 
happy to avail myself of your experience and observation, bJ your 
favouring me with such statements. 

I have, &c. 
Joror JE:t-.JriXs. 

1. What is your experience as to the adequacy in the diffusion of 
education in Wales-

(a) Of voluntary efforts ? 
(b) Of legislative aid ? 

2. \rhat form should legislative aid a~sume-
( a) Whether grants in aid of ;oluntary contributions ? 
(b) Or a general rate ? 

3. Is the aid given by Government in its present form adapted to 
the condition of Wales-

( a) As it r~sp:cts .the feelings of the religious community ? 
(b) The d1stnbutwn of population and economic condition of the 

country? 
4. To what extent is the education of the Welsh people provided 

for-- , 
(a) As it respects religious instruction ? 
(b) S(lcular instruction ? 

5. Can you state any peculiar obstacles to the more general diffusion 
of popular education in Wales, and your opinion as to the means of 
removing them ? 
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Answers to tlte foregoing Questions. 

J. H. LLOYD, Esq., 1\I.D., Llangefni, Anglesea. 

1. Great voluntary efforts have been made. Legidative aid good; 
but hardly commensurate. 

2. (a) The system of grants in aid have worked well, and would do 
better if more liberal. 

(b) I doubt the policy of a rate. 
3. I think it is so ; generally the aid, both to National schools and 

British in the same locality, I think, meets all difficulties. 
4. (a) Greatly improved in all respects, especially religious. 

Sm, 

(b) Physical science more defective than in any couatry in 
Europe. No teaching of the kind, except occasionally at 
literary institutes, or none worth calling. 

Dr. LLOYD appends to his replies the following note :-

I AM sorry I have not been able to send you this return sooner. I 
should be glad to direct your special attention to the last answer. Our 
country is in a disgraceful state as to the means of teaching modern 
science. :Machinery is greatly employed in agriculture and mines, and 
no means provided for teaching their principles, construction, or usc to 
the young. ·Chemistry is an unknown science, except to a few 
amateurs and medical men. Natural history (botany) in particular, 
is not taught systematically, either in the schools or normal colleges. 
All this I think is radically wrong, and has been one of the causes 
why the progress and civilisation of the country have e>idently been 
defective on certain points. · 

At the Anglesea Literary Institution (Amlwch ), I had to complain the 
other day that they had only a single map. Could they not be supplied 
with the Ordnance maps colourecl geologically? They would be most 
useful in that important mining district. They also want chemical and 
philosophical apparatus. There are many intelligent men who could 
make use of them. Indeed I find this locality, which has had its 
institute and lectures for 20 years, more forward than any I know in 
Wales. 

I remain, &c. 
J. H. LLOYD, M.D. 

,J, Jenkins, Esq. 

The Rev. WM. ROBERTS, Blaina, ltlonmouthshire. 

1. The amount of provision made for Wales is very inadequate to 
the wants. About two-thirds of our present schools in Wales receive 
Government aid. 

2. Grants in aid of voluntary contributions, as is now being done, 
are most practicable, although I think the. other plan the most ?esirable. 

3. Yes. The "voluntary zeal" is dymg away very fast m Wales, 
and schools are multiplied faster by far than we can supply them with 
teachers. 

4. The Sunday schools provide ample means for religious instruction 
in Wales; but we want the number of our British schools doubled at 
least. 

5. The last Minute providing for rural districts, by giving £25 to a. 
probationer, or a. scheduled man1 has removed a great obstacle as far as 
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the certificate of competency is concerned, but we cannot avail our
selves of its advantages for want of qualified teachers. 

[To these replies Mr. Roberts has kindly appended the following 
communication :-J 

"Twelve new .British Schools have been opened in 1859 in Sout!1 
Wales. Could we get the sufficient number of probationers or scM\ 
duled men we might put about 40 schools under inspection, that are 
now but poor, and in some instances, miserable apologies for schools. 
The great cry of the 11 anti-government aid party" is nearly over. I 
found by our consultation as agents of the British and Foreign School 
Society in London about three weeks ago (in May last) that the 
addition and increase of new day schools, and improvement of old 
ones, in connection with the British and Foreign School Society, are 
now progressing much more rapidly in South Wales than in any other 
part of this kingdom. We have added about 12 to 20 Oil all average, 
to those u!ldcr illspection of Go>ernment, annually for the last two or 
three years, and our prospects for the future are very good:" 

Wll!. ROBERTS, 

The Rev. Tnos. NICHOLAS, &c., Carmarthen. 

1. That education is very inadequately diffused. This applies 
equally to efforts purely voluntary, and those under legislative en
couragement. 

2. Certainly not a general rate. 
3. (a) Aid given by Government does not meet the approval of the 

great majority of the religious community. Hence it is but partially 
appropriated ; and oft times when received is ollly received as a neces
sary element in educational competition. 

(b) No ; the poorest districts are least assisted. 
4. (a) For religious instruction the Welsh would stand an advan .. 

tageous comparison with any portion of the realm. 
(b) No reliable statistics exist to bear out a definite estimate. 

Chief obstacles are-
1. The general comparative poverty of the country. 
2. Sectarian jealousies. 
3. The absorption of available resources in the voluntary sustenance 

of religion. 
4. Indifference to the value of education, and to parental obli<l'ation 

in the matter, an evil indeed which is itself but a natural effect ~f the 
deficiency complained of, and which can scarcely be said to be greater 
in Wales than in England. -

5. The apathy in agricultural districts of the landed proprietors and 
chief residents. 

6. Paucity of well-trained schoolmasters. 
Some of these obstacle3, with others not mentioned, are in process 

of removal. The material condition of the country is improvinO', The ,.. 
voluntary religious community is more capable of sustaining ant> educa
tional machinery. A general interest in education promises ere long 
to be awakened. A judicious, very sparing, and strictly impartial use 
of aid by the legislature to voluntary effort, will be the most eligible 
form of interference. Eleemosynary education is an evil greatly to be 
deprecated. The nation has gl'own accustomed to self-support in 
religion,-lct this already formed habit be only judiciously encourarred 
to develop itself in educational operations, and the cost to the le()'islat~re 
will in future years be very trifling. 

0 
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A strictly non-sectarian Training College for masters for South 
Wales, appears to be the greatest present desideratum. 

THOMAS NICHOLAS, . 
Prof. of Theology and Philosophy, Pres

byterian College, Carmarthen. 

The Rev. JoHN GRIFFITH, M.A., Rector of:Merthyr, &c. &c. 

1. Thirteen years as vicar of Aberdare, and some time Rural Dean 
and diocesan inspector of the largest and most populous deanery in 
Llandaff. See my remarks on General Question. 

2. Grants in aid. 
I do not think a general rate in Wales would answer. 
8. In some respects it is, and in some respects it is not. 

(a) Yes. · 
(b) No. See my remarks on the General Question. 

4. (a) Ycry good, owing to the voluntary personal efforts of the 
W cbh in their various Sunday schools. 

(b) Not good. See my remarks on the General Question. 
5. This is a question that would require a long answer. I will 

endeavour to present iny views on it as briefly as the nature of these 
queries will admit. 

There are three peculiar obstacles to education in Wales, which do 
not obtain in England. First, the people, at least three fourths of 
them, using the Welsh language ; secondly, the alienation of at least 
eight tenths of them from the Established Church of the country ; 
thirdly, the remote and inaccessible and poor districts inhabited by the 
majority of the Welsh working people. 

There is no obstacle to education greater than the upper class using 
one language and the people using another. It creates an apparent 
estrangement between the two classes ; one side cannot communicate 
its sympathy to the other, and the pthcr not comprehending it, is led 
to believe that no sympathy exists. This feeling increases when the 
two do not worship within the same building, or rather within the pale of 
the same church; and in case of any religious excitement, when the two 
churches clash, as they do unfortunately very frequently, this feeling 
is intensified. I know of nothing so injurious to Wales as the gentry 
having abandoned the language of their tenants and labourers. It 
recoils upon themselves and the people in every possible form, educa
tionally, ecclesiastically, and legislatively. Justice, it is true, can be ad
ministered through interpreters, but Yery inadequately, and sad errors 
are often unintentionally committed in which parties suffer greatly; the 
feelings of the people are hurt; and it becomes a common belief,-one 
certainly settled in the minds of the country people, though as cer
tainly nothing can be more erroneous,-that their English or Saxon 
compatriots have no great sympathy with them. Then the conse
quence of this upon the gentry is, that all Welsh-speaking people are 
thought to be bigoted and narrow-minded, intolerant, and ignorant; 
whereas the real state of the case is,-I have no hesitation in saying 
it,-that a better disposed and, as far the limits of the Welsh language, 
will permit them, a more intelligent or a more liberal race of peasantry 
does not exist anywhere. It would be too much to enumerate here all 
the evil consequences that arise from this condition of things ; suffice 
it, however, to say, that one side is disposed to depreciate whatever is 
Welsh, while the other looks with suspicion on whate>er is English. 
It has always been a mystery to me, why the Welsh gentry do not teach 
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their children, or at any rate their heirs and successors, Welsh. I can 
only account for it in two ways :-Half a century ago it was thought 
ungentecl to be acquainted with the language of the peor~ 'This 
feeling does not exist now, at any rate to no great extent. But tliere 
is another c\·il come in of late, and I know nothing more detrimental to 
the hcst interests of the country, anJ. this is the supposition that the 
Trelslt language is d!Jing awa!J, and therefore not needeJ.. A greater 
error than this never was broached ; for' I have no hesitation in say~ 
ing that the Trelslt language lws been more spoken, more cultimted, 
and 1 re pride taken in it by the Welsh people within the last 30 years 
than J. any other prriod of its existence. Out of the 1,100,000 in 
Wale and Monmouthshire, fully 800,000 know no other language; 
most assuredly they talk :md worship in no other. This could be 
easily proved statistically by the numbers of Welsh newspapers and 
periodicals published in Wales, and the number of dissenting chapels 
wl1ere Webh only is used; not to speak of the churches which are 
professedly Wel~h, though it were to be wished that more of the 
Welslt of the people were sometimes heard in them. The English
TVelslt preached in such churches at present, whether as to pronun
ciation or grammar, is just as much understood by the people as the 
Greek of an elegant ·modern Greek scholar would be intelligible to 
an ancient Greek blacksmith. Hence it is, that the churches so bene~ 
ficed-and there are a great number of them in Wales-are tenanted 
only by the squire and his family, and the weeding old women and old 
men who depend upon the squire's bounty. And yet this is the interest 
that 'voulll tell us, the Welsh is d!Jing out; and as it is an inte~ 
rest that is very much heard of late, I feel it my duty to protest 
against it. The education of the Welsh can never advance if a spu· 
rious belief should prevail that the Welsh is d!Jing out,' So long as 
the language remains it is our duty to foster everything Webb, not to 
look upon Welsh as a bar to progress, because there is an idea pre. 
vailing that the knowledge of it is only another name for ignorance 
and bigotry. That this feeling should prevail among a large and 
wealthy section of the clergy in•the church is only what might be 
naturally expected. The people have left us, and as it is not found 
easy to win them back again, because clergy are admitted to preach 
who cannot preach but after an English~ TVelslt fashion, totally 
unintelligible to the people, it follows, as a matter of course, that that 
which is the great obstacle should be supposed to be d!Jing .out, or at 
any rate, the wish is great that it should die out. ' 

The gentry a.nd clergy being of the established church, it is hardly 
necessary to pomt out, that whatever schools have been built in Wales 
havfl been built by them on the National Education system, with~ 
few exceptions here and there. Without meaning any offence what
ever to the gentry, I may also adJ that the expense of building and 
keeping up these schools has fallen and does fall heavily on the clercry, 
I must also take tltis opportunity of saying, in reply to Her. Majesty's 
Impector of Schools, I. Bowstead, Esq., that, as a true picture of the 
manner in which these schools are conducted by the clergy, nothing 
can be more erroneous than the representation made to him when he 
~ss~ed hi~ first report i. on the whole, no.twithstanding that report, it 
1s 1mposstble for anythwg to be more hberal than the way in which 
the,:e schools are carried on. • The catechism is rarely forced on a. 
cl1ild in any school if' the parents object. 

llut the clergy have done their utmost in builJincr schools and I 
believ~ their efforts ha,·e arrived .at the~r culminating poin~, while 
there IS a va~t area of Wales, wherem mynads of children are brourrht 
up without any other euucation tLau that uf the Sunday school, :nd 
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which can never be reached by the present system of the Committee of 
Council on Education. For this reason, Wales is too poor, many of the 
Welsh estates are too encumbered, to avail themselves of the present 
"rate in aid." Schools in such district~, therefore, can never be 
built. 

As a remedy, therefore, I would suggest that special masters be set 
aside for the remote districts of Wales. Young men who have failed 
to pass as Queen's scholars at th'c close of their apprenticeship, or 
who have failed to gain admission at the various training colleges, and 
who have to wait six, and very often twelve months before they are 
admitted, would answer the purpose of my scheme, in the absence of 
others, to penetrate these dark districts. If more competent and expe
rienced masters can be provided, so much the better ; but I feel con
fident of the success of my scheme, as it is based on what was attempted 
and partially carried out in Wales a century ago.• I would make 
these young men itinerant masters, or else resident in their respective 
districts only during the winter months. It would not be necessary to 
raise school buildings, as there is in every, even in the remotest, district 
of Wales, a dissenting chapel. These could be had either for nothing, or 
for the merest trifle, to be used as a school during the day. The education 
in them I would make entirely secular, with the exception of one bible 
lesson each afternoon. The Committee to regulate them should be the 
clergyman of the parish and the dissenting ministers of the district. I 
would put down certain rules which should guide their superintendence. 
I would not leave the school without official superint~ndents, ancl I 
would not leave out the clergyman, as I know, from the experience of 
superintending large schools, what the efficacy of an officially appointed 
committee is. 

Schools upon this principle might be carried out at a comparatively 
small expense. The Welsh, especiaUy in these remote districts, are 
far more partial to education than their compatriots in ·large manufac· 
turing and mining di~tricts. They value it more, and give more for it. 

Indifferently as they are conducte~ now, there is scarcely a district in 
Wales, however remote, that has not its "hedge school'' for six weeks 
of the winter in some hovel or other. A very small grant, therefore, 
of the public money would render such schools, with a proper master 
appointed; in some measure adequate and efficient to the wants of the 
people. The towns will take care of them.~elves. I would not disturb 
the present state of thii1gs in them. It is true that children in towns 
nrc taken too young from school ; but the faeilities afforded by the 
Committee of Council to hold night schools are so admirable that it can 
be the fault of local school committees only if all under 20 years of age 
are not educated by the present system in towns. I would only ask for 
one thing to make it perfect, and that is, the relaxation of "the regls· 
tering" system. There are as good masters in Wales who cannot get 
certificated or registered as there are of those who have one or the 
other. Practically, they are very often better, for they have none of 
the modern schoolmaster's epidemic vice,-conceit . 

• JOHN GRIFFITH, .M.A., 
Rector of l\ierthyr Tydvil, and Rural 

· Dean of Llandaff. 

Dr. DAVIES, Ph. D. (late Principal of Frood Vale School), Carmru:then. 

1. It is much improved during the last ten years. 
(a) Not sufficient Government aid. 

* Griffith Jones' Itinerant Schools. 
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(b) Legislative a:J enables. poor neighbourhoods to get masters and 
pay them permanently. · 

2. (a) Grants in aid of contributions. British schools are generally 
preferred to the National. 

(b) The Welsh would not like a general rate. 
3. (a) The Welsh wish for religious freedom in its widest extent.· 

They dislike the trammels of creed. 
(b) In the rural districts they could ·.get decent masters for 401. a. 

year. Go>ernment aid 201., and contributions 20l.,.would keep it up 
constantly. 

4. The Welsh are much superior to the English in religious know· 
ledge, but behind them in secular instruction. -

5. If grants were given free from sectarian principles, only requiring 
the Bible, without note or comment, to be read in the schools, it would 
be much better than to have two sorts of schools; namely, National 
and British. 

The Rev. :1\IrcnnL D. JosEs, Independent College, Bala. 
1. The answer I can give to this question is more the result of 

a general impression made upon my mind by living and travelling in 
Wales, than any conclusion I have arrived at by any statistical calcu
lation. I may say in reply, that within the last fifteen years schools 
ha>e greatly multiplied in Wales, secular education being now as 
common as it formerly was rare. There is, however, great room for 
improvements, chiefly in rural districts and in all the places that have 
ceased to be Welsh by the adoption of the English language to the 
exclusion of the nati>e idiom, as the people everywhere seem to become 
debased by losing their nationality. The English parts of Wales ·are 
notoriously backward. All along the borders, in Radnorshire, and in 
the English parts of l)embrokeshire there is but little intelligence, 
religion, or morality, while all the other parts of Wales are making 
rapid improvements. There ~eem to have been greater efforts made 
by the means of English schools to abolish the Welsh language wher
ever it is used than to educate those parts of Wales where the English 
is already spoken. 

(a) The most efficient schools seem to be those where the people 
have to pay themselves for the education of their children. .A. ca.se 
has come under my own observation where a school is free, the scholars 
having to pay td. per week for their books. This free school is in 
connexion with a British school, and the master complains continually 
of the non-attendance of the free·H'hool children, while those that pay 
for their education seem to Yalue it, and their attendance is regul<lr. 
In those neighbourhoods where education is sufficiently valued very 
little Govemment aid is required, in some none at all ; and the schools 
are rendered more efficient by having a little aid in other neighbour
hoods, in consequence of their being enabled, by means of legislatiYe 
aid, to employ a more efficient teacher, nnd also to employ pupil
teachers. Without this aiu the Bala. British School could not be so 
efficient as it is at present. As a rule, it seems best to let the people 
do all they can themselves, legislative aid or any other assistance being 
goou only when their own efforts arc put forth, in order to make their 
endeavour5 more efficient. Ii1 the establishment of a training sclLool 
for teachers >Oluntary efforts have proted insufficient in South Wales, 
and the attempt has proved a failure. In North Wales voluntary 
efforts in connexion with Government aid seem to prosper in the esta
blishment of such an institution at Bangor. Our very best schaols nre 
those that are purely voluntary, such as the Frood Vale school, tho 
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school of Mr. E. Davies, M.A., Swamea, the schools of l\Irssrs. E,·ans, 
M.A., Beaumaris; Jenkins, Holt; EYans, Carmarthcn, &c., which, 
however, are private institutions, and not public schools; all of whieh 
are in a flourishing state, and their number increasing. 

(b) The legislative aid given to British schools may with aclvanta"e 
be increased, while the education of Wales would not be very mat~· 
rially injured if the National schools were closed. The body of the 
people in Wales are Dissenters, and in the British schools children are 
alk,W.ed to attend their own places of worship, and are not taught the 
religious creed of any particular sect. The National schools, on the 
contrary, are very inefficient, as they are regarded with religious 
jealousy, being instruments in the hands of the clergy of the Esta
blished Church to propagate th~ interests of the Church of England, 
to which the aristocracy alone belong. Whatever the rules of the 
National schools require, in operation they become a portion of that 
system of sectarian corruption which the squirearchy and clergy too 
often employ to bribe the people into the church. The inference is, 
that there is more than necessary of National schools, as they are not 
fitted for a country where the people are dissenters, or they are not 
properly worked; but British schools may be multiplied with advan
tage. Multiplying the Catholic schools would not suit the Protestants 
of France, and increasing the National schools does not suit the 
Dissenters of Wales. 

2. For the reasons above given, grants in aitl of voluntary contri
butions will be more salutary than a general rate. In course of time, 
perhaps, the people will so appreciate education, as they do religion, 
that they will find the means of procuring an adequate supply of it, anrl 
in some places, perhaps, that endowments will be bequeathed to as5ist 
poor neighbourhoods. It is better, however, that the educational 
system of Wales should be a natural growth, and not a forced one by 
unnecessary legislation. 

3. (a) The National schools, as already mentioned, are only instru
ments, as at present worked, to form the rising generation to the 
Church of England. The religious instruction given in connexion 
with them the parents endeavour to thwart, and in most instances 
parents refuse the only secular instruction which their children can 
get, owing to its being connected with religious instruction the parents 
repudiate. The British schools, on the contrary, are free from this 
objectiop, and teach no religious creed objected to by the parents. 

(b) The aid given suits populous districts better than thinly inha
bited ones. A poor district, with a scattered and small population, of 
which there are so many in Wales, can nevel' hope to have a school
master or a schoolhouse that comes up with the standard given by 
Government. The plan of schoolhouses is altogether too expensive. 
At Llandervel, near Bala, the people found it clieaper and better for 
them to build a schoolhouse without the aid of Government than by 
receiving it on the conditions offered. The schoolhouse they built is a 
convenient and commodious one, and quite good enough for the neigh
bourhood. Timber less expensive than Baltic surely will do for 
schoolhouses, when gentlemen, for thcit· parlours, can have hardly 
anything better. . 

4, (a) The religious instruction of the Welsh people is good and 
general. The strength of the various denominations can be procured 
from the following sources :-The Independents, Hev. Hugh Pugh 
Mostyn, Flintshire, or the Rev. Thos. Rces, Beaufort, Kendle, 1\Ion
mouthshire (the former has a Welsh almannck, published annually, 
with denominational statistics in it, and the latter has written a 
pamphlet latterly on the subject); the Calvinistic nfcthouists, the Rev. 
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Roger EJwnrJs, h1:tor of the '· Drysorvn," ~!old, Flir.tshire; the 
Bapti~t, the Rev •• John Pritchard, llaptiRt minister, Llangollen, Denbigh
~hire. The DisRcnters in Wales have built about two thousand chapels, 
and every neighbourhood has abundance of religious advantages. The 
Sunuay school is a powerful society to give the Welsh religious instruc
tion, which is attended by young and old. It is, in Wales, a place 
for adults to expound the Scriptures as well as for the young to learn 
reading. · 

(b) The secular instruction of the Welsh is not so good nor so 
general, but greatly improving, and extending daily. l\Iany schools 
in rural districts are extinct, where a little aid would have kept them 
alive. It ought to be known that a very efficient schoolmaster may be 
procured for the country for 40l. salary, which would be quite equal 
to 60/. or iOl. in a town, and the latter sums in many a Welsh town 
would be quite equal to 100/. in a large English town. Many a neigh
lwurhood where the day school is. now extinct could have collected 
some 20/. or 251. ; and could they have had aid to the amount of 151. 
or 20/, in addition, an efficient day school would have been there still • 

• 'i. The X ational schools everywhere ought to be remodelled to suit 
Wales as a country where the people do not belong to the Established 
Church. These schoob are under the control of the clergy, and used 
n.;; means to force their religion upon the people. 

Some means ought to be employed to get the landlords to sell land in 
the most convenient places to build schoolrooms. :\Iany of the land
ocracy oppose the education of the people, if that be not conformable 
to their own notions. It is a rare thing to see a landlortl or a pro
prietor of works in Wales a~sisting in the education of the people 
without using means, in connexion with these efforts, to tyrannize over 
the people's consciences. 

Aid ought to be given to schoolmasters in rru·al distl'icts to make a 
salary of 401. a year. 

Aid ought to be given to build schoolhouses inferior to those required 
at present by Government. 

:\hcHAEJ, D. JoNEs. 
Bala, June lOth, 1859. 

EnwARD CooPER, Esq., a Manager of the British School, Llangollen. 
I. (a) Insufficient. 
2. (a.) Grants in aid of voluntary efforts Auitable. 

(b) Not desirable. 
3. (a) Generally acceptable. 

The Rev. THos. DAVIES, Rector of Trawsfynydd, &c. 

I. (a) In answering this question, I deem it most prudent to confine 
myself to the deanery in which I have the honour to be the Diocesan 
Inspector of Schcols ; viz., that of Ardudwy, in the county of 
1\fcrioneth. 

In this deanery there are eight schools in connexion with the Church 
of England .under my inspection, and probably the following tabular 
form, returned to me by the managers la't year, would give a fairer 
insight of what is being done than could be explained in any other way, 
as it embraces the attendance of week-day and Sunday,~the amount 
of subscriptions as well as the children's pence. But from thi.~ it 
would not be Fafe to infer that education in other parts of Wales is in 
the same condition, as some of tlae district~ are very mountainou~, the 
population scattered, and few only of tLe landetl proprietors residrnt. 

VOL. II. R R 
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Attendance. Number Pa Jment Aid from 
Name of School. of PUJ>il Teacher's of Subscrip- Govern- Endow- 1851 

Masters; Teachers. House. Children. tion. ment. ment. Census. 

! Week Day. Sunday. 

f :£ £ £ s. 

Ffe~tiniog, N. - - 65 so One Two Yes 15 31 ' Yes None 3,460 

Harlech, parish of Llan- 40 
danwg. 

35 One None No 10 3 No 15 0 760 

Llanfihangel - - 37 30 One None Yes 15 5 No 1 5 1,587 

I Llanbedr - - 60 60 One None Yes 15 - No 40 0 360 

I 

. 
Llanenddwyn - - 36 70 One None Yes 10 4 No 8 0 :188 

Barmouth, parish of Llan- 85 110 One One No 20 40 Yes 3 0 1,670 
I aber. 

' / I 'l'rawsfynydd - - 88 105 One Two and No 2a 24 Yes 3 0 1,498 

I one paid 
monitor. 

I 
I 

-I 
I 

\ J,l;,_,frothen - 40 One One Yes 

I 
30 7 Yes None 

I 
802 

I --
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There are besides three· day ~chooh in this deanery in connexion 
with the Church of England,.I1ot visited by me, entirely supported by 
:Mrs. Oakeley, a most charitable lady, residing at Tanybwlch, in the 
neighbourhood of Ft:stiniog slate quarries. These are at Llwynygell, 
:!\Iaentwrog, and Llandecwyn, '\\ith an average attendance, including 
infants in the first class, from information received, of 140, 70, and 45. 
The Sunday schools in these places are ec;,ually wen attended. 

There are also, I believe, four British and Foreign schools,-one at 
Blanau Fe:;tinio..,., one at the nllage of Festiniog, one at Dyffryn, in the 
parish of Llane~ddwyn, and the other at Barmoutb, in the parish 
of Llanaber. Of these, from per~onal knowledge, I cannot speak, but 
reports say they are mostly full, and creditably conducted. 

It will be observed, that of the eight 8chools mentioned by me in the 
tabular form, only four receive aid from Go>ernment ; namely, 
Festiniog, Barmouth, Trawsfynydd, and Llanfrothen,-the last in its 
infancy, and therefore can scarcely be classed with the first three; but 
a casual obser>er, and one not interested in schools, and knowing 
nothing of their mechanism, ca_nnot at once help seeing the marvellous 
difference there is in the management of these and the others named, 
not under the snper>ision of Her }.lajesty's Inspector. 

'\' oluntary efforts are doubtless highly necessary, and should in every 
way possible be encouraged, but without legislative aid would com
paratively avail little. 

(b) The present aid of the legislature i:~ most beneficial, by the 
allowance granted to certificated masters, and more especially by 
the f'taff of pupil-teachers it !lupports. Thi~ plan is infinitely 
~uperior to the old method• of unpaicl monitors, both as to the order 
and regularity of the school, as well as the speedy instruction of the 
children. No school of the average attendance of from 80 to 90 
children can be prop.erly worked without t~o pupil-teachers. 

2. (a) The present system of grants has, in my opinion, fully 
answered its intention, and is now producing a tolerably rich harvest. 
It has called forth voluntary effort~, which otherwise would ha>e been 
dormant or withheld. It is also a great inducP.ment to the master to 
be zealous and active in increasing the number of scholars, as by so 
doing he in most cases increases his own income. And, as regards the 
education of the children of those recei>ing parochial relief, the 
relieving officer of the district pays quarterly for their schooling out of 
the poor rate~, and the account is passed, as any other relief by the 
poor-law auditor. 

By takin~ tbe~e, aud others that might be n[lmed, into consideration, 
I find no difficulty in coming to th'O! conclusion that grants in aid of 
voluntary contributions are preferable to a general rate. 

3. (a) None can cavil, or find fault. If those who hare dissented 
from the Established Church are di~,ati:,fied with the instruction 
recei>ed in the national school, they have only to convince the Go>ern· 
ment of the necessity of another more in harmony with their religion:; 
views. The Government, I believe., are always willin;:r to meet their 
wi.o;hes, provided they ~onrribute the ~um required. Nothing can be 
fairer, and I have ne>er heard any complaints. It certainly is a great 
misfortune to thinly populated districts1 as they cannot so easily obtain 
legislative aid; but it also is a great mistake to fancy that gross 
ignorance prevails even in the~e ; for most young persons are taught 
to read their Bibles in the Sunday .schools, so common in private houses, 
if there be no more convenient placc·s, and many are taught to write in 
night schools, kept in the same way. 

4. (a) None of Her Mnjesty'~ t>uhjects, one wouhl suppose, are bttter 
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provided with religious instruction than the Welsh. Besides the parish 
church, in almost every village of from 300 to 500 inhabitant~ there 
are mostly th1·ee and sometimes four chapels belonging to as many 
denominations, who have services and schools in them on Sundays, ancl 
frequently preaching on week days. It is very questionable whether 
the pure doctrine of Christianity is inculcated in aU these. One hears 
very different things occasionally ; but few absent themselres unless 
from sickness, or other unavoidable cause, froin some places of worship 
on a Sunday. I am epeaking more particularly of hamlets and 
agricultural districts ; I cannot of late speak with such certaiuty ot 
towns. And as to 

(b) "Secular instrnctign," the best illustration, probably, that can 
be given would be by mentioning what is taking place in this parish, 
and, from personal knowledge, ~imilar things, more or less, in the 
adjacent ones. Occasionally here, twice or thrice in the year,-and it 
should be borne in mind that this is one of the most out of the way and 
mountainous parishes in Wales,-sul~ects to write upon, of course in 
the Welsh language, are fixed for competition, and small prizes given 
to those adjudicated the best. Sometimes I review these. AlJout 
three months ago eight competitors sent to me their compositions 
The subject v.-as, "Proper behaviour in Public Places." Some of these 
were very lengthy, the writing good, spelling an<l grammar perfect, 
and the instructions for polite conduct would not disgrace the pen of a 
Chesterfield. There were other ~nbjects, and many competitors, and 
the evening the prizes were distributed to the succes~ful candidates 
there could not be less than 300 persons present to listen to the 
productions being reacl. 

On Monday next, Whitmonday, an adjudication is to be made on 
four different subjects :-The Responsibility of Parents; a .1Yovel!! 
Capt. Norgan tlte ltero!; History of Joseph; and Poetry; and no less 
than .fift'y candidates. 

These simple facts tell the condition of "secular instruction" in 
Wales better than I can describe, and from them I feel persuaded you 
will gain more real information than from any opinion of my own. 

The Rev. D. LLOYD, LL.D., Presbyteriau College, Cannartheu. 

1. (a) .Are inefficient. 
(b) Both must be combined. 

2. (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 

3. (a) All denomiMtions are become rapidly cominced of the 
necessity of Government aid. 

4. (a) Principally provided by Sunday schools, &c. 
(b) Inefficient. 

J. The great indiftcrence of the parents ; Leing utterly utu:dueated 
themselves, they are in::en~ihle to the importnn<:e of education. 

The Hev .• JoHx :\Iurm:wl', Neath. 
1. (a) Inadequate. Haring the will, but not the meau~. 

(b) Good, but a great num bcr of the Yery poot• arc out of its reach 
at present. 

2. Grant5 in aid of voluntary coutrilmtions. Kot a general rate on 
',.any account, if money could otherwise be raised 
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3. There is a great improvement of late in favour of Government aid 
in '\Vales, from there being no form of creed enforced upon the people. 
It could be better had there been more hone~ty and disinterestedness on 
the part of those who apply for such aid. 

4. (a) Extensively pwrided for as regards the pulpit, but the re
quirements of the young, in our Sabbath schoob, should be 
better attended to. 

(b) V cry good; could the pa1·ents and guardians of children afford 
to keep them at school for a specified time, instead of being 
compelled, for their own support, to seek employment. 

5. ( 1.) Poverty, the want of clothing, and the means of paying f(w 
the school of several children in the same family. (2.) Keep night 
school~, and remunerate voluntary teachers for thch· services, without 
expecting them to produce certificates of scholarship on that account. 
The scholars to procure books, &c. 

J, C. Snwxs, E~q. 

I. (a) Very great, but oftrn desultory and spa$moclic, ahuo:;t always 
sectarian. 

(b) This l1as done vast good. 
2. (a) In aid of voluntary contl'ibution~, but apportioned in the ratio 

of the po>erty of places, and not merely of amount of sub
scriptions, which is rather a sign of their wealth. 

(b) Certainly not. 
3. (a) Yes; as much so as it is possible to be ; any change of system 

would revi>e sub(lued excitement and reawaken slumbering 
feuds. ....Ye quieta movere. 

(b) Not sufficiently, but time nnd good inspection, and greater 
intelligence, I think, will set this right ere long. 

4. (a) Very scantily, except in Sabbath schools. · 
(b) Still very deficient, but much improved and improving. 

5. The language is still an obstacle, but railways and the spread of 
commercial activities will remedy this yearly more and more. The 
real remedy for deficient education is to be found in good schools 
thoroughly adapting their teaching to the daily labour wants of life. 
Offer a good article, antl tl1e demand will be commensurate with its 
practical usefulne~~. 

The following cun1municatious, embodying l'eplies to tile above questions 
were also received :-

The Rev. J. PmLLlPs, Inspector of British SciJools, North Wales. 
In Xorth Wales education is in a progressive condition. 
The people are, to a degree at least, alive to its importance and 

generally anxious to haye good and efficient schools for their child~en. 
I. But the voluntary eft'ort;, exercised on behalf of education, have not 

hitherto been adequate to the necessities of the country ; as there are 
many localities left without any 8dwols at all, and many more without 
ithuoh adapted to the requirements of the people. 

/ 2. GoYernmcnt aid to (·rect school building~, and to support schools 
annually, is dealt out with care, but on tlte whole liberally ; and 1 
entertain the opinion that the system of grants, in aid (Jf' voluntary 
contributions, is likely to work hcLter than a general rate. 

3. I am not aware that there is any repugnancy in the feelincrs of the 
n:ligious ~ommuuity against Government a8~i~tance, when it is not 
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given to school~ in which cntcchi~m8 and formularic~, bclou;;ini; t•J 
some particular <'ection of Christian~ are taught. 

But if Govcmment aid were to be grunted with more readiness a11d 
liberality to rural and mountainous district~, it would without douht 
answer a good purpose. 

4. Owing to the number aud efficiency of Sabbath schools in 'r ale~ 
religious instruction is extensircly diffused, which is not the ca~e with 
secular education. 

5. To the diffusion of popular education throughout Wales the great 
ilrawback hitherto has been the want of school buildings, and of compe
tent teachers, in possession of' certificates, so as to obtain Government 
assistance'. Wherever we are successful in securing these, the school.•, 
almost ~ithout exception, are in a healthy condition. 

The Rev. DANIEL DAVIES, Baptist :\Iiuister, Cardigan. 

I have so repeatedly expressecl my sentiments on the points to which 
your questions refer, that I have nothing new to offer; and to report in 
detail the same views would answer no useful purpose. It may, how
ever, be worth while to say, generally, that while I remain as deeply 
convinced as ever of the neces~ity of Government aid for the spread of 
education, I am getting more and more dissatisfied with the manner 
in which it is given. I am decidedly of opinion that nothing but a 
local rate, with which Government lihall have nothing to do but 
P.mpowering it to be levied, will meet the ease. The system of cen 
tralization, which it is the tendency of the pre~ent mode to foster, i5 
not only dangerous to civil and religious liberty, but tends to make the• 
schoolmasters independent of the committees, &c.; to make them depend 
on the Government and its agents, which cannot be expected to know 
the necessities of the locality, 11or feel the ~arne interest as the rate
payers who shonld be contributing directly towards the maintenance of 
the school. As the present system, in my opinion, is not worth menr1-
ing, I shall not trouble you with any i'uggestions for its improvement. 
Although it might be buttressed for a time, I think it must come dow·n 
and o-ive room to another edifice more in accordance with the ta~te and 
nece~sities of the country. Of course I take it for gn.nted that the 
foundation stone in the new edifice mu5t. be the entire separation of 
secular from religious education ; the latter to. be entrusted to the 
religious communities, and the former only to be a burden on the local 
rate, and to be entirely under the control of ratepayers. I should 
have po objection to inspectors, &c., provided they were made a5 
independent as the judges of the lanll, and could not po~sibly be con
verted into Government toob. As long as we haYe a religious 
establishment, and a Government disposed to make religion sub~ervient 
to its political interest, I sec no methotl to do away with abuses but the 
one I have named. In the present state of education, and the urgent 
necessity of its being extended, I should think it advisable to allow the 
present system, with all its defects, to remain until we can get a 
better. I have always found it best not to attempt to improve a 
system radically wrong, but let its defect$ continue until they become 
110 glaring liS to demand a change of system. 
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WELSH LAN~WAG:I':. 
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- -- 60 
- 120 
- 88 
- -- -- 5 - 90 
- 106 
- 102 

- 686 

- 46 - 98 
- 25 

-- 69 
- -

- 238 

--

Children under 10 years of age. Children above I 0 years of age. 

/ Know I Welsh only • 
Number of I Eng~~~:en.l Imperfectly., Wel;h only: English well. Imperfectly. Scholai'S. 

: 
9 62 - 30 16 - 14 
4 30 22 12 10 2 0 
0 15 25 - 1 11 2 

10 38 2 44 25 12 7 
6 50 64 40 20 10 10 

26 36 22 35 0 24 1l 
20 43 30 - 20 18 1 
10 23 59 - 21 36 18 
3 2 0 34 20 14 0 

Few 30 54 77 40 26 11 
15 49 42 66 45 21 -

7 59 36 91 21 70 0 

110 437 356 429 239 244 74 

' 15 20 11 29 9 16 4 
32 58 8 52 34 15 3 
16 9 - 39 31 8 0 
0 17 37 - 13 14 0 

20 16 33 24 14 5 5 
28 40 14 - 32 9 0 

------------------
ll1 160 103 144 133 67 12 

"' Denotes schools in towns. 
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(TmE occuPIED Br \Y.nsu C1IILDHEX 1x AcQumiXt< E:-;t;LisH.) 
Appended to the ~r·1 :, , of qtie;;tions, the replies to which are em

bodied in the abon- t<, ,1\ was a note soliciting the o;choolmasters to 
furnish me with· ''their estimate of the average tin1e it takes the chil
dren knowing Welsh on1.v,'to acquire a sufficient knowledge of English 
to do the school workin English, or in other words, without the aid of 
Welsh interpretation/' · To this note I received the following replies, 
which are valuable as showing the amount of obstacle which the W ebh 
language presents to the spread of education in Wales :-

1\Ir. Ellis Roberts, Llwynygell. - "Four or five years would not 
bo too much for that purpose." Mr. Williams, Dolgelley, National.-· 
"Children are not admitted into my school under seven years of age. I 
find they are not able to understand English .sufficiently so as as to go 
on with the schoolwork without interpretation until about ten year~ 
of age, arid it will take them additional two years before they can 
understand English tolerably." Mr. Jas. Jones, 13ala.-" I believe that 
translation cannot wholly be dispensed with ~ven among the most ad
vanced of our children; and that as the lessons increase in difficulty, 
a corresponding aid should and must be rendered." l\Ir. Hughes, 
Ffestiniog, Quarries School.-" About three or four years.'~-Mr. W. 
Griffiths, Bala British School.-" We do not dispense with translation 
at all in some form or another. The translation which is intended to 
enable them to understand may perhaps be dispensed with in two years.'' 
Mr. J. Roberts, Dolgelley, British.-'' The average time '"ill be about 
three or four years.'' l\Ir. G. Thomas, Beddgelert.-'' A child entering 
at seven, from three to five year~ of regular attendance.''-Mr. R. 
Lloyd1 Y stalyfera.-" Three yeat·s." l\Ir. G. Griffiths~ Margmn CoppPr 
Works.-" After the fitst year they go on rapidly in Engli8h.'' 

APPENDIX E. 
[Subjects of a mbcellaneous character bearing on topics advertrd to in 

the Report a1·e given under this head.] 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS :-OCCUPATION, &c. OF PARENTS. 

The following RETCRXS were made to lxQUIRIES into the OccuPA· 
TIONS of the P ARExrs of ScHOLARS in PnLic ScHOOLs :-

'Sc.!!l : "" 
I 

tg~ 
I 

ca~ ~ ~t~·~ I 

I 0 ~l I 0 ... 0 c'" 

I 

~~ =·- ~ ~.E ~ z'"o 

I 
"'"' I ., = 

ScHooLs. 't::l,: ... e .;JJ ... "' c;;r:=£ ~~ I 't::l.= .:;og.= 

:2! =~ =-=~·s::o oo d 5~ ! 5~ GH ~5 E-i ·- Ow 
I 

NORTH WALES. 

Llandrillo" Union" . . 78 22 3 
r 

19 34 
Beddgelert (British) - - 101 26 6 22 47 
Glyndyfrdwy . - - 56 16 3 I 11 26 
Bettws . - - 54 31 2 

I 
- 21 

Llwynygell - - 94 0 .~ 18 73 
*Dolgelley (National) - . 160 ~ 9 I 

50 92 
•Uangollen, British (Girls) - 123 16 14 0 91 
" Do. do. (Boys) . 140 14 20 

I 

53 52 
*Llangollen (National) - - 167 11 12 74 70 
*BaJa (Free School) - - 39 6 ofGeo- 3 8 22 

tlemen. I 

I 
Ffestiniog Slate Quarries (British) 167 4 27 14 1 ~·J 

*BaJa (British) - - - 172 28 36 4i 61 
"'Dolgelley (British). . - 193 30 46 3.5 82 

--- --------- ----
TOTALS - . 1,544 213 184- 351 793 

"' Denotes Town -s~};()()Js. 
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ScHOOLS. 

· SoutH WALES. 

Ystalyfera Works (Boys) - 12
7
3
5 

_s ·_i ·I 78
2 

3
73
2 

Yniscedwyn Iron Works - -
:Margam Copper Works (Boys)- f 150 5 3 I 56 86 

Do. Tin Works - . - 1 64 0 6 I 57 1 
Ystradgunlais (National) - 81 3 0 18 60 
.A.bercrave (National) - - 93 ·4 13 12 64 

1-----1----
ToTALS 586 18 29 I · 223 316 

MoDE of PAniENT (Report, pp. 524-527) in Works and Colliery 
Schools. 

~-
The following are the regulations of workme~'s payments to the 

school fund of a Colliery in South Wales:-
1. Every adult workman pays 4d. per month. 2. All boys working· 

under ground earning from 6s. to 8s. a week pay 2d. a month. 
3. All boys above ground earning Is. 6d. a day, 4d. a month. Several 
boys, door keepers, and others pay nothing. 

EsrntATE of annual Receipts and Expenditure, assuming that 300 Men 
and lOOBoys are employed.in the Works. 

RECEIPTS. 
£ s. 

300 men, &c., at 4d. per 
month • i5 16 8 

100 boys, 2d. a month 6 10 0 

82 6 8 

EXPENDITURE. 

*Salary, master 
*Do. to sewing mistress 

£ s. d. 
- 46 16 0 

6 0 0 

52 16 0 
Books, 5L; repairs, 21. lOs.; 

rent, 51. - 12 10 0 
Extras, and cost of collection. 5 0 0 

Balance receipts 
70 6 0 
12 0 8 

82 6 8 

• The salaries are taken from an actual, and the estimated items on the most 
extended ~cale, probably double the outlay. 

VOL. II. s s 
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INcoME and Expenditure for Oue Y cnr of an Iron Work& School in 
South Wales, employing from 2,000 to 2,100 Meu. Girb, ami Boys. 
Total under Education, 96 Boy~, 117 Girls, 143 Infants. 

RECEIPTS. 

£ S, d, 
School pence for the year 3 8 
Payments of workmen to 

school fund • 29 7 

300 10 2 

EXPEND !lURE. 

~alary of teachers 
Do, assistants 
Books and apparatus 
Fuel and lights 
Rent 

• 112 4 
• 27 4 
• 10 15 
• 10 0 

29 5 0 
* Other expenses (no pal'ticu-

lars) • 30 

Balance of receipt 
219 13 11 

• 80 16 .3 

300 10 2 

*The works proprietors contribute to two other schools in the neigh·· 
bourhood, but the amount of their contributions I could not ascer
tain, nor, indeed, whether they were not inelnded in the item "other 
expenses." · 
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